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Abstract 

The residential building sector, which provides shelter, creates employment 

opportunities, and contributes to the economy of any nation has an adverse effect too 

as it has serious environmental implications. Globally, the construction and use of 

buildings alone are responsible for almost one third of the resource consumption, 

energy consumption, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and solid waste generation 

which are rapidly growing due to population and economic growth. The residential 

building sector is now adopting innovative products and processes for the construction 

of houses in a resource constraint competitive market to comply or exceed 

environmental regulations. The concept of life cycle thinking hence steps in for 

addressing the sustainability challenge. 

The building sector alone is responsible for Australia’s 20% total energy consumption, 

and 23% GHG emissions, which are expected to grow rapidly as more than 3.3 million 

additional houses are expected to be built by 2030 to maintain the pace with an 

economic and population growth. A majority of Australians prefer the clay brick 

dominated detached houses with heavy reliance on artificial heating, cooling, and 

ventilation, which results in huge energy demand and GHG emissions. Under the 

National House Energy Rating Scheme (NatHERS), the Australian Building Codes 

Board (ABCB) has introduced the mandatory minimum energy efficiency standards 

for buildings through the National Construction Code (NCC). Primarily, these 

regulations focus on achieving thermal comfort for occupants through a reduction in 

the space heating and cooling energy requirements. However, the minimum energy 

efficiency standards alone are not adequate to address the sustainability aspects from 

a life cycle thinking perspective because the buildings are complex products of various 

materials, and technologies to meet unique requirements. Various studies to date 

suggest that the sustainability assessment, which integrates the energy, economic, 

social and environmental factors together from life cycle perspective has a potential in 

decision making for identification of optimum sustainable building options. 

There is a gap in the current body of knowledge as the integration of all these aspects 

has not been considered to achieve sustainable houses in Western Australia (WA) 

where the building sector is unsustainable due to the use of energy intensive building 

materials, affordability, resource constraints, and varying climatic conditions. Whilst 
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the research on sustainable buildings for the Eastern States of Australia has been 

conducted to some extent, these studies are not representative of the whole of Australia 

for geographical, demographical, and climatic reasons. Considering the growing 

demand for housing and associated long-term environmental repercussions in WA, it 

is proposed that the life cycle thinking is applied to practice through a unique 

systematic, and dynamic life cycle management (LCM) approach. This would put the 

life cycle thinking tools, techniques, and frameworks into practice to improve the 

sustainability performance of houses. LCM approach has been found to be an effective 

tool for reducing the environmental, economic, and social impacts in order to apply 

the concept of life cycle thinking to construction industries. 

The objective of this research was to develop a comprehensive life cycle management 

framework that integrates the NatHERS energy rating tool, life cycle assessment 

(LCA) approach, cleaner production strategies (CPS), life cycle costing (LCC) 

approach, and socio-political factors for improving the sustainability performance of 

a house construction in WA. The development of this framework has enabled the 

identification of a range of sustainable options of building materials and methods for 

construction of houses, which could be used to achieve WA’s goals of the sustainable 

development. 

In this research, a typical 4 bedroom, 2 bathroom, 2 car garage (4x2x2) detached single 

storey house made of double clay brick walls, single glazed windows, concrete floor, 

and concrete roof tiles hypothetically located in Perth, was considered as a reference 

house to represent the existing housing stock. The environmental impacts were 

assessed over a life cycle of 50 years. The operational energy requirements were 

modelled using AccuRate software. The material and energy inputs were used to build 

LCA model using SimaPro software to identify the hotspots causing the highest 

environmental impacts. Appropriate CPS were applied to mitigate the hotspots during 

various life cycle stages of a house to design an environmentally benign house. The 

life cycle inventory was revised by incorporating new material and energy inputs for 

each CPS to estimate life cycle energy and environmental impacts and to analyse the 

viability of these alternative options for the construction of a house. The LCC analysis 

has been conducted to assess the economic feasibility of the environmentally friendly 

options as compared to existing conventional house in terms of present value using 
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appropriate inflation and discount rates. The environmentally and economically viable 

options were thus selected for assessing the social implications and to propose policies 

for application of these options. 

WA is the largest state of Australia as it consists of 5 out of total 8 Australian climatic 

zones. In order to capture the variations in climatic conditions, resources, and utilities, 

seventeen additional locations were selected based on population, existing housing 

stock, and growth forecast data within WA for this research. The cost-effectiveness of 

the CPS may vary with geographical locations due to resource availability and climatic 

conditions. The environmental, economic, and social impacts of a typical house that 

has incorporated cleaner production options were assessed to identify the sustainable 

options in these additional 17 locations. Finally, the environmental and economic 

impact values of a typical house for all cleaner production options in 18 locations were 

normalized to identify the best-suited options for the construction of a sustainable 

house in Western Australia, The option CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC (cast in-

situ sandwich walls – polystyrene insulation core - double glazed windows - concrete 

roof tiles - 3kWp grid connected roof top solar PV - solar water heater - partial 

replacement of cement and aggregates in concrete mix by fly ash, and recycled 

aggregates) was found to be the optimum sustainable option for the construction 

houses in Western Australia due to the lowest environmental impacts, significant cost 

saving potential, and associated social benefits in terms of durability, affordability, and 

resource conservation. 

Finally, as compared to the conventional house construction, the above cleaner 

production option has been found to offer significant sustainability benefits. The 

proposed life cycle management framework can help the Western Australian building 

sector to improve the sustainability of houses and minimize the resource consumption 

to contribute to Australia’s commitment to emissions reduction. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

The thesis assesses the sustainability of different building materials and methods for 

the construction of houses in Western Australia using a comprehensive life cycle 

management framework consisting of life cycle assessment (LCA) approach, 

Australian Nationwide House Energy Rating Scheme (NatHERS) energy rating tool, 

cleaner production strategies (CPS), life cycle costing (LCC) approach, and socio-

political indicators. 

1.2 Background 

The term ‘sustainability’ is derived from the Latin verb sustinere meaning to support 

and has been used in relation to resources of the earth since late 18th century (Blair et 

al. 2004). The concept of sustainable development was popularized in 1987 by 

Brundtland Commission report “Our Common Future”, published by the World 

Commission on Environment and Development (WCED 1987). The report defined the 

sustainable development as “development which meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (Blair et al. 

2004). The Brundtland Commission report also suggested that sustainability is often 

cast as the triple bottom line (TBL) of environment, economy, and society (Hall and 

Purchase 2006). The concept of sustainable development gained real prominence when 

it was discussed and adopted by more than 178 Governments during the United Nation 

Conference on environment and development held at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in 1992, 

referred as Rio Summit (UNCED 1992; Mebratu 1998). Whilst the concept of 

sustainability and sustainable development has received a wide spread recognition 

from policy makers to consumers in last 25 years, in reality, the unsustainable trends 

are still continuing because the concept of sustainable development has not yet found 

the political will and support, and thus it is progressing unevenly which has even been 

acknowledged during the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development 

held again in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in 2012 (UNCSD 2012). 
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The major industries such as agriculture, mining, construction, transportation, and 

livestock contribute to the development of any nation and thus hold the key to 

sustainable development (Sev 2009). The construction sector, which has a key role in 

providing the quality of life to society in the form of housing, transportation, 

workplace, and utility infrastructure including the employment opportunities 

contributes not only to the economy of any nation but also has serious environmental 

and social implications (Burgan and Sansom 2006). 

Without the change of paradigm, the implementation of principles and guidelines of 

sustainable development into the building sector is difficult because of the complexity 

of the buildings, and due to the facts that the buildings are not just the assembly of raw 

materials, but they are complex products of various materials, and technologies 

assembled together to meet the unique requirements, and there is no unique solution 

for sustainable buildings (Ding 2008; Passer et al. 2015). Directly or indirectly, the 

buildings are responsible for greenhouse gas emissions due to energy consumed during 

various life cycle stages for raw material extraction, processing, transportation, 

manufacturing, fabrication, assembly, construction, operation, maintenance, and the 

end of life demolition and disposal (Sorrell 2003; Rwelamila, Talukhaba and Ngowi 

2000). 

As compared to other sectors, the buildings lasts much longer and thus have significant 

environmental repercussions over a long period of time, and hence it is important to 

implement the principles and guidelines of the sustainability from the project inception 

stage itself so that the goals of sustainable development are achieved by minimizing 

the resource consumption and environmental impacts during the entire life cycle stages 

(Sev 2009; Burinskienė and Rudzkienė 2007). To achieve the goals of sustainable 

building development, the major attempt should be made for improving the material 

and energy efficiencies, and which should not be limited to only production efficiency, 

but it should include the consumption efficiency as well (Iwaro and Mwasha 2013; 

Dincer and Rosen 2012). 

Due to an increasing awareness of sustainability and sustainable development, the 

building sector is now forced to adopt the innovative products and processes to achieve 

sustainable buildings. This is because of the fact that globally, the construction and use 

of buildings alone is responsible for almost 30%-40% of resource consumption, energy 
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consumption, GHG emissions, and solid waste generation which are still growing 

(Ristimäki et al. 2013; Nejat et al. 2015; Ibn-Mohammed et al. 2013; Xing, Hewitt and 

Griffiths 2011; Zeng et al. 2011; UNEP 2011a). 

Various studies suggest that the integrated sustainability assessment framework, which 

considers the energy, ecological, economic, social and environmental factors have a 

key role in decision making to identify the sustainable building options (Ding 2008; 

Gibson 2006; Ortiz et al. 2009; Pope, Annandale and Morrison-Saunders 2004; 

GOWA 2003). There are various sustainability assessment approaches which exist 

worldwide, but their application growth is still slow (Berardi 2012). However, globally 

the sustainability assessment and certification of buildings is growing rapidly as 

around 650 million m2 of constructed area obtained certification in 2010, which almost 

doubled in 2012, and this is expected to rise further to around 4600 million m2 of 

constructed area by 2020 (Bloom and Wheelock 2010). 

Though the Australian building sector is not the largest source of GHG emissions, it 

is the fastest growing sector. Annually, this sector alone is responsible for Australia’s 

20% of the total energy consumption, and 23% of the total GHG emissions (ABCB 

2015b). Despite various energy efficiency improvement initiatives, the GHG 

emissions of building sector are growing annually at 1.3% (ASBEC 2007) and 

Australia’s current per capita GHG emissions (23.1 tonnes of CO2 e-) and ecological 

footprint (6.3global hectares) are about 5 and 3.5 times more than the global average 

(DOE 2015b; WWF 2014). The main reason for such a high contribution by building 

sector is because of the fact that a majority of Australians prefer to live in clay brick 

dominated detached houses with heavy reliance on artificial heating, cooling, and 

ventilation (Kelly, Breadon and Reichl 2011; Miller and Buys 2012). 

In addition, the building sector in Australia generates annually about 20 million tonnes 

of construction and demolition (C&D) wastes (DOE 2013) of which the energy 

intensive clay brick accounts for 16% (Reardon and Downton 2013a). The Australian 

construction sector plays an important role in society and economy by providing more 

than 1 million job opportunities per year and contributes more than $102 billion 

annually to the economy (or 8% of Australia’s GDP)(ABS 2012). Australia will 

require more than 3.3 million additional houses by 2030 to maintain the pace with 

economic growth (NHSC 2011), and about 15% of these new houses will be built in 
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Western Australia (WA). Such a rapid socio-economic growth could increase 

Australia’s overall energy demand from 5,724 Peta joules (PJ) in 2008 to 7,715 PJ in 

2030 (Geoscience-Australia and BREE 2010) and GHG emissions by 70% of current 

level by 2050 (DOE 2014a). 

There is a growing consensus that the Australian building sector has to take initiatives 

to adopt the sustainable building materials and methods of construction. Considering 

the growing demand for housing and associated long-term environmental 

repercussions in Western Australia, this research has developed a comprehensive 

framework for improving the sustainability performance of house construction. 

1.3 Research problem and rationale 

To achieve sustainability, the Western Australia’s building sector has to shift the 

paradigm of the traditional approach of use of non-renewable resources to use of 

renewable resources, and from the disposal of waste to landfill to reuse and recycling 

of waste (Kibert, Sendzimir and Guy 2000). The use of low impact, renewable and 

recyclable building construction materials including industrial by-products should be 

encouraged to achieve the sustainable buildings (Chwieduk 2003; Williams 2013). The 

building’s operational heating, and cooling energy consumption is highly influenced 

by the thermal performance of the building envelope because the bulk of this energy 

is utilized to compensate for the energy losses or gains through the envelope, and thus 

the envelope holds the key to energy, and emissions reduction opportunities (Xu and 

Dessel 2008; Bambrook, Sproul and Jacob 2011; Sozer 2010; Sadineni, Madala and 

Boehm 2011; Lai and Wang 2011). However the building envelope’s thermal 

performance acts as a double edge sword because of its dynamic nature, which is not 

only a function of the individual performance of materials used for different 

components of envelope (e.g. wall, roof, and floor), but is highly influenced by the 

climate conditions, and combination of materials used for different components of the 

envelope (e.g. double brick wall, brick veneer wall, autoclaved aerated concrete block 

wall, sandwich wall, concrete roof tiles, steel sheet roof, single glazed window, double 

glazed window, concrete floor, and elevated timber floor) (Pacheco, Ordóñez and 

Martínez 2012; Li, Yang and Lam 2013; Lawania and Biswas 2016). 
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In order to achieve sustainable building solutions, national and international studies 

have focused on the use of different tools and concepts for the assessment of energy, 

environment, and economic impacts associated with the buildings from the life cycle 

perspective, and to identify the energy efficiency measures to mitigate these impacts 

(Sadineni, Madala and Boehm 2011; Berry and Marker 2015b; Carre and Crossin 

2015; Bahadori and Nwaoha 2013; Monteiro and Freire 2012; Lawania, Sarker and 

Biswas 2015; Moore 2014). 

Life cycle thinking is converted into reality or practice through life cycle management 

(LCM). As per United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), LCM is a unique 

systematic, and dynamic process, which puts the life cycle thinking tools, techniques, 

and frameworks into practice to achieve the sustainable products or services (UNEP 

2007). Some studies suggest that the application of LCM approach could help in 

mitigating the economic and environmental impacts associated with even existing 

products or technologies (Ristimäki et al. 2013), and is an effective decision making 

tool to achieve sustainable outcomes (Ortiz et al. 2009; Memon, Rahman and Yacob 

2014). 

Most of the published studies lack the integration of the different tools and do not 

consider the economic, social, and environmental factors together to achieve 

sustainable buildings. Furthermore, the majority of the Australian research on 

sustainable buildings is limited to the Eastern States which is not representative of the 

Western Australia, which has geographically, demographically, and climatically 

unique landscape. WA is Australia’s largest state and falls under five out of eight 

distinct climate zones (Figure A.1, Appendix A). 

This research therefore explores a life cycle management framework integrating 

various tools from a life cycle thinking perspective to assess the life cycle impacts of 

a range of building materials and methods of construction of a typical house for 18 

locations in Western Australia and to identify the appropriate location specific cleaner 

production strategies to achieve a sustainable house solution applicable to whole 

Western Australia. 

The following primary research questions are addressed and presented in this thesis: 
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 What are the life cycle greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and embodied energy 

(EE) consumption impacts associated with the cradle to grave stages of the 

conventional double clay brick wall house in Perth over a life cycle of 50 years? 

 Which are the materials and processes causing the highest impacts (termed as 

hotspot(s))? 

 What are the appropriate cleaner production strategies to treat the hotspot(s) 

for reducing GHG emissions and EE consumption from Western Australian 

houses? 

 What is the cost effectiveness of environmentally viable technologies for 

different locations in WA? 

 How does cost-effectiveness of cleaner production strategies (CPS) vary with 

economic factors (e.g. discount rate) and policy instruments (e.g. carbon tax)? 

 How does cost-effectiveness of mitigation technologies vary across the 

regional WA? 

1.4 Objectives and scope 

The goal of this research is to develop a comprehensive framework that can assist with 

the improvement of the sustainability performance of house construction in Western 

Australia and to identify the areas of environmental, economic, and social concerns 

(hotspots). This approach will seek to integrate various life cycle assessment tools and 

concepts to identify the appropriate cleaner production strategies to construct 

sustainable houses. In order to attain this goal, the research will be focused on 

following five research objectives. 

1.4.1 Objective 1: To develop a framework for improving the sustainability 

performance of houses in Western Australia 

A number of methodologies and frameworks pertaining to sustainable building designs 

published by authentic bodies are reviewed to develop a comprehensive framework 

for sustainability assessment of a house specifically for Western Australia where there 

is a predominant use of clay bricks. The majority of these methodologies and 
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frameworks have focused on a particular aspect of the buildings such as construction 

materials and methods, buildings’ performance due to climatic variations, buildings’ 

energy analysis, environmental impact assessment, the cost-effectiveness of buildings’ 

energy efficiency improvement measures, and implications of renewable technologies. 

However, there is no comprehensive framework that has specifically been developed 

for sustainability assessment of houses after considering all the above mentioned 

aspects addressing Western Australia’s housing sector. A range of sustainability 

assessment tools and cleaner production strategies are required to develop a 

comprehensive framework to improve the sustainability performance of Western 

Australia’s housing sector as its geographical area is substantially large and most of 

the population centres are located in different climate zones. In addition, most of the 

Australian research on sustainable buildings is limited to the Eastern States, with a 

little representation only from Perth. 

Therefore, this research proposes the development of a holistic life cycle management 

(LCM) framework comprising of NatHERS energy rating tool, life cycle energy 

assessment (LCEA), life cycle assessment (LCA), and life cycle costing (LCC) with a 

focus on different materials and methods of construction, climatic conditions, energy 

consumption (for heating, cooling, lighting, hot water, and home appliances), solar 

energy, environmental impacts, socio-economic implications, and resource 

availability for addressing WA’s sustainability requirements in different locations 

under different climatic zones. The detailed methodology and framework for 

addressing this objective have been discussed in Chapter 3. 

1.4.2 Objective 2: To estimate the life cycle environmental impacts of 

construction, use, and disposal of a typical house in Perth using LCA tool 

The review of the contemporary literature indicated that the GHG emissions and 

embodied energy (EE) consumption are the most important impact categories of 

concern for building sector because of the substantial amount of material and energy 

consumption during the lifespan of the building. Although, the embodied energy is not 

an environmental impact itself, but it is a predecessor to most of the environmental 

impacts and hence is considered as an important impact category (Frischknecht et al. 

2007; Carre 2011a; Dixit et al. 2012). 
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This research has thus considered the life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

as important impact indicators associated with the construction, use, and the end of life 

demolition and disposal of a typical conventional double clay brick wall house in Perth 

using LCA approach. Australia is committed to reduce the GHG emissions to 26%-

28% below 2005 levels by 2030 (DOE 2015a) and hence other impact categories such 

as acidification, eutrophication, ozone depletion, solid waste, and photochemical smog 

have not been considered for this research. 

The LCA for this research has considered ‘cradle to grave’ approach and has followed 

the four steps of ISO 14040-44 (ISO14040 2006; ISO14044 2006): 1) goal and scope 

definition; 2) inventory analysis; 3) impact assessment; and 4) interpretation to 

estimate the GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts in Chapter 4. The 

environmental impacts during all stages from mining to material production to the end 

of life demolition and disposal have been considered. The loose furniture, plumbing, 

drainage and electrical services, sanitary ware, tapware and lighting fixtures, 

pavement, landscaping, garage door, wall painting, and routine maintenance activities 

have been excluded from this LCA as they vary with the occupant’s choices. 

1.4.3 Objective 3: To identify hotspots and apply appropriate cleaner 

production strategies (CPS) to mitigate the life cycle environmental 

impacts associated with identified hotspots for a typical house in Perth 

The NatHERS energy rating tool and life cycle assessment approach have been used 

to identify the areas of concern (hotspots) during various life cycle stages of a house 

in Perth and their causes are analysed to identify the appropriate resource efficiency 

and cleaner production strategies (CPS). According to UNEP (1994), and UNIDO 

(2002), the resource efficiency and cleaner production initiatives involve the 

continuous application of preventative strategies to processes, products and services 

to increase efficiency and reduce risk to human and the environment by increasing the 

productive use of natural resources, minimizing waste and emissions and are necessary 

components for achieving sustainable development. As recommended by UNEP 

(2015), the five cleaner production strategies such as good housekeeping, technology 

modification, product modification, input substitution, and recycling and reuse have 

been implemented to mitigate GHG emissions and EE consumption in Chapter 4. Once 

the appropriate CPS have been identified, the revised material and energy inputs have 
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been estimated to modify the LCI and then revised LCI has been used to estimate GHG 

emissions and EE consumption to assess the viability of these CPS options for a typical 

house in Perth. 

1.4.4 Objective 4: To estimate the socio-economic implications of 

environmentally viable cleaner production options for mitigation of life 

cycle impacts of a typical house in Perth 

The life cycle costing (LCC) approach has been used to assess the cost-effectiveness 

of environmentally viable cleaner production options for the construction of houses. 

LCC is an effective technique for forecasting and evaluating the cost performance of 

buildings (ISO15686-5 2008(en)) and helps in the economic comparison between the 

capital cost and operating cost of competing building design options to find an 

optimum design option (Real and Pinheiro 2010). This research has used the Net 

Present Value (NPV) method for estimation of LCC, where the time value of money 

is expressed as a discount rate which is a function of capital cost, inflation, and social 

behaviour. The inflation rate of 3% per year (RBA 2015), and a discount rate of 7% 

per year (IA 2016) have been considered for estimation of LCC of all environmentally 

viable cleaner production options for the construction of a house in Chapter 5. The 

economic and environmental outcomes have helped in determining the appropriate 

policies and social implications. The social and policy barriers affecting the growth of 

sustainable buildings have also been identified and discussed. The LCC for this 

research has considered the same system boundary of LCA to maintain the consistency 

of the analysis. 

1.4.5 Objective 5: To investigate the implication of environmentally, and 

economically viable options for 17 locations in regional Western Australia 

to capture the location specific climatic, economic, energy, and policy 

variations 

The environmental and economic outcome of cleaner production strategies for Perth 

may not be the same for all the locations in Western Australia, because it is the largest 

state of Australia with a diverse climate, history, flora and fauna covering more than 

2.5million square kilometres of area and is one of the most ancient lands on the planet. 

In order to represent the whole of Western Australia and to capture the variations in 
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climatic conditions (WA falls under 5 out of 8 Australian climate zones), and the 

resource availability, the 17 locations have been identified based on population and 

existing housing stock census data of 2011 (ABS 2013), and growth forecast of regions 

(DOP 2015) within WA for this research. The variation in electricity generation mix 

and supply of natural gas across all 17 locations in regional Western Australia has also 

been considered for this research to capture the variation in fuel specific GHG 

emissions and EE consumption associated with household energy consumption. 

The GHG emissions and EE consumption associated with the construction, use, and 

the end of life demolition and disposal of a typical house for all cleaner production 

options (identified as environmentally and economically viable in Perth) have been 

estimated for 17 locations in regional WA using LCA approach and the results are 

compared with the GHG emissions and EE consumption results of Perth in Chapter 6. 

Similarly, the life cycle cost for construction, use, and the end of life demolition and 

disposal of a typical house for all cleaner production options have been estimated for 

17 locations in regional WA using LCC approach to capture variations in cost-

effectiveness of CPS and the results are compared with the LCC results of Perth in 

Chapter 6. 

1.4.6 Summary 

Through this comprehensive life cycle management approach, a number of important 

cleaner production strategies have been proposed that can help the Western Australian 

building sector to improve the sustainability of houses and minimize their resource 

consumption. The use of energy efficient construction materials and methods, and the 

integration of renewable energy technology were investigated to determine the 

technically, environmentally, economically, and socially viable solutions to contribute 

to Australia’s commitment for emissions reduction and address resource scarcity. 

Further research opportunities have also been identified so that the body of knowledge 

developed through this research could be utilized to address the inter-generational and 

intra-generational equity aspects of these cost-effective CPS for broader community 

benefits. 
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1.5 Research design and methodology 

The development of LCM framework in this research was based on the comprehensive 

literature review, case studies, and statistical analysis. The extensive literature review 

not only helped in the development of an LCM framework to achieve sustainable 

houses in Western Australia but also enhanced the awareness of various national and 

international initiatives from sustainability and sustainable development perspectives. 

The national and international published literature that was reviewed included the peer 

reviewed journal articles, conference proceedings, books, government reports, 

Australian and New Zealand codes of practices, IPCC reports, ISO standards, 

government websites, reports from United Nations and its allied Institutions, product 

datasheets and catalogues, and websites of building material manufacturers, suppliers, 

and utility providers. 

A 4x2x2 detached single storey house made of double clay brick walls in Perth, which 

is a common practice of a house construction in Australia (Ren et al. 2013; 

Karuppannan and Han 2013; DOH&DOP 2013) was considered as a case study of this 

research as it represents the existing housing stock condition. 

The AccuRate 2.3.3.13SP2, which is an Australian Nationwide House Energy Rating 

Scheme (NatHERS) accredited software was used for the estimation of operational 

energy for heating, cooling, lighting and hot water and MS Excel 2013 software was 

used for estimation of building materials, and operational energy for home appliances. 

The material and energy data were incorporated into the SimaPro 8.05.13 software to 

estimate GHG emissions and EE consumption. SimaPro LCA software is widely used 

by Australian industries as it supports the Australian National Life Cycle Inventory 

Database (AusLCI). The built in Monte Carlo simulation module in SimaPro was used 

to ascertain uncertainties of the inputs and outputs. The economic outcomes were 

validated for anticipated changes in policies. 

The MS Excel 2013 software was used for estimation of life cycle cost following the 

Rawlinsons construction cost guide 2015, which has most up to date Australian cost 

data of various materials and methods of construction and is widely accepted by 

building sector (Islam, Jollands and Setunge 2015; Moore and Morrissey 2014; 

McLeod and Fay 2011). 
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Information has been gathered from a variety of published sources to use LCM 

framework. Some of the details regarding prevailing construction practices, costs, and 

the availability of the resources were obtained from local builders and building 

material suppliers across the Western Australia. 

Based on census data from Australian Bureau of Statistics 2011, growth forecast of 

regions, and identified climatic zones of Australia, 17 additional locations in regional 

WA were selected to capture the location specific climatic, economic, energy, and 

resource variations. The GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical house for 

cleaner production options, which were found to be economically and environmentally 

viable for Perth were estimated using SimaPro 8.05.13 software. Also, their cost-

effectiveness was estimated using MS Excel 2013 software. Finally, the optimum 

sustainable solution for all locations in regional WA was identified. 

1.6 Significance 

This research has significance for a number of reasons. This research will help to 

define the life cycle environmental impacts, and life cycle cost associated with the 

existing housing in Western Australia. The inclusion of operational energy for lighting, 

hot water, and home appliances, in addition to operational energy for heating and 

cooling, makes the outcome distinctive from other studies. The research will help 

stakeholders in the building sector of WA to choose from a wide range of 

environmentally and economically viable cleaner production options consisting of 

building construction materials and methods, by-products and recyclates, and 

renewable energy technologies, depending upon the circumstances including the 

location of construction. The innovative alternative building construction materials 

and methods will enhance the adaptability of new houses to climate change and will 

minimize their vulnerability to climate change impacts. 

Finally, this research will help establish the relevant strategies and policies that 

improve the Government and buildings sector’s decision making process towards 

achieving the common goal of sustainable development in Western Australia. Whilst 

the research has focused on the Western Australian residential building sector, this life 

cycle management framework can be applied to other States of Australia, and other 

countries of similar socio-economic and climatic conditions. 
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1.7 Thesis outline 

This research thesis consists of seven chapters as presented in Figure 1.1. Chapter 1 

introduces the background, significance, goal, objectives, and scope of the research. 

In addition, it introduces the approach to achieve the research objectives including 

thesis layout, and introduces each chapter. 

Chapter 2 presents the existing body of knowledge with respect to conventional 

houses, effects of a house on energy consumption and environment, sustainable 

houses, roles of tools and concepts in sustainability assessment of houses, renewable 

energy technologies, socio-economic impacts of houses, and current Australian 

situation with respect to construction of houses, in order to identify the research gaps 

which need to be addressed in this research. 

Chapter 3 discusses the development of the life cycle management framework based 

on the extensive literature review in Chapter 2 that integrates the NatHERS energy 

rating tool with LCEA, LCA, and LCC to determine sustainable building options for 

Western Australia. The chapter further discusses the methodology for application of 

the life cycle management framework for sustainability assessment of houses. 

Chapter 4 presents the design details of a typical reference house in Perth in order to 

develop a database and estimate the material and energy inputs including the 

assumptions for the development of the LCI, which is a prerequisite for conducting 

LCA. The chapter further presents the results of environmental impacts (i.e. GHG 

emissions and EE consumption); identify the hotspots, select and apply the relevant 

cleaner production strategies, and validates the outcome through sensitivity and 

uncertainty analysis. 

Chapter 5 discusses the socio-economic implications of the environmentally viable 

cleaner production options for a sustainable house in Perth. The chapter further 

discusses the cost effectiveness of the energy efficiency improvement measures and 

validates the outcome through sensitivity analysis. The chapter further discusses the 

social implications of cost effective environmentally benign house options. 

Chapter 6 discusses the regional implications of the cleaner production options for 

construction of a house, which were found to be environmentally and economically 
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viable for Perth, for 17 locations in regional Western Australia. This captures the 

location specific climatic, economic, energy, resource availability, and policy 

variations. The chapter further presents and compares the location wise results of 

environmental and economic impacts with the reference house in Perth. 

Chapter 7 summaries the significant research findings to ascertain a sustainable house 

in Western Australia and discusses the outcomes of the research objectives presented 

in the previous section of this chapter. The potential for future research opportunities 

has also been recommended at the end. Finally, it was made sure that the conclusions 

that are based on the research findings have addressed all objectives that are listed in 

this chapter.  
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Chapter 1 – Introduction to the thesis 

 

Chapter 2 - The literature review shows that there is a need for integration of 

various life cycle tools and concepts for sustainability assessment of houses in 

Western Australia and identification of the sustainable options to contribute to 

Australia’s commitment to emissions reduction 

 

Chapter 3 – A life cycle management (LCM) framework is developed by 

integrating life cycle energy analysis, life cycle assessment, cleaner production 

strategies, life cycle costing, and policy instruments to achieve sustainable houses 

in Western Australia 

 

Chapter 4 – Using LCM framework, the life cycle environmental impacts 

associated with the cradle to grave stages of a typical house in Perth are assessed 

and cleaner production strategies are applied for mitigation of impacts 

 

Chapter 5 – Using LCM framework, the socio-economic implications of 

environmentally viable cleaner production strategies to mitigate the life cycle 

environmental impacts associated with all stages of a typical house in Perth are 

assessed 

 

Chapter 6 – Regional implications of environmentally and economically viable 

cleaner production strategies for a typical house in Perth are assessed for 17 

locations of regional Western Australia 

 

Chapter 7 – Conclusion and recommendations 

Figure 1.1 Thesis outline covered by seven chapters
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Chapter 2  

Literature review 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the critical review of the fundamental knowledge regarding 

sustainability assessment of residential buildings in order to identify the knowledge 

gap to be addressed in this research with a particular focus on the Western Australian 

housing sector. Firstly, a review has been conducted to determine the extent of 

environmental, economic and social implications of the housing sector. Secondly, the 

national and international literature which was published in the last 10 years have been 

reviewed to identify the historical and current methodological concepts and 

approaches of sustainability assessment and to determine what tools have been utilized 

for addressing the sustainability of Western Australian housing sector. Also, this 

chapter presents the review of literature on the integration of various tools such as life 

cycle energy analysis (LCEA), life cycle assessment (LCA), cleaner production 

strategies (CPS), life cycle costing (LCC), social implications, and policy instruments 

to achieve sustainability outcome and to identify the knowledge gap. The critical 

review of the literature has helped in developing a sound understanding of the potential 

of various tools and approaches for the development of LCM framework for this 

research and to meet the research objectives. 

2.2 Sustainable development 

According to Brundtland commission’s report, the sustainable development is defined 

as “development which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability 

of future generations to meet their own needs”(Blair et al. 2004). The sustainability is 

often referred as triple bottom line (TBL) of environment, economy, and society (Hall 

and Purchase 2006). During the United Nations Conference on Sustainable 

Development held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in 2012, it was acknowledged that the 

trends of unsustainable development are still continuing and a lot more efforts are 

needed to achieve the common goal of sustainable development (UNCSD 2012). 

Burinskienė and Rudzkienė (2007), and Sev (2009) reported that as compared to other 

sectors, the buildings due to their long lifespan causes significant environmental 
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impacts and in order to achieve the goal of sustainable development, the principles and 

guidelines of sustainable development must be implemented from the project initiation 

stage itself. Dincer and Rosen (2012), and Iwaro and Mwasha (2013) suggested that 

material and energy efficiency must be improved during the production as well as the 

consumption stages to attain the sustainable buildings. 

2.3 Sustainability of construction sector: global perspective 

Globally, the demand for housing, commercial buildings, and new infrastructure has 

been increasing substantially due to population growth, rapid urbanization, and 

economic development in emerging economies. The construction sector itself has been 

found to be a significant contributor to global and local economic growth, which is 

estimated to be worth more than US$7.5 trillion per year (Betts, Perspectives and 

Economics 2009). According to UNEP’s Global Environment Outlook (GEO-5) 

report, about 60% of the total infrastructure which needs to be built by 2050 will 

increase the pressure on earth’s resources exponentially (UNEP 2012). The 

construction sector is responsible for more than a third of global resource consumption 

including about 12% of all freshwater use and generates about 40% of the total volume 

of solid waste (UNEP 2011a). Joseph and Tretsiakova-McNally (2010) reported that 

globally, the resource intensive construction industry consumes 25% of the wood 

harvest, 40% of stone, sand and gravel, and 16% of water per year. Millions of tonnes 

of fired clay-brick waste is generated each year and a large portion of which goes to 

landfill as inert waste (Ray et al. 2009). Due to increasing concerns about climate 

change, resource scarcity, and waste generation, the construction sector is likely to 

come under tremendous pressure from consumers and policy makers to address the 

associated environmental impacts and to adopt the sustainable and affordable 

construction materials and methods of construction. 

The construction materials such as aluminium, steel, cement, concrete, glass, plastics, 

and paint are energy and carbon intensive materials (Treloar et al. 2001; Joseph and 

Tretsiakova-McNally 2010; Praseeda, Reddy and Mani 2015; Zabalza Bribián, Valero 

Capilla and Aranda Usón 2011). As per PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment 

Agency’s 2014 report on trends in global CO2 emissions, the fossil fuel combustion, 

and steel and cement industries released 35.3Gtonnes CO2 e- in the year 2013 with 

China, United States and European Union contributing to more than 55% of these 
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emissions (Olivier et al. 2014). Globally, the construction and use of buildings alone 

has been found to be responsible for almost 30%-40% of global energy use and GHG 

emissions which is still growing (Ristimäki et al. 2013; Nejat et al. 2015; Ibn-

Mohammed et al. 2013; Xing, Hewitt and Griffiths 2011; Zeng et al. 2011). 

2.4 Sustainability of construction sector: Australian perspective 

The Australian construction sector comprises of mainly building construction, heavy 

and civil engineering construction, and construction services. Although the building 

sector is not the biggest contributor to GHG emissions, but this sector is found to be 

the fastest growing source of GHG emissions and contributes about 20% and 23% of 

Australia’s annual energy consumption and GHG emissions, respectively (ASBEC 

2007; ABCB 2015b). This is because of the fact that a majority of Australians are 

accustomed of living in material intensive detached houses with heavy reliance on 

artificial air-conditioning (e.g. heating, cooling, and ventilation) (Kelly, Breadon and 

Reichl 2011; Miller and Buys 2012) and in spite of various energy efficiency 

initiatives, the building sector’s GHG emissions are growing at 1.3% annually 

(ASBEC 2007). In addition, the building sector in Australia generates about 20 million 

tonnes of C&D wastes annually (DOE 2013) of which the energy intensive clay brick 

itself accounts for 16% (Reardon and Downton 2013a). The Australian construction 

sector creates employment opportunities for more than 1 million people per year and 

is worth more than $102 billion annually (or 8% of Australia’s GDP)(ABS 2012). 

The recent estimate shows that in Australia more than 3.3 million additional houses 

will be needed by 2030 to maintain the pace with an economic growth (NHSC 2011), 

and about 15% of these new houses alone will be built in Western Australia (WA). 

Such a rapid socio-economic growth could increase Australia’s overall energy demand 

from 5,724 Peta joules (PJ) in 2008 to 7,715 PJ in 2030 (Geoscience-Australia and 

BREE 2010) and GHG emissions by 70% of current level by 2050 (DOE 2014a). 

Due to relatively long lifespan, buildings have the largest long-term GHG mitigation 

potential, which will have multiple benefits to economy and society both in terms of 

cost-saving and resource conservation. Therefore, there is a need for immediate action 

by building sector to meet Australia’s GHG emissions reduction target committed at 

the climate change conference in Paris (i.e. 26% to 28% on 2005 levels by 2030) (DOE 
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2015a). In order to achieve this target, the overall approach has to shift from the use 

of non-renewable resources to renewable resources and from the minimization of 

waste to reuse and recycling of waste and estimation of GHG emissions should be 

realistic and representative (Kibert, Sendzimir and Guy 2000; Beattie et al. 2012). To 

achieve environmentally sustainable infrastructure, the use of renewable, low energy 

and carbon intensive, and recyclable building materials including use of industrial by-

products should be prioritised (Chwieduk 2003; Williams 2013). The bulk of the 

operational energy required by the buildings is utilized to compensate the thermal 

energy losses or gains through the building envelope, and so any improvements in 

thermal performance of envelope materials provide significant energy and GHG 

emissions reduction opportunities (Xu and Dessel 2008; Bambrook, Sproul and Jacob 

2011; Sozer 2010; Sadineni, Madala and Boehm 2011; Lai and Wang 2011). 

As per State of Environment report, the impacts of global warming are already being 

witnessed at all levels as the Australian average surface temperature has risen by 1ºC 

between 1910 and 2009, the frequency of hot nights has increased, rainfall has largely 

decreased, length and intensity of droughts have increased, the population of many 

native species has declined, bush fire patterns have changed, soil acidification has 

increased, and biodiversity is in decline. These examples demonstrate that the impacts 

of global warming in Australia are no different to other parts of the world (SOE 2011). 

This report further says that the Australian population is expected to rise to 39.5 

million by 2050 thus requiring additional infrastructure such as housing, transport, 

water supply, energy, communication, and associated services, which will exert 

pressure on the already stressed ecosystem (SOE 2011). 

2.5 Sustainability assessment of buildings 

Various studies have suggested that the integrated sustainability assessment 

framework with a focus on the energy, environmental, economic, and social factors, 

could be a powerful decision making tool for identification of sustainable building 

options (Ding 2008; Gibson 2006; Ortiz et al. 2009; Pope, Annandale and Morrison-

Saunders 2004; GOWA 2003). A number of sustainability assessment approaches are 

available worldwide and their application for sustainability assessment of buildings is 

growing slowly (Berardi 2012; Bloom and Wheelock 2010). 
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The different tools and concepts have been utilized by the construction sector for the 

assessment of energy, environment, economic, and social impacts associated with the 

buildings to achieve the sustainable solutions and to identify the causes of the highest 

impacts (hotspots) so that appropriate mitigation strategies are implemented (Sadineni, 

Madala and Boehm 2011; Berry and Marker 2015b; Carre and Crossin 2015; Bahadori 

and Nwaoha 2013; Monteiro and Freire 2012; Lawania, Sarker and Biswas 2015; 

Moore 2014). 

The roles of various tools and approaches such as life cycle energy analysis (LCEA), 

life cycle assessment (LCA), cleaner production strategies (CPS), life cycle costing 

(LCC), social impact assessment, and policy instruments including their integration 

for sustainability assessment of buildings are discussed in following sections. 

2.5.1 Life cycle energy analysis (LCEA) approach 

Life cycle energy analysis (LCEA) of a building is a simple most approach which 

concentrates on the determination of energy inputs during its various life cycle phases. 

In LCEA, the energy inputs required for mining to material production stage 

(embodied energy), construction stage (energy for tools and plants), use stage 

(operational energy for heating, cooling, lighting, hot water, and home appliances), 

and the end of life demolition and disposal stage (energy for tools and plants) are 

estimated and analysed (Atmaca 2016; Ramesh, Prakash and Shukla 2010; Karimpour 

et al. 2014). The operational energy demand for heating and cooling of a building is a 

complex function of the thermal performance of building envelope and occupant’s 

behaviour. Anda and Temmen (2014) suggested that electricity consumption patterns 

are highly influenced by consumer behaviour. The building envelope that separates the 

indoor environment of the building from the outdoor environment is influenced by 

various technological, functional, and socio-economic factors while satisfying the 

functional as well as structural requirements (Oral, Yener and Bayazit 2004; Zeng et 

al. 2011; Horner, Hardcastle and Price 2007) and has a crucial role in reducing 

operational energy demand and improve the energy efficiency (Gregory et al. 2008). 

The following section discusses the Australian initiative to improve the energy 

efficiency of the buildings with a particular focus on building envelope. 
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2.5.1.1 Australian initiatives for operational energy reduction of buildings 

The Australian and New Zealand Minerals and Energy Council initiated a House 

Energy Rating Scheme (HERS) in the year 1993 to improve thermal energy efficiency 

through the design and construction of houses with the help of Commonwealth 

Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO). After realizing the GHG 

emissions reduction potential of buildings, the Australian federation adopted a 

National Greenhouse Strategy and forged a partnership with Australian Building 

Codes Board (ABCB) through Australian Greenhouse Office (AGO) as a part of their 

commitment to the development of a minimum energy performance requirement for 

new houses in the year 1998. Considering the national role of HERS, the Building 

Code of Australia (now known as National Construction Code (NCC)) incorporated 

the minimum energy efficiency standards for residential buildings in the year 2003, 

which were further improved in the year 2006 and 2010 to NatHERS 5 star and 6 star 

ratings respectively (NatHERS 2015). NatHERS accredited software tools helps in 

designing the energy efficient houses for Australia’s diverse climatic regions and 

provide one of the methods to conform to the NCC’s minimum energy efficiency 

standards. However, the minimum energy efficiency standards of Building 

Sustainability Index (BASIX) system are applicable in NSW. 

In 2007, the first generation NatHERS software tools, which were based on CSIRO’s 

CHEETAH thermal calculation engine were phased out and the second generation of 

software tools were introduced based on Chenath based thermal calculation engine 

developed by CSIRO (NatHERS 2015). In Australia, there are 3 NatHERS accredited 

software tools such as AccuRate, FirstRate5, and BERS Professional. Of these 

software, AccuRate is the benchmark software for energy rating (NatHERS 2012; 

Alam et al. 2009) which consists of an improved multi-zone air flow model (Ren and 

Chen 2010). These software tools simulate the heat flows in and out of a house during 

every hour of every day of the year and have four major components such as weather 

files, occupancy settings, heat loads, and star rating scale. For energy rating 

calculations, Australia is divided into 69 climate zones, which are coordinated with 

Australian postcodes. In a given climate zone, the weather impacts on a house design 

are calculated on an hourly basis for full one year to develop weather files using 25 

years weather data from Bureau of Metrology. Occupancy settings consist of 
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occupancy hours, thermal comfort, and heating and cooling thermostat settings. While 

the heat loads refer to humidity and the heat generated by occupants and home 

appliances, the star rating is determined based on the combined annual heating and 

cooling energy requirement (MJ/m2) per unit area of a house. 

AccuRate software has been widely used for estimation of operational energy demand 

by a number of studies for Australian residential building sector (Ren, Paevere and 

McNamara 2012; Aldawi, Alam, Date, et al. 2013; Gregory et al. 2008; Islam, Jollands 

and Setunge 2015; Clune, Morrissey and Moore 2012; Morrissey and Horne 2011a; 

McLeod and Fay 2011; Moore and Morrissey 2014; Seo, Wang and Grozev 2013) and 

also has been validated through various studies (Geard 2011; Delsante 2005; 

Dewsbury, Soriano and Fay 2011). 

Various life cycle energy analysis studies have been conducted for operational energy 

management, which are discussed in the following section. 

2.5.1.2 Review of contemporary LCEA studies of buildings and building sector 

The review of Australian and international LCEA studies of buildings and building 

sector which have been conducted over the last 15 years have been summarised in 

Table 2.1. Most of these reviews consist of individual case studies and comprehensive 

review studies comprising of around 250 case studies undertaken in developed 

countries with a little focus on developing countries. In the case of Australia, most of 

the LCEA studies have been conducted in the Eastern states. 

Majority of these LCEA case studies (Table 2.1) have estimated the embodied energy 

of materials used during construction and the operational energy that includes only 

heating and cooling with few exceptions where the total operational energy for heating, 

cooling, lighting, hot water, and home appliances has been estimated (Fay, Treloar and 

Iyer-Raniga 2000; Gustavsson and Joelsson 2010). 

The lifespan of the building significantly influences its overall energy consumption 

performance and in most of the LCEA case studies, a 50 year lifespan has been 

considered for analysis. The comprehensive reviews of case studies have reported that 

lifespans vary from 25 to 100 years (Karimpour et al. 2014; Cabeza et al. 2014; 
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Ramesh, Prakash and Shukla 2010; Fay, Treloar and Iyer-Raniga 2000; Sartori and 

Hestnes 2007). 

The system boundary of most of these LCEA case studies was limited to construction 

and operational stages. While Fay, Treloar, and Iyer-Raniga (2000) have considered 

the maintenance stage, Stephan, Crawford, and de Myttenaere (2013) have expanded 

the system boundary by considering the transportation energy for commuting due to 

the location of the building which is a consequential indirect impact. In a 

comprehensive review of LCEA studies, Cabeza et al. (2014) found that most of the 

studies included the energy consumption during demolition stage. 

Most of the LCEA studies focused on impacts due to improvements of building 

envelope’s thermal performance as compared to conventional building envelope 

systems. Pacheco, Ordóñez, and Martínez (2012) and Morrissey, Moore, and Horne 

(2011) considered the influence of orientations on the thermal performance of the 

building. Though the brick was found to be the most predominant wall material for 

buildings (e.g. double brick, insulated double brick, brick veneer, and reverse brick 

veneer), few case studies considered the buildings made of timber frame walls, 

autoclaved aerated concrete block walls, and structural insulated panels. Most of the 

case study buildings were residential (house) except for one case study where Ramesh, 

Prakash, and Shukla (2010) included office buildings. 

Li, Yang, and Lam (2013) reviewed six case studies, where the renewable energy 

technology has been used in addition to the energy efficiency measures to reduce 

energy. 

With reference to the life cycle energy consumption of buildings, the operational 

energy has been found to have the largest share (80%-90%), while the share of initial 

embodied energy of materials was quite low (10%-20%) in all case studies. The end 

of life demolition energy had a little or negligible share of life cycle energy of the 

building (Cabeza et al. 2014). 

The share of initial embodied energy of replacement materials during maintenance 

stage was found to be significant and depends on the lifespan of the building 

(Crawford, Czerniakowski and Fuller 2010; Fay, Treloar and Iyer-Raniga 2000). 

However, in the case of highly energy efficient or zero energy building, the share of 
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initial embodied energy of materials was found to be significant as compared to 

operational energy due to the inclusion of energy efficient materials or methods of 

construction (Sartori and Hestnes 2007; Gustavsson and Joelsson 2010). Fay, Treloar, 

and Iyer-Raniga (2000) reported that it is possible to achieve a net zero operational 

energy building but it is almost difficult to achieve energy natural building as upstream 

activities, materials, and construction activity consume energy. 

Stephan, Crawford, and de Myttenaere (2013) reported that the transportation related 

energy demand due to the location of the building has an important role and should be 

considered for LCEA as consequential impact. This is because an energy efficient 

house located in a low density settlement will require high car usage for commuting 

as compared to high density settlement close to the workplace. 

Most of the LCEA studies reported that the additional embodied energy incurred due 

to the inclusion of energy efficient materials and methods of construction could be 

recovered from the operational energy savings. Gregory et al. (2008), Sadineni, 

Madala, and Boehm (2011), Aldawi (2013), and Li, Yang, and Lam (2013) reported 

that the optimum insulation and thermal mass of the building envelope are the keys to 

the reduction of energy demand. Pacheco, Ordóñez, and Martínez (2012) and Li, Yang, 

and Lam (2013) reported that the over insulation and incorrect positioning of thermal 

mass may be counterproductive because they may be useful during a particular season 

or for a particular climate but may have adverse effects during other seasons or climatic 

condition. All these features have been considered for sustainable house design in the 

current study. 

Sartori and Hestnes (2007), Bambrook, Sproul, and Jacob (2011), and Li, Yang, and 

Lam (2013) reported the use of roof top solar PV and solar water heater to achieve 

zero operational energy. 

2.5.1.3 Summary and lessons learnt from review of contemporary LCEA studies 

In summary, the system boundaries of these LCEA studies have been found to be 

different mainly due to the absence of any regulated framework, research objectives, 

and to meet the project specific requirements. However, the choice of different system 

boundaries does not appear to affect the outcome as the operational energy for 

conventional buildings has been found to be the biggest contributor to the life cycle 
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energy and the energy efficiency improvement measures leads to significant reduction 

of operational energy. Though there is a variation in the assumption of building’s 

lifespan, but there is a wide spread consensus on a 50 year lifespan for residential 

buildings in most parts of the world including Australia and has been considered for 

this research as well. 

On the basis of the lessons learnt from the above studies, the operational energy of the 

residential building for different envelope materials under Western Australian climatic 

conditions have been analysed in Chapters 4, and 6. The renewable energy 

technologies and other energy efficiency improvement measures are also considered 

for this research. 

These LCEA studies have focused only on consumption of energy which leads to 

various emissions and pollutions. The following section discusses the life cycle 

assessment approach to investigate the environmental impacts associated with the 

construction and use of buildings. 
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Table 2.1 Summary of contemporary LCEA studies reviewed 

Life cycle energy 

analysis studies 
Aim of the study and major assumptions Results 

Fay, Treloar, and 

Iyer-Raniga (2000) 

 Investigation of the issues with LCEA to demonstrate its 

application in comparing the alternative design strategies. 

 Case study house - two storey energy efficient detached 

brick veneer house in Melbourne for the lifespan of 0, 25, 

50, 75, and 100 years including maintenance stage. 

 Operational energy - heating, cooling, lighting, hot water, 

and home appliances. 

 The process analysis, economic input-output analysis, and 

hybrid analysis are some of the methods used for estimation 

of embodied energy. The economic input-output analysis 

method is not considered as reliable for estimation of 

embodied energy of an individual product. 

 Additional embodied energy consumed due to a high level of 

insulation could be paid back from savings of operational 

energy within 12 years. 

 Embodied energy of materials was found to be significant as 

compared to operational energy. 

 A zero life cycle energy building is almost difficult even if the 

operational energy is zero. 

Sartori and 

Hestnes (2007) 

 Review of 60 LCEA case studies of residential and non-

residential buildings from nine countries mainly in 

Europe, Australia, Japan, and the USA. 

 Lifespans of case study buildings - from 30 years to 100 

years while the majority of the studies considered a 50 

year lifespan. 

 Operational energy represents the largest share of the life 

cycle energy of the buildings with a linear relationship 

irrespective of the climatic differences. 

 As compared to conventional buildings, both low energy and 

passive buildings were more energy efficient in spite of their 

high embodied energy. 

 Integration of solar system was more efficient than the use of 

green materials. 

Gregory et al. 

(2008) 

 To investigate the influence of thermal mass of cavity 

brick, brick veneer, reverse brick veneer, and light weight 

timber frame wall systems in NSW, Australia. 

 Operational energy – only heating and cooling. 

 The thermal mass of the wall has a major role in minimizing 

the operational energy of a building. 

 Reverse brick veneer wall house consumes least amount of 

operational energy. 
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Life cycle energy 

analysis studies 
Aim of the study and major assumptions Results 

Aste, Angelotti, 

and Buzzetti 

(2009) 

 Investigation of energy saving potential of external wall 

systems with the same U values but with varying dynamic 

properties. 

 Both dynamic thermal transmittance and admittance of the 

wall system should have optimum values to achieve the best 

thermal inertia performance. 

 Use of high thermal inertia walls in buildings would reduce 

the operational energy for heating, and cooling by 10%, and 

20% respectively. 

Zhu et al. (2009) 

 Analyse the energy saving performance of the thermal 

mass walls using thermocouples and heat flux sensors in 

a zero energy house in Las Vegas, USA. 

 The low thermal mass wall house - conventional house 

with timber frame walls 

 High thermal mass wall house - zero energy house with 

pre-cast concrete sandwich walls. 

 Internal wall surface temperature of high thermal mass wall 

changes slowly and thus maintain the stability of indoor 

comfort level. 

 High thermal mass walls help in reducing the operational 

energy for heating but cause a slight increase in the 

operational energy for cooling. 

Crawford, 

Czerniakowski, 

and Fuller (2010) 

 Development of a comprehensive framework for 

analysing the life cycle energy demand of a typical house 

for 2 floor, 2 roof, and 4 wall types in different climate 

zones of Australia. 

 Lifespan - 50 years with the end of life demolition and 

disposal stage excluded. 

 The economic input-output analysis is carried out based on 

national average data on financial flows, hence its application 

to a particular product and reliability of results is limited. The 

economic input-output based hybrid approach was used for 

this study. 

 A particular construction type with high embodied energy at 

the construction stage may prove to be energy efficient during 

use stage due to the improved thermal performance. 

 The operational energy of the building during use stage was 

same for the steel sheet roof (high embodied energy) and 

concrete roof tiles (low embodied energy). 

 Wall systems with similar embodied energy could have 

different operational energy consumptions. 
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Life cycle energy 

analysis studies 
Aim of the study and major assumptions Results 

Gustavsson and 

Joelsson (2010) 

 Analyse 11 case studies of the primary energy use and 

GHG emissions for the conventional and low energy 

residential buildings in Sweden. 

 Functional unit – construction and use of 1m2 of floor 

area over a period of 50 years. 

 Domestic hot water and home appliances consume a large part 

of the operational energy and the use of solar energy may 

offset the operational energy demand. 

 Low energy buildings have high embodied energy. 

 Ratios of energy saved to energy embodied for insulation and 

energy efficient windows were more than 10. 

Ramesh, Prakash, 

and Shukla (2010) 

 Review of 46 LCEA case studies on residential buildings, 

and 27 LCEA case studies on office buildings across 

Sweden, Norway, Indonesia, Thailand, India, Australia, 

Canada, Japan, New Zealand and the USA. 

 The case study buildings were made of timber, steel, 

concrete, and brick veneer with the lifespan varying from 

30 years to 100 years while 46 of these case studies 

considered a 50 year lifespan. 

 The economic input-output analysis involves a number of 

assumptions which underlines its reliability for estimation of 

embodied energy of construction materials and hence process 

analysis method was adopted for this study. 

 As compared to life cycle energy of the buildings, the share 

of operational energy was the highest (80%-90%) followed by 

embodied energy (10%-20%). 

 Life cycle energy of residential and office buildings were 150-

400kWh/m2, and 250-550kWh/m2 respectively. 

 Excessive use of active and passive design methods for 

reducing the operational energy could be counterproductive. 

Bambrook, Sproul, 

and Jacob (2011) 

 Development of an optimization model for a detached 

house for brick veneer and structural insulated panel 

(SIP) walls in Sydney, Australia to achieve zero 

operational energy for heating and cooling by varying the 

wall and roof insulation thickness, window type, 

thickness of internal thermal mass wall, and night 

ventilation air change and using net present cost value 

approach. 

 The inclusion of high insulation was identified as an 

economical way to reduce energy and the energy saving to 

cost ratio of internal thermal mass was relatively low. 

 Under varying wall and roof insulation performance, the low 

emissivity double glazed windows effectively reduces the 

operational energy. 

 Through the integration of roof top solar PV, practically an 

operationally zero energy house could be achieved. 
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Life cycle energy 

analysis studies 
Aim of the study and major assumptions Results 

Morrissey, Moore, 

and Horne (2011) 

 To assess the implications of orientation on the thermal 

energy efficiency of 81 detached house designs in 

Australia through a modelling experiment. 

 Smaller and compact and highly energy efficient house 

designs were more adaptable to orientation change. 

 Passive solar features could effectively meet the goals of 

climate change impact mitigation. 

Sadineni, Madala, 

and Boehm (2011) 

 Review of various walls, windows, and roof types 

including insulation materials, phase change materials, 

thermal mass, infiltration and airtightness, and building 

envelope diagnostics from an energy efficiency point of 

view. 

 Passive energy efficiency strategies were highly sensitive to 

climatic conditions. 

 Energy saving performance of thermal mass was maximum at 

the locations having a high temperature difference between 

day and night and energy efficient measures were 

economically viable. 

 Periodic energy audits and maintenance must be carried out 

to ensure the maximum benefits from the energy efficiency of 

the building envelope. 

Pacheco, Ordóñez, 

and Martínez 

(2012) 

 Investigation of the operational energy (heating and 

cooling) saving potential of residential buildings through 

orientation, shape, building envelope (wall, windows, and 

roof), passive heating and cooling methods, and shading. 

 The operational energy of a building is highly influenced by 

its orientation, shape, and the ratio between the façade area, 

and the volume. 

 The performance of energy efficiency measures changes with 

different climatic zones and may not always be economically 

and or environmentally viable. 

Li, Yang, and Lam 

(2013) 

 Review of 15 case studies on energy efficient measures 

(EEM) for minimizing the energy demand of the 

buildings, and 6 case studies on adaptation of renewable 

energy or other technologies (RET) to meet the remaining 

energy demand of the buildings. 

 Optimum thermal insulation and mass, window glazing, 

daylighting, reflective/green roofs, indoor design conditions, 

internal heat loads, HVAC, electrical services, and vertical 

transportation were an efficient EEM.  

 Solar energy, wind turbines, heat pumps, and district heating 

and cooling were highly efficient RET. 
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Life cycle energy 

analysis studies 
Aim of the study and major assumptions Results 

Aldawi (2013) 

 Investigation of the thermal performance and operational 

energy saving of a typical brick veneer wall, and 3 

variants of concrete sandwich wall house in 10 Australian 

locations including Perth and Broome. 

 Operational energy - for heating and cooling only. 

 All 3 concrete sandwich wall houses were energy efficient 

than the brick veneer wall houses in all locations. 

 While the externally insulated thermal mass walls were more 

energy efficient in cold climatic zones, internally insulated 

thermal mass walls were more energy efficient in humid and 

warmer climatic zones. 

Seo, Wang, and 

Grozev (2013) 

 Quantification of the regional cooling energy 

consumption in South East Queensland, Australia and to 

investigate its sensitivity to air temperature, number of 

households, cooling system penetration rate, energy 

efficiency of air conditioners, and ceiling insulation 

 The increase of cooling energy demand would necessitate the 

expensive upgrading of the electricity grid and 1ºC 

temperature rise between 2010 and 2030 would cause an 

increase of cooling energy by 35% in 2030. 

 Ceiling insulation was most effective means to reduce the 

cooling energy demand. 

Stephan, 

Crawford, and de 

Myttenaere (2013) 

 Analysis of the total life cycle energy demand of a typical 

Belgian passive house over a period of 100 years and to 

investigate whether the net energy savings do occur as 

compared to a standard house. 

 The embodied, operational, and transport energy were 

considered. 

 Because of the difficulty in obtaining data beyond a certain 

level in supply chain for process analysis and due to 

aggregation error for economic input-output analysis for the 

estimation of embodied energy, the hybrid analysis should be 

used. 

 As the passive house certification process does not consider 

the embodied energy, the life cycle energy demand of a 

passive house could be similar to of a standard house. 

 Use of an area-based functional unit could distort the findings 

as it does not take into account the impact due to a number of 

occupants. 

 Energy demand for occupant’s commuting due to the location 

of a house should be included in the life cycle energy. 
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Life cycle energy 

analysis studies 
Aim of the study and major assumptions Results 

Cabeza et al. 

(2014) 

 Review of 25 LCEA, LCA, and LCC case studies on 

buildings and related fields from Australia, Sweden, 

Indonesia, Japan, Norway, India, USA, China, and the 

UK. 

 Functional units of the majority of these studies were 

energy per m2 floor area over a lifespan of 30 to 100 years 

while the majority of the studies considered a 50 year 

lifespan. 

 The embodied energy, operational energy, and 

demolition energy were considered. 

 With respect to life cycle energy, the share of operational 

energy was largest (80%-90%) followed by embodied energy 

(10%-20%). Demolition energy had a negligible share. 

 In spite of relatively small share, the opportunities of 

embodied energy reduction should be utilized. However, the 

energy efficiency measures to reduce operational energy 

results in an increased embodied energy. 

 Steel, cement, aluminium, and clay bricks were the largest 

contributors of embodied energy. 

 Optimally insulated building envelope, passive house 

standards, solar systems, waste recycling, and use of recycled 

products could significantly reduce the life cycle energy. 

Karimpour et al. 

(2014) 

 Review of 24 LCEA case studies on residential buildings 

from 10 locations in the world with varying lifespans of 

40 to 100 years while the majority of the studies having 

50 years of lifespan and to investigate the role of 

embodied energy in reducing the life cycle energy. 

 Operational energy - heating and cooling only. 

 Embodied energy of a house in mild Australian climates could 

be up to 25% of the life cycle energy consumption. In order 

to reduce the life cycle energy, the embodied and operational 

energy both should be reduced. 

 If time value and reduction targets of GHG emissions are 

taken into consideration, the share of embodied energy from 

life cycle energy increases significantly. 

Berry and Marker 

(2015b) 

 Examination of the concept of net zero carbon and net 

zero energy homes in Australia and the technical and 

economic evidences that would support such a policy 

position. 

 Australian housing industry has the tools, capacity, and 

technology to produce highly energy efficient houses. 

 Improving the energy efficiency of houses through 

performance based regulations could provide significant 

economic benefits to a wider community however due to 

varied vested interests and lack of political vision, the changes 

in the housing energy policy are slow and difficult. 
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Life cycle energy 

analysis studies 
Aim of the study and major assumptions Results 

De Boeck et al. 

(2015) 

 Review of 78 case studies on improving the energy 

performance of residential buildings during the year 2000 

to 2013 from China, Sweden, Finland, Belgium and the 

USA with only one case study from Australia. 

 These case studies represented six domains such as the 

area of application and design variables, objectives and 

performance measures, type of analysis, solution 

methodology, software tools, case study locations and 

type of buildings. 

 Development of new solution techniques should consider the 

building as a whole instead of individually analysing the 

building components. 

 Passive design measures should be developed for all climate 

zones. 

 The societal climate change effect of new buildings as well as 

retrofitting projects should also be included in the 

investigation. 
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2.5.2 Life cycle assessment approach 

Rebitzer et al. (2004) described the life cycle assessment as a methodological 

framework which facilitates the estimation and assessment of the environmental 

impacts such as global warming, ozone depletion, eutrophication, acidification, 

ecological toxicity, and resource depletion caused by a product or service during its 

life cycle. In recent years, there is an increasing environmental awareness amongst all 

sectors and the life cycle assessment approach is being used in tandem with other 

management tools for the development of environmental policies. 

The life cycle assessment (LCA) technique was developed in the late 1960’s with a 

focus on environmental impacts of alternative packaging materials (Consoli et al. 

1993) and this technique was applied to various products for next 20 years under 

different names, but it was limited to quantification of their life cycle material and 

energy consumptions and waste generation only (UNEP 2009). During mid 1990’s, 

the Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC) developed standard 

guidelines for LCA (Consoli et al. 1993), which were later used by International 

Organization of Standardization (ISO) as a basis for development of systemized 

framework for conducting LCA in the form of a set of four standards (ISO 14040-

14043 - 1997-2000) (Jensen 1996; UNEP 2011b). During this period, there were some 

other initiatives to develop LCA guidelines such as Environmental life cycle 

assessment of products: guide and backgrounds (Part 1) by Heijungs et al. (1992), 

Nordic Guidelines for Life Cycle Assessment by Lindfors et al. (1995), Life Cycle 

Assessment: What it is and How to do it by UNEP (1996), and European Environment 

Agency (EEA)’s Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) – A guide to approaches, experiences 

and information sources by Jensen et al. (1997). 

After the release of ISO 14040 series of standards, the LCA practitioners raised various 

issues related to the efficiency of peer review process, interpretation of some of the 

terms, uncertainties, weighting process, allocation, and economic analysis and hence 

the discussions on revision process started in the year 2003 to address the concerns 

raised by practitioners. In the year 2006, after much deliberation, and surveys of 

practitioners, the original four standards (ISO 14040-14043) were replaced with 

following two standards, which are the basis for most of the LCA studies 

(Pryshlakivsky and Searcy 2013; Finnveden et al. 2009). 
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 ISO 14040:2006 – Environment management – Life cycle assessment – 

Principles and framework 

 ISO 14044:2006 – Environmental management – Life cycle assessment – 

Requirements and guidelines 

ISO 14040:2006 describes the LCA framework as four interconnected phases (Figure 

2.1) and provide principles of reporting and critical review, limitations, and 

relationships between phases of LCA (ISO14040 2006). A number of software tools 

are available for performing life cycle assessment as described in Section 2.5.2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1 Life Cycle Assessment Framework (ISO14040 2006) 

The building sector is a major energy and material consumer and buildings consume 

energy throughout their life. The application of LCA for environmental performance 

of building materials, and construction methods started in the 1990s and since then 

LCA has been widely used as a decision making tool for the selection of 

environmentally friendly materials and methods of construction (Aashish Sharma 

2011; Cabeza et al. 2014; Ghattas et al. 2013; Ross Maher 2011; Rossi et al. 2012; 

Hedayati, Iyer-Raniga and Crossin 2014). 
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2.5.2.1 Life cycle assessment tools 

A number of environmental modelling software, which can estimate the life cycle 

impacts of a product or service through a rigorous and complex analytical process in 

accordance with relevant ISO standards and guidelines such as GaBi (Germany), 

ATHENA (Canada), BREEAM (UK), LEED (USA), BEES (USA), SimaPro 

(Netherlands), EQUER (France), LCAid (Australia), Eco-Quantum, LISA (Australia), 

Envest (UK), LCAiT, PEMS, TEAM (France), Umberto (European), SBi (Denmark), 

and Boustead (UK) have been developed and being used by construction industries 

across the globe (Ortiz, Castells and Sonnemann 2009; Bayer et al. 2010). A majority 

of these software contain region specific database referred as life cycle inventories 

(LCI) of material and energy resources, waste, and emissions for various products 

(Islam, Jollands and Setunge 2010; Zabalza Bribián, Valero Capilla and Aranda Usón 

2011; Khasreen, Banfill and Menzies 2009; Finnveden et al. 2009). The software takes 

material and energy requirements of a product or service as input and attaches them to 

LCI database/s. The software then calculates the outputs as emissions associated with 

the product or service followed by characterization which converts these outputs into 

impact categories such as global warming potential, acidification, eutrophication, 

ozone depletion, and solid waste. This software provides an option for normalization 

(changing the impacts indicators into a common unit less format) and weighting 

(changing the impact indicators to single score)(Bayer et al. 2010). 

SimaPro software is widely used by various industries in Australia as it support the 

use of Australian National Life Cycle Inventory database (AusLCI) (Horne, Opray and 

Grant 2006; Clarkson and Bengtsson 2010; Iyer-Raniga and Wong 2012; Ximenes and 

Grant 2013; Engelbrecht, Biswas and Ahmad 2013; Campbell, Beer and Batten 2011; 

Rouwette 2010; Islam et al. 2015; Shahabi et al. 2015). SimaPro software has been 

developed by Pre Consultants of The Netherlands (PRé-Consultants 2015) and is a 

unique product design oriented software (Figure 2.2), which not only allows analysis 

and comparison of complex products with complex life cycles but user can trace the 

origin of any result as well as edit or expand the inventory databases and impact 

assessment methods (Bayer et al. 2010). 

The Australian Life Cycle Assessment Society (ALCAS) has taken the initiatives to 

develop the AusLCI database, which has the comprehensive and transparent 
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environmental information on a wide range of Australian products and services. In 

addition, the AusLCI database support and provide benchmarks for eco-labelling and 

environmental product declarations (EPDs) and helps in developing LCA based 

policies for building and infrastructure projects (Renouf 2015). 

 

Figure 2.2 Modified configuration of SimaPro in Australia (Bayer et al. 2010) 

In the case of non-availability of data of a particular product in AusLCI database, the 

European ecoinvent database, which is one of the largest and most comprehensive 

international database (managed by not-for-profit ecoinvent Association of 

Switzerland) has been used after replacing the European energy and transport input 

values in the ecoinvent database with Australian energy and transport values (Chen et 

al. 2010; Tharumarajah and Grant 2006). 

SimaPro software has a number of region specific LCIA methods. There is no single 

LCIA method which can be considered as one-size-fits-all and is selected based on the 

specific goal and regional relevance (Monteiro and Freire 2012; Renouf 2015). The 

Australian indicator set with embodied energy version 2.01 is one of the LCIA 

methods embedded in SimaPro software. The 100 year time horizon is used for 

National Inventory Reporting in Australia (DOE 2014b) and is most commonly used 

time horizon for life cycle assessments of buildings (Renouf 2015; Carre and Crossin 

2015; Zabalza Bribián, Valero Capilla and Aranda Usón 2011). The AusLCI database 
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supports process based energy data for mining to material production stage of the 

building materials required for the construction (Crawford 2014). The Australian 

indicator set with embodied energy version 2.01 method provide total energy flows 

based on lower heating values (Burchart-Korol 2013; Farmery et al. 2015). 

SimaPro software has the ability to estimate uncertainty propagation of life cycle 

impact assessment results using Monte Carlo analysis (Yu et al. 2012; Lloyd and Ries 

2007; Guo and Murphy 2012; PRé-Consultants 2015). 

2.5.2.2 Review of contemporary LCA studies of buildings and building sector 

The review of Australian and international LCA studies of buildings and building 

sector which have been conducted over last 15 years have been summarised in Table 

2.2. Most of this review consists of individual case studies and comprehensive review 

studies comprising of around 180 case studies undertaken in developed countries with 

few studies from developing countries. In the case of Australia, most of the LCA 

studies have been conducted in the Eastern states. 

The majority of these LCA case studies (Table 2.2) have estimated the GHG 

emissions, and cumulative energy demand (CED) or embodied energy (EE) as 

important impact indicators. In addition to GHG emissions, and CED impact 

indicators, Islam et al. (2014) and Islam et al. (2015) included water use and solid 

waste generation indicators and Carre (2011a) included land use, water use, and solid 

waste generation indicators. The LCA study of thermal insulation materials by Pargana 

et al. (2014) included 8 indicators such as Primary energy use renewable (PE-Re), 

Primary energy use non-renewable (PE-NRe), Abiotic depletion (ADP), Acidification 

(AP), Eutrophication (EP), Global warming (GWP), Ozone depletion (ODP), and 

Photochemical ozone creation (POCP). In Australia, while LCA study of multi-level 

buildings by Carre and Crossin (2015) included GHG emissions, ozone depletion, 

abiotic depletion, photochemical oxidation, eutrophication, and acidification as an 

impact indicators, while the LCA study of heritage buildings by Iyer-Raniga and Wong 

(2012) included global warming, photochemical oxidation, eutrophication, land use, 

and water use as impact indicators. The comprehensive review studies by Ortiz, 

Castells, and Sonnemann (2009), Khasreen, Banfill, and Menzies (2009), and Aashish 

Sharma (2011) show that GHG emissions and embodied energy consumption or 
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cumulative energy demand (CED) impact indicators followed by the acidification, and 

eutrophication are most commonly used impact indicators. 

The lifespan of the building significantly influences its overall environmental 

repercussions associated with the operational energy consumption and in most of the 

LCA case studies, a 50 year lifespan is considered for analysis. Few individual and 

comprehensive reviews of case studies have reported that lifespans vary from 20 to 

100 years (Cabeza et al. 2014; Rouwette 2010; Atmaca 2016). In Australia, the LCA 

study of multi-level buildings by Carre and Crossin (2015) considered the lifespan of 

the building as 60 years. 

The system boundary of most of these LCA case studies was cradle to grave. For LCA 

study of a University building, Biswas (2014) excluded the end of life demolition and 

disposal stage and the LCA was termed as streamlined LCA. In the case of LCA study 

of building materials, the system boundary was limited to cradle to gate (Pargana et al. 

2014). During use stage, most of the LCA studies included operational energy for 

heating and cooling only. Few LCA studies included operational energy for lighting, 

hot water and home appliances (Carre and Crossin 2015; Cuéllar-Franca and Azapagic 

2012). The comprehensive reviews were conducted mainly to investigate the 

effectiveness of LCA as a decision making tool, and to determine whether the key 

milestones can be accomplished by LCA for building sector (Khasreen, Banfill and 

Menzies 2009; Ortiz, Castells and Sonnemann 2009; Singh et al. 2010; Atmaca 2016). 

These LCA studies show that the common functional units are impacts per m2 

dwellable area or per building. In the case of LCA studies for building materials, the 

functional units are found to be per m2 material area or per tonnes of material weight. 

For a single LCA study, Rouwette (2010) used 4 different system boundaries and 

functional units such as cradle to gate manufacturing of one brick, cradle to grave life 

cycle of one brick, cradle to grave life cycle of 1m2 of a typical single layer brick wall, 

and cradle to grave life cycle of a house. 

These LCA studies show that the use stage alone contributes to 50% to 90% of the life 

cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of buildings due to the operational energy 

consumption (Rouwette 2010; Aashish Sharma 2011; Carre 2011a; Cuéllar-Franca and 

Azapagic 2012; Ortiz, Castells and Sonnemann 2009). With respect to the life cycle 

GHG emissions and EE consumption, the low value of share of use stage indicate that 
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the energy for heating and cooling only is included for LCA, while the higher value of 

share of use stage indicate that the energy for lighting, hot water, and home appliances 

is also included for LCA (Rouwette 2010). While the construction stage of the building 

comprising of mining to material production, transportation of material to construction 

site, construction plants and machinery have been found to be the second largest 

contributor to life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption (10%-90%), the end of 

life demolition and disposal stage contributes up to 1% of life cycle GHG emissions 

and EE consumption (Cuéllar-Franca and Azapagic 2012). An LCA study by Biswas 

(2014) reported that up to 7% of the life cycle GHG emissions of a building may be 

reduced by replacing the virgin materials with recycled materials and by-products. An 

Australian LCA study shows that the life cycle GHG emissions of a building may 

change by up to 8% due to change in orientation, while the change in climate zone 

may cause a change of up to 19% of life cycle GHG emissions (Rouwette 2010). In all 

LCA studies, the use stage is found to be the biggest contributor to the GHG emissions 

and EE consumption, thus use stage is the major hotspot during the life cycle of a 

house which is followed by mining to material production stage. 

The comprehensive reviews of LCA case studies show that the LCA approach in 

building sector is less developed as compared to other sectors due to complex 

construction processes and longer operational life and the comparison of outcome of 

different studies is difficult due to the absence of a construction sector specific 

common international guideline on functional unit, system boundaries, methodologies, 

and set of impact indicators (Khasreen, Banfill and Menzies 2009; Singh et al. 2010; 

Cabeza et al. 2014). Nevertheless, the LCA approach has been found to be an efficient 

decision making tool and have the potential for achieving building sector’s 

environmental performance objectives (Ortiz, Castells and Sonnemann 2009; Singh et 

al. 2010). 

2.5.2.3 Summary and lessons learnt from review of contemporary LCA studies 

In summary, the system boundaries have a major influence on the outcomes of LCA 

studies. For example, the functional unit, research objectives, and the project specific 

requirements directly affect the outcome. LCA software tools do not influence the 

outcome, but the region specific LCI database influences the outcome. Similar to 

LCEA studies, there is a variation in the assumption of building’s lifespan, but there 
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is wide spread consensus on a 50 year lifespan for residential buildings in most parts 

of the world including Australia and this lifespan has been considered for this research 

as well. 

On the basis of lessons learnt from the above studies, the GHG emissions and EE 

consumption are found to be the predominant impacts associated with the construction, 

use, and the end of life demolition and disposal stages of a house. Similarly, the use 

stage of a house is found to be the hotspot causing largest impacts which is followed 

by mining to material production stage. Thus these two stages require mitigation 

strategies to minimize the life cycle environmental impacts. 

The GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical house for different building 

materials and methods under Western Australian climatic conditions have been 

estimated in Chapters 4, and 6. Impacts associated with operational energy 

consumption for heating, cooling, lighting, hot water, and home appliances as well as 

a change of orientations and climate zones have been considered in this research. 

The following section discusses the cleaner production approach to mitigate the 

environmental impacts associated with the hotspots. 
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Table 2.2 Summary of contemporary LCA studies reviewed 

Life cycle 

assessment 

studies 

Aim of the study and major assumptions Results 

Khasreen, Banfill, 

and Menzies 

(2009) 

 Review of 25 life cycle assessment (LCA) case studies on 

buildings and building materials from different parts of 

the world including Australia for different functional 

units, system boundaries, and lifespans. 

 LCA studies in building sector are less advanced than the 

other sectors because of the complex construction processes 

and future phases based on assumptions due to long lifespans. 

 Due to the absence of common international dataset, no two 

studies could be compared directly because of different 

system boundaries, methodologies, and databases. 

 The single score approach was found to be subjective. 

 LCA tool has potential for helping to achieve the goals of 

sustainable development. 

Ortiz, Castells, and 

Sonnemann (2009) 

 Investigation of the key milestones accomplished in LCA 

for building industry from the year 2000-2007 using 25 

case studies on building and building components from 

Europe. 

 Use stage had the highest contribution to the life cycle 

environmental impacts. 

 LCA as an innovative tool could help improve the 

sustainability during all life cycle stages. 

 Small and medium scale enterprises (SMEs) of construction 

industry have a great potential to improve the environmental 

performance 

 LCA initiatives are not established in developing countries. 

Rouwette (2010) 

 Estimation of GHG emissions and EE consumption of a 

typical house in Newcastle, Melbourne, and Brisbane for 

a double brick with and without insulation, brick veneer, 

reverse brick veneer, and insulated timber walls using 

integrated LCA and thermal modelling approach over a 

lifespan of 50 years. Four different functional units such 

as 

 Mining to material production stage of a house contributes 

between 45% and 59% of life cycle GHG emissions, if only 

heating and cooling energy is considered during use stage. 

This contribution reduces to 10% of life cycle GHG emissions 

if energy for lighting, hot water, and home appliances is also 

considered. 
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o  Cradle to gate manufacturing of one brick 

o Cradle to grave life cycle of one brick 

o Cradle to grave life cycle of 1m2 of a typical single 

layer brick wall 

o One house  

 For sensitivity analysis, 2 different house layouts, 4 

orientations, and 20, 40, 50, 60, 80, and 100 years of 

lifespan were considered. 

 Timber wall house and insulated double brick wall house had 

the lowest GHG emissions during mining to material 

production stage and use stage respectively. 

 In terms of GHG emissions, the insulated double brick wall 

house performs better than brick veneer and reverse brick 

veneer wall house. 

 Changes in orientation and climate zones could increase 

building’s GHG emissions up to 8%, and 19% respectively. 

Singh et al. (2010)  Review of 36 building construction related LCA studies. 

 LCA approach is an effective decision making tool and a 

regulation on a common set of impact indicators specific to 

construction sector could improve the comparison of results 

of LCA studies. 

 LCA methods have not yet become the industry standard 

practices. The input-output and hybrid LCA methods could 

resolve some of the issues such as incorporating the 

interdependencies across the inputs, cut-off criteria associated 

with the process based LCA method. 

 LCA approach should be integrated with LCC and social 

aspects. 

Aashish Sharma 

(2011) 

 Reviewed 13 LCA case studies that consist of mainly 

residential buildings in different parts of the world. 

 The impacts that are assessed include energy use, GHG 

emissions, Acidification, and eutrophication impacts on 

per m2 basis over a lifespan of 50 years. 

 Use stage of the buildings contributes to more than 50% of the 

life cycle GHG emissions. 

 Environmental impacts associated with the conventional 

buildings could be minimized through alternative energy 

efficient methods of construction. 

Carre (2011a) 

 Comparison of a typical house design in Melbourne, 

Sydney and Brisbane for brick veneer with timber and 

steel frame, and timber weatherboard with timber frame 

walls in terms of environmental impacts on 1m2 area per 

year basis. 

 For different construction types, the use stage contributes the 

highest (55%-86%) life cycle GHG emissions followed by 

mining to material production, and construction stages, which 

contributes 14%-45% of life cycle GHG emissions. 
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 Operational energy - heating and cooling only. 

 Impact categories - GHG emissions, photochemical 

oxidation, eutrophication, land use, water use, solid 

waste, depletion of resources, and cumulative energy 

demand (CED). 

 Variation of lifespan did not influence the outcome. 

 The concrete ground slab had higher impacts than the raised 

timber floor. 

 GHG emissions during mining to material production stage of 

the brick veneer construction were 43% higher than the 

weatherboard construction. 

Cuéllar-Franca and 

Azapagic (2012) 

 Conduct cradle to grave LCA including maintenance for 

most common type of detached, semi-detached, and 

terraced house in the UK over a lifespan of 50 years. 

 Operational energy - heating, lighting, hot water, and 

home appliances. 

 Life cycle GHG emissions were 309 - 455tonnes CO2 e- with 

up to 90%, 9%, and 1% contributions of the use, construction, 

and the end of life stages respectively. 

 Life cycle GHG emissions could reduce up to 3% if credited 

with the avoided burden from the recycling of construction 

waste at the end of life. 

 Insulation contributes to high Ozone depletion impacts due to 

the use of HCFCs as blowing agents during its manufacturing 

stage. 

 Small and compact house design could help in lowering the 

GHG emissions due to reduced heating energy demand. 

Iyer-Raniga and 

Wong (2012) 

 Environmental impact (global warming, photochemical 

oxidation, eutrophication, land use, and water use) 

assessment of retrofitting initiatives for heritage buildings 

in Victoria, Australia has been conducted using an 

integrated framework that combined LCA with building 

energy efficiency modelling. 

 Operational energy - heating and cooling only. 

 Operational energy contributes significantly to the life cycle 

GHG emissions and the provision of insulation to external 

walls, roof, and the ceiling was the most effective way to 

reduce the impacts. 

 Aluminium framed windows had high embodied energy. 

Biswas (2014) 
 Estimation of the GHG emissions and embodied energy 

consumption of construction and use of Engineering 

Pavilion building at Curtin University, Western Australia 

 As compared to conventional buildings, the use of energy 

efficient building management system (BMS) could help in 

reducing the GHG emissions, and EE consumption during use 

stage by 63%, and 20% respectively. 
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using streamlined LCA approach over a lifespan of 50 

years. 
 Partial replacement of virgin materials with by-products (fly 

ash in concrete) and recycled materials (aluminium, and steel) 

could reduce the GHG emissions further by 7%. 

Cabeza et al. 

(2014) 

 Review of 36 LCA case studies on buildings and related 

fields from different parts of the world where one case 

study has been chosen from Australia. 

 Most of these case studies considered cradle to grave 

stages for a lifespan of 10 years for building materials to 

100 years for buildings. The majority of the buildings had 

a 50 year lifespan. 

 Commonly chosen functional units are per m2 material 

area or per house. 

 Use of traditional process based LCA approach is most 

common as compared to advanced hybrid LCA approaches 

 LCA outcome was sensitive to location, model, uncertainties 

caused due to assumptions and long lifespan, impacts of 

design choices on occupant’s well-being, behaviour and 

performance during use stage, and non-availability of data on 

recycled materials in LCI database. 

Islam et al. (2014) 

 Environmental impacts of different cladding materials for 

timber frame walls such as clay bricks, ACC blocks, fibre 

cement sheet, pine saw log, and weatherboard including 

different levels of insulation for a typical timber frame 

wall house over a lifespan of 50 years in Brisbane, 

Australia using cradle to grave LCA approach and multi 

objective optimization method have been determined. 

 Operational energy - heating and cooling only. 

 Normalized values of GHG emissions and CED of the best 

design options were found to be close to 1. 

 Wall assemblages influence the life cycle GHG emissions and 

solid waste. 

 Use stage had the highest GHG emissions and CED, while the 

end of life stage had the highest solid waste impacts. 

 Life cycle GHG emissions and CED could be reduced by 

14%, and 10% respectively with each star rating 

improvement. 

Pargana et al. 

(2014) 

 Evaluation of environmental impacts and the production 

energy of various thermal insulation materials for 

buildings such as extruded polystyrene (XPS), expanded 

polystyrene (EPS), polyurethane (PUR), expanded cork 

agglomerate (ICB), and expanded clay lightweight 

aggregates (LWA) in Portugal using cradle to gate LCA 

approach for a thermal resistance value of 1m2K/w. 

 EPS insulation had the lowest values for all impact categories. 

 ICB had the lowest PE-NRe, GWP, and ADP but high EP. 

 PUR had relatively low impacts in all categories.  

 XPS also had relatively low impacts in all categories except 

high GWP, and POCP. 

 LWA had the highest impacts in all categories. 
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 Impact categories - Primary energy use renewable (PE-

Re), Primary energy use non-renewable (PE-NRe), 

Abiotic depletion (ADP), Acidification (AP), 

Eutrophication (EP), Global warming (GWP), Ozone 

depletion (ODP), and Photochemical ozone creation 

(POCP). 

Carre and Crossin 

(2015) 

 Comparison of the LCA results of the conventional 

building with pre-cast concrete tilt panels and concrete 

slabs and study building with light weight timber frame, 

rendered phenolic foam panels, and cassette floor system 

in Melbourne, Australia for 1m2 gross dwellable area for 

60 years of lifespan. 

 Operational energy - heating, cooling, lighting, and hot 

water. 

 Light weight timber framed building had lower GHG 

emissions, ozone depletion, and abiotic depletion impacts as 

compared to the conventional pre-cast concrete tilt panel 

building, while the conventional building had lower 

photochemical oxidation impact. 

 Main reason for lower environmental impacts of timber 

framed building was due to lighter weight and use of timber 

as compared to the conventional building. 

Islam, Jollands, 

and Setunge 

(2015) 

 Review of 12 LCA case studies of residential house 

designs including case studies from Eastern states of 

Australia. 

 A typical two storey brick veneer house with 101m2 

usable floor area and a lifespan of 50 years was 

considered as the base case. 

 Operational energy - heating and cooling only. 

 GHG emissions and CED were the most commonly used 

impact categories. 

 Use stage had the highest GHG emissions and CED impacts 

followed by the construction stage. The construction stage had 

the highest water use and the end of life stage had the highest 

solid waste impacts. 

 LCA studies had dissimilar functional units, assumptions, 

system boundaries, lifespans, designs, maintenance regimes, 

and impact categories hence the comparison of results 

becomes difficult. 

 Impacts were highly sensitive to the climatic location. 

Islam et al. (2015) 

 Investigation of the cradle to grave environmental 

impacts (GHG emissions, cumulative energy demand 

(CED), water use, and solid waste) of 8 roof options and 

4 floor options for a typical timber frame wall townhouse 

 Roofing type influences the life cycle GHG emissions and 

solid waste impacts. 

 Life cycle GHG emissions and CED of a house could be 

reduced by 16.3%, and 13% respectively for each star rating 
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house in Brisbane, Australia using LCA over a lifespan of 

50 years. 

 Operational energy - heating and cooling only. 

 Impact categories -. 

improvement of roof design and 18.6%, and 17.2% 

respectively for each star rating improvement of floor design. 

Atmaca (2016) 

 Review of 32 LCA case studies of contemporary 

residential buildings from various parts of the world 

including Australia. 

 The lifespan of case study buildings varies from 30 to 100 

years, while the majority of the studies had a 50 year 

lifespan. 

 Life cycle GHG emissions were varying between 1 and 

10tonnes CO2 e-/m2 floor area. 

 GHG emissions were sensitive to different climatic and socio-

demographic variables, and various simplifications and 

assumptions made. 
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2.5.3 Cleaner production strategies 

Cleaner production initiatives which involve the continuous application of 

preventative strategies to processes, products, and services to increase efficiency and 

reduce risk to humans and the environment by increasing the productive use of natural 

resources, minimizing waste and emissions are necessary components for achieving 

sustainable development (UNEP 1994; UNIDO 2002). Giannetti et al. (2008), Khan 

(2008), Lopes Silva et al. (2013), and Yusup et al. (2014) suggested that there are many 

benefits associated with the implementation of cleaner production strategies such as 

improved operational efficiency, increased profitability, reduced consumption of raw 

material, energy, and water, increased recovery and recycling of waste, and reduced 

emissions. Brereton and van Berkel (2001) suggested that cleaner production practices 

can be implemented effectively for Western Australian building industry. Gheewala 

(2003) reinforced that the LCA is the most suited tool for achieving cleaner production. 

Nilsson (2007), Van Berkel (2007), and UNEP (2015) have recommended following 

five cleaner production strategies to reduce undesirable environmental impacts and 

improve resource efficiency: 

 Good housekeeping – involves the improved management practices, which aim 

to fetch low hanging fruits first such as energy management, proper 

maintenance, and product scheduling; 

 Technology modification – involves the implementation of new technologies 

and the change in or substitution of hazardous process; 

 Product modification – involves the change in product features to reduce its 

life cycle environmental impacts;  

 Input substitution – involves the use of environmentally preferred and ‘fit for 

purpose’ process inputs; and re-use and recycling, on-site recovery and reuse 

of materials, energy, and water. 

From the literature review in previous sections, the use stage and mining to material 

production stage of a building were found to be hotspots. These five cleaner production 

strategies appear to have the potential to mitigate the impacts associated with these 
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hotspots. The literature review on cleaner production strategies has been discussed 

categorically in following three sections. 

2.5.3.1 Review of contemporary renewable energy technology studies 

The review of Australian and international renewable energy technology studies 

related to buildings which have been conducted over last 15 years have been 

summarised in Table 2.3. Most of this review consists of individual case studies and 

comprehensive review studies comprising of around 140 case studies of roof top solar 

PV and solar water heater undertaken in various parts of the world. There are few more 

renewable technology studies, which have been reviewed for this research and are 

discussed in relevant sections. 

The majority of these case studies (Table 2.3) have estimated the energy saving 

potential due to the integration of solar systems, energy payback time (EPBT), and 

GHG emissions mitigation potential as important indicators. In addition to these 

indicators, Koroneos and Nanaki (2012) included acidification, eutrophication, heavy 

metals, carcinogenic effects, winter and summer smog impact indicators, while 

Cucchiella and D'Adamo (2012) included energy return on investment (EROI), GHG 

payback time (GPBT), and GHG return on investment (GROI). In these studies, the 

lifespan of roof top solar PV was considered as 25 years (Kannan et al. 2006; Mitscher 

and Rüther 2012), while the  lifespan of solar water heater vary from 10 to 20 years 

(Crawford and Treloar 2004b; Hernandez and Kenny 2012; Zambrana-Vasquez et al. 

2015). This lifespan of renewable energy technologies was the deciding factor for 

considering the lifespan of solar PV and solar water heater in this current study. 

The case studies by Cucchiella and D'Adamo (2012) and (Peng, Lu and Yang 2013) 

included all variants of solar PV such as Mono-crystalline (mono-Si), poly-crystalline 

(poly-Si), amorphous silicon (a-Si), and cadmium telluride thin film (CdTe). The case 

study by Zambrana-Vasquez et al. (2015) included 32 types of solar water heaters. 

While Macintosh and Wilkinson (2011), and Martin and Rice (2013) analysed the 

Australian policy instruments such as rebate programs and feed-in-tariff schemes as 

major force behind the performance of domestic solar PV, Kumar Sahu (2015) 

analysed the global solar PV developments and policy instruments of top 10 solar 

power producing countries such as Germany, Italy, Japan, Spain, China, France, 
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Belgium, Czech Republic, and Australia. Some of these policy instruments have been 

considered while analysing the economic feasibility of renewable energy technologies 

in this study. 

Bahadori and Nwaoha (2013) reported that Australian average solar radiation per m2 

area is the highest (Figure B.1, Appendix B) in the world and annually, Australia 

receives around 58 million peta-joules of solar radiation (i.e. approximately 10,000 

times the annual Australian energy consumption). Kumar Sahu (2015) reported that 

on per capita basis, Germany’ solar energy utilization was the biggest (0.39kW), while 

Australia’s utilization was just 0.1kW in spite of being the sun blessed nation. All the 

studies univocally agreed that solar PV and solar water heater have a significant 

operational energy, and GHG emissions reduction potential during the use stage of the 

buildings and the performance is sensitive to location. Similarly, the short energy 

payback time (EPBT) of solar PV and solar water heater makes them highly 

sustainable solutions (Table 2.3). Macintosh and Wilkinson (2011) reported that the 

utilization of solar energy in Australia is significantly low and has failed to achieve 

the benefits for the community as a whole due to poor design and implementation of 

policy instruments. 

As per individual LCA case study by Cucchiella and D'Adamo (2012), and 

comprehensive review of LCA cases studies of different solar PV cells by Peng, Lu, 

and Yang (2013), the cadmium telluride thin film (CdTe) solar PV cells have the 

lowest energy payback time (EPBT), the mono-crystalline (mono-Si), and poly-

crystalline (poly-Si) solar PV cells have slightly higher EPBT. For each kWh of 

electricity generated, the GHG emissions of these solar PV cells were found to be 

similar. 

Whilst these solar PV results show the environmental impacts like acidification, 

eutrophication only during the manufacturing stage, it reduces GHG emissions 

significantly which is the main concern of the building sector. An LCA study by 

Kannan et al. (2006) reported that use of electricity produced by a 2.7kWp roof top 

solar PV could reduce the life cycle GHG emissions by 75% of GHG emissions of 

equivalent oil based electricity and by 50% of GHG emissions of equivalent gas based 

electricity. The acidification was found to be the biggest impact associated with the 

manufacturing of solar water heater (Koroneos and Nanaki 2012). An LCA study by 
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Zambrana-Vasquez et al. (2015) reported that the GHG emissions of solar water heater 

system with biomass as an auxiliary fuel would be the lowest, even though it causes 

the highest eutrophication impacts. 

2.5.3.2 Summary and lessons learnt from review of contemporary renewable 

energy technology studies 

In summary, the location, auxiliary fuel, proper installation, and maintenance have a 

major bearing on the outcome of these EPBT, and GHG emissions, while the type of 

solar PV cells has low influence on the outcome. 

On the basis of lessons learnt from the above studies, the GHG emissions reduction 

and EE consumption saving associated with the grid connected roof top solar PV and 

solar water heater for residential buildings for Western Australian climatic conditions 

have been estimated and discussed in Chapters 4, and 6. The overall emissions for the 

production and use of solar PV and solar water heater have been included into the 

building with an aim of making the buildings sustainable. The impacts of change of 

climate zones and solar collector orientations have been considered in this research. 

These studies have focused on the energy, GHG emissions reduction, and other 

associated environmental impact potential of integration of solar PV and solar water 

heater to mitigate the impacts of hotspot during use stage of the buildings. The 

following sections discuss the cleaner production strategies that were used to mitigate 

the impacts of hotspot during the mining to material production stage. 
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Table 2.3 Summary of contemporary renewable energy technology (RET) studies reviewed 

RET studies Aim of the study Results 

Crawford and 

Treloar (2004a) 

 Analyse energy payback time (EPBT) of gas and 

electricity boosted solar water heating (SWH) systems for 

a lifespan of 10 years as compared to conventional hot 

water systems in Melbourne, Australia. 

 SWH has a significant potential of energy saving, which is 

influenced by location and auxiliary fuel. 

 EPBTs of electricity, and gas boosted SWH systems were 

found to be 0.5 years, and 2 years respectively. 

Kannan et al. 

(2006) 

 Conduct LCA of a grid connected 2.7kWp mono-

crystalline solar PV system in Singapore over a lifespan 

of 25 years including manufacturing of solar PV, inverter, 

and support system. 

 Manufacturing stage of solar PV modules consumes 81% of 

the life cycle energy. 

 EPBT of solar PV vary from 6 to 10 years for oil based and 

gas based electricity generation respectively. 

 Life cycle GHG emissions of solar PV vary from 25% to 50% 

of the GHG emissions of oil, and gas based electricity 

generation respectively. 

Macintosh and 

Wilkinson (2011) 

 Evaluation of the cost effectiveness and fairness of 

Australian photovoltaic rebate program (PVRP) and solar 

homes and communities plan (SHCP). 

 PVRP and SHCP programs have failed to boost the share of 

solar PV in Australia, which is less than 1% of total energy. 

 GHG emissions abatement cost is $238-282/tonnes CO2 e-. 

 Due to poor design and implementation, these programs have 

failed to benefit the community as a whole. 

Cucchiella and 

D'Adamo (2012) 

 Investigation of EPBT, GHG emissions per kWh, energy 

return on investment (EROI), GHG payback time 

(GPBT), and GHG return on investment (GROI) for 

Mono-crystalline (mono-Si), poly-crystalline (poly-Si), 

amorphous silicon (a-Si), and cadmium telluride thin film 

(CdTe) solar PV systems in Milan, Rome and Palermo, 

Italy using LCA approach. 

 EPBT is the lowest for CdTe but the highest for poly-Si. 

 GHG emissions/kWh of electricity is the lowest for mono-Si 

but the highest for CdTe. 

 EROI is the highest for CdTe but the lowest for poly-Si. 

 GBPT is the highest for CdTe but the lowest for mono-Si. 

 GROI is the highest for mono-Si but the lowest for CdTe. 

 EPBT and GPBT are decisive factors for sustainability of 

solar PV. 
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RET studies Aim of the study Results 

Hernandez and 

Kenny (2012) 

 Review of the actual performance of 6 flat plate and 

evacuated tube solar water heater installations in Ireland 

over a period of 1 year. 

 The lifespan of water heater – 20 years. 

 EPBT was up to 3.5 years which depends on hot water 

demand, auxiliary fuel, and the control and maintenance of the 

system. 

 Measured performance net energy ratios (i.e. energy return of 

energy invested) could be as low as 1.3 to 7.9 as compared to 

expected values of 5.7 to 16 due to the improper installation. 

Koroneos and 

Nanaki (2012) 

 Estimation of GHG emissions, acidification, 

eutrophication, heavy metals, carcinogenic effects, winter 

and summer smog of the production and use of solar 

water heating system in Greece over a lifespan of 20 

years. 

 Acidification (54%) and winter smog (25%) were two biggest 

impacts followed by GHG emissions (12%). 

 Storage tank and solar collector had 58% and 25% of the total 

environmental impacts. 

Mitscher and 

Rüther (2012) 

 Economic implications of grid connected and distributed 

2kWp crystalline rooftop solar PV for a lifespan of 25 

years in 5 locations of Brazil to represent different solar 

irradiation, and electricity tariffs using discount rates of 

3.5%, 10.5%, and 18.75% respectively. 

 The capital cost of solar PV is a decisive factor and due to 

landing rates and in the absence of incentives, the solar PV in 

Brazil was an economically unviable solution. 

 Rooftop grid connected solar PV could be an economically 

competitive solution in developing countries. 

Bahadori and 

Nwaoha (2013) 

 Investigation of the need of improvement in utilization of 

solar energy in Australia including the challenges and 

advantages of this clean energy. 

 Australia has the highest average solar radiation in the world. 

 Western Australia has the highest solar thermal consumption 

in Australia. 

 The relatively high capital cost of solar PV and lack of reliable 

electricity storage systems were major constraints hampering 

the adoption of solar PV on a large scale. 

Martin and Rice 

(2013) 

 Analysis of the feed-in-tariff scheme for small scale solar 

PV systems in NSW, Australian and highlighting the 

important lessons for future feed-in-tariff policy design. 

 Feed-in-tariff scheme resulted in a better outcome than the 

originally anticipated. 

 For feed-in-tariff schemes to be sustainable, they must be 

aligned with the business plans of electricity distributors and 

retailers. 
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RET studies Aim of the study Results 

Peng, Lu, and 

Yang (2013) 

 Review of 86 LCA and EPBT case studies of mono-

crystalline (mono-Si), multi-crystalline (multi-Si), 

amorphous silicon (a-Si), cadmium telluride thin film 

(CdTe), and copper indium gallium selenide thin film 

(CIS) including balance of system (BOS) (e.g. inverter, 

controller, cable, support, and battery). 

 The highest life cycle energy input values (MJ/m2) were for 

mono-Si (2860 to 5253) followed by multi-Si (2699 to 5150), 

and a-Si, CdTe, and CIS (710 to 1990). 

 The highest EPBT (years) was for mono-Si (1.7-2.7) followed 

by multi-Si (1.5-2.6), and a-Si, CdTe, and CIS (0.75-3.5). 

 The highest GHG emissions/kWh of electricity (gCO2 e-) 

were for mono-Si (29-45) followed by multi-Si (23-44), and 

a-Si, CdTe, and CIS (10.5-50). 

 CIS and a-Si had the highest life cycle energy input, and 

EPBT respectively. The CdTe had the lowest EPBT and GHG 

emissions. 

 Solar PV systems are highly sustainable solutions. 

Islam, Sumathy, 

and Ullah Khan 

(2013) 

 Review of 55 case studies of solar water heaters with 

passive circulation (thermosyphonic) system and active 

circulation (pumped) system for energy efficiency and 

cost effectiveness including their market potential. 

 Large solar water heating systems were found be highly viable 

as compared to domestic solar water heating systems. 

 By the year 2010, China had 70.5% of the global installed 

capacity of solar water heaters, while Australia’s share was 

just 0.9%, which helped China to reduce GHG emissions by 

26.36million tonnes CO2 e-, while Australia and New Zealand 

could reduce only 0.73million tonnes CO2 e-. 

Kumar Sahu 

(2015) 

 Investigation of the global solar PV developments, solar 

cell efficiencies, and government policies as their 

instruments. 

 Germany, Italy, Japan, Spain, China, France, Belgium, Czech 

Republic, and Australia were found to be the top ten solar 

power producing countries. 

 On per capita basis, Germany’ solar energy utilization was 

biggest (0.39kW), while Australia’s utilization was just 

0.1kW. 

 Policy instruments such as feed-in-tariff, net metering, 

investment tax credit, credits for green certifications, and 
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RET studies Aim of the study Results 

renewable portfolio standards were found to be effective 

incentives to promote solar PV. 

 Cell efficiency was a decisive factor towards the growth of 

solar PV. 

Zambrana-

Vasquez et al. 

(2015) 

 Evaluation of the environmental implications of 32 types 

of SWH systems with biomass, electricity, natural gas 

and gasoil auxiliary fuels using LCA approach in Spain 

over a lifespan of 20 years including the credit for 

material recovery (steel, copper, and aluminium) at the 

end of life stage. 

 SWH systems with biomass as an auxiliary fuel had the 

highest EPBT, while the SWH system with electricity as an 

auxiliary fuel had the lowest EPBT. 

 In all the cases, the EPBT was less than the lifespan of SWH 

system. 

 SWH system with biomass as an auxiliary fuel had the lowest 

GHG emissions, but the eutrophication impact was the 

highest. 

 Auxiliary fuel influences the overall environmental impacts 

of SWH system. 
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2.5.3.3 Review of contemporary alternative building envelope materials and 

system studies 

The review of Australian and international studies of alternative building materials and 

systems which have been conducted over last 10 years have been summarised in Table 

2.4. Most of this review consists of case studies undertaken to compare the energy or 

environmental performances of different building envelope (wall, roof, and window) 

elements or systems. The Australian case studies have mostly been conducted in the 

Eastern states. There are few more studies which have been reviewed for this research 

and have been discussed in relevant sections. 

The majority of these case studies (Table 2.4) have considered walls made of double 

clay brick with and without insulation, brick veneer, reverse brick veneer, and timber 

frame, concrete and steel sheet roof, and single glazed windows as prevailing materials 

and systems of a house construction. The sandwich walls have been considered by 

some case studies (Bambrook, Sproul and Jacob 2011; Aldawi, Alam, Date, et al. 

2013; Lawania, Lloyd and Biswas 2014), while few studies have considered 

autoclaved aerated concrete block walls for comparison (Monteiro and Freire 2012; 

Islam et al. 2014; Lawania and Biswas 2016). The majority of these case studies 

considered the most commonly used concrete slab on ground, but Crawford, 

Czerniakowski, and Fuller (2010), and Carre (2011a) considered the elevated timber 

floor also as an option for comparison. In addition to single glazed windows, the case 

studies by Bambrook, Sproul, and Jacob (2011) and Lawania and Biswas (2016) also 

considered double glazed windows also. Similarly, in addition to concrete tile and steel 

sheet roof, the terracotta tile roof has been considered for case studies by Aldawi, 

Alam, Date, et al. (2013), and Lawania and Biswas (2016). A case study by Pargana 

et al. (2014) compared different insulation materials. 

The energy and environmental performances of these alternative materials and 

methods of construction were found to vary according to climatic conditions and 

material combinations, and generally, the options having optimum thermal properties 

have been found to have the best overall performance (Table 2.4). 
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These alternative materials and methods of construction have met the regulatory 

requirements laid down by Building Code of Australia (BCA) and are slowly gaining 

acceptance in Australian Built environment (DCCEE 2010). 

While most of the wall elements have a long history of use in Australia, and are quite 

familiar to designers, developers, builders, and consumers and thus does not require 

any further introduction, the cast in-situ sandwich wall system is relatively new to 

Australian residential building sector. The cast in-situ sandwich wall system consists 

of a welded galvanized wire space frame integrated with an expanded polystyrene 

(EPS) insulation core with concrete layers sprayed on either side through shotcrete 

process and is extensively used in Europe, USA, Middle East and Asia. The cast in-

situ sandwich wall system has been tested and has been found to comply with the 

regulatory requirements laid down by Building Code of Australia (BCA) (BRANZ 

2011). This system offers a combination of properties such as lightweight and thermal 

mass, built-in insulation, low moisture absorption, and resistance to earthquake and 

fire (Rezaifar and Gholhaki 2008). The structural, non-linear dynamic, vertical in-

plane forces and flexural behaviours of cast in-situ sandwich walls have been 

investigated to confirm that these walls can perform the same as the conventional pre-

cast concrete walls (Mousa A.M. 2012; Kabir 2004; Carbonari 2012; Gara et al. 2012; 

Mashal 2012). Experimental and finite element analyses have confirmed the suitability 

of this system for slab application (Bajracharya et al. 2010). A case study by Sarcia 

(2004) has demonstrated the modularity capabilities of the cast in-situ sandwich wall 

system. Results of pseudo-static tests with horizontal loads and dynamic energy 

absorption and dissipations behaviours have been found to be promising for cast in-

situ sandwich wall system (Ricci 2013; Rezaifar and Gholhaki 2008). Seismic 

performance testing for single and three-storey full scaled buildings and four storey 

scaled building model have revealed that a considerable resistance to earthquake 

vibrations could be attained by cast in-situ sandwich walls (Rezaifar 2008; Ricci 2012; 

Rezaifar and Gholhaki 2008). 

2.5.3.4 Summary and lessons learnt from review of contemporary alternative 

building envelope materials and system studies 

In summary, the climatic conditions and combination of various building envelope 

elements have a major influence on the outcome of these studies. 
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On the basis of lessons learnt from the above studies, the impacts associated with these 

alternative materials and methods of construction for residential buildings for Western 

Australian climatic conditions have been estimated and discussed in Chapters 4, and 

6. 

These studies have focused on the materials and methods of construction to mitigate 

the impacts of hotspot during mining to material production stage of the buildings. The 

following section discusses various cleaner production strategies to further mitigate 

the impacts of hotspots associated with the mining to material production. 
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Table 2.4 Summary of contemporary alternative building envelope materials and system studies reviewed 

studies Type of construction materials, and systems used Environmental performance 

Gregory et al. 

(2008) 
 Cavity brick, brick veneer, reverse brick veneer, and light 

weight timber frame wall. 

 Reverse brick veneer wall house performed better than a 

house with other wall options. 

Zhu et al. (2009)  Timber frame wall and pre-cast concrete sandwich wall. 
 Pre-cast concrete sandwich wall house performed better than 

timber framed wall house. 

(Rouwette 2010) 
 Double brick with and without insulation, brick veneer, 

reverse brick veneer, and insulated timber walls. 

 Insulated double brick wall house had a better performance 

than a house with other wall options. 

Crawford, 

Czerniakowski, 

and Fuller (2010) 

 Concrete tiles and steel sheet roofs. 

 Brick veneer with timber and steel frames, timber 

weatherboard, and polystyrene timber frame wall. 

 Elevated timber floor and concrete slab on ground 

 Concrete roof tiles, concrete slab on ground, and polystyrene 

timber frame walls had better performance than the other 

alternatives. 

Carre (2011a) 

 Timber framed brick veneer with elevated timber floor 

and concrete slab on ground. 

 Steel framed brick veneer with elevated timber floor and 

concrete slab on ground. 

 Timber weatherboard with elevated timber floor. 

 Timber weatherboard construction performed better than 

other options. 

 Elevated timber floor and timber frame for wall had better 

performance than other options. 

Bambrook, Sproul, 

and Jacob (2011) 

 Brick veneer wall and structural insulated panel (SIP) 

wall. 

 Single and double glazed windows. 

 SIP wall house with double glazed windows performed better 

than the conventional house. 

Monteiro and 

Freire (2012) 

 Double hollow brick, double face and hollow brick, 

concrete block, thermal concrete block, autoclaved 

aerated concrete block, timber cladded hollow brick and 

timber frame walls. 

 Timber framed wall had better performance as compared to 

the double wall with face brick, thermal concrete block all, 

and autoclaved aerated concrete block wall. 

Aldawi (2013) 

 Brick veneer wall, and 3 variants of the concrete 

sandwich wall. 

 Single glazed windows. 

 Terracotta/concrete roof tiles. 

 Concrete sandwich wall house performed better than brick 

veneer wall house. 
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studies Type of construction materials, and systems used Environmental performance 

Islam et al. (2014) 
 Timber framed walls with clay brick, autoclaved aerated 

concrete (ACC) block, fibre cement sheet, pine saw log 

and weatherboard cladding. 

 Pine saw log wall house had better performance followed by 

weatherboard cladding wall house. 

Lawania, Lloyd, 

and Biswas (2014) 
 Double brick wall, double brick wall with insulation, and 

in-situ composite sandwich wall 

 In-situ composite sandwich wall had better performance than 

the other alternatives. 

Pargana et al. 

(2014) 

 Extruded polystyrene (XPS), expanded polystyrene 

(EPS), polyurethane (PUR), expanded cork agglomerate 

(ICB), and expanded clay lightweight aggregates (LWA) 

insulation. 

 EPS had better performance followed by PUR. 

Islam et al. (2015) 

 Gable concrete roof tiles, gable steel sheet roof, skillion 

flat steel sheet roof, and skillion pitch steel sheet roof 

options. 

 Carpet, timber, and ceramic, floor options. 

 Gable concrete roof tiles and mixed floor (ceramic tiles and 

timber) had better performance than other options. 

(Lawania and 

Biswas 2016) 

 Double clay brick, double clay brick with insulation, 

brick veneer, reverse brick veneer, cast in-situ sandwich 

with polystyrene core, cast in-situ sandwich with 

polyethylene terephthalate core, hollow concrete block, 

aerated concrete block, pre-cast light weight concrete 

sandwich panels, and timber frame walls. 

 Single and double glazed windows. 

 Concrete tiles, terracotta tiles, and steel sheet roofs. 

 Cast in-situ sandwich with polyethylene terephthalate core, 

concrete tile roof, and double glazed windows were found to 

have better performance than other alternatives. 
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2.5.3.5 Review of contemporary use of by-products and recyclates studies 

The review of Australian and international studies of the use of by-products and 

recyclates which have been conducted over last 10 years have been summarised in 

Table 2.5. Most of this review consists of individual case studies and comprehensive 

review studies comprising of around 129 case studies undertaken to analyse the 

impacts of by-products and recyclates on the mechanical and environmental 

performance of concrete. There are few more studies on the use of by-products and 

recyclates which have been reviewed for this research and have been discussed in 

relevant sections. 

Majority of these case studies (Table 2.5) have considered the partial replacement of 

cement, and aggregates in conventional concrete mixes of varying grades with 

different proportions of fly ash (FA), ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBFS), 

recycle concrete aggregate (RCA), and manufactured sand (MFS) to investigate their 

impacts on mechanical and environmental performance of concrete mixes. The 

comprehensive review studies by Fate (2014) and Silva, de Brito, and Dhir (2014) 

assessed the environmental implications of partial replacement of natural sand (NS) 

with manufactured sand (MFS), and natural aggregates (NA) with recycled concrete 

aggregate (RCA), recycled masonry aggregates, and mixed aggregates in concrete 

mixes. Cavalline and Weggel (2013) investigated the impacts of aggregates made of 

clay bricks from construction and demolition (C&D) waste on the mechanical 

performance of the concrete. A case study by Collins (2013) investigated the carbon 

sequestration ability of concrete having recycled aggregates. In addition to partial 

replacement of NS with MFS in the concrete mix, Jadhav and Kulkarni (2012) 

included water cement ratio also as a variable for impact assessment. 

Flower and Sanjayan (2007) reported that the partial replacement of cement in a typical 

concrete mix with GGBFS and FA could reduce GHG emissions of concrete by 22%, 

and 13%-15% respectively. About 30%–40% cement in the high strength concrete mix 

could be replaced with FA and a further adjustment in the concrete mix proportions 

could increase strength, reduce shrinkage and improve permeability properties (Nath 

and Sarker 2013). A case study by Turk et al. (2015) reported that even where the 

source of FA had a longer distance than the distance of source of cement, the use of 

FA in concrete mix was found to be environmentally sustainable i.e. the emissions 
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savings benefit of the replacement outweighs the emissions from long distance 

transport of FA. Up to 50% cement in high strength concrete mixes could be replaced 

by GGBFS without having any adverse impacts on the performance of concrete 

(Berndt 2009; Arivalagan 2014), and this partial replacement of cement with GGBFS 

could reduce up to 47.5% of the GHG emissions of concrete (Crossin 2015). 

If RCA is used then about 5% of additional cement would be required as compared to 

NA to achieve similar performance (Marinković et al. 2010). The replacement of NA 

with RCA causes a decrease of compressive strength of concrete during the short 

period but the strength increases over a long period of time (Silva, de Brito and Dhir 

2014). The loss of strength and workability of concrete due to the use of RCA could 

improve by including FA, and water reducing admixtures which even improves the 

environmental performance of the concrete (Turk et al. 2015; Silva, de Brito and Dhir 

2014; Cavalline and Weggel 2013; Kou, Poon and Agrela 2011). If the contribution of 

carbonation of RCA is included for the impact assessment than the GHG emissions of 

concrete could be offset up to 55%-65% (Collins 2013). 

The strength of concrete has been found to increase till 65% replacement of NS by 

MFS (Jadhav and Kulkarni 2012; Mogre, Parbat and Dhobe 2015) and optimum 

replacement ratio was found to be 50% (HE, WANG and LI 2015). The use of MFS 

in concrete mix affects the workability due to its angular particle distribution (Fate 

2014) and the use of microfines enhances the workability of concrete (Ji et al. 2013). 

The blending of MFS with NS improves the workability of concrete and could reduce 

the requirement of microfines (CCAA 2008). 

The LCA case study of a typical 25MPa concrete mix by Lawania, Sarker, and Biswas 

(2015) reported that the concrete mix where 30% cement was replaced by FA, 40% 

NA was replaced by RCA, and no replacement of NS with MFS had the lowest GHG 

emissions. Even though the partial replacement of NS with MFS was found to be 

technically feasible but this replacement caused a slight increase in GHG emissions 

due to the additional energy needed to process MFS to make it suitable for concrete 

applications, however this replacement could reduce the landfill demand and resource 

depletion (Ahmed 2012; O’Flynn 2000). Therefore, LCA is important to compare all 

environmental impacts associated with the change in the use of any materials. 
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According to Australian Cement Industry Federation report, the GHG emission 

intensity of Australian cement production in 2012–2013 was 700 kg CO2 e- per tonne 

(CIF 2014). In the year 2013, Australia produced 12.3 million tonnes of fly ash and 

only about 52% was utilized and every year new fly ash is being produced while there 

is an unutilized stock of more than 400 million tonnes (ADAA 2014). According to 

Australasian (Iron & Steel) Slag Association report, about 1.3 million tonnes of slag 

was produced in the year 2009 and availability of the substantial quantity of slag is 

assured as long as iron production continues in Australia (ASA 2011). In the year 2010, 

Australia produced around 1.3 million tonnes of recycled aggregate (SASA 2010). As 

per Cement Concrete and Aggregates Australia, about 30% of quarry production is 

crushed fine, which can further be processed into manufactured sand (MFS) which is 

suitable for concrete (CCAA 2008). 

2.5.3.6 Summary and lessons learnt from review of contemporary use of by-

products and recyclates studies 

In summary, the use of by-products and recyclates have been found to improve the 

mechanical performance of the concrete mix, however, the proportions and 

combinations of by-products and recyclates have a major influence on the outcome of 

these studies. 

On the basis of lessons learnt from the above studies, the environmental impacts 

associated with these by-products and recyclates for residential buildings for Western 

Australia have been estimated and discussed in Chapter 4. 

The studies in above Sections 2.5.1.2, 2.5.2.2, and 2.5.3.1 to 2.5.3.5 have focused on 

the energy and environmental performances of materials and methods of construction 

including cleaner production strategies to mitigate the associated impacts termed as 

hotspots. The following section discusses the life cycle costing approach to investigate 

the cost effectiveness of various cleaner production options to mitigate the impacts of 

hotspots. 
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Table 2.5 Summary of contemporary use of by-products and recyclates studies reviewed 

Studies Aim of the study and major assumptions Results 

(Flower and 

Sanjayan 2007) 
 Investigation of GHG emissions reduction potential of the 

use of FA and GGBFS in Australia. 

 Portland cement contributes to 74%-81% of the total GHG 

emissions of concrete production. 

 Use of GGBFS and FA could reduce the GHG emissions of a 

typical concrete mix by 22%, and 13%-15% respectively. 

(Berndt 2009) 

 Investigation of mechanical properties of 40MPa concrete 

mixes having no cement substitution, 50% cement replaced 

with FA, 50% and 70% cement replaced with GGBFS, and 

50% cement replaced equally with FA and GGBFS for 

natural aggregates (NA) and recycled aggregates (RCA). 

 Concrete with 50% GGBFS for both NA and RCA provides 

best mechanical properties. 

 Coefficients of permeability and chloride diffusion of 

concrete with RCA were slightly higher than the conventional 

mix but within the acceptable limits. 

(Marinković et al. 

2010) 
 Evaluate the environmental impacts of the production of 

concrete with NA and RCA using LCA approach. 

 About 5% additional cement would be required for RCA 

concrete to achieve the performance similar to NA concrete. 

 Use of RCA in concrete minimizes the landfill and natural 

mineral resources depletion. 

(Safiuddin et al. 

2010) 

 Analyse the environmental implications of solid wastes 

including their recycling potentials and possible use as 

construction materials. 

 FA and GGBFS could be used for high performance concrete. 

 Bottom ash, quarry waste, and C&D waste could be utilized 

as aggregates. 

(Kou, Poon and 

Agrela 2011) 

 Investigation of the effect of mineral admixtures (silica 

fumes, metakaolin, FA, and GGBFS) on mechanical 

properties of concrete mixes with 50%, and 100% NA 

replaced with RCA respectively. 

 Contributions of the mineral admixtures to performance 

improvement of the recycled aggregate concrete were found 

to be higher than that of the natural aggregate concrete 

(Jadhav and 

Kulkarni 2012) 

 Investigation of the effect of water cement ratio (0.4, 0.45, 

and 0.55) and replacement of natural sand (NS) with 

manufactured sand (MFS) (0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 

100% respectively) on the mechanical properties of M20 

concrete. 

 Mechanical properties increased with 60% replacement of NS 

with MFS and the overall strength increased linearly due to 

0% to 60% replacement of NS with MFS. 

 MFS is an environmentally and economically viable 

alternative to NS. 
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Studies Aim of the study and major assumptions Results 

(Cavalline and 

Weggel 2013) 
 Investigate the feasibility of the potential sustainable reuse 

of crushed and graded recycled aggregate from clay bricks. 

 Water reducing admixture could improve the workability of 

concrete due to high absorption and angularity of particles of 

aggregates from clay bricks. 

(Collins 2013) 
 Investigation of the ability of recycled concrete to 

chemically react with airborne CO2 and thereby 

significantly reducing GHG emissions. 

 CO2 capture capacity of RCA from the demolition of the first 

generation built elements was significantly high. 

 Up to 55%-65%, GHG emissions of concrete could be offset 

if the contribution of carbonation of RCA is included. 

(Ji et al. 2013) 

 Investigation of the effect of microfines content (0%, 6%, 

12%, 18%, 24%, and 30% replacement of cement with 

microfines) on the workability and mechanical properties 

of 45MPa MFS concrete 

 Mechanical properties of MFS concrete increased gradually 

with increased percentage of microfines. 

 Mixing of microfines could reduce the GHG emissions due to 

the reduction of cement. 

(Nath and Sarker 

2013) 

 Investigation of the effect of mixture proportions on the 

performance of high strength concrete containing a large 

volume of local class F fly ash. 

 Up to 30%–40% cement could be replaced with FA. 

 FA along with adjustments in the water cement ratio could 

significantly increase the performance of concrete. 

(Arivalagan 2014) 

 Evaluation of the strength and strength efficiency factors 

of hardened concrete by partial replacement of cement by 

various percentages of GGBFS for M35 grade of concrete 

at different ages. 

 The strength of concrete increases, if 20% of the cement 

replaced with GGBFS. 

 Workability of concrete was found to be normal till 40% 

replacement of cement with GGBFS. 

(Fate 2014) 
 Review of 10 case studies of the replacement of NS in 

concrete with MFS. 

 The strength of concrete increases due to the use of MFS but 

the workability reduces due to angular particle shape. 

 Concrete with MFS is found to be economical. 

(Silva, de Brito and 

Dhir 2014) 

 Review of 119 case studies on the influence of the use of 

recycled aggregates on the compressive strength of 

concrete. 

 Though the replacement of NA with RCA causes a decrease 

of compressive strength of concrete during the short period 

but the strength increases over a long period of time. 

 RCA recycled masonry aggregates and mixed recycled 

aggregates were found to be most suitable for concrete. 
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Studies Aim of the study and major assumptions Results 

 Water reducing admixtures could compensate the water 

absorbed by RCA. 

 Loss of strength of concrete due to the use of RCA could be 

effectively improved with the use of FA. 

(Crossin 2015) 

 Investigation of the GHG emissions implications 

associated with the use of GGBFS for application of 1m3 

of grade 32MPa concrete over a lifespan of 50 years for 

different market conditions in Australia using LCA 

approach. 

 Replacement of GP cement in concrete with GGBFS could 

reduce up to 47.5% of GHG emissions. 

 The total cementitious content of concrete mix with GGBFS 

has to be higher than the conventional concrete mix to achieve 

similar strength performance. 

(HE, WANG and 

LI 2015) 
 Evaluation of the compressive strength of grade C50 

concrete for replacement of NS by MFS. 
 Optimum replacement ratio of MFS to NS by mass was 50%. 

(Mogre, Parbat and 

Dhobe 2015) 

 Development of a mathematical model based on 

experimental results to estimate the compressive and 

flexural strength of concrete mixes for replacement of NS 

with MFS. 

 The strength of concrete was found to increase till 65% 

replacement of NS with MFS and while the percentage 

increase in strength for concrete of grade M20 was found to 

be maximum, the strength gain in the concrete of grade M40 

was the lowest. 

(Turk et al. 2015) 

 Evaluation of the environmental impacts of green concrete 

consisting of various combinations of foundry sand, 

GGBFS, FA, RCA and conventional concrete using LCA 

approach. 

 FA option was sustainable even where the source of FA had a 

longer distance than the distance of the source of cement. 

 Foundry sand could replace a certain portion of natural 

aggregate and cement in concrete. 

 The landfilling requirement for C&D waste as well as by-

products could be reduced if the by-products and recycled 

aggregates are utilized for concrete. 

Lawania, Sarker, 

and Biswas (2015) 
 GWP implications of the use of by-products and recycled 

materials in Western Australia’s housing sector. 

 25MPa concrete with a composition of 70% OPC + 30% FA 

+ 60% NA + 40% RCA + 100% NS was found to have the 

lowest GHG emissions  
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2.5.4 Life cycle costing approach 

The economic factors are important for the decision making strategy (Gluch and 

Baumann 2004; Kulczycka and Smol 2015; Swarr et al. 2011). Blanchard (2014) 

suggested that life cycle costing (LCC) allows a better resource management due to 

long term cost visibility and identification of high cost functional stages and provides 

improvement opportunities. Rebitzer, Hunkeler, and Jolliet (2003) termed the LCC as 

an economic cousin of LCA and suggested that LCA based LCC is a powerful method 

to achieve sustainable solutions. 

Kayrbekova, Markeset, and Ghodrati (2011) suggested that LCC is typically a cash 

flow oriented cost accounting system without cause and effect relationships. 

Kulczycka and Smol (2015) reported that LCC is widely used for capital investment 

projects and if combined with LCA, it can help in achieving the optimal or cost-

effective environmental solutions. 

Pelzeter (2007) described the life cycle costing as a form of synopsis of the capital and 

consequential costs of building related decisions and a useful tool for achieving 

economic sustainability. The LCC tool is an effective technique for forecasting and 

evaluating the cost performance of building (ISO15686-5 2008(en)). The life cycle 

cost approach helps compare the capital cost with operating cost for competing 

building design options and to find an optimized option (Gurung and Mahendran 2002; 

Real and Pinheiro 2010). 

2.5.4.1 Review of contemporary life cycle costing studies of the building 

The review of Australian and international LCC studies of buildings and building 

sector which have been conducted over the last 15 years have been summarised in 

Table 2.6. Most of this review consists of individual case studies except for the one 

that made a comprehensive review of 8 case studies undertaken in Australia, Europe, 

and North America. In the case of Australia, all the LCC studies have been conducted 

in the Eastern states. 

The majority of these LCC case studies (Table 2.6) have estimated the cost 

effectiveness of the energy efficiency measures to achieve low or zero energy 

residential buildings. A few studies included the analysis of the relevance of LCC tool 
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in a sustainability assessment (Klöpffer and Ciroth 2011; Moore and Morrissey 2014; 

Islam, Jollands and Setunge 2015). While Leckner and Zmeureanu (2011), and Moore 

(2014) included the payback periods in LCC, the case study by Moore, Morrissey, and 

Horne (2014) included a through life cost/benefit approach also. The time horizon or 

lifespan of the building significantly influences its life cycle cost mainly due to the 

operational energy consumption. Most of the LCC case studies have considered the 

time horizon of 50 years for analysis. Only a few case studies have considered multiple 

time horizons varying from 1 to 100 years (Klöpffer and Ciroth 2011; Morrissey and 

Horne 2011b; Moore 2014; Moore and Morrissey 2014). While the case studies by 

Morrissey and Horne (2011b) and (McLeod and Fay 2011) considered time horizon of 

25 years, a time horizon of 40 years was considered by Leckner and Zmeureanu (2011) 

and Moore, Morrissey, and Horne (2014). 

The system boundary of most of these LCC case studies included construction, and 

operational stage, which was limited to energy for heating and cooling only. While the 

case study by Islam et al. (2014) included maintenance and the end of life stages, 

Gurung and Mahendran (2002) included maintenance stage within the system 

boundary of LCC analysis. The LCC is highly influenced by the discount rate and rate 

of inflation, and some of these case studies considered multiple discount rates between 

1.65% and 15% (Gurung and Mahendran 2002; Bostancioğlu 2010; Morrissey et al. 

2013; Moore and Morrissey 2014; Moore 2014), few case studies considered single 

discount rate between 3% and 6% (Kneifel 2010; Leckner and Zmeureanu 2011; Islam 

et al. 2014). Most of the case studies have considered the inflation rate in LCC analysis, 

which has been found between 2% and 3.32% (Leckner and Zmeureanu 2011; 

Morrissey and Horne 2011b; Islam et al. 2015). 

These LCC studies show that the capital cost of the highly energy efficient buildings 

is higher than the conventional buildings, but the life cycle cost of the energy efficient 

buildings is lower than the conventional buildings. This is because the additional 

capital cost was compensated by operational cost savings on energy (Gurung and 

Mahendran 2002; Klöpffer and Ciroth 2011). The review of case studies shows that 

the construction, operational, maintenance, and the end of life demolition and disposal 

costs of the building contributes to 58%-88%, 11%-34%, 2%-20%, and 0%-2% of the 

life cycle cost respectively (Islam, Jollands and Setunge 2015). The additional capital 
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cost of a typical zero energy building due to use of active solar system, optimum 

insulation, and double or triple glazed windows was substantially higher than that of a 

conventional building, but the payback period was found to be less than one third of 

the lifespan of the building (Leckner and Zmeureanu 2011; Moore 2014). The lowest 

to highest life cycle cost of the building in Brisbane with different wall assemblages 

was found to vary up to 17% (Islam et al. 2014). The cost of renewable energy 

technologies (RET) such as roof top Solar PV and SWH were found to be a significant 

factor in reducing capital and operational costs for zero energy building (Moore and 

Morrissey 2014). 

The case studies show that the LCC approach in building sector is not only an effective 

decision making tool to compare and promote the environmentally viable solutions, it 

could offer much more than its current realised potential (Moore and Morrissey 2014; 

Klöpffer and Ciroth 2011; Islam, Jollands and Setunge 2015). The case studies 

confirmed that LCC is sensitive to the discount rate and while a low discount rate 

results in an increased value of discounted cash flow, the value of discounted cash flow 

reduces with high discount rate (Morrissey et al. 2013; Islam et al. 2014). The cost 

effectiveness of the energy efficiency improvement measures for buildings was found 

to be sensitive to time horizon (Kneifel 2010; Morrissey and Horne 2011b). For 

different energy efficient materials and methods of building construction, the 

correlations between capital costs and net operational cost savings have been found to 

be inconsistent (McLeod and Fay 2011). 

2.5.4.2 Summary and lessons learnt from review of contemporary life cycle 

costing studies 

In summary, the system boundaries, and the country specific discount, and inflation 

rates have a major bearing on the outcome of LCC studies but in the absence of 

universally accepted regulations and guidelines, they have been found varying with 

individual research objectives, and the project specific requirements. Similar to LCEA, 

and LCA studies, there is a variation in the assumption of building’s lifespan, but there 

is wide spread consensus on a 50 year lifespan or time horizon for LCC studies of 

residential buildings in most parts of the world including Australia and has been 

considered for this research as well. 
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On the basis of lessons learnt from the above studies, the life cycle costs associated 

with construction, use, and the end of life demolition and disposal stages of the 

residential building including cleaner production strategies for Western Australia have 

been estimated and discussed in Chapter 5, and 6. 

The following section reviews the social impact assessment and policy barriers to 

achieve the sustainable residential buildings. 
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Table 2.6 Summary of contemporary life cycle cost (LCC) studies reviewed 

LCC studies Aim of the study and major assumptions Results 

(Gurung and 

Mahendran 2002) 

 Conduct LCC of construction, use, and maintenance of a 

building for conventional and alternative energy efficient 

material and method in Brisbane, over a lifespan of 50 

years for a discount rate of 7%. 

 Discount rates of 5%, 9%, and 11% were considered for 

sensitivity analysis. 

 Operational energy - heating and cooling only. 

 Energy efficient building of high capital cost had a low life 

cycle cost as compared to the conventional building. 

 Absolute values of LCC changed with discount rates but 

without affecting the outcome. 

(Bostancioğlu 

2010) 

 Conduct LCC to investigate the impact of 4 building 

shapes, 8 orientations, and brick and autoclaved aerated 

concrete (AAC) block walls having varying thickness and 

location of extruded and expanded polystyrene, and 

rockwool wall insulation on construction, energy costs, in 

Istanbul, Turkey over a lifespan of 50 years for discount 

rates of 15%, 10%, and 5%. 

 LCC increased up to 26.92% when the ratio between external 

wall area and floor area of the building increased. 

 Change of orientation had a minor impact on LCC. 

 The construction cost of the conventional building was the 

lowest in all cases but it was found to be the highest during use 

stage. 

 LCC of the conventional building was the highest under all 

shapes, orientations, and materials. 

(Kneifel 2010) 

 Conduct LCA and LCC of energy efficiency measures in 

12 new commercial buildings in the United States for 4 

time horizons such as 1, 10, 25, and 40 years for a 

discount rate of 3% including effectiveness due to the 

probable carbon tax. 

 Cost effectiveness of the energy efficient building design was 

sensitive to time horizon. 

 The introduction of a carbon tax could increase the rate of 

return on energy efficiency investments. 

(Klöpffer and 

Ciroth 2011) 
 Analyse the relevance of LCC in a sustainability 

assessment. 

 LCC results show that the environmentally friendly products 

of high initial costs are found to be economical. 

 LCC is an effective decision tool to promote the 

environmentally viable products. 

(Leckner and 

Zmeureanu 2011) 
 Conduct LCC and energy analysis of a net zero energy 

house (NEZH) in Montreal, Canada having active solar 

 The Very high additional capital cost of the active solar 

system, optimum insulation, and triple glazed windows for a 
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LCC studies Aim of the study and major assumptions Results 

systems for heating, hot water, and electricity over a 

lifespan of 40 years for a discount rate of 4% and an 

inflation rate of 2%. 

NZEH could be recovered within 8-11 years from energy cost 

savings. 

 At least the less expensive energy efficient measures must be 

incorporated as a first step towards NEZH. 

(McLeod and Fay 

2011) 

 Investigation of the cost effectiveness of thermal 

performance enhancement measures to reduce GHG 

emissions from a typical brick veneer house in Hobart 

Australia over a lifespan of 25 years. 

 Operational energy - heating and cooling only. 

 GHG reduction due to energy efficiency measures was found 

to be limited because of the electricity mix, which is 

dominated by hydro-electricity. 

 Different energy efficient materials and methods were found 

to have inconsistent correlations between initial costs and net 

savings during use stage. 

(Morrissey and 

Horne 2011a) 

 Investigation of LCC of energy efficiency measures in 

100 different detached brick veneer wall buildings in 

Melbourne, Australia over 4 time horizons such as 5, 10, 

25 and 40 years for a discount rate of 3.5% for the first 30 

years, and then 3% for remaining period and an inflation 

rate of 3.32%. 

 Operational energy - heating and cooling only. 

 Significant cost savings due to higher efficiency standards 

could be achieved over 25 years and 40 years’ time horizons. 

 Higher thermal performance scenarios were more cost 

effective with longer time horizon. 

 Energy cost savings of more thermally efficient building 

designs were found to outweigh the higher build cost beyond 

first few years of occupation. 

(Morrissey et al. 

2013) 

 Investigate the impact of the discount rate on LCC of 

thermal efficiency improvement measures for residential 

buildings in Victoria, Australia over a time horizon of 25 

years for discount rates of 1.65%, 3.5%, and 8% and an 

inflation rate of 3.32%. 

 The present value of cost savings due to higher thermal 

performance is highly influenced by the discount rate. 

 The value of discounted cash flow increases when the discount 

rate is low but high discount rate reduces the value of 

discounted cash flow. 

 Based on sustainability principals, the low discount rate has 

potential to prioritise the environmentally viable projects. 

(Islam et al. 2014) 
 Analyse LCC for construction, use, maintenance and 

disposal of the building for alternative wall assemblages 

of a typical house in Brisbane, Australia over a lifespan 

 On average, the construction, operational, maintenance, and 

the end of life demolition and disposal costs contributes to 

63%, 9%, 26%, and 3% of the LCC respectively. 
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LCC studies Aim of the study and major assumptions Results 

of 50 years for a discount rate of 6% and an inflation rate 

of 3% using multi objective optimization method. 

 Operational energy - heating and cooling only. 

 For an increase of each star rating, the LCC increased by 14%, 

but the capital cost increased by 21%. 

 LCC of a house due to different wall assemblage designs was 

found to vary up to 17% (from the highest to lowest). 

 LCC was found to be sensitive to change in discount rate. 

(Moore 2014) 

 Conduct a cost-benefit analysis of a typical zero energy 

brick veneer detached house in Melbourne, Australia 

having 4.3kWp roof top solar PV and solar water heater 

over a lifespan of 60 years for discount rates of 1.65%, 

3.5%, and 7% for first 30 years with a reduction of 0.5% 

for next 30 years and an inflation rate of 3%. 

 Lifespans of 10, 20, and 40 years were considered for 

sensitivity analysis. 

 The capital cost of zero energy house was substantially higher 

than the conventional and energy efficient house design. 

 Zero energy house had the lowest operational energy cost with 

a payback period of 12-14 years. 

 Current minimum energy performance standards which are 

based on capital cost should be modified to incorporate the 

renewable energy technologies and through-life approach to 

achieve low carbon future. 

(Moore and 

Morrissey 2014) 

 LCC sensitivities for 80 zero energy buildings in 

Melbourne, Australia having detached brick veneer walls, 

roof top solar PV and solar water heater over a time 

horizon of 40, 60, 80, and 100 years for discount rates of 

1.65%, 3.5%, and 7% for first 30 years with a reduction 

of 0.5% for next 30 years and an inflation rate of 3%. 

 An additional 20% of the capital cost would be required to 

achieve zero energy building. 

 The cost of Solar PV and the solar water heater was a 

significant factor in reducing costs of zero energy building. 

 The discount rate has a significant impact on the net present 

value. 

 LCC analysis could offer a much more potent policy tool than 

its current realised potential. 

(Moore, Morrissey 

and Horne 2014) 

 Investigation of the life cycle economic and 

environmental costs and benefits of a typical detached 

sustainable house design having improved insulations, 

window glazing, infiltration control and shading in 

Melbourne over a time horizon of 40 years for a discount 

 Capital costs of the energy efficiency improvement measures 

were found to be high especially for roof top solar PV, and 

solar water heater. 

 Additional mortgage repayment, which the home owner has to 

make due to the inclusion of energy efficient measures was 

higher than the cost of energy saving benefits. 
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LCC studies Aim of the study and major assumptions Results 

rate of 3.5% for first 30 years with a reduction of 0.5% 

for remaining 10 years and an inflation rate of 3.32%. 

(Islam, Jollands 

and Setunge 2015) 

 Review of the LCA and 8 LCC studies of residential 

house designs and compare the LCC results of a typical 

two storey brick veneer base case house design for a 

discount rate of 6% and an inflation rate - 3%. 

 Operational energy - heating and cooling only. 

LCC is an effective tool for comparing different investment 

scenarios and to assess the cost effectiveness of energy 

efficiency measures. 

 LCC could play an important role in the optimization process. 

 The construction, operational, maintenance, and the end of life 

demolition and disposal costs contributes to 58%-88%, 11%-

34%, 2%-20%, and 0%-2% of the LCC respectively. 

 LCC was found to be sensitive to the discount rate. 

(Islam et al. 2015) 

 Conduct LCC for construction, maintenance, and 

disposal of building for different floor and roof designs 

of a typical timber frame wall townhouse house in 

Brisbane, Australia over a lifespan of 50 years for a 

discount rate of 6% and an inflation rate of 3%. 

 Operational energy - heating and cooling only. 

 Construction and maintenance contribute to 86%-91% of the 

LCC. 

 Additional capital costs due to improved energy efficient 

roofing and flooring materials could be recovered from 

operational energy cost savings. 

 Skillion pitch or flat roof house design was cost effective with 

moderate GHG emissions reduction potential. 

 The ceramic tile flooring house design was cost-effective with 

the highest GHG emissions reduction potential as compared to 

carpet floor house. 
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2.5.5 Social implications and policy barriers to sustainable buildings 

The slow progress in achieving the sustainable buildings is not only attributed to the 

lack of technology, materials, regulations, and design and assessment methods, but 

there is a resistance from the society for adopting the new technology, materials, and 

regulations due to a perceived fear of risk and unforeseen costs of change (Häkkinen 

and Belloni 2011). There is a continuous need for policy and regulations to keep pace 

with the building sector’s best practices so that they are clear and enforceable 

(Williams and Dair 2007). The lack of use of renewable energy technologies, 

unwillingness to use sustainable materials due to the traditional attitude of workers and 

high capital costs of energy efficiency measures are few major barriers to the growth 

of sustainable buildings (Osmani and O'Reilly 2009; Nelson, Peterhansl and Sampat 

2004; Williams and Dair 2007). 

In Australia, the policy responses such as Nationwide house energy rating scheme 

(NatHERS) and mandatory energy rating of appliances under equipment energy 

efficiency (E3) program have shown positive outcome but due to lack of motivation 

and stringent implementation of policies, there is still disconnection between various 

stakeholders and also due to absence of any mechanism, it is difficult to verify the 

actual implementation during construction and post construction stages (Moore, Horne 

and Morrissey 2014; Horne and Hayles 2008; Blismas and Wakefield 2009; Strengers 

and Maller 2011). A recent Australian study suggests that before implementing the 

energy efficiency programs, policy makers should take a holistic view with a full 

understanding of complexities within remote communities and their behavioural 

preferences (Stewart, Anda and Harper 2016). Quite often, the actual amount of energy 

savings obtained through various energy saving strategies have been found to be less 

than anticipated because of socio-behavioural impacts (de Meester et al. 2013). Energy 

consumption in Australia is influenced by spatial and socio-economic inequalities 

(Wiedenhofer, Lenzen and Steinberger 2013). 

Due to political reasons, the current electricity tariffs for households in Western 

Australia are heavily subsidised and are about 33.5% below the production, and 

delivery cost and have gradually started increasing since 2009 (REMCo 2014; DOF 

2015b). In future, the increased electricity tariff coupled with increased household 
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energy consumption may have adverse economic and social impacts; however, it may 

force the occupants to use more efficient appliances to reduce the cost. 

Various countries such as Canada, Chile, Denmark, Finland, France, Iceland, Ireland, 

Japan, Mexico, Norway, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom 

have implemented a carbon tax or emissions trading schemes in different forms (CTC 

2015). Carbon tax mechanism is a better alternative to emissions trading schemes for 

carbon abatement (Andrew, Kaidonis and Andrew 2010). Due to political 

compulsions, the carbon tax in Australia has been repealed in 2014 but the re-

enactment of a carbon tax may happen in near future which will have adverse social 

impacts (Hunt 2015). A review study on the effectiveness of carbon taxes in various 

countries reported an overall GHG emissions reduction up to 15% in the countries 

where carbon taxes were implemented in the early 1990s (Sumner, Bird and Dobos 

2011). Though, the carbon tax has some disadvantages but it is effective means that 

not only helps in reducing GHG emissions but it helps improve energy efficiency and 

implementation of renewable energy (Lin and Li 2011). A study by Avi-Yonah and 

Uhlmann (2009) found that carbon tax with periodical rate adjustment option along 

with renewable energy sources and other management strategies is an effective method 

to combat climate change impacts. 

Australia’s solar energy assets are substantial and underutilized (Bahadori and 

Nwaoha 2013). The grid connected roof top solar photovoltaic (PV) electricity system, 

and roof top solar water heater are an integral part of Australia’s energy supply mix to 

improve energy security and to meet the challenges of climate change. The Australian 

federal and state governments introduced feed-in tariffs in different forms as one of 

the instruments to encourage the residential sector to install solar system (Martin and 

Rice 2013; Zahedi 2010). A feed-in tariff scheme provides a guaranteed return for a 

long period to encourage investment in renewable energy source (Poullikkas 2013). 

The energy produced by roof top solar PV is first consumed by the household and then 

the excess electricity is fed into the electricity network. Different states and territories 

in Australia have different feed-in tariffs based on either gross metering or net 

metering. The Western Australian Government has closed the feed-in tariff scheme for 

new applicants since July 2011 (DOF 2015d), which has affected the growth of 

installation of solar system even though the cost of technology has significantly 
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reduced. Byrnes et al. (2013) also suggested that the effective policy with the 

regulatory framework is the backbone of the renewable energy deployment initiatives 

and due to policy barriers, desired results are not achieved. 

Despite the implications of the high cost of energy in future, building owners continue 

to accept the energy inefficient products due to lack of understanding (e.g. 

conventional building materials, lighting fixtures, and appliances) (Bond 2011; 

Crabtree and Hes 2009). An Australian study on the influence of socio-behavioural 

characteristics of households on energy consumption found a significant gap between 

their desire to save energy and actual efforts to do so and a lack of their understanding 

towards the amount of energy consumption and associated costs (Randolph and Troy 

2007). The high density mixed use urban development form has potential to promote 

social equity (Burton 2003). Availability of affordable housing has been found to be 

the most accurate indicator to evaluate social equity (Crawford 2003; Gurran 2008). 

2.5.6 Summary and lessons learnt from social implications and policy barriers 

studies 

In summary, the capital costs of energy efficiency improvement measures, tendency 

to maintain traditional practices, energy prices, and carbon tax have a major bearing 

on the sustainability of building sector. The overall progress is slow in the absence of 

integrated policies and monitoring mechanisms. 

On the basis of lessons learnt from the above studies, the impacts of these factors on 

sustainability assessment, for Western Australia have been analysed and discussed in 

Chapter 5. 

The following section discusses the integration of all the tools and approaches utilized 

for achieving the sustainable buildings. 
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2.5.7 Life cycle management (LCM) approach 

Unites Nations Environment Programme defined the life cycle management (LCM) as 

a dynamic process, which collects, structures and disseminate product related 

information from various programs, concepts and tools with an aim to minimize the 

environmental and socio-economic burdens associated with a product throughout its 

entire life cycle in order to improve life cycle thinking (UNEP 2007). Islam et al. 

(2015) had endeavoured to follow a similar approach by integrating LCA and LCC 

tools to support sustainable decision making while assessing roof and floor materials 

for the construction of a house. 

2.5.7.1 Review of contemporary life cycle management studies 

The review of LCM studies which have been conducted over last 15 years has been 

summarised in Table 2.7. Most of this review consists of individual studies. The 

majority of these LCM studies (Table 2.7) have integrated LCA and LCC tools. 

Sonnemann and Leeuw (2006) and Westkämper, Alting, and Arndt (2000) analysed 

the potential of LCM approach including future developments, while Memon, 

Rahman, and Yacob (2014) assessed the level of implementation of LCM approach 

for the construction industry of Malaysia. Ortiz et al. (2009) and Ristimäki et al. (2013) 

utilized the LCM approach to analyse the environmental and economic implications 

of energy efficiency measures for residential buildings. 

The studies univocally agree that the LCM approach is an effective decision making 

tool and is applicable to all industries who desire to implement a preventive and 

sustainable management concept using a system oriented platform. The study by 

Memon, Rahman, and Yacob (2014) reported that LCM approach is gaining popularity 

amongst the building practitioners because it allows the integration of various concepts 

and programs related to risk assessment, environmental management, and social 

accounting and corporate social responsibility and makes it a versatile tool to achieve 

sustainability goals. The LCM initiatives to change consumer’s behaviour could 

promote the sustainable construction practices (Ortiz et al. 2009; Westkämper, Alting 

and Arndt 2000). The application of LCM approach by combining LCA and LCC tools 

was found to help in mitigating the economic and environmental impacts even with 

the existing technologies (Ristimäki et al. 2013), thus offering a sound environmental 
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management framework. LCM approach has potential to solve the socio-ecological 

and economic problems from a full systems perspective in order to identify most 

suitable strategies towards sustainability (Ny et al. 2006). LCM is not just a collection 

of tools and approaches, but it is an integrated framework to improve products, 

services and operations from life cycle perspective and to improve decision making 

(Hunkeler et al. 2003). 

2.5.7.2 Summary and lessons learnt from review of contemporary life cycle 

management studies 

In summary, the LCM approach provides flexibility and platform to integrate various 

tools and concepts to achieve the goals of sustainable building design. The integration 

of various assessment tools and concepts in LCM approach have been found to 

complement each other thus making it an efficient decision making tool. 

On the basis of lessons learnt from the above studies, the LCM approach has been 

utilized to estimate and minimize the impacts associated with the residential buildings 

in Western Australia and discussed in Chapter 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
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Table 2.7 Summary of contemporary life cycle management (LCM) studies reviewed 

LCM studies Aim of the study Results 

(Ortiz et al. 2009) 

 Evaluation of the environmental and economic impacts of 

construction and use stage of a typical Mediterranean 

case study house based on LCM approach in Barcelona 

over a lifespan of 50 years. 

 Operational energy - heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, 

and home appliances. 

 LCM approach was found to be a very effective decision 

making a tool for optimizing the sustainability indicators of a 

house construction in Spain. 

 LCM initiatives on occupant’s behaviour could reduce the 

energy, cost, and environmental impacts thus promoting the 

sustainable construction practices. 

(Sonnemann and 

Leeuw 2006) 
 Review of the potential of LCM approach. 

 LCM approach applies the life cycle thinking into practice by 

using LCA, and LCC tools. 

 LCM approach could be applied to any commercial, 

industrial, and other organizations who desire to implement a 

preventive and sustainable management concept. 

 A strong focus on LCM approach could initiate the changes 

in unsustainable patterns of resource consumption and 

production. 

(Westkämper, 

Alting and Arndt 

2000) 

 Investigation of the existing LCM approach and future 

developments. 

 LCM approach could protect the resources by maximizing the 

effectiveness during operational stage with the help of LCA, 

product data management, technical support, and LCC. 

 LCM must be an integral part of any engineering, operation, 

and the end of life recycling and disposal processes as a 

precondition for a sustainable development. 

(Ristimäki et al. 

2013) 

 Investigate whether a residential development could 

practically deliver the targeted sustainable viability (i.e. 

environmental and economic benefits both together) 

using LCM approach by combining LCA and LCC tools 

in Finland. 

 Alignment of economic and environmental interests through 

LCM approach was found to be complementary to each other 

and could help in mitigating the economic and environmental 

impacts even with existing technologies. 

 In real estate development projects, the LCM approach could 

improve the economic incentives to reduce the costs. 
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LCM studies Aim of the study Results 

(Memon, Rahman 

and Yacob 2014) 

 Assess the level of implementation of LCM approach 

including different tools for the construction industry in 

Malaysia based on the completed responses from 125 

construction practitioners with diverse academic, skill, 

and experience backgrounds. 

 80% of the respondents were using LCM approach in their 

projects but the degree of the application was low. 

 Under LCM approach, the LCA, environmental risk 

assessment, substance flow analysis, material flow analysis, 

Cumulative energy demand, LCC, and environmental 

monitoring are the most common tools. 

 The degree of implementation of environmental concepts and 

programs such as environmental management system, 

environmental accounting, design for environment, 

environmental labelling, environmental reporting, and 

product stewardship is increasing. 

 The degree of application of social concepts and programs 

such as cost benefit analysis, corporate social responsibility, 

social accounting, and stakeholder expectation analysis is 

relatively low. 

(Lawania and 

Biswas 2016) 

 Application of LCM framework by integrating LCA, 

energy rating tool, LCC to ascertain environmentally and 

economically viable alternative options for construction 

of a typical house in Perth over a lifespan of 50 years for 

a discount rate of 7%, and an inflation rate of 3%. 

 In addition to conventional option, 19 alternative options 

for construction of a house including roof top solar PV 

and solar water heater were considered. 

 Cast in-situ sandwich walls with polystyrene or PET foam 

cores were the most cost effective environmentally viable 

options for the construction of a house, while the concrete 

block walls, and precast light weight concrete sandwich wall 

options had the highest impacts. 

 Use of roof top solar PV and the solar water heater was cost-

effective environmental impact reduction measure. 
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2.6 Research gaps 

This chapter has presented the existing body of knowledge on various aspects of 

sustainable building construction, which has been found to be a major issue in Western 

Australia. Therefore, it was important to investigate the tools or frameworks for 

addressing building sustainability issues in WA. As a result, this chapter reviewed 

various tools and approaches utilized for estimation and minimization of the impacts 

associated with various stages of the buildings to achieve the goals of sustainability. 

The use of energy during the lifespan of a house has been found to be the major source 

of the environmental impacts. Though the LCEA approach helps in analysing the 

energy hotspots and develops energy efficiency strategies but it can’t determine the 

environmental impacts associated with the use of energy and energy efficiency 

measures and hence LCA approach is needed. The LCA approach can help in 

estimation of not only the environmental impacts associated with the use of energy but 

the environmental impacts associated with the mining to material production, 

construction and other activities also can be estimated. LCA helps in identification of 

environmental hotspots and accordingly develop the cleaner production strategies to 

mitigate the impacts. However, both these approaches fail to highlight whether the 

energy and environmental impact mitigation strategies are cost-effective or not and to 

overcome this issue, LCC has been found to be an efficient approach. Through LCC 

all future costs can be converted into present values and thus a fair comparison of 

various environmentally competitive products can be made. To achieve the goal of 

sustainable building, it is important to assess the social impacts of environmentally 

and economically feasible decisions and to analyse the impacts of policy barriers. The 

LCM approach provides an opportunity to integrate these tools and concepts and helps 

to achieve the sustainable buildings. The published literature to date suggests that no 

LCM framework has been developed exclusively for Western Australia to capture all 

regional climatic, environmental, socio-economic variations, which could assist the 

policy makers, developers, and consumers in the housing supply chain to identify the 

sustainable solutions applicable for Western Australia. 

The LCM framework which integrates all the above tools and concepts for 

sustainability assessment of residential buildings is discussed in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3  

Research Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the development of life cycle management (LCM) framework 

that consists of life cycle assessment (LCA), life cycle energy analysis (LCEA), 

cleaner production strategies (CPS), life cycle costing (LCC), and social impact 

assessment (SIA). Then it describes the methods for implementing this framework for 

achieving the following research objectives for attaining the sustainable house 

construction option in Western Australia. 

Objective 1: To develop a framework for improving the sustainability performance of 

houses in Western Australia (Chapter 3) 

Objective 2: To estimate the life cycle environmental impacts of construction, use, and 

disposal of a typical house in Perth using LCA tool (Chapter 4) 

Objective 3: To identify hotspots and apply appropriate cleaner production strategies 

(CPS) to mitigate the life cycle environmental impacts associated with identified 

hotspots for a typical house in Perth (Chapter 4) 

Objective 4: To estimate the socio-economic implications of environmentally viable 

cleaner production options for mitigation of life cycle impacts of a typical house in 

Perth (Chapter 5) 

Objective 5: To investigate the implication of environmentally, and economically 

viable options for 17 locations in regional Western Australia to capture the location 

specific climatic, economic, energy, and policy variations (Chapter 6) 

The chapter discusses the premise of LCM framework which was based on the detailed 

literature review in Chapter 2. Explanations of LCA and LCEA tools for identifying 

the environmental impact mitigation opportunities through CPS are provided. The use 

of LCC for assessing the cost-effectiveness of feasible CPS options is presented. 

Finally, the methods for assessing social impacts of the cost-effective CPS have been 

discussed using relevant social indicators. 
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In summary, this chapter explains the flexibility of the LCM framework as to how 

various tools, concepts, and techniques have been utilized for this research to achieve 

sustainable building envelope specifically for Western Australian houses at a regional 

level by taking climate and resource availability into account. 

3.2 Life Cycle Management Framework 

3.2.1 Premise of the LCM framework 

This framework is based on the following premise: 

 This framework for WA’s building sector complies with the definition of 

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), as this organization defines 

LCM as a dynamic process, which collects, structures and disseminates 

product related information from various programs, concepts and tools with an 

aim to minimize the environmental and socio-economic burdens associated 

with a product throughout its entire life cycle and improves the life cycle 

thinking (UNEP 2007). 

 LCM is an integrated decision oriented approach that helps apply the concept 

of life cycle thinking to practice while maximizing the functionality of the 

product with minimum environmental impacts and costs, thus, LCM is an 

essential component of sustainable development (Westkämper, Alting and 

Arndt 2000; Rebitzer and Hunkeler 2003; Ortiz et al. 2009). Accordingly, this 

current LCM framework considers the components for delivering socially 

equitable but cost-effective CPS strategies for WA’s building sector. 

 There is a dire need for LCM framework for Australian building sector as the 

building sector alone contributes to 20% and 23% of Australia’s annual energy 

consumption and GHG emissions, respectively (ABCB 2015b; ASBEC 2007). 

This LCM framework considers WA, as 15% of the total houses (3.3 million) 

in Australia, will be built in this state by 2030 (NHSC 2011). In addition, the 

houses in WA are made of energy intensive clay bricks. Consequently, the 

material and energy consumption during the life cycle of a house could 

potentially result in high greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and embodied 

energy (EE) consumption. 
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The building sector’s GHG emissions are growing at 1.3% annually (ASBEC 

2007) despite the fact that various energy efficiency measures have already 

been implemented. Therefore, there is an urgent need for further improvement 

opportunities of this sector to help Australia to meet its GHG emissions 

reduction target committed at the climate change conference in Paris (i.e. 26% 

to 28% on 2005 levels by 2030) (DOE 2015a). 

 This situation compels to investigate the alternative house designs that will not 

only consider the use of low energy and low carbon intensive construction 

materials but also reduces operational energy consumption while achieving 

social and economic objectives of sustainability. 

 As explained in Chapter 2, the literature published to date for building 

construction materials and methods (Lawania, Sarker and Biswas 2015; Islam, 

Jollands and Setunge 2015; Cabeza et al. 2014; Todd et al. 1999; Fay, Treloar 

and Iyer-Raniga 2000; Rouwette 2010; Del Borghi 2013; Aldawi 2013; Van 

Berkel 2007) have not considered a comprehensive framework for addressing 

aforementioned triple bottom line objectives for sustainable houses in WA. 

The proposed LCM framework with the help of environmental management tools and 

approaches will endeavour to achieve sustainable houses at the regional level in 

Western Australia. 

3.2.2 Description of Life Cycle Management Framework 

A life cycle management framework has been developed to meet the objectives of this 

research (Figure 3.1). This LCM framework is a modified version of the LCM 

framework developed by Lawania and Biswas (2016) and integrates the life cycle 

assessment (LCA) tool, Australian Nationwide House Energy Rating Scheme 

(NatHERS) accredited tool for LCEA, Data Bank, cleaner production strategies (CPS), 

life cycle costing (LCC) tool, social impact assessment, and lastly the policy 

instruments to identify the environmentally benign, economically viable, and socially 

equitable option for the construction of houses.
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Figure 3.1 Life cycle management (LCM) framework 
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The key components of LCM framework are described as follows: 

i. Application of life cycle assessment (LCA) 

The first step of LCM framework is to estimate the GHG emissions and embodied 

energy consumption associated with the construction, use and the end of life 

demolition and disposal of a typical 4x2x2 detached single storey double clay brick 

wall house in WA following the ISO14040-44 guidelines of LCA. The life cycle 

inventory (LCI) consisting of material and energy input data of all stages of the 

building’s life cycle is a prerequisite for the estimation of GHG emissions and EE 

consumption. The Data Bank provides information for the development of LCI by 

utilizing the architectural and structural drawings for quantifying the materials 

required for construction of a house, the transportation distances between their 

sources and the construction site and the electricity and diesel consumed during 

the construction stage. The information on energy rating of various tools, plants 

and equipment and duration of their use helps in the estimation of energy 

consumption during construction or assembling of various components. 

The energy consumption during use stage of a house is consumed mainly for 

maintaining thermal comfort (i.e. heating and cooling), lighting, hot water, and 

home appliances. The Data Bank provides all the information such as dimensions, 

locations and details of materials used for the construction of a house to AccuRate 

software to estimate the annual heating and cooling energy demand, which is a 

function of thermal performance of the building envelope (e.g. walls, windows, 

floor, roof), orientation of the house, and climatic conditions. AccuRate software 

also assists in the estimation of annual energy demand for lighting and hot water. 

The energy rating of home appliances and their duration of use by occupants helps 

to estimate annual energy demand for home appliances. Once the operational 

energy demand is estimated, the life cycle energy analysis (LCEA) is performed. 

The information on energy rating of various plants and equipment required for 

demolition of a house including duration of their use and distance between site and 

landfill helps in the estimation of energy consumption during demolition and 

disposal of demolition waste during the end of life stage. 
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All material and energy data is incorporated into SimaPro as inputs to estimate the 

GHG emissions and EE consumption. The net flow chart produced by SimaPro 

software has been used for stage wise breakdown of GHG emissions and EE 

consumption associated with each input. The inputs, which causes the maximum 

impacts are termed as ‘hotspots’ and are ranked from the highest to lowest as per 

GHG emissions and EE consumption. Accordingly, priority is given to apply the 

mitigation or cleaner production strategies to treat these hotspots. 

ii. Application of cleaner production strategies (CPS) 

Once the appropriate CPS has been implemented to mitigate the impacts, the LCI 

has been revised for incorporation of revised material and energy inputs into 

SimaPro software for estimation of revised GHG emissions and EE consumption. 

The process of CPS application continues until the maximum level of GHG 

emissions reduction and EE consumption savings are achieved. 

iii. Application of life cycle costing (LCC) 

The data bank also provides the capital and operational cost inputs of material and 

utilities associated with a house including inflation and discount rates required for 

discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis. The DCF analysis technique is used to derive 

economic performance criteria such as net present value (NPV) for investment 

projects. All future costs are converted into present values and life cycle costs are 

estimated for all CPS options. Also during this process, the payback periods of 

energy efficiency measures are determined which helps in decision making for 

product selection. The framework guides the decision making process as to 

whether any LCC of an alternative building or CPS options is lower than the LCC 

of reference option. The options having higher LCC than the reference option are 

not considered for further analysis. 

iv. Social impact assessment 

The social indicators allow the comparison between social implications of reference 

option and environmentally and economically viable alternative options. The policy 

instruments are investigated to identify the barriers and to determine the further 

improvement opportunities to achieve the sustainable development. 
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Following sections describe the implementation of framework including the 

background and reasons for selection of these tools and concepts to achieve all 

research objectives: 

3.3 Method for GHG and Embodied Energy Estimation for LCM 

framework 

The global warming potential (GWP) and cumulative energy demand (CED) or 

embodied energy (EE) are the two most relevant and critical impact categories for 

Australian built environment (Biswas 2014; Lawania, Sarker and Biswas 2015; Islam, 

Jollands and Setunge 2015; Dowdell 2014) and hence have been considered for this 

research. Globally, the life cycle assessment methodology is the most popular method 

to estimate these impacts associated with products or services of built environment 

(Khasreen, Banfill and Menzies 2009; Rossi et al. 2012; Cabeza et al. 2013) and hence 

is the decision making tool for identifying the mitigation strategies as a first step of the 

LCM framework (Figure 3.2). 

 

Figure 3.2 LCM framework: Part 1 - Life Cycle Assessment Methodology 

GHG emissions and embodied energy consumption of life cycle stages of a house have 

been estimated by employing the four steps of ISO14040-44: 1) goal and scope 
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definition; 2) inventory analysis; 3) impact assessment; and 4) interpretation as 

described in sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.4. 

3.3.1 Goal and scope definition 

The goal is the basis for LCA analysis and offers decision making strategies to the 

stakeholders in the environmental supply chain of a product or service. The goal of 

this LCA is to find out a building envelope with reduced GHG emissions and EE 

consumption. A cradle to grave LCA has been carried out to achieve this goal within 

the technical and environmental constraints, assumptions, and limitations. 

As per ISO14040 (2006), the scope defines the depth and breadth including details of 

the study to address the goal as this LCA includes mining to material production, 

transport, construction, use, and end of life demolition and disposal stages. The scope 

also defines the quality and representativeness of data as to how it will be sourced and 

analysed, and what impacts it might have on the outcome of the study. The function 

i.e. the technical or social purpose of the product or service for stakeholders is also 

defined within the scope. The functional unit is needed to carry out a mass balance that 

involves the estimation of inputs and outputs of all stages of product life cycle and thus 

it quantifies the utility of the service or a product system and provide a reference to 

which input and output data can be related and facilitate the comparison with the 

results of similar products on equal basis. 

The functional unit of this research, is the construction, use, and end of life of a typical 

4x2x2 (4-bedroom, 2-bath and 2-garage) detached house of 243m2 footprint area in 

Perth (Figure 3.3) and equipped with standard features and amenities. Based on the 

actual life of the Australian houses and various life cycle assessment studies for 

Australian housing, the life cycle of a house has been considered as 50 years (Rouwette 

2010; Carre 2011b; Ross Maher 2011; Islam, Jollands and Setunge 2015). For detailed 

analysis and identification purpose, double clay brick walls, single glazed windows, 

and concrete roof tiles which form the house envelope have been represented as DB-

XX, SG, and CT respectively and hereinafter the envelope of reference house has been 

termed as a conventional envelope.
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Figure 3.3 Plan of a typical 4x2x2 detached house in Perth (Source: Fozdar Technologies Pty Ltd.)
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Due to complex life cycle process flow or sequence of activities of a product or service, 

it is not possible to collect the complete data for life cycle assessment and hence it is 

critical to set up limits or boundaries for data collection and process flow (Li et al. 

2014). The loose furniture, plumbing, drainage and electrical services, sanitary ware, 

tapware and lighting fixtures, external site development such as pavement, 

landscaping, garage door, wall painting, and routine maintenance activities have been 

excluded from this LCA analysis, as the use of these materials depends on consumer’s 

choice and does not affect the design and environmental performance of a house 

(Horne, Opray and Grant 2006; Carre 2011b; Monahan and Powell 2011). 

The system boundary is described as an interface between a product and environment 

and defines that what phases of life cycle of a product or service (such as extraction, 

processing, manufacturing, transport, use, maintenance, and end of life) (Figure 3.4) 

and associated environmental impact categories, and limitations and assumptions are 

considered for LCA analysis. 

 

Figure 3.4 Typical product life cycle stages with inputs (I), and outputs (O) 

(Modified from Product’s lifecycle.jpg – National Institute of Standards and 

Technology’s Manufacturing Engineering Laboratory Programs, 2008) 
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The combination of different life cycle phases of a product or service are referred as 

“Cradle to Grave”, “Cradle to Gate”, “Cradle to Cradle”, and “Gate to Gate” (Bayer et 

al. 2010). This LCA considers cradle to grave approach including all emissions and 

energy consumption for estimation of GHG emissions and EE consumption. 

3.3.2 Life Cycle Inventory Analysis 

LCI is a pre-requisite to carry out an LCA analysis and consists of input and output 

data of all stages including mining to material production, transportation, construction, 

use, end of life demolition and disposal of solid waste. Inventory development thus 

requires the information on material and energy consumptions and outputs (e.g. 

atmospheric and waterborne emissions including solid wastes) during each of the life 

cycle stage of a product which is a house in this current study and to relate them to 

chosen functional unit through mass balancing (Biswas 2014; Westkämper, Alting and 

Arndt 2000). The measured, modelled, adapted, and or sampled data for development 

of life cycle inventory have been obtained from various accountable sources such as 

laboratory tests, field tests, government databases, and reports, journals, trade 

associations, other similar life cycle inventories, public surveys, and or equipment 

specifications. Accordingly, the LCM framework has a Data Bank as an important 

component to capture all regional variations in data in order to carry out LCAs of a 

number of building envelope options to find the best option with the highest mitigation 

potential for different locations in WA. 

3.3.2.1 Data Bank 

Based on Australian Bureau of Statistics 2011 Census report (ABS 2013), growth 

forecast of regions (DOP 2015) (Table C.1, Appendix C), and variations in climatic 

conditions within WA, at least one location from each region and 18 locations in total 

have been selected for this study (Figure 3.5) to represent all regions of WA. In order 

to carry out LCAs of a wide range of house options for 18 locations in WA, all material 

and energy details and their sources and transportation infrastructure related to 

construction and use of houses in Western Australia have been collected to develop a 

comprehensive data bank. 

The main purpose of the data bank is to provide information for developing the LCI 

for houses for a particular design type. Data bank consists of material specification, 
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codes of practice, meteorology of WA, bill of materials including supply sources and 

their respective distances from the construction sites, modes and methods of 

transportation, locations of landfill areas, plants and tools required during construction, 

and labour. In order to provide information to develop the LCI, the details of energy 

demand during various life cycle stages of a house including energy generation and 

distribution in Western Australia as well as details of climate zones are included in the 

data bank. 

 

Figure 3.5 Locations representing all regions of WA 
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In addition, the data bank provides details of alternative materials and technologies for 

developing inventories for cleaner production strategies and life cycle cost analyses. 

The data bank providing information for different stages of LCA have been discussed 

as follows: 

3.3.2.1.1 Mining to material production stage 

To develop an inventory of materials, a detailed Bill of Quantities has been prepared 

using architectural and structural plans and specification of a typical house in Perth in 

accordance with AS1181-1982, which is an Australian standard method of 

measurement of civil engineering works and associated building works (Standard 

1982). Based on most common practices and application in WA, the reference house 

in Perth has been considered where the house has a concrete slab on ground (Dick 

Clarke 2013; CCAA 2007), double clay brick walls (Williams 2015), single glazed 

sliding aluminium frame windows (AWA 2014), and concrete roof tiles (RTAA 2013) 

laid over timber roof frame (Belusko, Bruno and Saman 2011). 

The face bricks for the outer skin of external walls, utility bricks for the internal skin 

of wall as well as for internal walls with galvanized iron lintels and columns have been 

considered. The internal walls are considered as rendered (float and white set). The 

gyprock ceiling with rock wool batt insulation and gypsum cornices are considered 

throughout the house. The fibre cement sheet eaves, metal door frames with timber 

door shutter, ceramic wall and floor tiles for wet areas, and porcelain tiles for flooring 

of the house have been considered. All necessary fixtures, and or support systems 

associated with walls, windows, and roof have been considered accordingly. 

The quantities of aforementioned materials for the development of LCI for mining to 

material production stage have been estimated using Equation (3.1). 

𝑩𝑴𝒂 = (∑ 𝑳𝒂(𝒊)𝒙𝑩𝒂(𝒊)𝒙𝑯𝒂(𝒊))

𝒊=𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

𝒙𝝆𝒂(𝒊) (3.1) 

Where, 

BMa  : Building material - mining to material production (tonnes/house) 

a  : Type of material (e.g. concrete, brick, steel, glass, cement) 
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i  : 1,2,…..n; location in the house (e.g. room, garage, bath, passage) 

L  : Length (m) 

B  : Width (m) 

H  : Height or thickness (m) 

ρ  : Density of material in (tonnes/m3) 

The numerator in the inventory input will ultimately become the denominator of the 

emission factor. Therefore care has been taken in a way that the numerators of inputs 

match the denominators of their respective emissions factors. 

3.3.2.1.2 Transportation stage 

One of the useful features of the data bank is to record the material sources and their 

distances, modes and capacities of material transport for Perth and 17 regional 

locations in WA as they vary according to the location. The available published 

commercial data from various manufacturers and distributors (Austral-Bricks 2014; 

BGC 2014; Boral 2014; Bunnings 2014; Hanson 2014; Holcim 2014; Masters 2014; 

Midland-Brick 2014) has been used to determine the sources of materials to estimate 

the tonnes-km travelled to bring materials to the construction site using Equation (3.2), 

where each mode of transport such as road, sea, air, rail, and truck and their capacity 

is considered. 

𝒕𝒌𝒎𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕(𝒂) = ∑ 𝑩𝑴𝒂(𝒊)𝒙𝑫𝒂(𝒊)

𝒊=𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

 (3.2) 

Where, 

tkmtransport : Tonnes-km travelled (tkm/house) 

a  : Mode and type of transport (e.g. road, sea, air, rail, truck and capacity) 

BMa : Building materials (e.g. concrete, sand, cement, glass, and steel) 

transported using a particular mode and type of transport (tonnes) 
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Da : Distance from material source to construction site (km) for a particular 

mode and type of transport 

i  : 1,2,…..n; type of materials transported from source to the construction 

site by a particular mode of transport ‘a’ 

3.3.2.1.3 Construction stage 

In the case of construction stage, the data on power rating of machineries (e.g. bobcat, 

compactor, loader, forklift) and type of tools used for construction of typical house in 

Australia including their duration of usage was obtained from a local builder Fozdar 

Technologies Pty Ltd and local equipment hire companies (Coates-Hire 2014; 

Kennards 2014). The energy consumption during construction stage has been 

calculated using Equation (3.3). 

𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 = ∑ ∑ 𝑷𝒍𝒂𝒏𝒕/𝒕𝒐𝒐𝒍𝒊(𝒋)𝒙𝒅𝒖𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒊(𝒋)

𝒋=𝒎

𝒋=𝟏

𝒊=𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

 (3.3) 

Where, 

Energyconstruction : Energy consumption (MJ/house) 

i   : 1,2,…..n; type of energy (e.g. electricity, diesel, gas) 

j : 1,2,….m; type of plant and tool (e.g. excavator, loader, mortar 

mixer, and hand tools) 

Plant/tool  : Hourly electricity consumption of plant/tool (MJ/hour/house) 

Duration  : Hourly diesel consumption of plant/tool (MJ/hour/house) 

The transportation required for disposal of excavated soil and construction waste 

during the construction stage has been calculated using Equation (3.2). 

3.3.2.1.4 Use stage 

During use stage of a house, the energy is consumed by households mainly for heating, 

cooling, lighting, home appliances, and hot water. This component of data bank has 

been designed to provide information required by AccuRate software for estimation of 
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energy demand for heating, cooling, hot water, and lighting. The key details required 

by AccuRate software are the project location and postal code, physical dimensions 

and respective locations of rooms and other living areas, construction details of each 

component (e.g. foundation, external walls, internal walls, windows, external doors, 

flooring, ceiling, roof, thermal bridging between two layers of construction, shadings 

including external screens), no. of lamps and their ratings, water entities including taps, 

sanitary ware, and occupancy pattern. 

The information for calculating the energy demand for home appliances such as the 

type of home appliances, energy rating, and their duration of use has also been included 

in the data bank. Based on the tools used for estimation of energy consumption (termed 

as operational energy) during use stage, the operational energy is divided into 

following two groups: 

 Operational energy for heating, cooling, hot water and lighting, which are 

estimated using AccuRate software. 

 Operational energy for home appliances, which is estimated using MS Excel 

software. 

The building envelope has no influence on the operational energy consumption for 

lighting, home appliances, and hot water, but energy demand for heating and cooling 

is influenced by the design and location of a house and thermal performance of the 

building materials. 

Australia has a varied climate, which affects the design and construction requirements 

of the houses including their thermal performances (Aldawi, Alam, Khan, et al. 2013) 

and hence the details of regional climatic variations have been included in the data 

bank. In order to address the regional climatic variations, the National Construction 

Code has combined the locations with similar climates into following eight climate 

zones and have aligned the zone boundaries with local government areas (ABCB 2014; 

Reardon and Downton 2013b) to comply with deemed-to-satisfy energy efficiency 

provisions. 

Climate zone 1 – High humidity summer and warm winter (Houses in this zone 

requires high cooling energy but no energy for heating) 
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Climate zone 2 – Warm humid summer and mild winter (Houses in this zone requires 

high cooling energy but little heating energy) 

Climate zone 3 – Hot dry summer and warm winter (House in this zone requires high 

heating and cooling energy) 

Climate zone 4 – Hot dry summer and cool winter (Houses in this zone requires 

moderate heating and cooling energy) 

Climate zone 5 – Warm temperate (Houses in this zone requires low heating and 

cooling energy) 

Climate zone 6 – Mild temperate (Houses in this zone requires very low heating and 

cooling energy) 

Climate zone 7 – Cool temperate (Houses in this zone requires high heating energy but 

no energy for cooling) 

Climate zone 8 – Alpine (Houses in this zone requires the highest heating and cooling 

energy) 

Similarly, for water heating, Australia is divided into 4 climatic regions (Figure 3.6) 

based on solar insolation and ground temperatures, which affect the temperature of 

reticulated water (Standard 2008). 

 

Figure 3.6 Australian climate regions for hot water (AccuRate 2015) 
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Due to vast landmass, and demographic conditions, Western Australia’s electricity 

infrastructure is complex and consists of South West Interconnected System (SWIS) 

serving major population centres in the south-west of WA, North West Interconnected 

System (NWIS) serving north-west of WA, and a number of regional and non-

interconnected systems (DOF 2015a). The regional locations in Western Australia 

such as Albany, Armadale, Augusta, Bunbury, Busselton, Esperance, Geraldton, 

Joondalup, Kalgoorlie, Mandurah, Yanchep, and metropolitan Perth are connected to 

SWIS network. The locations of non-interconnected networks in Western Australia 

are Broome, Carnarvon, Mount Magnet, and Newman where electricity generation is 

gas based and Kununurra and Laverton where diesel is used for electricity generation 

(Horizon 2015b; DOF 2015a; Horizon 2015a). ATCO Gas Australia maintains the gas 

distribution network in WA to serve Perth metropolitan area and regional centres 

through retailers such as Alinta Energy, Kleenheat Gas, Synergy, and Gas trading 

Australia (ATCO 2012; DOF 2015c). 

Operational energy for a typical house for heating, cooling, hot water, and lighting 

The AccuRate software works in regulatory rating mode (thermal envelope energy 

rating) and non-regulatory non-rating (voluntary assessment) mode. In the non-rating 

mode, the software has 5 modules such as lighting, hot water, water use, space heating, 

and space cooling and allows estimation of thermal bridging effect for non-glazing 

constructions. The software allows development of building model through databook, 

which consists of various sections such as Project, Constructions, Zone, Shading, 

Elements, Ventilation, Lighting, Hot water, and water including project defaults for 

simulation as discussed in following sections: 

Project Section 

The project module helps in creating project particulars, details of assessors, building 

class, design options, and most importantly, the postal code and NatHERS zones, 

which links the project to AccuRate’s database. 

Construction Section 

The construction module helps in developing a master table consisting of construction 

details of the external wall, windows, external door, floor/ceiling, internal wall, roof, 
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skylight, and roof window. AccuRate’s library database contains the list of all basic 

construction materials along with their thermal resistance (m2K/W) and thermal 

capacitance (kJ/m3K) properties including the properties of air gaps and bulk 

insulation. Each building component, which is essentially a group of layers of 

construction materials and air gaps can be defined by specifying the thickness of each 

construction material layer and the bridging or connection with other material layers. 

AccuRate simultaneously calculates the overall thermal properties of these 

constructions expressed as total R (heat flow up), total R (heat flow down), total U 

(heat flow up), and total U (heat flow down). 

Zone Section 

The Zone section helps in creating the details of the building spaces as zones including 

floor and ceiling heights, the option of heating and cooling including infiltrations and 

ceiling penetrations. AccuRate allows maximum 150 user-defined zones in a house 

and each space is designated by a pre-defined type such as living, bedroom, 

living/kitchen, day time, night time, unconditioned, garage, garage conditioned, roof 

space, and sub-floor. The roof space zone allows selection of different roof types such 

as Hip, Gable, and Single including pitch and roof infiltration. 

Shading Section 

Shading section helps in creating details on horizontal and vertical shadings such as 

eaves, balcony projection, fencing, pergola, and neighbouring property including their 

respective dimensions and locations. 

Elements Section 

Element section helps in creating the details of actual dimensions and geometry of all 

zones in a house on the basis of the external wall, Internal wall, floor, ceiling, and roof 

including the type of construction, locations of doors and windows, shading, and 

openings. 

Ventilation Section 

The ventilation section helps in developing the footprint of the building and orientation 

azimuth of the building. Accurate allows 0º to 360º azimuth angles and to represent all 
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azimuth angles, 8 orientations including North (0º), North-West (315º), West (270º), 

South-West (225º), South (180º), South-East (135º), East (90º), and North-East (45º) 

have been selected for this study following Andersson et al. (1985), and Morrissey, 

Moore, and Horne (2011). The accurate software uses this data to calculate the natural 

ventilation available for the house in a particular orientation. 

After completing the data entry for all sections, the simulation of the model is carried 

out and the details of a simulation of each module such as heating, cooling, hot water, 

and lighting are discussed in the following section. 

Heating and cooling module 

AccuRate calculates the annual energy requirements to maintain the thermal comfort 

of the house based on the building envelope, natural ventilation, thermostat settings 

and one year of weather data corresponding to the climate zone of the house. Lam et 

al. (2005) and Yik and Wan (2005) described the heat transfer through building 

envelope as conduction through wall, roof, and window glazing and solar radiation 

through window glazing and used the concept of overall thermal transfer value 

(OTTV, W/m2) developed by ASHRAE (Codes and Standards 1980) for determination 

of energy consumption for heating and cooling. The OTTV of a wall is the weighted 

average of heat conducted through the wall, and window glazing and solar radiation 

through window glazing. OTTV has been expressed as shown in Equations (3.4), 

which has been developed following the equations provided by Yik and Wan (2005), 

Lam et al. (2005), and Vijayalaxmi (2010). 

𝑶𝑻𝑻𝑽𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍 =
∑ (𝑨𝒘(𝒊)𝒙𝑼𝒘(𝒊)𝒙𝑻𝑫𝒆𝒒 + 𝑨𝒈(𝒊)𝒙𝑼𝒈(𝒊)𝒙∆𝑻 + 𝑨𝒈(𝒊)𝒙𝑺𝑪𝒙𝑺𝑭𝒊)

𝒊=𝒏
𝒊=𝟏

∑ (𝑨𝒘(𝒊)
𝒊=𝒏
𝒊=𝟏 + 𝑨𝒈(𝒊))

 (3.4) 

Where, 

OTTV  : OTTV of all external walls (W/m2) 

i  : 1,2,……360; wall orientations of the house (0º to 360º) 

Aw  : Area of wall with same orientation (m2) 

Uw  : U value of wall elements (W/m2K) 
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Ag  : Area of window glazing with same orientation (m2) 

Ug  : U value of window glazing (W/m2K) 

ΔT  : Difference between exterior and interior temperatures (K) 

SC  : Shading coefficient of windows 

SF  : Solar factor for that orientation (W/m2) 

TDeq : Equivalent temperature difference (K), which is dependent on weather 

conditions and the duration for which temperature and solar radiation 

data are averaged including surface finishes and has been expressed as: 

𝑻𝑫𝒆𝒒 = ∆𝑻 + [𝜶 𝒙 𝑹𝒘𝒔𝒓 𝒙 𝒂𝒗𝒈(𝑰𝒕)] (3.5) 

Where, 

ΔT  : Difference between exterior and interior temperatures (K) 

ά  : Absorption coefficient of the wall surface 

Rwsr  : Wall surface resistance (m2K/W) 

Avg(It)  : Average solar intensity falling on the wall surface (W/m2) 

The same equations are applicable for calculation of OTTV of the roof after excluding 

window glazing (Lam et al. 2005). The annual energy demand for the heating and 

cooling of the house (MJ) can be calculated as a total heat gain or loss through an 

envelope (Lam et al. 2005; Yang, Lam and Tsang 2008; Chow and Yu 2000) using 

Equation (3.6). 

𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒉𝒆𝒂𝒕 𝒈𝒂𝒊𝒏 𝒐𝒓 𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒔 = 𝟑. 𝟔𝒙
(𝑶𝑻𝑻𝑽𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍 + 𝑶𝑻𝑻𝑽𝒓𝒐𝒐𝒇)𝒙𝑨𝒕𝒈𝒆𝒘𝒂𝒙𝑻

𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎
 (3.6) 

Where, 

OTTVwall : OTTV of all external walls of the house (W/m2) 

OTTVroof : OTTV of roof of the house (W/m2) 
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Atgewa  : Total gross external wall area of the house (m2) 

T  : Duration of hot or cold season in a year (hours) 

AccuRate software converts this annual energy requirement for heating and cooling to 

an area adjusted energy requirement on the basis of per m2 of the floor area of the 

house by employing an area correction factor to eliminate the errors due to the 

variation in wall surface to floor areas of different house sizes (NatHERS 2012). The 

heat transfer through the building envelope is proportionate to total building surface 

area, and an area correction factor is applied to ensure that the smaller house with less 

building surface area but having high wall surface area to floor area ratio can be fairly 

compared with the large house (NatHERS 2012). In AccuRate software, the area 

correction factor is set to 0 for house area of 196m2. If the house area is bigger than 

196m2, then the area correction factor is simply added to the annual energy 

requirement obtained by AccuRate simulation but if house area is smaller than 196m2, 

then the area correction factor is subtracted from the annual energy requirement 

obtained by AccuRate simulation (CSIRO 2012). 

Lighting module 

The lighting module of AccuRate software calculates the lumens which can be 

achieved through specified lamps in each house zone as per AS/NZS1680.1:2006 and 

then it compares these values with actual lumens needed to provide adequate light in 

each zone and top up the short fall to avoid any underlighting. AccuRate software 

estimates the annual energy requirement for lighting for the house by using a series of 

Equations from (3.7) to (3.10) (AccuRate 2015). 

𝑳𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒎𝒂𝒊𝒏𝒕 = 𝑳𝑬𝒙𝑾𝒍𝒂𝒎𝒑𝒙𝑵𝒍𝒂𝒎𝒑𝒙𝑵𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒊𝒓𝒆𝒙𝑼𝑭𝒙𝑴𝑭 (3.7) 

𝑳𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒐𝒑𝒖𝒑 = 𝑰𝑳𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒙𝑨 − 𝑳𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒎𝒂𝒊𝒏𝒕 (3.8) 

𝑾𝒆𝒛𝒘 = (𝑾𝒍𝒂𝒎𝒑 + 𝑾𝒄𝒈𝒆𝒂𝒓)𝒙𝑵𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒊𝒓𝒆𝒙𝑵𝒍𝒂𝒎𝒑𝒙𝑫𝑭𝒙𝑺𝑭 +
𝑳𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒐𝒑𝒖𝒑

𝟓. 𝟎𝟎𝟓
 (3.9) 

𝑬𝒍𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈 = ∑ 𝑾𝒆𝒛𝒘(𝒊) 𝒙 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈(𝒊)𝒙 
𝟑𝟔𝟓

𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎

𝒊=𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

 (3.10) 
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Where, 

Lumenmaint : Maintained lumens provided by the lighting system in a zone (lumen) 

LE : Maintained luminous efficacy (lumens/W) (e.g. for 25W, 60W, 100W 

incandescent lamps – 8.5, 13.3, and 14.9 respectively and for 5-8W, 15-

24W CFL – 32, and 44 respectively) 

Wlamp  : Lamp (e.g. incandescent, compact fluorescent, LED) wattage (W) 

Nluminaire : Number of luminaires in the zone 

Nlamp  : Number of lamps in each luminaire 

UF : Utilization factor (the fraction of light provided by a lamp source that 

reaches the plane of measurement and ranges between 0.25 – 0.8) 

MF : Maintenance factor which is 80% of the room surface maintenance 

factor (e.g. 0.95 for downlights, 0.85 for surface mounted or suspended 

fittings, and 0.77 for uplights) 

Lumentopup : The difference between the recommended maintained lumens 

required and maintained lumens provided (lumen) 

ILrecom : Recommended maintained average illuminance (lux) (160lux for 

kitchen, 80 lux for rooms and bath, and 40 lux for entry and passage 

A  : Floor area of the Zone (m2) 

Wezw  : Effective zone wattage (W) 

Wcgear  : Control gear (e.g. ballast, transformer, PCB) wattage (W) 

DF  : Dimming factor (1 for no dimming and 0.95 for manual dimming) 

SF : Switching factor (1 for manual, 0.55 for motion sensor based, and 0.85 

for automatic timed switch) 

Elighting  : Annual energy requirement for all the zones of the house (kWh/year) 
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i  : 1,2,…n; zones in the house (e.g. kitchen, bed room, garage, bath) 

Tavg  : Average daily operating hours (hours) 

Based on the input data, AccuRate software provides the result of total annual lighting 

energy consumption in kWh along with average illumination power density of the 

house in W/m2. 

Hot water module 

The hot water module of AccuRate software calculates the total annual energy demand 

for water heating in GJ using ‘WHAT HO!’ Evaluation model which is developed by 

Burgess and Cogan (as cited by Ren et al. (2013) and AccuRate (2015)). To determine 

the energy demand for water heating, the model first estimates the hot water demand 

of the house including the standing and delivery losses from hot water and then 

calculates the energy demand based on the energy intensity of the type of fuel (e.g. 

gas, electricity, and solid fuel) used for water heating. The model allows the evaluation 

of energy saving potential, if the conventional water heating system is integrated with 

the solar water heater or if heat recovery system is used within the water network of 

the house. AccuRate software estimates the hot water demand for the house by using 

a series of Equations from (3.11) to (3.14), which have been developed following the 

equations provided by AccuRate (2015). 

𝑶𝒄𝒄𝒖𝒑𝒂𝒏𝒕𝒔 = 𝒎𝒂𝒙 (𝟏 + 𝟎. 𝟔𝟔𝒙𝑵𝒃𝒆𝒅  
𝑨

𝟓𝟎
) (3.11) 

𝑯𝑾𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 = (
𝑶𝒄𝒄𝒖𝒑𝒂𝒏𝒕𝒔𝒙𝑻𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓

𝑵𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓
) 𝒙𝑭𝒍𝒐𝒘𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 (3.12) 

𝑯𝑾𝒃𝒂𝒕𝒉 =
𝟏𝟑𝟓𝒙𝑶𝒄𝒄𝒖𝒑𝒂𝒏𝒕𝒔

𝑵𝒃𝒂𝒕𝒉
 (3.13) 

𝑯𝑾𝒐𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓 =
(𝟐𝟎 + 𝟐. 𝟓𝒙𝑶𝒄𝒄𝒖𝒑𝒂𝒏𝒕𝒔)

𝑵𝒐𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓
 (3.14) 

Where, 

Occupants : Number of house occupants (without rounding off, e.g. 3.32person) 
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HWshower : Daily hot water demand for the shower in the house (litres/day) 

Nbed  : Number of bed rooms in the house 

A  : Floor area of the house (m2) 

Tshower : Daily duration of shower operation for each occupant (minutes/per 

person/day) 

Nshower : No of shower units in the house 

Flowshower : Water flow rate of shower (litres/minute) 

HWbath  : Daily hot water demand for the bath in the house (litres/day) 

Nbath : No of bath units in the house 

HWother : Daily hot water demand for other amenities (e.g. kitchen, laundry) in 

the house (litres/day) 

Nother : No of other amenities in the house 

AccuRate software is able to estimate the heat losses from various activities or 

components of hot water system such as pipe work, and water storage vessels using 

Equations (3.15), and (3.16), which have been developed following the equations 

provided by AccuRate (2015). The control losses (HLcontrol) are assumed to be constant 

at 0.16GJ/year. 

𝑯𝑳𝒑𝒊𝒑𝒆𝒔 =
𝑲𝒑𝒊𝒑𝒆𝒔𝒙𝑪𝒘𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒙𝑻𝒅𝒊𝒇𝒇𝒙𝒎𝒂𝒙(𝟏, 𝟑 + 𝑶𝒄𝒄𝒖𝒑𝒂𝒏𝒕𝒔𝟎.𝟕𝟓 − 𝑵)

𝑵
 (3.15) 

𝑯𝑳𝒗𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒆𝒍 = 𝟑. 𝟔𝒙
(𝑻𝒔𝒕𝒐𝒓𝒆 − 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃𝒊𝒆𝒏𝒕)

(𝑻𝒔𝒕𝒐𝒓𝒆 − 𝑻𝒊𝒏𝒅𝒐𝒐𝒓)
𝒙(𝒂𝒙𝑽𝒗𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒆𝒍 + 𝒃) (3.16) 

Where, 

HLpipes  : Heat loss from pipe work (MJ/day) 

Kpipes : Coefficient of pipe heat loss (e.g. 2 for storage type heater and 

insulated pipe work. In case of uninsulated pipe work, the value is 4) 
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Cwater : Specific heat of water (0.0042 MJ/litre/K) 

Tdiff : Difference between hot water temperature and ambient temperature 

of the house (ºC) 

N : Number of hot water amenities (e.g. bath, shower, and kitchen) 

HLvessel : Heat loss from water storage vessel (MJ/day) 

Tstore : Temperature of water in storage vessel (ºC) 

Tambient : Ambient air temperature (ºC) 

Tindoor : Indoor ambient temperature (ºC) 

Vvessel : Storage capacity of vessel (litres) 

a : Constant (a=0.0048, if Vvessel > 90litres, otherwise a=0.0084) 

b : Constant (b=0.72, if Vvessel > 90litres, otherwise b=0.4) 

In addition, AccuRate software is able to estimate the energy saving potential due to 

various energy saving measures such as integration of solar water heater with 

conventional water heater using Equation (3.17) (AccuRate 2015). 

𝑺𝑾𝑯𝑬𝒔𝒂𝒗𝒊𝒏𝒈 = 𝑲𝒊𝒏𝒄𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒙𝑲𝒔𝒙𝑨𝑺𝑹𝒙𝑨𝒄 (3.17) 

Where, 

SWHEsaving : Energy saving due to integration of solar water heater (MJ/day) 

Kinclin : Collector non-ideal orientation factor (0.46 to 1 based on collector’s 

orientation and inclination from the horizontal) 

Ks : Solar factor of the water heater (0.45 to 0.57 based on collector type 

(e.g. plate, vacuum tube) and circulation type (e.g. thermosiphon, 

pump)) 

ASR : Solar radiation absorbed by the collector (5.9 to 28 based on hot water 

region and month of the year) (MJ/m2/day) 
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Ac : Area of collector of solar water heater (m2) 

AccuRate software calculates the difference between the sum of all heat losses and 

sum of all energy savings opportunities as total energy savings (MJ/day) from water 

heater using Equation (3.18), which has been developed following the equation 

provided by AccuRate (2015). 

𝑬𝒔𝒂𝒗𝒊𝒏𝒈 = (𝑺𝑾𝑯𝑬𝒔𝒂𝒗𝒊𝒏𝒈 − 𝑯𝑳𝒑𝒊𝒑𝒆𝒔 − 𝑯𝑳𝒗𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒆𝒍 − 𝑯𝑳𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒍 ) (3.18) 

Where, 

Esaving  : Total energy saving from water heater (MJ/day) 

SWHEsaving : Energy saving due to integration of solar water heater (MJ/day) 

HLpipes  : Heat loss from pipe work (MJ/day) 

HLvessel : Heat loss from water storage vessel (MJ/day) 

HLcontrol : Heat loss through control (MJ/day) 

Once the daily hot water demand, heat losses through various activities and 

components of hot water system, and energy saving opportunities have been 

calculated, the AccuRate software calculates the energy demand for water heating on 

daily, and annual basis, the energy demand to compensate the heat loss from hot water 

storage vessel, and the net total energy demand for hot water system using a series of 

Equations from (3.19) to (3.22), which have been developed following the equations 

provided by AccuRate (2015). 

𝑬𝒄𝒐𝒏−𝒅𝒂𝒊𝒍𝒚 = 𝑪𝒘𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒙((𝑯𝑾𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 + 𝑯𝑾𝒃𝒂𝒕𝒉)𝒙(𝑻𝒃𝒂𝒕𝒉 − 𝑻𝒄𝒐𝒍𝒅𝒘𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓)

+ 𝑯𝑾𝒐𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒙(𝑻𝒉𝒐𝒕 − 𝑻𝒄𝒐𝒍𝒅𝒘𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓)) 
(3.19) 

𝑬𝒄𝒐𝒏−𝒂𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 = ∑
(𝑬𝒄𝒐𝒏−𝒅𝒂𝒊𝒍𝒚(𝒊) − 𝑬𝒔𝒂𝒗𝒊𝒏𝒈(𝒊))𝒙𝑫𝑰𝑴𝒊

𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝒙𝑪𝑶𝑷𝒄

𝒊=𝟏𝟐

𝒊=𝟏

 (3.20) 

𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒊𝒏𝒕−𝒂𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 = ∑
(𝑴𝑹𝒊𝒙𝑫𝑰𝑴𝒊

𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎

𝒊=𝟏𝟐

𝒊=𝟏

 (3.21) 
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𝑬 = 𝑬𝒄𝒐𝒏−𝒂𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 + 𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒊𝒏𝒕−𝒂𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 (3.22) 

Where, 

Econ-daily : Daily energy demand for conversion of cold water to hot water 

(MJ/day) 

Cwater : Specific heat of water (0.0042 MJ/litre/K) 

HWshower : Daily hot water demand for the shower in the house (litres/day) 

HWbath  : Daily hot water demand for the bath in the house (litres/day) 

Tbath  : Temperature of water used for bathing (ºC) 

Tcoldwater : Cold water temperature (8 to 29 based on solar hot water region and 

month of the year) (ºC) 

HWother : Daily hot water demand for other amenities (e.g. kitchen, laundry) in 

the house (litres/day) 

Thot  : Temperature of hot water (ºC) 

Econ-annual : Annual energy demand for conversion of cold water to hot water 

(GJ/year) 

Esaving  : Total energy saving from water heater (MJ/day) 

DIM  : Days in a particular month 

COPc : Conversion efficiency of water heater (0.5 to 0.75 based on type of 

water heater) 

Emaint-annual : Annual energy demand to compensate the heat loss from water heater 

storage vessel (GJ/year) 

MR : Maintenance rate (provided by the manufacturer of the water heater) 

(MJ/day) 

E  : Total annual energy demand for water heating of the house (GJ/year) 
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Water module 

The water module of AccuRate software calculates the average water usage in 

litres/day for a house using the relevant information (e.g. capacity, flow rate, and 

quantity) of the indoor and outdoor water entities (e.g. kitchen sink, dishwasher, cloth 

washer, laundry tub, bath, toilet, shower, spa, swimming pool, and garden tap) 

including water consumption practices by individual occupants. The module has an 

option for inclusion of variable sources of water (e.g. potable water, rainwater tank, 

on-site treatment, greywater, and bore water). 

Operational energy for a typical house for home appliances 

The operational energy consumption for home appliances such as television, 

refrigerator, washing machine, cloth dryer, dish washer, cook top, oven, microwave, 

computer, toaster, kettle, mixer/grinder, coffee maker, iron, vacuum cleaner, range 

hood, and set top box is influenced by the occupant’s unique personal behaviour and 

environmental awareness, socio-economic status, lifestyle, and energy efficiency of 

appliances (Ren et al. 2013). The operational energy consumption for home appliances 

for every individual house may vary, however the published data on energy ratings of 

Australian home appliances and patterns of usage (DEWHA 2008b; Riedy, Milne and 

Foster 2013; AER 2014; EcoHub-Perth 2014; ABS 2006; DEWHA 2008a) have been 

utilized to estimate the operational energy consumption of a typical household in 

Western Australia. The home appliances operate in active, standby, and off modes with 

different energy consumptions for each mode. The total annual energy consumption 

for home appliances of a typical house has been estimated using Equation (3.23) (Ren, 

Paevere and McNamara 2012): 

𝑬𝒉𝒂𝒑𝒑𝒍𝒊𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆 = ∑
(𝑾𝒂(𝒊)𝒙𝑻𝒂(𝒊) + 𝑾𝒔𝒃𝒚(𝒊)𝒙𝑻𝒔𝒃𝒚(𝒊) + 𝑾𝒐𝒇𝒇(𝒊)𝒙𝑻𝒐𝒇𝒇(𝒊))

𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎

𝒊=𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

 (3.23) 

Ehappliance : Total annual energy consumption for home appliances (kWh/year) 

i : 1,2,…..n; type of home appliances (e.g. TV, refrigerator, oven, 

computer) 

Wa  : Power rating of home appliance in active mode (W) 
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Ta  : Duration of active mode of the home appliance (hours/year) 

Wsby  : Power consumption of home appliance in standby mode (W) 

Tsby  : Duration of standby mode of the home appliance (hours/year) 

Woff  : Power consumption of home appliance in off mode (W) 

Ta  : Duration of off mode of the home appliance (hours/year) 

Due to behavioural changes of occupants, technological advancements and 

implementation of mandatory energy rating of home appliances under cross 

jurisdictional equipment energy efficiency (E3) program of Australian Government, 

states and territories and the New Zealand (ABS 2014), the majority of the operational 

energy for home appliances in Australia is consumed in active mode. Around 8% of 

the total energy is consumed in standby mode for battery chargers, security alarm, 

networking devices, media players, and microwaves (DIS 2015). 

3.3.2.1.5 End of life demolition and disposal stage 

In the case of the end of life stage, the data on the type of tools and equipment used 

for demolition of a typical house in Australia including their duration of usage was 

obtained from a local builder Budget Developments Australia Pty Ltd. The end of life 

stage consists of two major activities such as the use of tools and equipment used for 

demolition and use of transport for disposal of the demolition waste to landfill area. 

The energy consumption during demolition has been calculated using Equation (3.3) 

and transportation required for disposal of the demolition waste from site to landfill 

area has been calculated using Equation (3.2). 

3.3.3 Impact assessment 

Once the LCI of material and energy has been developed following aforementioned 

equations and using relevant data from the data bank, these LCI inputs have been 

entered into SimaPro 8.05.13 LCA software and each material and energy inputs are 

linked to relevant emission databases in the SimaPro software (PRé-Consultants 

2015). The databases in this software contain the emission factors of different energy, 

materials and transportation inputs for estimation of environmental impacts. Locally 
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available databases have been utilized to represent the WA’s situation and as a result, 

the AusLCI emission factor databases have been used to calculate the emissions. The 

Australian indicator set with embodied energy version 2.01 method, which is 

embedded in SimaPro 8.05.13 software, has been used to convert emission outputs to 

assign impact categories using characterisation factors of GHGs. The 100 year time 

horizon, which has also been used for National Inventory Reporting is most commonly 

used time horizon for life cycle assessments of buildings (Renouf 2015; Carre and 

Crossin 2015; Zabalza Bribián, Valero Capilla and Aranda Usón 2011; DOE 2014b). 

The greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide 

(N2O), sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), hydro fluorocarbons (HFCs), and 

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) are converted to CO2 equivalent and SimaPro 8.05.13 

uses the most recent global warming potential (GWP) factors for a 100 year time 

horizon as reported in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) fifth 

Assessment Synthesis Report (Hauschild et al. 2013; IPCC 2014; Renouf 2015). The 

Equation (3.24) shows the conversion of masses of different greenhouse gases 

associated with the material and energy inputs into global warming potential (GWP), 

which is a single carbon dioxide-equivalent metric (CO2 e-). 

𝑮𝑾𝑷(𝑪𝑶𝟐𝒆 −) = ∑ ∑ 𝑮𝑯𝑮𝐢(𝐣)𝐱 𝑪𝑭𝐢(𝐣)

𝒋=𝒎

𝒋=𝟏

𝒊=𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

 (3.24) 

i : 1,2,…..n; inputs (e.g. bricks, concrete, glass, electricity, natural gas) 

j : 1,2,…..m; characterization factors of GHGs (e.g. 1 for CO2, 28 for 

CH4, 265 for N2O) 

The SimaPro software has estimated the GWP in terms of GHG emissions and 

embodied energy (EE) consumption associated with the life cycle stages of the house 

as discussed in following sections. 

3.3.3.1 GHG emissions 

The GHG emissions during life cycle stages of the house have been estimated as 

following: 

Mining to material production stage 
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AusLCI database is utilized to estimate the GHG emissions from mining to material 

production stage associated with quarrying, refining, processing, and production of 

construction materials (e.g. aluminium, structural and sheet steel, concrete, cement, 

lime, sand, polystyrene, polyethylene, roof timber, concrete roof tiles, ceramic tiles, 

insulation, gypsum board, and glass) required for the construction of a typical house. 

In the absence of local data in the AusLCI database, the new databases have been 

created (e.g. mesh reinforcement, clay bricks) by obtaining the information on raw 

material and energy consumptions from local industry reports (OneSteel 2014; Strezov 

and Herbertson 2006; Rouwette 2010). The GHG emissions during mining to material 

production stage have been estimated using Equation (3.25). 

𝑮𝑯𝑮𝒎𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒊𝒂𝒍 = ∑ 𝑩𝑴𝒊𝒙𝑬𝑭𝒊

𝒊=𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

 (3.25) 

Where, 

GHGmaterial : GHG emissions (tonnes of CO2 e-) during mining to material 

production stage of building materials per house 

BM  : Building material (tonnes) 

EF  : Emission factor for material (tonnes of CO2 e-/tonnes) 

i : 1,2,…..n; materials (e.g. cement, brick, concrete, glass) 

Transportation stage 

The estimated transportation data for different modes of transports for building 

material from their production source to constriction site in terms of tkm have been 

linked to AusLCI database for different modes of transport and GHG emissions during 

transport have been estimated using Equation (3.26). 

𝑮𝑯𝑮𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕 = ∑ 𝒕𝒌𝒎𝒊𝒙𝑬𝑭𝒊

𝒊=𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

 (3.26) 

Where, 
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GHGtransport : GHG emissions (tonnes of CO2 e-) during transportation stage per 

house 

tkm  : tonnes-km travelled by each mode of transport (tkm) 

EF  : Emission factor for transport (tonnes of CO2 e-/tkm) 

i  : 1,2,…..n; mode of transport (e.g. road/sea/air, truck capacity/type) 

Construction stage 

The amount of construction energy required by different hand tools and construction 

equipment and machinery, including excavator, front end loader, fork lift, and 

compactor used during construction stage and transportation data for disposal of 

excavated soil and construction waste have been linked to AusLCI database for 

electricity production, diesel combustion, and transport to estimate GHG emissions 

during construction stage have been estimated using Equation (3.27). 

𝑮𝑯𝑮𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 = (∑ 𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚𝒊𝒙𝑬𝑭𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚(𝒊)

𝒊=𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

) + 𝒕𝒌𝒎𝒙𝑬𝑭𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔 (3.27) 

Where, 

GHGconstruction : GHG emissions (tonnes CO2 e-) during construction stage per house 

Energy : Energy consumption by tools and plants (e.g. excavator, mortar mixer) 

(MJ) 

EFenergy  : Emission factor for energy (tonnes of CO2 e-/MJ) 

i  : 1,2,…..n; energy types (e.g. electricity, gas, diesel) 

tkm : tonnes-km travelled for disposal of excavated soil and construction 

waste (tkm) 

EFtrans  : Emission factor for transport (tonnes of CO2 e-/tkm) 

Use stage 
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The annual operational energy per house for heating, cooling, lighting, hot water, and 

home appliances has been linked to the AusLCI database for electricity production and 

gas distribution. The GHG emissions during use stage have been estimated using 

Equation (3.28). 

𝑮𝑯𝑮𝒖𝒔𝒆 = ∑ 𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚𝒊𝒙𝑬𝑭𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚(𝒊)

𝒊=𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

𝒙𝑳 (3.28) 

Where, 

GHGuse : GHG emissions (tonnes of CO2 e-) during use stage of the whole life 

of the house 

Energy  : Annual energy demand (e.g. heating, cooling, lighting, hot water) (GJ) 

EFenergy  : Emission factor for energy (tonnes of CO2 e-/GJ) 

i  : 1,2,……n; type of energy (e.g. electricity, gas, bottled gas, diesel) 

L  : Lifespan of the house (year) 

End of life demolition and disposal stage 

The energy consumption for a house for different tools and machinery, including 

breaker, excavator, and front end loader for demolition activities and transportation 

data (in terms of tkm) for different modes of transports for disposal of demolition waste 

material from site to landfill area have been linked with AusLCI database for 

electricity production, diesel combustion, and different modes of transport and GHG 

emissions have been estimated using Equation (3.29). 

𝑮𝑯𝑮𝒆𝒏𝒅𝒐𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒇𝒆 = ∑ 𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚𝒊𝒙𝑬𝑭𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚(𝒊)

𝒊=𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

+ ∑ 𝒕𝒌𝒎𝒋𝒙𝑬𝑭𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔(𝒋)

𝒋=𝒎

𝒋=𝟏

 (3.29) 

Where, 

GHGendoflife : GHG emissions (tonnes CO2e-) during end of life stage of the house 

Energy  : Energy consumption by plants and tools (e.g. excavator, loader) (MJ) 
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EFenergy  : Emission factor for energy (tonnes CO2 e-/MJ) 

i  : 1,2,…..n; type of energy (e.g. electricity, gas, diesel) 

tkm : tonnes-km travelled for disposal of excavated soil and construction 

waste (tkm) 

EFtrans  : Emission factor for transport (tonnes CO2 e-/tkm) 

j  : 1,2,…m; mode of transport (e.g. truck capacity/type) 

Total life cycle GHG emissions 

The GHG emissions for all stages are added to determine the life cycle GHG emissions 

using Equations (3.30). 

𝑮𝑯𝑮𝒉𝒐𝒖𝒔𝒆 = 𝑮𝑯𝑮𝒎𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒊𝒂𝒍 + 𝑮𝑯𝑮𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕 + 𝑮𝑯𝑮𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 + 𝑮𝑯𝑮𝒖𝒔𝒆

+ 𝑮𝑯𝑮𝒆𝒏𝒅𝒐𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒇𝒆 
(3.30) 

3.3.3.2 EE consumption 

The embodied energy is a predecessor to most of the environmental impacts and hence 

used as a screening indicator for environmental impacts (Frischknecht et al. 2007; 

Carre 2011a; Dixit et al. 2012). The AusLCI database supports process based energy 

data for mining to material production stage of building materials (Crawford 2014). 

The SimaPro 8.05.13 software which applies the Australian indicator set with 

embodied energy version 2.01 method provides total energy flows based on lower 

heating values (Burchart-Korol 2013; Farmery et al. 2015) after converting all the 

direct and indirect energy used for mining to material production, transportation, 

construction, use and demolition stage into cumulative energy demand (CED) or total 

embodied energy (EE) (Zabalza Bribián, Valero Capilla and Aranda Usón 2011). The 

EE of a house comprises of the initial embodied energy contained in building materials 

during mining to material production, transportation, construction, operational energy 

for maintaining the comfort level to occupants (heating, cooling, lighting, hot water, 

and home appliances), and the end of life demolition and disposal stages (Cabeza et 

al. 2014; Ramesh, Prakash and Shukla 2010; Fay, Treloar and Iyer-Raniga 2000) and 

has been estimated using a series of Equations from (3.31) to (3.35). 
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𝑬𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒊𝒂𝒍 = ∑ 𝑩𝑴𝒊

𝒊=𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

𝒙𝑬𝑬𝑩𝑴𝒊 (3.31) 

Where, 

EEmaterial : Initial embodied energy contained in building materials (MJ) 

BM  : Mass of the building material (tonnes) 

EEBM  : Embodied energy content of building material (MJ/tonnes) 

i  : 1,2,….n; type of building material (e.g. concrete, brick, steel, glass) 

𝑬𝑬𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕 = ∑ ∑ 𝑩𝑴𝒊(𝒋)

𝒊=𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

𝒙𝑫𝒊(𝒋)𝒙𝑬𝑬𝑴𝑶𝑻𝑹𝒊(𝒋)

𝒋=𝒎

𝒋=𝟏

 (3.32) 

Where, 

EEtransport : Embodied energy consumed for transportation of building materials 

to construction site (MJ) 

BM  : Mass of the building material (tonnes) 

D  : Transport distance between source and the construction site (km) 

EEMOTR : Embodied energy consumed by mode of transport (e.g. truck, ship) 

(MJ/tkm) 

j  : 1,2,…m; mode of transport (e.g. truck, tanker, ship) 

i  : 1,2,….n; type of building material (e.g. concrete, brick, steel, glass) 

𝑬𝑬𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒕 = ∑ ∑ 𝑬𝑫𝒊(𝒋)

𝒊=𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

𝒙𝑬𝑵𝒆𝒅(𝒊(𝒋))𝒙𝑬𝑬𝒆𝒏(𝒊(𝒋))

𝒋=𝒎

𝒋=𝟏

+ 𝑬𝑬𝑪𝑾𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕 (3.33) 

Where, 

EEconst : Embodied energy consumed for construction activities and 

transportation of excavated soil and construction waste to landfill (MJ) 
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ED : Equipment days (e.g. number of days equipment required at site) 

(days) 

ENed  : Fuel consumption of equipment per day (Unit/day) 

EEen : Embodied energy of fuel (e.g. electricity, diesel, gas) (MJ/Unit) 

j  : 1,2,…m; type of fuel (e.g. electricity, diesel, gas) 

i : 1,2,….n; type of equipment and tools (e.g. excavator, forklift, mortar 

mixer, drill machine, grinder) 

EECWtransport : Embodied energy for transportation of construction waste to landfill 

(MJ) is expressed in Equation (3.32) 

𝑬𝑬𝒖𝒔𝒆 = ∑ ∑ 𝑬𝑵𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒊𝒕𝒚(𝒊(𝒋))𝒙𝑳𝒊𝒇𝒆𝒙𝑬𝑬𝒆𝒏(𝒊(𝒋))

𝒊=𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

𝒋=𝒎

𝒋=𝟏

 (3.34) 

Where, 

EEuse : Embodied energy consumed during use stage during lifespan of the 

house (MJ) 

ENactivity : Annual energy demand for activity (e.g. heating, cooling, lighting, hot 

water, home appliances) (MJ/year) 

Life  : Lifespan of the house (year) 

EEen : Embodied energy of fuel (e.g. electricity, diesel, gas) (MJ/Unit) 

j  : 1,2,…m; source of energy (e.g. electricity, diesel, gas) 

i : 1,2,….n; activities (e.g. electricity for cooling, lighting, home 

appliances and gas for heating, hot water) Type of equipment and tools 

(e.g. excavator, forklift, mortar mixer, drill machine, grinder) 

𝑬𝑬𝒆𝒐𝒍𝒊𝒇𝒆 = ∑ ∑ 𝑬𝑫𝒊(𝒋)

𝒊=𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

𝒙𝑬𝑵𝒆𝒅(𝒊(𝒋))𝒙𝑬𝑬𝒆𝒏(𝒊(𝒋))

𝒋=𝒎

𝒋=𝟏

+ 𝑬𝑬𝑫𝑾𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕 (3.35) 
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Where, 

EEeolife : Embodied energy consumed for end of life demolition and disposal of 

demolition waste to landfill (MJ) 

ED : Equipment days (e.g. number of days equipment required at site) 

(days) 

ENed  : Fuel consumption of equipment per day (Unit/day) 

EEen : Embodied energy of fuel (e.g. electricity, diesel, gas) (MJ/Unit) 

j  : 1,2,…..m; type of fuel (e.g. electricity, diesel, gas) 

i : 1,2,….n; type of equipment and tools (e.g. excavator, loader) 

EEDWtransport : Embodied energy consumed for transportation of demolition waste to 

landfill (MJ) is expressed in Equation (3.32) 

Total life cycle EE consumption 

The embodied energy consumption for all stages is added to determine the life cycle 

EE consumption using Equation (3.36). 

𝑬𝑬𝒉𝒐𝒖𝒔𝒆 = 𝑬𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒊𝒂𝒍 + 𝑬𝑬𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕 + 𝑬𝑬𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒕 + 𝑬𝑬𝒖𝒔𝒆 + 𝑬𝑬𝒆𝒐𝒍𝒊𝒇𝒆 (3.36) 

3.3.3.3 Uncertainty Analysis 

Finnveden et al. (2009) described uncertainty as the discrepancy between a calculated 

quantity and its true value. In life cycle assessment, there can be random or biased 

reasons for uncertainty such as erroneous and inadequate data, improper system 

boundary, differing time horizons, inconsistency in goal and scope, and incorrect 

relationships between different processes. 

The uncertainty analysis improves the reliability of the LCA outcome for decision 

makers. Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is a widely used tool for estimation of the 

uncertainty in each input variable and predict the impact of that variable on the output 

(Lo, Ma and Lo 2005; Hung and Ma 2009; McCleese and LaPuma 2002; Ciroth, 

Fleischer and Steinbach 2004). MCS is essentially a reiterative process of analysis and 
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uses repeated samples from probability distributions as the inputs for models and 

produces a distribution of possible outcome values for 1000 iterations. (Maurice et al. 

2000; Guo and Murphy 2012; Huijbregts et al. 2003; PRé-Consultants 2015). 

The AusLCI database is an exclusive database for Australian energy and material 

production, and therefore its use for estimation of impacts can significantly reduce the 

uncertainty associated with the data gaps and errors (Iyer-Raniga and Wong 2012). 

The ecoinvent database includes uncertainty data for most of the flow data and allows 

four different statistical distributions such as uniform, triangular, normal, and 

lognormal to be included with data points. The uncertainty factors in ecoinvent 

database have been provided based on expert judgement. The Centre for Design at 

RMIT University has introduced uncertainty information into AusLCI database using 

the approach similar to the one adopted by ecoinvent and carries out the updates on an 

annual basis. 

The MCS, which is essentially a numerical method to process uncertainty data and 

establish an uncertainty range in the calculated results (PRé-Consultants 2015) has 

been applied. The statistical variation, errors, and technological or geographical gaps 

in life cycle inventory data are the main reasons of uncertainties in the life cycle impact 

assessment results as shown in Equation (3.37), and also the uncertainties propagate 

through various stages of the process. Guo and Murphy (2012) suggested that the 

statistical or expert judgement based approaches are most common methods of 

quantification of uncertainty and variability of life cycle inventory data and in the case 

of industrial or literature data which is represented by single values, the expert 

judgement based approach is an effective method. Ciroth, Fleischer, and Steinbach 

(2004) suggested that it is not possible to exclude uncertainty in any measured values 

including material and energy data inputs in life cycle assessment for identification of 

uncertainties. The average or mean error that is likely to occur is more important than 

single random error. The standard mean error of a variable is calculated as the standard 

deviation of the random error and unknown true value and is expressed as mean 

(Equations (3.38) and (3.39)). 

∆𝑿 = 𝑿𝒎𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒅 − 𝑿𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒆 𝒐𝒓 𝑿𝒎𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒅 = 𝑿𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒆 + ∆𝑿 (3.37) 

Where, 
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ΔX  : Error in variable X 

Xmeasured : Measured /simulated value of variable X 

Xtrue  : True value of variable X 

𝑺 = √
𝟏

𝒎 − 𝟏
∑(𝑿𝒎𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒅(𝒊) − 𝑿𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒆)𝟐

𝒊=𝒎

𝒊=𝟏

 (3.38) 

𝑿𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒆 ≅ �̅� =
𝟏

𝒎
∑ 𝑿𝒎𝒆𝒂𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒅(𝒊)

𝒊=𝒎

𝒊−𝟏

 (3.39) 

Where, 

S  : Standard deviation of the random errors ΔX 

Xmeasured : Measured / simulated value of variable X 

Xtrue  : True value of variable X 

i  : 1,2,….n; number of calculations performed 

X̅  : Mean 

The Monte Carlo function, which is embedded within SimaPro 8.05.13 software 

randomly varies the material and energy inputs values based on defined probability 

distribution, and recalculate the results. The calculation is repeated after taking 

different values within uncertainty range, and results are stored. The calculations are 

repeated often enough in order to achieve the results that satisfactorily represent the 

defined probability distribution or till the criteria to stop the calculations are met. MCS 

for this study has been run for 1000 iterations at the 95% confidence level to determine 

the uncertainty ranges (Guo and Murphy 2012; PRé-Consultants 2015; Minne and 

Crittenden 2014) in the life cycle impact assessment results. 

3.3.4 Life Cycle Interpretation 

Life cycle interpretation is the last stage of the LCA of a product or service, which 

helps to analyse and interpret the outcomes of LCA so as to draw a conclusion in 
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accordance with the goal and scope of the study (ISO14040 2006; Cabeza et al. 2013) 

and to identify the aspects of environmental significance. The interpretation involves 

not only the problematic areas requiring environmental improvements but involves 

cause diagnosis, thus refereeing back to LCI (Bienge et al. 2010). SimaPro 8.05.13 

software helps in developing the process networks (as shown in sample Figure 3.7) for 

determining the breakdown of GHG emissions in terms of inputs to help identify the 

‘hotspot(s)’, which are the inputs or processes causing the most impacts.
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Figure 3.7 Sample process network - GWP
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The high priority areas termed as “hotspot(s)” (as shown in sample Figure 3.8) across 

all the stages of a product or service life cycle identified for improvements have been 

analysed and compared with other published literature to identify the material and 

energy inputs and process during various stages of product life cycle responsible for 

these ‘hotspots’. These values have been considered as reference values for 

comparative analysis to achieve the research objectives in Chapter 4. 

 

Figure 3.8 Sample pie chart showing "hotspot" 

Cause diagnosis 

Further investigation has been carried out to identify the main causes of GHG 

emissions and EE consumption impacts by breaking them down in terms of sub-stages 

and material and energy inputs so as to develop suitable cleaner production strategies 

for mitigation of these impacts without compromising the life cycle performance of a 

house. 

3.4 Implementation of Life Cycle Management Framework: Part 2 

– Cleaner Production Strategies 

In order to treat the environmental hotspots identified during the life cycle impact 

assessment, cleaner production strategies have been included in the current LCM 

frame work as suggested by Khan (2008) and Jørgensen (2008) (Figure 3.9). Resource 
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efficiency and cleaner production initiatives involve the continuous application of 

preventative strategies to processes, products, and services to increase efficiency and 

reduce risk to humans and the environment by increasing the productive use of natural 

resources, minimizing waste and emissions and are necessary components for 

achieving sustainable development (UNEP 1994; UNIDO 2002). There are many 

environmental and economic benefits associated with the implementation of cleaner 

production strategies such as improved operational efficiency, increased profitability, 

reduced consumption of raw material, energy, and water, increased recovery and 

recycling of waste, and reduced emissions (Yusup et al. 2014; Lopes Silva et al. 2013; 

Giannetti et al. 2008; Khan 2008). 

 

Figure 3.9 LCM framework: Part 2 - Cleaner Production Strategies 

Since the case study of this current LCA work is a typical clay brick house, the CPS 

have been selected accordingly to treat the hotspots. Table 3.1 presents relevant 

alternatives materials, technologies, and methods of construction for developing CPS 

specifically for building sector. Once the LCA has been conducted in Chapter 4, 

relevant CPS will be applied and their environmental implications will be assessed to 

identify their suitability for achieving sustainable houses. 
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Table 3.1 Proposed cleaner production strategies to treat hotspots 

Input Substitution Product Modification 
Technology 

Modification 
Re-use and Recycling Good Housekeeping 

 Replacing the cement in 

concrete mix with 

supplementary 

cementitious materials 

(e.g. by-products such 

as fly ash and or blast 

furnace slag) 

 Replacing the metal 

columns and lintels 

with light weight 

pultruded fibre glass 

sections 

 Replacing single glazed 

windows to double 

glazed windows 

 Replacing concrete roof 

tiles to terracotta tiles or 

metal roof sheeting 

 Replacing the material of 

wall construction from 

double clay brick to brick 

veneer, reverse brick 

veneer, cast in-situ 

concrete sandwich with 

polystyrene insulation 

core, concrete block, 

light weight aerated 

concrete block, pre-cast 

light weight concrete 

sandwich panel, or timber 

frame 

 Providing grid 

connected roof top solar 

PV 

 Integrating the gas 

based water heater with 

roof top solar water 

heater 

 Use of building 

management system 

 Replacing the natural 

aggregate in concrete mix 

with recycled aggregate 

and natural sand with 

manufactured sand (e.g. 

processed construction and 

demolition waste) 

 Replacing polystyrene 

insulation core with 

polyethylene terephthalate 

(PET) foam manufactured 

from post consumed PET 

bottles 

 Changing the house 

orientation to gain from 

natural ventilation 

 Providing wall 

insulation to 

conventional double 

clay brick wall 

 Minimizing the 

duration of construction 

to reduce logistics 

 Minimizing the waste 

generation 

 Minimizing the use of 

water at site 
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Similar to the reference clay brick house, the double clay brick walls with insulation 

are termed as DB-INS, brick veneer walls as BV-XX, reverse brick veneer walls as 

RBV-XX, cast in-situ concrete sandwich walls with polystyrene core as CSW-POL, 

concrete block walls as CB-XX, autoclaved aerated concrete block walls as ACC-XX, 

pre-cast light weight concrete sandwich panel walls as PCSW-XX, timber frame walls 

as TMB-XX, and cast in-situ green concrete sandwich walls with PET foam core as 

GCSW-PET. While the double glazed windows have been termed as DG, the terracotta 

roof tiles and metal roof sheets are termed as TT and MS respectively. 

A number of envelope combinations have been developed using above wall, window, 

and roof options while maintaining the same architectural features for all alternative 

envelope options (Figure 3.10). The details of wall, window and roof elements of these 

envelopes are presented in Table C.2 (Appendix C). 

 

Figure 3.10 Envelope options using different wall, window and roof elements 
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Non envelope elements such as foundation, roof timber frame, timber doors, metal 

frames, gyprock ceiling with insulation and cornices, ceramic tiles for wet areas, and 

porcelain tiles have been considered same for all envelope options. 

The introduction of CPS changes the material and energy inputs during different life 

cycle stages of a house. Accordingly, the material and energy inputs have been revised 

for different CPS options and revised LCIs have been used to estimate the revised 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and Embodied Energy (EE) consumption of a typical 

house using AccuRate and SimaPro software. The detailed material and energy 

inventories have been prepared for each envelope option including the estimation of 

operational energy demand for heating, cooling, lighting, hot water, and home 

appliances for a typical house (Figure 3.10). 

The GHG emissions and EE consumption results of a typical house for each alternative 

envelope option have been compared with those for a reference house to identify the 

environmental viability of the options and to determine the effectiveness of cleaner 

production strategies. Based on the outcome of the comparative analysis, the 

environmentally viable options have been shortlisted for life cycle costing as analysed 

in Chapter 4. 

The impact of climate change (CC) on cooling energy consumption over the life cycle 

of a house for these alternative envelopes has also been considered to evaluate the 

additional cooling energy demand. 

3.5 Implementation of Life Cycle Management Framework: Part 3 

– Life Cycle Costing 

The economic factors are important for decision making strategy (Gluch and Baumann 

2004; Kulczycka and Smol 2015; Swarr et al. 2011) and the life cycle costing (LCC) 

tool is an effective technique for forecasting and evaluating the cost performance of 

building (ISO15686-5 2008(en)). The life cycle costing is the second most important 

tool of the LCM framework (Rebitzer and Hunkeler 2003) used for evaluation of the 

economic effectiveness of the environmentally viable alternative building envelope 

options (Figure 3.11). 
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Figure 3.11 LCM framework: Part 3 - Life Cycle Costing 

Pelzeter (2007) described life cycle costing as a form of synopsis of the capital and 

consequential costs of building related decisions and useful tool for achieving 

economic sustainability. The life cycle cost approach helps in economic comparison 

of capital cost with life cycle operating cost for competing building design options and 

find an optimization point (Gurung and Mahendran 2002; Real and Pinheiro 2010). 

This phenomenon has been tested while assessing the cost competitiveness of 

mitigation options in Chapter 5. For example, the increase in investment on efficient 

options could reduce the operational cost and so LCC. 

A detailed LCC analysis has been carried out following AS/NZS 4536:1999 (Standard 

2014), AS1181-1982 (Standard 1982), and using a widely accepted construction cost 

guide (Rawlinsons 2015), which has most up to date cost data of various materials and 

methods of construction in Australia. 

Along with the physical data for conducting an LCA of houses, the Data Bank provides 

the $ value of corresponding input values of constructing a house for use over a period 

of 50 years. The detailed life cycle cost inventory has been developed to estimate the 

capital cost for construction of a house for all environmentally viable envelope options 
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using “estimation by engineering procedures” method. Originally, the costs have been 

determined in Australian Dollar and then converted to US$ (1AUD = 0.7229US$). 

The capital cost includes material, labour, and other costs until the construction of a 

house and the operational costs over 50 years of service life include the costs of annual 

energy consumption for heating, cooling, hot water, home appliances, and lighting as 

per current utility prices. The cost associated with the end of life demolition and 

disposal has been considered. In this LCC, all inputs that are used for LCA analysis 

have been used to maintain the consistency in the analysis. 

All future costs have been determined by escalating the current price by 3% per year 

(RBA 2015) and then the escalated price has been discounted at a rate of 7% per year 

(DRDL 2012). The discounting converts the dollar value of costs and benefits of 

different time periods to present value after considering 2015 as a base year. The 

replacement costs for the components with a lifespan lower than building’s life have 

been considered. For example, the lifespans of roof top solar PV (25 years) and SWH 

(13 years) are found to be lower than the lifespan of a house (50 years), hence 

replacement costs have been included after converting them to escalated price and 

discounting to present value. 

The Net Present Value (NPV) is the most common method of estimation of the life 

cycle cost of a building in practice for the construction sector (Islam, Jollands and 

Setunge 2015; Morrissey and Horne 2011a; Kneifel 2010; Schade 2007; Kshirsagar, 

El‐Gafy and Abdelhamid 2010). 

The time value of money is expressed as a discount rate which depends on capital cost, 

inflation, and social behaviour (Harrison 2010; Gluch and Baumann 2004; Korpi and 

Ala‐Risku 2008). After considering the inflation rate and discount factor, the present 

value of any future cost of product or service can be expressed using Equation (3.40). 

𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝑽𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆 = ∑
𝑷𝑪𝒙(𝟏 + 𝑰𝑹)𝒊

(𝟏 + 𝑫𝑹)𝒊

𝒊=𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

 (3.40) 

Where, 
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i  : 1,2,…..n; year value till the end of life of the product or service, which 

is 50 years in this study 

PC  : Present cost (US$) 

IR  : Inflation rate (%) 

DR  : Discount rate (%) 

The life cycle cost of a house is expressed as the summation of all costs occurred 

during the life cycle of a house as shown in Equation (3.41). 

𝑳𝑪𝑪𝒉𝒐𝒖𝒔𝒆 = 𝑷𝑽𝒎𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒊𝒂𝒍 + 𝑷𝑽𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕 + 𝑷𝑽𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 + 𝑷𝑽𝒐𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒙𝒀

+ 𝑷𝑽𝒎𝒂𝒊𝒏𝒕/𝒓𝒆𝒑 + 𝑷𝑽𝒆𝒏𝒅𝒐𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒇𝒆 
(3.41) 

Where, 

LCChouse : Life cycle cost for construction and use of a house (US$) 

PVmaterial : Present value of materials for construction of a house (US$) 

PVtransport : Present value of transport for all materials to construction site (US$) 

PVconstruction : Cost of construction (labour and supervision) (US$) 

PVoperation  : Present value of annual cost of energy consumed for heating, cooling, 

lighting, hot water, and home appliances (US$) 

Y : Service lifespan of the house (year) 

PVmaint/rep : Present value of maintenance/replacement during service life (US$) 

PVendoflife : Present value of end of life demolition and disposal (US$) 

As mentioned above, the same material and energy inputs have been considered for 

both LCA and LCC analyses in order to maintain the consistency of the assessment. 

As a result, the cost of painting, electrical works, drainage and plumbing works 

including accessories, cabinets, soft furniture, garage door, home appliances, and 

external site development are excluded as they were not considered for impact 

assessment. 
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The results of life cycle costing of a house for all environmentally viable envelope 

options have been compared with the results of a reference house to assess the cost 

competitiveness of the options and to determine the cost effective cleaner production 

options. Based on the outcome of the comparative analysis, environmentally and 

economically viable options have finally been selected for analysing the social impacts 

as discussed below. 

3.6 Implementation of Life Cycle Management Framework: Part 4 

– Social impacts of the environmental and economic outcome 

UNEP (2009) describes the social impacts as a complex function of politics, economy, 

ethics, psychology, law, culture, and personal behaviour. The house must provide not 

only a safe, healthy and comfortable indoor environment for its occupants while 

meeting their psychological, behavioural, and aesthetic requirements, it should be able 

to enhance the intergenerational and intra-generational equity due to long service life 

(Leung et al. 2005; Horner, Hardcastle and Price 2007; Kverndokk, Nævdal and 

Nøstbakken 2014). Therefore the care has been taken to select an economic and 

environmentally feasible option, offering similar or better performance in terms of 

durability, comfort, safety, and functionality as the replacement of conventional brick 

wall house. It does also mean that the economic and environmental objectives are 

affected while compromising with the comfort, and associated cultural issues of social 

wellbeing. 

The ongoing material and energy consumption patterns are causing huge challenges 

for society as fossil fuels and mineral resources are being exhausted at an alarming 

rate, thus causing social inequalities by not leaving enough resources for future 

generations (UNEP 2011a). In Australia, there is a strong notion amongst house 

owners that traditional houses provide status, cultural identity, and economic security 

and are wary of changes in design and construction materials (Buys et al. 2005) from 

the intra-generational equity perspective. 

The Australian housing sector is worth $40billion and provides employment to 

approximately 300,000 skilled and unskilled workers (Kelly 2015). Generally, the 

housing in Australia has been unaffordable due to gap in supply and demand of houses 

and Government’s housing policies which is causing housing stress for building sector 
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(Berry and Dalton 2004; Beer, Kearins and Pieters 2007; Kelly 2015; QBE 2015; 

Nepal, Tanton and Harding 2010; BCEC 2014). Thus this study will assume that the 

employment opportunities are not affected due to sustainable house design option. 

In order to achieve sustainable building envelope option, it is important to evaluate the 

social impacts of the environmentally and economically feasible options which have 

been considered as the third part of the LCM framework (Figure 3.12). 

 

Figure 3.12 LCM framework: Part 4 - Social impacts 

The most relevant social issues of the housing sector in Western Australia have been 

identified using the following social indicators which have been developed to analyse 

the positive and negative impacts due to different methods and materials of 

construction of houses in Western Australia. The following tangible (objective and 

quantitative) and intangible (subjective and qualitative) social indicators have been 

used to achieve the research objectives: 

Tangible social indicators 

 Affordability: The 30/40 rule is most commonly accepted rule of housing 

affordability in Australia (Nepal, Tanton and Harding 2010) and various 

industry groups such as HIA-CBA, AB-REIA, BIS Shrapnel, and REIWA have 
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developed scales to measure affordability based on house price, household 

incomes, mortgage repayment, maintenance costs, and operational costs. This 

indicator is classified as intra-generational social equity as it improves the 

wellbeing of the current generation (BCEC 2014; QBE 2015; Beer, Kearins 

and Pieters 2007). 

 Employment opportunities: In spite of best efforts provided by Australian 

Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) and Australian Brick and 

Blocklaying Training Foundation (ABBTF), there is still a shortage of skilled 

masons which is a major constraint of the housing sector. The brick laying 

activity is a specialized trade requiring hard labour, attention, and onsite 

precision, and so the shortage of brick layers is causing delays (ABBTF 2016; 

ACCC 2014). The current research will take into account if there are adequate 

skilled labour and trained supervisors for implementing new designs offering 

both economic and environmental benefits. 

 Project duration: The method and process of construction coupled with a 

shortage of skilled labour have a great influence on the project duration. The 

delay may unnecessarily increase the mortgage cost as a consumer is forced to 

pay the interest on the loan while incurring the rental cost elsewhere (Alwi and 

Hampson 2003; Chidambaram, Narayanan and Idrus 2012). 

 Resource conservation: An efficient and innovative method of design and 

construction of the house can not only reduce consumption of raw material and 

energy but can reduce the onsite waste, and so the landfill size (Blismas and 

Wakefield 2009). 

Intangible social indicators 

 Acceptability: The adaptation to a new and non-traditional design by 

developers, builders, suppliers, trades, professionals, and owners is a 

challenging task where acceptability is an issue for an Australian housing 

sector. The new design requires the market availability of materials, technical 

skill and supporting policy structure (Häkkinen and Belloni 2011; Bond 2011). 
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 Human comfort: One of the most critical roles of the house is to provide 

thermal comfort to the occupants with minimum auxiliary heating or cooling. 

The climate responsive design of a house has a crucial role in minimizing the 

adverse effects of the anticipated occurrences of intensive heat waves on 

human comfort. (Bluyssen 2010; Manioğlu and Yılmaz 2006) 

These indicators have helped in analysing the intergenerational and intra-generational 

equity issues of environmental and economic assessment outcome in Chapter 5. 

3.7 Implementation of Life Cycle Management Framework: Part 5 

– Development of Policy Instruments 

Various studies have confirmed that the buildings are the largest material and energy 

consumers in the world and so they have a substantial material and energy saving 

potential through the use of cleaner production strategies, but the implementation of 

cleaner production strategies is difficult due to lack of policies, institutional 

framework, and harmonized approaches (Weisz and Steinberger 2010; Li, Yang and 

Lam 2013; Shen et al. 2010; Kibert, Sendzimir and Guy 2000; Passer et al. 2015). The 

lack of technology or assessment tools are not the cause of slow implementation of 

new building approaches, in fact, it is the organizational resistance and procedural 

difficulties which slow down the implementation of new methods or materials 

(Häkkinen and Belloni 2011). The new technologies require changes in existing 

process, which may cause fear of risk and unforeseen costs. The LCM framework has 

considered the review of existing policies that will enable to develop new policies to 

overcome the barriers of sustainable development (Figure 3.13). 

The aforementioned environmental, economic, and social factors will formulate 

strategies (e.g. skill development, by-product supply, carbon tax, landfill levy, utility 

tariffs, rebate and incentives on renewable energy, feed-in tariff, first home owners 

grant (FHOG), passive solar design, implementation strategies for energy efficiency 

measures, and supply and demand gap) that require policies to be implemented. So the 

next step is to examine existing policies to find out the gap. Once the gaps are 

identified, appropriate policies pertaining to sustainable house development will be 

formulated. The strategies that will be developed on the basis of the outcomes of LCA, 

LCC and social impact assessment will be compared with the existing strategies that 
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involve direct (Department of Housing, Waste Authority, Building Commission, 

Western Australian Planning Commissions, and Department of Environment 

Regulations) and indirect stakeholders (Builders, Suppliers, House Owners). 

 

Figure 3.13 LCM framework: Part 5 - Policy instruments 

3.8 Conclusion 

This chapter describes the development and application of life cycle management 

framework utilized for achieving sustainable building envelope designs for Western 

Australian houses in different regions. The chapter discusses integration of various 

tools and approaches such as life cycle assessment (LCA), life cycle costing (LCC), 

NatHERS accredited tool for operational energy estimation, cleaner production 

strategies (CPS), climate change impacts, social impacts, and policy barriers including 

the data bank which consists of building material specific details, relevant codes of 

practice, geography and meteorology of WA, modes and methods of transportation, 

construction specific details, including unit costs required for the construction of a 

house in Western Australia. The striving methods for addressing all the three pillars of 

sustainability i.e. environment, economy, and society have been extensively discussed 

while integrating various tools and approaches. The proposed life cycle management 

framework is capable of visualizing and assessing the performance of cradle-to-grave 
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stages of a typical house from a sustainability point of view in order to achieve the 

research objectives stated in Section 3.1. Table 3.2 shows the snapshot of the whole 

framework addressing the research objectives. 

A number of mathematical expressions which have been used by various tools and 

approaches of the framework have been presented to define the complex theoretical 

relationship between different variables. 

The application of the life cycle management frame work has been demonstrated in 

detail in Chapter 4, 5, and 6 with discussion and supporting data. 
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Table 3.2 Summary of development and implementation of LCM framework to 

achieve research objectives 

LCM framework LCM framework stage / research objectives 

 

Development of LCM framework 

Objective 1: To develop a framework for improving the 

sustainability performance of houses in Western 

Australia (Chapter 3) 

 

Implementation of LCM framework: Part 1 – LCA 

and Part 2 – Cleaner Production Strategies 

Objective 2: To estimate the life cycle environmental 

impacts of construction, use, and disposal of a typical 

house in Perth using LCA tool (Chapter 4) 

Objective 3: To identify hotspots and apply appropriate 

cleaner production strategies (CPS) to mitigate the life 

cycle environmental impacts associated with identified 

hotspots for a typical house in Perth (Chapter 4)  

 

Implementation of LCM framework: Part 3 – LCC, 

Part 4 – Social impacts of the environmental and 

economic outcome, and Part 5 - Development of 

Policy Instruments 

Objective 4: To estimate the socio-economic 

implications of the environmentally viable cleaner 

production options for mitigation of life cycle impacts of 

a typical house in Perth (Chapter 5) 

 

 

 

Implementation of LCM framework: Part 1 to 5 

Objective 5: To investigate the implication of 

environmentally, and economically viable options for 17 

locations in regional Western Australia to capture the 

location specific climatic, economic, energy, and policy 

variations (Chapter 6). 
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Chapter 4  

Energy and environmental assessment for a sustainable house in Perth 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter addresses research objectives 2, and 3 by using the LCM framework. 

LCA tool of LCM framework has been applied to estimate the environmental impacts 

(GHG emissions and EE consumption) of a typical 4x2x2 (4 bedroom, 2 bath, and 2 

garage) single storey detached double clay brick wall house in Perth with, and without 

temperature increase climate change scenarios that potentially affect the operational 

energy demand. The life cycle inventory has been developed for mining to material 

production and construction stages following the design and architectural plans for a 

typical house and consultation with local Builders. Then an LCI for the operational 

energy demand (heating, cooling, lighting, hot water, and home appliances) during use 

stage over a lifespan of 50 years has been developed. The AccuRate software has been 

used to estimate the location specific operational energy for heating, cooling, hot 

water, and lighting. The LCI of the end of life stage consisting of demolition and 

disposal of construction waste to landfill has been developed. The LCI data is entered 

into SimaPro software to calculate GHG emissions and EE consumption and to 

determine the inputs or hotspots causing the most impact in terms of the above 

mentioned indicators. Finally, the cleaner production strategies including good 

housekeeping, input substitution, product modification, technology modification, and 

re-use and recycling have been applied to treat the hotspots in order to achieve the 

maximum level of GHG emissions reduction and EE consumption savings. 

4.2 Life cycle inventory of a typical reference house in Perth 

The life cycle inventory (LCI) consisting of material and energy inputs is a prerequisite 

to estimate GHG emissions and embodied energy consumption. LCI consists of Bill 

of Quantities (BOQ) for materials, transport information, and energy for construction 

tools and plants during construction stage, energy for end-use appliances during the 

use stage over a 50 year lifespan, and demolition and disposal information at the end 

of life stage of a typical 4x2x2 double clay brick wall house in Perth. 
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4.2.1 Mining to material production, transport, construction, end of life 

demolition and disposal stages 

The mining to material stage consists of BOQ that has been developed using the 

architectural and structural plans and specifications for a typical house. Table 4.1 

presents the mass of materials which have been estimated using Equation 3.1 for the 

construction of a typical reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth with a floor area 

of 243m2, wall height of 2.4m, and a conditioned area of 153.6m2. 

Table 4.1 Summary of materials and energy inputs during mining to material 

production, transportation, construction, and the end of life demolition and disposal 

stages 

Material/Energy* Unit Quantity 

Sand to make up levels for footings and ground slab tonnes 35.96 

Polythene Sheet tonnes 0.04 

Mesh reinforcement  tonnes 0.63 

Ready mix concrete tonnes 78.35 

Metal door frames tonnes 0.18 

Roof Timber tonnes 4.13 

Bat Insulation for Roof tonnes 0.48 

Gyprock boards & cornices tonnes 1.98 

Door shutters tonnes 0.37 

Floor tiles tonnes 5.47 

Wall tiles tonnes 0.69 

External wall - Face bricks (DB-XX) tonnes 33.29 

External wall - Utility bricks (DB-XX) tonnes 29.32 

Internal wall - Utility bricks tonnes 32.01 

Aluminium Windows – single glazed (SG) tonnes 1.43 

Roof Tiles – concrete (CT) tonnes 14.52 

Cement, brickie sand, and lime for mortar tonnes 11.48 

Metal lintels, columns, bracings, wall ties, and structural fixtures tonnes 0.58 

Cement, plaster sand and lime for rendering tonnes 10.54 

Transportation of building materials to site tkm 8,932.62 

Equivalent energy consumption for plants, equipment and hand 

tools during construction activities 
GJ 20.83GJ 

Cart away of excavated soil, and construction waste tkm 2,840.88 

Equivalent energy consumption for plants and equipment during 

end of life demolition activities 
GJ 22.72GJ 

Transportation of demolition waste from building site to recycler 

and landfill facilities 
tkm 7,189.96 

*The detailed calculations of material and energy inputs during each stage are presented in Table D.1 

to Table D.4 (Appendix D). 
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Equation 3.2 has been used to estimate the tkm value of transportation of building 

materials to the construction site during construction stage (Table 4.1). 

In the case of construction stage, the energy consumption for machinery (e.g. bobcat, 

compactor, loader, and forklift) and tools required for construction of a typical 

reference house has been estimated using Equation 3.3 and is presented in terms of GJ 

in Table 4.1. 

Similarly, the energy required for the end of life demolition has been estimated using 

Equation 3.3 and the transportation for the end of life disposal has been estimated using 

Equation 3.2. Table 4.1 presents the energy required for demolition in terms of GJ and 

disposal of demolition waste to landfill in terms of tkm. 

4.2.2 Use stage – Operational energy 

The energy demand for heating, cooling, lighting, and hot water has been estimated 

over a lifespan of 50 years using AccuRate (V2.3.3.13SP2) software to capture the 

location specific climatic variations, while the energy demand for home appliances has 

been estimated using Equation 3.23. 

As elaborated in Section 3.3.2.1.4, the dimensions and shapes of the rooms, orientation 

of each external wall, locations and dimensions of the doors, windows, and openings, 

layer wise thickness and material details of wall elements, foundation, shape of roof 

structure, zoning details, shading dimensions, room wise number and type of lighting, 

wet-area wise sanitary ware and tap ware data, type of water heater, air-conditioning 

and heating systems of a reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth have been entered 

into AccuRate software to estimate location specific energy consumption. 

Perth falls under climate zone 5, NatHERS zone 13, and hot water region 3. To take 

advantage of natural ventilation and solar energy, 8 alternative orientations 

(Morrissey, Moore and Horne 2011) have been used for the simulation of model to 

estimate the annual energy demand for heating, cooling, lighting, and hot water for the 

house. A sample report generated by the AccuRate software showing the heating and 

cooling energy demand for a typical reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) for east 

orientation is presented in Figure D.1 (Appendix D). While the heating and cooling 

energy demand for 50 years life cycle of a typical reference house in Perth has been 
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calculated by multiplying the annual energy demand per m2 of conditioned floor area 

of the house by total conditioned floor area of the house and then multiplied by the 

number of years. The lighting and hot water energy demand for 50 years life cycle of 

a typical reference house have been calculated by multiplying the annual energy 

demand per house by a number of years. 

It appears that the energy demand for heating and cooling for a typical reference house 

(DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth is the lowest for east orientation and the highest for south 

orientation (Figure 4.1). 

 

Figure 4.1 Life cycle heating and cooling energy demand of a typical house for 8 

orientations 

In addition to aforementioned energy demand, the life cycle energy demand for home 

appliances such as television, refrigerator, washing machine, cloth dryer, dish washer, 

cook top, oven, microwave, computer, toaster, kettle, mixer/grinder, coffee maker, 

iron, vacuum cleaner, range hood, and set top box of a typical reference house (DB-

XX-SG-CT) has been estimated using Equation 3.23 and the detailed breakdown of 

calculation is presented in Table D.5 (Appendix D). 
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Thus, the life cycle operational energy demand for heating, cooling, lighting, hot 

water, and home appliances of a typical reference house in Perth for all 8 alternative 

orientations has been summarised and presented in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 Summary of stage wise life cycle energy demand for a typical reference 

house (DB-XX-SG-CT) house in Perth for 8 orientations 

Orientation 
Heating 

GJ 

Cooling 

GJ 

Lighting 

GJ 

Hot water 

GJ 

Home 

Appliance

s 

GJ 

Total 

GJ 

Low to 

high % 

variation 

North 243.46 350.21 320.35 1,130.50 717.00 2,761.51 2.68% 

South 367.87 377.09 320.35 1,130.50 717.00 2,912.81 8.31% 

East 278.78 242.69 320.35 1,130.50 717.00 2,689.32 0.00% 

West 277.25 251.14 320.35 1,130.50 717.00 2,696.23 0.26% 

North East 284.93 291.07 320.35 1,130.50 717.00 2,743.85 2.03% 

North West 254.98 317.95 320.35 1,130.50 717.00 2,740.78 1.91% 

South East 346.37 320.26 320.35 1,130.50 717.00 2,834.47 5.40% 

South West 366.34 344.83 320.35 1,130.50 717.00 2,879.02 7.05% 

        

The life cycle operational energy consumption varies from 2,689GJ for east orientation 

to 2,913GJ for south orientation for a typical reference house in Perth. The variation 

in the life cycle operational energy demand between east and west orientations is only 

0.26%, while the variation between east and north-east and north-west orientations is 

within 2%. In comparison to the east orientation, the operational energy consumption 

for the remaining orientations is up to 8.3% higher. These results support the 

application of passive design principles for temperate climate in southern hemisphere, 

and it is therefore beneficial to have the longer walls of the house facing solar north 

(i.e. house facing towards east or west) so that the exposure to sun during summer is 

minimized, and is maximized during winters in order to reduce the dependency on 

artificial heating and cooling (Morrissey, Moore and Horne 2011; McGee, Reardon 

and Clarke 2013; Ambrose and Newton 2008). Another Australian study suggests that 

the house facing either  the east or west orientation gains adequate solar access from 

the north while reducing the hot summer exposure to east and west ends of a house 

(Luxmoore, Jayasinghe and Mahendran 2005). 

For a typical reference house in Perth, the energy demands for water heating, home 

appliances, heating, cooling, and lighting are found to vary between 39%-42%, 25%-
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27%, 9%-13%, 9%-13%, and 11%-12% of life cycle energy demand of the house 

(Figure 4.2). 

 

Figure 4.2 Orientation wise life cycle operational energy demand for a typical 

reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth 

The annual household energy demand of a typical reference house in Perth, which vary 

between 54GJ and 58GJ is comparable with the results of other Australian studies. The 

annual South Australian household energy consumption varies from 44.48GJ (Saman 

2013) to 48.1GJ (Berry and Marker 2015a), based on actual monitoring of energy 

consumption over a period of 2 years. On the other hand, Crawford (2014) estimated 

the annual energy consumption of a household in Melbourne as 44.91GJ on the basis 

of the average energy bills of three consecutive years. Moore (2014) reported an 

average annual energy demand of a 6 star house in Melbourne as high as 54.72GJ. In 

the case of whole Australia, the average annual household energy consumption was 

predicted to be around 47GJ by the year 2015-2016 (DEWHA 2008b). The reason for 

slight variation between these results and current study could possibly be due to inter-

state climatic differences resulting in variation in the energy consumption for heating, 

cooling, and hot water and also due to the inherent properties of the building envelope 

(Ren et al. 2013; Swan and Ugursal 2009; Lai and Wang 2011; Aldawi 2013). Another 

reason may be the difference in the methods used to estimate energy demand for end 

user appliances in these studies (DEWHA 2008b). 
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The east orientation has been considered as optimum orientation throughout this 

analysis because it offers the lowest life cycle operational energy demand for a 

reference house in Perth. 

The aforementioned energy consumption estimate has not taken into account the 

changes in cooling energy demand due to temperature increase as an impact of climate 

change. Therefore a low CC impact scenario, where the annual cooling energy 

consumption is expected to increase by a minimum of 2% to 3% during 2010 -2030 

and 5% to 8% during 2030-2065, and a high CC impact scenario, where the annual 

cooling energy consumption is expected to increase by a maximum of 9% to 14% 

during 2010 -2030 and 27% to 47% during 2030-2065 have been considered (Guan 

2009; Ren, Chen and Wang 2011; Wang, Chen and Ren 2010). The operational energy 

demand for cooling over a 50 year lifespan of a reference house in Perth could increase 

by 6.11%% to 24% as a consequence of temperature rise (Figure 4.3). 

 

Figure 4.3 Operational energy demand for cooling for a typical reference house (DB-

XX-SG-CT) in Perth under climate change impact scenarios 

4.3 Estimation of GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical 

reference house in Perth 

The GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical reference house (DB-XX-SG-

CT) in Perth for East orientation under three climate change impact scenarios have 
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been estimated by entering LCI data into SimaPro software. The detailed procedure 

has been elaborated in Chapter 3. 

4.3.1 GHG emissions 

The LCA results show that the total life cycle GHG emissions from mining to material 

production, transportation, construction, use, and end of life demolition and disposal 

stages for a typical reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth are 467tonnes CO2 e-, 

471tonnes CO2 e-, and 482tonnes CO2 e- for no, low, and high climate change impact 

scenarios respectively (Figure 4.4). Stage wise results of GHG emissions for a 

reference house for 8 orientations under 3 climate change impact scenarios are 

presented in Table D.6 to Table D.8 (Appendix D). 

The life cycle GHG emissions of a typical reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth 

without climate change impact scenario have been estimated as 467tonnes CO2 e-. The 

mining to material production (53.05tonnes CO2 e-), transportation (1.64tonnes CO2 

e-), construction (2.43tonnes CO2 e-), use (409.21tonnes CO2 e-), and the end of life 

demolition and disposal (0.77tonnes CO2 e-) stages contribute to 11.36%, 0.35%, 

0.52%, 87.61%, and 0.16% of the life cycle GHG emissions respectively. The results 

show that the use stage is the biggest contributor to life cycle GHG emissions followed 

by the mining to material stage, while all other stages together contribute to less than 

2% of the life cycle GHG emissions. 

The use stage of the building has been found to contribute between 85% and 90% of 

the total environmental impacts (Buyle, Braet and Audenaert 2012; Adalberth, 

Almgren and Petersen 2001). A study by Zhang, Shen, and Zhang (2013) found that 

the use and maintenance stage of the building accounts for around 98% of the life cycle 

air emissions (e.g. CO2, CH4, N2O, SO2, and NOx), while other stages such as mining 

to material production, transportation, construction, and demolition contribute to 

remaining life cycle air emissions. A study by Cuéllar-Franca and Azapagic (2012) 

found that the use stage, mining to material production and construction, and the end 

of life stages of a building contribute to 90%, 9%, and 1% of the life cycle 

environmental impacts. 
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Figure 4.4 Life cycle GHG emissions for a typical reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth under climate change impact scenarios
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In addition to the chosen system boundary and functional unit for life cycle assessment 

of a building, the region specific material, energy, and climatic data including the 

social behaviour, practices, and assumptions influence the life cycle environmental 

impact results and, hence the scope for comparison in terms of absolute values is 

limited. 

The energy consumption for heating, cooling, lighting, hot water, and home appliances 

during 50 years of use stage seem to be the main reason for the highest emissions 

during use stage (Ortiz-Rodríguez, Castells and Sonnemann 2010; Rossi et al. 2012; 

Islam, Jollands and Setunge 2015). The use of energy intensive materials (e.g. 

concrete, steel, aluminium, and clay bricks) seems to be the reason for second highest 

GHG emissions during mining to material production stage. (Li et al. 2013; Carre 

2011a). The transportation, construction, and the end of life demolition and disposal 

stages contribute to only around 2% of life cycle GHG emissions. Further investigation 

is made into the use and mining to material production stages which are responsible 

for the highest life cycle GHG emissions to find out the material or energy inputs 

causing these impacts known as hotspots. 

Hotspot analysis 

The use stage is contributing to 87.65% (highest) followed by mining to material 

production stage which is contributing to 11% (second highest) of the life cycle GHG 

emissions of a typical reference house in Perth. 

Use stage 

Figure 4.5 is the outcome of flow network in SimaPro that gives the activity wise 

breakdown of GHG emissions of the house during use stage wherein home appliances 

that accounted for the largest share (45%) of the total use stage GHG emissions thus 

considered being the most significant hotspot. 

The detailed breakdown of GHG emissions for all 8 orientations under 3 climate 

change impact scenarios for use stage has been presented in Table D.9 (Appendix D). 
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Figure 4.5 Breakdown of GHG emissions during use stage 

Whilst the hot water has been found to be the hotspot in terms of life cycle household 

energy demand (i.e. 40% share of total household energy), it accounts for only 16% of 

the total GHG emissions. This is because of the use of natural gas for hot water, which 

has a relatively lower emission factor (i.e. 58.3 kg CO2 e-/GJ) compared to the 

emission factor of grid electricity (i.e. 255kg CO2 e-/GJ) which is used for home 

appliances. These results are similar to the recent Australian study, which found that 

the home appliances are responsible for 45% of the life cycle GHG emissions during 

use stage (Bengtsson, Craggs and Dowse 2014). 

Mining to material production stage 

The mining to material stage is contributing to the second highest (11.36%) life cycle 

GHG emissions. Figure 4.6 a) shows the breakdown of GHG emissions of the house 

during mining to material production at component (e.g. wall, roof, window, and non-

envelope) level wherein wall component has been found to have 45% (largest share) 

of the GHG emissions during mining to material production stage followed by non-

envelope, roof, and window components respectively. Upon further breakdown at 

material (e.g. concrete, brick, glass) level, it has been found that clay bricks and 

concrete are the top two carbon intensive materials with 35%, and 20% of the GHG 
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emissions during mining to material production stage respectively (Figure 4.6 b). The 

remaining materials such as ceramic tiles, doors, mortar, roof tiles, steel, timber, and 

windows altogether contributed to 45% of the GHG emissions. 

 

Figure 4.6 Breakdown of GHG emissions during mining to material production stage 

a) at component level, and b) at material level 

Whilst the carbon intensities of some materials such as steel (3.18tonnes CO2 e-

/tonnes), windows (2.04tonnes CO2 e-/tonnes), gypboard (429kg CO2 e-/tonnes), and 

roof tiles (240kg CO2 e-/tonnes) are higher than the bricks (194kg CO2 e-/tonnes) and 

concrete (133kg CO2 e-/tonnes), their contribution to GHG emissions is much lower 

than bricks and concrete. This is because of the large mass of bricks (94.62tonnes) and 

concrete (78.5tonnes), constituting a total share of 66% of the gross mass of all 

materials required for the construction of a typical reference house in Perth (Table 4.1). 

The variation in upstream processes of these materials is another reason for the 

variation in carbon intensities. A process flow chart confirms that the clay bricks and 

concrete are two major contributors to GHG emissions during mining to material 

production stage of a typical reference house in Perth (Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7 Flow chart showing percentage breakdown of GHG emissions (53.05tonnes CO2 e-) during mining to material production stage of a 

typical reference house in Perth
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4.3.2 EE consumption 

Similar to GHG emissions, the LCA results show that the life cycle EE consumption 

from mining to material production, transportation, construction, use, and end of life 

demolition and disposal stages of a typical reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth 

are 6.5TJ, 6.54TJ, and 6.7TJ for without and with (low, and high) climate change 

impact scenarios respectively (Figure 4.8). Stage wise results of EE consumption for 

a typical reference house for 8 orientations under 3 climate change impact scenarios 

are presented in Table D.10 to Table D.12 (Appendix D). 

The life cycle EE consumption of a typical reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth 

without climate change impact scenario has been estimated as 6.5TJ. The mining to 

material production (0.71TJ) transportation (0.02TJ), construction (0.04TJ), use 

(5.7TJ), and the end of life demolition and disposal (0.03TJ) stages contribute to 

10.97%, 0.35%, 0.62%, 87.59%, and 0.46% of the life cycle EE consumption 

respectively. The results show that the use stage is the biggest contributor to life cycle 

EE consumption followed by the mining to material stage, while all other stages 

together contribute to less than 2% of the life cycle EE consumption. 

Frischknecht et al. (2015) reported that the use phase of the building contributes to 

84% of the life cycle cumulative energy demand. The contribution of use stage of a 

university building was 87% of the life cycle embodied energy consumption (Biswas 

2014). An Australian study found that the construction and the end of life stages of the 

buildings contribute between 4% and 18% of life cycle cumulative energy demand, 

while the use stage contributes between 82% and 96% of life cycle cumulative energy 

demand (Iyer-Raniga and Wong 2012). The above studies confirm the validity of the 

current analysis. 

Similar to GHG emissions, the energy consumption for heating, cooling, lighting, hot 

water, and home appliances over a lifespan of 50 years seems to be the main reason 

for the highest EE consumption during use stage (Crawford 2014; Sartori and Hestnes 

2007; Fay, Treloar and Iyer-Raniga 2000). The use of energy intensive materials (e.g. 

concrete, steel, aluminium, and clay bricks) appears to be the reason for the second 

highest EE consumption during mining to material production stage. (Zabalza Bribián, 

Valero Capilla and Aranda Usón 2011; Treloar et al. 2001; Cabeza et al. 2013). 
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Figure 4.8 Life cycle EE consumption of a typical reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth under climate change impact scenarios
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The transportation, construction, and the end of life demolition and disposal stages 

contribute to around 1.25% of total EE consumption. 

The use and mining to material production stages, which are responsible for the highest 

life cycle EE consumption have been further investigated to find out the material or 

energy inputs causing these impacts known as hotspots. 

Hotspot analysis 

The use stage is found to be the highest contributor (87.75%) to the life cycle EE 

consumption of a typical reference house in Perth followed by mining to material 

production stage contributing to second highest (11%) life cycle EE consumption. 

Use stage 

Figure 4.9 is the outcome of flow network in SimaPro that gives the activity wise 

breakdown of EE consumption of the house during use stage wherein home appliances 

that accounted for the largest share (42%) of the total use stage EE consumption has 

thus been considered to be the largest hotspot. 

 

Figure 4.9 Breakdown of EE consumption during use stage 
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The detailed breakdown of EE consumption for all 8 orientations under 3 climate 

change impact scenarios for use stage is presented in Table D.13 (Appendix D). 

Though in terms of life cycle energy demand, the hot water has been found to be the 

hotspot (i.e. 40% share of total household energy), its share of the EE consumption is 

only 20% because of the use of natural gas for hot water, which has relatively lower 

energy intensity (1.02GJ/GJ) compared to the energy intensity of grid electricity 

(3.33GJ/GJ) which is used for home appliances. 

Mining to material production stage 

The mining to material stage is contributing to 11% (second highest) of total EE 

consumption. Figure 4.10 a) shows the breakdown of EE consumption of the house 

during mining to material production at component (e.g. wall, roof, window, and non-

envelope) level wherein wall component has been found to have 49% (largest share) 

of the life cycle EE consumption during mining to material production stage followed 

by non-envelope, roof, and window components respectively. Upon further 

breakdown at material (e.g. concrete, brick, glass) level, it is found that the clay bricks 

and concrete are the top two energy intensive materials with 42%, and 14% of the EE 

consumption during mining to material production stage respectively (Figure 4.10 b)). 

All remaining materials such as ceramic tiles, doors, mortar, roof tiles, steel, timber, 

and windows altogether contributed to 44% of the EE consumption. 

 

Figure 4.10 Breakdown of EE consumption during mining to material production 

stage at a) component level, and b) at material level 
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Whilst the energy intensity of some materials such as steel (43.9GJ/tonnes), windows 

(37GJ/tonnes), and gypboard (4.77GJ/tonnes) is higher than the bricks (3.3GJ/tonnes), 

and concrete (1.3GJ/tonnes) but their contribution to EE consumption is far less than 

the bricks and concrete. This is because the bricks (94.62tonnes), and concrete 

(78.5tonnes) constitute a share of 66% of the gross mass of all materials required for 

the construction of a typical reference house in Perth (Table 4.1), they are consuming 

high embodied energy. The variation in upstream processes of these materials is 

another reason for the variation in energy intensities. 

A process flow chart confirms that the clay bricks and concrete are two major 

contributors to EE consumption during mining to material production stage of a typical 

reference house in Perth (Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.11 Flow chart showing percentage breakdown of EE consumption (0.71TJ) during mining to material production stage of a typical 

reference house in Perth 
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4.3.3 Uncertainty analysis 

The uncertainty analysis has been conducted that assesses the impact of the 

uncertainties associated with the source and quality of the input variables on the GHG 

emissions and EE consumption results to improve the reliability of the results. 

A Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS), which is embedded within SimaPro 8.05.13 

software, has been employed for 1000 iterations at the 95% confidence level to 

determine the uncertainty ranges. The calculated GHG emissions and EE consumption 

values are very close to the corresponding mean and median values where the 

coefficient of variation values are 2.86%, and 2.21% respectively, which indicates a 

small degree of uncertainty (Grant 2009; Biswas and Cooling 2013; Lo, Ma and Lo 

2005; Biswas and Naude 2016; Mohammed et al. 2016). 

The uncertainty histograms from MCS for 1000 iterations at the 95% confidence level 

for GHG emissions and EE consumption for East facing typical reference house (DB-

XX-SG-CT) show a normal distribution (Figure 4.12). 

 

Figure 4.12 Uncertainty histograms for GHG emissions and EE consumption of an 

East facing typical reference house in Perth 

4.3.4 Summary of GHG emissions and EE consumption results for a reference 

house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth 

The findings of GHG emissions and EE consumption assessment of a typical reference 

house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth have been summarised for identification and 
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implementation of appropriate cleaner production strategies (CPS) to mitigate the 

impacts to achieve the research objectives as follows: 

 The use stage of a typical reference house in Perth has the highest life cycle 

GHG emissions and EE consumption followed by mining to material 

production stage. 

 During use stage, the home appliances cause the maximum GHG emissions 

and EE consumption impacts. 

 During mining to material production stage, the clay bricks cause the highest 

GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts followed by concrete. 

 The life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical reference house 

in Perth could increase up to 10% due to change in the orientation of the house. 

 The life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical reference house 

in Perth could increase up to 5% due to increase in temperature as a result of 

climate change impacts. 

4.4 Application of cleaner production strategies 

The materials or energy inputs contributing to the significant portion of GHG 

emissions and embodied energy impacts during the life cycle stages of a typical 

reference clay brick wall house in Perth have been identified as hotspots. The relevant 

CPS options, which can potentially be implemented to treat the hotspots, have been 

selected on the basis of the resource availability and technical viability so as not to 

affect the structural performance of the house (Table 4.3). 

To evaluate the viability of these recommended cleaner production options, the revised 

GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts for a typical reference house in Perth 

have been re-estimated for each strategy as discussed in the following section. 
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Table 4.3 Cleaner production strategies (CPS) for treating hotspots 

Hotspots Type of CPS Options recommended 

Electricity consumption by 

home appliances 

Technology 

modification 

Integrating grid connected 

roof top solar PV with 

electricity utility 

Natural gas consumption for 

hot water 

Technology 

modification 

Integrating roof top solar 

water heater (SWH) with 

gas water heater 

Electricity and natural gas 

consumption for cooling 

and heating 

Good house keeping 

Selecting the optimum 

orientation to maximize the 

solar access 

Product modification 

Replacing single glazed 

windows with double glazed 

windows 

Product modification 

Replacing concrete roof tiles 

with alternative roof 

material 

Energy intensive clay bricks Product modification 
Replacing clay brick walls 

with alternative walls 

   

4.4.1 Integration of grid connected roof top solar PV with electricity utility 

The solar radiation is the most abundant energy resource on earth and annual solar 

radiation falling on Australia is approximately 58 million petajoules (PJ), which is 

approximately 10,000 times Australia’s annual energy consumption. Australia’s vast 

solar energy resource is largely untapped and in 2011-12, it accounted only 0.2% of 

total energy consumption (Geoscience-Australia and BREE 2014; Bahadori and 

Nwaoha 2013). The solar photovoltaic cells in solar PV system convert the sunlight 

into electricity and only about 15% of the houses in Australia have rooftop solar PV 

with a total installed capacity of 4,130MWp (BREE 2014; APVI 2015). 

Grid connected solar PV system has been considered as a substitute for grid electricity 

for not only to supply electricity to the house where it is installed but also to feed 

excess electricity into the grid. At present, 1.5kWp to 3kWp roof top solar PV systems 

are commonly used by WA households (CEC 2013; IMO 2014). Although the battery 

storage for this grid connected solar PV system is peeking up recently, the inclusion 

of this storage system is outside the scope of this study. The area of the roof of a 4x2x2 

double brick house is adequate to accommodate the solar panels of up to 3kWp (i.e. 

around 22 m2) capacity (SEP 2015). 
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The average daily electricity production data of 1kWp, 1.5kWp, and 3kWp roof top 

solar PV systems in Perth has been obtained from PV-GC spread sheet document 

produced by Clean Energy Council (CEC) (CEC 2011). The amount of electricity that 

can be generated using 1kWp, 1.5kWp, and 3kWp solar PV systems over the lifespan 

of the house has been calculated for a typical reference house in Perth including the 

remaining amount of grid electricity required to meet total household electricity 

demand. The amount of electricity that would be generated by 1kWp, 1.5kWp, and 

3kWp roof top solar PV during the life cycle of the house is 80MWh, 120MWh, and 

241MWh respectively. The integration of 1kWp and 1.5kWp solar PV would generate 

enough electricity to reduce the use of grid electricity by 40% and 60% for home 

appliances over the lifespan of 50 years. However, the integration of a 3kWp solar PV 

would not only completely reduce the use of grid electricity for home appliances but 

the excess electricity would reduce the use of grid electricity for lighting also by 47% 

(Figure 4.13). 

 

Figure 4.13 Life cycle energy saving potential due to integration of roof top solar PV 

The revised operational energy inputs for all the three solar PV options have been 

entered into SimaPro for calculating the GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts 
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of integration of grid connected roof top solar PV and to assess the viability of this 

cleaner production strategy. 

Table 4.4 shows that the life cycle GHG emissions savings associated with 40%, and 

60% substitution of grid electricity for home appliances using solar PV electricity 

produced by a 1kWp, and 1.5kWp roof top solar PV systems would be 71tonnes CO2 

e- and 104tonnes CO2 e- respectively. A 3kWp roof top solar PV would not only reduce 

the GHG emissions of grid electricity for home appliances (183tonnes CO2 e-) by 

100%, but the GHG emissions of grid electricity for lighting (17tonnes CO2 e-) also 

could be reduced by 21%. The embodied energy consumption saving can range from 

0.94TJ for a 1kWp roof top solar PV system to 2.68TJ for a 3kWp roof top solar PV 

system. 

Table 4.4 GHG emissions and EE consumption associated with roof top solar PV 

systems including their GHG emissions and EE consumption saving potential 

Item 1kW 1.5kW 3kW 

Life cycle GHG emissions associated 

with solar PV (tonnes CO2 e-) 
2.36 7.08 21.25 

Life cycle GHG saving potential due to 

solar PV integration (tonnes CO2 e-) 
71.43 103.61 200.14 

Life cycle EE consumption associated 

with solar PV (TJ) 
0.02 0.07 0.2 

Life cycle EE consumption saving 

potential due to solar PV integration (TJ) 
0.94 1.37 2.68 

    

Due to integration of 1kWp, 1.5kWp, and 3kWp roof top solar PV, the reduced GHG 

emissions during use stage of a typical reference house in Perth would be 338tonnes 

CO2 e-, 306tonnes CO2 e-, and 209tonnes CO2 e- respectively, which are 83%, 75%, 

and 51% of the GHG emissions during use stage without roof top solar PV system 

respectively (Figure 4.14). Similar to GHG emissions, the reduced EE consumption 

during use stage of a typical reference house in Perth due to integration of 1kWp, 

1.5kWp and 3kWp roof top solar PV would be 4.75TJ, 4.32TJ, and 3.01TJ respectively, 

which are 83%, 76%, and 53% of the EE consumption during use stage without  roof 

top solar PV system respectively (Figure 4.15). 
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Figure 4.14 Use stage life cycle GHG emissions before and after integration of roof 

top solar PV 

 

Figure 4.15 Use stage life cycle EE consumption before and after integration of roof 

top solar PV 
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GHG emissions and EE consumption mitigation values associated with the use of roof 

top solar PV could potentially be influenced by the type of technology (e.g. 

monocrystalline, polycrystalline, and thin film), location specific solar insolation, 

module efficiency, and the energy mix of the country where these products are 

manufactured and also where they are being used and hence there is limited 

opportunity for comparison of results of current study with other studies in terms of 

absolute values. However studies in Australia and elsewhere (Cucchiella and D'Adamo 

2012; Peng, Lu and Yang 2013; Kannan et al. 2006) have confirmed that the use of 

roof top solar PV system has proved to be an effective strategy to mitigate the 

environmental impacts of fossil fuel based electricity. 

Since the measurement of electricity consumption for cooling, lighting and home 

appliances of the house through the metering system is beyond the scope of this 

research, the credit associated with the reduction in electricity consumption due to the 

use of roof top solar PV has been given to home appliances at the first instance 

followed by the lighting. 

The integration of grid connected roof top solar PV (1kWp to 3kWp) would reduce 

both GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical reference house in Perth by 

15% to 43%, and 14% to 41% of the life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

respectively. 

4.4.2 Integration of roof top solar water heater with gas based water heater 

Solar water heater is considered as an ecological method for domestic water heating 

which not only reduces the demand for fossil fuel based energy but also reduces GHG 

emissions (De Laborderie et al. 2011; Hernandez and Kenny 2012). Australia’s annual 

average solar radiation is more than 14MJ/m2, which shows that there is a high 

potential for solar water heater application for houses (ABARE 2010). However till 

2014, only around 900,000 (10% of the total housing stock in Australia) houses in 

Australia had installed solar water heaters (CEC 2014; BREE 2014). 

The flat plate type solar water heater with thermosiphon circulation, that is most 

commonly used type in Australia (Lovegrove and Dennis 2006; DRET 2013) has been 

considered as a cleaner production strategy to reduce the demand for natural gas for a 

storage type gas hot water system of a typical reference house in Perth. 
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The hot water module in AccuRate housing energy rating tool that consists of the 

information on solar radiation and reticulated water temperature for all climate zones 

under 4 regions has been used to estimate the amount of natural gas that can be saved 

due to the use of solar water heater. The collector slope of 20º has been considered for 

simulation as the same matches with the roof pitch of the house thus avoiding any 

additional requirements of supporting structure (Riedy, Milne and Ryan 2013). 

A simulation has been carried out for all seven solar collector azimuths (0°, 30°, 60°, 

90°, 270°, 300° and 330°) while maintaining the collector slope at 20º. From the 

simulation results, it is found that a maximum amount of life cycle gas saving would 

be obtained for positioning the collector at an azimuth angle of 330° for the house in 

Perth (Figure 4.16). The amount of energy in the form of natural gas that can be 

conserved due to the integration of solar water heater for water heating during the life 

cycle of the house in Perth would be between 616GJ to 737GJ (i.e. 54% to 65% of 

total life cycle energy demand for water heating). Considering the maximum energy 

saving potential, the solar water heater integrated with gas based storage type water 

heater and a solar collector with an azimuth angle of 330°, the recommended azimuth 

angle range (Riedy, Milne and Ryan 2013) has been utilized for further analysis. 

 

Figure 4.16 Life cycle energy demand for water heating with and without solar water 

heater 
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The revised operational energy inputs for water heating have been inserted into 

SimaPro for calculating the GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts due to the 

integration of roof top solar water heater and to assess the viability of this cleaner 

production strategy. 

Due to integration of roof top solar water heater, the reduced GHG emissions during 

use stage of a typical reference house in Perth would be 386tonnes CO2 e- (i.e. 94% of 

the GHG emissions during use stage without solar water heater (Figure 4.17) 

 

Figure 4.17 Use stage life cycle GHG emissions before and after integration of roof 

top solar water heater 

Similar to GHG emissions, the reduced EE consumption during use stage of a typical 

reference house due to the integration of roof top solar water heater would be 5.09TJ 

(i.e. 89% of the EE consumption during use stage without solar water heater) (Figure 

4.18). 

Similar to roof top solar PV system, GHG emissions and EE consumption mitigation 

values associated with the roof top solar water heater could potentially be influenced 

by the technology (e.g. type of solar collector, auxiliary fuel, collector orientation, 

location specific solar radiation, module efficiency, and the energy mix of the country 

where they are manufactured and hence there is limited opportunity for comparison of 

results of this study with other studies in terms of absolute values. 
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Figure 4.18 Use stage life cycle EE consumption before and after integration of roof 

top solar water heater 

However, recent Australian and international studies have confirmed that the use of 

roof top solar water heater has proved to be an effective strategy to mitigate the 

environmental impacts associated with the use of fossil fuel based energy for water 

heating (Zambrana-Vasquez et al. 2015; Koroneos and Nanaki 2012; Crawford et al. 

2003). A recent Australian study reported that the GHG emissions reduction potential 

of a roof top solar water heater is relatively low compared to roof top solar PV system 

as the former substitutes the natural gas whose emission factor is lower than one fourth 

of the emission factor of grid electricity substituted by the latter (Ren, Chen and Wang 

2011). 

The integration of solar water heater with gas based water heater would reduce the 

GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical reference house in Perth by 5%, and 

9% of the life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption respectively. 

4.4.3 Optimum orientation of a house to gain from natural ventilation 

An easily achievable GHG emissions mitigation (or fetch the low hanging fruit 

concept) by cleaner production strategy has already been considered at the initial 

energy modelling stage to select the optimum orientation of a typical reference house 

in Perth based on its life cycle energy demand (Section 4.2.2). In order to estimate the 

variation in the GHG emissions and EE consumption due to different orientations of a 
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typical reference house in Perth and to assess the implications of this cleaner 

production strategy, heating and cooling energy inputs for all 8 orientations (Table 4.2) 

have been inserted into SimaPro software. 

Table 4.2 reveals that the orientation of the house has an influence on the operational 

energy demand for heating and cooling, which may vary up to 8.3% of the operational 

energy demand from an optimum (East) to worst (South) orientation in Perth. GHG 

emissions during use stage could increase by up to 39.52tonnes CO2 e- (i.e. 10% of 

the use stage GHG emissions of East facing house) due to change in orientation (Figure 

4.19). The operational energy for heating and cooling of a typical reference house in 

Perth vary from 243GJ to 368GJ, and 243GJ to 377GJ for optimum and worst 

orientations respectively, while the corresponding GHG emissions vary from 14 to 

21tonnes CO2 e-, and 62 to 96tonnes CO2 e- respectively. 

 

Figure 4.19 Use stage life cycle GHG emissions of a typical reference house in Perth 

for 8 orientations 

Similar to GHG emissions, the house orientation has a significant bearing on the EE 

consumption. The EE consumption during use stage could increase by up to 0.54TJ 

(i.e. up to 9% of the use stage EE consumption of east facing house) due to change in 

orientation (Figure 4.20) from optimum to worst. The EE consumption associated with 

the operational energy for heating and cooling could vary from 0.25 to 0.38TJ, and 

0.81 to 1.25TJ respectively due to the change in orientation from optimum to worst. 
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The finding is similar to other Australian studies which confirmed that the East or West 

facing house in Perth with properly planned living spaces will require minimum 

mechanical heating, and cooling and thus will improve the energy efficiency of the 

house (Peterkin 2009; Newton, Tucker and Ambrose 2000). 

 

Figure 4.20 Use stage life cycle EE consumption for 8 orientations 

GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical reference house in Perth could rise 

up to 8.46%, and 8.31% of the life cycle GHG emissions, and EE consumption 

respectively due to change from optimum to worst orientation. 

4.4.4 Replacing building envelope elements with alternative elements 

The replacements of single glazed windows with double glazed windows, concrete 

roof tiles with terracotta tiles, and metal sheet and clay brick walls with alternative 

walls including the substitution of virgin materials with by-products and recyclates 

have been considered as cleaner production strategy to mitigate the GHG emissions 

and EE consumption impacts associated with mining to material production stage. 

These important building elements together constitute the building envelope 

(Sadineni, Madala and Boehm 2011), which separates the indoor environment of the 

house from the outdoor environment and is influenced by various technological, and 

climatic factors while satisfying the functional and structural requirements (Iwaro and 
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Mwasha 2013; Zeng et al. 2011), and hence the alternative building elements have 

been grouped together for further analysis as described in Chapter 3 (section 3.4). 

Total 53 alternative envelope combinations have been developed using the alternative 

wall, window, and roof options while maintaining the same architectural features for 

all alternative envelope options (Figure 4.21). 

 

Figure 4.21 Alternative envelope options consisting of wall, window, and roof 

elements 
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The bulk of the operational energy required by a house is utilized to compensate the 

thermal energy losses or gains through the building envelope, and so any 

improvements in thermal performance of envelope materials provide significant 

energy and GHG emissions reduction opportunities (Bambrook, Sproul and Jacob 

2011; Sadineni, Madala and Boehm 2011; Lai and Wang 2011). The increased amount 

of EE consumption due to the use of some high thermal performance materials in the 

building envelope can be compensated through savings of operational energy during 

use stage (Verbeeck and Hens 2010). The placement of thermal mass and its insulation 

are the most important elements for reducing operational energy demand in order to 

achieve the energy efficiency (Gregory et al. 2008). 

Any attempt to replace the building envelope materials of a typical house in Perth, 

which are around 51% of the gross weight of all building materials used for the 

construction of the house (Table 4.1) requires the update of life cycle inventory with 

new materials and associated energy consumptions. Some of these materials may have 

to be procured from different sources thus the transportation requirement may alter 

with new inputs and transport distances (Equation 3.2). The change of envelope 

material may have impacts on the energy required during construction and end of life 

demolition including on transportation requirement for end of life disposal. In order to 

estimate the GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts of the alternative envelope 

options and to evaluate the viability of this cleaner production strategy, the life cycle 

assessment process has been carried out for 53 alternative options as has been done for 

a reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth. 

The material and energy inputs associated with mining to material production till the 

end of life demolition and disposal stages for all alternative envelope options for a 

typical reference house in Perth have been estimated while complying with the deemed 

to satisfy design requirements of Australian Building Code Board (ABCB 2015a) and 

satisfying the functional performance. Secondly, the new envelope material data has 

been utilized for estimation of heating and cooling operational energy demand of a 

typical house in Perth for all envelope options using AccuRate software. The building 

envelope has no influence on the operational energy demand for lighting, hot water, 

and home appliances as described in Section 3.3.2.1.4 and hence they are considered 
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to be unchanged. Finally, the LCI data for each envelope option is inserted into 

SimaPro to calculate their GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts. 

4.4.4.1 Estimation of revised material and energy inputs during mining to 

material production, transport, construction, use and the end of life 

demolition and disposal stages 

Mining to material production stage 

The material inputs for all alternative envelopes during mining to material stage have 

been estimated using Equation 3.1 following architectural design and structural plans 

of the reference house in Perth. The detailed Bill of materials for all alternative 

envelope options are presented in Table D.14 (Appendix D). The gross weights of all 

building materials for alternative envelope options including reference envelope are 

presented in Table 4.5. Gross weights of the building materials of 50 alternative 

envelope options are up to 41% less than the gross weight of building materials of the 

reference envelope, while the gross weights of only 3 alternative envelope options are 

more than the reference envelope (Figure 4.22). 

Table 4.5 Gross weight of all building materials for the construction of the house for 

alternative envelope options 

Options 
Gross weight of all building materials (tonnes) 

SG-CT SG-TT SG-MS DG-CT DG-TT DG-MS 

DB-XX 261.45* 258.55 248.56 261.94 259.04 249.05 

DB-INS 261.65 258.75 248.76 262.15 259.24 249.25 

BV-XX 201.73 198.83 188.84 202.22 199.32 189.33 

RBV-XX 247.72 244.81 234.83 248.21 245.31 235.32 

CB-XX 232.61 229.71 219.72 233.11 230.20 220.21 

ACC-XX 189.33 186.43 176.44 189.83 186.92 176.93 

PCSW-XX 181.12 178.21 168.22 181.61 178.70 168.71 

TMB-XX 166.79 163.88 153.89 167.28 164.38 154.39 

CSW-POL 213.98 211.08 201.09 214.47 211.57 201.58 

* Reference envelope option 

The main reason for the variation in the gross weights of different envelopes is due to 

the use of materials having different densities (e.g. brick-1950kg/m3, concrete-
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2400kg/m3, timber-900kg/m3) and their corresponding volumes along with associated 

sundry materials to achieve same architectural and structural requirements as the 

reference house (Monahan and Powell 2011). For example, 27.88m3 of concrete will 

be needed for wall element CSW-POL, whereas 48.52m3 of bricks will be required for 

wall elements DB-XX, and DB-INS and 17.68m3 of timber will be required for TMB-

XX wall element for the construction of a typical reference house in Perth. The 

difference in terms of materials and gross weight would affect the thermal performance 

of the building envelope, and cause variability in GHG emissions and EE consumption 

as discussed in following sections. 
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Figure 4.22 Gross weight of building materials for all envelope options
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Transportation stage 

The material inputs for alternative envelope options not only vary significantly but 

they are sourced from different locations. As a result, tonnes-km values (tkm) of these 

materials for different envelope options will vary the transportation of building 

materials to the construction site during the construction stage of the house in Perth 

has been estimated using Equation 3.2 and is presented as tkm in Table 4.6. The 

detailed break-down of transportation of each material for alternative envelope options 

are presented in Table D.15 (Appendix D). The tkm values for the building materials 

for 50 alternative envelopes are up to 40% less than the tkm of building materials for 

the reference envelope (Figure 4.23). The same 3 envelope options, which had more 

gross weights also, have more tkm than reference envelope. Therefore the use of 

materials of different mass causes this variation in tkm (e.g. brick-94.62tonnes, 

concrete-66.91tonnes, concrete blocks-63.62tonnes, ACC blocks-26.5tonnes, and 

timber-15.91tonnes) and their corresponding distances from the source to the 

construction site (Li et al. 2013; Cole 1998). 

Table 4.6 tkm of all building materials for the construction of the house for alternative 

envelope options 

Options 
Transportation of materials to construction site (tkm) 

SG-CT SG-TT SG-MS DG-CT DG-TT DG-MS 

DB-XX 8,932.62* 8,845.50 8,545.81 8,947.37 8,860.25 8,560.56 

DB-INS 8,938.63 8,851.51 8,551.82 8,953.39 8,866.27 8,566.58 

BV-XX 6,832.75 6,745.63 6,445.94 6,847.51 6,760.39 6,460.70 

RBV-XX 8,458.83 8,371.71 8,072.02 8,473.59 8,386.47 8,086.78 

CB-XX 8,073.82 7,986.70 7,687.00 8,088.57 8,001.45 7,701.76 

ACC-XX 6,614.30 6,527.18 6,227.49 6,629.06 6,541.94 6,242.25 

PCSW-XX 6,228.54 6,141.42 5,841.73 6,243.30 6,156.18 5,856.49 

TMB-XX 5,722.74 5,635.62 5,335.93 5,737.50 5,650.38 5,350.69 

CSW-POL 7,138.49 7,051.37 6,751.68 7,153.25 7,066.13 6,766.43 

* Reference envelope 
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Figure 4.23 tkm of building materials for all envelope options 

Construction stage 

The energy consumption for machinery (e.g. bobcat, compactor, loader, and forklift) 

and tools required for the construction of the house for alternative envelope options 

has been estimated using Equation 3.3 and is presented in terms of equivalent energy 

(GJ) in Table 4.7. 

Table 4.7 Equivalent energy consumption for plant, equipment, and hand tools during 

construction stage for alternative envelope options 

Options 
Equivalent energy consumption during construction stage (GJ) 

SG-CT SG-TT SG-MS DG-CT DG-TT DG-MS 

DB-XX 20.83* 20.83 19.49 20.83 20.83 19.49 

DB-INS 22.19 22.19 20.85 22.19 22.19 20.85 

BV-XX 32.36 32.36 31.02 32.36 32.36 31.02 

RBV-XX 27.65 27.65 26.31 27.65 27.65 26.31 

CB-XX 27.65 27.65 26.32 27.65 27.65 26.32 

ACC-XX 20.83 20.83 19.49 20.83 20.83 19.49 

PCSW-XX 41.16 41.16 39.83 41.16 41.16 39.83 

TMB-XX 41.23 41.23 37.86 41.23 41.23 37.86 

CSW-POL 14.09 14.09 12.74 14.09 14.09 12.74 

* Reference envelope  
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The detailed break-down of energy estimation for plants, equipment, and hand tools 

required the construction of a typical house for alternative envelope options is 

presented in Table D.16 (Appendix D). 

The energy required during the construction stage of a typical reference house in Perth 

for 36 alternative envelope options is up to 98% more than the reference envelope, 

while the construction stage for 10 alternative envelope options require up to 39% less 

energy compared to reference envelope. The energy required during construction stage 

for 7 envelopes is same as the reference envelope. The main reason for the variation 

in the energy requirement for construction stage of different envelopes is due to the 

use of different construction methods and type of tools including their duration of use 

(Guggemos and Horvath 2005; Yan et al. 2010). For example, the mortar mixer is used 

for brick walls and rendering, while the shotcrete pump is required for cast in-situ 

concrete sandwich walls. On the other hand, timber walls require the use of hand tools 

for a longer duration, but in the case of concrete block, the lifting requirement is more 

due to the weight of individual block compared to clay bricks. 

In the case of disposal of construction waste, the tkm of construction waste from the 

construction site to landfill during the construction stage of the house in Perth for all 

alternative envelope options have been estimated using Equation 3.2 and are presented 

in Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8 tkm for disposal of construction waste for alternative envelope options 

Options 

Transportation for disposal of construction waste during 

construction stage (tkm) 

SG-CT SG-TT SG-MS DG-CT DG-TT DG-MS 

DB-XX 2,840.88* 2,840.88 2,765.88 2,840.88 2,840.88 2,765.88 

DB-INS 2,840.88 2,840.88 2,765.88 2,840.88 2,840.88 2,765.88 

BV-XX 2,090.88 2,090.88 2,015.88 2,090.88 2,090.88 2,015.88 

RBV-XX 2,465.88 2,465.88 2,390.88 2,465.88 2,465.88 2,390.88 

CB-XX 2,840.88 2,840.88 2,765.88 2,840.88 2,840.88 2,765.88 

ACC-XX 2,465.88 2,465.88 2,390.88 2,465.88 2,465.88 2,390.88 

PCSW-XX 2,090.88 2,090.88 2,015.88 2,090.88 2,090.88 2,015.88 

TMB-XX 2,090.88 2,090.88 2,015.88 2,090.88 2,090.88 2,015.88 

CSW-POL 1,903.38 1,903.38 1,828.38 1,903.38 1,903.38 1,828.38 

* Reference envelope  
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The detailed break-down of tkm of construction waste for all alternative envelope 

options is presented in Table D.16 (Appendix D). 

The tkm for the construction waste disposal of a typical reference house in Perth for 

42 alternative envelope options is up to 36% less than the tkm for the reference 

envelope, while 11 alternative envelope options have same tkm value as that for the 

reference envelope. The main reason for the variation in the tkm of construction waste 

disposal for different envelopes is due to the generation of different amount of 

construction, and packaging waste for different materials during handling and 

construction activities. In addition, some building materials are more susceptible to 

damage during the construction process as Carre (2011b) found that the construction 

waste is proportional to the mass of the materials used for the construction. For 

example, in the case of wall elements using clay bricks, a considerable amount of 

bricks is wasted due to improper handling and cutting to suit to architectural 

requirements (Forsythe and Máté 2007; Crossin, Hedayati and Clune 2014). 

The end of life demolition and disposal stage 

Similar to the construction stage, the energy requirement for plants and equipment 

during the end of life demolition stage has been estimated using Equation 3.3. Table 

4.9 presents the energy requirement for plants and equipment during the end of life 

demolition stage in terms of equivalent energy (GJ). The detailed break-down of 

energy consumption for plants, and equipment required for alternative envelope 

options is presented in Table D.17 (Appendix D). 

The energy required for plants and equipment during the end of life demolition stage 

of a typical reference house in Perth for 36 alternative envelope options is up to 62% 

more than the energy required for the reference envelope, while 10 alternative 

envelope options require 15% less energy compared to that for the reference envelope. 

The energy required for the end of life demolition stage for 7 alternative envelopes is 

same as the reference envelope. The main reason for the variation in energy required 

for demolition activities is due to the difference in mass and nature of each material 

and material separation from composite elements (Winistorfer et al. 2005; Scheuer, 

Keoleian and Reppe 2003). For example, brick walls require less energy for demolition 

than the concrete walls due to relatively weaker mortar joints. Similarly, timber walls 
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or composite elements (e.g. brick veneer, reverse brick veneer, light weight concrete 

panels) walls require more energy for separation of the materials and loading into 

trucks than the brick walls where no separation is needed. 

Table 4.9 Equivalent energy consumption for plant, and equipment during the end of 

life demolition stage for alternative envelope options 

Options 

Equivalent energy consumption for plant, and equipment for 

demolition during end of life stage (GJ) 

SG-CT SG-TT SG-MS DG-CT DG-TT DG-MS 

DB-XX 22.72* 22.72 22.04 22.72 22.72 22.04 

DB-INS 22.72 22.72 22.04 22.72 22.72 22.04 

BV-XX 24.08 24.08 23.4 24.08 24.08 23.4 

RBV-XX 24.08 24.08 23.4 24.08 24.08 23.4 

CB-XX 26.73 26.73 26.05 26.73 26.73 26.05 

ACC-XX 20.07 20.07 19.39 20.07 20.07 19.39 

PCSW-XX 31.43 31.43 30.75 31.43 31.43 30.75 

TMB-XX 23.46 23.46 22.78 23.46 23.46 22.78 

CSW-POL 36.74 36.74 36.06 36.74 36.74 36.06 

* Reference envelope 

Similar to tkm for building materials and disposal of construction waste, the disposal 

of demolition waste at the end of life stage has been estimated using Equation 3.2. 

Table 4.10 presents the tkm for the end of life disposal of demolition waste to a landfill 

site. The detailed break-down of tkm of demolition waste to recyclers and landfill site 

for alternative envelope options is presented in Table D.17 (Appendix D). 

The tkm for the demolition waste disposal of a typical reference house in Perth for 50 

alternative envelope options is up to 41% less than the reference envelope, while only 

3 alternative envelope options have higher tkm compared to the reference envelope. 

The main reason for the variation in the tkm of demolition waste for different 

envelopes is due to the different mass of building materials used during the 

construction of the house (Guggemos and Horvath 2005; Ramesh, Prakash and Shukla 

2013). 
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Table 4.10 tkm for disposal of demolition waste for alternative envelope options 

Options 

Transportation for disposal of demolition waste during end of 

life stage (tkm) 

SG-CT SG-TT SG-MS DG-CT DG-TT DG-MS 

DB-XX 7,189.96* 7,110.10 6,835.38 7,203.48 7,123.62 6,848.91 

DB-INS 7,195.47 7,115.61 6,840.90 7,209.00 7,129.14 6,854.43 

BV-XX 5,547.59 5,467.73 5,193.01 5,561.11 5,481.25 5,206.54 

RBV-XX 6,812.26 6,732.40 6,457.68 6,825.78 6,745.92 6,471.21 

CB-XX 6,396.89 6,317.03 6,042.31 6,410.42 6,330.56 6,055.83 

ACC-XX 5,206.71 5,126.85 4,852.13 5,220.24 5,140.38 4,865.66 

PCSW-XX 4,980.69 4,900.83 4,626.12 4,994.22 4,914.36 4,639.64 

TMB-XX 4,586.67 4,506.81 4,232.10 4,600.20 4,520.34 4,245.62 

CSW-POL 5,884.44 5,804.58 5,529.86 5,897.96 5,818.10 5,543.39 

* Reference envelope 

Use stage – operational energy 

The operational energy consumption for heating and cooling during use stage of a 

house is highly influenced by the thermal performance and characteristics (e.g. 

material density, insulation, windows, dimensions, and orientation) of the envelope 

materials and climatic conditions (Ross Maher 2011; Aldawi, Alam, Date, et al. 2013; 

Gregory et al. 2008; Lam et al. 2005; Iwaro and Mwasha 2013), which necessitates the 

re-estimation of the heating and cooling energy demand for the reference house for all 

alternative envelope options. The energy demand for home appliances, hot water, and 

lighting of the house is not affected by the properties of the building envelope (Ross 

Maher 2011; Swan and Ugursal 2009) hence they are considered to be unchanged for 

the house for reference envelope as well as for alternative envelope options. 

Similar to reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT), the energy demand for heating, and 

cooling has been estimated using AccuRate (V2.3.3.13SP2) software. The revised 

material inputs (e.g. insulation, concrete blocks, ACC blocks, terracotta roof tiles, 

double glazed windows) for all alternative envelope elements (e.g. wall, window, roof) 

have been inserted into AccuRate software. The East facing house has been utilized 

for model simulation for all alternative envelope options to estimate the annual energy 

demand for heating and cooling. Similar to the reference envelope, the heating and 
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cooling energy demand for 50 years life cycle of a typical reference house in Perth for 

all alternative envelope options has been calculated by multiplying the annual energy 

demand per m2 of conditioned floor area of the house by total conditioned floor area 

of house and then multiplied by the number of years and is presented in Table 4.11. 

The life cycle operational energy demand for heating and cooling during use stage of 

a typical reference house in Perth for 37 alternative envelope options is up to 49% less 

than the reference envelope, while the life cycle operational demand for heating and 

cooling for 16 alternative envelope options is more than that of the reference envelope 

(Figure 4.24). 

Table 4.11 Life cycle operational energy demand for heating and cooling for 

alternative envelope options 

Options 

Life cycle operational energy demand for heating and cooling 

(GJ) 

SG-CT SG-TT SG-MS DG-CT DG-TT DG-MS 

DB-XX 521.47* 519.94 519.17 450.82 450.05 452.35 

DB-INS 364.03 362.50 364.03 299.52 300.29 301.06 

BV-XX 466.18 463.10 466.94 377.09 374.02 380.93 

RBV-XX 369.41 365.57 368.64 304.13 301.82 304.90 

CB-XX 866.30 864.77 866.30 781.06 777.98 778.75 

ACC-XX 384.77 382.46 384.77 312.58 309.50 313.34 

PCSW-XX 636.67 634.37 636.67 539.90 536.06 539.14 

TMB-XX 569.09 566.78 574.46 477.70 477.70 482.30 

CSW-POL 326.40 325.63 327.17 267.26 263.42 268.80 

* Reference envelope 

The main reason for the variation in the life cycle operational energy demand for 

heating and cooling for alternative envelope options is due to the fact that the 

envelopes consisting of key elements such as clay bricks, concrete, insulation, timber, 

aerated concrete, light weight concrete, fibre board, metal sheet, terracotta, aluminium, 

and glass demonstrate different levels of thermal performance under the same 

geometrical design and climatic conditions. This is due to the inherent thermal mass 

of the materials (i.e. the ability of material to absorb and store heat energy) (Baggs and 

Mortensen 2006), and the overall heat transfer coefficient of materials (i.e. U value) 
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(Table 4.12). The U value refers to the rate of heat transfer due to conduction, 

convection, and radiation through a given thickness of the material (Al-Homoud 

2005). Also, the thickness of material and the degree of insulation controls the rate at 

which heat is absorbed and released through thermal mass. 

Table 4.12 Thermal mass and U values of various envelope elements 

Envelope Element Thermal Mass* Insulation U value (W/m2K)* 

CB-XX Low No 2.71 

DB-XX High No 1.58 

PCSW-XX Very Low No 1.07 

TMB-XX Very Low Yes 0.71 

DB-INS High Yes 0.67 

RBV-XX High Yes 0.65 

ACC-XX Moderate No 0.53 

BV-XX High but at wrong place Yes 0.46 

CSW-POL Very High Yes 0.36 

SG Low NA 6.7 

DG Low NA 4.8 

MS Low Yes 6.29 

CT High Yes 5.81 

TT Moderate Yes 5.47 

*Source: (AccuRate 2015; Reardon, McGee and Milne 2013) 

This study finds that the CSW-POL-DG-TT envelope option comprising of cast in-

situ concrete sandwich walls (CSW-POL) of high thermal mass (i.e. with a very low 

U value of 0.36W/m2K), double glazed windows (i.e. with a moderate U value of 

4.8W/m2K), and terracotta roof tiles (i.e. moderate thermal mass and medium U value 

of 5.47W/m2K) has the lowest life cycle operational energy demand for heating and 

cooling (263.42GJ). On the other hand, the envelope CB-XX-SG-MS comprising of 

hollow concrete block wall (CB-XX) of low thermal mass (i.e. with a high U value of 

2.7W/m2K,) single glazed windows (i.e. very high U value of 6.7W/m2K), and metal 

sheet roof of very low thermal mass (i.e. very high U value of 6.3W/m2K) has the 

highest life cycle operational energy demand for heating and cooling (866.30GJ). 
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Figure 4.24 Life cycle operational energy demand for heating and cooling for all alternative envelope options
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As compared to the reference envelope (DB-XX-SG-CT), the life cycle operational 

energy demand for heating and cooling for envelope option CSW-POL-DG-TT has 

reduced by 49.5%, while the gross weight also has reduced by 19%. On the other hand, 

the life cycle operational energy demand for heating and cooling in the case of 

envelope option CB-XX-SG-MS has increased by 66%, even though the gross weight 

has reduced by 16%. This demonstrates that the gross weight has no influence on the 

operational energy for heating and cooling. 

This research confirms that the change in roof material does not appear to affect the 

thermal performance of the envelope significantly and so the life cycle operational 

energy demand for heating and cooling (±5GJ) because the U values of these three 

types of roof vary slightly and in all cases, the roof space is insulated (Crawford, 

Czerniakowski and Fuller 2010; Reardon and Downton 2013a). 

The replacement of single glazed (U value of 6.7W/m2K) windows with double glazed 

(U value of 4.8W/m2K) windows appear to offer a wide range of savings for 

alternative envelope options. For example, the life cycle operational energy demand 

for heating and cooling reduces from 58 to 98 GJ due to the replacement of single 

glazed window with a double glazed window for different wall elements of the 

envelope. This variation in energy saving potential is because of the fact that the 

performance of the window as an element of a house envelope does not only depend 

on its own thermal properties but it also depends on other multiple factors, including 

architectural design (i.e. location of the windows), and climatic conditions which have 

direct impacts on the performance of windows (Peter Lyons, Chris Reardon and 

Tracey Gramlick 2013; Aldawi, Alam, Date, et al. 2013). 

For similar architectural design and climatic conditions for all envelope options, the 

performance of windows is controlled by its own U value and the thermal properties 

of wall elements. The replacement of single glazed windows with double glazed 

windows has been found to be more beneficial for wall elements (BV-XX, CB-XX, 

PCSW-XX, and TMB-XX) of relatively lower thermal mass, while in the case of the 

wall elements (CSW-POL, RBV-XX, DB-INS DG, and ACC-XX) of relatively higher 

thermal mass, the replacement appears not to make significant change. Another study 

reported that the energy saving potential of the use of double glazed windows vary 

significantly with wall properties and the placement of the window that is governed by 
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the type of wall system (Singh and Garg 2009). To determine the total life cycle 

operational energy demand of a typical reference house in Perth for all alternative 

envelope options, the heating and cooling energy for all alternative envelope options 

over a lifespan of 50 years has been added to the operational energy for home 

appliances, hot water, and lighting of the reference house, which remains same for all 

alternative envelope options (Table 4.13). 

Table 4.13 Life cycle operational energy demand for heating, cooling, lighting, hot 

water, and home appliances of a typical reference house for alternative envelope 

options 

Options 
Life cycle operational energy demand (GJ) 

SG-CT SG-TT SG-MS DG-CT DG-TT DG-MS 

DB-XX 2,689.32* 2,687.79 2,687.02 2,618.67 2,617.90 2,620.20 

DB-INS 2,531.88 2,530.35 2,531.88 2,467.37 2,468.14 2,468.91 

BV-XX 2,634.03 2,630.95 2,634.79 2,544.94 2,541.87 2,548.78 

RBV-XX 2,537.26 2,533.42 2,536.49 2,471.98 2,469.67 2,472.75 

CB-XX 3,034.15 3,032.62 3,034.15 2,948.91 2,945.83 2,946.60 

ACC-XX 2,552.62 2,550.31 2,552.62 2,480.43 2,477.35 2,481.19 

PCSW-XX 2,804.52 2,802.22 2,804.52 2,707.75 2,703.91 2,706.99 

TMB-XX 2,736.94 2,734.63 2,742.31 2,645.55 2,645.55 2,650.15 

CSW-POL 2,494.25 2,493.48 2,495.02 2,435.11 2,431.27 2,436.65 

* Reference envelope  

The revised material and energy data for all alternative envelope options has been 

utilized for estimation of GHG emissions and EE consumption. 

4.4.4.2 Estimation of GHG emissions and EE consumption of alternative 

envelopes in Perth 

Once the inventories have been developed for all alternative envelopes, as discussed 

in the aforementioned sections, the material and energy inputs for mining to material 

production, transportation, construction, use, and end of life demolition and disposal 

for alternative envelope options for the construction of a reference house in Perth have 

been entered into SimaPro software to estimate the GHG emissions and EE 
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consumption saving potential due to replacement of conventional building envelope 

with alternative building envelopes. 

Total GHG emissions 

The stage wise breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions of a reference house in Perth 

for alternative envelope options is presented in Table D.18 (Appendix D). The results 

show that the life cycle GHG emissions of a reference house in Perth for 53 alternative 

envelope options vary from a minimum of 428tonnes CO2 e- for CSW-POL-DG-CT 

option (cast in-situ sandwich wall with polystyrene insulation core, double glazed 

windows and concrete roof tiles), which is 8.3% less than the reference envelope 

option to a maximum of 530tonnes CO2 e- for PCSW-XX-SG-MS option (pre-cast 

light weight concrete sandwich wall with single glazed windows and metal sheet roof), 

which is 13.5% more than the that of the reference envelope option (467.1tonnes CO2 

e- for DB-XX-SG-CT or clay brick wall without insulation, single glazed windows 

and concrete roof tiles) (Table 4.14). 

Table 4.14 Life cycle GHG emissions for alternative envelope options 

Options 
Life cycle GHG emissions tonnes CO2 e- 

SG-CT SG-TT SG-MS DG-CT DG-TT DG-MS 

DB-XX 467.10* 467.63 468.08 453.81 454.59 455.83 

DB-INS 449.61 450.05 451.09 437.95 438.98 439.83 

BV-XX 471.39 471.59 473.07 454.21 454.41 456.77 

RBV-XX 455.91 455.91 457.19 444.05 444.45 445.73 

CB-XX 511.03 511.47 512.67 494.38 494.43 495.43 

ACC-XX 470.90 471.29 472.37 457.58 457.78 459.25 

PCSW-XX 528.51 528.75 529.99 509.52 509.52 510.96 

TMB-XX 480.82 481.21 483.38 463.20 464.18 465.57 

CSW-POL 438.35 439.14 440.02 428.37 428.37 430.24 

* Reference envelope 

The main reason for this variation in GHG emissions across these envelope options is 

due to the variation in their corresponding operational energy consumption for heating 

and cooling during use stage and the gross mass including carbon intensities of their 
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material components during mining to material production stage. Total 30 envelope 

options are found to have life cycle GHG emissions reduction potential, whereas the 

remaining 23 envelopes have more life cycle GHG emissions than the reference 

envelope. 

GHG emissions – Use stage 

As the building envelope has no influence over the life cycle energy consumption for 

lighting, hot water, and home appliances of the house, the life cycle GHG emissions 

associated with these activities remains the same (331tonnes CO2 e-) for all envelope 

options. The life cycle GHG emissions associated with the operational energy 

consumption for heating and cooling of a typical reference house in Perth for 

alternative envelopes vary from a minimum of 45tonnes CO2 e- for CSW-POL-DG-

TT option (cast in-situ sandwich wall with polystyrene insulation core, double glazed 

windows and terracotta roof tiles), which is 43% less than the life cycle GHG 

emissions of reference envelope option to a maximum of 132tonnes CO2 e- for CB-

XX-SG-MS option (concrete block walls with single glazed windows and metal sheet 

roof), which is 69% more than the life cycle GHG emissions of reference envelope 

option (78.24tonnes CO2 e- for DB-XX-SG-CT or clay brick wall without insulation, 

single glazed windows and concrete roof tiles) (Table 4.15). 

Table 4.15 Life cycle GHG emissions associated with operational energy for heating 

and cooling for alternative envelope options 

Options 

Life cycle GHG emissions for heating and cooling 

tonnes CO2 e- 

SG-CT SG-TT SG-MS DG-CT DG-TT DG-MS 

DB-XX 78.24* 77.70 77.80 64.28 64.09 64.98 

DB-INS 59.37 58.83 59.52 47.13 47.18 47.68 

BV-XX 87.88 87.10 88.23 70.13 69.34 71.26 

RBV-XX 60.75 59.77 60.70 48.31 47.72 48.66 

CB-XX 131.95 131.41 132.26 114.72 113.79 114.44 

ACC-XX 67.70 67.11 67.85 53.80 53.01 54.15 

PCSW-XX 113.11 112.37 113.27 93.55 92.56 93.65 

TMB-XX 105.99 105.41 107.37 87.80 87.80 88.98 

CSW-POL 56.42 56.23 56.77 45.86 44.88 46.40 

* Reference envelope 
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The main reason for this variation in GHG emissions for these envelope options is due 

to their inherent thermal properties resulting in the variation in operational energy 

consumption for heating and cooling (Table 4.11). Only 32 envelope options are found 

to have the GHG emissions reduction potential (up to 8.3%) during use stage, while 

the remaining 21 envelopes have up to 13.5% more GHG emissions than the reference 

envelope. 

GHG emissions - Mining to material production stage 

The GHG emissions associated with mining to material production stage of a typical 

reference house in Perth for alternative envelopes vary from a minimum of 38tonnes 

CO2 e- for TMB-XX-SG-CT option (timber frame wall with single glazed windows 

and concrete roof tiles), which is 28% less than that of reference envelope option to a 

maximum of 81tonnes CO2 e- for PCSW-XX-DG-MS option (pre-cast light weight 

concrete sandwich wall with single glazed windows and metal sheet roof), which is 

52% more than the reference envelope option (53.11tonnes CO2 e- for DB-XX-SG-

CT or clay brick wall without insulation, single glazed windows and concrete roof 

tiles) (Table 4.16). 

Table 4.16 GHG emissions associated with mining to material production stage for 

alternative envelope options 

Options 

GHG emissions from mining to material production stage 

tonnes CO2 e- 

SG-CT SG-TT SG-MS DG-CT DG-TT DG-MS 

DB-XX 53.11* 54.11 54.68 53.69 54.69 55.26 

DB-INS 54.31 55.31 55.88 54.89 55.89 56.46 

BV-XX 47.51 48.51 49.08 48.09 49.09 49.66 

RBV-XX 59.01 60.01 60.58 59.59 60.59 61.16 

CB-XX 42.81 43.81 44.38 43.39 44.39 44.96 

ACC-XX 68.01 69.01 69.58 68.59 69.59 70.16 

PCSW-XX 78.71 79.71 80.28 79.29 80.29 80.86 

TMB-XX 38.32 39.32 39.89 38.90 39.90 40.47 

CSW-POL 46.91 47.91 48.48 47.49 48.49 49.06 

* Reference envelope 

The main reason for this variation in GHG emissions for these envelope options is due 

to the variation in their corresponding gross mass (Table 4.5) and the carbon footprints 
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of materials (e.g. concrete roof tiles - 240kg CO2 e-/tonnes, steel sheet roof – 

3.11tonnes CO2 e-/tonnes, ACC blocks – 475 kg CO2 e-/tonnes, concrete block – 165 

kg CO2 e-/tonnes, gypboard – 429 kg CO2 e-/tonnes) used for the construction 

(Monahan and Powell 2011; Ramesh, Prakash and Shukla 2010). Only 24 envelope 

options are found to have GHG emissions reduction potential during the mining to 

material production stage, while the remaining 29 envelopes have equal or more GHG 

emissions than the reference envelope. 

A structurally sound house with reduced material content does not necessarily has low 

GHG emissions. This research found that the house with the highest GHG emissions 

during mining to material production stage (PCSW-XX-DG-MS) is 35.5% lighter than 

the reference house (261tonnes), and a similar situation has been found in the case of 

the house with the lowest GHG emissions during mining to material production stage 

(TMB-XX-SG-CT) (i.e. 36.21% less than the reference house). Although the mass of 

building materials for the envelope option (PCSW-XX-DG-MS) is 35.5% less than the 

reference house, but this envelope option is made of materials with high energy 

intensity such as light weight concrete (6.7MJ/kg), galvanized steel track (38MJ/kg), 

fibre cement boards (13.7MJ/kg), polymer modified thin bed mortar and skim coat 

(23.7MJ/kg), and metal roof sheet (43.9MJ/kg) resulting in the highest GHG emissions 

during mining to material production stage. 

GHG emissions - Transportation, construction, and the end of life stages 

The GHG emissions associated with transportation, construction, and the end of life 

stages of a typical reference house in Perth for alternative envelope options vary from 

a minimum of 4tonnes CO2 e- for CSW-POL-SG/DG-MS option (cast in-situ 

sandwich wall with polystyrene insulation core, single/double glazed windows and 

metal sheet roof), which is 4% less than the reference envelope option to a maximum 

of 5.7tonnes CO2 e- for PCSW-XX-DG-CT option (pre-cast light weight concrete 

sandwich wall with double glazed windows and concrete roof tiles), which is 18% 

more than the reference envelope option (4.83tonnes CO2 e- for DB-XX-SG-CT or 

clay brick wall without insulation, single glazed windows and concrete roof tiles) 

(Table 4.17). 
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Table 4.17 Total GHG emissions associated with transportation, construction, and end 

of life stages for alternative envelope options 

Options 

Life cycle GHG emissions from transportation, construction, 

and end of life - tonnes CO2 e- 

SG-CT SG-TT SG-MS DG-CT DG-TT DG-MS 

DB-XX 4.83* 4.81 4.59 4.83 4.82 4.59 

DB-INS 4.93 4.91 4.69 4.93 4.91 4.69 

BV-XX 4.99 4.98 4.75 5.00 4.98 4.85 

RBV-XX 5.15 5.13 4.91 5.15 5.13 4.91 

CB-XX 5.27 5.25 5.03 5.27 5.25 5.03 

ACC-XX 4.19 4.17 3.94 4.19 4.18 3.95 

PCSW-XX 5.68 5.67 5.44 5.69 5.67 5.45 

TMB-XX 5.50 5.48 5.12 5.50 5.49 5.12 

CSW-POL 4.01 4.00 3.77 4.02 4.00 3.77 

* Reference envelope 

The main reason for this variation in GHG emissions for these envelope options is due 

to the difference in their gross weights (Table 4.5), distances between material sources 

and the construction site (e.g. concrete, bricks, timber, concrete roof tiles, and metal 

roof sheet) (Table 4.6, Table 4.8, and Table 4.10), plus the energy consumed by the 

plant and equipment (i.e. fork lift, mortar mixer, and hand tools) for their assembly 

and disassembly including the recyclability potential of demolition material (Table 4.7 

and Table 4.9). Only 19 envelope options are found to have GHG emissions reduction 

potential during transportation, construction, and end of life stages whereas remaining 

34 envelopes are having equal or increased life cycle GHG emissions as compared to 

the reference envelope. 

Cause diagnosis of GHG emissions 

Further investigation of envelope elements (e.g. wall, window, roof tiles) for the 

alternative envelope options found that the GHG emissions saving benefits between 

10.4 and 19.8tonnes CO2 e- during use stage due to replacement of single glazed 

windows (SG) with double glazed windows (DG) outweighs the additional emission 

of 0.6tonnes CO2 e- associated with the mining to material production of double glazed 

windows. The replacement of concrete roof tiles (CT) with terracotta tiles (TT) has 

been found to increase the GHG emissions by 1tonne CO2 e- during mining to material 
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production stage mainly due to the fact that terracotta tiles (3.7MJ/kg) are more energy 

intensive than concrete tiles (1.79MJ/kg), but during use stage this replacement 

reduces the GHG emissions by 0.54 to 0.98tonnes CO2 e-. Similarly, the replacement 

of concrete roof tiles (CT) with metal sheet roof (MS) has been found to not only 

increase the GHG emissions by 1.57tonnes CO2 e- during mining to material 

production stage due to very high energy intensiveness (43.9MJ/kg), but the GHG 

emissions during operational energy (heat/cool) application also increases up to 

1.37tonnes CO2 e-. 

During Mining to material production stage, the alternative wall elements BV-XX, 

CB-XX, TMB-XX, and CSW-POL for single/double glazed windows and 

concrete/terracotta/metal roof options reduces the GHG emissions up to 14.8tonnes 

CO2 e- as compared with reference wall element (DB-XX), while the wall options DB-

INS, RBV-XX, ACC-XX, and PCSW-XX causes an increase of the GHG emissions 

up to 25.6tonnes CO2 e-. However, during use stage, this pattern changes drastically. 

For example, during use stage, the wall elements DB-INS, RBV-XX, ACC-XX, and 

CSW-POL for single/double glazed windows and concrete/terracotta/metal roof 

options reduce the GHG emissions up to 21.8tonnes CO2 e-, while the wall elements 

BV-XX, CB-XX, PCSW-XX, and TMB-XX cause an increase of the GHG emissions 

up to 53.71tonnes CO2 e-. 

Though the mining to material production stage GHG emissions for wall options BV-

XX, CB-XX, and TMB-XX are less than the reference wall element due to their low 

material mass, but the GHG emissions during use stage are more than the reference 

wall due to their lower thermal mass. On the other hand, during mining to material 

production stage, the wall options DB-INS, RBV-XX, ACC-XX are causing more 

GHG emissions due to their high material mass, but during use stage, their GHG 

emissions are less than the reference wall due to high thermal mass. In the case of 

envelope option PCSW-XX, the GHG emissions during mining to material production 

as well as use stage are more than the reference wall due to high material mass, and 

moderate thermal mass. The wall element CSW-POL is the only option for where the 

GHG emissions during mining to material production and use stage both are less than 

the reference wall (DB-XX) because this option is not only able to reduce the material 

mass but demonstrates better thermal properties as compared to reference wall. 
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The GHG emissions results of all 53 alternative envelope options have been grouped 

into total 7 bands based on their potential for GHG emissions reduction or increase 

with respect to the reference envelope DB-XX-SG-CT (Figure 4.25). 

Of these bands, 3 bands (i.e. <1%, >1% <5%, and >5% <10%) have GHG emissions 

reduction potential, while 4 bands (i.e. <1%, >1% <5%, >5% <10%, and >10% <15%) 

have more GHG emissions than the reference envelope. 

 

Figure 4.25 Alternative envelope options with their potential of life cycle GHG 

emissions reduction or increase 

The Figure 4.25 shows that there are 30 envelope options that have a life cycle GHG 

emissions reduction potential of up to 10% of the life cycle GHG emissions of a typical 

reference house in Perth, while 23 envelope options are causing more life cycle GHG 

emissions than the reference house. 

Total 9 envelope options are found to have life cycle GHG emissions reduction 

potential between 5% and 10%, while 18 envelope options have the moderate life cycle 

GHG emissions reduction potential between 1% and 5%. 

There are only 3 envelope options that have life cycle GHG emissions reduction 

potential of less than 1%. On the other hand, 6 envelope options are found to cause a 

slight increase (<1%) of life cycle GHG emissions. Total 14 envelope options are 

found to increase the life cycle GHG emissions between 1% and 10%, while 3 

envelope options are causing 10% to 15% more life cycle GHG emissions. The reasons 

for this variation have already been discussed in the previous parts of this section. 
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Comparison of results with other studies 

As discussed in Section 4.3.1, the life cycle environmental impact results are 

influenced by the chosen system boundary, functional unit, material specification, the 

region specific energy, and climatic data, and the assumptions and hence the scope for 

comparison of the results of other studies with the current study is limited in terms of 

absolute values. However, the pattern of GHG emissions reduction or increase due to 

alternative envelopes is closely matching with other studies. A LCA study of a single 

glazed window house over a lifespan of 50 years for different envelope options such 

as double brick, insulated double brick, brick veneer, reverse brick veneer, and timber 

frame in Melbourne, Brisbane, and Newcastle confirmed that the reverse brick veneer, 

and insulated double brick wall houses had lower life cycle GHG emissions 

(between1% and 4%) than that of the double brick wall house, while the timber wall 

and brick veneer houses had more life cycle GHG emissions (between1% and 4%) 

than the double clay brick wall house (Rouwette 2010). Another LCA study of a house 

with alternative wall systems, double glazed windows and concrete roof tiles in 

Brisbane confirmed that the life cycle GHG emissions of timber wall and ACC block 

wall houses were lower than the life cycle GHG emissions of double rick wall house 

(Islam et al. 2014). A similar LCA study of a Portuguese house with alternative 

exterior walls, double glazed windows and insulated reinforced concrete slab roof 

confirmed that the life cycle GHG emissions of ACC block, reverse brick veneer, and 

timber wall houses were lower than the life cycle GHG emissions of the double brick 

wall house (Monteiro and Freire 2012). 

Total EE consumption 

The stage wise breakdown of life cycle EE consumption of a typical reference house 

in Perth for alternative envelope options is presented in Table D.19 (Appendix D). 

Similar to GHG emissions, the results show that the life cycle EE consumption of a 

typical reference house in Perth for 53 alternative envelope options vary from a 

minimum of 5.93TJ for CSW-POL-DG-CT option (cast in-situ sandwich wall with 

polystyrene insulation core, double glazed windows and concrete roof tiles), which is 

8.8% less than the reference envelope option to a maximum of 7.15TJ for PCSW-XX-

SG-MS option (pre-cast light weight concrete sandwich wall with single glazed 

windows and metal sheet roof), which is 9.9% more than that of the reference envelope 
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option (6.51TJ for DB-XX-SG-CT or clay brick wall without insulation, single glazed 

windows and concrete roof tiles) (Table 4.18). The main reason for this variation in 

EE consumption for these envelope options is due to the difference in operational 

energy consumption for heating and cooling during use stage and the initial embodied 

energy of materials during mining to material production stage. Total 36 envelope 

options are found to have the life cycle EE consumption reduction potential, whereas 

remaining 17 envelopes are causing more or equal life cycle EE consumption 

compared to the reference envelope. 

Table 4.18 Total life cycle EE consumption for alternative envelope options 

Options 
Total life cycle EE consumption - TJ 

SG-CT SG-TT SG-MS DG-CT DG-TT DG-MS 

DB-XX 6.51* 6.51 6.55 6.33 6.34 6.38 

DB-INS 6.26 6.27 6.31 6.10 6.12 6.16 

BV-XX 6.44 6.44 6.49 6.21 6.22 6.27 

RBV-XX 6.25 6.25 6.29 6.09 6.10 6.14 

CB-XX 7.02 7.03 7.07 6.80 6.80 6.84 

ACC-XX 6.45 6.46 6.50 6.27 6.28 6.32 

PCSW-XX 7.10 7.10 7.15 6.85 6.85 6.89 

TMB-XX 6.56 6.56 6.62 6.32 6.34 6.38 

CSW-POL 6.06 6.08 6.12 5.93 5.93 5.98 

* Reference envelope 

EE consumption – Use stage 

The life cycle EE consumption for operational energy for lighting, hot water, and home 

appliances remain the same (4.6TJ) for all envelope options. The life cycle EE 

consumption associated with operational energy for heating and cooling of a typical 

reference house for alternative envelopes vary from a minimum of 0.6TJ for CSW-

POL-DG-TT option (cast in-situ sandwich wall with polystyrene insulation core, 

double glazed windows and terracotta roof tiles), which is 43.8% lower than the 

reference envelope option to a maximum of 1.8TJ for CB-XX-SG-MS option (concrete 

block walls with single glazed windows and metal sheet roof), which is 68.6% more 

than the reference envelope DB-XX-SG-CT option (1.09TJ) (Table 4.19). The main 
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reason for this variation in EE consumption for these envelope options is due to the 

difference in their corresponding operational energy for heating and cooling (Table 

4.11) caused by their inherent thermal properties. During use stage, total 31 envelope 

options are found to have the life cycle EE consumption reduction potential, whereas 

remaining 22 envelopes are causing an equal or increased life cycle EE consumption 

as compared to the reference envelope. 

Table 4.19 Life cycle EE consumption associated with operational energy for heating 

and cooling for alternative envelope options 

Options 
Life cycle EE consumption for heating and cooling - TJ 

SG-CT SG-TT SG-MS DG-CT DG-TT DG-MS 

DB-XX 1.09* 1.08 1.09 0.90 0.90 0.91 

DB-INS 0.82 0.81 0.82 0.65 0.65 0.66 

BV-XX 1.19 1.18 1.19 0.95 0.94 0.96 

RBV-XX 0.84 0.82 0.83 0.67 0.66 0.67 

CB-XX 1.84 1.83 1.84 1.61 1.59 1.60 

ACC-XX 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.74 0.72 0.74 

PCSW-XX 1.54 1.53 1.54 1.28 1.26 1.28 

TMB-XX 1.43 1.42 1.45 1.19 1.19 1.20 

CSW-POL 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.63 0.61 0.63 

* Reference envelope 

EE consumption – Mining to material production stage 

The EE consumption associated with the mining to material production stage of a 

typical reference house in Perth for alternative envelopes is found to vary from a 

minimum of 0.42TJ for TMB-XX-SG-CT option (timber frame wall with single glazed 

windows and concrete roof tiles), which is 41% lower than the EE consumption of that 

the reference envelope option to a maximum of 0.91TJ for PCSW-XX-DG-MS option 

(pre-cast light weight concrete sandwich wall with single glazed windows and metal 

sheet roof), which is 27.15% more than the reference envelope option (0.71TJ) (Table 

4.20). As discussed earlier, the main reason for this variation in EE consumption for 

these envelope options is due to the difference in the gross weight (Table 4.5) and 

energy intensity of their material components (Cabeza et al. 2013; Praseeda, Reddy 

and Mani 2015). Overall, only 24 envelope options found to have EE consumption 
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reduction potential during mining to material production stage, while the remaining 29 

envelopes are causing an equal or increased EE consumption as compared to the 

reference envelope. 

Table 4.20 EE consumption associated with mining to material production stage for 

alternative envelope options 

Options 

EE consumption for mining to material production - TJ 

SG-CT SG-TT SG-MS DG-CT DG-TT DG-MS 

DB-XX 0.71* 0.73 0.76 0.72 0.74 0.77 

DB-INS 0.74 0.75 0.79 0.75 0.76 0.80 

BV-XX 0.55 0.57 0.60 0.56 0.58 0.61 

RBV-XX 0.71 0.72 0.76 0.72 0.73 0.77 

CB-XX 0.47 0.49 0.52 0.48 0.50 0.53 

ACC-XX 0.84 0.86 0.89 0.85 0.87 0.90 

PCSW-XX 0.85 0.86 0.90 0.86 0.87 0.91 

TMB-XX 0.42 0.44 0.47 0.43 0.44 0.48 

CSW-POL 0.60 0.61 0.65 0.61 0.62 0.66 

* Reference envelope  

As discussed earlier, the reduced material content does not necessarily mean a low EE 

consumption. The envelope option with the highest EE consumption during mining to 

material production stage (PCSW-XX-DG-MS) is 35.5% lighter than the reference 

envelope option (261tonnes), but the EE consumption is 27% more than the reference 

envelope. In the case of the lowest EE consumption during mining to material 

production stage, the envelope option TMB-XX-SG-CT is not only 36% lighter than 

the reference envelope, but the EE consumption is also 41% less than the reference 

envelope. 

Although the total mass of building materials for envelope option (PCSW-XX-DG-

MS) is 35.5% less than the total material mass of reference house, the EE consumption 

is 27% more than the reference envelope option. This is due to the fact that this 

envelope option is made of materials, which have significantly high embodied energy 

contents such as light weight concrete (6.7MJ/kg), galvanized steel track (38MJ/kg), 

fibre cement boards (13.7MJ/kg), polymer modified thin bed mortar and skim coat 

(23.7MJ/kg), and metal roof sheet (43.9MJ/kg) (Milne and Reardon 2013). 
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EE consumption - Transportation, construction, and the end of life stages 

The EE consumption associated with transportation, construction, and the end of life 

stages of a typical reference house in Perth for alternative envelope options vary from 

a minimum of 0.08TJ for ACC-XX-SG/DG-MS option (aerated concrete block wall, 

single/double glazed windows and metal sheet roof), which is 18.6% lower than the 

reference envelope option to a maximum of 0.11TJ for PCSW-XX-SG/DG-

CT/TT/MS and CB-XX-SG/DG-CT/TT options (pre-cast light weight concrete 

sandwich wall with single/double glazed windows and concrete tile, terracotta tile, 

metal sheet roof), which is 12.6% more than that of the reference envelope option 

(0.1TJ) (Table 4.21). 

Table 4.21 Total EE consumption associated with tkm, construction, and the end of 

life stages for alternative envelope options 

Options 

Total EE consumption for tkm, construction, and the end of life 

TJ 

SG-CT SG-TT SG-MS DG-CT DG-TT DG-MS 

DB-XX 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 

DB-INS 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 

BV-XX 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 

RBV-XX 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 

CB-XX 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.10 

ACC-XX 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.08 

PCSW-XX 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 

TMB-XX 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 

CSW-POL 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 

* Reference envelope 

As discussed earlier, the main reason for this minor variation in EE consumption for 

these envelope options is due to the difference in their material gross weight (Table 

4.5), distances between material sources and the construction site (e.g. concrete, 

bricks, timber, concrete roof tiles, and metal roof sheet) (Table 4.6, Table 4.8, and 

Table 4.10), plus the energy consumed by the plant and equipment (i.e. fork lift, mortar 

mixer, and hand tools) for assembly and disassembly including the recyclability 

potential of demolition material (Table 4.7 and Table 4.9). Total 12 envelope options 

are found to have life cycle EE consumption reduction potential during transportation, 
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construction, and the end of life stages whereas remaining 41 envelopes are having 

equal or increased life cycle EE consumption as compared to the reference envelope. 

Cause diagnosis of EE consumption 

The further investigation of the envelope components (e.g. wall, window, roof) for the 

alternative envelope options reveal that the EE consumption saving benefits between 

0.14TJ and 0.26TJ during use stage due to the replacement of SG with DG outweighs 

the additional EE consumption of 0.01TJ associated with the double glazed windows. 

The replacement of concrete roof tiles (CT) with terracotta tiles (TT) has been found 

to increase the EE consumption by 0.02TJ, mainly due to the fact that terracotta tiles 

(3.7MJ/kg) are more energy intensive than concrete tiles (1.79MJ/kg), but this 

replacement reduces the EE consumption during use stage by 0.01TJ resulting into a 

zero net affect. Similarly, the replacement of concrete roof tiles (CT) with metal sheet 

roof (MS) not only increases the EE consumption during mining to material production 

stage by 0.05TJ because of very high energy intensiveness (43.9MJ/kg) of metal sheet 

roof, but the EE consumption during use stage increases up to 0.02TJ. 

During mining to material production stage, alternative wall elements BV-XX, CB-

XX, TMB-XX, and CSW-POL for single/double glazed windows and 

concrete/terracotta/metal roof options reduce the EE consumption up to 0.29TJ as 

compared to reference wall element (DB-XX), while the wall options DB-INS, ACC-

XX, and PCSW-XX result in an increase of the EE consumption up to 0.13TJ. The EE 

consumption for wall element RBV-XX is found to be same as the reference wall 

element DB-XX. However, during use stage, this pattern does not remain same. For 

example, during use stage, the wall elements DB-INS, RBV-XX, ACC-XX, and CSW-

POL for single/double glazed windows and concrete/terracotta/metal roof options 

reduces the EE consumption up to 0.32TJ, while the EE consumption for wall elements 

BV-XX, CB-XX, PCSW-XX, and TMB-XX increases up to 0.74TJ. 

The above results suggest that materials of high thermal performance should be 

preferred regardless of their initial embodied energy because the additional embodied 

energy invested in high thermal performance materials can easily be recovered from 

the operational energy savings during use stage (i.e. heating and cooling). A similar 

conclusion was drawn by other studies as they found that 20%-50% of the operational 
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energy savings were attained due to the use of insulation, additional glazing, and high 

thermal mass materials (Verbeeck and Hens 2010; Ramesh, Prakash and Shukla 2010; 

Crawford, Czerniakowski and Fuller 2010). 

Similar to GHG emissions results, all 53 alternative envelope options have been 

grouped into total 6 bands based on their potential of EE consumption reduction or 

increase with respect to the reference envelope DB-XX-SG-CT (Figure 4.26). There 

are 3 bands under EE consumption reduction potential (i.e. <1%, >1% <5%, and >5% 

<10%), while the envelope options causing more EE consumption than the reference 

envelope have been grouped under 3 bands (i.e. <1%, >1% <5%, and >5% <10%). 

 

Figure 4.26 Alternative envelope options with their potential of life cycle EE 

consumption reduction or increase 

Figure 4.26 shows that there are 36 envelopes that have life cycle EE consumption 

reduction potential of up to 10% of the life cycle EE consumption of a typical reference 

house in Perth, while 17 envelope options are causing an increase of life cycle EE 

consumption compared to reference envelope. Total 12 envelopes are found to have 

life cycle EE consumption reduction potential between 5% and 10%, while 19 

envelope options have a moderate life cycle EE consumption reduction potential 

between 1% and 5. There are only 5 envelope options that are found to have a life 

cycle EE consumption reduction potential of less than 1%. On the other hand, 4 

envelope options are causing a slight increase (<1%) in the life cycle EE consumption, 

while 3 envelope options are found to increase the life cycle EE consumption between 

1% and 10%. Ten envelope options are causing an increase in life cycle EE 
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consumption between 10% and 15%. The reasons for this variation have already been 

discussed in the previous parts of this section. 

The EE consumption saving does not always translate into GHG emissions reduction. 

Interestingly, from the life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

alternative envelope options, it is found that more number (i.e. 36) of envelope options 

have EE consumption reduction potential than the number (i.e. 30) of envelope options 

that have GHG emissions reduction potential. This is because of the fact that the 

reduction in EE consumption does not mean that it is avoiding only the energy sources 

having higher carbon footprints. For example, the carbon footprint of grid electricity 

is 255.5 kg CO2 e-/GJ, while the carbon footprint of natural gas is only 58.3 kg CO2 e-

/GJ. 

As seen in Figure 4.24, and Table 4.11, the operational energy for heating and cooling 

for 37 alternative envelope options is up to 49% less than the reference envelope, the 

remaining envelope options do not have operational energy reduction potential 

because of their heating and cooling demand. The total energy value for heating, and 

cooling may be less or more than the reference envelope, but the GHG emissions and 

EE consumptions will be highly influenced by the share of electricity and natural gas 

for cooling and heating respectively. For alternative envelope options, it was found 

that the heating energy (i.e. use of natural gas) vary between 34% and 57%, while the 

cooling energy (i.e. use of grid electricity) vary between 43% and 66%. This means 

that even if the total operational energy for heating, and cooling of a particular 

envelope option is less than the reference case (53% for heating, and 47% for cooling), 

the higher share of electricity powered cooling energy demand than the reference case 

may lead to higher GHG emissions compared to the EE consumption. 

Comparison of results with other studies 

As discussed in Section 4.3.1, the life cycle environmental impact results vary due to 

the use of different system boundaries, functional units, the region specific material, 

energy, and climatic data including the assumptions and hence the scope for 

comparison of the results of other studies with current study is limited in terms of 

absolute values. However, the pattern of reduction or increase of EE consumption due 

to the use of alternative envelopes is comparable with other studies. An LCA study of 
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double glazed windows and concrete roof tiled house for alternative wall systems in 

Brisbane confirmed that the life cycle EE consumptions of timber wall and ACC block 

wall houses were lower than the double brick wall house (Islam et al. 2014). Another 

study on LCEA of building construction assemblies for a typical Australian house 

confirmed that the brick veneer wall and concrete roof tiles had 13%, and 17.65% less 

life cycle EE consumptions than the timber wall and steel sheet roof 

respectively(Crawford, Czerniakowski and Fuller 2010). 

Kibert (2008) suggested that the minimization of construction and demolition (C&D) 

waste influences the sustainable development of buildings. Saghafi and Hosseini 

Teshnizi (2011), and Aye and Hes (2012) also echoed similar views and suggested that 

recycle and re-use of C&D waste is also an effective way to reduce the environmental 

impacts and increase the resource efficiency of buildings. Lawania, Sarker, and Biswas 

(2015) demonstrated the environmental benefits of substitution of virgin materials 

with by-products and recyclates for the construction of a house in WA. The following 

section discusses the opportunities to further reduce the GHG emissions and EE 

consumption associated with the mining to material production stage. 

Use of by-products and recycled materials 

The concrete used for ground slab and footings has been found to be a second largest 

hotspot during mining to material production stage as each tonne of concrete is 

responsible for 133kg CO2 e- GHG emissions, and 1.31GJ of EE consumption. About 

78.4tonnes of concrete is required for the ground slab and footings of a typical 

reference house in Perth for all alternative envelope options but there is an additional 

66.9tonnes of concrete required for the wall element CSW-POL option. The partial 

replacement of cement, aggregate and sand in the conventional concrete by different 

combinations of by-products such as fly ash (FA), ground granulated blast furnace slag 

(GGBFS), recycled crushed aggregates (RCA), and manufactured sand (MFS) has 

been considered as one of the cleaner production strategies to mitigate the GHG 

emissions and EE consumption impacts associated with the production of concrete 

during mining to material production stage. 

As per Australian Cement Industry Federation report, the GHG emission intensity of 

cement production during 2012–2013 was 700 kg CO2 e- per tonne (CIF 2014). 
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Therefore, it is necessary that the cement in concrete be substituted with 

supplementary cementitious materials (SCM) having low carbon footprint while still 

maintaining the structural performance and integrity. FA and GGBFS have been found 

to be suitable SCM for the production of concrete (CCAA 2012). Fly ash which is a 

pozzolanic material hardens by reacting with the calcium hydroxide that is released 

during the hydration of portland cement but GGBFS react with water to form hardened 

binder in the presence of portland cement due to its latent hydraulicity (CCAA 2012). 

The second major element of concrete is crushed rock aggregate which involves highly 

energy intensive crushing process. The use of RCA produced from C&D waste has 

been found not only help reduce the GHG emissions associated with energy 

consumption and landfill area but it reduces the air-borne CO2 emissions as well 

(CCAA 2013). The third major element of concrete is fine aggregate or natural sand. 

The MFS, a by-product of crushed rock aggregate has been found to be a suitable 

substitute to scarce natural sand resources (CCAA 2013) by avoiding additional 

processing in relation to quarrying and transporting natural sand. Though the 

conversion process of MFS to workable sand requires energy for processing, it is still 

worth to investigate the environmental benefits due to the replacement of natural sand 

with MFS. 

On the basis of the thorough literature review as explained in Sections 2.5.3.5 and 

2.5.3.6, following conclusions have been drawn for developing compositions of 

concrete utilizing FA, GGBFS, RCA and MFS with conventional materials: 

 Up to 30% of cement, 40% of natural aggregate (NA), and 40% of natural sand 

(NS) could be substituted with fly ash (FA), GGBFS, recycle concrete aggregate 

(RCA) and manufactured sand (MFS) respectively. However, in order to maintain 

the acceptable structural performance, some minor adjustments in concrete mix 

design will be needed for these combinations. 

 The market conditions and changes to production processes may affect the constant 

supply of by-products and therefore a number of structurally sound compositions 

should be considered to suit to any fluctuations in supply during the time of resource 

scarcity. Accordingly, seventy two possible combinations of concrete mix designs 

(one current/conventional + seventy one alternatives) have been considered to 
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determine the possible GHG emissions saving implications due to the use of by-

products. 

The cementitious material has been divided into six groups designated as 100% OPC, 

70% OPC + 30% FA, 70% OPC + 20% FA + 10% GGBFS, 70% OPC + 15% FA + 

15% GGBFS, 70% OPC + 10% FA + 20% GGBFS, and 70% OPC + 30% GGBFS. 

Each of these cementitious group has been used in combination of four aggregate 

groups designated as 100% NA, 60% NA + 40% RCA, 70% NA + 30% RCA, and 

80% NA + 20% RCA, where these aggregate groups are further sub-divided into three 

sand groups each and designated as 100% NS, 60% NS + 40% MFS, and 80% NS + 

20% MFS respectively. Therefore, total 71 (72 - original) alternative compositions of 

concrete have been considered for estimation of GHG emissions and EE consumption 

impacts associated with the substitution of input materials (Figure 4.27). 

 

Figure 4.27 Alternative concrete mixes  
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The material composition data for 71 alternative concrete mixes has been entered in 

SimaPro software following Table D.20 (Appendix D) to estimate the GHG emissions 

and EE consumption impacts associated with input substitution. GHG emissions 

associated with the production of 1 tonnes of concrete for 71 alternative compositions 

are presented in Table D.21 (Appendix D). The results show that 69 alternative 

compositions of concrete mix offer the GHG emissions reduction up to 25.9% 

compared to the conventional concrete mix, while only 2 alternative compositions of 

concrete mix have more GHG emissions than the conventional concrete mix (Figure 

4.28). 

 

Figure 4.28 GHG emissions of concrete mixes for alternative material compositions 

The results of EE consumption associated with the production of 1 tonnes of concrete 

for 71 alternative compositions are presented in Table D.22 (Appendix D). The results 

show that 69 alternative compositions of concrete mix offer an EE consumption 

reduction up to 23% compared to the conventional concrete mix, while only 2 

alternative compositions of concrete mix have more EE consumption than the 

conventional concrete mix (Figure 4.30). 
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From these results, it is observed that the concrete with a composition of C70FA30S0-

NA60RCA40-NS100MFS0 (70% OPC + 30% FA + 60% NA + 40% RCA + 100% 

NS) has the highest potential of GHG emissions reduction and EE consumption saving. 

 

Figure 4.29 EE consumption of concrete mixes for alternative material compositions 

GGBFS and FA are by-products but FA has been found to have slightly more GHG 

emissions reduction potential because, in the case of GGBFS, an additional energy is 

required for grinding of blast furnace slag. For concrete mixes with 100% OPC, the 

changes in aggregate and sand compositions have a minor impact on emissions. 

However, once the cement is partially replaced by SCM, the GHG emissions and EE 

consumption reduces significantly. This clearly shows that the partial replacement of 

cement can substantially reduce the EE consumption in the concrete. 

For concrete mixes with various cementitious and aggregate compositions, an 

insignificant increase in GHG emissions (<0.02%) and EE consumption (<0.11%) has 

been observed when NS is partially replaced by MFS. The reason for this increase is that 

an additional energy is required for making MFS suitable for use in concrete, (O’Flynn 

2000). However, there are also benefits from the minimization of the associated waste 

and natural resource depletion (Marinković et al. 2010). 
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GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts associated with the use of concrete 

required for all envelope elements have been estimated by multiplying the GHG 

emissions and EE consumption per tonnes of concrete composition i.e. C70FA30S0-

NA60RCA40-NS100MFS0, which is offering the highest GHG emissions and EE 

consumption by the mass of concrete required for all alternative envelope options. It 

is found that the GHG emissions could be reduced by 2.76tonnes CO2 e- due to the use 

of by-product and recyclates in concrete for ground slab and footing for all envelope 

options. Additional 2.35tonnes CO2 e- GHG emissions could be reduced, if the by-

product and recyclates are used in concrete for 6 envelope options having cast in-situ 

concrete (CSW-POL) wall elements (Figure 4.30). 

 

Figure 4.30 GHG emissions reduction potential associated with concrete for 

alternative envelope options 

Similar to GHG emissions reduction potential, the EE consumption could reduce by 

0.02TJ due to the use of by-product and recyclates in concrete for ground slab and 

footing for all envelope options. An additional 0.02TJ of EE consumption could be 

reduced, if the by-product and recyclates are used in concrete for 6 envelope options 

having cast in-situ concrete (CSW-POL) wall elements (Figure 4.31). 

The 6 most efficient envelope options CSW-POL-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS, in terms of their 

life cycle GHG emissions reduction, and EE consumption saving potential use the 
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polystyrene insulation as core and so there is an opportunity to replace the polystyrene 

core with polyethylene terephthalate (PET) foam core manufactured from post 

consumed PET bottles, which may further reduce the GHG emissions and EE 

consumption. 

 

Figure 4.31 EE consumption reduction potential associated with concrete for 

alternative envelope options 

Various recent studies suggest that post consumed plastic bottles made of polyethylene 

terephthalate (PET) could potentially be used either as an ingredient of concrete or as 

a replacement of polystyrene core (Foti 2011; Intini and Kühtz 2011; Saikia and de 

Brito 2012). In normal conditions, PET is considered as a non-degradable material and 

the known micro-organisms can not consume it due to its large molecules (Awaja and 

Pavel 2005). A study by Japon, Leterrier, and Månson (2000) suggested that recycling 

of post consumed PET bottles into PET foam provides a durable insulation core for 

sandwich structures. According to Australian national plastics recycling survey held 

in 2013–2014, the recovery and recycling rate of PET bottles was 54.8% (APC 2014). 

Therefore, the use of post consumed plastic bottles by building sector provides an 

opportunity to increase the waste recovery, and reduce the demand for landfill area. 

The use of PET foam as the core can not only reduce the use of non-renewable 

petroleum based virgin polystyrene but it also improves the thermal performance of 
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the walls compared to virgin polystyrene insulation core (Intini and Kühtz 2011; 

Lawania and Biswas 2016). The AccuRate software has been used to estimate the 

energy impacts of this substitution. The energy results show that there is an opportunity 

to reduce life cycle operational energy demand for heating and cooling of the house 

by 13GJ – 17.7GJ (Figure 4.32), if the polystyrene insulation core is replaced by PET 

foam core for envelope options CSW-POL-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS. 

 

Figure 4.32 Life cycle operational energy for heating and cooling due to substitution 

of polystyrene and PET foam core 

The revised material and energy inputs have been entered in SimaPro software to 

estimate the GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts associated with this 

substitution during mining to material production, transportation, and use stages. The 

results show that this substitution could reduce GHG emissions and EE consumption 

by 1.9tonnes CO2 e-, and 0.06TJ respectively. 

The above analysis for the introduction of PET foam is based on the assumption that 

this substitution will provide equal or better structural performance compared to 

polystyrene insulation core. However, there is no published laboratory or field data on 

the structural performance of PET foam core for cast in-situ sandwich wall system and 

hence the above saving potential is not considered for further analysis in this study. 

However, this substitution may be implemented after due diligence. 
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Use of fibre reinforced polymer sections 

The reference envelope options and all except 6 alternative envelope options require 

galvanized metal lintels and columns to comply with the structural design 

requirements according to the nature of wall elements used for the construction of the 

house (Table 4.5). The 6 envelope options (CSW-POL-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS) does not 

require any galvanized metal lintels and columns (Poluraju and Rao 2014; Lee et al. 

2006). The quantity of galvanized material for these envelope options vary from 

0.06tonnes to 0.58tonnes. The galvanized metal lintels have been found to have 

significantly high carbon intensity of 3.18tonnes CO2 e-/tonnes. These galvanized 

metal lintels could be replaced with light weight fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) 

sections, which will eliminate the requirement of crane for placement of heavy metal 

lintels during the construction stage. The use of FRP material is increasing for various 

applications in building sector including strengthening of heritage buildings (Zhao and 

Zhang 2007; Hollaway 2010; Kendall 2007). The recent experimental and analytical 

studies of FRP sections under Western Australian conditions have demonstrated that 

the FRP sections, in spite of being categorised as a brittle material have significant 

residual strength, and resilience even under varying thermal conditions (Russo et al. 

2015, 2016). However, the environmental and economic impacts associated with this 

substitution for WA conditions are still unknown hence this substitution has not been 

considered for further analysis in this study. 

4.4.5 Uncertainty analysis 

From the detailed investigation into GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts of 

alternative envelope options, it appears that each envelope has its own unique material 

characteristics, composition, and mass and therefore the uncertainties associated with 

the assumptions and considerations of these variables cannot be ruled out. Each 

envelope group has 6 alternative options where they vary with each other with the 

change in the type of windows and roof coverings (Figure 4.21). The major impact 

within these 6 alternative options under each envelope group is in terms of operational 

energy consumption, where the quantum of energy is only changing while there is no 

change in the characteristic of energy. However, the material and energy inputs are 

varying significantly for all alternative envelope groups (Table 4.5, and Table 4.11). 

In order to estimate the uncertainties associated with the input variables and also to 
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predict their impact on the GHG emissions and EE consumption due to changes in 

characteristics of materials, one alternative envelope option from each group as listed 

below has been selected for the uncertainty analysis using the Monte Carlo Simulation 

(MCS) of SimaPro software. 

 DB-INS-SG-CT 

 BV-XX-SG-CT 

 RBV-XX-SG-CT 

 CB-XX-SG-CT 

 ACC-XX-SG-CT 

 PCSW-XX-SG-CT 

 TMB-XX-SG-CT 

 CSW-POL-SG-CT 

The calculated GHG emissions and EE consumption values are very close to the 

corresponding mean and median values for alternative envelope options where the 

coefficient of variation values indicates a very small degree of uncertainty (Table 

4.24). 

Table 4.22 Summary of coefficient of variations (GHG and EE) for alternative 

envelope options 

Envelope Option 
Coefficient of Variations (CV) 

GHG EE 

DB-INS-SG-CT 2.86% 2.18% 

BV-XX-SG-CT 3.06% 2.37% 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 2.85% 2.17% 

CB-XX-SG-CT 3.12% 2.38% 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 3.07% 2.67% 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 4.24% 3.28% 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 3.08% 2.45% 

CSW-POL-CT 3% 2.28% 

   

The uncertainty histograms from Monte Carlo simulations for 1000 iterations at the 

95% confidence level for GHG emissions and EE consumption for the reference house 

with alternative envelope options show a normal distribution (Figure 4.33 to Figure 

4.40).
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Figure 4.33 Uncertainty histogram for GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical reference house in Perth for DB-INS-SG-CT envelope  
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Figure 4.34 Uncertainty histogram for GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical reference house in Perth for BV-XX-SG-CT envelope  
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Figure 4.35 Uncertainty histogram for GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical reference house in Perth for RBV-XX-SG-CT envelope  
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Figure 4.36 Uncertainty histogram for GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical reference house in Perth for CB-XX-SG-CT envelope  
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Figure 4.37 Uncertainty histogram for GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical reference house in Perth for ACC-XX-SG-CT envelope  
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Figure 4.38 Uncertainty histogram for GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical reference house in Perth for PCSW-XX-SG-CT 

envelope  
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Figure 4.39 Uncertainty histogram for GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical reference house in Perth for TMB-XX-SG-CT envelope  
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Figure 4.40 Uncertainty histogram for GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical reference house in Perth for CSW-POL-SG-CT envelope 
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The above results show an increased level of confidence and robustness in the life 

cycle assessment results and provide transparency (Guo and Murphy 2012) and a better 

basis of comparison between alternative envelope options (Niero et al. 2014). The 

calculated values of GHG emissions for these envelope options are between 0.14% 

and 0.40% of the mean values. In the case of EE consumption, the calculated values 

are between 0.0% and 0.31% of the mean values. The coefficient of variation of these 

envelope options for GHG emissions varies from 2.85% and 4.24%, while the CVs for 

EE consumption vary from 2.17% and 3.28%. All these results show the statistical 

validity of the current LCA. However, the CVs of GHG emissions are relatively higher 

than those of EE consumption. This may be because of the fact that GHG emissions 

deal with a number gases, while there is only a single value of energy as input. Various 

studies have confirmed that the LCA results with CV values less than 5% are 

statistically viable (Grant 2009; Biswas and Cooling 2013; Lo, Ma and Lo 2005; 

Biswas and Naude 2016; Mohammed et al. 2016). 

4.4.6 Sensitivity analysis 

Unlike the uncertainty analysis, which essentially estimates the uncertainties within 

the background inventories based on a probability distribution, the sensitivity analysis 

is useful for investigation of the magnitude of the effect of known uncertainties or 

assumptions in isolation (Carre, Crossin and Clune 2013; Bragança and Mateus 2012; 

Björklund 2002). In this current study, the sensitivity of effect of orientation change 

of the house on life cycle operational energy demand for heating and cooling and 

impact of climate change on life cycle operational energy demand for cooling for 

alternative envelope options have been evaluated. 

Sensitivity to change in orientation 

In a large residential sub-division, it may not be practically possible to have all the 

houses having a precise optimum orientation (Yıldız and Arsan 2011) and hence it is 

important to investigate the sensitiveness of the results of alternative envelope options 

due to change in orientation. Based on the findings of the optimum orientation for a 

typical reference house in Perth (Section 4.2.2, and Section 4.4.3), the life cycle 

operational energy demand for heating and cooling of a typical house for alternative 

envelope options including associated GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts 
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were estimated for the East orientation only (Section 4.4.4), which had the lowest life 

cycle operational energy demand for heating and cooling. The reference house with 

South orientation was found to have not only the highest operational energy for heating 

and cooling, but the GHG emissions and EE consumptions were also the highest. 

Therefore, AccuRate software and SimaPro software have been utilized for estimation 

of life cycle operational energy for heating and cooling, as well as associated GHG 

emissions and EE consumptions of a typical house for alternative envelope options for 

remaining orientations. It is found that still the South facing house for all alternative 

envelope options has the highest life cycle operational energy demand for heating and 

cooling as well as the highest GHG emissions and EE consumption. The results of life 

cycle operational energy for heating and cooling, as well as associated GHG emissions 

and EE consumption of a typical reference house for all alternative envelope options 

for East and South orientations,  are presented in Table D.23 (Appendix D). 

Sensitivity to change in orientation - Operational energy for heating and cooling for 

alternative envelope options 

As discussed in Sections 4.2.2, and 4.4.3, the life cycle operational energy demand for 

heating and cooling of a typical reference envelope (DB-XX-SG-CT) may increase up 

to 42.9% due to the change in orientation (from optimum East facing to worst South 

facing). The results show that the increase of life cycle operational energy demand for 

heating and cooling due to the change in orientation from East to South vary from 

173GJ (up by 65%) for CSW-POL-DG-CT/TT/MS options to 260GJ (up by 33%) for 

CB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS options. The change in orientation has the minimum 

influence on heating energy (an increase of 20%) for options CB-XX-SG/DG-

CT/TT/MS, while the heating energy (an increase of about 53%) for envelope options 

DB-INS-DG-CT/TT/MS, and RBV-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS is highly influenced due to 

the change in orientation. On the other hand, the change in orientation has the 

minimum influence on cooling energy (an increase of 36%) for options TMB-XX-SG-

CT/TT/MS, while the cooling energy (an increase of about 83%) for options DB-INS-

DG-CT/TT/MS, and RBV-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS is highly influenced due to change. In 

the case of total energy for heating and cooling, the options CB-XX-SG-CT/TT/MS 

with an increase of 29% are found to be the least sensitive to orientation change, while 
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the envelope options DB-INS-DG-CT/TT/MS and RBV-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS with an 

increase of about 68% are highly sensitive to orientation change (Figure 4.41). 

The main reason for sensitiveness of highly insulated envelopes with double glazed 

windows such as DB-INS-DG-CT/TT/MS, and RBV-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS to 

orientation change is due to the fact that the envelope’s insulation behaves as a double 

edged sword and becomes counter-productive beyond a certain point because during 

winter, it enhances the envelope’s ability to retain the heat, while during summer, the 

dissipation of unwanted heat is prevented by the same insulation (Wang, Gwilliam and 

Jones 2009; Masoso and Grobler 2008). Bellamy (2014) and Pacheco, Ordóñez, and 

Martínez (2012) reported that the relationship between the level of envelope’s 

insulation and its energy performance for different orientations is non-linear. 

Similarly, the double glazed windows help in reducing the solar radiation entering the 

house, which is beneficial during summer but the same is detrimental during winter 

(Florides et al. 2002; Li, Yang and Lam 2013). This confirms that each envelope will 

perform differently under same climatic conditions. 

The envelope options with low or nil insulation, and very low thermal mass such as 

CB-XX-SG-CT/TT/MS and TMB-XX-Sg-CT/TT/MS are less sensitive to the change 

in orientation, because they are unable to retain and dissipate the heat to take advantage 

of minimizing the mechanical heating and cooling irrespective of orientation 

(Kordjamshidi 2011). The similar trend of variation in operational energy demand for 

heating and cooling due to change in orientation for envelopes with different levels of 

insulation has been confirmed by Vijayalaxmi (2010), where the increase of energy 

between East and South orientations is minimum for insulated envelope options and 

maximum for uninsulated envelope options. Andersson et al. (1985) confirmed that 

the change in orientation can significantly influence the energy use in a moderately 

well-insulated house. Also a study by Crawford, Czerniakowski, and Fuller (2011) 

reported that the relative ranking of operational energy demand for heating and cooling 

for alternative envelopes does not change with the change in orientation (i.e. if 

envelope A has lower energy demand for a particular orientation with respect to 

envelope B then this remains valid for all other orientations), however the variation in 

the operational energy demand for heating and cooling due to change in orientation is 

different for each envelope.
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Figure 4.41 Sensitivity to change in orientation on operational energy for heating and cooling for alternative envelope options
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Despite of the high sensitivity of well insulated envelope options to the change in 

orientation, the inclusion of insulation and double glazed windows (envelopes DB-

INS-DG-CT/TT/MS and RBV-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS) provide significant savings of 

around 42% (for East orientation) and 32% (for South orientation) of the total 

operational energy demand for heating and cooling in comparison to the reference 

envelope (DB-XX-SG-CT). These results are supported by other studies which have 

recommended the inclusion of insulation and double glazed windows as an effective 

measure to reduce the operational energy demand for heating and cooling (Morrissey, 

Moore and Horne 2011; Jaber and Ajib 2011; Serghides and Georgakis 2012; Florides 

et al. 2002; Bambrook, Sproul and Jacob 2011; Cheung, Fuller and Luther 2005). 

Sensitivity to change in orientation - GHG emissions for alternative envelope options 

To analyse the sensitiveness of the change in orientation of alternative envelopes to 

GHG emissions and EE consumption, the revised operational energy data for heating 

and cooling were entered into the LCIs of these envelope options in SimaPro software. 

The results of GHG emissions and EE consumption associated with the operational 

energy demand for heating and cooling for alternative envelope options for East and 

South orientations are presented in Table D.23 (Appendix D). GHG emissions 

associated with the operational energy for heating and cooling for reference envelope 

(DB-XX-SG-CT) changes from 78tonnes CO2 e- to 118tonnes CO2 e- (an increase of 

50.51%) due to change in orientation. Similar to the operational energy, the GHG 

emissions impacts associated with operational energy for heating and cooling for 

highly insulated envelope options DB-INS-DG-CT/TT/MS, and RBV-XX-DG-

CT/TT/MS are highly sensitive to the change in orientation (an increase of about 78%), 

while the GHG emissions impacts for envelope options (CB-XX-SG-CT/TT/MS) are 

least sensitive to change in orientation (an increase of 36%) (Figure 4.42).
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Figure 4.42 Sensitivity to change in orientation on GHG emissions associated with operational energy for heating and cooling for alternative 

envelopes
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Sensitivity to change in orientation - EE consumption for alternative envelope 

options 

The EE consumption associated with the operational energy for heating and cooling 

for reference envelope (DB-XX-SG-CT) changes from 1.09TJ to 1.63TJ (an increase 

of 49.27%). The EE consumption associated with the operational energy for heating 

and cooling for highly insulated envelope options DB-INS-DG-CT/TT/MS, and RBV-

XX-DG-CT/TT/MS is highly sensitive to the change in orientation (an increase of 

about 77%), the EE consumption for envelope options (CB-XX-SG-CT/TT/MS) is 

least sensitive to change in orientation (an increase of 35%) (Figure 4.43) 

Despite the high sensitivity of well insulated envelope options to the change in 

orientation, the inclusion of insulation and double glazed windows (envelopes DB-

INS-DG-CT/TT/MS and RBV-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS) provide the GHG emissions 

reduction and EE consumption saving of around 39% (for East orientation) and 28% 

(for South orientation) in comparison with the reference envelope (DB-XX-SG-CT). 

Table D.23 (Appendix D), shows that the patterns of change of operational energy for 

heating and cooling, associated GHG emissions, and EE consumption for alternative 

envelope options are not uniform (Figure 4.44) due to the change in orientation from 

East to South. This is because of the fact that an increase or decrease of each GJ of 

heating (i.e. use of natural gas) and cooling (i.e. grid electricity) energy has different 

impacts. For example, one GJ of natural gas for heating causes 58.3 kg CO2 e- GHG 

emissions, while one GJ of grid electricity for cooling causes 255.5kg CO2 e- GHG 

emissions. 

The results of the sensitivity analysis show that the operational energy for heating, and 

cooling, GHG emissions, and EE consumption of a typical house in Perth for energy 

efficient envelope options (CSW-POL-DG-CT/TT/MS) remain the lowest in all 

orientations, which demonstrate their adaptability to change in orientation. Findings 

of other studies tend to confirm the above results (Morrissey, Moore and Horne 2011; 

Crawford and Fuller 2011; Verbeeck and Hens 2010; Cuéllar-Franca and Azapagic 

2012).
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Figure 4.43 Sensitivity to change in orientation on EE consumption associated with operational energy for heating and cooling for alternative 

envelope
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Figure 4.44 Percentage increase of operational energy for heating and cooling, associated GHG emissions, and EE consumption for alternative 

envelopes due to change in orientation
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Sensitivity to temperature rise due to climate change impact on cooling energy 

demand for alternative envelope options 

The recent studies have reported that there is an increasing trend of rising temperature 

and discomfort during summer that results in an increased operational energy demand 

for cooling (Lam et al. 2010). Therefore, it is important that the alternative house 

designs are adaptable to temperature rise due to climate change and minimize the 

vulnerability of the occupants from the effects of temperature rise (Ingwersen et al. 

2013; Roberts 2008). Li, Yang, and Lam (2012) and Ren, Chen, and Wang (2011) 

reported that the houses, where operational energy demand is dominated by cooling 

will be most affected due to temperature rise and so the electricity demand for cooling 

may increase. Thus the investigation into the impact of temperature rise on the life 

cycle operational energy demand for cooling for alternative envelopes is deemed 

essential (Holmes and Hacker 2007; Chan 2011). 

The impacts of temperature rise on the cooling energy of a typical house for reference 

envelope (DB-XX-SG-CT) were analysed in Section 4.2.2. The annual cooling energy 

consumption is expected to increase by a minimum of 2% to 3% during 2010 -2030, 

and 5% to 8% during 2030-2065 under low CC impact scenario, while for high CC 

impact scenario, the annual cooling energy consumption is expected to increase by a 

maximum of 9% to 14% during 2010 -2030, and 27% to 47% during 2030-2065 (Guan 

2009; Ren, Chen and Wang 2011; Wang, Chen and Ren 2010; CSIRO 2001; Whetton 

et al. 2005). The life cycle cooling energy demand of a reference house in Perth for 

alternative envelope options could increase by 6% to 24% as a result of the temperature 

rise (Table D.24, Appendix D). It has been found that even under high CC impact 

scenario, the life cycle operational energy for cooling for highly insulated/double 

glazed envelope options DB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS, DB-INS-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS, 

ACC-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS, and CSW-POL-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS will be lower than or 

equal to the life cycle operational energy for cooling without CC impacts for reference 

envelope DB-XX-SG-CT (Figure 4.45). 

The above findings confirm that the energy efficient house will be least affected by 

temperature rise due to climate change impacts and is an appropriate climate change 

adaptation strategy (Bambrick et al. 2011; Crawley 2008; Guan 2012). 
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Figure 4.45 Impact of temperature rise on life cycle operational energy for cooling of a typical house for alternative envelope options
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The life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption associated with the operational 

energy for cooling for alternative envelope options under climate change impact 

scenarios have been presented in Table D.25, and Table D.26 (Appendix D). Even 

under high CC impact scenario, the life cycle GHG emissions (Figure 4.46) and EE 

consumption (Figure 4.47) associated with the operational energy for cooling for 

highly insulated/double glazed envelope options DB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS, DB-INS-

SG/DG-CT/TT/MS, ACC-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS, and CSW-POL-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS 

will be lower than or equal to the life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

associated with the operational energy for cooling without CC impacts for reference 

envelope DB-XX-SG-CT. 

The above findings confirm that as a consequence of temperature rise due to climate 

change impacts, the increased use of air-conditioning will have adverse impact on 

energy consumption, and GHG emissions of a building, which can be significantly 

mitigated through inclusion of energy efficiency measures (Sanders and Phillipson 

2003; Xu et al. 2012; Wan et al. 2012).
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Figure 4.46 Impact of temperature rise on life cycle GHG emissions associated with the operational energy for cooling of a typical house for 

alternative envelope options
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Figure 4.47 Impact of temperature rise on life cycle EE consumption associated with the operational energy for cooling of the house for 

alternative envelope options
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Sensitivity to technological advancements and improvement of energy efficiency of 

appliances 

The houses have long lifespan and the technological advancements and an 

improvement of energy efficiency of appliances (e.g. air-conditioner, heater, TV, 

refrigerator, computer, and oven) that may take place during this lifespan are 

unpredictable and is beyond the scope of this research and hence the same technologies 

have been considered throughout the lifespan. Moreover, various studies suggest that 

the technological advancements and energy efficiency improvement policies have not 

been as effective as they were believed to be because of rebound effect, where the 

actual energy consumption has been increasing over recent decades despite the energy 

efficiency improvements (Jin 2007; Gillingham et al. 2013; Herring 2006; Sorrell, 

Dimitropoulos and Sommerville 2009; Burgess and Nye 2008). Whilst, the efficiency 

of electrical and electronic home appliances is increasing, the number, as well as the 

type of appliances, are also increasing (e.g. multiple and big screen LED TVs as 

compared to old TV, more computers) (Herring and Roy 2007). Brännlund, Ghalwash, 

and Nordström (2007) suggested that an exogenous technological progress, in terms 

of increase in energy efficiency may not essentially help to lower the energy 

consumption and hence lower the associated emissions. For example, the replacement 

of high wattage incandescent lamps with lower wattage compact fluorescent lamp 

(CFL) should ideally be reducing the electricity consumption but many occupants feel 

that because it is now costing them less, they may use it for a longer duration to 

enhance safety and security. Another example is refrigerators, which are getting bigger 

and bigger in their storage capacity and thus are being utilized for storage of food 

which even does not require storage at a cool temperature (Wilhite and Norgard 2004). 

The energy consumption pattern of home appliances is a complex function of 

occupant’s behaviour and interaction (DEWHA 2008a; ABS 2014) and the impact of 

technological advancement and improvements in energy efficiency of home 

appliances will be uniform for all alternative envelope options due to aforementioned 

uncertainties. The impacts of technological advancements and improvements in 

energy efficiency of home appliances have not been considered for this study. 

Moreover, Greening, Greene, and Difiglio (2000) suggested that in the absence of 
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stringent polices, a significant portion of technologically achievable energy and GHG 

emissions savings may be lost due to the rebound effect. 

Since the energy consumption due to rebound effect is unlikely to be changed 

significantly, the introduction of renewable energy as a replacement for the 

conventional energy is expected to make a reduction in GHG emissions. Therefore this 

study considered supply side improvement using roof top solar PV and solar water 

heater instead of demand side technological improvement. However, there is a 

limitation that the efficiency improvement of solar PV in future has not been 

considered for this study. 

4.4.7 Summary of GHG emissions and EE consumption reduction potential due 

to implementation of above CPS 

Summary of GHG emissions 

The GHG emissions results of the implication of cleaner production strategies to treat 

the hotspots (materials or energy inputs contributing to the significant portion of GHG 

emissions impacts) during the life cycle stages of a typical reference clay brick wall 

house in Perth have been summarised in Table D.27 (Appendix D). The cumulative 

GHG emissions reduction potential offered by all CPS have been assigned a positive 

(+) or negative (-) ranking with respect to the GHG emissions reduction potential of 

the reference envelope option having roof top solar PV, solar water heater, and green 

concrete (i.e. ranking 0). A study by Bender and Stinson (1984) reported that 

effectiveness ranking of impact evaluation can be expressed in terms of “+” (i.e. 

effective), and “–“ (i.e. worsen impacts). The range of positive (+) rankings is based 

on the effective and most effective performance relations, and indicate that how an 

alternative mitigation option is better than other options, while the negative (-) 

rankings indicate as to how an alternative option is worse than other (Rossi, 

Cancelliere and Giuliano 2005). The results show that out of total 53 alternative 

options, 30 options have more GHG emission reduction potential than the reference 

case (i.e. ranking 0), while 23 options provide less GHG emissions. Following Qureshi 

and Harrison (2001), the 30 alternative options having more GHG reduction potential 

have been assigned positive rankings from +1 (most effective) to +30 (least effective), 

while the negative rankings from -1 (least worse) to -23 (most worse) have been 
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assigned to 23 alternative options having less GHG emissions reduction potential 

(Table 4.23). 

Table 4.23 Summary of GHG reduction potential of CPS and their rankings 

Envelope options 

GHG savings potential 
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DB XX SG CT N.A -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -225.60 0 
   TT 0.44 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -225.16 -1 
   MS 0.89 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -224.71 -2 
  DG CT -13.38 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -238.98 +16 
   TT -12.59 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -238.19 +19 
   MS -11.35 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -236.95 +20 

DB INS SG CT -17.57 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -243.17 +13 
   TT -17.13 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -242.73 +14 
   MS -16.09 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -241.69 +15 
  DG CT -29.23 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -254.83 +7 
   TT -28.20 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -253.80 +8 
   MS -27.36 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -252.96 +9 

BV XX SG CT 4.20 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -221.40 -5 
   TT 4.40 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -221.20 -6 
   MS 5.88 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -219.72 -8 
  DG CT -12.97 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -238.57 +17 
   TT -12.78 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -238.38 +18 
   MS -10.42 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -236.02 +23 

RBV XX SG CT -11.28 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -236.88 +21 
   TT -11.28 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -236.88 +22 
   MS -10.00 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -235.60 +24 
  DG CT -23.13 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -248.73 +10 
   TT -22.74 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -248.34 +11 
   MS -21.46 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -247.06 +12 

CB XX SG CT 43.85 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -181.75 -18 
   TT 44.29 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -181.31 -19 
   MS 45.48 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -180.12 -20 
  DG CT 27.20 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -198.40 -12 
   TT 27.24 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -198.36 -13 
   MS 28.24 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -197.36 -14 
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Envelope options 

GHG savings potential 
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ACC XX SG CT 3.71 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -221.89 -3 
   TT 4.11 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -221.49 -4 
   MS 5.19 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -220.41 -7 
  DG CT -9.60 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -235.20 +25 
   TT -9.40 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -235.00 +26 
   MS -7.93 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -233.53 +27 

PCSW XX SG CT 61.32 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -164.28 -21 
   TT 61.57 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -164.03 -22 
   MS 62.80 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -162.80 -23 
  DG CT 42.34 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -183.26 -15 
   TT 42.34 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -183.26 -16 
   MS 43.77 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -181.83 -17 

TMB XX SG CT 13.63 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -211.97 -9 
   TT 14.02 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -211.58 -10 
   MS 16.19 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -209.41 -11 
  DG CT -3.98 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -229.58 +28 
   TT -3.00 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -228.60 +29 
   MS -1.62 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 -227.22 +30 

CSW POL SG CT -28.84 -200.14 -22.7 -5.11 -256.79 +4 
   TT -28.05 -200.14 -22.7 -5.11 -256.00 +5 
   MS -27.16 -200.14 -22.7 -5.11 -255.11 +6 
  DG CT -38.82 -200.14 -22.7 -5.11 -266.77 +1 
   TT -38.82 -200.14 -22.7 -5.11 -266.77 +2 
   MS -36.95 -200.14 -22.7 -5.11 -264.90 +3 

          

The matrix shows that the CPS options such as a 3kWp grid connected roof top solar 

PV, integration of water heater with roof top solar water heater, and replacement of 

concrete with green concrete for a reference house with DB-XX-SG-CT envelope in 

Perth have a combined GHG emissions reduction potential of 225.6tonnes CO2 e- (i.e. 

48.3% of the life cycle GHG emissions of reference house without CPS). Once the 

changes in envelope elements (wall, roof, and window) are also included, then the 

combined GHG emissions reduction potential could be between 162.8tonnes CO2 e- 

and 266.8tonnes CO2 e- (Figure 4.48) according to the envelope characteristics.
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Figure 4.48 Cumulative GHG emission reduction potential of various CPS for a typical house in Perth
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The GHG emissions reduction potential due to change in roof element (i.e. concrete 

tiles to terracotta tiles or metal profile sheet) of a reference envelope (DB-XX-SG-CT) 

has been found to be low (ranking -1 and -2), while the change in window element 

(single glazed windows to double glazed windows) increases the GHG emissions 

reduction potential (ranking +16, +19, and +20). 

The CPS options CSW-POL-DG/SG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWHGC for a typical house in 

Perth, which are ranked between +1 and +6 have been found to have the highest GHG 

emissions reduction potential of 54.5% and 57% of life cycle GHG emissions of 

reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) (Figure 4.49). The CPS options DB-INS-DG-

CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC, and RBV-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC are next 

best performers (rankings of +7 to +12) due to their life cycle GHG emissions 

reduction potential between 53% and 54% of life cycle GHG emissions of reference 

house. The CPS options CB-XX-SG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC, and PCSW-XX-SG-

CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC have been found to be ranked between -18 and -23 due to 

their lowest GHG emissions reduction potential between 35% and 38% of life cycle 

GHG emissions of reference house. It is interesting to note that the inclusion of a 3kWp 

grid connected roof top solar PV, integration of water heater with roof top solar water 

heater, and replacement of concrete with green concrete itself provide around 48.3% 

of life cycle GHG reduction for a reference house, therefore any other CPS options 

offering the life cycle GHG emissions reduction of less than 48.3% are not viable 

options (Figure 4.49). 

Some other CPS options such as DB-INS-SG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC (ranked +13 

to +15), DB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC (ranked +16, +19, and +20), BV-

XX-DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC (ranked +17, +18, and +23), and RBV-XX-SG-

CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC (ranked +21, +22, and +24) have been found to have more 

or less similar performance while offering an average GHG emissions reduction of 

51% of the life cycle GHG emissions of reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth.
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Figure 4.49 GHG emission reduction potential of various CPS for a typical reference house in Perth
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Summary of EE consumption 

The EE consumption results of the implication of cleaner production strategies to treat 

the hotspots during the life cycle stages of the reference clay brick wall house in Perth 

have been summarised in Table D.28 (Appendix D). As discussed earlier, the CPS 

options have been assigned a positive (+) or negative (-) ranking with respect to the 

EE consumption saving potential of the reference envelope option having roof top 

solar PV, solar water heater, and green concrete (i.e. ranking 0). Out of total 53 options, 

36 options have more EE consumption saving potential than the reference case (i.e. 

ranking 0), while 17 options provide less EE consumption saving. the 36 alternative 

options having more EE consumption saving potential have been assigned positive 

rankings from +1 (most effective) to +36 (least effective), while the negative rankings 

from -1 (least worse) to -17 (most worse) have been assigned to 17 alternative options 

having less EE consumption saving potential (Table 4.24). 

The matrix shows that the CPS options such as a 3kWp grid connected roof top solar 

PV, integration of water heater with roof top solar water heater, and replacement of 

concrete with green concrete for a reference house with envelope DB-XX-SG-CT in 

Perth have a combined EE consumption saving potential of 3.3TJ (i.e. 50.7% of the 

life cycle EE consumption of reference house without CPS). Once the changes in 

envelope elements (wall, roof, and window) are also included, then the combined EE 

consumption saving potential could be between 2.7TJ and 3.9TJ (Figure 4.50) 

according to the envelope characteristics. The combined EE consumption saving 

potential due to change in roof element (i.e. concrete tiles to terracotta tiles or metal 

profile sheet) of a reference envelope (DB-XX-SG-CT) has been found to be low 

(ranking -1 and -2), while the change in window element (single glazed windows to 

double glazed windows) increases the combined EE consumption saving potential 

(ranking +26, +28, and +30). 
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Table 4.24 Summary of EE consumption saving potential of CPS and their rankings 

Envelope changes 
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DB XX SG CT N.A -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.30 0 
   TT +0.01 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.29 -1 
   MS +0.04 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.26 -2 
  DG CT -0.18 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.48 +26 
   TT -0.17 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.47 +28 
   MS -0.12 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.42 +30 

DB INS SG CT -0.25 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.55 +17 
   TT -0.24 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.54 +18 
   MS -0.20 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.50 +23 
  DG CT -0.40 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.70 +9 
   TT -0.39 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.69 +10 
   MS -0.35 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.65 +12 

BV XX SG CT -0.07 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.37 +31 
   TT -0.06 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.36 +32 
   MS -0.01 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.31 +35 
  DG CT -0.29 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.59 +13 
   TT -0.29 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.59 +14 
   MS -0.23 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.53 +20 

RBV XX SG CT -0.26 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.56 +15 
   TT -0.25 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.55 +16 
   MS -0.21 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.51 +22 
  DG CT -0.41 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.71 +6 
   TT -0.41 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.71 +8 
   MS -0.36 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.66 +11 

CB XX SG CT +0.51 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -2.79 -12 
   TT +0.52 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -2.78 -13 
   MS +0.56 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -2.74 -14 
  DG CT +0.29 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.01 -6 
   TT +0.29 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.01 -7 
   MS +0.33 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -2.97 -8 

ACC XX SG CT -0.05 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.35 +33 
   TT -0.05 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.35 +34 
   MS -0.01 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.31 +36 
  DG CT -0.23 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.53 +19 
   TT -0.23 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.53 +21 
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Envelope changes 

EE consumption savings potential 
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   MS -0.18 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.48 +25 

PCSW XX SG CT +0.59 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -2.71 -15 
   TT +0.60 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -2.70 -16 
   MS +0.64 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -2.66 -17 
  DG CT +0.34 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -2.96 -9 
   TT +0.34 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -2.96 -10 
   MS +0.39 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -2.91 -11 

TMB XX SG CT +0.05 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.25 -3 
   TT +0.06 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.24 -4 
   MS +0.11 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.19 -5 
  DG CT -0.18 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.48 +24 
   TT -0.17 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.47 +27 
   MS -0.12 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 -3.42 +29 

CSW POL SG CT -0.44 -2.68 -0.6 -0.04 -3.76 +4 
   TT -0.43 -2.68 -0.6 -0.04 -3.75 +5 
   MS -0.39 -2.68 -0.6 -0.04 -3.71 +7 
  DG CT -0.58 -2.68 -0.6 -0.04 -3.90 +1 
   TT -0.57 -2.68 -0.6 -0.04 -3.89 +2 
   MS -0.52 -2.68 -0.6 -0.04 -3.84 +3 
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Figure 4.50 Cumulative EE consumption saving potential of various CPS for a typical house in Perth
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The CPS options CSW-POL-DG/SG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC for a typical house 

in Perth, which are ranked between +1 and +5 including +7 have been found to have 

the highest EE consumption saving potential between 57% and 60% of life cycle EE 

consumption of a reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) (Figure 4.51). The CPS options 

RBV-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC, and DB-INS-DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-

GC are the next best performers (ranked between +6 and +12) due to their EE 

consumption saving potential between 56% and 57% of life cycle EE consumption of 

reference house. The CPS options CB-XX-SG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC and 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC have been found to be ranked between -

12 and -17 due to their lowest EE consumption saving potential of a reference house.  

It is interesting to note that the inclusion of a 3kWp grid connected roof top solar PV, 

integration of water heater with roof top solar water heater, and replacement of 

concrete with green concrete itself provide around 50.7% of EE consumption saving 

for a typical reference house, therefore any other CPS options offering the EE 

consumption saving of less than 50.7% are not viable options (Figure 4.51). 

Some other CPS options such as BV-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC (ranked 

+13, +14, and +20), RBV-XX-SG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC (ranked +15, +16, and 

+22), DB-INS-SG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC (ranked +17, +18, and +23), and ACC-

XX-DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC (ranked +19, +21, and +25) have been found to 

have more or less similar performance while offering an average EE consumption 

saving of 54% of the life cycle EE consumption of reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) 

in Perth.
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Figure 4.51 EE consumption saving potential of various CPS for a typical house in Perth
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Key findings 

The key findings derived from this chapter are summarized as following: 

1. A typical detached single storey double clay brick wall house in Perth has 

467tonnes CO2 e- of life cycle GHG emissions and 6.51TJ of life cycle EE 

consumption. The use stage and mining to material production stages are the 

hotspots accounting for almost 99% of the total life cycle impacts. 

2. The temperature rise due to climate change impact could increase the life cycle 

GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts up to 5%. 

3. Optimum orientation has been found to be the first step to reduce the life cycle 

operational energy demand for heating and cooling of a house and hence the 

associated environmental impacts. The change from optimum to worst 

orientation may cause an increase in life cycle energy consumption for heating 

and cooling by 50% and also the associated GHG emissions and EE 

consumptions may increase by 55%. 

4. Installation of a 3kWp roof top solar PV and integration of gas based water 

heater with roof top solar water heater have been found to be most effective 

cleaner production strategies as the life cycle GHG emissions and EE 

consumption may be reduced to up to 50%. 

5. The change in house envelope consisting of roof, windows, and wall elements 

may have positive or negative impacts depending upon the thermal 

performance of materials. The use of alternative envelope can increase the life 

cycle GHG emissions of a typical house up to 13.5% and also can decrease the 

GHG emissions up to 8%, while the increase of EE consumption could go up 

to 10% and the same could decrease up to 9%. 

6. The replacement of the envelope of a reference house with all options of cast 

in-situ concrete sandwich walls with polystyrene core has been found to be the 

most effective cleaner production strategy. 

7. The replacement of cementitious materials and aggregates with supplementary 

cementitious materials and recycled aggregates, and manufactured sand has 
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been found to be an effective cleaner production strategy, because, in addition 

to the environmental impacts reduction, it provides an opportunity for resource 

reduction as well. 

8. The uncertainties associated with material and energy input data for all 

building components used for life cycle assessment have been found to be 

acceptable (between 2% to 4%). 

9. Envelope elements having high thermal performance are more sensitive to 

change in orientation but are highly adaptable to climate change impacts. 

The following chapter (Chapter 5) discusses as to whether the environmentally viable 

options having GHG and EE consumption reduction potential are cost effective. The 

LCC component of LCM framework has been applied to evaluate the cost 

effectiveness of various mitigation strategies. 
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Chapter 5  

Socio-economic implications of cleaner production strategies 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter applies LCC of LCM framework to estimate the life cycle cost of a typical 

4x2x2 (4 bedroom, 2 bath, and 2 garage) single storey detached reference house in 

Perth and thirty including environmentally viable cleaner production options as 

presented in Table E.1 (Appendix E) in order to find the options for cost-effective 

mitigation of GHG emissions and EE consumption. 

The life cycle cost of a reference house in Perth including construction, operational 

energy (heating, cooling, hot water, home appliances, and lighting), and the end of life 

demolition and disposal stages has been estimated using the life cycle inventory data 

in Chapter 4. The life cycle cost of a reference house in Perth for all environmentally 

viable cleaner production options has been estimated and then the environmentally 

viable options with present values (PV) less than the reference one have been 

determined as economically feasible options followed by a sensitivity analysis for a 

range of economic instruments have been carried out to achieve the right strategies for 

policy makers. Finally, the social implications of the environmentally and 

economically feasible CPS options have been analysed. 

5.2 Life cycle costing of reference house in Perth 

For economic analysis, all material and energy inputs, which were utilized for the LCI 

for LCA analysis have been considered for this LCC analysis to maintain the 

consistency of assessment, therefore the unit prices of all material and energy inputs 

required for the life cycle stages (cradle to grave) of the house have been sourced from 

construction cost guide (Rawlinsons 2015) for estimation of capital cost, and from 

utility service providers (DOF 2015d; Alintaenergy 2015) for estimation of operational 

costs. Originally, the costs have been estimated in Australian Dollar which were then 

converted to American Dollar or US$ (1AUD = 0.7229US$). 

The units prices and amount of inputs in the LCI are used in the MS Excel spread sheet 

to estimate the cost of materials, transport, construction, operational energy (heating, 
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cooling, home appliances, hot water, and lighting), and the end of life demolition and 

disposal of a typical house in Perth. 

The estimated costs of materials, transport, construction, operational energy (heating, 

cooling, home appliances, hot water, and lighting), and the end of life demolition and 

disposal of a typical house in Perth have been converted to their present value (PV) 

using inflation and discount rates (Equation 3.40). Finally, the life cycle cost of the 

house has been calculated using Equation 3.41 and a sensitivity for a discount factor 

on life cycle cost has been carried out. 

5.2.1 Life cycle cost 

The estimation by engineering procedures method that was discussed in Section 3.5, 

has been used to estimate the capital cost (i.e. material, transport, and labour cost for 

construction of a house), operational cost (i.e. electricity for cooling, home appliances, 

and lighting and natural gas for hot water and heating), and the end of life demolition 

and disposal of a reference house in Perth. Similar to LCA analysis, the cost of loose 

furniture, plumbing, drainage and electrical services, sanitary ware, tapware and 

lighting fixtures, external site development such as pavement, landscaping, garage 

door and wall painting activities as well as the cost of land have been excluded from 

this LCC analysis (Section 3.3.1). 

The present values of capital cost (i.e. material, transport, and construction), 

operational cost (i.e. electricity for cooling, home appliances, and lighting and natural 

gas for heating and hot water), and the end of life demolition and disposal cost are 

added using Equation 3.43 to determine the life cycle cost of the reference house, 

which is found to be US$211,439.50, and breakdown is presented in Figure 5.1. 

The capital cost (US$160,007.00) has been found to have the highest share (75.7%) of 

life cycle cost of the house followed by operation cost (US$49,735.00, i.e. 23.5%). 

The end of life demolition and disposal cost (US$1,697.50) is negligible, which is only 

less than 1% of the life cycle cost of the house. This trend is contrary to GHG emissions 

and EE consumption wherein the operational stage has the highest share (87% of total 

impacts) while remaining 13% of total impacts are attributed to construction and end 

of life demolition and disposal stages. 
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Figure 5.1 Breakdown of life cycle cost for a reference house in Perth 

This is because of the fact that the operational cost and the end of life demolition and 

disposal costs are future costs, which have been discounted to present value, whereas, 

in the case of capital cost, the initial cost itself is a present value (Pelzeter 2007). The 

construction of a house is a set of activities requiring a number of building materials 

and components (i.e. concrete, brick, roof timber, windows, ceiling, and tiles), use of 

plants and tools (i.e. excavator, loader, and crane), and labour for assembly of 

individual components at construction site where they have different pricing patterns 

depending upon material and labour intensity, and durability. Therefore, the capital 

cost is higher than the operational cost (i.e. the cost of electricity and natural gas only). 

The breakdown of capital cost has been presented in Table E.2 (Appendix E). It has 

been found that the cost of building envelope consisting of wall, window and roof 

elements has the biggest share of 61% of the total capital cost of the house (Figure 

5.2). 
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Figure 5.2 Breakdown of capital cost of a typical reference house in Perth 

The cost of wall element has a share of 30% of capital cost followed by window and 

roof elements with shares of 7%, and 6% of capital cost, respectively. Similar to the 

GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts, the cost of wall element has been found 

to be the hotspot, because of the use of expensive clay bricks including associated 

laying cost. 

The breakdown of present value of operational cost for electricity for cooling, home 

appliances, and lighting and natural gas for heating, and hot water for the reference 

house for 50 years lifespan that has been estimated using current utility tariff structure 

(DOF 2015d; Alintaenergy 2015) has been presented in Table E.3 (Appendix E). The 

future costs of these energy utilities have been determined by escalating the current 

price by an inflation rate of 3% per year (RBA 2015) and then the escalated price has 

been discounted to convert the dollar value of cost of different time horizons to present 

value at the discount rate of 7% per year (as per latest recommendations of 

Infrastructure Australia (IA 2016)), while considering the year 2015 as the base year. 

A discount rate of 7% has also been utilized by other recent economic studies in 

Western Australia (Blackwell et al. 2010; Flugge and Abadi 2006; Breheny et al. 2006; 

DRDL 2012; Gurung and Mahendran 2002). 
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It is found that the cost of electricity for home appliance has the biggest share (36% of 

operational cost), followed by hot water (29% of operational cost). The costs of 

lighting, cooling, and heating have been found to be 16%, 12%, and 7% of the 

operational cost, respectively (Figure 5.3). The energy costs for home appliances and 

hot water are found to be the hotspots, which is the case for GHG emissions and EE 

consumption impacts. The main reason for the higher cost share for home appliances 

and hot water is due to the fact that these activities consume a substantial amount of 

energy (i.e. 27%, and 42% of the total energy demand, respectively). 

 

Figure 5.3 Breakdown of operational cost for a typical reference house in Perth 

The breakdown of the present value of end of life demolition and disposal cost for the 

reference house is presented in Table E.4 (Appendix E). It is found from published 

literature that from the year 2018 onwards, the Western Australian government has 

decided to increase the landfill levy rate to AUD70.00 per tonnes of inert construction 

and demolition (C&D) waste from its current rate of AUD40.00 per tonnes of inert 

C&D waste (DER 2015). The landfill levy rate of AUD70.00 also has been included 

in the end of life demolition and disposal cost. 

The findings are comparable to other life cycle cost studies wherein the contribution 

of initial cost is the highest as compared to operational cost because the future 
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operational and end of life demolition and disposal costs diminish due to discounting 

to a present value (Gurung and Mahendran 2002; Pelzeter 2007). A local life cycle 

costing study of a double storey brick veneer house in Queensland had found that the 

construction cost contributed to 83% of life cycle cost (Islam, Jollands and Setunge 

2015). 

5.2.2 Sensitivity analysis of variables for economic analysis 

Sensitivity of LCC to discount rate 

As discussed in Section 5.2.1, the present values of operational and the end of life 

demolition and disposal costs of a reference house in Perth have been estimated using 

a discount rate of 7%. As the discount rate allows the comparisons of costs over 

different timescales, Infrastructure Australia recommends to undertake sensitivity 

testing of the results for discount rates of 4% and 10% respectively (IA 2016). Based 

on these recommendations, a sensitivity analysis of the life cycle cost of a reference 

house has been performed for different discount rates and the results are presented in 

Table 5.1. It has been found that the lowest discount rate of 4% results in an increased 

level of deferred cash flow, while the highest discount rate of 10% has an opposite 

effect. 

Table 5.1 Present values of life cycle stages of reference house in Perth under different 

discount rates 

Discount rate (DR) 

scenarios 

 

(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

Present values in US$  
Life cycle 

cost 

US$ 
Capital cost 

Operational 

cost 

End of life 

demolition and 

disposal cost 

Discount rate - 7% 160,006.77 49,735.17 1,697.49 211,439.43 

% share 75.67% 23.52% 0.80% 100.00% 

Discount rate - 4% 160,006.77 89,546.63 7,036.06 256,589.46 

% share 62.36% 34.90% 2.74% 100.00% 

Discount rate - 10% 160,006.77 32,142.30 425.95 192,575.02 

% share 82.66% 16.69% 0.22% 100.00% 

     

It appears that the change in discount rate has a significant impact on operational cost 

and the end of life demolition and disposal cost thus results in an increased or a 

decreased life cycle cost of the house. Due to change in discount rate to 4%, the life 
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cycle cost of a reference house would increase by 21.35% of the life cycle cost of a 

reference house with 7% discount rate, whereas due to change in discount rate to 10% 

the life cycle cost of reference house would reduce by 8.9%. 

Even though the absolute value of capital cost does not get affected due to change in 

discount rate, but the percentage share of capital cost changes while still accounting 

for the highest share of life cycle cost (Figure 5.4). 

 

Figure 5.4 Sensitivity of life cycle cost for a reference house in Perth to different 

discount rates 

The findings are similar to other studies. While, Zachariah (2004) and Kurnitski et al. 

(2011) reported that the life cycle cost is sensitive to discount rate, Real (2010) and 

Moore and Morrissey (2014) suggested that lower discount rates have a higher 

influence on future costs in the life cycle costing. The life cycle costing is sensitive to 

the discount rate, but as this study compares various options for their environmental 

and economic performance, so the impact of discount rate will be same for all options. 

Sensitivity of LCC to probable carbon tax 

Whilst, the carbon tax in Australia has been repealed in 2014 due to political 

compulsions, the re-enactment of a carbon tax may happen due to increasing global 

concern about climate change as being reported by media based on the feedback from 
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various political parties (Hunt 2015). A number of countries such as Canada, Chile, 

Denmark, Finland, France, Iceland, Ireland, Japan, Mexico, Norway, South Africa, 

Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom have carbon tax or emissions trading 

schemes in different forms (CTC 2015; Alexandre Kossoy et al. 2015) and there is a 

broad consensus that the carbon tax is the most comprehensive and efficient policy to 

limit the GHG emissions (Donald Marron 2015; BP 2016). Studies suggest that the 

electricity producers and natural gas distributors pass all the carbon cost burden to the 

consumers, which results in an increase of the operational cost (Kneifel 2010). It is, 

therefore, important to evaluate the impact of probable carbon tax on the life cycle cost 

of the reference house in Perth. 

In Australia, this time the carbon tax may change from fixed price to floating price and 

is expected to be around AUD38.00 per tonnes of GHG emissions (Hunt 2015). While 

the carbon tax has no influence on the capital cost and the end of life demolition and 

disposal cost, the impact of anticipated carbon tax on the operational cost of the 

reference house has been evaluated. The annual GHG emissions associated with the 

electricity (for cooling, home appliances, and lighting) and natural gas (for heating and 

hot water) of a reference house in Perth have been utilized to estimate the cost of 

probable carbon tax. The present value of carbon tax for a typical house in Perth for a 

lifespan of 50 years has been estimated to be US$4,926.40 (i.e. 9.91% of operational 

cost without a carbon tax) at 3% inflation rate and 7% discount rate. In the case of 4% 

and 10% discount rates, the present value of carbon tax would be US$8,869.81, and 

US$3,183.77 respectively. Due to the implication of carbon tax, the life cycle cost of 

the reference house in Perth (under 7% discount rate and 3% inflation rate) would 

increase by 2.33%. The carbon tax under 4% and 10% discount rates would increase 

the life cycle cost by 3.46%, and 1.65%, respectively (Figure 5.5). The analysis shows 

that the sensitiveness of the life cycle costing to a carbon tax is quite low. 
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Figure 5.5 Sensitivity of life cycle cost of a typical reference house in Perth to carbon 

tax 

The economic impacts of environmentally viable options involving cleaner production 

strategies on the life cycle cost of a reference house in Perth have been discussed in 

the following section. 

5.3 Cost-effectiveness of environmentally viable CPS options 

The economic feasibility of all environmentally viable options involving CPS such as 

a grid connected 3kWp roof top solar PV, integration of gas based water heater with 

roof top solar water heater, alternative envelope options, and replacement of 

conventional concrete with green concrete (as summarised in Section 4.4.7) for a 

reference house in Perth have been investigated using life cycle costing. Similar to the 

life cycle costing in the previous section, the unit prices of materials in AUD have been 

obtained from construction cost guide (Rawlinsons 2015) for estimation of capital 

costs of all alternative envelope options and then converted to USD to present 

analytical results to both national and international readers. 

The present values of capital and replacement costs of a grid connected 3kWp roof top 

solar PV and roof top solar water heater have been estimated using current market 

prices (Solarchoice 2015, Solare, WA 2015; Advanced Solar Technology, WA 2015; 

Solaire Connect, WA 2015) for an inflation rate of 3% per year (RBA 2015) and a 
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discount rate of 7% per year (IA 2016). Based on the published literature and also the 

information sourced from the industry, the lifespan of roof top solar PV has been 

considered as 25 years (i.e. one replacement during life cycle of the house) (Kannan 

et al. 2006; Schwartfeger and Miller 2015; Mitscher and Rüther 2012), and a 13 years 

lifespan has been considered for the solar water heater (3 replacements during life 

cycle of the house) (Zambrana-Vasquez et al. 2015; Ardente et al. 2005; Otanicar and 

Golden 2009). The present value of operational cost for electricity for cooling, home 

appliances, and lighting and natural gas for heating, and hot water has been estimated 

using current utility tariff structure (DOF 2015d; Alintaenergy 2015). The end of life 

demolition and disposal cost estimation includes the landfill levy rate of AUD70.00 

per tonnes of inert waste disposal (DER 2015). 

The breakdown of life cycle cost (i.e. capital cost, operational cost, and the end of life 

cost) of a reference house in Perth using CPS has been presented in Table E.5 

(Appendix E). It has been found that the environmentally viable CPS could offer a 

maximum LCC reduction up to US$33,169.85 i.e. 15.70% of the LCC of the reference 

house, while only one option has been found to increase the LCC by US$1,407.40 (i.e. 

0.7%). The cleaner production option CSW-POL-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, which 

offers the maximum LCC reduction has been found to have the 4th rank in terms of 

environmental performance (life cycle GHG emissions reduction of 256.79tonnes CO2 

e- (i.e. 54.96%), and EE consumption saving of 3.76TJ (i.e. 57.81%) compared to the 

reference house). The option ACC-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC causing an increase of 

LCC has the poor rankings of 26th for GHG emissions (i.e. 50.3% reduction potential) 

and 21st for EE consumption (i.e. 54.22% saving potential) respectively (Figure 5.6). 

The inclusion of a grid connected 3kWp roof top solar PV, integration of gas based 

water heater with roof top solar water heater, and replacement of conventional concrete 

with green concrete (SPV-SWH-GC) for a reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth 

has been found to offer not only the single largest GHG emissions reduction of 

225.6tonnes CO2 e- (Table 4.23) as well as EE consumption saving of 3.3TJ (Table 

4.24), but also offers a single largest LCC reduction of US$18,372.82. The main reason 

for this massive reduction is the use of a 3kWp roof top solar PV (241MWh of 

electricity saving), and solar water heater (737GJ of natural gas saving) (Sections 

4.4.1, and 4.4.2).
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Figure 5.6 Life cycle cost reduction potential of environmentally viable cleaner production strategies
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Similar to the GHG emissions and EE consumption (Section 4.4.7), any other CPS 

option offering an LCC reduction of less than US$18,372.82 would be considered an 

economically unviable option. The results show that 15 environmentally viable CPS 

options ACC-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC, DB-INS-SG-TT/MS-SPV-SWH-

GC, DB-INS-DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC, RBV-XX-SG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC, 

RBV-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC, and DB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-

GC have lower economic benefit as compared to the benefits achieved by inclusion of 

SPV-SWH-GC alone, and thus these options do not make economic sense. The 

economic analysis of all CPS options has been discussed in detail in following 

sections. 

5.3.1 Economic analysis of alternative envelope options 

The LCC of a typical house for a given envelope option consists of the capital cost 

(design and supervision charges, Government fees, material, transportation of material 

to construction site, labour charges for assembly including cost for all tools, plants and 

machinery), operational cost (electricity and natural gas charges for heating, cooling, 

lighting, hot water, and home appliances) over the lifespan of the house, and the end 

of life demolition and disposal costs (Keoleian, Blanchard and Reppe 2000; Islam, 

Jollands and Setunge 2015; Standard 2014). The capital, operational, and the end of 

life costs of a typical reference house in Perth have been analysed in the following 

sections. 

5.3.1.1 Economic analysis of capital costs for alternative envelope options 

The breakdown of capital cost for environmentally viable envelope options has been 

presented in Table E.6 (Appendix E). The capital cost for these envelope options has 

been found to vary from 74.7% to 79.3% of the LCC of the house. As compared to 

capital cost (US$160,006.77) of a reference envelope house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth, 

the capital cost for alternative envelope options vary from a minimum of 

US$148,303.41 (i.e. a reduction of 7.3%) for CSW-POL-SG-CT to a maximum of 

US$183,418.58 (i.e. an increase of 14.6%) for ACC-XX-DG-TT (Figure 5.7). 

It has been found that 12 envelope options such as CSW-POL-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS, 

TMB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS, and BV-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS have lower capital costs than 

the reference envelope house, while remaining 18 envelope options such as DB-XX-
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DG-CT/TT/MS, DB-INS-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS, RBV-XX-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS, and 

ACC-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS have higher capital costs. The main reason for the higher 

capital costs of these envelope options is due to the additional cost incurred for 

materials such as wall insulation (DB-INS and RBV-XX options), fibre cement board 

(RBV-XX options), and double glazed windows (DB-INS-DG, DB-XX-DG, RBV-

XX-DG and ACC-XX-DG options). 

Out of these 18 envelope options, 12 options (DB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS, DB-INS-

SG/DG-CT/TT/MS, and RBV-XX-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS) have a capital cost difference 

of up to 6.5% of the capital cost of a reference envelope, while 6 options (ACC-XX-

DG-CT/TT/MS) are up to 14.6% more expensive. While the double glazed windows 

are 52.4% more expensive than the single glazed windows, the terracotta roof tiles, 

and metal roof sheet are 30.2%, and 9.30% more expensive than the concrete roof tiles 

respectively. 

 

Figure 5.7 Capital costs of environmentally viable envelope options 

In the case of 12 envelope options with lower capital costs, 10 envelope options have 

capital costs up to 6% lower than that of the reference envelope, while only 2 envelope 

options (CSW-POL-SG-CT/MS) offer a capital cost reduction of up to 7.3%. The main 
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reason for capital cost reduction of these envelope options is due to the cost of wall 

elements wherein the bricks and associated materials as well as labour costs have been 

either completely eliminated (e.g. CSW and TMB options), or reduced significantly 

(e.g. BV options) (Figure 5.8). 

The capital costs of wall elements CSW-POL, TMB-XX and BV-XX are up to 30% 

less than the reference wall element (DB-XX), while the wall elements RBV-XX and 

DB-INS have up to 4.5% more capital costs compared to the reference wall element. 

The capital cost of wall element ACC-XX has been found to be 31% more than the 

reference wall element. 

The capital cost of non-envelope elements (e.g. foundation, ground slab, roof timber, 

ceiling, doors, and ceramic tiles) and preliminaries (e.g. council fee, working 

drawings, engineering drawings) is same (US$91,674.05) for a reference envelope as 

well as the alternative envelope options because there is no change in type and 

consumption pattern of materials. 

 

Figure 5.8 Capital costs of wall elements of environmentally viable envelope options 
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5.3.1.2 Economic analysis of operational costs for alternative envelope options 

The envelope elements have an influence on the operational energy demand for heating 

and cooling of the house during use stage (Section 4.4.4.1). The operational cost of the 

house for these envelope options has been found to vary from 20.1% to 24.6% of the 

LCC of a reference house. The life cycle operational energy demand for heating and 

cooling of a reference house during use stage could be reduced up to 49.5% due to the 

replacement of envelope (wall, window, and roof) (Table 4.11). The economic 

viability associated with the change in operational energy demand have been analysed 

for alternative envelope options (Table E.7, Appendix E). As compared to the 

operational cost (US$49,735.16) of a reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth, the 

operational cost for alternative envelope options vary from a minimum of 

US$45,770.80 (i.e. a reduction of 8%) for CSW-POL-DG-TT to a maximum of 

US$50,043.09 (i.e. an increase of 0.6%) for TMB-XX-DG-MS (Figure 5.9). 

 

Figure 5.9 Operational cost of environmentally viable envelope options 

The main reason for the operational cost reduction is due to the reduction of 

operational energy consumption for heating and cooling due to the thermal 
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performance of the envelope options. The pattern of changes in operational energy 

shows that the envelope option CSW-POL-DG-TT having the lowest operational cost 

has the lowest energy demand. In the case of envelope options TMB-XX-DG-

CT/TT/MS, the operational costs are higher than the operational cost for reference 

envelope (DB-XX-SG-CT), even though the operational energy demand for these 

envelope options has been about 1.6% less than the reference envelope. This is 

because, the natural gas demand for heating for envelope options TMB-XX-DG-

CT/TT/MS is around 7.45% less than that of the reference envelope, while the 

electricity demand for cooling is 4.8% more than the reference envelope. Even though 

the energy saving in terms of natural gas is more than the additional energy in terms 

of electricity, the natural gas saving does not result in the overall cost saving, and the 

overall operational cost is more than the reference envelope (Alintaenergy 2015; DOF 

2015b). This is because the price of natural gas (¢14.2/unit till 12 units average per 

day and ¢12.8/unit thereafter (1unit = 1kWh)) is almost half of the price of electricity 

(¢ 25.7/unit (1unit=1kWh)). 

5.3.1.3 Economic analysis of the end of life demolition and disposal costs for 

alternative envelope options 

The breakdown of the end of life demolition and disposal costs for environmentally 

viable envelope options is presented in Table E.8 (Appendix E). The end of life 

demolition and disposal cost for these envelope options has been found to vary from 

0.6% to 0.9% of the LCC of a reference house. As compared to the end of life 

demolition and disposal cost of US$1,697.49 for reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in 

Perth, the end of life demolition and disposal cost for alternative envelope options vary 

from a minimum of US$1,309.02 (i.e. a reduction of 22.9%) for TMB-XX-DG-MS to 

a maximum of US$1,738.27 (i.e. an increase of 2.4%) for CSW-POL-DG-CT (Figure 

5.10). 

Whilst it has been found that the gross weights of envelope options CSW-POL-

SG/DG-CT/TT/MS are up to 23% less than the reference envelope (DB-XX-SG-CT), 

the end of life demolition and disposal costs are up to 2.4% more than the end of life 

demolition and disposal cost of a reference house. This is because the wall element of 

these envelope options is made of concrete, and all the walls of the house are 

monolithically interconnected thus requiring additional energy for demolition, which 
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in fact makes the demolition more costly than the reference envelope which is made 

of brick walls requiring relatively less energy for demolition. On the other hand, the 

demolition of envelope options TMB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS requires the lowest energy 

than the brick walls because there are hard cementitious materials thus the demolition 

is less costly than the reference envelope house. 

 

Figure 5.10 The end of life demolition and disposal costs of environmentally viable 

envelope options 

5.3.1.4 Summary of economic analysis of alternative envelope options 

As the envelope elements (wall, window, and roof) have an influence on the 

operational energy demand for heating and cooling of the house during use stage 

(Section 4.4.4.1), therefore it is important to analyse the cost effectiveness of each 

element individually. 

Wall elements 
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The LCC results for all the environmentally viable envelope options DB-XX-DG-

CT/TT/MS, DB-INS-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS, BV-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS, RBV-SG/DG-

CT/TT/MS, ACC-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS, TMB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS, and CSW-POL-

SG/DG-CT/TT/MS show that the wall elements CSW-POL, BV-XX, and TMB-XX 

offer a net economic saving between US12,600.00 and US$15,000.00. Although the 

wall elements CSW-POL, and BV-XX offer both capital and operational cost saving, 

the wall element TMB-XX offers only capital cost saving (Figure 5.11). The main 

reason for the capital cost reduction of these wall elements is due to avoidance or 

minimization of clay bricks. The wall elements DB-INS, and RBV-XX offer less 

economic benefits compared to previous 3 options, while the capital cost of wall 

element ACC-XX is more than the reference wall element DB-XX. 

Although the use of wall element TMB-XX offers a significant capital cost saving 

benefit but the associated GHG emissions are the highest amongst the wall elements 

due to the use of more energy for heating and cooling. Similarly, the wall element BV-

XX has been found to offer almost no GHG emissions reduction. The wall element 

CSW-POL offers a maximum GHG emissions reduction, while the wall elements DB-

INS, and RBV-XX offer a moderate GHG emissions reduction with a small amount of 

economic benefits. The wall element ACC has been found to have more GHG 

emissions than the reference wall element DB-XX. Some wall elements offer low 

economic and environmental benefits but with different windows and roof element 

combinations, their performance may be slightly different as discussed earlier. 

Window elements 

The replacement of single glazed (SG) windows with double glazed (DG) windows 

would result in an average operational cost saving of US$1,200.00 only for an 

increased capital cost of US$5,509.00. The savings to investment ratio has been found 

to be 0.22 (i.e. <1), thus this replacement is not considered as an economically feasible 

option. A study by Bojić and Yik (2007) also confirmed that the double glazed 

windows is not an economically feasible option due to lower (<1) savings to 

investment ratio. Also, Cetiner and Özkan (2005) found that the single glazed options 

are more cost efficient than the double glazed options because the operational cost 

saving due to heating and cooling energy reduction during use stage is less than the 

difference of capital costs of single and double glazed windows. 
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Figure 5.11 Economic performance of wall elements of environmentally viable envelope options with double glazed windows and concrete roof 

tiles
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Whilst, the replacement of SG with DG has been found an economically unviable 

option, the associated environmental benefits are substantial. The GHG emissions for 

the production of double glazed windows for a typical reference house in Perth 

including transport, installation, and the end of life demolition and disposal has been 

found to be 0.58tonnes CO2 e- more than the single glazed windows, however, this 

replacement would reduce the GHG emissions during use stage by about 12tonnes CO2 

e- due to reduction in heating and cooling energy (Section 4.4.4.2). 

Roof elements 

The average incremental cost associated with the replacement of concrete roof tiles 

(CT) with terracotta roof tiles (TT), and metal roof sheet (MS) would be US$2,723.00, 

and US$813.00 respectively, while the replacement of CT with TT would save the 

operational cost by an average of US$50.00, the operational cost would increase by 

US$100.00 due to the replacement of CT with MS. The savings to investment ratios 

of these replacements have been found to be significantly low (i.e. <1), which makes 

them the economically unfeasible option. A study by Islam et al. (2015) confirmed that 

the metal roof sheet is not an economically viable option as compared to concrete roof 

tiles. In addition to economic unviability, the replacement of CT with TT, and MS 

offers GHG emissions reduction of 0.98tonnes CO2 e-, and an increase of 1.2tonnes 

CO2 e-respectively as compared to the increase of GHG emissions by 1 to 1.3tonne 

CO2 e- during production, transport, installation, and the end of life demolition and 

disposal stages (Section 4.4.4.2). A similar study by the University of Melbourne 

reported that the environmental and economic performance of tiled roof is slightly 

better than the metal roof (Jensen 2013). Also, the LCEA study of Crawford, 

Czerniakowski, and Fuller (2011) showed that the CT are better than the TT and MS. 

5.3.2 Economic analysis of integration of a grid connected 3kWp roof top solar 

PV system 

The breakdown of capital and operational costs of a grid connected 3kWp roof top 

solar PV (SPV) for a reference house in Perth that considered the environmentally 

viable options has been presented in Table E.9 (Appendix E). The economic benefit 

due to the integration of roof top SPV (US$15,814.44) has been found to be same for 

all alternative envelope options as the electricity generation performance of a 3kWp 
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roof top solar PV is independent of design and materials of the building envelope. The 

capital cost of SPV including one replacement after its lifespan of 25 years has been 

found to be US$3,806.76, while this integration offers an operational cost saving of 

US$19,621.20 during use stage (Figure 5.12). The roof top SPV for a reference house 

in Perth for all environmentally viable options has been found to have savings to 

investment ratio of more than 5, which shows the very high level of economic 

performance of this option (Nikolaidis, Pilavachi and Chletsis 2009). The solar PV has 

also been found to be an economically feasible option by a number of recent studies 

(Ramadhan and Naseeb 2011; Bazilian et al. 2013; Moosavian et al. 2013). 

5.3.3 Economic analysis of integration of gas based water heater with roof top 

solar water heater system 

The breakdown of capital and operational costs of integration of gas based water heater 

with roof top solar water heater (SWH) for a reference house in Perth for 

environmentally viable options has been presented in Table E.10 (Appendix E). The 

economic benefit due to the integration of gas based water heater with SWH for all 

alternative envelope options varies from a minimum of US$2,389.62 for reference 

envelope DB-XX-SG-CT to a maximum of US$2,592.59 for envelope option CSW-

POL-DG-MS. Unlike SPV, the economic benefit for SWH is not uniform across all 

envelope options, even though it offers the same amount of energy savings across all 

envelope options. The reason for this variation in the economic benefits is due to the 

fact that the unit price of natural gas in WA vary (¢14.2/unit till 12 units average per 

day and ¢12.8/unit thereafter (1unit = 1kWh)) with the level of consumption of natural 

gas (Alintaenergy 2015), and as the natural gas is used for heating as well, the 

economic benefits could vary according to these slabs. The capital cost of SWH 

including three replacements of SWH after every 13 years has been found to be 

US$6,062.80, while the integration offers an operational cost saving benefit of a 

minimum of US$8,452.42 to a maximum of US$8,655.39 during use stage (Figure 

5.13). 

The integration of gas based water heater with roof top solar water heater (SWH) for 

a reference house for all environmentally viable options has been found to have 

savings to investment ratio of more than 1.4, which shows the higher economic 

performance as confirmed by Nikolaidis, Pilavachi, and Chletsis (2009). 
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Figure 5.12 Economic implication of the integration of roof top SPV for a reference house for environmentally viable envelope options  
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Figure 5.13 Economic implication of the integration of gas based water heater with roof top solar water heater for a reference house for 

environmentally viable envelope options 
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The recent studies by Islam, Sumathy, and Ullah Khan (2013) and Kalogirou (2009) 

confirmed that the use of solar water heater is one of the efficient and cost effective 

way from energy and environmental conservation perspective. 

5.3.4 Economic analysis of replacement of conventional concrete with green 

concrete 

The use of by-products in concrete offers a further GHG emissions saving (Section 

4.4.4). The cost implication due to the replacement of conventional concrete with 

green concrete (GC) (C70FA30S0-NA60RCA40-NS100MS0, i.e. 30% cement 

replaced by fly ash and 40% aggregate replaced by recycled aggregate) for a reference 

house in Perth has been presented in Table E.11 (Appendix E). The cost saving due to 

replacement of conventional concrete with GC vary from a minimum of US$168.76 

for the house for envelope options DB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS, DB-INS-SG/DG-

CT/TT/MS, BV-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS, RBV-XX-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS, ACC-XX-DG-

CT/TT/MS, and TMB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS to a maximum of US$327.27 for envelope 

options of CSW-POL-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS. The cost saving associated with the use of 

GC is not uniform for across all envelope options because, the concrete requirement 

for foundation and ground slab (78.35tonnes) for a typical house is same for all 

envelope options, while the CSW-POL-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS options uses additional 

66.91tonnes of concrete for wall element (Figure 5.14). 

The use of green concrete (GC) avoids the use of carbon and energy intensive materials 

such as cement and natural crushed aggregates. The replacement of conventional 

concrete with green concrete offers only 2.76tonnes CO2 e- of GHG emissions and 

0.2TJ of EE consumption the house for envelope options DB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS, 

DB-INS-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS, BV-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS, RBV-XX-SG/DG-

CT/TT/MS, ACC-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS, and TMB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS, a 5.11tonnes 

CO2 e- of GHG emissions and 0.04TJ of EE consumption could be reduced by the use 

of GC for the house for envelope options CSW-POL-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS. However, 

the use of by products and recycled materials would help in minimizing the natural 

resource depletion and requirement of landfill area (Lockrey et al. 2016). The 

replacement of cement with fly ash in concrete has not only the environmental benefits 

but it provides economic benefits as well (Reiner and Rens 2006; Henry and Kato 

2012).
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Figure 5.14 Economic implication of the replacement of conventional concrete with green concrete for a reference house for environmentally 

viable envelope options
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5.3.5 Summary of economic analysis of environmentally viable CPS options 

The summary of LCC, GHG emissions, and EE consumption results of 

environmentally feasible options with their relative rankings with respect to the 

reference house in Perth have been presented in Table E.12 (Appendix E). The LCC, 

GHG emissions, and EE consumption have different units (e.g. US$, tonnes CO2 e-, 

and TJ) and scales, therefore in order to make an optimal sustainable decision, a 

normalization approach has been utilized wherein the actual values of these indicators 

have been divided by their optimum values to obtain the normalized data (Azapagic 

and Clift 1999; Huppes and Ishikawa 2005). 

The normalized data in Figure 5.15 shows that the cleaner production options CSW-

POL-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC have LCC, GHG emissions and EE 

consumption values at unity (i.e. 1) or very close to unity with a minimum spread (as 

identified by red dotted rectangular area), thus making them optimum sustainable 

options (i.e. most cost effective with least environmental impacts). 

The LCC, GHG emissions, and EE consumption values of CPS options BV-XX-DG-

CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC, and TMB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC are also 

close to unity but with a wide spread between them. Other CPS options have their 

normalized LCC, GHG emissions, and EE consumption values away from the unity 

and with a significant spread between them. However, in most of the cases, the LCC 

values are close to unity, while GHG emissions and EE consumption values far away 

from unity. A recent study by Mangan and Oral (2016) has also used a similar method 

to assess the cost effectiveness of alternative approaches for energy saving and 

environmental impact reduction of a building. 

The relationship between LCC, GHG emissions, and EE consumption for all 

environmentally and economically feasible CPS options have been identified and 

analysed in detail to determine the maximum GHG reduction in a cost-effective 

manner, which is, in fact the key decision criteria for this study. This is supported by 

the strong sustainability approach, where the priority is given to the environment or 

ecosystem before the economic and social aspects (Van Den Bergh 2010; Málovics, 

Csigéné and Kraus 2008). 
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Figure 5.15 Normalized LCC, GHG emissions, and EE consumption results for a reference house in Perth for CPS options
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The techno-economic and environmental assessment of alternative CPS options has 

been summarized as following: 

 Envelope options cast in-situ sandwich - polystyrene core – single glazed / 

double glazed windows – concrete roof tiles /terracotta roof tiles / metal roof 

sheet – solar PV – solar water heater – green concrete (CSW-POL-SG/DG-

CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC) are the most cost effective options with the 

highest GHG emissions and EE consumption saving potential. 

 The wall element option CSW-POL combined with different window types and 

roofs has been found to be the most cost effective option, which offers the 

maximum environmental benefits. 

 The double glazed window (DG) option is not economically viable but 

contributes to substantial environmental benefit. 

 The concrete roof tiles (CT), terracotta roof tiles (TT), and metal roof sheet 

(MS) have been found to offer the same amount of economic and 

environmental performance. 

 The grid connected 3kWp roof top solar PV (SPV) has been found to be the 

most cost effective CPS for GHG emissions and EE consumption saving. 

 The integration of gas based water heater with roof top solar water heater 

(SWH) is another efficient and cost effective way to reduce GHG emissions 

and EE consumption. 

 The replacement of conventional concrete with green concrete (C70FA30S0-

NA60RCA40-NS100MS0) has been found to offer negligible economic 

benefit but it offers GHG emissions and EE consumption saving benefits. This 

CPS option could potentially contribute to the reduction of other impacts such 

as natural resource depletion and solid waste disposal. 

Similar to the reference house, the sensitiveness of the LCC of all CPS options to 

discount rate and probable carbon tax have been analysed in the following section. 
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5.3.6 Sensitivity analysis 

A sensitivity analysis of LCC results has been performed for the discount rate and the 

probable carbon tax. 

Sensitivity of life cycle cost to discount rate 

The present values of replacement costs of SPV, and SWH, operational cost, and the 

end of life demolition and disposal cost of a reference house in Perth for 

environmentally viable CPS options have been estimated for a discount rate of 7%. A 

sensitivity analysis has been performed for different discount rates (i.e. 4%, and 10%) 

as presented in Table E.13 (Appendix E). The results reveal that the low discount rate 

of 4% would result in an increase of LCC between 10.9% and 14% as compared to 

LCC with 7% discount rate, while the high discount rate of 10% would reduce the 

LCC between 4.5% and 5.8% of the LCC with 7% discount rate (Figure 5.16). 

For a discount rate of 7%, the CPS option ACC-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC has been 

found to be an economically unviable option (Figure 5.6) as compared to LCC of a 

reference house. For a discount rate of 4%, this option also becomes economically 

viable compared to reference option, while for a discount rate of 10%, all the three 

variants of this group (i.e. ACC-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC) becomes 

economically unviable. The LCC for environmentally viable CPS options has been 

found to be sensitive to the discount rates and as compared to their LCC ranking for a 

discount rate of 7%, the LCC rankings of some of these CPS options for discount rates 

of 4% and 10% have changed slightly (i.e. one or two rank up or down) as presented 

in Table E.14 (Appendix E). The main reason for this slight change in ranking with 

the change in discount rates is due to the fact that each environmentally viable CPS 

option has a different percentage share of capital, operational, and the end of life costs 

(Figure 5.17), and the CPS options having higher share of future costs (i.e. the present 

values of replacement costs of SPV, and SWH, operational cost, and the end of life 

demolition and disposal cost) are more sensitive to the change in discount rate. 

Table E.5 (Appendix E) shows that 15 alternative envelope options offer less economic 

benefits than the economic benefits achieved by inclusion of SPV-SWH-GC for a 

reference envelope. The similar trend for LCC of these 15 envelope options has been 

observed in the case of discount factors of 4% and 10% (Table E.14, Appendix E). 
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Figure 5.16 Sensitivity of LCC of environmentally viable CPS options to discount rate
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Figure 5.17 Breakdown of LCC for environmentally viable CPS options for different discount rates 
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Sensitivity of capital cost to discount rate 

The capital cost of environmentally viable CPS options, which includes the costs of 

construction of the house with different envelop options, grid connected 3kWp roof 

top solar PV (SPV) including one replacement after 25 years, roof top solar water 

heater (SWH) including 3 replacements after every 13 years, and the conventional 

concrete replacement with green concrete has been found to be least sensitive to the 

change in discount rates to 4% and 10%. This is because, a major portion of the capital 

cost is the initial investment cost itself, while only a small portion (i.e. replacement 

costs of SPV and SWH) is a discount rate dependent future cost. Due to change in 

discount rates, the lowest change i.e. an increase of 10.9% of capital cost for a discount 

rate of 4%, and a decrease of 4.5% of capital cost for a discount rate of 10% has been 

observed for CPS option ACC-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC, while the highest change 

has been found for option TMB-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC (i.e. an increase of 14% 

of capital cost for a discount rate of 4%, and a decrease of 5.78% of capital cost for a 

discount rate of 10%) (Figure 5.18). 

 

Figure 5.18 Sensitivity of capital cost of environmentally viable CPS options to 

discount rate 
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Sensitivity of operational cost to discount rate 

The operational cost of a typical house for environmentally viable CPS options, which 

includes the cost of electricity and natural gas during a 50 year lifespan of the house 

shows a moderate sensitivity due to the change in discount rates to 4% (i.e. an increase 

of operational cost by 80.1%) and 10% (i.e. a reduction of operational cost by 35.4%). 

The main reason for this moderate sensitivity is due to the costs of electricity and 

natural gas, which are discount rate dependent future costs (Figure 5.19). 

 

Figure 5.19 Sensitivity of operational cost of environmentally viable cleaner 

production options to discount rate 

Sensitivity of the end of life demolition and disposal cost to discount rate 

The end of life demolition and disposal cost of the house for environmentally viable 

CPS options, which include the cost of demolition and disposal including levy for inert 

landfill show a very high sensitivity due to change in discount rates to 4% (i.e. an 

increase of 314.5% of the end of life cost) and 10% (i.e. a reduction of 74.9% of the 

end of life cost). The main reason for this very high sensitivity is due to the end of life 

cost, which will incur at the fag end of a 50 year lifespan of the house. In the case of 

operational cost, the future cost starts right from the end of the first year which goes 
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on till the end of the lifespan, while in this case, the entire cost is a future cost to be 

incurred after 50 years (Figure 5.20). 

 

Figure 5.20 Sensitivity of the end of life demolition and disposal cost of 

environmentally viable CPS options to discount rate 

Summary of sensitivity analysis to discount rate 

To assess the influence of the change of discount rates (either 4% or 10%) on the 

decision making, the revised LCC of a typical house for all CPS options has been 

normalized (Figure 5.21). Similar to the discount rate of 7%, the LCC, GHG emissions, 

and EE consumption values of CPS options CSW-POL-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-

SWH-GC are at unity (i.e. 1) or very close to unity with a minimum spread thus making 

them optimum sustainable options (i.e. most cost-effective with least environmental 

impacts) even under the discount rates of 4%, and 10%.
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Figure 5.21 Normalized LCC, GHG emissions, and EE consumption results of environmentally viable CPS options for different discount rates
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The findings of the sensitivity analysis of the current results are similar to other studies. 

Val and Stewart (2003) and Ma, Yang, and Lu (2014) confirmed that the discount rate 

influences the cost effectiveness of various options and also an increase in the discount 

rate leads to the reduction of LCC. Another study by Ferreira and Santos (2013) 

confirmed that the capital cost is independent of the discount rate, while the operational 

cost decrease with the increase of discount rate. The LCC has been found to be 

sensitive to the discount rates but as the ranking of these CPS options in terms of 

environmental performance remain the same it does not influence the decision criteria 

of CPS. For example, the CPS options CSW-POL-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC 

remains the most cost effective environmentally friendly option for all discount rates. 

Sensitivity analysis of LCC to probable carbon tax 

This analysis has been performed to see that what would happen to the LCC of a typical 

house for CPS options if the carbon tax is reintroduced by the Government, and also 

to see as to whether the application of carbon tax as an economic instrument could 

promote environmentally friendly options. As a result, the impact of probable carbon 

tax on the LCC of a reference house in Perth for environmentally viable CPS options 

has been evaluated for different discount rates (Table E.15, Appendix E). The carbon 

tax has no influence on the capital cost and the end of life demolition and disposal cost 

but influences the operational cost of environmentally viable CPS options. The 

imposition of a carbon tax under different discount rate scenarios would increase the 

operational cost of a typical reference house for alternative CPS options between 

10.2% and 10.9%. Also the carbon tax would increase the LCC of a reference house 

for alternative CPS options between 0.9% and 1.3% for a discount rate of 7%, while 

the carbon tax under 4% and 10% discount rates would cause an increase of LCC up 

to 2%, and 0.9% respectively (Figure 5.22). 

The analysis shows that the sensitiveness of LCC to a carbon tax is quite low. It appears 

that the installation of the grid connected 3kWp roof top solar PV (SPV) and integration 

of gas based water heater with roof top solar water heater (SWH) itself could reduce 

the carbon tax significantly (i.e. about 54.8% of the carbon tax of reference house). 

Similarly, the replacement of a reference envelope by the best envelope options CSW-

POL-DG-CT/TT/MS could reduce the carbon tax of a reference house by an additional 

8%, while the envelope options DB-INS-DG-CT/TT/MS and RBV-XX-DG-
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CT/TT/MS could reduce the carbon tax by an additional 7%. These results are 

supported by the findings of other studies, which confirmed that the energy efficiency 

measures for a house would not only reduce the energy cost, and environmental 

impacts but it would help in reducing the carbon tax as well (Li and Colombier 2009; 

Lee and Yik 2004; Amstalden et al. 2007; Sumner, Bird and Dobos 2011). 

The social implications of environmentally and economically viable CPS options for 

a reference house in Perth have been discussed in the following section. 

5.4 Social implications of environmentally and economically viable 

CPS options 

In order to achieve the goal of sustainable building development as discussed in section 

3.6, it is important to evaluate the positive and negative social impacts of the 

environmentally and economically feasible options using a series of tangible and 

intangible indicators. 

5.4.1 Tangible social indicators 

Affordability: The economic analysis results show that the environmentally 

and economically feasible envelope options CSW-POL-DG-CT/TT/MS for the 

construction of a typical reference house in Perth have up to 7.3% less capital 

costs as compared to the capital cost (i.e. US$160,007.00) of the house with 

reference envelope (DB-XX-SG-CT). These envelope options provide an 

additional benefit in terms of operational cost saving of up to 8% of the 

operational cost (US$49,735.00) of the house with reference envelope due to 

their enhanced thermal performance. However, the end of life demolition and 

disposal costs of these options are up to 2.4% higher than the reference 

envelope (US$1,697.50), which is not a significant amount. The installation of 

a grid connected 3kWp roof top solar PV (SPV) would attract an initial capital 

cost of US$2,747.00, which would be recovered within 3.5 years from the 

operational cost saving. A replacement would occur after 25 years of SPV’s 

lifespan and by that time there would be enough operational cost saving to 

support the new installation. Overall, this CPS option would result in a net 

saving of US$15,814.00 over the lifespan of a typical house in Perth. 
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Figure 5.22 Sensitivity of LCC of a reference house in Perth to carbon tax for environmentally viable CPS options under different discount rates
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The integration of gas based water heater with roof top solar water heater 

(SWH) would attract an initial capital cost of US$2,747.00, which would be 

recovered within 9 years from the operational cost saving. The replacements 

will occur after every 13 years, and as a whole, this CPS option would result 

in a net saving of US$2,389.40 00 over the lifespan of a typical house in Perth. 

The replacement of conventional concrete by green concrete would reduce the 

capital cost of a reference house by US$327.00. It is interesting to note that 

even after adding the initial capital costs of SPV and SWH to the capital costs 

of best options CSW-POL-DG-CT/TT/MS, the total capital costs would be less 

than the capital cost of the house for reference envelope. 

The above analysis demonstrates that the environmentally and economically 

viable CPS options CSW-POL-DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC are not only 

affordable at the initial stage but also due to the amount of operational cost 

saving they offer during the lifespan of the house further enhances the 

affordability. Due to the lower capital and operational costs, people from 

slightly lower income groups would be able to meet the mortgage eligibility 

criteria and the households would have some surplus money due to operational 

cost savings, thus reducing the stress of mortgage repayment. 

Employment opportunities: As discussed in section 3.6, there is a shortage of 

skilled masons in Australia, and not many people are willing to enter into this 

trade because the brick laying activity is a specialized trade requiring hard 

labour, attention, and onsite precision. Due to its innovative technology and 

method of construction, there is no requirement of the tedious assembly of 

small components (i.e. clay bricks) for the environmentally and economically 

viable wall element option cast in-situ sandwich with polystyrene core (CSW-

POL), which makes this option more attractive for trade people. Also because 

the skeleton of this wall element is factory made (BRANZ 2011), the level of 

trade skill of people at a construction site is not that high as compared to brick 

masonry. The skills to assemble these walls at the site could easily be acquired 

by the existing brick masons. Based on the experience of Middle East and 

discussion with local builders, it can be concluded that the use of this wall 

option would not have any adverse impact on the employment opportunities. 
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In fact, the employment opportunities for other trades in housing sector may 

improve due to this substitution because the interrelated trades such as 

electrical, plumbing, and window installation whose productivity gets affected 

due to the slow assembly of brick walls of a house would be able to finish the 

work faster and move to new projects. 

Project duration: The method and process of construction greatly influence 

the project duration. As per currents trends and due to shortage of skilled 

masons in WA, the completion of brick work of a typical house alone takes 

between three and five months, depending upon the availability of masons 

(Budget Developments Australia Pty Ltd; Fozdar Technologies Pty Ltd; 

Innovative Construction Pty Ltd). Because of the nature and method of 

construction, the CSW-POL wall elements would not take more than a month 

to complete the walls of a typical house. Recent studies by Wafa (2011), and 

Mousa and Zidan (2014) confirmed that the cast in-situ sandwich wall 

construction requires substantially less (up to 50%) of the time of conventional 

construction. The cast in-situ sandwich wall system has been accepted as an 

efficient method of construction of modular houses, and sustained shelters in 

disaster affected areas due to fast construction (Sarcia 2004; Huy 2002). The 

reduced duration for the construction of walls will result in a continuous work 

flow for subsequent trades and activities. As discussed earlier, this reduction 

of time would indirectly help all other trades and may result in more 

employment opportunities. 

Resource conservation: The analysis of material and energy inputs for 

alternative envelope options (Section 4.4.4.1) show that the material inputs for 

the environmentally and economically viable wall element CSW-POL are 

47.5tonnes less than the reference wall element (DB-XX) (Table 4.5). This 

material weight reduction has subsequent implications in terms of 

transportation, construction energy, and waste, and demolition energy and 

waste disposal. The wall element CSW-POL has been found to reduce the 

transportation for materials to construction site by 1,794tkm (Table 4.6), 

energy for tools and plants during construction by 6.75GJ (Table 4.7), 

transportation of construction waste disposal by 937.5tkm (Table 4.8), and the 
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end of life waste disposal by 1,305.5tkm (Table 4.10) with respect to the 

reference wall option (DB-XX), while only the energy for tools and plants 

during the end of life demolition (Table 4.9) has been found to be more (i.e. 

14GJ) than the reference wall option. This demonstrates that the 

environmentally and economically feasible options would not only reduce the 

material consumption at first hand, they will reduce the fossil fuels due to the 

reduction of energy. A study by Blismas and Wakefield (2009) confirmed that 

an energy efficient and innovative method of construction of a house could not 

only reduce the raw material and energy consumption but could further help in 

reducing the onsite waste, and the landfill size. 

5.4.2 Intangible social indicators 

Acceptability: The continual use of the energy intensive clay bricks in Western 

Australian housing sector is due to its acceptability by the majority of the 

people as the preferred method of a house construction. Unlike the Eastern 

States of Australia, light weight wall construction has not been successful in 

WA due to a perceived fear that it is not a solid and durable method of 

construction. However the economically and environmentally feasible wall 

element CSW-POL could overcome this issue because, this system not only 

provides a solid cementitious surface but it provides additional benefits by 

creating a monolithic structure, which increases the resistance of a house to 

fire, flood, and earthquake (Omid Rezaifar 2008; Ricci et al. 2012; Sarcia 

2004). 

Human comfort: The adverse effects of the increased frequency of intensive 

heat waves on human comfort could be minimized through climate responsive 

design of the house. The results of the sensitivity analysis (Section 4.4.6) reveal 

that even for the worst house orientation, the operational energy demand for 

heating and cooling of a typical house in Perth for environmentally and 

economically viable envelope options CSW-POL-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS would 

be less than that of the reference envelope (DB-XX-SG-CT) (Table D.23, 

Appendix D). The results further reveal that even under the high impact 

scenario of temperature rise due to climate change impacts, the operational 

energy demand for cooling of a typical house for environmentally and 
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economically viable envelope options would still be less than that of the 

reference envelope option where the impacts of temperature rise are not 

considered. This demonstrates that even under extreme conditions, the 

envelope options CSW-POL-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS would have the comfort 

performance better or equal to that of the performance of reference envelope 

without those impacts. 

5.5 Summary of key findings 

The key findings derived from this chapter are summarized as following: 

 The LCC of a typical detached single storey double clay brick wall house in 

Perth is US$211,439.50. The capital, operational, and the end of life costs 

accounts for 75.7%, 23.5%, and 0.8% of the LCC respectively. 

 The cost of building envelope (e.g. wall, window, and roof) has been found to 

be 43% of the capital cost where the costs of wall, window and roof elements 

accounts for 30%, 7%, and 6% respectively. 

 The energy costs for home appliances, hot water, lighting, cooling, and heating 

accounts for 36%, 29%, 16%, 12%, and 7% of the operational cost 

respectively. 

 The LCC has been found to be sensitive to the discount rate, while it is least 

sensitive to the probable carbon tax. 

 The environmentally feasible CPS options CSW-POL-SG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-

SWH-GC (cast in-situ sandwich walls – polystyrene insulation core – Single 

glazed windows – concrete roof tiles/terracotta roof tiles/metal roof sheet – 

Roof top solar PV – Roof top solar water heater – Green concrete) have been 

found to have the lowest LCC. 

 The capital cost of a typical house for envelope option CSW-POL-SG-CT (cast 

in-situ sandwich walls – polystyrene insulation core – single glazed windows 

– concrete roof tiles) is 7.3% less than that of the reference envelope DB-XX-

SG-CT (double brick walls – no wall cavity insulation – single glazed windows 

– concrete roof tiles), while the capital cost of envelope option ACC-XX-DG-

TT (aerated concrete block walls – no wall cavity insulation – single glazed 
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windows – concrete roof tiles) is 14.6% more than the reference envelope. In 

total, the capital costs for 12 envelope options such as CSW-POL-SG/DG-

CT/TT/MS (cast in-situ sandwich walls – polystyrene insulation core – 

single/double glazed windows – concrete roof tiles/terracotta roof tiles/metal 

roof sheet), TMB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS (timber frame walls with infill 

insulation – no wall cavity insulation – double glazed windows – concrete roof 

tiles/terracotta roof tiles/metal roof sheet), and BV-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS (brick 

veneer walls with infill insulation – no wall cavity insulation – double glazed 

windows – concrete roof tiles/terracotta roof tiles/metal roof sheet) are less 

than the reference envelope, while the capital costs for remaining 18 envelope 

options such as DB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS (double brick walls – no wall cavity 

insulation – double glazed windows – concrete roof tiles/terracotta roof 

tiles/metal roof sheet), DB-INS-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS (double brick walls – wall 

cavity insulation – single/double glazed windows – concrete roof 

tiles/terracotta roof tiles/metal roof sheet), RBV-XX-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS 

(reverse brick veneer walls with infill insulation – no wall cavity insulation – 

single/double glazed windows – concrete roof tiles/terracotta roof tiles/metal 

roof sheet), and ACC-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS (aerated concrete block walls – no 

wall cavity insulation – double glazed windows – concrete roof tiles/terracotta 

roof tiles/metal roof sheet) are more than the reference envelope. 

 The capital costs of wall elements CSW-POL, TMB-XX and BV-XX are up to 

30% less than the reference wall element (DB-XX), while the capital costs of 

remaining wall elements RBV-XX, DB-INS, and ACC-XX are more than the 

reference wall element. 

 The operational cost of a typical house for envelope option CSW-POL-DG-TT 

is 8% less than the reference envelope DB-XX-SG-CT, while the operational 

cost for envelope option TMB-XX-DG-MS is 0.6% more than the reference 

envelope. 

 The end of life cost of a typical house for envelope option TMB-XX-DG-MS 

is 22.9% less than the reference envelope DB-XX-SG-CT, while the 

operational cost for an envelope option CSW-POL-DG-CT is 2.4% more than 

the reference envelope. 
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 The LCC of a typical house is reduced by US$15,814.00 due to the installation 

of a 3kWp roof top solar PV. 

 The LCC of a typical house is reduced by US$2,389.60 due to the integration 

of gas based water heater with roof top solar water heater. 

 The capital cost of a typical house is reduced between US$169 and US$327 

due to the use of by-products and recyclates in the concrete for different 

envelope systems. 

 The environmentally and economically feasible CPS options have been found 

to be affordable, having no impact on the employment opportunities, requiring 

less time for the construction, and conserving the material and energy 

resources. In addition, they are found to meet the acceptability criteria and 

climatically responsible design criteria. 

The following chapter (Chapter 6) discusses whether the environmentally and 

economically viable CPS options in Perth are applicable to 17 locations in regional 

WA under location specific climatic, economic, energy, and policy variations. 

Therefore, similar analyses using LCM framework has been conducted for 17 locations 

in regional WA. 
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Chapter 6  

Regional implications of sustainable options 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the applicability of the LCM framework at the regional level to 

evaluate the environmental and economic viability of the CPS options applied to a 

typical 4x2x2 (4 bedroom, 2 bath, and 2 garage) single storey detached house. In this 

chapter, it was tested as to whether the same cleaner production strategies, which were 

found to be sustainable in Perth, have the potential to mitigate the life cycle GHG 

emissions and EE consumption impacts, reduce LCC and enhances the intra, and inter-

generational equity benefits (Table E.12, Appendix E). 

This chapter discusses the regional characteristics of 17 locations across Western 

Australia. The life cycle energy analysis of a typical house for various cleaner 

production options have been performed for these regional locations because, the use 

stage of a typical house in Perth (i.e. operational energy consumption for heating, 

cooling, lighting, hot water, and home appliances) has been found to be the major 

contributor (up to 90%) of the total environmental impacts (Section 4.3.1, 4.3.2). In 

terms of LCC, the operational cost during use stage is more sensitive due to the future 

costs. The CPS options, which have been found to be sustainable for Perth, have been 

assessed for 17 regional locations from environmental and economic perspective. 

Finally, the sustainable options in 17 regional locations in WA have been discussed. 

6.2 Geography and Demography of regional WA 

Prior to the assessment of the sustainability aspects of CPS options for a typical house 

in 17 regional locations in WA, it is important to briefly present the geographical and 

demographical details of Western Australia that drive the demand for housing. 

Western Australia is the largest state of Australia with a diverse climate, history, flora 

and fauna covering more than 2.5million square kilometres of the area and is one of 

the most ancient lands on the planet. As per Regional Development Commissions Act 

1993, the WA is divided into 10 regions such as Perth metropolitan, Kimberley, 

Pilbara, Gascoyne, Mid-West, Goldfields-Esperance, Wheatbelt, Peel, South West, 
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and Great Southern (DOP 2015), while Perth metropolitan region is the fastest growing 

region with almost 80% of WA’s population living in this region. Kimberley is the 

northern most region of WA with Broome, Derby, Wyndham, and Kununurra as main 

population centres. Pilbara is in the north of WA with Karratha, Port Hedland, and 

Newman as population centres and dominated by the resources sector. Gascoyne is in 

the north-west of WA with Carnarvon and Exmouth as population centres. Mid West 

has a diverse economy, natural environment, and culture with Geraldton, Meekatharra, 

Wiluna, and Mount Magnet as main population centres. Goldfields-Esperance has 

diverse rich social, economic and natural environments due to mineral wealth with 

Kalgoorlie, Esperance, Dundas, Leonora, and Laverton as population centres. 

Wheatbelt is the agricultural powerhouse of WA with widely dispersed population 

centres in rural areas. Peel region with Mandurah, Waroona, Byford, and Boddington 

as population centres is one of the most populated centres outside the Perth 

metropolitan area and is growing very fast. South West has high population growth 

with a thriving and diverse export oriented economy with Bunbury, Busselton, 

Augusta, and Manjimup as population centres. Great Southern has rich indigenous and 

European heritage with agriculture and tourism based economy with Albany, 

Denmark, Katanning, Woodanilling as population centres (DOP 2015; DOSD 2015; 

wa.gov.au 2015). 

Out of eight climate zones of Australia, the 17 locations in regional WA falls under 

five climate zones (1, 3, 4, 5, and 6). The postal code, climate zone, and NatHERS 

zone data of these locations, which are required by AccuRate software for energy 

analysis are presented in Table F.1 (Appendix F). Similarly, the Australia is divided 

into 4 water heating climate regions (Figure 3.6) based on the solar insolation and 

ground temperature, which affect the temperature of reticulated water (Standard 2008). 

For electricity supply, the Albany, Armadale, Augusta, Bunbury, Busselton, 

Esperance, Geraldton, Joondalup, Kalgoorlie, Mandurah, and Yanchep are connected 

to SWIS grid, while the electricity generation in Broome, Carnarvon, Mount Magnet, 

and Newman is gas based and in Kununurra and Laverton it is diesel based (Horizon 

2015b; DOF 2015a; Horizon 2015a). 

For gas supply, the Albany, Armadale, Bunbury, Busselton, Geraldton, Joondalup, 

Kalgoorlie, Mandurah, and Yanchep are connected to ATCO’s reticulated natural gas 
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network, while the residents of Augusta, Broome, Carnarvon, Esperance, Kununurra, 

Laverton, Mount Magnet, and Newman use bottled gas (ATCO 2012; DOF 2015c). 

Given the climatic as well as energy source variation in these 17 locations in regional 

WA, the energy consumption and associated GHG emissions and EE consumption 

could vary which could also vary the CPS. Therefore, it is important to conduct 

separate estimation for GHG emissions, EE consumption, and LCC of a typical house 

for these locations. The following section discusses the energy implications of CPS 

options in 17 regional locations in WA and compares the results with Perth. 

6.3 Life cycle energy analysis 

As discussed in Section 4.4, the grid connected 3kWp roof top solar PV (SPV), 

integration of gas based water heater with roof top solar water heater (SWH), and 

changes in envelop elements (window, roof, and wall) have been found to be the 

effective CPS options for reducing the operational energy consumption of a reference 

house in Perth. Also, the orientation of the house has been found to influence the life 

cycle energy demand for heating and cooling of a house. 

The impacts of climatic variation on the energy mitigation potential of these CPS 

options for 17 locations in regional WA has been evaluated and discussed in following 

sections. 

Impacts of locations on 3kWp grid connected roof top solar PV (SPV) system 

The electricity production capacity of a roof top solar PV is highly sensitive to the 

location specific solar radiations (Kumar Sahu 2015; Arif, Oo and Ali 2013). The 

average daily electricity production data of a 3kWp roof top solar PV systems for 17 

locations under 4 radiation zones has been obtained from PV-GC spread sheet 

document produced by Clean Energy Council (CEC) (CEC 2011). The amount of 

electricity which can be generated using a 3kWp roof top solar PV system has been 

estimated for all 17 locations (Table 6.1). It has been found that the electricity 

generation capacity of a 3kWp roof top solar PV in Broome, Carnarvon, Kununurra, 

Laverton, and Newman is 13.6% more than the electricity generation capacity of 3kWp 

roof top solar PV in Perth, while the electricity generation capacity in Albany, 

Augusta, and Esperance is 18.2% less than that in Perth. The electricity generation 
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capacity of 3kWp roof top solar PV has been found to be same in Armadale, Bunbury, 

Busselton, Geraldton, Joondalup, Kalgoorlie, Mandurah, Mount Magnet, and Yanchep 

has been found to be same as in Perth. 

Table 6.1 Electricity generation capacity of roof top solar PV at different locations in 

regional WA 

Location 

*reference 

NatHERS 

Zone 

Solar 

radiation 

Zone 

Average Daily 

Production 

kWh 

Average production 

during 50 years life of 

house - kWh 

Perth* 13 3 13.2 240,900 

Albany 58 4 10.8 197,100 

Armadale 47 3 13.2 240,900 

Augusta 58 4 10.8 197,100 

Broome 33 2 15 273,750 

Bunbury 54 3 13.2 240,900 

Busselton 57 3 13.2 240,900 

Carnarvon 4 2 15 273,750 

Esperance 55 4 10.8 197,100 

Geraldton 12 3 13.2 240,900 

Joondalup 52 3 13.2 240,900 

Kalgoorlie 44 3 13.2 240,900 

Kununurra 30 2 15 273,750 

Laverton 41 2 15 273,750 

Mandurah 54 3 13.2 240,900 

Mount Magnet 42 3 13.2 240,900 

Newman 40 2 15 273,750 

Yanchep 52 3 13.2 240,900 

     

The main reason for this variation in electricity generation capacity of roof top solar 

PV for different locations is due to the fact that the average solar radiation for locations 

under solar radiation zone 2 (Broome, Carnarvon, Kununurra, Laverton, and Newman) 

is 21-24MJ/m2/year, which is higher than the average solar radiation of 15-

18MJ/m2/year in climate zone 4 (Albany, Augusta, and Esperance). The average solar 

radiation at locations under solar radiation zone 3 (Armadale, Bunbury, Busselton, 

Geraldton, Joondalup, Kalgoorlie, Mandurah, Mount Magnet, and Yanchep) is 18-

21MJ/m2/year (Figure 6.1). 

The grid connected 3kWp roof top solar PV has been found to have substantial 

potential for reducing the fossil fuel dominated electricity demand during the lifespan 

of the house at 17 locations in regional WA. 
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Figure 6.1 Average annual daily solar exposure in regional WA (BOM 2015) 

Impacts of locations on integration of gas based water heater with roof top solar 

water heater (SWH) 

As discussed in Section 6.2, Albany, Armadale, Bunbury, Busselton, Geraldton, 

Joondalup, Kalgoorlie, Mandurah, and Yanchep are connected to ATCO’s reticulated 

natural gas network and the majority of the residents use gas based water heater system 

(DEWHA 2008a). The residents in Augusta, Broome, Carnarvon, Esperance, 

Kununurra, Laverton, Mount Magnet and Newman use bottled gas or electric water 

heaters (based on personal communication with Builders/Contractors listed in Table 

F.2, Appendix F). The AccuRate software has been used to estimate the revised energy 

consumption for hot water due to the integration of roof top solar water heater with 

gas or electricity based hot water system (HWS) for 17 locations as applicable. Similar 

to the roof top solar PV, the performance of solar water heater is influenced by location 

specific solar radiation. The results of life cycle energy consumption for hot water with 

and without SWH for all 17 locations in regional WA are presented in Table 6.2. 

It has been found that the life cycle energy consumption for hot water of a typical 

house could be reduced by 79.7% in Broome, Carnarvon, Kununurra, Laverton, and 

Newman (hot water region 2) due to the integration of SWH with gas HWS, while this 
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integration could reduce the life cycle energy consumption for hot water in Armadale, 

Bunbury, Busselton, Geraldton, Joondalup, Kalgoorlie, Mandurah, Mount Magnet, 

and Yanchep (hot water region 3), and Albany, Augusta, and Esperance(hot water 

region 4) by 65.2%, and 53.9% respectively. 

Table 6.2 Life cycle energy saving potential of SWH in different locations in regional 

WA 

Location 

*reference 

Life cycle energy consumption for hot 

water (GJ) 

Life cycle energy 

saving potential due 

to integration of 

SWH - GJ 

Gas Electric 

Solar 

+ 

Gas 

Solar 

+ 

electric 

Gas Electric 

Perth* 1,130.5 - 393.5 - 737.0 - 

Albany 1,214.5 - 560.5 - 654.0 - 

Armadale 1,130.5 - 393.5 - 737.0 - 

Augusta 1,214.5 703.5 560.5 268.5 654.0 435.0 

Broome 1,066.0 577.0 216.0 82.5 850.0 494.5 

Bunbury 1,130.5 - 393.5 - 737.0 - 

Busselton 1,130.5 - 393.5 - 737.0 - 

Carnarvon 1,066.0 577.0 216.0 82.5 850.0 494.5 

Esperance 1,214.5 703.5 560.5 268.5 654.0 435.0 

Geraldton 1,130.5 - 393.5 - 737.0 - 

Joondalup 1,130.5 - 393.5 - 737.0 - 

Kalgoorlie 1,130.5 - 393.5 - 737.0 - 

Kununurra 1,066.0 577.0 216.0 82.5 850.0 494.5 

Laverton 1,066.0 577.0 216.0 82.5 850.0 494.5 

Mandurah 1,130.5 - 393.5 - 737.0 - 

Mount 

Magnet 
1,130.5 632.0 393.5 161.0 737.0 471.0 

Newman 1,066.0 577.0 216.0 82.5 850.0 494.5 

Yanchep 1,130.5 - 393.5 - 737.0 - 

       

In the case of integration of SWH with electric HWS (Augusta, Broome, Carnarvon, 

Esperance, Kununurra, Laverton, Mount Magnet, and Newman), the life cycle energy 

consumption for hot water could be reduced by 85.7% in Broome, Carnarvon, 

Kununurra, Laverton, and Newman, while a reduction of 74.5% in Mount Magnet, and 

61.8% in Augusta, and Esperance could be achieved. 

There are two reasons for this variation in the life cycle energy saving potential of 

SWH integrated with gas or electric HWS for different locations in regional WA. 
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Firstly, these locations receive different solar radiations. Secondly, the electric HWS 

is more energy efficient than the gas HWS because the heating element in electric 

HWS remains in contact with water thus providing nearly 100% heat transfer 

efficiency, while only up to 75% of the combustion heat from gas burner is transferred 

to water thus having lower efficiency (Tsilingiridis, Martinopoulos and Kyriakis 2004; 

Mutch 1974). 

The integration of roof top SWH with gas HWS or electric HWS has been found to 

have substantial potential for reducing the natural gas or electricity consumption for 

hot water during the lifespan of the house in 17 locations in regional WA. 

Impacts of locations on life cycle operational energy due to changes in building 

envelope elements (window, roof, and wall) 

As discussed in Section 4.4.4, the changes in envelope elements of a house not only 

affects the impacts during mining to material production, transportation, construction, 

and the end of life demolition and disposal stages but greatly influence the life cycle 

operational energy demand for heating and cooling due to the thermal performance of 

the envelope elements. As the solar radiation across the 17 locations in regional WA 

is different, the various envelope elements are expected to perform differently due to 

their thermal performances (Yang, Lam and Tsang 2008; Iwaro and Mwasha 2013; 

Balaras et al. 2007). 

From the analysis of life cycle energy (Table 4.13), environmental impacts (Tables 

4.14, and 4.18), and LCC (Section 5.3.1) for different envelope options, it has appeared 

that the replacement of concrete tiles (CT) to either terracotta tiles (TT), or metal sheet 

(MS) as roof cover has the least impacts and hence the terracotta roof tiles (TT) and 

metal roof sheet (MS) have not been considered as variables for assessing their 

regional implications. The replacement of single glazed windows (SG) with double 

glazed windows (DG) has been found to have considerable impacts and hence both the 

window options have been considered for their regional implications. Even though 

some of the wall elements were found to be environmentally and economically 

unfeasible in Perth but in order to evaluate their performance under varying climatic 

conditions in regional WA, all the wall elements (e.g. DB-XX, DB-INS, BV-XX, 
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RBV-XX, CB-XX, ACC-XX, CSW-POL, PCSW-XX, and TMB-XX) have been 

considered for their regional implications (Table 6.2). 

 

Figure 6.2 Alternative envelope options for 17 locations in regional WA 

The life cycle energy demand for heating and cooling of a typical house has been found 

to be sensitive to the orientation (Section 4.4.3) and hence the AccuRate software has 

been used to determine the optimum orientations of a typical house in 17 locations in 

regional WA. Table 6.3 presents the optimum orientations (i.e. the orientation with a 

minimum amount of heating and cooling energy demand) for a typical house in 17 

regional locations in WA. 
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Table 6.3 Optimum orientations for the house for 17 locations in regional WA 

Location Optimum Orientation 

Broome, Geraldton, and Kununurra East 

Armadale, Bunbury, Carnarvon, Kalgoorlie, Laverton, 

Mandurah, Mount Magnet, and Newman 
West 

Albany, Augusta, Busselton, Esperance, Joondalup, and 

Yanchep 
North-West 

  

These orientations are considered as ideal orientations in Australia (Southern 

hemisphere) (Bambrook, Sproul and Jacob 2011; McGee, Reardon and Clarke 2013; 

Luxmoore 2005). The life cycle operational heating and cooling energy demand of a 

reference house for 18 alternative envelope options for these optimum orientations in 

17 locations in regional WA have been estimated using AccuRate software (Table F.3, 

Appendix F). As compared to Perth, the life cycle operational energy demand for 

heating and cooling of the house for all envelope options has been found to be 

substantially high in Kununurra (i.e. 7 to 15 times), Broome (i.e. 4 to 10 times), and 

Newman (i.e. 2 to 3 times) (Figure 6.3). Interestingly, out of these three locations, the 

operational energy requirement for heating in Kununurra and Broome is zero, while in 

Newman, it is near zero because these are the hottest locations in WA, which falls 

under climate zone 1 (high humid summer and warm winter), and zone 3 (Hot dry 

summer and warm winter). As per Australian Bureau of Meteorology, the average 

annual daily maximum temperature in Kununurra and Broome is more than 33ºC, 

while it is between 30ºC and 33ºC in Newman (BOM 2016). 

The life cycle operational energy demand for heating and cooling of a typical house in 

Busselton, Albany, and Augusta for all envelope options has been found to be up to 

three times higher than that of the Perth. Interestingly, the operational energy demand 

for cooling in these locations is substantially low because these are the coldest 

locations in WA, which falls under climate zone 5 (Warm temperate), and zone 6 (Mild 

temperate). As per Australian Bureau of Meteorology, the average annual daily 

maximum temperature in these locations is less than 21ºC (BOM 2016). As compared 

to Perth, the variation in the life cycle energy demand for heating and cooling in 

remaining locations is moderate. The average percentage share of life cycle operational 

energy demand for heating and cooling for a typical house for alternative envelopes in 

17 locations in the regional WA have been presented in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.3 Life cycle operational energy demand for heating and cooling of a typical 

house for alternative envelope options in 17 locations in regional WA 

 

Figure 6.4 Average share of life cycle heating and cooling energy demands of a 

typical house for alternative envelope options in 17 locations in regional WA 
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For alternative envelope options, the difference between the lowest and the highest life 

cycle operational energy demand for heating and cooling of the house varies with 

location, which is around 1.5 times in Broome, Carnarvon, Kununurra, and Newman, 

2.5 times in Albany, Armadale, Augusta, Busselton, and Laverton, and 3 times in 

Bunbury, Esperance, Geraldton, Joondalup, Kalgoorlie, Mandurah, Mount Magnet, 

and Yanchep. The reason for the similar performance of all envelopes (i.e. low 

difference between the lowest and highest) in Broome, Carnarvon, Kununurra and 

Newman is due to the unique climatic conditions of these locations (hot summer and 

warm winter). Reardon and Downton (2013b) confirmed that the houses in these 

locations require substantially high energy to achieve thermal comfort compared to 

other zones. Studies by Aktacir, Büyükalaca, and Yılmaz (2010), and Yang and Li 

(2008) reported that the insulation and thermal mass of a house located in the hot 

summer and warm winters regions has a lower performance than in the other regions. 

For each location, the alternative envelope options have been assigned the ranking 

based on the life cycle operational energy for heating and cooling of the house (lowest 

to highest) (Table F.4, Appendix F). It has been observed that the rankings of the 

envelope options CSW-POL-DG-CT (except in Broome), and CB-XX-SG/DG-CT 

remain unchanged across all locations in regional WA, while a minor change has been 

observed in the rankings of envelope options PCSW-XX-SG/DG-CT, and ACC-XX-

SG/DG-CT. In the case of Broome, the envelope option BV-XX-DG-CT has 

outperformed in terms of operational energy for heating and cooling. A moderate 

change has been observed in the rankings of remaining envelope options across all 

locations in regional WA. 

As discussed in Chapter 4, the main reason for this variation in ranking is due to the 

fact that each envelope (combination of thermal mass, insulation, window system, and 

roof) reacts in a different manner under different climate conditions (i.e. location and 

incident solar radiation) as confirmed by other studies (Eskin and Türkmen 2008; 

Yang, Lam and Tsang 2008; Lam et al. 2008; Yılmaz 2007; Ramesh, Prakash and 

Shukla 2012; Aste, Angelotti and Buzzetti 2009). 

In order to identify the envelope options having the optimum ranking of the life cycle 

operational energy demand for heating and cooling in all locations, their values have 

been normalized for each location (Figure 6.5).
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Figure 6.5 Normalized life cycle operational energy values for heating and cooling of a typical house for alternative envelope options in all 

locations in regional WA
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It has been observed that the normalized life cycle operational energy values for 

envelope option CSW-POL-DG-CT in all locations are at unity (i.e. 1) with no spread; 

the envelope options DB-INS-DG-CT, CSW-POL-SG-CT, RBV-XX-DG-CT, and 

ACC-XX-DG-CT have been found to have their normalized values close to unity with 

low spread. The normalized life cycle operational energy values for remaining 

envelope options have been found to be widely deviated from unity, which shows the 

inconsistency in their performance in different locations in regional WA. 

The operational energy demand for heating and cooling of a house is a complex 

function of building envelope’s material characteristics such as thermal mass and its 

relative location, thermal transmittance, thermal admittance, thermal lag, and the 

climatic conditions. The performance of the envelope gets enhanced due to the 

combination of the optimum values of above stated characteristics, even if individually 

these values are not the best as also confirmed by other studies (Aste, Angelotti and 

Buzzetti 2009; Mohammad and Shea 2013). 

The envelope options CSW-POL-DG-CT, DB-INS-DG-CT, CSW-POL-SG-CT, 

RBV-XX-DG-CT, and ACC-XX-DG-CT have been found to be more energy efficient 

at all locations but they may not have similar environmental performance, thus requires 

a further investigation. This is because the source of energy is different for heating and 

cooling (e.g. electricity and/or natural gas) in different locations. 

The life cycle operational energy demand for lighting and home appliances of a typical 

house in 17 locations in regional WA has been considered to be similar to the house in 

Perth. The envelope wise breakdown of the life cycle operational energy demand for 

heating, cooling, lighting, hot water, and home appliances for each location in regional 

WA has been presented in Table F.5 to Table F.14 (Appendix F) 

Impacts of locations on construction of a house due to changes in building envelope 

elements (window, roof, and wall) 

As discussed in Section 4.4.4.1, The construction of a house comprising of mining to 

material production, transportation of material to construction site, use of plant and 

equipment including disposal of construction waste during assembly (construction), 

and use of plant and equipment for the end of life demolition and disposal stages for 

different envelope options has been found to contribute to 8% to 16% of the total life 
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cycle environmental impacts. It has been assumed that there is no change in material 

and or energy consumption during mining to material production, use of plant and 

equipment including disposal of construction waste during assembly (construction), 

and use of plant and equipment for the end of life demolition and disposal stages for 

17 locations in regional WA, while the transportation of material to construction site 

vary according to the sources of materials at a particular location. For example, there 

are no brick manufacturing facilities in Broome, Carnarvon, Kununurra and Newman 

and also Kununurra and Newman do not have an adequate supply of materials such as 

ceramic tiles, roof tiles, insulation, roof timber, and doors. 

It is thus assumed that these materials have to be transported from the suppliers in the 

nearest large commercial locations. The available published commercial data (Hotfrog 

2014; Masters 2014; Bunnings 2014; Yellow-Pages 2014; Hanson 2014; Boral 2014; 

BGC 2014; Holcim 2014; Midland-Brick 2014; Austral-Bricks 2014) have been 

reviewed to determine the sources of materials in 17 locations in regional WA to 

estimate the distance travelled to bring inputs to these locations. Table F.14 and Table 

F.15 (Appendix F) shows the breakdown of tkm (transportation of materials) for each 

envelope option in 17 locations in regional WA. 

The environmental impacts associated with the construction, use, and the end of life 

demolition and disposal stages of a typical house for each cleaner production option 

in 17 locations in regional WA have been discussed in the following section. 

6.4 Environmental feasibility of alternative CPS options in regional 

WA 

The GHG emissions and EE consumption associated with the life cycle operational 

energy for heating, cooling, lighting, hot water, and home appliances and tkm for 

different envelope options in 17 locations in regional WA have been estimated using 

SimaPro software. As discussed in Section 6.2, 8 locations out of 17 locations do not 

have reticulated natural gas supply and the residents use either bottled gas or electricity 

for hot water. Similarly, in these locations either electric heaters or reverse cycle air-

conditioners or portable unflued bottled gas heaters are used for heating (Harrington, 

Foster and Wilkenfeld 2008). Though some of the heritage housing stock in colder 

places such as Albany, Augusta, Esperance, Busselton use wooden fireplaces for 
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heating but due to concerns over their environmental impacts and health hazards, their 

use has either been restricted or declining (Robinson 2011; Yusaf, Goh and Borserio 

2011). There is no published data to suggest the percentage share of electricity and 

bottled gas utilization for heating purpose in these locations, hence both the scenarios 

have been considered for estimation of environmental impacts. The location wise 

electricity generation mix, availability of reticulated natural gas, and bottled liquefied 

petroleum gas (LPG) including their emission factors are presented in Table F.16 

(Appendix F). 

In addition to the revised operational energy and tkm data for alternative envelope 

options in 17 locations in regional WA, the life cycle operational energy savings data 

due to the grid connected 3kWp roof top solar PV (SPV), and integration of gas based 

water heater with roof top solar water heater (SWH) is also entered into SimaPro 

software to estimate their impact on life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption. 

It is assumed that the GHG emissions reduction and EE consumption saving due to the 

use of by-products and recycled material in concrete (GC) are same in all locations. 

6.4.1 Location wise life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts 

The location wise breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

associated with the construction, use and the end of life demolition and disposal stages 

for alternative cleaner production options (envelope, SPV, SWH, and GC) including 

their rankings (based on the lowest to highest values) is presented in Table F.17 to 

Table F.41 (Appendix F). Since the operational energy for heating and cooling in 17 

locations in regional WA vary significantly from the reference case in Perth, the life 

cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results have been individually compared 

with the results of Perth as following: 

Albany 

Albany is one of the coldest places (climate zone 6) in WA and as compared to Perth, 

while there is a significant increase in operational energy requirement for heating, the 

reduction in operational energy requirement for cooling is also significant (Table F.5, 

Appendix F). The CPS option CSW-POL-DG-SPV-SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle 

GHG emissions and EE consumption (235.2tonnes CO2 e- and 3.2TJ respectively), 

while the options PCSW-XX-SG-SPV-SWH-GC, and CB-XX-SG-SPV-SWH-GC 
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have the highest life cycle GHG emissions (300.8tonnes CO2 e-), and EE consumption 

(4.1TJ) respectively. As compared to Perth, the GHG emissions and EE consumption 

impacts for energy efficient CPS options such as DB-INS-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, 

RBV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, and DB-XX-

DG-SPV-SWH-GC have increased significantly by up to 19%, and 25% respectively. 

This is because of the fact that in winters, the insulation becomes counterproductive. 

However, there is a slight increase in impacts for less energy efficient options such as 

PCSW-XX-SG-SPV-SWH-GC, TMB-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, and CB-XX-SG-

SPV-SWH-GC (Figure 6.6). 

 

Figure 6.6 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Albany and Perth 

The rankings of the CPS options CSW-POL-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC in Albany have 

been found to be same as Perth (i.e. ranked as first and second), while the rankings of 

CPS options BV-XX-DG-SPV-SWH-GC, and TMB-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 

have significantly improved to third and fourth positions respectively (Table F.17, 

Appendix F). Generally, the overall GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts of 

a typical house in Albany for all CPS options have been found to be slightly more than 

the Perth mainly due to an increased operational energy demand for heating, which is 

much more than the reduction in operational demand for cooling. 
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Augusta 

Augusta is in the same climate zone 5 as Perth but these locations fall under two 

different NatHERS zones. There is a significant increase in the operational energy 

requirement for heating, while the operational energy requirement for cooling also has 

reduced significantly (Table F.5, Appendix F). 

There is no reticulated natural gas network in Augusta and hence the GHG emissions 

and EE consumption impacts have been estimated for two scenarios: 

 Use of bottled gas for heating and hot water 

 Use of electricity for heating and hot water 

In the case of use of LPG for heating, and hot water, the CPS option CSW-POL-DG-

SPV-SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

(239.4tonnes CO2 e- and 3.3TJ respectively), while the option PCSW-XX-SG-SPV-

SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption (306.2tonnes 

CO2 e- and 4.1TJ respectively). As compared to Perth, the GHG emissions and EE 

consumption impacts for energy efficient CPS options such as DB-INS-SG/DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC, RBV-XX-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, DB-XX-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-

GC, and CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC have increased significantly by up to 

20%, and 30% respectively. This is because of the fact that in winters, the insulation 

becomes counterproductive. There is a slight increase of GHG emissions and EE 

consumption impacts for less energy efficient options such as PCSW-XX-SG-SPV-

SWH-GC, and TMB-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC (Figure 6.7). 

Similarly, in the case of use of electricity for heating, and hot water, the CPS option 

CSW-POL-DG-SPV-SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions as well as the 

EE consumption (492.7tonnes CO2 e- and 6.3TJ respectively). On the other hand, the 

option PCSW-XX-SG-SPV-SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and 

EE consumption (707.5tonnes CO2 e- and 9.0TJ respectively). This shows an increase 

of impacts by more than 100% of that associated with the use of LPG because the 

emission factor of grid electricity is more than four times higher than that of bottled 

gas. As compared to Perth, the GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts for CPS 

options such as DB-XX-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC, DB-INS-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, 
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and CB-XX-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC have increased by up to 150% each, while the 

GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts for options such as PCSW-XX-SG-

SPV-SWH-GC, and TMB-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC have increased by up to 100% 

each (Figure 6.8). 

 

Figure 6.7 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of all CPS 

options between Augusta and Perth (use of bottled gas for heating and hot water) 

 

Figure 6.8 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of all CPS 

options between Augusta and Perth (use of electricity for heating and hot water) 
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The rankings of CPS options CSW-POL-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC in Augusta have 

been found to be same as Perth (i.e. ranked as first and second) for both scenarios, the 

rankings of the middle order CPS options have slightly changed (up or down by one 

position) (Table F.18, and Table F.19, Appendix F). Generally, the overall GHG 

emissions and EE consumption impacts of a typical house in Augusta for all CPS 

options have been found to be more than the Perth due to an increased operational 

energy demand for heating, which is much more than the reduction in operational 

energy demand for cooling. 

Armadale 

Both Armadale and Perth are in the same climate zone (i.e. 5) but they fall under two 

different NatHERS zones, which might be the reason for a slight variation in the 

operational energy demand for heating and cooling in Armadale (Table F.6, Appendix 

F). The CPS option CSW-POL-DG-SPV-SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG 

emissions and EE consumption impacts (200.7tonnes CO2 e- and 2.7TJ respectively), 

while the option PCSW-XX-SG-SPV-SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG 

emissions and EE consumption (288.9tonnes CO2 e- and 3.7TJ respectively). As 

compared to Perth, the GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts for energy 

efficient CPS options such as DB-INS-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, RBV-XX-DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC, and DB-XX-DG-SPV-SWH-GC have increased slightly by up to 2%, 

and 5% respectively, while there is a slight reduction of GHG emissions and EE 

consumption impacts for less energy efficient options such as PCSW-XX-SG/DG-

SPV-SWH-GC, TMB-XX-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, and CB-XX-SG/DG-SPV-

SWH-GC (Figure 6.9). As discussed earlier, the emission factor of the natural gas (i.e. 

0.06tonnes CO2 e-/GJ), which is used for heating is less than one fourth of the emission 

factor of grid electricity (i.e. 0.26tonnes CO2 e-/GJ) used for cooling. Due to this 

reason, a slight variation in operational energy demand for heating and cooling does 

not necessarily mean a proportional variation in GHG emissions and EE consumption 

impacts, thus the impacts due to an increase in operational energy for heating gets 

compensated easily with the slight decrease in cooling energy demand. 

The rankings of the CPS options CSW-POL-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC in Armadale have 

been found to be same as Perth (i.e. ranked as first and second), while the rankings of 

some of the remaining CPS options have slightly changed by one position up or down 
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(Table F.20, Appendix F). Generally, the overall GHG emissions and EE consumption 

impacts of a typical house in Armadale for all CPS options have been found to be 

similar to Perth. 

 

Figure 6.9 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Armadale and Perth 

Broome 

Broome and Perth are under distinctively different climate and NatHERS zones, which 

is the reason for a more than tenfold increase in the operational energy requirement for 

cooling in Broome, while the operational energy requirement for heating is nil (Table 

F.6, Appendix F). There is no reticulated natural gas network in Broome and hence 

similar to Augusta, the GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts have been 

estimated for two scenarios (i.e. the use of bottled gas or electricity for hot water). 

In the case of use of bottled gas for hot water, the CPS option BV-XX-DG-SPV-SWH-

GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption (626.7tonnes CO2 

e- and 10.3TJ respectively), while the option CB-XX-SG-SPV-SWH-GC has the 

highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption (838.9tonnes CO2 e- and 14TJ 

respectively). As compared to Perth, it has been found that the GHG emissions and EE 
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consumption impacts for all CPS options have increased by up to 200%, and 300% 

respectively (Figure 6.10). 

 

Figure 6.10 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Broome and Perth (bottled gas for hot water) 

Similarly, in the case of use of electricity for hot water, the CPS option BV-XX-DG-

SPV-SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

(710tonnes CO2 e- and 11.8TJ respectively). On the other hand, the option PCSW-

XX-SG-SPV-SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

(922.2tonnes CO2 e- and 15.5TJ respectively). This shows an increase of impacts by 

more than 10% of that associated with the use of bottled gas. Unlike Augusta, where 

the increase of the impacts was by more than 100% due to the change in use of bottled 

gas to grid electricity, the electricity generation in Broome is gas based and therefore 

the difference in impacts is quite low. As compared to Perth, GHG emissions and EE 

consumption impacts for all CPS options have been increased by up to 250%, and 

350% respectively (Figure 6.11). 

The rankings of almost all the CPS options in Broome have changed. The CPS option 

BV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC has moved to the first position by moving the CPS 

option CSW-POL-DG-SPV-SWH-GC to the second position for both scenarios (i.e. 

the use of bottled gas or electricity for hot water) in Broome (Table F.21 and Table 
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F.22, Appendix F). The reason for this change in the rankings of various CPS options 

is due to the fact that the Broome falls under minimal diurnal temperature range and 

the influence of the insulation on the energy consumption of a building is very low 

(Guan 2012), and so a house layout having high energy performance in another climate 

zone may not perform in the same manner in this climate zone. Other studies also have 

confirmed that a house layout which may be highly energy efficient in other climate 

zones may not be equally effective in hot humid summer and warm winter climate and 

other design approaches such as night-time ventilation, and the change in floor plan 

should also be considered for the reduction of operational energy for cooling (Kubota, 

Chyee and Ahmad 2009; Horne and Hayles 2008; Li, Yang and Lam 2013; Reardon 

and Clarke 2013). 

 

Figure 6.11 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Broome and Perth (electricity for hot water) 

Generally, the overall GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts of a typical house 

in Broome for all CPS options have been found to be more than the Perth. 

Bunbury 

Both Bunbury and Perth belong to same climate zone 5 but they are in different 

NatHERS zones. As compared to Perth, there is a minor variation in operational energy 
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requirement for heating and cooling in Bunbury (Table F.7, Appendix F). The CPS 

option CSW-POL-DG-SPV-SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and 

EE consumption (201.1tonnes CO2 e- and 2.6TJ respectively), while the option 

PCSW-XX-SG-SPV-SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE 

consumption (288tonnes CO2 e- and 3.6TJ respectively). As compared to Perth, the 

GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts for energy efficient CPS options such 

as DB-INS-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, RBV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, DB-XX-DG-

SPV-SWH-GC, and CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC are almost same, while these 

impacts have slightly reduced for less energy efficient options such as PCSW-XX-

SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC, TMB-XX-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, and CB-XX-SG/DG-

SPV-SWH-GC (Figure 6.12). 

 

Figure 6.12 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Bunbury and Perth 

The rankings of CPS options CSW-POL-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC in Bunbury have 

been found to be the same as Perth (i.e. ranked first and second), while the rankings of 

some of the remaining options have changed slightly (Table F.23, Appendix F). 

Generally, the overall GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts of a typical house 

in Bunbury for all cleaner production options (CPS) have been found to be similar to 

Perth. 
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Busselton 

Busselton and Perth both are in the same climate zone 5 but they are in different 

NatHERS zones. As compared to Perth, there is a significant increase in operational 

energy requirement for heating, while the cooling energy demand has moderately 

reduced in Busselton (Table F.7, Appendix F). The CPS option CSW-POL-DG-SPV-

SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption (211.8tonnes 

CO2 e- and 2.9TJ respectively), while the option PCSW-XX-SG-SPV-SWH-GC has 

the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption (301.2tonnes CO2 e- and 

3.9TJ respectively). As compared to Perth, the GHG emissions and EE consumption 

impacts for energy efficient CPS options such as DB-INS-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, 

RBV-XX-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, and DB-XX-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC have 

increased by up to 9%, and 15% respectively, these impacts for less energy efficient 

options such as PCSW-XX-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC, TMB-XX-SG/DG-CT-SPV-

SWH-GC, and CB-XX-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC are same as in Perth (Figure 6.13). 

Although the increase in operational energy requirement for heating is much more than 

the reduction in operational energy for cooling, the use of natural gas for heating has 

conserved the overall GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts. 

 

Figure 6.13 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Busselton and Perth 
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The rankings of CPS options CSW-POL-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC in Busselton are 

same as in Perth (i.e. ranked as first and second), while the rankings of the remaining 

options have slightly changed (Table F.24, Appendix F). Generally, the overall GHG 

emissions and EE consumption impacts of a typical house in Busselton for CPS 

options have been found to be slightly higher than that in Perth. 

Carnarvon 

Carnarvon and Perth are under two different climate and NatHERS zones. In 

comparison with Perth, there is an increase in the operational energy requirement for 

cooling by more than double, but the operational energy requirement for heating is 

almost nil (Table F.8, Appendix F). There is no reticulated natural gas network in 

Carnarvon and hence the GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts have been 

estimated for two scenarios (i.e. the use of bottled gas or electricity for heating and hot 

water). 

In the case of use of bottled gas for heating and hot water, the CPS option CSW-POL-

DG-SPV-SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

(209.7tonnes CO2 e- and 3.1TJ respectively), while the option PCSW-XX-SG-SPV-

SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption (272.6tonnes 

CO2 e- and 3.3TJ respectively). As compared to Perth, the GHG emissions and EE 

consumption impacts for CPS options such as DB-INS-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, 

and RBV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC have increased by up to 6%, and 20% 

respectively, these impacts for less energy efficient options such as PCSW-XX-SG-

SPV-SWH-GC, and TMB-XX-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC have reduced by up to 

12%, and 2.5% respectively) (Figure 6.14). Although there is a two fold increase of 

the operational energy requirement for cooling in Carnarvon, the GHG emissions and 

EE consumption results are not proportional to increase of cooling energy. This is 

because the electricity generation in Carnarvon is gas based. 

Similarly, in the case of use of electricity for heating and hot water, the CPS option 

CSW-POL-DG-SPV-SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE 

consumption (293tonnes CO2 e- and 4.7TJ respectively), while the option PCSW-XX-

SG-SPV-SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

(357.7tonnes CO2 e- and 5.5TJ respectively). 
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Figure 6.14 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Carnarvon and Perth (bottled gas for heating and hot water) 

This shows an increase of GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts by more than 

30% of that associated with the use of LPG. As compared to Perth, GHG emissions 

and EE consumption impacts for all CPS options have increased significantly by up to 

40%, and 80% respectively (Figure 6.15). 

 

Figure 6.15 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Carnarvon and Perth (electricity for heating and hot water) 
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In comparison to Perth, the rankings of almost all CPS options except CSW-POL-DG-

SPV-SWH-GC (i.e. ranked first) have changed in Carnarvon. The CPS option TMB-

XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC has moved from the tenth position to the second position, 

while rankings of all the remaining options have slightly changed (Table F.25 and 

Table F.26, Appendix F). 

The reason for this change in the rankings of various CPS option is due to the fact that 

Carnarvon falls under significant diurnal temperature range and a house with well 

insulated thermal mass provides an optimum performance. Generally, the overall GHG 

emissions and EE consumption impacts of a typical house in Carnarvon for all CPS 

options have been found to be similar to Perth for the use of bottled gas for heating 

and hot water. In the case of the use of electricity for heating and hot water, the GHG 

emissions and EE consumption impacts for all CPS options have been found to be 

more than that of the Perth. 

Esperance 

Both Esperance and Perth are under same climate zone 5 but they are in different 

NatHERS zones. As compared to Perth, the operational energy demand for heating has 

almost doubled in Esperance, the operational energy requirement for cooling has 

reduced to almost half (Table F.8, Appendix F). There is no reticulated natural gas 

network in Esperance and hence the GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts 

have been estimated for two scenarios (i.e. the use of bottled gas or electricity for 

heating and hot water). 

In the case of use of bottled gas for heating, and hot water, the CPS option CSW-POL-

DG-SPV-SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

(232.9tonnes CO2 e- and 3.2TJ respectively), while the option PCSW-XX-SG-SPV-

SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption (302.6tonnes 

CO2 e- and 4.0TJ respectively). As compared to Perth, the GHG emissions and EE 

consumption impacts for energy efficient CPS options such as DB-INS-DG-CT-SPV-

SWH-GC, RBV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, and CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-

GC have increased by up to 16%, and 20% respectively. This is because, in winters, 

the insulation becomes counterproductive. On the other hand these impacts for less 

energy efficient options such as PCSW-XX-SG-SPV-SWH-GC, TMB-XX-SG-CT-
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SPV-SWH-GC and CB-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC have been found to be quite 

similar as Perth (Figure 6.16). 

 

Figure 6.16 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Esperance and Perth (bottled gas for heating and hot water) 

In the case of use of electricity for heating, and hot water, the CPS option CSW-POL-

DG-SPV-SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

(445.2tonnes CO2 e- and 5.8TJ respectively), while the option CB-XX-SG-SPV-

SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption (607.8tonnes 

CO2 e- and 7.8TJ respectively). This shows an increase of impacts by more than 90% 

of that associated with the use of bottled gas. As compared to Perth, the GHG 

emissions and EE consumption impacts for CPS options such as DB-XX-SG/DG-

SPV-SWH-GC, DB-INS-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, and CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-

SWH-GC have increased by more than 120% each. On the other hand, the GHG 

emissions and EE consumption impacts for options such as PCSW-XX-SG/DG-SPV-

SWH-GC, TMB-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, and BV-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 

also have increased by up to 90% each (Figure 6.17). 
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Figure 6.17 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Esperance and Perth (electricity for heating and hot water) 

The ranking of CPS options CSW-POL-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC in Esperance for both 

scenarios (i.e. the use of bottled gas or electricity for heating and hot water) remain 

unchanged (i.e. first and second), while the rankings of other options have changed 

(Table F.27 and Table F.28, Appendix F). Generally, the overall GHG emissions and 

EE consumption impacts of a typical house in Esperance for all CPS options have been 

found to be slightly more than the Perth for the use of bottled gas for heating and hot 

water. In the case of the use of electricity for heating and hot water, the GHG emissions 

and EE consumption impacts for all CPS options have been found to be much more 

than that of the Perth. 

Geraldton 

Geraldton and Perth both are under same climate zone 5 but they are in different 

NatHERS zones. As compared to Perth, there is a moderate increase in operational 

energy demand for cooling and a significant reduction in operational energy demand 

for heating in Geraldton (Table F.9, Appendix F). The CPS option CSW-POL-DG-

SPV-SWH-GC has been found to have the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE 

consumption (208.9tonnes CO2 e- and 2.7TJ respectively), while the option PCSW-

XX-SG-SPV-SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 
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(306.6tonnes CO2 e- and 3.8TJ respectively). As compared to Perth, the GHG 

emissions and EE consumption impacts for CPS options such as CSW-POL-SG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC, DB-INS-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, RBV-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, 

and ACC-XX-SG-SPV-SWH-GC have been found to increase by up to 6%, and 4% 

respectively, while these impacts have slightly reduced for low energy efficient options 

such as CB-XX-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC (Figure 6.18). There is a minor increase in the 

GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts for remaining CPS options. Whilst the 

reduction in operational energy demand for heating is more than the increase in 

operational energy demand for cooling, but because the electricity for cooling has 

higher GHG emissions than the natural gas for heating, the overall increase in GHG 

emissions and EE consumption impacts is low. 

The ranking of CPS option CSW-POL-DG-SPV-SWH-GC in Geraldton has been 

found to be same as Perth (i.e. the first), while the rankings of some of the remaining 

options have changed slightly by position up or down (Table F.29, Appendix F). 

Generally, the overall GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts of a typical house 

in Geraldton for CPS options have been found to be slightly more than the Perth. 

 

Figure 6.18 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Geraldton and Perth 
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Joondalup 

Joondalup and Perth both are in same climate zone 5 but they are in different NatHERS 

zones. As compared to Perth, there is a slight reduction in operational energy demand 

for both heating and cooling in Joondalup (Table F.9, Appendix F). The CPS option 

CSW-POL-DG-SPV-SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE 

consumption (185.9tonnes CO2 e- and 2.4TJ respectively), while the option PCSW-

XX-SG-SPV-SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

(255.7tonnes CO2 e- and 3.1TJ respectively). As compared to Perth, the GHG 

emissions and EE consumption impacts for energy efficient CPS options such as DB-

INS-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, RBV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, CSW-POL-DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC, and ACC-XX-DG-SPV-SWH-GC have reduced moderately. On the 

other hand, there is a significant reduction in these impacts by up to 19%, and 20% 

respectively for less energy efficient options such as CB-XX-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC, 

PCSW-XX-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC, and TMB-XX-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC. This 

is because of the fact that the composite thermal mass of these envelope options allows 

the quicker dissipation of heat (Figure 6.19) (Reardon, McGee and Milne 2013; Zhu 

et al. 2009). 

 

Figure 6.19 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Joondalup and Perth 
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The rankings of CPS options CSW-POL-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC in Joondalup have 

been found to be same as in Perth (i.e. first and second), while there is a minor change 

in the rankings of few of the remaining options (Table F.30, Appendix F). Generally, 

the overall GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts of a typical house in 

Joondalup for CPS options have been found to be slightly less than the Perth due to 

the less operational energy demand for heating and cooling in Joondalup. 

Kalgoorlie 

Kalgoorlie and Perth are in climate zone 4, and 5 respectively and also they have 

different NatHERS zones. The climate zone 4 has hot dry summer with cool winters. 

As compared to Perth, there is a slight reduction in operational energy demand for 

cooling, while there is a moderate increase in operational energy for heating in 

Kalgoorlie (Table F.10, Appendix F). The CPS option CSW-POL-DG-SPV-SWH-GC 

has been found to have the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

(190.1tonnes CO2 e- and 2.5TJ respectively), while the option PCSW-XX-SG-SPV-

SWH-GC has been found to have the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE 

consumption (289.5tonnes CO2 e- and 3.6TJ respectively). As compared to Perth, the 

GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts for energy efficient CPS option CSW-

POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC have reduced moderately by 5%, and 6% respectively 

(Figure 6.20). There is a consistency in the reduction of GHG emissions and EE 

consumption impacts across the remaining CPS options. 

The rankings of CPS options in Kalgoorlie have been found to be the same as Perth 

(Table F.31, Appendix F). Generally, the overall GHG emissions and EE consumption 

impacts of a typical house in Kalgoorlie for all CPS options have been found to be 

slightly less than the Perth due to less operational energy demand for heating and 

cooling. 
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Figure 6.20 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Kalgoorlie and Perth 

Kununurra 

Kununurra and Perth are in two distinctively different climate and NatHERS zones. 

As compared to Perth, there is up to fifteen fold increase in the operational energy 

demand for cooling in Kununurra, while the operational energy demand for heating is 

nil (Table F.6, Appendix F). There is no reticulated natural gas network in Kununurra 

and hence the GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts have been estimated for 

two scenarios (i.e. the use of bottled gas or electricity for hot water). 

In the case of use of bottled gas for hot water, the CPS option CSW-POL-DG-SPV-

SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

(1412.6tonnes CO2 e- and 20.7TJ respectively), while the option CB-XX-SG-SPV-

SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption (2184tonnes 

CO2 e- and 32.0TJ respectively). 

The GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts for all CPS options in Kununurra 

have been found to be up to 670%, and 770% more than that in Perth respectively 

(Figure 6.21). 
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Figure 6.21 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Kununurra and Perth (bottled gas for hot water) 

In the case of use of electricity for hot water, the CPS option CSW-POL-DG-SPV-

SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

(1567.5tonnes CO2 e- and 23.0TJ respectively), while the option CB-XX-SG-SPV-

SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

(2338.8tonnes CO2 e- and 34.3TJ respectively). This shows an increase of impacts by 

more than 10% of that associated with the use of bottled gas. The operational energy 

demand in Kununurra is already the highest amongst all locations in regional WA, and 

on top of this factor, the electricity generation is also diesel based, which has the 

highest GHG emissions intensity as compared to other electricity mix, thus resulting 

in more GHG emissions and EE consumption. 

The GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts for all CPS options have been found 

to be up to 730%, and 830% more than that in Perth respectively (Figure 6.22). 
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Figure 6.22 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Kununurra and Perth (electricity for hot water) 

The rankings of almost all CPS options except CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 

have changed for both scenarios (i.e. the use of bottled gas or electricity for hot water) 

in Kununurra (Table F.32 and Table F.33, Appendix F). The CPS options BV-XX-

DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, and ACC-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC have moved from 

middle order to second and third positions respectively. The reason for this change in 

the rankings of various CPS option is mainly due to the fact that Kununurra falls under 

minimal diurnal temperature range and the floor layout, insulation, thermal mass, 

glazing, and eave projection of a house behaves in a completely different manner than 

that in the other climate zones (Martel and Horne 2011; Kane et al. 2009; Reardon and 

Clarke 2013). Generally, the overall GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts of 

a typical house in Kununurra for CPS options have been found to be substantially more 

than that in Perth. 

Laverton 

Laverton and Perth are under different climate and NatHERS zones. As compared to 

Perth, there is more than threefold increase in the operational energy demand for 

cooling, while having a threefold reduction in the operational energy demand for 

heating (Table F.11, Appendix F). There is no reticulated natural gas network in 
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Laverton and hence the GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts have been 

estimated for two scenarios (i.e. the use of bottled gas or electricity for heating and hot 

water). 

In the case of use of bottled gas for heating and hot water, the CPS option CSW-POL-

DG-SPV-SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

(294.8tonnes CO2 e- and 4.1TJ respectively), while the option CB-XX-SG-SPV-

SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption (534.3tonnes 

CO2 e- and 7.6TJ respectively). As compared to Perth, the GHG emissions and EE 

consumption impacts for all cleaner production options have increased by up to 90%, 

and 100% respectively (Figure 6.23). 

 

Figure 6.23 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Laverton and Perth (bottled gas for heating and hot water) 

Similarly, in the case of use of electricity for heating, and hot water, the CPS option 

CSW-POL-DG-SPV-SWH-GC has been found to have the lowest life cycle GHG 

emissions and EE consumption (465.7tonnes CO2 e- and 6.7TJ respectively), while the 

option CB-XX-SG-SPV-SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE 

consumption (747.2tonnes CO2 e- and 10.8TJ respectively). This shows an increase of 

impacts by more than 40% of that associated with the use of bottled gas. Also, the 

electricity generation in Laverton is diesel based with a high GHG emissions intensity. 
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As compared to Perth, the GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts for all CPS 

options have increased by up to 160%, and 190% respectively (Figure 6.24). 

 

Figure 6.24 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Laverton and Perth (electricity for heating and hot water) 

As compared to Perth, there is no change in the ranking of CPS option CSW-POL-

DG-SPV-SWH-GC (i.e. first) in Laverton, while the rankings of few of the options 

have slightly changed (Table F.34 and Table F.35, Appendix F). 

Generally, the overall GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts of a typical house 

in Laverton for CPS options have been found to be much more than the Perth. 

Mandurah 

Although both Mandurah and Perth are under same climate zone 5 but they are from 

two different NatHERS zones. As compared to Perth, there is a minor increase in the 

operational energy demand for heating in Mandurah, while the operational energy 

demand for cooling is same (Table F.11, Appendix F). 

The CPS option CSW-POL-DG-SPV-SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG 

emissions and EE consumption (200.4tonnes CO2 e- and 2.6TJ respectively), while the 

option PCSW-XX-SG-SPV-SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and 
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EE consumption (288tonnes CO2 e- and 3.6TJ respectively). As compared to Perth, 

there is a minor increase in GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts for CPS 

options such as DB-INS-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, and RBV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-

GC by up to 1%, and 0.7% respectively. On the other hand, these impacts for less 

energy efficient options such as PCSW-XX-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC, TMB-XX-

SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, and CB-XX-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC have reduced 

slightly (Figure 6.25). 

Due to the use of natural gas for heating, an increase in operational energy for heating 

does not necessarily mean a sizable increase in GHG emissions and EE consumption 

impacts. 

 

Figure 6.25 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Mandurah and Perth 

The rankings of CPS options CSW-POL-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC, DB-INS-DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC, and RBV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC in Mandurah have been found 

to be same as Perth (i.e. first to fourth), while the rankings of some of the remaining 

options have changed slightly by one position up or down (Table F.36, Appendix F). 

Generally, the overall GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts of a typical house 

in Mandurah for CPS options have been found to be slightly lower than those in Perth. 
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Mount Magnet 

Mount Magnet and Perth are under distinctively different climate and NatHERS zones. 

As compared to Perth, there is around twofold increase in the operational energy 

demand for cooling, while there is up to a sixfold reduction in the operational energy 

demand for heating (Table F.12, Appendix F). There is no reticulated natural gas 

network in Mount Magnet and hence the GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts 

have been estimated for two scenarios (i.e. the use of bottled gas or electricity for 

heating and hot water). 

In the case of use of bottled gas for heating, and hot water, the CPS option CSW-POL-

DG-SPV-SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

(200.3tonnes CO2 e- and 3.0TJ respectively), while the option PCSW-XX-SG-SPV-

SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption (306.2tonnes 

CO2 e- and 4.5TJ respectively). As compared to Perth, the GHG emissions and EE 

consumption impacts for all CPS options have increased by up to 7%, and 24% 

respectively (Figure 6.26). 

 

Figure 6.26 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of all 

CPS options between Mount Magnet and Perth (LPG for heating and hot water) 
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Similarly, in the case of use of electricity for heating, and hot water, the CPS option 

CSW-POL-DG-SPV-SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE 

consumption (407.9tonnes CO2 e- and 6.5TJ respectively), while the option CB-XX-

SG-SPV-SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

(407.9tonnes CO2 e- and 6.5TJ respectively). This shows an increase of impacts by 

more than 40% of that associated with the use of bottled gas. As compared to Perth, 

the GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts for all CPS options have increased 

by up to 50%, and 80% respectively (Figure 6.27). 

 

Figure 6.27 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of all 

CPS options between Mount Magnet and Perth (electricity for heating and hot water) 

The rankings of CPS options CSW-POL-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC, DB-INS-DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC, and RBV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC in Mount Magnet have been 

found to be same as Perth (i.e. first to fourth), while the rankings of some middle order 

options have slightly changed (Table F.34 and Table F.35, Appendix F). 

Generally, the overall life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts of a 

typical house in Mount Magnet for CPS options have been found to be more than the 

Perth due to more than twofold increase in the life cycle operational energy demand 

for cooling. 
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Newman 

Both Newman and Perth are under different climate and NatHERS zones. As 

compared to Perth, there is more than fivefold increase in the operational energy 

demand for cooling, while the operational energy demand for heating has drastically 

reduced to as good as nil for most of the options (Table F.12, Appendix F). There is 

no reticulated natural gas network in Newman and hence the GHG emissions and EE 

consumption impacts have been estimated for two scenarios (i.e. the use of bottled gas 

or electricity for heating and hot water). 

In the case of use of bottled gas for heating and hot water, the CPS option CSW-POL-

DG-SPV-SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

(281.1tonnes CO2 e- and 4.4TJ respectively), while the option CB-XX-SG-SPV-

SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption (471.6tonnes 

CO2 e- and 7.6TJ respectively). As compared to Perth, the GHG emissions and EE 

consumption impacts for all CPS options have increased by up to 65%, and 100% 

respectively (Figure 6.28). 

 

Figure 6.28 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Newman and Perth (bottled gas for heating and hot water) 
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Similarly, in the case of use of electricity for heating, and hot water, the CPS option 

CSW-POL-DG-SPV-SWH-GC has the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE 

consumption (364.5tonnes CO2 e- and 5.9TJ respectively), while the option CB-XX-

SG-SPV-SWH-GC has the highest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption 

(562.5tonnes CO2 e- and 9.2TJ respectively). This shows an increase of GHG 

emissions and EE consumption impacts by more than 40% of that associated with the 

use of bottled gas. As compared to Perth, the GHG emissions and EE consumption 

impacts for all CPS options have increased by up to 100%, and 145% respectively 

(Figure 6.29). 

The rankings of CPS options CSW-POL-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC in Newman have 

been found to be the same as Perth (i.e. first and second), while the rankings of some 

of the middle order options have slightly changed (Table F.39 and Table F.40, 

Appendix F). 

Generally, the overall GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts of a typical house 

in Newman for all CPS options have been found to be much more than the Perth due 

to more than fivefold demand for operational energy for cooling. 

 

Figure 6.29 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Newman and Perth (electricity for heating and hot water) 
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Yanchep 

Both Yanchep and Perth are under same climate zone 5 but they are in different 

NatHERS zones. As compared to Perth, there is a moderate reduction in the 

operational energy demand for both heating and cooling in Yanchep (Table F.13, 

Appendix F). The CPS option CSW-POL-DG-SPV-SWH-GC has been found to have 

the lowest life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption (185.9tonnes CO2 e- and 

2.4TJ respectively), while the option PCSW-XX-SG-SPV-SWH-GC has the highest 

life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption (255.7tonnes CO2 e- and 3.1TJ 

respectively). As compared to Perth, The GHG emissions and EE consumption 

impacts for energy efficient CPS options such as DB-INS-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, 

RBV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, and ACC-

XX-DG-SPV-SWH-GC have reduced moderately. On the other hand, these impacts 

for less energy efficient options such as CB-XX-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC, PCSW-XX-

SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC, and TMB-XX-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC have reduced by 

up to 19%, and 20% respectively because of their relatively lower thermal mass, which 

allows quicker dissipation of heat (Figure 6.30) (Zhu et al. 2009; Reardon, McGee and 

Milne 2013). 

 

Figure 6.30 Comparison of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of 

all CPS options between Yanchep and Perth 
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The rankings of CPS options CSW-POL-SG/DG-SPV-SWH-GC in Yanchep have 

been found to be same as Perth (i.e. first and second), while the rankings of most of 

the remaining options have slightly changed (Table F.41, Appendix F). Generally, the 

overall GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts of a typical house in Yanchep 

for all CPS options have been found to be less than the Perth. 

6.4.2 Summary of Life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts 

The location wise GHG emissions and EE consumption results of alternative CPS 

options have been summarized to identify the options with consistent performance 

across 17 locations in regional WA. 

GHG emissions results 

The results of life cycle GHG emissions of a reference house for alternative CPS 

options in 17 locations in regional WA have been summarized and presented in Table 

F.42 (Appendix F). The life cycle GHG emissions results of alternative CPS options 

in 17 locations in regional WA have been grouped based on their respective climate 

zones (Figure 6.31) and it has been found that the life cycle GHG emissions of a 

reference house for alternative CPS options are the highest in climate zone 1 (hot 

humid summer, warm winter) (i.e. Kununurra and Broome) with a high degree of 

variation, which is not the case in other zones and this shows that each option behaves 

entirely in a different manner. 

In the case of climate zone 3 (Hot dry summer, warm winter), the life cycle GHG 

emissions for alternative CPS options are high in Newman with a medium degree of 

variation, while the life cycle GHG emissions in Carnarvon are similar to Perth with a 

low degree of variation. 

For climate zone 4 (Hot dry summer, cool winter), the life cycle GHG emissions for 

alternative CPS options are high in Laverton with a medium degree of variation, while 

the life cycle GHG emissions in Mount Magnet and Kalgoorlie are quite similar to 

Perth. 

For climate zone 5 (Warm temperate), the life cycle GHG emissions for alternative 

CPS options are high in Augusta and Esperance with a moderate degree of variation, 

while the life cycle GHG emissions in Busselton, Geraldton, Armadale, Bunbury, 
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Mandurah, Yanchep, and Joondalup are similar to Perth with a very low degree of 

variation. The low variation shows that the absolute values of life cycle GHG 

emissions are different but there is a consistency in the overall performance of all CPS 

options across these locations. 

For climate zone 6 (Mild temperate), the life cycle GHG emissions for alternative CPS 

options in Albany are similar to Perth with a low degree of variation. 

As compared to Perth, the main reason for this variation in life cycle GHG emissions 

for alternative CPS options across these locations is due to the variation in GHG 

emissions associated with the operational energy for heating, cooling, and hot water 

for the house for alternative cleaner production options (Figure 6.32). 

The location specific solar radiation plays an important role in operational energy 

demand for heating and cooling as well as in electricity or heat generation by solar PV 

and solar water heater. The source of electricity (SWIS network, gas based, diesel 

based) and gas (natural gas, bottled liquefied petroleum gas) are another factors 

responsible for this variation as they have different emission intensities (Table F.16, 

Appendix F). A significant change in GHG emissions has been observed when the use 

of grid electricity is considered for heating and hot water instead of bottled gas in 

Augusta, Broome, Carnarvon, Esperance, Kununurra, Laverton, Mount Magnet, and 

Newman. 
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Figure 6.31 Life cycle GHG emissions of a reference house for alternative CPS options in all climate zones in WA
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Figure 6.32 Life cycle GHG emissions of a reference house during use stage for alternative CPS options in all locations in regional WA
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The GHG emissions associated with the mining to material production, transportation, 

construction, and the end of life demolition and disposal stages of a reference house 

for all CPS options in 17 locations in regional WA have been found to vary (Section 

6.3, Table F.14, and Table F.15) mainly due to the additional transportation 

requirement for some of the materials which are not available in remote locations 

(Figure 6.35). 

 

Figure 6.33 GHG emissions of a reference house for alternative CPS options for 

mining to material production to the end of life stages in 17 locations in regional WA 

In order to investigate the influence of the locations on the environmental effectiveness 

of the alternative CPS options for a reference house, the life cycle GHG emissions 

values for alternative CPS options have been normalized after dividing by the optimum 

values of the corresponding location and are arranged in ascending order (Figure 6.34).
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Figure 6.34 Normalized results of life cycle GHG emissions of the reference house for alternative CPS options in 17 locations in regional WA
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The interesting finding of this research is that the CPS option CSW-POL-DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC offers the same normalized life cycle GHG emission values in all 

locations (at unity with no spread i.e. 1), while the CPS options DB-INS-DG-CT-SPV-

SWH-GC, and CSW-POL-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC show a small variation in the 

environmental performance in terms of their normalized life cycle GHG emissions 

values, which are close to unity with low spread. The normalized life cycle GHG 

emissions values for CPS options PCSW-XX-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, and CB-

XX-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC have been found to be substantially away from the 

unity with a very wide spread, while the normalized values for CPS options DB-XX-

SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, BV-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, ACC-XX-SG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC, and TMB-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC are moderately away from 

unity but with a wide spread, which shows the inconsistency in their life cycle GHG 

emissions impacts in different locations in regional WA. The normalized life cycle 

GHG emissions values for remaining six CPS options have been found to be little away 

from unity with the medium spread, which shows that the environmental performance 

of some of these CPS options is reasonably better than others. 

EE consumption results 

The results of life cycle EE consumption of a reference house for alternative CPS 

options in 17 locations in regional WA have been summarized and presented in Table 

F.43 (Appendix F). Similar to life cycle GHG emissions, the EE consumption results 

of alternative CPS options in 17 locations in regional WA have been grouped based 

on their respective climate zones (Figure 6.35) and it has been found that the EE 

consumption of a reference house for alternative CPS options is the highest in climate 

zone 1 (hot humid summer, warm winter) (i.e. Kununurra and Broome) with a high 

degree of variation. 

For climate zone 3 (Hot dry summer, warm winter), the EE consumption for alternative 

CPS options is high in Newman with a medium degree of variation, while the life cycle 

EE consumption in Carnarvon are similar to Perth with a low degree of variation. 

For climate zone 4 (Hot dry summer, cool winter), the EE consumption for alternative 

CPS options is high in Laverton with a medium degree of variation, on the other hand, 

the EE consumption in Mount Magnet and Kalgoorlie is quite similar to Perth. 
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For climate zone 5 (Warm temperate), the EE consumption for alternative CPS options 

is high in Augusta and Esperance with a moderate degree of variation, while the life 

cycle EE consumption in Busselton, Geraldton, Armadale, Bunbury, Mandurah, 

Yanchep, and Joondalup is similar to Perth with a very low degree of variation. 

For climate zone 6 (Mild temperate), the EE consumption for alternative CPS options 

in Albany is similar to Perth with a low degree of variation. 

Similar to the life cycle GHG emissions, the main reason for this variation in life cycle 

EE consumption for alternative CPS options across these locations is due to the 

variation in the EE consumption associated with the operational energy during use 

stage. The location specific solar radiation and the source of electricity and gas are 

also the reasons for this variation. 

In order to investigate the influence of the locations on the environmental effectiveness 

of the alternative CPS options for a reference house, the life cycle EE consumption 

values for alternative CPS options have been normalized for each location and are 

arranged in ascending order (Figure 6.36). 

Similar to GHG emissions, the normalized life cycle EE consumption values for CPS 

option CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC are at unity with no spread (i.e. 1) in all 

locations, while the CPS options DB-INS-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, and CSW-POL-

SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC show a small spread in their normalized life cycle EE 

consumption values which are close to unity. The normalized life cycle EE 

consumption values for CPS options PCSW-XX-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, and CB-

XX-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC have been found to be substantially away from unity 

with a very wide spread, while the normalized values for options DB-XX-SG/DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC, BV-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, ACC-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, 

and TMB-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC are moderately away from unity but with a wide 

spread, which shows the inconsistency in their life cycle EE consumption impacts in 

different locations in regional WA. The normalized life cycle EE consumption values 

for remaining 6 CPS options have been found to be little away from the unity and with 

the medium spread, which demonstrate that the EE consumption of some of these CPS 

options is reasonably lower than others. 
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Figure 6.35 Life cycle EE consumption of the reference house for alternative cleaner production options in all locations in regional WA
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Figure 6.36 Normalized results of life cycle EE consumption of a reference house for alternative CPS options in 17 locations in regional WA
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Summary GHG Emissions and EE consumption results 

The above life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption results of alternative CPS 

options for a typical house in 17 locations in regional WA show that the option CSW-

POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC (cast in-situ sandwich walls – polystyrene insulation 

core – double glazed windows – concrete roof tiles – roof top solar PV – roof top solar 

water heater – green concrete) has the lowest impacts across these locations, thus 

making it an optimum option. On the other hand, some other CPS options such as 

CSW-POL-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC (cast in-situ sandwich walls – polystyrene 

insulation core – single glazed windows – concrete roof tiles – roof top solar PV – roof 

top solar water heater – green concrete), DB-INS-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC (double 

brick walls – wall cavity insulation – single/double glazed windows – concrete roof 

tiles – roof top solar PV – roof top solar water heater – green concrete), RBV-XX-

SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC (reverse brick veneer walls with infill insulation – no wall 

cavity insulation – single/double glazed windows – concrete roof tiles/terracotta roof 

tiles/metal roof sheet – roof top solar PV – roof top solar water heater – green 

concrete), BV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWW-GC (brick veneer walls with infill insulation – 

no wall cavity insulation – double glazed windows – concrete roof tiles – roof top solar 

PV – roof top solar water heater – green concrete), TMB-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 

(timber frame walls with infill insulation – no wall cavity insulation – double glazed 

windows – concrete roof tiles – roof top solar PV – roof top solar water heater – green 

concrete), and ACC-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC (aerated concrete block walls – no 

wall cavity insulation – double glazed windows – concrete roof tiles – roof top solar 

PV – roof top solar water heater – green concrete) also have relatively low impacts 

and may also be considered as environmentally feasible options for majority of these 

locations in regional WA. The remaining CPS options have relatively high 

environmental impacts. The similar trend has been observed in the case of Perth. In 

order to support the decision making, it is now important to evaluate the cost 

effectiveness of these environmentally feasible CPS options in 17 locations in WA. 

6.5 Economic feasibility of alternative CPS options in regional WA 

The economic feasibility of alternative CPS options such as grid connected 3kWp roof 

top solar PV, integration of gas based water heater with roof top solar water heater, 
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alternative envelope options, and replacement of conventional concrete with green 

concrete for a typical house in Perth has been discussed in Section 5.3. 

Based on the detailed economic analysis, the CPS options CSW-POL-SG/DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC, DB-INS-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, RBV-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, 

BV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWW-GC, and TMB-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC were found 

to be environmentally and economically feasible options in Perth. These CPS options 

have also been found to be the environmentally feasible in 17 locations in regional 

WA (Figure 6.34 and Figure 6.36) and hence they have been considered for economic 

feasibility assessment. 

Some CPS options such as DB-INS-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, and RBV-XX-DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC were found to have relatively low environmental impacts in Perth but 

their LCCs were slightly more than the reference option. Since this research is more 

ecologically focused research and environmental performance comes before the 

economy and society, these two CPS options for a typical house in 17 locations in WA 

have also been considered for economic analysis. 

Similarly, the CPS option ACC-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC was found to have low 

environmental impacts in Perth but had very high LCC as compared to the reference 

case. In the case of regional implications of this CPS option, the environmental impacts 

have been found to be comparable with other environmentally feasible CPS options 

and hence it has also been considered for economic assessment as this option may turn 

out to be an economically feasible option. The economic assessment of total nine CPS 

options in 17 locations in regional WA has been conducted. Moreover, these CPS 

options represent the most commonly used materials and construction systems in 

regional WA. 

The building price indices from construction cost guide (Rawlinsons 2015), have been 

utilized for estimation of capital costs of the house for all CPS options in 17 locations 

in regional WA (Table F.44, Appendix F). Similar to Section 5.3, all the present values 

of capital and replacement costs of grid connected 3kWp roof top solar PV and roof 

top solar water heater have been estimated. The present values of operational cost for 

electricity and natural gas have been estimated using current utility tariffs (DOF 

2015d; Alintaenergy 2015). The electricity charges have been found to be same for 
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entire WA, the natural gas tariff has been found to be location specific (Table F.45, 

Appendix F).The price data for bottled gas in regional WA has been collected through 

personal communication with Gas suppliers (Table F.46, Appendix F). The end of life 

demolition and disposal costs have also been estimated using building price indices. 

Life cycle cost of environmentally viable CPS options in regional WA 

The location wise breakdown of life cycle cost (LCC) of a reference house for 

environmentally feasible CPS options has been presented in Table F.47 (Appendix F). 

The results show that the LCC of the house for all environmentally CPS options is the 

lowest in Joondalup, while the Kununurra is found to have the highest LCC in both 

cases (i.e. use of bottled gas or electricity for hot water). The LCC of different 

environmentally viable CPS options in Kununurra is between 100% and 109.3% (i.e. 

use of electricity for hot water) and between 95.6% and 105% (i.e. use of bottled gas 

for hot water) more than the LCC of these CPS options in Joondalup. The large 

difference of LCC has been observed for the CPS options having single glazed 

windows. The LCC of CPS option CSW-POL-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC has been found 

to be the lowest in all locations except Broome, while the LCC of CPS option ACC-

XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC is the highest in all locations. The LCC of CPS option 

BV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC has been found to be the lowest in Broome in both 

cases (i.e. use of bottled gas or electricity for hot water). The LCC of CPS option CSW-

POL-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, which is the lowest in all other locations has been found 

to be only 0.53% (US$1,686.53) more than the LCC of CPS option BV-XX-DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC (i.e. the lowest) (Figure 6.37). The main reasons for the variation in 

LCC of different CPS options in regional WA are due to the variations in associated 

operational energy demand for heating, cooling, and hot water (Table F.3, Appendix 

F), price indices (Table F.44, Appendix F), natural gas tariff (Table F.45, Appendix 

F), and the cost of bottled gas (Table F.46, Appendix F). 

Capital costs of environmentally feasible CPS options in regional WA 

Further analysis shows that the capital cost of a reference house for environmentally 

viable CPS options, is the lowest in Armadale, Joondalup, and Mandurah, while the 

capital cost is the highest in Newman (Figure 6.38). The capital cost consists of the 

construction cost including materials, the present value of the end of life demolition 
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and disposal cost, the capital cost of SPV and SWH including present values of their 

replacement costs, and cost saving due to GC. The main reason for the variation in 

capital costs is not only the difference in material inputs and their unit prices as 

discussed in Chapter 5, the transportation and construction costs in some of these 

locations are high because of resource scarcity and shortage of skilled labour. This is 

evident from the building price indices, wherein the building price indices for 

construction in Broome, Carnarvon, Laverton, Mount Magnet and Newman are 50%-

65% more than the building price indices in major population centres such as Perth, 

Armadale, and Joondalup. However, the pattern of the capital cost of the house for 

different environmentally viable CPS options is consistent across the regional WA. 

Operational costs of environmentally feasible CPS options in regional WA 

The operational cost of a reference house has been found to be the lowest in Joondalup 

for most of the environmentally feasible CPS options, while the operational cost for 

CPS options is the highest in Kununurra for both cases (i.e. use of bottled gas or 

electricity for hot water) (Figure 6.39). The operational cost consists of the cost of 

electricity and natural gas or bottled gas as well as the cost savings due to the 

integration of roof top SPV and SWH during use stage over a lifespan of 50 years. 
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Figure 6.37 LCC of a reference house for environmentally feasible CPS options in 17 locations in regional WA
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Figure 6.38 Capital cost of a reference house for alternative CPS options in 17 locations in regional WA
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Figure 6.39 Life cycle operational cost of a reference house for alternative CPS options in 17 locations in regional WA
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The operational cost of a reference house for different environmentally feasible CPS 

options in Kununurra has been found to be up to 7 times more than the operational cost 

in Joondalup (i.e. the lowest) for these options. The operational cost of a reference 

house for CPS option CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC has been found to be the 

lowest in all 17 locations in regional WA except in Broome, where the operational cost 

of CPS option BV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC has been found to be the lowest. 

However, there is an insignificant difference in operational cost between these two 

options in Broome (i.e. only 1%). Similarly, the operational cost for CPS option TMB-

XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC has been found to be the highest in most of the locations. 

The main reasons for the huge variation in the operational cost of different CPS options 

in regional WA are due to the variations in the operational energy demand for heating, 

cooling, and hot water, natural gas tariff, and the cost of bottled gas. For example, the 

operational energy demands for a reference house for environmentally feasible CPS 

options in Broome and Kununurra are around 6 to 10 times, and 9 to 15 times more 

than the operational energy demand in Perth respectively. Another reason for the very 

high operational cost in Broome and Kununurra is because the operational energy 

demand for cooling is the highest which requires relatively expensive grid electricity. 

The cost of bottled gas also has been found to vary with location with up to 84% 

difference between the lowest and highest costs. However, the roof top solar PV (SPV) 

and solar water heater (SWH) have been found to offer the savings to investment ratios 

of greater than 2 in 17 locations in regional WA. 

In order to investigate the influence of the locations on the economic effectiveness of 

the alternative CPS options for a reference house, the LCC values for alternative CPS 

options have been normalized by dividing by the optimum values of the corresponding 

location and are arranged in ascending order (Figure 6.40). It appears that the 

normalized LCC values for CPS option CSW-POL-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC are at unity 

(i.e. 1) for all locations except Broome, where CPS option BV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-

SWH-GC is the most economic option. The normalized LCC values for CPS options 

CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC and TMB-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC are close 

to unity but with an inconsistent variation. This shows that their LCC values are low 

but their relative rankings are not same in all locations. The normalized LCC values of 

CPS options DB-INS-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, RBV-XX-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-
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GC, and ACC-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC have been found to be far away from the 

unity. 

6.6 Economic versus environmental performance of alternative CPS 

options in regional WA 

In order to make the optimal decision, the LCC, GHG emissions, and EE consumption 

values of a typical house for alternative CPS options in 17 locations in regional WA 

have been normalized by dividing them by their respective location wise optimum 

values and results have been presented in Table F.49 (Appendix F). 

From these normalized data, it has been observed that the CPS option CSW-POL-DG-

CT-SPV-SWH-GC has the LCC, GHG emissions, and EE consumption values at unity 

(i.e. 1) or close to unity with a minimum variation, which makes it the optimum CPS 

option. Although the normalized LCC values for CPS options BV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-

SWH-GC, CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC, and TMB-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-

GC are also close to the unity but their normalized GHG emissions and EE 

consumption values are far away from the unity (Figure 6.41). The second best CPS 

option in regional WA has been found to be CSW-POL-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC as it 

has the optimum combination of thermal mass, insulation and its location, material 

contents, and material inventory, which results in the minimum possible 

environmental and economic impacts during various life cycle stages. 
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Figure 6.40 Normalized values of LCC of a reference house for alternative CPS options in 17 locations in regional WA 
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Figure 6.41 Normalized values of LCC, GHG emissions, and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative CPS options in all locations in 

regional WA
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6.7 Conclusion 

This chapter has presented the life cycle cost results of a reference house for 

environmentally viable cleaner production strategy (CPS) options in 17 locations in 

regional WA and the results have been compared with the life cycle cost results of the 

reference house in Perth. The CPS options CSW-POL-SG/DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 

(cast in-situ sandwich walls – polystyrene insulation core – single/double glazed 

windows – concrete roof tiles – roof top solar PV – roof top solar water heater – green 

concrete) have been found to be most cost-effective options with the lowest GHG 

emissions and EE consumption in all 17 locations in regional WA. This is how this 

cleaner production option has complied with the eco-efficiency objective by doing 

more with less. Though some other CPS options also have low economic impacts but 

these options may not be feasible options due to their high GHG emissions and EE 

consumption because this research is more ecologically focused, and the 

environmental performance comes before the economy and the society. 

The next chapter is the final chapter wherein the conclusions and recommendations of 

this research study have been presented. 
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Chapter 7  

Conclusion 

7.1 Introduction 

The aim of this research, as stated in Chapter 1, was to develop a comprehensive life 

cycle management framework which integrates the NatHERS energy rating tool, a life 

cycle assessment (LCA) approach, cleaner production strategies (CPS), life cycle 

costing (LCC) approach, and policy instrument for sustainability assessment of 

different building materials and methods for houses in Western Australia. In order to 

address the aim of this research, it was necessary to understand the theory and practice 

of sustainability and sustainable development with a particular attention to the existing 

body of knowledge on sustainable house construction. The objectives as stated in 

Chapter 1, were addressed through the application of LCM framework and intensive 

data collection. 

7.2 Outcome of research objectives 

Five research objectives as stated in Chapter 1, were addressed and the outcomes of 

these objectives are presented: 

7.2.1 Objective 1: To develop a framework for improving the sustainability 

performance of houses in Western Australia 

The objective to develop a comprehensive sustainability assessment framework was 

achieved. This framework focuses on all aspects of the buildings including 

construction materials and methods, thermal performance due to climatic variations, 

operational energy demand, environmental impacts, cost-effectiveness of energy 

efficiency improvement measures, use of by-products and recyclates, integration of 

renewable technologies, and address policy barriers to implement sustainability for 

Western Australia’s housing sector. 

Nationally and internationally published peer reviewed journal articles, conference 

proceedings, books, Australian Federal and State government reports, 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports, and the reports from 

United Nations and its allied Institutions helped establish knowledge of the state of the 
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art research tools for sustainability assessment of buildings. None of these tools have 

considered life cycle assessment (LCA), life cycle costing (LCC), social and policy 

instruments together to address WA’s building sector as mentioned above. 

A holistic life cycle management (LCM) framework comprising of Australian 

Nationwide House Energy Rating Scheme (NatHERS) tool, life cycle energy 

assessment (LCEA), LCA, and LCC with a focus on different materials and methods 

of construction, climatic conditions, energy consumption (for heating, cooling, 

lighting, hot water, and home appliances), solar energy, environmental impacts, socio-

economic implications, and resource availability for addressing WA’s sustainability 

requirements in different locations under different climatic zones was developed as 

discussed in Chapter 3. 

7.2.2 Objective 2: To estimate the life cycle environmental impacts of 

construction, use, and disposal of a typical house in Perth using LCA tool 

The life cycle greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and embodied energy (EE) 

consumption impacts associated with the construction, use, and the end of life 

demolition and disposal of a typical 4x2x2 conventional double clay brick wall house 

in Perth were estimated using an LCA approach, which employed the four steps as 

defined by ISO 14040-44: 1) goal and scope definition; 2) inventory analysis; 3) 

impact assessment; and 4) interpretation. 

The life cycle energy analysis, a predecessor to LCA, was conducted using AccuRate 

software to estimate the operational energy for heating, cooling, lighting, and hot 

water. The operational energy for home appliances was estimated using MS Excel 

software. The energy modelling was conducted for 8 house orientations, and the East 

facing house was found to have minimum life cycle operational energy (2689GJ). The 

operational energy for cooling of a typical house could increase by 6% to 24% as a 

result of temperature rise due to climate change impacts over a lifespan of 50 years. 

The material data that is obtained from building specification and drawings and the 

energy data from LCEA were used for the development of a life cycle inventory (LCI) 

for LCA. The life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumptions were estimated using 

SimaPro software and were found to be 467tonnes CO2 e-, and 6.5TJ respectively. The 

mining to material production, transportation, construction, use, and the end of life 
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demolition and disposal stages are found to contribute to 11.36%, 0.35%, 0.52%, 

87.61%, and 0.16% of the life cycle GHG emissions, and 10.97%, 0.35%, 0.62%, 

87.59%, and 0.46% of the life cycle EE consumption respectively as discussed in 

Chapter 4. The change in orientation and an increase in temperature due to climate 

change impacts could cause variations of up to 10%, and 5% of the life cycle GHG 

emissions and EE consumption of a typical conventional house in Perth. 

7.2.3 Objective 3: To identify hotspots and apply appropriate cleaner 

production strategies (CPS) to mitigate the life cycle environmental 

impacts associated with identified hotspots for a typical house in Perth 

The stage wise breakdown of GHG emissions and EE consumption results was used 

to identify the materials and activities causing the highest impacts (hotspots). The use 

stage and mining to material production stage were found to cause 87%, and 11% of 

the life cycle impacts respectively and thus were identified as the hotspots. The other 

stages combined were responsible for up to 2% of the life cycle impacts. 

Five cleaner production strategies including good housekeeping, technology 

modification, product modification, input substitution, and recycling and reuse were 

implemented to reduce GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts as discussed in 

Chapter 4. Grid connected roof top solar PV (1kWp, 1.5kWp, and 3kWp), integration 

of solar water heater with conventional water heating system, 53 building envelope 

components, and 72 combinations of by-products and recyclates for concrete mix were 

considered as potential alternatives to treat the hotspots by mitigating the GHG 

emissions and EE consumptions of a typical house in Perth. 

The life cycle energy analysis was conducted to estimate the impacts of all potential 

cleaner production options. The revised material and energy inputs were utilized to 

modify the LCI, and the GHG emissions and EE consumption impacts of a typical 

house for each potential cleaner production were then estimated. The grid connected 

3kWp roof top solar PV and roof top solar water heater were found to be the most 

effective cleaner production options, which could reduce up to 50% of the life cycle 

GHG emissions and EE consumption of a typical house in Perth. The life cycle GHG 

emissions and EE consumption impacts of a typical house in Perth could change from 

-8% to +13.5%, and -9% to +10% respectively due to the change in envelope 
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components. A typical house in Perth with cast in-situ sandwich walls, polystyrene 

insulation core, double glazed windows, concrete roof tiles, 3kWp grid connected roof 

top solar PV, solar water heater, and partial replacement of cement by fly ash and 

virgin aggregates by recycled aggregates in the concrete mixture (CSW-POL-DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC) was found to have the lowest life cycle GHG emissions (200tonnes 

CO2 e-) and EE consumption (2.6TJ). The cleaner production strategies are found to 

have the potential to reduce the GHG emissions by 57% and EE consumption by 60% 

of a typical conventional double clay brick wall house in Perth as discussed in Chapter 

4. 

Due to high environmental impacts, 23 envelope and cleaner production options such 

as DB-XX-SG-TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC (double brick walls – no wall cavity insulation 

– single glazed windows – terracotta roof tiles/metal roof sheet – roof top solar PV – 

roof top solar water heater – green concrete), BV-XX-SG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC 

(brick veneer walls with infill insulation – no wall cavity insulation – single glazed 

windows – concrete roof tiles/terracotta roof tiles/metal roof sheet – roof top solar PV 

– roof top solar water heater – green concrete), CB-XX-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-

SWH-GC (concrete block walls – no wall cavity insulation – single/double glazed 

windows – concrete roof tiles/terracotta roof tiles/metal roof sheet – roof top solar PV 

– roof top solar water heater – green concrete), ACC-XX-SG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-

GC (aerated concrete block walls – no wall cavity insulation – single glazed windows 

– concrete roof tiles/terracotta roof tiles/metal roof sheet – roof top solar PV – roof top 

solar water heater – green concrete), PCSW-XX-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC 

(pre-cast sandwich walls – no wall cavity insulation – single/double glazed windows 

– concrete roof tiles/terracotta roof tiles/metal roof sheet – roof top solar PV – roof top 

solar water heater – green concrete), and TMB-XX-SG-CT/TT/MS (timber frame 

walls with infill insulation – no wall cavity insulation – single glazed windows – 

concrete roof tiles/terracotta roof tiles/metal roof sheet – roof top solar PV – roof top 

solar water heater – green concrete ) were not feasible options. 

The 30 envelope and cleaner production options DB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-

GC (double brick walls – no wall cavity insulation – double glazed windows – 

terracotta roof tiles/metal roof sheet – roof top solar PV – roof top solar water heater 

– green concrete), DB-INS-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC (double brick walls – 
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wall cavity insulation – single/double glazed windows – concrete roof tiles/terracotta 

roof tiles/metal roof sheet – roof top solar PV – roof top solar water heater – green 

concrete), BV-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC (brick veneer walls with infill 

insulation – no wall cavity insulation – double glazed windows – concrete roof 

tiles/terracotta roof tiles/metal roof sheet – roof top solar PV – roof top solar water 

heater – green concrete), RBV-XX-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC (reverse brick 

veneer walls with infill insulation – no wall cavity insulation – single/double glazed 

windows – concrete roof tiles/terracotta roof tiles/metal roof sheet – roof top solar PV 

– roof top solar water heater – green concrete), ACC-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-

GC (aerated concrete block walls – no wall cavity insulation – double glazed windows 

– concrete roof tiles/terracotta roof tiles/metal roof sheet – roof top solar PV – roof top 

solar water heater – green concrete), CSW-POL-SG/DG-CT/TT/MS-SPV-SWH-GC 

(cast in-situ sandwich walls – polystyrene insulation core – single/double glazed 

windows – concrete roof tiles/terracotta roof tiles/metal roof sheet – roof top solar PV 

– roof top solar water heater – green concrete), and TMB-XX-DG-CT/TT/MS (timber 

frame walls with infill insulation – no wall cavity insulation – double glazed windows 

– concrete roof tiles/terracotta roof tiles/metal roof sheet – roof top solar PV – roof top 

solar water heater – green concrete) have been found to be environmentally viable 

options. 

7.2.4 Objective 4: To estimate the socio-economic implications of 

environmentally viable cleaner production options for mitigation of life 

cycle impacts of a typical house in Perth 

The economic implications of the environmentally viable cleaner production options 

to mitigate the life cycle impacts associated with a typical house in Perth were 

determined using the life cycle costing (LCC) approach, which is an effective 

technique for forecasting and evaluating the cost performance of buildings to find an 

optimum design option. The Net Present Value (NPV) method for estimation of LCC 

was used, which converts the future costs into present values. The cost-effectiveness 

of alternative options was evaluated by comparing their LCCs with the LCC of a 

conventional house. Originally, the costs have been estimated in Australian Dollar 

which were then converted to American Dollar or US$ (1AUD = 0.7229US$) 
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With an annual inflation rate of 3% and discount rates of 7%, the life cycle cost of a 

typical conventional double clay brick wall house in Perth was found to be 

US$211,439. While the capital cost of a typical house was US$ 160,007 (75.5% of 

LCC), the operational cost over the lifespan of 50 years was US$49,735 (23.5% of 

LCC) followed by the end of life demolition and disposal cost of US$1,697 (1%) as 

discussed in Chapter 5. 

The initial capital cost including replacement cost (after every 25 years) of a grid 

connected 3kWp roof top solar PV of US$3,807 was found to be easily recovered from 

the cost savings of US$19,621 from the grid electricity over the lifespan of 50 years 

and thus resulting in a net saving of US$15,814. The initial capital cost including 

replacement cost (after every 13 years) of the solar water heater of US$6,063 was 

found to be recovered from the cost savings of US$8,452 from the natural gas over the 

lifespan of 50 years and thus resulting in a net saving of US$2,389. 

The capital cost of the house for environmentally viable alternative envelope options 

vary between US$148,303 and US$183,419, and with respect to the capital cost of the 

conventional house, 12 alternative envelope options offered a cost saving of up to 

US$11,703, whilst the remaining 18 options were significantly costlier by up to 

US$23,412. 

The operational cost of the house over a lifespan of 50 years was varying between 

US$45,771 and US$50,043, and with respect to the operational cost of conventional 

house, 27 envelope options offered a cost saving of up to US$3,964, while the 

remaining 3 options had negligibly higher operational costs of up to US$308. It is 

interesting to note that almost all alternative envelope options offered operational 

energy cost saving due to improved thermal performance. 

The end of life demolition and disposal cost of the house was varying between 

US$1,309 and US$1,738. The partial replacement of cement and aggregates in the 

concrete mix by fly ash and recycled aggregates offered a saving between US$169 and 

US$327 depend on the quantity of concrete required for different building envelope 

options. 

The LCC estimation helped in developing a matrix of economically and 

environmentally viable cleaner production options including their rankings based on 
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life cycle GHG emissions reduction, life cycle EE consumption saving, and LCC cost 

saving potential. LCC of a typical house in Perth using cast in-situ sandwich walls – 

polystyrene insulation core - double glazed windows - concrete roof tiles – roof top 

solar PV – solar water heater – green concrete (CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC) 

option that had the lowest GHG emissions and EE consumption was 14% lower than 

the LCC of conventional house (US$182,674.52). 

Out of 30 environmentally viable envelopes and cleaner production options, the LCC 

of only one option (ACC-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC) was slightly higher (<1%) than 

the LCC of a conventional house due to very high capital cost of ACC blocks. All 

other options were cost-effective options for mitigating the impacts of environmental 

hotspots. 

The sensitivity analysis was performed for discount rates of 4% and 10% and as 

expected, the absolute values of LCC changed with a change in discount rates but did 

not change their order in terms of cost saving or incremental cost as compared to the 

conventional house as discussed in Chapter 5. 

The impacts of the probable carbon tax on LCC of a typical house for alternative 

cleaner production options were investigated and LCC results were found to be least 

sensitive to the carbon tax. The environmentally and economically viable options for 

the construction of the house in Perth were found to enhance the affordability of the 

house with the additional benefits of reduction of resource consumption and increased 

recovery of construction and demolition (C&D) waste. 

7.2.5 Objective 5: To investigate the implication of environmentally, and 

economically viable options for 17 locations in regional Western Australia 

to capture the location specific climatic, economic, energy, and policy 

variations 

Western Australia is the largest state of Australia with a unique geographical, 

demographical, and climatic landscape. The seventeen analysed locations (Albany, 

Armadale, Augusta, Broome, Bunbury, Busselton, Carnarvon, Esperance, Geraldton, 

Joondalup, Kalgoorlie, Kununurra, Laverton, Mandurah, Mount Magnet, Newman, 

and Yanchep) fall under 5 climate zones and were selected based on the growth 

potential of population and housing. 
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The majority of these locations receive the electricity supply from South West 

interconnected system (SWIS) grid, but in a few locations, the electricity is generated 

using diesel or natural gas. Similarly, half of these locations have reticulated natural 

gas supply, while the other half depend on bottled LPG gas. Also, as compared to 

Perth, the costs of materials, labour, and utilities in these locations varies due to 

logistics and availability of resources. 

The variation in climatic conditions in these locations would affect the thermal 

performance of the building’s envelope because it is not only a function of the 

individual performance of each envelope component and their combinations (e.g. 

walls, roof, and floor) but is highly influenced by the climate conditions. Therefore the 

environmental performance of the building options in Perth was not expected to be the 

same in all 17 locations. 

The influence of terracotta roof tiles and metal roof sheets on operational energy, GHG 

emissions and EE consumption of the house in Perth was found to be significantly low 

and hence they were not included for the investigation in regional WA. 

The AccuRate software was used for energy modelling of the house for 8 orientations 

and for all building envelope options to identify the optimum orientation for each 

location, which helped in the estimation of the life cycle operational energy. The life 

cycle operational energy of the house for all envelope options was the highest in 

Kununurra (6TJ to 8.3TJ), and the lowest in Joondalup (2.3TJ to 2.7TJ). For all 

locations except Broome, the life cycle operational energy of the house for envelope 

option CSW-POL-DG-CT (cast in-situ sandwich walls – polystyrene insulation core - 

double glazed windows - concrete roof tiles) was the lowest (2.3TJ to 6TJ), whereas 

in the case of Broome, the envelope option BV-XX-DG-CT (brick veneer walls - 

double glazed windows - concrete roof tiles) had 0.8% lower life cycle operational 

energy than the former envelope option. For all locations, the envelope option CB-

XX-SG-CT (hollow concrete block walls - single glazed windows - concrete roof tiles) 

had the highest life cycle operational energy (2.7TJ to 8.3TJ). As compared to the life 

cycle operational energy of the house for all envelope options in Perth (2.4TJ to 3TJ), 

the house in Albany, Augusta, Armadale, Broome, Busselton, Carnarvon, Esperance, 

Kununurra, Laverton, and Newman had higher life cycle operational energy (2.6TJ to 

8.4TJ), but the house in Bunbury, Geraldton, Joondalup, Kalgoorlie, Mandurah, Mount 
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Magnet, and Yanchep had equal or lower life cycle operational energy (2.3TJ to 3TJ). 

This justifies the incorporation of AccuRate software into the LCM framework as the 

software captures operational energy variation associated with climatic differences in 

these locations. 

The material, transport, and energy inputs for all envelope options for all locations 

were utilized for preparation of a life cycle inventory (LCI) to conduct the LCA. The 

GHG emissions and EE consumption associated with the construction, use, and the 

end of life demolition and disposal of a typical house for all cleaner production options 

(e.g. solar energy, different envelope options, and use of by-products and recyclates) 

were estimated for all locations in regional WA as discussed Chapter 6. 

The locations where reticulated natural gas network is not available, residents use 

either grid electricity or bottled LPG for heating, and hot water. In the absence of any 

published data on their share, both the options were considered for estimation of life 

cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption. Similar to life cycle operational energy, 

the life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of the house for all cleaner 

production options were the highest in Kununurra (1,567tonnes CO2 e- to 2,339tonnes 

CO2 e-, and 23TJ to 34TJ respectively), and the lowest in Joondalup (186tonnes CO2 

e- to 256tonnes CO2 e-, and 2.4TJ to 3.1TJ respectively). For all locations except the 

Broome, the life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of the house for option 

CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC (cast in-situ sandwich walls – polystyrene 

insulation core – double glazed windows – concrete roof tiles – roof top solar PV – 

roof top solar water heater – green concrete) were the lowest (186tonnes CO2 e- to 

1,567tonnes CO2 e-, and 2.4TJ to 23TJ respectively), whereas in the case of Broome, 

the option BV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC (brick veneer walls with infill insulation – 

no wall cavity insulation – double glazed windows – concrete roof tiles – roof top solar 

PV – roof top solar water heater – green concrete) had 0.25%, and 1.2% lower life 

cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption respectively than the former option. For 

all locations, the cleaner production option CB-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC (concrete 

block walls – no wall cavity insulation – single glazed windows – concrete roof tiles 

– roof top solar PV – roof top solar water heater – green concrete) had the highest life 

cycle GHG emissions and EE consumptions (222tonnes CO2 e- to 1,739tonnes CO2 e- 

and 2.8TJ to 32.6TJ respectively). 
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As compared to the life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of the house for 

all cleaner production options in Perth (200tonnes CO2 e- to 303tonnes CO2 e-, and 

2.6TJ to 3.8TJ respectively), the house in Albany, Augusta, Broome, Busselton, 

Carnarvon, Esperance, Geraldton, Kununurra, Laverton, Mount Magnet, and Newman 

had higher life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption (200tonnes CO2 e- to 

2,339tonnes CO2 e-, and 2.7TJ to 34TJ respectively), but the house in Armadale, 

Bunbury, Joondalup, Kalgoorlie, Mandurah, and Yanchep had almost equal or lower 

life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption (186tonnes CO2 e- to 289tonnes CO2 

e-, and 2.4TJ to 3.7TJ respectively). 

The life cycle cost (LCC) for construction, use, and the end of life demolition and 

disposal of a typical house for all environmentally viable cleaner production options 

for 17 locations in regional WA was estimated to capture the regional economic 

variations. 

The LCC of the house for all environmentally viable options was the highest in 

Kununurra (between US$367,923 and US$415,604), and the lowest in Joondalup 

(between US$176,278 and US$208,259). For all locations except Broome, the LCC of 

the house for option CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC (cast in-situ sandwich walls 

– polystyrene insulation core – double glazed windows – concrete roof tiles – roof top 

solar PV – roof top solar water heater – green concrete) with the lowest GHG emissions 

and EE consumption was found between US$180,965 and US$369,719, whereas in 

the case of Broome, the option BV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC (brick veneer walls 

with infill insulation – no wall cavity insulation – double glazed windows – concrete 

roof tiles – roof top solar PV – roof top solar water heater – green concrete) had 1.7% 

lower LCC than the former option. For all locations, the option ACC-XX-DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC (autoclaved aerated concrete block walls – double glazed windows – 

concrete roof tiles - 3kWp grid connected roof top solar PV - solar water heater – green 

concrete) had the highest LCC (between US$208,259 and US$415,604). As compared 

to LCC (between US$178,270 and US$210,193) of the house for these options in 

Perth, the house in Joondalup only had lower LCC (between US$176,278 and 

US$208,259), while the house in all remaining locations had higher LCC (between 

US$178,416 and US$415,604). 
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The life cycle GHG emissions, EE consumption and LCC values of a typical house for 

alternative cleaner production options in all 18 locations in WA were normalized by 

dividing them by their respective location wise optimum values to identify the best 

suited options for the construction of the sustainable house. 

The option CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC (cast in-situ sandwich walls – 

polystyrene insulation core – double glazed windows – concrete roof tiles – roof top 

solar PV – roof top solar water heater – green concrete) had the life cycle GHG 

emissions, and EE consumption and LCC values at unity or close to unity with 

minimum spread thus making this a sustainable option. The second best sustainable 

option was found to be CSW-POL-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC (cast in-situ sandwich walls 

– polystyrene insulation core – single glazed windows – concrete roof tiles – roof top 

solar PV – roof top solar water heater – green concrete). The main reasons for these 

options to be sustainable are the optimum combination of their thermal mass, 

insulation and placement, material contents, material inventory resulting into 

minimum environmental and economic impacts during various life cycle stages. 

The life cycle management (LCM) framework was able to identify the sustainable 

cleaner production strategies (CPS) for 17 locations in regional Western Australia. 

7.2.6 Summary of outcomes of research objectives 

The aim of this research was to develop a comprehensive life cycle management 

framework which integrates NatHERS energy rating tool, life cycle assessment (LCA) 

approach, cleaner production strategies (CPS), life cycle costing (LCC) approach, and 

policy barriers to sustainability assessment of different building materials and methods 

for the construction of sustainable houses in Western Australia. 

As all five objectives were successfully and comprehensively addressed, it can thus be 

concluded that the aim of the research was met. 

Limitations of the research may include factors such as home-owner and builder 

tendency to maintain traditional practices, traditional trade domination in the 

construction sector, subsidised cost of energy, and absence of carbon tax which may 

affect the sustainability of the houses. 
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7.3 Recommendations 

During the development and application of a comprehensive life cycle management 

framework which integrated various tools and concepts from a life cycle perspective 

for sustainability assessment of different building materials and methods for the 

construction of sustainable houses in Western Australia, some limitations and 

improvement opportunities were identified. However, they are beyond the scope of 

this research and did not affect the development of life cycle management framework 

and outcome of the research. The recommendations for industry and future research 

are as follows: 

 Although the cast in-situ concrete sandwich wall system for the construction 

of a house offers a wide range of technical, environmental, economic, and 

social advantages, the use of this method of house construction as a mainstream 

product is relatively new to Western Australia and so further research should 

be undertaken for actual implementation, and field assessment of the 

performance in Western Australia. 

 There are further opportunities to mitigate environmental impacts by 

replacement of the polystyrene core of cast in-situ concrete sandwich wall 

system by polyethylene terephthalate (PET) foam core manufactured from post 

consumed PET bottles, and the replacement of metal columns and lintels by 

pultruded fibre reinforced polymer sections. A further research should be 

undertaken to investigate their appropriateness, and structural capacity and 

compliance to building codes. 

 In addition to wall applications, the cast in-situ concrete sandwich system has 

been proven as a technically viable alternative to conventional roof systems 

and is being used in different countries. However the same has not been 

investigated for Australian climatic conditions. Further research should be 

undertaken to investigate the sustainability assessment of the cast in-situ 

concrete sandwich roof for the construction of houses in Western Australia. 

 This research considered only one rectangular shaped floor layout of a typical 

4x2x2 house in Western Australia for sustainability assessment. It was found 
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that the shape of the house has some influence on the operational energy for 

heating and cooling of the house and hence the investigation to be undertaken 

for different floor layouts. 

 Further research should be undertaken to investigate the impacts of the lot size 

on operational energy for heating and cooling of the house as the houses in 

narrow lots or infill construction tends to obstruct the access of solar energy to 

maintain the thermal comfort of the occupants. 

 This research investigated the climate change impacts on cooling energy 

demand of the house due to anticipated temperature rise. The further research 

should be conducted to investigate the impacts of anticipated temperature rise 

on heating energy demand of a house. 

 In spite of the successful implementation of Australian minimum energy 

efficiency standards for the houses, the desired results are not achieved due to 

the absence of any guidelines for energy audits and monitoring of actual 

performance. Hence, policy change is needed to develop performance based 

regulations for improving energy efficiency. 

 Further research should be undertaken to investigate the impacts of colours of 

building envelope components (e.g. internal and external walls, roof, window 

frame and glazing, flooring, and ceiling) on operational energy demand for 

heating and cooling of a house. 

 The system boundary has a major impact on the outcome of sustainability 

assessment studies of buildings using LCEA, LCA, and LCC approaches and 

is found to vary due to the absence of any stringent regulations and building 

sector specific guidelines. For example, some studies have included 

maintenance activities during use stage, while others have excluded 

maintenance activities. There is an urgent need to develop a uniform policy 

and guidelines for residential building sector to achieve the common goal of 

sustainable development. 
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 The inflation rate and discount rate are found to influence the life cycle costing 

and thus the decision making. There is a need to develop a building sector 

specific approach for selection of inflation rate and discount rate. 

 A drastic policy change is needed so that the integration of renewable energy 

technologies such as roof top solar PV and solar water heaters are included as 

a mandatory component in new housing construction. This research has found 

that the slight increase in the overall capital cost of energy efficient options 

could attain significant operational cost savings from the reduction of 

electricity and natural gas consumption. 

7.4 Conclusion 

Considering the growing demand for houses in Western Australia, this integrated life 

cycle management framework for sustainability assessment of building materials and 

methods of construction of houses could not only help in reducing the associated GHG 

emissions and embodied energy consumption but will also offer social and economic 

sustainability. The outcome of this research will provide useful information for 

Architects, designers, developers, and policy makers to choose from sustainable 

options for construction of a house at a regional level. 

The thesis has thus described the successful development and application of the 

comprehensive life cycle management (LCM) framework for improving the 

sustainability performance of a house construction in Western Australian. 
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Appendix A 

 

Figure A.1 Western Australian climate zones (ABCB 2014)
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Appendix B  

 

Figure B.1 Average daily solar exposure on Annual basis (BOM 2015)
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Appendix C 

Table C.1 Population and number of existing house in shortlisted locations 

Location Population Number of Houses 

Albany 55,357 27,245 

Armadale 62,297 25,045 

Augusta 4,436 3,016 

Broome 12,766 6,405 

Bunbury 65,608 27,700 

Busselton 30,286 15,834 

Carnarvon 5,347 2,997 

Esperance 15,608 7,838 

Geraldton 35,749 15,317 

Joondalup 9,197 3,831 

Kalgoorlie 30,842 12,433 

Kununurra 5,525 2,852 

Laverton 1,023 319 

Mandurah 83,294 41,679 

Mount Magnet 643 345 

Newman 9,087 2,320 

Perth 1,670,953 704,180 

Yanchep 7,443 3,390 
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Table C.2 Details of walls, windows, and roof elements of various envelopes 

Envelope External Wall Internal Wall Window 
Roof 

tile/sheet 

DB-XX-SG-CT 

110mm thick face brick + 50mm air gap + 

90mm thick utility brick + 13mm thick 

float and white set 

13mm thick float and white set + 90mm 

thick utility brick + 13mm tick float and 

white set 

Single 

Glazed 

Concrete 

DB-XX-SG-TT Terracotta 

DB-XX-SG-MS Metal 

DB-XX-DG-CT 
Double 

Glazed 

Concrete 

DB-XX-DG-TT Terracotta 

DB-XX-DG-MS Metal 

DB-INS-SG-CT 

110mm thick face brick + 10mm air gap + 

40mm insulation + 10mm air gap + 90mm 

thick utility brick + 13mm thick float and 

white set 

13mm thick float and white set + 90mm 

thick utility brick + 13mm tick float and 

white set 

Single 

Glazed 

Concrete 

DB-INS-SG-TT Terracotta 

DB-INS-SG-MS Metal 

DB-INS-DG-CT 
Double 

Glazed 

Concrete 

DB-INS-DG-TT Terracotta 

DB-INS-DG-MS Metal 

BV-XX-SG-CT 

110mm thick face brick + 50mm air gap + 

moisture membrane + 90mm thick timber 

frame with rockwool batt insulation + 

12mm thick gypboard lining 

12mm thick gypboard lining + 90mm 

thick timber frame with rockwool batt 

insulation + 12mm thick gypboard lining 

Single 

Glazed 

Concrete 

BV-XX-SG-TT Terracotta 

BV-XX-SG-MS Metal 

BV-XX-DG-CT 
Double 

Glazed 

Concrete 

BV-XX-DG-TT Terracotta 

BV-XX-DG-MS Metal 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 
10mm fibre cement sheet + moisture 

membrane + 90mm thick timber frame 

with rockwool batt insulation + moisture 

13mm thick float and white set + 90mm 

thick utility brick + 13mm tick float and 

white set 

Single 

Glazed 

Concrete 

RBV-XX-SG-TT Terracotta 

RBV-XX-SG-MS Metal 

RBV-XX-DG-CT Concrete 
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Envelope External Wall Internal Wall Window 
Roof 

tile/sheet 

RBV-XX-DG-TT membrane + 110mm thick brick + 13mm 

thick float and white set 
Double 

Glazed 

Terracotta 

RBV-XX-DG-MS Metal 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 

50mm thick concrete + 100mm 

polystyrene core sandwiched between 

diagonally connected welded mesh + 

50mm concrete 

40mm thick concrete + 50mm 

polystyrene core sandwiched between 

diagonally connected welded mesh + 

40mm concrete 

Single 

Glazed 

Concrete 

CSW-POL-SG-TT Terracotta 

CSW-POL-SG-MS Metal 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 
Double 

Glazed 

Concrete 

CSW-POL-DG-TT Terracotta 

CSW-POL-DG-MS Metal 

CB-XX-SG-CT 

13mm thick render + 190mm hollow 

concrete block + 13mm float and white set 

13mm thick float and white set + 90mm 

hollow concrete block + 13mm float and 

white set 

Single 

Glazed 

Concrete 

CB-XX-SG-TT Terracotta 

CB-XX-SG-MS Metal 

CB-XX-DG-CT 
Double 

Glazed 

Concrete 

CB-XX-DG-TT Terracotta 

CB-XX-DG-MS Metal 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 

15mm thick polymer modified render + 

100mm ACC block + 50mm air gap + 

100mm ACC block + 15mm polymer 

modified render 

15mm thick polymer modified render + 

100mm ACC block + 15mm polymer 

modified render 

Single 

Glazed 

Concrete 

ACC-XX-SG-TT Terracotta 

ACC-XX-SG-MS Metal 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 
Double 

Glazed 

Concrete 

ACC-XX-DG-TT Terracotta 

ACC-XX-DG-MS Metal 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT Skim coat + 75mm thick pre-cast light 

weight concrete sandwich panel with 6mm 

fibre cement sheets on either faces + 

skim coat + 75mm thick pre-cast light 

weight concrete sandwich panel with 

Single 

Glazed 

Concrete 

PCSW-XX-SG-TT Terracotta 

PCSW-XX-SG-MS Metal 
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Envelope External Wall Internal Wall Window 
Roof 

tile/sheet 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 50mm air gap + 75mm thick pre-cast light 

weight concrete sandwich panel with 6mm 

fibre cement sheets on either faces + skim 

coat 

6mm fibre cement sheets on either faces 

+ skim coat Double 

Glazed 

Concrete 

PCSW-XX-DG-TT Terracotta 

PCSW-XX-DG-MS Metal 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 

10mm fibre cement sheet + moisture 

membrane + 90mm thick timber frame 

with rockwool batt insulation + moisture 

membrane + 12mm thick gypboard lining 

12mm thick gypboard lining + 90mm 

thick timber frame with rockwool batt 

insulation + 12mm thick gypboard lining 

Single 

Glazed 

Concrete 

TMB-XX-SG-TT Terracotta 

TMB-XX-SG-MS Metal 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 
Double 

Glazed 

Concrete 

TMB-XX-DG-TT Terracotta 

TMB-XX-DG-MS Metal 
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Appendix D 

Table D.1 Bill of materials of a reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth 

Material/Energy 

Measured 

Quantity 
Density Quantity 

tonnes 
Unit Value Unit Value 

Non Envelope Elements 

Sand to make up levels for 

footings and ground slab 
m3 21.15 kg/m3 1,700 35.96 

Polythene Sheet m2 272.25 g/m2 160 0.04 

Mesh reinforcement  m2 253.69 kg/m2 2.5 0.63 

Ready mix concrete m3 32.65 kg/m3 2,400 78.35 

Metal door frames nos. 12 kg/frame 15 0.18 

Roof Timber m3 7.5 kg/m3 550 4.13 

Bat Insulation for Roof m2 264 kg/m2 1.8 0.48 

Gyprock boards & cornices m2 264 kg/m2 7.5 1.98 

Door shutters nos. 12 kg/door 31 0.37 

Floor tiles m2 182.2 kg/m2 30 5.47 

Wall tiles m2 26.4 kg/m2 26 0.69 

Envelope Elements 

External wall - Face bricks 

(DB-XX) 

m3 
17.07 

kg/m3 
1,950 33.29 

External wall - Utility bricks 

(DB-XX) 

m3 
15.03 

kg/m3 
1,950 29.32 

Internal wall - Utility bricks m3 16.42 kg/m3 1,700 32.01 

Aluminium Windows – single 

glazed (SG) 

m2 
40.99 kg/m2 35 1.43 

Roof Tiles – concrete (CT) m2 290.4 kg/m2 50 14.52 

Cement, brickie sand and lime 

for mortar 
- - - - 11.48 

Metal lintels, columns, 

bracings, wall ties, and 

structural fixtures 

- - - - 0.58 

Cement, plaster sand and lime 

for rendering 
- - - - 10.54 
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Table D.2 tonnes-km (tkm) travelled information for materials transported to the 

construction site of a reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth 

Material/Energy 
Quantity 

tonnes 

Distance 

km 
tkm 

Non Envelope Elements 

Sand to make up levels for footings and 

ground slab 
35.96 50 1,797.75 

Polythene Sheet 0.04 30 1.31 

Mesh reinforcement  0.63 30 19.03 

Ready mix concrete 78.35 30 2,350.62 

Metal door frames 0.18 30 5.4 

Roof Timber 4.13 30 123.75 

Bat Insulation for Roof 0.48 30 14.26 

Gyprock boards & cornices 1.98 30 59.4 

Door shutters 0.37 30 11.14 

Floor tiles 5.47 30 163.99 

Wall tiles 0.69 30 20.59 

Envelope Elements 

External wall - Face bricks (DB-XX) 33.29 30 998.76 

External wall - Utility bricks (DB-XX) 29.32  879.47 

Internal wall - Utility bricks 32.01 30 960.34 

Aluminium Windows – single glazed 

(SG) 
1.43 30 43.04 

Roof Tiles – concrete (CT) 14.52 30 435.6 

Cement, brickie sand, and lime for mortar 11.48 50/30 538.15 

Metal lintels, columns, bracings, wall ties, 

and structural fixtures 
0.58 30 17.41 

Cement, plaster sand and lime for 

rendering 
10.54 50/30 492.62 

Table D.3 Energy consumption and operating hours for plants and tools including tkm 

travelled for construction waste disposal of a reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in 

Perth 

Activity Duration 

Excavator and compactor 9 hours 

Front end loader 3 hours 

Mortar mixer 60 kWh 

Fork life/crane 22 hours 

Hand tools 60 kWh 

Transportation of excavated soil (15.78m3 @ 1,700kg/m3) 1,340.88tkm 

Transportation of construction waste (20m3 @ 

1,500kg/m3) 
1500tkm 
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Table D.4 Energy consumption and operating hours for plants including tkm travelled 

for demolition waste disposal of a reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth 

Activity Duration 

Excavator and breaker 30 hours 

Front end loader 10 hours 

Transportation of C&D waste to recyclers @ 75% of total waste* 3,921.80tkm 

Transportation of C&D waste to landfill @ 25% of total waste* 3,268.16tkm 

*Western Australian Waste Authority has a target that by the year 2020, up to 75% 

of the C&D waste will be recycled (WAWA 2015, 2016) 

 

 

Figure D.1 Sample summary report of AccuRate simulation for a reference (DB-XX-

SG-CT) house in Perth  
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Table D.5 Inventory for home appliances during use stage of a reference house (DB-

XX-SG-CT) in Perth 

Appliance 
Energy 

rating 
Use duration 

Total energy 

consumption 

kWh/year 

Digital TV 200W 4h/day 292.00 

Computer + chargers 300W 4h/day 438.00 

Refrigerator 668kWh/year - 668.00 

Microwave 1600W 20min/day 194.67 

Coffee maker 1200W 20min/day 146.00 

Toaster 1200W 10min/day 73.00 

Oven 2400W 30min/day 438.00 

Mixer/food processor 400W 15min/day 36.50 

Tea kettle 1800W 10min/day 109.50 

Steam iron 600W 1h/week 31.20 

Dishwasher 2400W 1h/day 876.00 

Vacuum cleaner 1100W 1h/week 57.20 

Range hood 140W 2h/day 102.20 

Washing machine 300kWh/year - 300.00 

Cloth dryer 222kWh/year - 222.00 
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Table D.6 Stage wise GHG emissions of a reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth (without climate change impacts) 

Orientation 

Life cycle GHG emissions (tonnes CO2 e-) 

North South East West 
North 

East 

North 

West 

South 

East 

South 

West 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Wall 
23.71 23.71 23.71 23.71 23.71 23.71 23.71 23.71 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Window 
2.92 2.92 2.92 2.92 2.92 2.92 2.92 2.92 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Roof 
3.49 3.49 3.49 3.49 3.49 3.49 3.49 3.49 

Mining to Material Production - 

Non Envelope Elements 
22.93 22.93 22.93 22.93 22.93 22.93 22.93 22.93 

Transportation 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 

Construction 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43 

Use - Thermal (Heating and 

cooling) 
103.60 117.80 78.30 80.30 90.90 96.10 102.00 109.50 

Use - Non Thermal (Hot water, 

home appliances, and lighting) 
330.91 330.91 330.91 330.91 330.91 330.91 330.91 330.91 

End of Life Demolition and 

Disposal 
0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 

Total 492.40 506.60 467.10 469.10 479.70 484.90 490.80 498.30 
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Table D.7 Stage wise GHG emissions of a reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth (with low climate change impacts/temperature increase) 

Orientation 

Life cycle GHG emissions (tonnes CO2 e-) 

North South East West 
North 

East 

North 

West 

South 

East 

South 

West 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Wall 
23.71 23.71 23.71 23.71 23.71 23.71 23.71 23.71 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Window 
2.92 2.92 2.92 2.92 2.92 2.92 2.92 2.92 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Roof 
3.49 3.49 3.49 3.49 3.49 3.49 3.49 3.49 

Mining to Material Production - 

Non Envelope Elements 
22.93 22.93 22.93 22.93 22.93 22.93 22.93 22.93 

Transportation 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 

Construction 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43 

Use - Thermal (Heating and 

cooling) 
109.10 123.64 82.03 84.23 95.50 101.03 106.99 114.81 

Use - Non Thermal (Hot water, 

home appliances, and lighting) 
330.91 330.91 330.91 330.91 330.91 330.91 330.91 330.91 

End of Life Demolition and 

Disposal 
0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 

Total 497.90 512.44 470.83 473.03 484.30 489.83 495.79 503.61 
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Table D.8 Stage wise GHG emissions of a reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth (with high climate change impacts/temperature increase) 

Orientation 

Life cycle GHG emissions (tonnes CO2 e-) 

North South East West 
North 

East 

North 

West 

South 

East 

South 

West 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Wall 
23.71 23.71 23.71 23.71 23.71 23.71 23.71 23.71 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Window 
2.92 2.92 2.92 2.92 2.92 2.92 2.92 2.92 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Roof 
3.49 3.49 3.49 3.49 3.49 3.49 3.49 3.49 

Mining to Material Production - 

Non Envelope Elements 
22.93 22.93 22.93 22.93 22.93 22.93 22.93 22.93 

Transportation 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 

Construction 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43 

Use - Thermal (Heating and 

cooling) 
125.15 140.92 93.15 95.73 108.83 115.60 121.66 130.61 

Use - Non Thermal (Hot water, 

home appliances, and lighting) 
330.91 330.91 330.91 330.91 330.91 330.91 330.91 330.91 

End of Life Demolition and 

Disposal 
0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 

Total 513.95 529.72 481.95 484.53 497.63 504.40 510.46 519.41 
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Table D.9 Breakdown of GHG emissions during use stage of a reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth for all 8 orientations under 3 climate 

change impact/temperature increase scenarios 

Activity 

Climate change 

impact 

scenario 

Life cycle GHG emissions (tonnes CO2 e-) 

North South East West 
North 

East 

North 

West 

South 

East 

South 

West 

Heating 

Scenario 1 

14.20 21.45 16.26 16.17 16.62 14.87 20.20 21.36 Scenario 2 

Scenario 3 

Cooling 

Scenario 1 89.44 96.31 61.98 64.14 74.34 81.21 81.79 88.07 

Scenario 2 94.91 102.19 65.77 68.06 78.88 86.17 86.79 93.45 

Scenario 3 110.95 119.47 76.89 79.57 92.22 100.74 101.47 109.25 

Home appliances 

Scenario 1 

183.13 183.13 183.13 183.13 183.13 183.13 183.13 183.13 Scenario 2 

Scenario 3 

Hot water 

Scenario 1 

65.92 65.92 65.92 65.92 65.92 65.92 65.92 65.92 Scenario 2 

Scenario 3 

Lighting 

Scenario 1 

81.82 81.82 81.82 81.82 81.82 81.82 81.82 81.82 Scenario 2 

Scenario 3 
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Table D.10 Stage wise EE consumption of a reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth (without climate change impacts) 

Orientation 

Life cycle EE consumption (TJ) 

North South East West 
North 

East 

North 

West 

South 

East 

South 

West 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Wall 
0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Window 
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Roof 
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 

Mining to Material Production - 

Non Envelope Elements 
0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 

Transportation 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 

Construction 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 

Use - Thermal (Heating and 

cooling) 
1.41 1.63 1.09 1.12 1.26 1.32 1.42 1.52 

Use - Non Thermal (Hot water, 

home appliances, and lighting) 
4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 

End of Life Demolition and 

Disposal 
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 

Total 6.82 7.04 6.50 6.53 6.67 6.73 6.83 6.93 
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Table D.11 Stage wise EE consumption of a reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth (with low climate change impacts/temperature increase) 

Orientation 

Life cycle EE consumption (TJ) 

North South East West 
North 

East 

North 

West 

South 

East 

South 

West 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Wall 
0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Window 
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Roof 
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 

Mining to Material Production - 

Non Envelope Elements 
0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 

Transportation 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 

Construction 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 

Use - Thermal (Heating and 

cooling) 
1.48 1.71 1.14 1.17 1.32 1.38 1.48 1.59 

Use - Non Thermal (Hot water, 

home appliances, and lighting) 
4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 

End of Life Demolition and 

Disposal 
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 

Total 6.9 7.12 6.55 6.58 6.73 6.79 6.9 7.0 
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Table D.12 Stage wise EE consumption of a reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth (with high climate change impacts/temperature increase) 

Orientation 

Life cycle EE consumption (TJ) 

North South East West 
North 

East 

North 

West 

South 

East 

South 

West 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Wall 
0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Window 
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

Mining to Material Production - 

Envelope - Roof 
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 

Mining to Material Production - 

Non Envelope Elements 
0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 

Transportation 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 

Construction 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 

Use - Thermal (Heating and 

cooling) 
1.69 1.93 1.29 1.32 1.49 1.57 1.67 1.80 

Use - Non Thermal (Hot water, 

home appliances, and lighting) 
4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 

End of Life Demolition and 

Disposal 
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 

Total 7.10 7.34 6.70 6.73 6.90 6.98 7.09 7.21 
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Table D.13 Breakdown of EE consumption during use stage of a reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) in Perth for all 8 orientations under 3 climate 

change impact scenarios 

Activity 

Climate change 

impact 

scenario 

Life cycle EE consumption (TJ) 

North South East West 
North 

East 

North 

West 

South 

East 

South 

West 

Heating 

Scenario 1 

0.25 0.38 0.28 0.28 0.29 0.26 0.35 0.37 Scenario 2 

Scenario 3 

Cooling 

Scenario 1 1.16 1.25 0.81 0.84 0.97 1.06 1.06 1.15 

Scenario 2 1.24 1.33 0.86 0.89 1.03 1.12 1.13 1.22 

Scenario 3 1.44 1.56 1.00 1.04 1.20 1.31 1.32 1.42 

Home appliances 

Scenario 1 

2.38 2.38 2.38 2.38 2.38 2.38 2.38 2.38 Scenario 2 

Scenario 3 

Hot water 

Scenario 1 

1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 Scenario 2 

Scenario 3 

Lighting 

Scenario 1 

1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 Scenario 2 

Scenario 3 
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Table D.14 Bill of materials of a reference house in Perth for alternative envelope options 

Material 
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tonnes 

Non Envelope Elements 

Excavation for foundation and cartaway 13.01 13.01 13.01 13.01 13.01 13.01 13.01 13.01 13.01 

Excavation and levelling for ground slab and 

cartaway 
13.81 13.81 13.81 13.81 13.81 13.81 13.81 13.81 13.81 

Sand to make up levels for footings and ground 

slab 
35.96 35.96 35.96 35.96 35.96 35.96 35.96 35.96 35.96 

Polythene Sheet 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 

Mesh reinforcement 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 

Ready mix concrete 78.35 78.35 78.35 78.35 78.35 78.35 78.35 78.35 78.35 

Metal door frames 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 

Roof Timber 4.13 4.13 4.13 4.13 4.13 4.13 4.13 4.13 4.13 

Bat Insulation for Roof 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 

Gyprock boards & cornices 1.98 1.98 1.98 1.98 1.98 1.98 1.98 1.98 1.98 

Door shutters 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 

Floor tiles 5.47 5.47 5.47 5.47 5.47 5.47 5.47 5.47 5.47 

Wall tiles 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 

Envelope Elements 

External Walls 
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Material 
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tonnes 

Face bricks 33.29 33.29 33.29 - - - - - - 

Utility bricks 29.32 29.32 - 35.83 - - - - - 

Cast in-situ concrete - - - - - - - - 31.01 

Concrete blocks - - - - 36.08 - - - - 

ACC blocks - - - - - 16.92 - - - 

Structural Timber frame - - 14.54 13.82 - - - 13.82 - 

Gyprock board lining for internal face - - 1.09 - - - - 1.09 - 

Fibre cement board/weather board cladding - - - 2.64 - - - 2.64 - 

Pre-cast concrete sandwich panels - - - - - - 19.33 - - 

Internal Walls 

Utility bricks 32.01 32.01 - 32.01 - - - - - 

Cast in-situ concrete - - - - - - - - 35.9 

Structural Timber frame - - 2.09 - - - - 2.09 - 

Concrete blocks - - - - 27.54 - - - - 

ACC blocks - - - - - 9.58 - - - 

Gyprock board lining - - 2.37 - - - - 2.37 - 

Pre-cast concrete sandwich panels - - - - - - 10.94 - - 

Insulation 

Wall Insulation - 0.2 0.27 0.12 - - - 0.26 - 
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tonnes 

Moisture barrier - - 0.14 0.13 - - - 0.13 - 

Polystyrene insulation core for cast in-situ 

walls 
- - - - - - - - 0.33 

Single glazed aluminium windows (SG) or 1.43 1.43 1.43 1.43 1.43 1.43 1.43 1.43 1.43 

Double glazed aluminium windows (DG) 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.93 

Concrete roof tiles (CT) or 14.52 14.52 14.52 14.52 14.52 14.52 14.52 14.52 14.52 

Terracotta roof tiles (TT) or 11.62 11.62 11.62 11.62 11.62 11.62 11.62 11.62 11.62 

Metal roof sheet (MS) 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63 

Others 

Cement, brickie sand and lime for mortar 11.48 11.48 3.66 7.82 10.33 - - - - 

Polymer modified mortar - - - - - 1.26 0.5 - - 

Metal lintels, columns, bracings, wall ties, and 

structural fixtures 
0.58 0.58 0.06 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.06 0.17 - 

Wire mesh for cast in-situ walls - - - - - - - - 2.52 

Metal tracks for tilt-up panels - - - - - - 0.56 - - 

Cement, plaster sand and lime for rendering 10.54 10.54 - 10.54 13.86 - - - - 

Polymer modified render - - - - - 16.77 5.5 - - 
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Table D.15 tonnes-km (tkm) travelled information for materials transported to the construction site for a typical house in Perth for alternative 

envelope options 
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tkm 

Non Envelope Elements 

Sand to make up levels for footings and 

ground slab 
1,797.75 1,797.75 1,797.75 1,797.75 1,797.75 1,797.75 1,797.75 1,797.75 1,797.75 

Polythene Sheet 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 

Mesh reinforcement 19.03 19.03 19.03 19.03 19.03 19.03 19.03 19.03 19.03 

Ready mix concrete 2,350.62 2,350.62 2,350.62 2,350.62 2,350.62 2,350.62 2,350.62 2,350.62 2,350.62 

Metal door frames 5.40 5.40 5.40 5.40 5.40 5.40 5.40 5.40 5.40 

Roof Timber 123.75 123.75 123.75 123.75 123.75 123.75 123.75 123.75 123.75 

Bat Insulation for Roof 14.26 14.26 14.26 14.26 14.26 14.26 14.26 14.26 14.26 

Gyprock boards & cornices 59.40 59.40 59.40 59.40 59.40 59.40 59.40 59.40 59.40 

Door shutters 11.14 11.14 11.14 11.14 11.14 11.14 11.14 11.14 11.14 

Floor tiles 163.99 163.99 163.99 163.99 163.99 163.99 163.99 163.99 163.99 

Wall tiles 20.59 20.59 20.59 20.59 20.59 20.59 20.59 20.59 20.59 

Envelope Elements 

External Walls 

Face bricks 998.76 998.76 998.76 - - - - - - 

Utility bricks 879.47 879.47 - 1,074.90 - - - - - 
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tkm 

Cast in-situ concrete - - - - - - - - 930.25 

Concrete blocks - - - - 1,082.42 - - - - 

ACC blocks - - - - - 507.54 - - - 

Structural Timber frame - - 436.06 414.50 - - - 414.50 - 

Gyprock board lining for internal face - - 32.57 - - - - 32.57 - 

Fibre cement board/weather board cladding - - - 79.16 - - - 79.16 - 

Pre-cast concrete sandwich panels - - - - - - 580.04 - - 

Internal Walls 

Utility bricks 960.34 960.34 - 960.34 - - - - - 

Cast in-situ concrete - - - - - - - - 1,076.89 

Structural Timber frame - - 62.79 - - - - 62.79 - 

Concrete blocks - - - - 826.27 - - - - 

ACC blocks - - - - - 287.28 - - - 

Gyprock board lining - - 71.14 - - - - 71.14 - 

Pre-cast concrete sandwich panels - - - - - - 328.32 - - 

Insulation 

Wall Insulation - 6.01 8.07 3.59 - - - 7.80 - 

Moisture barrier - - 4.21 3.91 - - - 3.91 - 
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tkm 

Polystyrene insulation core for cast in-situ 

walls 
- - - - - - - - 9.98 

Single glazed aluminium windows (SG) or 43.04 43.04 43.04 43.04 43.04 43.04 43.04 43.04 43.04 

Double glazed aluminium windows (DG) 57.80 57.80 57.80 57.80 57.80 57.80 57.80 57.80 57.80 

Concrete roof tiles (CT) or 435.60 435.60 435.60 435.60 435.60 435.60 435.60 435.60 435.60 

Terracotta roof tiles (TT) or 348.48 348.48 348.48 348.48 348.48 348.48 348.48 348.48 348.48 

Metal roof sheet (MS) 48.79 48.79 48.79 48.79 48.79 48.79 48.79 48.79 48.79 

Others 

Cement, brickie sand and lime for mortar 538.15 538.15 171.61 366.55 454.50 - - - - 

Polymer modified mortar - - - - - 51.73 25.00 - - 

Metal lintels, columns, bracings, wall ties, 

and structural fixtures 
17.41 17.41 1.67 17.41 17.41 17.41 1.67 5.01 - 

Wire mesh for cast in-situ walls - - - - - - - - 75.51 

Metal tracks for tilt-up panels - - - - - - 16.79 - - 

Cement, plaster sand and lime for rendering 492.62 492.62 - 492.62 647.34 - - - - 

Polymer modified render - - - - - 704.47 230.85 - - 
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Table D.16 Energy consumption and operating hours for plants and tools including tkm travelled for construction waste for a typical house in Perth 

for alternative envelope options 
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Tools and Plants Duration/Energy consumption 

Excavator and compactor (hours) 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 

Front end loader (hours) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Mortar mixer (kWh) 60 60 18 48 70 60 30 - - 

Shotcrete pump (kWh) - - - - - - - - 75 

Fork life/crane (CT/TT) (hours) or 20 22 37 30 30 20 50 50 10 

Fork life/crane (MS) (hours) 18 20 35 28 28 18 48 45 8 

Hand tools (CT/TT) (kWh) or 60 60 100 80 60 60 80 130 60 

Hand tools (MS) (kWh) 66 66 105 85 66 66 86 135 62.5 

tkm for construction waste disposal tkm 

Transportation of unsuitable excavated soil 1,340.88 1,340.88 1,340.88 1,340.88 1,340.88 1,340.88 1,340.88 1,340.88 1,340.88 

Transportation of construction waste 

(CT/TT) 
1,500.00 1,500.00 750.00 1,125.00 1,500.00 1,125.00 750.00 750.00 562.50 

Transportation of construction waste (MS) 1,425.00 1,425.00 675.00 1,050.00 1,425.00 1,050.00 675.00 675.00 487.50 

Note: Data source: Fozdar Technologies Pty Ltd; Budget Developments Australia Pty Ltd 
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Table D.17 Energy consumption and operating hours for plants including tkm travelled for demolition waste for a typical house in Perth for 

alternative envelope options 
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Tools and Plants Duration/Energy consumption 

Excavator and breaker (hours) 30 30 30 30 35 25 40 25 50 

Front end loader (CT/TT) (hours) 10 10 12 12 12 10 15 15 15 

Front end loader (MS) (hours) 9 9 11 11 11 9 14 14 14 

tkm for construction waste disposal tkm (75% of total waste to recyclers and 25% to landfill) 

C&D waste to recyclers (SG-CT) - 3,924.80 3,025.96 3,715.78 3,489.21 2,840.02 2,716.74 2,501.82 3,209.69 

C&D waste to recyclers (SG-TT) 3,878.24 3,881.24 2,982.40 3,672.22 3,445.65 2,796.46 2,673.18 2,458.26 3,166.13 

C&D waste to recyclers (SG-MS) 3,728.39 3,731.40 2,832.55 3,522.37 3,295.81 2,646.62 2,523.34 2,308.42 3,016.29 

C&D waste to recyclers (DG-CT) 3,929.17 3,932.18 3,033.33 3,723.15 3,496.59 2,847.40 2,724.12 2,509.20 3,217.07 

C&D waste to recyclers (DG-TT) 3,885.61 3,888.62 2,989.77 3,679.59 3,453.03 2,803.84 2,680.56 2,465.64 3,173.51 

C&D waste to recyclers (DG-MS) 3,735.77 3,738.78 2,839.93 3,529.75 3,303.18 2,654.00 2,530.71 2,315.79 3,023.67 

C&D waste to landfill (SG-CT) - 3,270.67 2,521.63 3,096.48 2,907.68 2,366.69 2,263.95 2,084.85 2,674.75 

C&D waste to landfill (SG-TT) 3,231.86 3,234.37 2,485.33 3,060.18 2,871.38 2,330.39 2,227.65 2,048.55 2,638.45 

C&D waste to landfill (SG-MS) 3,106.99 3,109.50 2,360.46 2,935.31 2,746.50 2,205.51 2,102.78 1,923.68 2,513.57 

C&D waste to landfill (DG-CT) 3,274.31 3,276.82 2,527.78 3,102.63 2,913.83 2,372.84 2,270.10 2,091.00 2,680.89 

C&D waste to landfill (DG-TT) 3,238.01 3,240.52 2,491.48 3,066.33 2,877.53 2,336.54 2,233.80 2,054.70 2,644.59 

C&D waste to landfill (DG-MS) 3,113.14 3,115.65 2,366.61 2,941.46 2,752.65 2,211.66 2,108.93 1,929.83 2,519.72 

Note: Data source: Fozdar Technologies Pty Ltd; Budget Developments Australia Pty Ltd;(WAWA 2015, 2016) 
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Table D.18 Stage wise breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions of a typical house in Perth for all alternative envelope options 

Envelope option 
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DB-XX-SG-CT* 23.70 2.92 3.49 23.00 1.64 78.24 331.00 2.43 0.76 467.09 

DB-XX-SG-TT 23.70 2.92 4.49 23.00 1.62 77.70 331.00 2.43 0.76 467.63 

DB-XX-SG-MS 23.70 2.92 5.06 23.00 1.56 77.80 331.00 2.31 0.71 468.08 

DB-XX-DG-CT 23.70 3.50 3.49 23.00 1.64 64.28 331.00 2.43 0.76 453.81 

DB-XX-DG-TT 23.70 3.50 4.49 23.00 1.62 64.09 331.00 2.43 0.76 454.59 

DB-XX-DG-MS 23.70 3.50 5.06 23.00 1.57 64.98 331.00 2.31 0.71 455.83 

DB-INS-SG-CT 24.90 2.92 3.49 23.00 1.64 59.37 331.00 2.53 0.76 449.61 

DB-INS-SG-TT 24.90 2.92 4.49 23.00 1.62 58.83 331.00 2.53 0.76 450.05 

DB-INS-SG-MS 24.90 2.92 5.06 23.00 1.56 59.52 331.00 2.41 0.71 451.09 

DB-INS-DG-CT 24.90 3.50 3.49 23.00 1.64 47.13 331.00 2.53 0.76 437.95 

DB-INS-DG-TT 24.90 3.50 4.49 23.00 1.62 47.18 331.00 2.53 0.76 438.98 

DB-INS-DG-MS 24.90 3.50 5.06 23.00 1.57 47.68 331.00 2.41 0.71 439.83 

BV-XX-SG-CT 18.10 2.92 3.49 23.00 1.25 87.88 331.00 2.91 0.84 471.39 

BV-XX-SG-TT 18.10 2.92 4.49 23.00 1.23 87.10 331.00 2.91 0.84 471.59 

BV-XX-SG-MS 18.10 2.92 5.06 23.00 1.18 88.23 331.00 2.79 0.79 473.07 

BV-XX-DG-CT 18.10 3.50 3.49 23.00 1.25 70.13 331.00 2.91 0.84 454.21 

BV-XX-DG-TT 18.10 3.50 4.49 23.00 1.24 69.34 331.00 2.91 0.84 454.41 

BV-XX-DG-MS 18.10 3.50 5.06 23.00 1.18 71.26 331.00 2.88 0.79 456.77 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 29.60 2.92 3.49 23.00 1.55 60.75 331.00 2.75 0.85 455.91 
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Envelope option 
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RBV-XX-SG-TT 29.60 2.92 4.49 23.00 1.53 59.77 331.00 2.75 0.85 455.91 

RBV-XX-SG-MS 29.60 2.92 5.06 23.00 1.48 60.70 331.00 2.63 0.80 457.19 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 29.60 3.50 3.49 23.00 1.55 48.31 331.00 2.75 0.85 444.05 

RBV-XX-DG-TT 29.60 3.50 4.49 23.00 1.53 47.72 331.00 2.75 0.85 444.45 

RBV-XX-DG-MS 29.60 3.50 5.06 23.00 1.48 48.66 331.00 2.63 0.80 445.73 

CB-XX-SG-CT 13.40 2.92 3.49 23.00 1.48 131.95 331.00 2.91 0.88 511.03 

CB-XX-SG-TT 13.40 2.92 4.49 23.00 1.46 131.41 331.00 2.91 0.88 511.47 

CB-XX-SG-MS 13.40 2.92 5.06 23.00 1.41 132.26 331.00 2.79 0.83 512.67 

CB-XX-DG-CT 13.40 3.50 3.49 23.00 1.48 114.72 331.00 2.91 0.88 494.38 

CB-XX-DG-TT 13.40 3.50 4.49 23.00 1.46 113.79 331.00 2.91 0.88 494.43 

CB-XX-DG-MS 13.40 3.50 5.06 23.00 1.41 114.44 331.00 2.79 0.83 495.43 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 38.60 2.92 3.49 23.00 1.21 67.70 331.00 2.28 0.70 470.90 

ACC-XX-SG-TT 38.60 2.92 4.49 23.00 1.19 67.11 331.00 2.28 0.70 471.29 

ACC-XX-SG-MS 38.60 2.92 5.06 23.00 1.14 67.85 331.00 2.15 0.65 472.37 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 38.60 3.50 3.49 23.00 1.21 53.80 331.00 2.28 0.71 457.58 

ACC-XX-DG-TT 38.60 3.50 4.49 23.00 1.20 53.01 331.00 2.28 0.70 457.78 

ACC-XX-DG-MS 38.60 3.50 5.06 23.00 1.14 54.15 331.00 2.15 0.65 459.25 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 49.30 2.92 3.49 23.00 1.14 113.11 331.00 3.50 1.04 528.51 

PCSW-XX-SG-TT 49.30 2.92 4.49 23.00 1.12 112.37 331.00 3.50 1.04 528.75 

PCSW-XX-SG-MS 49.30 2.92 5.06 23.00 1.07 113.27 331.00 3.39 0.99 529.99 
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PCSW-XX-DG-CT 49.30 3.50 3.49 23.00 1.14 93.55 331.00 3.50 1.04 509.52 

PCSW-XX-DG-TT 49.30 3.50 4.49 23.00 1.13 92.56 331.00 3.50 1.04 509.52 

PCSW-XX-DG-MS 49.30 3.50 5.06 23.00 1.07 93.65 331.00 3.39 0.99 510.96 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 8.91 2.92 3.49 23.00 1.05 105.99 331.00 3.52 0.93 480.82 

TMB-XX-SG-TT 8.91 2.92 4.49 23.00 1.03 105.41 331.00 3.52 0.93 481.21 

TMB-XX-SG-MS 8.91 2.92 5.06 23.00 0.98 107.37 331.00 3.26 0.88 483.38 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 8.91 3.50 3.49 23.00 1.05 87.80 331.00 3.52 0.93 463.20 

TMB-XX-DG-TT 8.91 3.50 4.49 23.00 1.03 87.80 331.00 3.52 0.93 464.18 

TMB-XX-DG-MS 8.91 3.50 5.06 23.00 0.98 88.98 331.00 3.26 0.88 465.57 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 17.50 2.92 3.49 23.00 1.31 56.42 331.00 1.59 1.12 438.35 

CSW-POL-SG-TT 17.50 2.92 4.49 23.00 1.29 56.23 331.00 1.59 1.12 439.14 

CSW-POL-SG-MS 17.50 2.92 5.06 23.00 1.24 56.77 331.00 1.47 1.07 440.02 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 17.50 3.50 3.49 23.00 1.31 45.86 331.00 1.59 1.12 428.37 

CSW-POL-DG-TT 17.50 3.50 4.49 23.00 1.29 44.88 331.00 1.59 1.12 428.37 

CSW-POL-DG-MS 17.50 3.50 5.06 23.00 1.24 46.40 331.00 1.47 1.07 430.24 
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Table D.19 Stage wise breakdown of life cycle EE consumption of a typical house in Perth for all alternative envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT* 0.35 0.05 0.02 0.29 0.02 1.09 4.60 0.04 0.03 6.51 

DB-XX-SG-TT 0.35 0.05 0.04 0.29 0.02 1.08 4.60 0.04 0.03 6.51 

DB-XX-SG-MS 0.35 0.05 0.07 0.29 0.02 1.09 4.60 0.04 0.03 6.55 

DB-XX-DG-CT 0.35 0.06 0.02 0.29 0.02 0.90 4.60 0.04 0.03 6.33 

DB-XX-DG-TT 0.35 0.06 0.04 0.29 0.02 0.90 4.60 0.04 0.03 6.34 

DB-XX-DG-MS 0.35 0.06 0.07 0.29 0.02 0.91 4.60 0.04 0.03 6.38 

DB-INS-SG-CT 0.38 0.05 0.02 0.29 0.02 0.82 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.26 

DB-INS-SG-TT 0.38 0.05 0.04 0.29 0.02 0.81 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.27 

DB-INS-SG-MS 0.38 0.05 0.07 0.29 0.02 0.82 4.60 0.04 0.03 6.31 

DB-INS-DG-CT 0.38 0.06 0.02 0.29 0.02 0.65 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.10 

DB-INS-DG-TT 0.38 0.06 0.04 0.29 0.02 0.65 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.12 

DB-INS-DG-MS 0.38 0.06 0.07 0.29 0.02 0.66 4.60 0.04 0.03 6.16 

BV-XX-SG-CT 0.19 0.05 0.02 0.29 0.02 1.19 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.44 

BV-XX-SG-TT 0.19 0.05 0.04 0.29 0.02 1.18 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.44 

BV-XX-SG-MS 0.19 0.05 0.07 0.29 0.02 1.19 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.49 

BV-XX-DG-CT 0.19 0.06 0.02 0.29 0.02 0.95 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.21 

BV-XX-DG-TT 0.19 0.06 0.04 0.29 0.02 0.94 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.22 

BV-XX-DG-MS 0.19 0.06 0.07 0.29 0.02 0.96 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.27 
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Envelope options 
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Mining to material production stage 
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RBV-XX-SG-CT 0.35 0.05 0.02 0.29 0.02 0.84 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.25 

RBV-XX-SG-TT 0.35 0.05 0.04 0.29 0.02 0.82 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.25 

RBV-XX-SG-MS 0.35 0.05 0.07 0.29 0.02 0.83 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.29 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 0.35 0.06 0.02 0.29 0.02 0.67 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.09 

RBV-XX-DG-TT 0.35 0.06 0.04 0.29 0.02 0.66 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.10 

RBV-XX-DG-MS 0.35 0.06 0.07 0.29 0.02 0.67 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.14 

CB-XX-SG-CT 0.11 0.05 0.02 0.29 0.02 1.84 4.60 0.05 0.04 7.02 

CB-XX-SG-TT 0.11 0.05 0.04 0.29 0.02 1.83 4.60 0.05 0.04 7.03 

CB-XX-SG-MS 0.11 0.05 0.07 0.29 0.02 1.84 4.60 0.05 0.04 7.07 

CB-XX-DG-CT 0.11 0.06 0.02 0.29 0.02 1.61 4.60 0.05 0.04 6.80 

CB-XX-DG-TT 0.11 0.06 0.04 0.29 0.02 1.59 4.60 0.05 0.04 6.80 

CB-XX-DG-MS 0.11 0.06 0.07 0.29 0.02 1.60 4.60 0.05 0.04 6.84 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 0.48 0.05 0.02 0.29 0.02 0.92 4.60 0.04 0.03 6.45 

ACC-XX-SG-TT 0.48 0.05 0.04 0.29 0.02 0.91 4.60 0.04 0.03 6.46 

ACC-XX-SG-MS 0.48 0.05 0.07 0.29 0.02 0.92 4.60 0.04 0.03 6.50 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 0.48 0.06 0.02 0.29 0.02 0.74 4.60 0.04 0.03 6.27 

ACC-XX-DG-TT 0.48 0.06 0.04 0.29 0.02 0.72 4.60 0.04 0.03 6.28 

ACC-XX-DG-MS 0.48 0.06 0.07 0.29 0.02 0.74 4.60 0.04 0.03 6.32 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 0.48 0.05 0.02 0.29 0.02 1.54 4.60 0.06 0.04 7.10 
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PCSW-XX-SG-TT 0.48 0.05 0.04 0.29 0.02 1.53 4.60 0.06 0.04 7.10 

PCSW-XX-SG-MS 0.48 0.05 0.07 0.29 0.02 1.54 4.60 0.06 0.04 7.15 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 0.48 0.06 0.02 0.29 0.02 1.28 4.60 0.06 0.04 6.85 

PCSW-XX-DG-TT 0.48 0.06 0.04 0.29 0.02 1.26 4.60 0.06 0.04 6.85 

PCSW-XX-DG-MS 0.48 0.06 0.07 0.29 0.02 1.28 4.60 0.06 0.04 6.89 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.29 0.01 1.43 4.60 0.06 0.03 6.56 

TMB-XX-SG-TT 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.29 0.01 1.42 4.60 0.06 0.03 6.56 

TMB-XX-SG-MS 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.29 0.01 1.45 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.62 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 0.06 0.06 0.02 0.29 0.01 1.19 4.60 0.06 0.03 6.32 

TMB-XX-DG-TT 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.29 0.01 1.19 4.60 0.06 0.03 6.34 

TMB-XX-DG-MS 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.29 0.01 1.20 4.60 0.05 0.03 6.38 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 0.24 0.05 0.02 0.29 0.02 0.77 4.60 0.03 0.05 6.06 

CSW-POL-SG-TT 0.24 0.05 0.04 0.29 0.02 0.77 4.60 0.03 0.05 6.08 

CSW-POL-SG-MS 0.24 0.05 0.07 0.29 0.02 0.77 4.60 0.03 0.04 6.12 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 0.24 0.06 0.02 0.29 0.02 0.63 4.60 0.03 0.05 5.93 

CSW-POL-DG-TT 0.24 0.06 0.04 0.29 0.02 0.61 4.60 0.03 0.05 5.93 

CSW-POL-DG-MS 0.24 0.06 0.07 0.29 0.02 0.63 4.60 0.03 0.04 5.98 
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Table D.20 Composition of alternative concrete mixes with input substitution 

Concrete 

Mix 
Mix reference 

Cementitious Contents Course Aggregate Fine Aggregate/Sand 

OPC 

Fly 

Ash 

(FA) 

GGBFS 

(S) 

Natural 

Aggregate 

(NA) 

Recycled 

Aggregate 

(RCA) 

Natural 

Sand (NS) 

Manufactured 

Sand (MFS) 

Mix 1 

(ref. mix) 
C100FA0S0-NA100RCA0-NS100MFS0 100% - - 100% - 100% - 

Mix 2 C100FA0S0-NA100RCA0-NS60MFS40 100% - - 100% - 60% 40% 

Mix 3 C100FA0S0-NA100RCA0-NS80MFS20 100% - - 100% - 80% 20% 

Mix 4 C100FA0S0-NA60RCA40-NS100MFS0 100% - - 60% 40% 100% - 

Mix 5 C100FA0S0-NA60RCA40-NS60MFS40 100% - - 60% 40% 60% 40% 

Mix 6 C100FA0S0-NA60RCA40-NS80MFS20 100% - - 60% 40% 80% 20% 

Mix 7 C100FA0S0-NA70RCA30-NS100MFS0 100% - - 70% 30% 100% - 

Mix 8 C100FA0S0-NA70RCA30-NS60MFS40 100% - - 70% 30% 60% 40% 

Mix 9 C100FA0S0-NA70RCA30-NS80MFS20 100% - - 70% 30% 80% 20% 

Mix 10 C100FA0S0-NA80RCA20-NS100MFS0 100% - - 80% 20% 100% - 

Mix 11 C100FA0S0-NA80RCA20-NS60MFS40 100% - - 80% 20% 60% 40% 

Mix 12 C100FA0S0-NA80RCA20-NS80MFS20 100% - - 80% 20% 80% 20% 

Mix 13 C70FA30S0-NA100RCA0-NS100MFS0 70% 30% - 100% - 100% - 

Mix 14 C70FA30S0-NA100RCA0-NS60MFS40 70% 30% - 100% - 60% 40% 

Mix 15 C70FA30S0-NA100RCA0-NS80MFS20 70% 30% - 100% - 80% 20% 

Mix 16 C70FA30S0-NA60RCA40-NS100MFS0 70% 30% - 60% 40% 100% - 

Mix 17 C70FA30S0-NA60RCA40-NS60MFS40 70% 30% - 60% 40% 60% 40% 

Mix 18 C70FA30S0-NA60RCA40-NS80MFS20 70% 30% - 60% 40% 80% 20% 
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Concrete 

Mix 
Mix reference 

Cementitious Contents Course Aggregate Fine Aggregate/Sand 

OPC 

Fly 

Ash 

(FA) 

GGBFS 

(S) 

Natural 

Aggregate 

(NA) 

Recycled 

Aggregate 

(RCA) 

Natural 

Sand (NS) 

Manufactured 

Sand (MFS) 

Mix 19 C70FA30S0-NA70RCA30-NS100MFS0 70% 30% - 70% 30% 100% - 

Mix 20 C70FA30S0-NA70RCA30-NS60MFS40 70% 30% - 70% 30% 60% 40% 

Mix 21 C70FA30S0-NA70RCA30-NS80MFS20 70% 30% - 70% 30% 80% 20% 

Mix 22 C70FA30S0-NA80RCA20-NS100MFS0 70% 30% - 80% 20% 100% - 

Mix 23 C70FA30S0-NA80RCA20-NS60MFS40 70% 30% - 80% 20% 60% 40% 

Mix 24 C70FA30S0-NA80RCA20-NS80MFS20 70% 30% - 80% 20% 80% 20% 

Mix 25 C70FA20S10-NA100RCA0-NS100MFS0 70% 20% 10% 100% - 100% - 

Mix 26 C70FA20S10-NA100RCA0-NS60MFS40 70% 20% 10% 100% - 60% 40% 

Mix 27 C70FA20S10-NA100RCA0-NS80MFS20 70% 20% 10% 100% - 80% 20% 

Mix 28 C70FA20S10-NA60RCA40-NS100MFS0 70% 20% 10% 60% 40% 100% - 

Mix 29 C70FA20S10-NA60RCA40-NS60MFS40 70% 20% 10% 60% 40% 60% 40% 

Mix 30 C70FA20S10-NA60RCA40-NS80MFS20 70% 20% 10% 60% 40% 80% 20% 

Mix 31 C70FA20S10-NA70RCA30-NS100MFS0 70% 20% 10% 70% 30% 100% - 

Mix 32 C70FA20S10-NA70RCA30-NS60MFS40 70% 20% 10% 70% 30% 60% 40% 

Mix 33 C70FA20S10-NA70RCA30-NS80MFS20 70% 20% 10% 70% 30% 80% 20% 

Mix 34 C70FA20S10-NA80RCA20-NS100MFS0 70% 20% 10% 80% 20% 100% - 

Mix 35 C70FA20S10-NA80RCA20-NS60MFS40 70% 20% 10% 80% 20% 60% 40% 

Mix 36 C70FA20S10-NA80RCA20-NS80MFS20 70% 20% 10% 80% 20% 80% 20% 

Mix 37 C70FA15S15-NA100RCA0-NS100MFS0 70% 15% 15% 100% - 100% - 

Mix 38 C70FA15S15-NA100RCA0-NS60MFS40 70% 15% 15% 100% - 60% 40% 
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Concrete 

Mix 
Mix reference 

Cementitious Contents Course Aggregate Fine Aggregate/Sand 

OPC 

Fly 

Ash 

(FA) 

GGBFS 

(S) 

Natural 

Aggregate 

(NA) 

Recycled 

Aggregate 

(RCA) 

Natural 

Sand (NS) 

Manufactured 

Sand (MFS) 

Mix 39 C70FA15S15-NA100RCA0-NS80MFS20 70% 15% 15% 100% - 80% 20% 

Mix 40 C70FA15S15-NA60RCA40-NS100MFS0 70% 15% 15% 60% 40% 100% - 

Mix 41 C70FA15S15-NA60RCA40-NS60MFS40 70% 15% 15% 60% 40% 60% 40% 

Mix 42 C70FA15S15-NA60RCA40-NS80MFS20 70% 15% 15% 60% 40% 80% 20% 

Mix 43 C70FA15S15-NA70RCA30-NS100MFS0 70% 15% 15% 70% 30% 100% - 

Mix 44 C70FA15S15-NA70RCA30-NS60MFS40 70% 15% 15% 70% 30% 60% 40% 

Mix 45 C70FA15S15-NA70RCA30-NS80MFS20 70% 15% 15% 70% 30% 80% 20% 

Mix 46 C70FA15S15-NA80RCA20-NS100MFS0 70% 15% 15% 80% 20% 100% - 

Mix 47 C70FA15S15-NA80RCA20-NS60MFS40 70% 15% 15% 80% 20% 60% 40% 

Mix 48 C70FA15S15-NA80RCA20-NS80MFS20 70% 15% 15% 80% 20% 80% 20% 

Mix 49 C70FA10S20-NA100RCA0-NS100MFS0 70% 10% 20% 100% - 100% - 

Mix 50 C70FA10S20-NA100RCA0-NS60MFS40 70% 10% 20% 100% - 60% 40% 

Mix 51 C70FA10S20-NA100RCA0-NS80MFS20 70% 10% 20% 100% - 80% 20% 

Mix 52 C70FA10S20-NA60RCA40-NS100MFS0 70% 10% 20% 60% 40% 100% - 

Mix 53 C70FA10S20-NA60RCA40-NS60MFS40 70% 10% 20% 60% 40% 60% 40% 

Mix 54 C70FA10S20-NA60RCA40-NS80MFS20 70% 10% 20% 60% 40% 80% 20% 

Mix 55 C70FA10S20-NA70RCA30-NS100MFS0 70% 10% 20% 70% 30% 100% - 

Mix 56 C70FA10S20-NA70RCA30-NS60MFS40 70% 10% 20% 70% 30% 60% 40% 

Mix 57 C70FA10S20-NA70RCA30-NS80MFS20 70% 10% 20% 70% 30% 80% 20% 

Mix 58 C70FA10S20-NA80RCA20-NS100MFS0 70% 10% 20% 80% 20% 100% - 
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Concrete 

Mix 
Mix reference 

Cementitious Contents Course Aggregate Fine Aggregate/Sand 

OPC 

Fly 

Ash 

(FA) 

GGBFS 

(S) 

Natural 

Aggregate 

(NA) 

Recycled 

Aggregate 

(RCA) 

Natural 

Sand (NS) 

Manufactured 

Sand (MFS) 

Mix 59 C70FA10S20-NA80RCA20-NS60MFS40 70% 10% 20% 80% 20% 60% 40% 

Mix 60 C70FA10S20-NA80RCA20-NS80MFS20 70% 10% 20% 80% 20% 80% 20% 

Mix 61 C70FA0S30-NA100RCA0-NS100MFS0 70% - 30% 100% - 100% - 

Mix 62 C70FA0S30-NA100RCA0-NS60MFS40 70% - 30% 100% - 60% 40% 

Mix 63 C70FA0S30-NA100RCA0-NS80MFS20 70% - 30% 100% - 80% 20% 

Mix 64 C70FA0S30-NA60RCA40-NS100MFS0 70% - 30% 60% 40% 100% - 

Mix 65 C70FA0S30-NA60RCA40-NS60MFS40 70% - 30% 60% 40% 60% 40% 

Mix 66 C70FA0S30-NA60RCA40-NS80MFS20 70% - 30% 60% 40% 80% 20% 

Mix 67 C70FA0S30-NA70RCA30-NS100MFS0 70% - 30% 70% 30% 100% - 

Mix 68 C70FA0S30-NA70RCA30-NS60MFS40 70% - 30% 70% 30% 60% 40% 

Mix 69 C70FA0S30-NA70RCA30-NS80MFS20 70% - 30% 70% 30% 80% 20% 

Mix 70 C70FA0S30-NA80RCA20-NS100MFS0 70% - 30% 80% 20% 100% - 

Mix 71 C70FA0S30-NA80RCA20-NS60MFS40 70% - 30% 80% 20% 60% 40% 

Mix 72 C70FA0S30-NA80RCA20-NS80MFS20 70% - 30% 80% 20% 80% 20% 
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Table D.21 GHG emissions associated with the production of concrete mixes with alternative material compositions 

Concrete Mixes 
GHG emissions (kg CO2 e-) per tonnes of concrete 

C100FA0S0 C70FA30S0 C70FA20S10 C70FA15S15 C70FA10S20 C70FA0S30 

NA100RCA0 

NS100MFS0 135.74 102.28 105.58 107.24 108.89 112.19 

NS60MFS40 135.77 102.32 105.62 107.27 108.92 112.22 

NS80MFS20 135.76 102.30 105.60 107.25 108.90 112.20 

NA60RCA40 

NS100MFS0 134.03 100.57 103.87 105.53 107.18 110.48 

NS60MFS40 134.06 100.61 103.91 105.56 107.21 110.51 

NS80MFS20 134.05 100.59 103.89 105.54 107.19 110.49 

NA70RCA30 

NS100MFS0 134.46 101.00 104.30 105.95 107.60 110.91 

NS60MFS40 134.49 101.03 104.34 105.99 107.64 110.94 

NS80MFS20 134.47 101.02 104.32 105.97 107.62 110.92 

NA80RCA20 

NS100MFS0 134.88 101.43 104.73 106.38 108.03 111.33 

NS60MFS40 134.92 101.46 104.76 106.41 108.06 111.37 

NS80MFS20 134.90 101.44 104.75 106.40 108.05 111.35 
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Table D.22 EE consumption associated with the production of concrete mixes with alternative material compositions 

Concrete Mixes 

EE consumption (GJ) per tonnes of concrete 

C100FA0S0 C70FA30S0 C70FA20S10 C70FA15S15 C70FA10S20 C70FA0S30 

NA100RCA0 

NS100MFS0 1.27 1.01 1.03 1.04 1.06 1.08 

NS60MFS40 1.27 1.01 1.03 1.04 1.06 1.08 

NS80MFS20 1.27 1.01 1.03 1.04 1.06 1.08 

NA60RCA40 

NS100MFS0 1.24 0.97 1.00 1.01 1.03 1.05 

NS60MFS40 1.24 0.98 1.00 1.01 1.03 1.05 

NS80MFS20 1.24 0.98 1.00 1.01 1.03 1.05 

NA70RCA30 

NS100MFS0 1.25 0.98 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.06 

NS60MFS40 1.25 0.98 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.06 

NS80MFS20 1.25 0.98 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.06 

NA80RCA20 

NS100MFS0 1.26 0.99 1.02 1.03 1.04 1.07 

NS60MFS40 1.26 0.99 1.02 1.03 1.04 1.07 

NS80MFS20 1.26 0.99 1.02 1.03 1.04 1.07 
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Table D.23 Energy and environmental impacts of a typical house due to change in orientation from East to South for alternative envelope options 

Envelope options 

*reference case 

East facing South facing 
Energy increase GHG increase EE increase 

Heating Cooling Total GHG EE Heating Cooling Total GHG EE 

GJ 
tonnes 

CO2 e- 
TJ GJ 

tonnes 

CO2 e- 
TJ GJ tonnes CO2 e- TJ 

DB-XX-SG-CT* 278.78 242.69 521.47 78.24 1.09 367.87 377.09 744.96 117.76 1.63 223.49 42.86% 39.52 50.51% 0.54 49.27% 

DB-XX-SG-TT 279.55 240.38 519.94 77.70 1.08 367.87 374.78 742.66 117.18 1.62 222.72 42.84% 39.48 50.81% 0.54 49.51% 

DB-XX-SG-MS 278.02 241.15 519.17 77.80 1.09 366.34 380.16 746.50 118.46 1.64 227.33 43.79% 40.65 52.25% 0.55 50.88% 

DB-XX-DG-CT 258.05 192.77 450.82 64.28 0.90 346.37 328.70 675.07 104.15 1.45 224.26 49.74% 39.87 62.02% 0.54 59.94% 

DB-XX-DG-TT 258.05 192.00 450.05 64.09 0.90 346.37 327.94 674.30 103.96 1.44 224.26 49.83% 39.87 62.21% 0.54 60.11% 

DB-XX-DG-MS 256.51 195.84 452.35 64.98 0.91 344.83 333.31 678.14 105.24 1.46 225.79 49.92% 40.26 61.96% 0.55 59.94% 

DB-INS-SG-CT 170.50 193.54 364.03 59.37 0.82 250.37 317.18 567.55 95.61 1.31 203.52 55.91% 36.24 61.04% 0.49 60.26% 

DB-INS-SG-TT 171.26 191.23 362.50 58.83 0.81 250.37 315.65 566.02 95.22 1.31 203.52 56.14% 36.39 61.86% 0.49 60.99% 

DB-INS-SG-MS 169.73 194.30 364.03 59.52 0.82 249.60 320.26 569.86 96.35 1.32 205.82 56.54% 36.83 61.87% 0.50 61.06% 

DB-INS-DG-CT 148.99 150.53 299.52 47.13 0.65 228.10 277.25 505.34 84.11 1.15 205.82 68.72% 36.98 78.45% 0.50 76.94% 

DB-INS-DG-TT 149.76 150.53 300.29 47.18 0.65 228.86 276.48 505.34 83.96 1.15 205.06 68.29% 36.78 77.96% 0.50 76.45% 

DB-INS-DG-MS 148.22 152.83 301.06 47.68 0.66 227.33 279.55 506.88 84.66 1.16 205.82 68.37% 36.98 77.56% 0.50 76.13% 

BV-XX-SG-CT 158.21 307.97 466.18 87.88 1.19 201.98 446.21 648.19 125.74 1.69 182.02 39.04% 37.86 43.08% 0.50 42.54% 

BV-XX-SG-TT 158.21 304.90 463.10 87.10 1.18 202.75 443.14 645.89 125.00 1.68 182.78 39.47% 37.91 43.52% 0.51 42.98% 

BV-XX-SG-MS 157.44 309.50 466.94 88.23 1.19 201.22 443.90 645.12 125.11 1.68 178.18 38.16% 36.88 41.80% 0.49 41.31% 

BV-XX-DG-CT 132.86 244.22 377.09 70.13 0.95 178.94 387.84 566.78 109.49 1.47 189.70 50.31% 39.37 56.14% 0.52 55.35% 

BV-XX-DG-TT 132.86 241.15 374.02 69.34 0.94 178.94 387.07 566.02 109.30 1.47 192.00 51.33% 39.96 57.62% 0.53 56.77% 

BV-XX-DG-MS 132.10 248.83 380.93 71.26 0.96 178.18 391.68 569.86 110.43 1.48 188.93 49.60% 39.17 54.97% 0.52 54.25% 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 170.50 198.91 369.41 60.75 0.84 248.83 322.56 571.39 96.90 1.33 201.98 54.68% 36.15 59.51% 0.49 58.78% 

RBV-XX-SG-TT 170.50 195.07 365.57 59.77 0.82 249.60 320.26 569.86 96.35 1.32 204.29 55.88% 36.59 61.22% 0.50 60.41% 
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Envelope options 

*reference case 

East facing South facing 
Energy increase GHG increase EE increase 

Heating Cooling Total GHG EE Heating Cooling Total GHG EE 

GJ 
tonnes 

CO2 e- 
TJ GJ 

tonnes 

CO2 e- 
TJ GJ tonnes CO2 e- TJ 

RBV-XX-SG-MS 169.73 198.91 368.64 60.70 0.83 248.06 323.33 571.39 97.05 1.33 202.75 55.00% 36.35 59.88% 0.49 59.14% 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 148.99 155.14 304.13 48.31 0.67 227.33 282.62 509.95 85.44 1.17 205.82 67.68% 37.13 76.85% 0.50 75.44% 

RBV-XX-DG-TT 148.99 152.83 301.82 47.72 0.66 227.33 280.32 507.65 84.85 1.16 205.82 68.19% 37.13 77.80% 0.50 76.31% 

RBV-XX-DG-MS 148.22 156.67 304.90 48.66 0.67 226.56 283.39 509.95 85.59 1.17 205.06 67.25% 36.93 75.90% 0.50 74.57% 

CB-XX-SG-CT 453.12 413.18 866.30 131.95 1.84 542.98 576.00 1,118.98 178.78 2.47 252.67 29.17% 46.82 35.49% 0.63 34.47% 

CB-XX-SG-TT 453.89 410.88 864.77 131.41 1.83 542.98 573.70 1,116.67 178.19 2.46 251.90 29.13% 46.78 35.60% 0.63 34.56% 

CB-XX-SG-MS 451.58 414.72 866.30 132.26 1.84 541.44 579.84 1,121.28 179.67 2.48 254.98 29.43% 47.41 35.85% 0.64 34.82% 

CB-XX-DG-CT 430.08 350.98 781.06 114.72 1.61 519.94 517.63 1,037.57 162.53 2.25 256.51 32.84% 47.81 41.67% 0.65 40.21% 

CB-XX-DG-TT 430.85 347.14 777.98 113.79 1.59 520.70 516.10 1,036.80 162.18 2.25 258.82 33.27% 48.39 42.53% 0.65 41.00% 

CB-XX-DG-MS 428.54 350.21 778.75 114.44 1.60 518.40 520.70 1,039.10 163.22 2.26 260.35 33.43% 48.79 42.63% 0.66 41.11% 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 155.14 229.63 384.77 67.70 0.92 212.74 363.26 576.00 105.19 1.43 191.23 49.70% 37.49 55.38% 0.50 54.57% 

ACC-XX-SG-TT 155.14 227.33 382.46 67.11 0.91 212.74 360.96 573.70 104.60 1.42 191.23 50.00% 37.49 55.86% 0.50 55.03% 

ACC-XX-SG-MS 154.37 230.40 384.77 67.85 0.92 211.97 364.80 576.77 105.53 1.43 192.00 49.90% 37.69 55.54% 0.51 54.75% 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 132.10 180.48 312.58 53.80 0.74 188.93 317.95 506.88 92.23 1.25 194.30 62.16% 38.43 71.42% 0.52 70.09% 

ACC-XX-DG-TT 132.10 177.41 309.50 53.01 0.72 188.93 316.42 505.34 91.83 1.25 195.84 63.28% 38.82 73.22% 0.52 71.78% 

ACC-XX-DG-MS 131.33 182.02 313.34 54.15 0.74 188.16 318.72 506.88 92.38 1.25 193.54 61.76% 38.23 70.60% 0.51 69.33% 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 251.14 385.54 636.67 113.11 1.54 311.81 530.69 842.50 153.73 2.08 205.82 32.33% 40.61 35.90% 0.54 35.40% 

PCSW-XX-SG-TT 251.90 382.46 634.37 112.37 1.53 311.81 527.62 839.42 152.94 2.07 205.06 32.32% 40.57 36.10% 0.54 35.57% 

PCSW-XX-SG-MS 250.37 386.30 636.67 113.27 1.54 310.27 536.06 846.34 155.01 2.10 209.66 32.93% 41.74 36.85% 0.56 36.30% 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 225.02 314.88 539.90 93.55 1.28 286.46 465.41 751.87 135.57 1.84 211.97 39.26% 42.03 44.93% 0.56 44.12% 

PCSW-XX-DG-TT 225.02 311.04 536.06 92.56 1.26 287.23 462.34 749.57 134.83 1.83 213.50 39.83% 42.27 45.67% 0.57 44.82% 

PCSW-XX-DG-MS 223.49 315.65 539.14 93.65 1.28 285.70 471.55 757.25 137.10 1.86 218.11 40.46% 43.45 46.39% 0.58 45.54% 
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Envelope options 

*reference case 

East facing South facing 
Energy increase GHG increase EE increase 

Heating Cooling Total GHG EE Heating Cooling Total GHG EE 

GJ 
tonnes 

CO2 e- 
TJ GJ 

tonnes 

CO2 e- 
TJ GJ tonnes CO2 e- TJ 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 199.68 369.41 569.09 105.99 1.43 242.69 504.58 747.26 143.03 1.93 178.18 31.31% 37.03 34.94% 0.49 34.45% 

TMB-XX-SG-TT 199.68 367.10 566.78 105.41 1.42 242.69 503.04 745.73 142.63 1.92 178.94 31.57% 37.23 35.32% 0.50 34.81% 

TMB-XX-SG-MS 199.68 374.78 574.46 107.37 1.45 242.69 509.18 751.87 144.20 1.94 177.41 30.88% 36.84 34.31% 0.49 33.85% 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 173.57 304.13 477.70 87.80 1.19 218.11 456.96 675.07 129.43 1.74 197.38 41.32% 41.63 47.42% 0.55 46.59% 

TMB-XX-DG-TT 173.57 304.13 477.70 87.80 1.19 218.11 453.89 672.00 128.65 1.73 194.30 40.68% 40.85 46.52% 0.54 45.73% 

TMB-XX-DG-MS 173.57 308.74 482.30 88.98 1.20 218.11 452.35 670.46 128.25 1.73 188.16 39.01% 39.28 44.15% 0.52 43.45% 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 136.70 189.70 326.40 56.42 0.77 185.86 324.86 510.72 93.81 1.27 184.32 56.47% 37.39 66.27% 0.50 64.86% 

CSW-POL-SG-TT 136.70 188.93 325.63 56.23 0.77 185.86 323.33 509.18 93.42 1.26 183.55 56.37% 37.19 66.15% 0.50 64.74% 

CSW-POL-SG-MS 135.94 191.23 327.17 56.77 0.77 185.09 327.94 513.02 94.55 1.28 185.86 56.81% 37.78 66.55% 0.50 65.16% 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 113.66 153.60 267.26 45.86 0.63 163.58 276.48 440.06 80.15 1.09 172.80 64.66% 34.30 74.79% 0.46 73.32% 

CSW-POL-DG-TT 113.66 149.76 263.42 44.88 0.61 163.58 272.64 436.22 79.17 1.07 172.80 65.60% 34.30 76.42% 0.46 74.84% 

CSW-POL-DG-MS 112.90 155.90 268.80 46.40 0.63 162.82 278.78 441.60 80.70 1.09 172.80 64.29% 34.30 73.91% 0.46 72.52% 
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Table D.24 Life cycle operational energy for cooling of a typical house in Perth for all alternative envelope options with and without CC impacts 

(temperature rise) 

Envelope options 

*reference case 

Life cycle cooling energy demand (GJ) Additional cooling energy demand - GJ 

Without CC 

impacts 

With low 

CC impacts 

With high 

CC impacts 

Low CC impact 

scenario 

High CC impact 

scenario 

DB-XX* SG* CT* 242.69 257.51 301.05 14.82 58.36 

    TT 240.38 255.06 298.19 14.68 57.81 

    MS 241.15 255.88 299.15 14.73 57.99 

  DG CT 192.77 204.54 239.13 11.77 46.36 

    TT 192.00 203.73 238.17 11.73 46.17 

    MS 195.84 207.80 242.94 11.96 47.10 

DB-INS SG CT 193.54 205.36 240.08 11.82 46.54 

    TT 191.23 202.91 237.22 11.68 45.99 

    MS 194.30 206.17 241.03 11.87 46.73 

  DG CT 150.53 159.72 186.73 9.19 36.20 

    TT 150.53 159.72 186.73 9.19 36.20 

    MS 152.83 162.17 189.59 9.33 36.75 

BV-XX SG CT 307.97 326.78 382.03 18.81 74.06 

    TT 304.90 323.52 378.22 18.62 73.32 

    MS 309.50 328.41 383.93 18.90 74.43 

  DG CT 244.22 259.14 302.96 14.91 58.73 

    TT 241.15 255.88 299.15 14.73 57.99 

    MS 248.83 264.03 308.67 15.20 59.84 

RBV-XX SG CT 198.91 211.06 246.75 12.15 47.84 

    TT 195.07 206.99 241.98 11.91 46.91 
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Envelope options 

*reference case 

Life cycle cooling energy demand (GJ) Additional cooling energy demand - GJ 

Without CC 

impacts 

With low 

CC impacts 

With high 

CC impacts 

Low CC impact 

scenario 

High CC impact 

scenario 

    MS 198.91 211.06 246.75 12.15 47.84 

  DG CT 155.14 164.61 192.44 9.47 37.31 

    TT 152.83 162.17 189.59 9.33 36.75 

    MS 156.67 166.24 194.35 9.57 37.68 

CB-XX SG CT 413.18 438.42 512.55 25.23 99.36 

    TT 410.88 435.97 509.69 25.09 98.81 

    MS 414.72 440.05 514.45 25.33 99.73 

  DG CT 350.98 372.41 435.38 21.43 84.40 

    TT 347.14 368.34 430.62 21.20 83.48 

    MS 350.21 371.60 434.43 21.39 84.22 

ACC-XX SG CT 229.63 243.66 284.85 14.02 55.22 

    TT 227.33 241.21 282.00 13.88 54.67 

    MS 230.40 244.47 285.81 14.07 55.41 

  DG CT 180.48 191.50 223.88 11.02 43.40 

    TT 177.41 188.24 220.07 10.83 42.66 

    MS 182.02 193.13 225.79 11.12 43.77 

PCSW-XX SG CT 385.54 409.08 478.25 23.55 92.72 

    TT 382.46 405.82 474.44 23.36 91.98 

    MS 386.30 409.90 479.20 23.59 92.90 

  DG CT 314.88 334.11 390.60 19.23 75.72 

    TT 311.04 330.04 385.84 19.00 74.80 

    MS 315.65 334.92 391.56 19.28 75.91 
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Envelope options 

*reference case 

Life cycle cooling energy demand (GJ) Additional cooling energy demand - GJ 

Without CC 

impacts 

With low 

CC impacts 

With high 

CC impacts 

Low CC impact 

scenario 

High CC impact 

scenario 

TMB-XX SG CT 369.41 391.97 458.24 22.56 88.84 

    TT 367.10 389.52 455.39 22.42 88.28 

    MS 374.78 397.67 464.91 22.89 90.13 

  DG CT 304.13 322.70 377.27 18.57 73.14 

    TT 304.13 322.70 377.27 18.57 73.14 

    MS 308.74 327.59 382.98 18.85 74.25 

CSW-POL SG CT 189.70 201.28 235.31 11.58 45.62 

    TT 188.93 200.47 234.36 11.54 45.43 

    MS 191.23 202.91 237.22 11.68 45.99 

  DG CT 153.60 162.98 190.54 9.38 36.94 

    TT 149.76 158.91 185.77 9.15 36.01 

    MS 155.90 165.43 193.40 9.52 37.49 
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Table D.25 Life cycle GHG emissions associated with operational energy for cooling of a typical house in Perth for all alternative envelope options 

with and without CC impacts (temperature rise) 

Envelope options 

*reference case 

GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- 
Additional GHG emissions 

tonnes CO2 e- 

Without CC 

impacts 

Low CC 

impact 

scenario 

High CC 

impact 

scenario 

Low CC impact 

scenario 

High CC impact 

scenario 

DB-XX* SG* CT* 61.98 65.77 76.89 3.79 14.91 

    TT 61.40 65.15 76.16 3.75 14.76 

    MS 61.59 65.35 76.40 3.76 14.81 

  DG CT 49.23 52.24 61.08 3.01 11.84 

    TT 49.04 52.03 60.83 2.99 11.79 

    MS 50.02 53.07 62.05 3.05 12.03 

DB-INS SG CT 49.43 52.45 61.32 3.02 11.89 

    TT 48.84 51.83 60.59 2.98 11.75 

    MS 49.63 52.66 61.56 3.03 11.93 

  DG CT 38.45 40.79 47.69 2.35 9.25 

    TT 38.45 40.79 47.69 2.35 9.25 

    MS 39.03 41.42 48.42 2.38 9.39 

BV-XX SG CT 78.66 83.46 97.57 4.80 18.92 

    TT 77.87 82.63 96.60 4.76 18.73 

    MS 79.05 83.88 98.06 4.83 19.01 

  DG CT 62.38 66.19 77.38 3.81 15.00 

    TT 61.59 65.35 76.40 3.76 14.81 

    MS 63.55 67.44 78.84 3.88 15.28 
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Envelope options 

*reference case 

GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- 
Additional GHG emissions 

tonnes CO2 e- 

Without CC 

impacts 

Low CC 

impact 

scenario 

High CC 

impact 

scenario 

Low CC impact 

scenario 

High CC impact 

scenario 

RBV-XX SG CT 50.80 53.91 63.02 3.10 12.22 

    TT 49.82 52.87 61.81 3.04 11.98 

    MS 50.80 53.91 63.02 3.10 12.22 

  DG CT 39.62 42.04 49.15 2.42 9.53 

    TT 39.03 41.42 48.42 2.38 9.39 

    MS 40.02 42.46 49.64 2.44 9.62 

CB-XX SG CT 105.53 111.98 130.91 6.44 25.38 

    TT 104.94 111.35 130.18 6.41 25.24 

    MS 105.92 112.39 131.40 6.47 25.47 

  DG CT 89.64 95.12 111.20 5.47 21.56 

    TT 88.66 94.08 109.98 5.41 21.32 

    MS 89.45 94.91 110.96 5.46 21.51 

ACC-XX SG CT 58.65 62.23 72.75 3.58 14.10 

    TT 58.06 61.61 72.02 3.55 13.96 

    MS 58.85 62.44 73.00 3.59 14.15 

  DG CT 46.10 48.91 57.18 2.82 11.09 

    TT 45.31 48.08 56.21 2.77 10.90 

    MS 46.49 49.33 57.67 2.84 11.18 

PCSW-XX SG CT 98.47 104.48 122.15 6.01 23.68 

    TT 97.69 103.65 121.18 5.97 23.49 
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Envelope options 

*reference case 

GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- 
Additional GHG emissions 

tonnes CO2 e- 

Without CC 

impacts 

Low CC 

impact 

scenario 

High CC 

impact 

scenario 

Low CC impact 

scenario 

High CC impact 

scenario 

    MS 98.67 104.69 122.39 6.03 23.73 

  DG CT 80.42 85.34 99.76 4.91 19.34 

    TT 79.44 84.29 98.55 4.85 19.10 

    MS 80.62 85.54 100.01 4.92 19.39 

TMB-XX SG CT 94.35 100.11 117.04 5.76 22.69 

    TT 93.76 99.49 116.31 5.73 22.55 

    MS 95.72 101.57 118.74 5.85 23.02 

  DG CT 77.68 82.42 96.36 4.74 18.68 

    TT 77.68 82.42 96.36 4.74 18.68 

    MS 78.85 83.67 97.82 4.82 18.96 

CSW-POL SG CT 48.45 51.41 60.10 2.96 11.65 

    TT 48.25 51.20 59.86 2.95 11.60 

    MS 48.84 51.83 60.59 2.98 11.75 

  DG CT 39.23 41.63 48.67 2.40 9.43 

    TT 38.25 40.59 47.45 2.34 9.20 

    MS 39.82 42.25 49.40 2.43 9.58 
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Table D.26 Life cycle EE consumption associated with operational energy for cooling of a typical house in Perth for all alternative envelope options 

with and without CC impacts (temperature rise) 

Envelope options 

*reference case 

EE consumption - TJ Additional EE consumption - TJ 

Without CC 

impacts 

Low CC 

impact 

scenario 

High CC 

impact 

scenario 

Low CC impact 

scenario 

High CC impact 

scenario 

DB-XX* SG* CT* 0.81 0.86 1.00 0.05 0.19 

    TT 0.80 0.85 0.99 0.05 0.19 

    MS 0.80 0.85 0.99 0.05 0.19 

  DG CT 0.64 0.68 0.80 0.04 0.15 

    TT 0.64 0.68 0.79 0.04 0.15 

    MS 0.65 0.69 0.81 0.04 0.16 

DB-INS SG CT 0.64 0.68 0.80 0.04 0.15 

    TT 0.64 0.67 0.79 0.04 0.15 

    MS 0.65 0.69 0.80 0.04 0.16 

  DG CT 0.50 0.53 0.62 0.03 0.12 

    TT 0.50 0.53 0.62 0.03 0.12 

    MS 0.51 0.54 0.63 0.03 0.12 

BV-XX SG CT 1.02 1.09 1.27 0.06 0.25 

    TT 1.01 1.08 1.26 0.06 0.24 

    MS 1.03 1.09 1.28 0.06 0.25 

  DG CT 0.81 0.86 1.01 0.05 0.20 

    TT 0.80 0.85 0.99 0.05 0.19 

    MS 0.83 0.88 1.03 0.05 0.20 

RBV-XX SG CT 0.66 0.70 0.82 0.04 0.16 
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Envelope options 

*reference case 

EE consumption - TJ Additional EE consumption - TJ 

Without CC 

impacts 

Low CC 

impact 

scenario 

High CC 

impact 

scenario 

Low CC impact 

scenario 

High CC impact 

scenario 

    TT 0.65 0.69 0.80 0.04 0.16 

    MS 0.66 0.70 0.82 0.04 0.16 

  DG CT 0.52 0.55 0.64 0.03 0.12 

    TT 0.51 0.54 0.63 0.03 0.12 

    MS 0.52 0.55 0.65 0.03 0.13 

CB-XX SG CT 1.37 1.46 1.70 0.08 0.33 

    TT 1.37 1.45 1.69 0.08 0.33 

    MS 1.38 1.46 1.71 0.08 0.33 

  DG CT 1.17 1.24 1.45 0.07 0.28 

    TT 1.15 1.22 1.43 0.07 0.28 

    MS 1.16 1.24 1.44 0.07 0.28 

ACC-XX SG CT 0.76 0.81 0.95 0.05 0.18 

    TT 0.76 0.80 0.94 0.05 0.18 

    MS 0.77 0.81 0.95 0.05 0.18 

  DG CT 0.60 0.64 0.74 0.04 0.14 

    TT 0.59 0.63 0.73 0.04 0.14 

    MS 0.61 0.64 0.75 0.04 0.15 

PCSW-XX SG CT 1.28 1.36 1.59 0.08 0.31 

    TT 1.27 1.35 1.58 0.08 0.31 

    MS 1.28 1.36 1.59 0.08 0.31 

  DG CT 1.05 1.11 1.30 0.06 0.25 
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Envelope options 

*reference case 

EE consumption - TJ Additional EE consumption - TJ 

Without CC 

impacts 

Low CC 

impact 

scenario 

High CC 

impact 

scenario 

Low CC impact 

scenario 

High CC impact 

scenario 

    TT 1.03 1.10 1.28 0.06 0.25 

    MS 1.05 1.11 1.30 0.06 0.25 

TMB-XX SG CT 1.23 1.30 1.52 0.08 0.30 

    TT 1.22 1.30 1.51 0.07 0.29 

    MS 1.25 1.32 1.55 0.08 0.30 

  DG CT 1.01 1.07 1.25 0.06 0.24 

    TT 1.01 1.07 1.25 0.06 0.24 

    MS 1.03 1.09 1.27 0.06 0.25 

CSW-POL SG CT 0.63 0.67 0.78 0.04 0.15 

    TT 0.63 0.67 0.78 0.04 0.15 

    MS 0.64 0.67 0.79 0.04 0.15 

  DG CT 0.51 0.54 0.63 0.03 0.12 

    TT 0.50 0.53 0.62 0.03 0.12 

    MS 0.52 0.55 0.64 0.03 0.12 
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Table D.27 Summary of GHG emissions of a typical house in Perth after implementation of CPS 

Envelope Options 

GHG savings potential 

tonnes CO2 e- 
GHG emissions of a typical 

reference house after CPS 

tonnes CO2 e- 
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Roof top solar PV Roof top 

SWH 

Green 

concrete 1kWp 1.5kWp 3kWp 1kWp 1.5kWp 3kWp 

 Reference case - DB-XX-SG-CT (467.19tonnes CO2 e-) 
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DB-XX-SG-CT N/A -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 370.30 338.12 241.59 0 

DB-XX-SG-TT +.44 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 370.74 338.56 242.03 -1 

DB-XX-SG-MS +.89 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 371.19 339.01 242.48 -2 

DB-XX-DG-CT -13.38 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 356.92 324.74 228.21 +16 

DB-XX-DG-TT -12.59 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 357.71 325.53 229.00 +19 

DB-XX-DG-MS -11.35 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 358.95 326.77 230.24 +20 

DB-INS-SG-CT -17.57 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 352.73 320.55 224.02 +13 

DB-INS-SG-TT -17.13 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 353.17 320.99 224.46 +14 

DB-INS-SG-MS -16.09 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 354.21 322.03 225.50 +15 

DB-INS-DG-CT -29.23 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 341.07 308.89 212.36 +7 

DB-INS-DG-TT -28.20 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 342.10 309.92 213.39 +8 

DB-INS-DG-MS -27.36 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 342.94 310.76 214.23 +9 

BV-XX-SG-CT +4.20 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 374.50 342.32 245.79 -5 

BV-XX-SG-TT +4.40 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 374.70 342.52 245.99 -6 

BV-XX-SG-MS +5.88 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 376.18 344.00 247.47 -8 

BV-XX-DG-CT -12.97 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 357.33 325.15 228.62 +17 

BV-XX-DG-TT -12.78 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 357.52 325.34 228.81 +18 

BV-XX-DG-MS -10.42 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 359.88 327.70 231.17 +23 

RBV-XX-SG-CT -11.28 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 359.02 326.84 230.31 +21 
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Envelope Options 

GHG savings potential 

tonnes CO2 e- 
GHG emissions of a typical 

reference house after CPS 

tonnes CO2 e- 
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- 
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Roof top solar PV Roof top 

SWH 

Green 

concrete 1kWp 1.5kWp 3kWp 1kWp 1.5kWp 3kWp 

 

RBV-XX-SG-TT -11.28 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 359.02 326.84 230.31 +22 

RBV-XX-SG-MS -10.00 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 360.30 328.12 231.59 +24 

RBV-XX-DG-CT -23.13 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 347.17 314.99 218.46 +10 

RBV-XX-DG-TT -22.74 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 347.56 315.38 218.85 +11 

RBV-XX-DG-MS -21.46 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 348.84 316.66 220.13 +12 

CB-XX-SG-CT +43.85 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 414.15 381.97 285.44 -18 

CB-XX-SG-TT +44.29 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 414.59 382.41 285.88 -19 

CB-XX-SG-MS +45.48 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 415.78 383.60 287.07 -20 

CB-XX-DG-CT +27.20 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 397.50 365.32 268.79 -12 

CB-XX-DG-TT +27.24 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 397.54 365.36 268.83 -13 

CB-XX-DG-MS +28.24 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 398.54 366.36 269.83 -14 

ACC-XX-SG-CT +3.71 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 374.01 341.83 245.30 -3 

ACC-XX-SG-TT +4.11 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 374.41 342.23 245.70 -4 

ACC-XX-SG-MS +5.19 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 375.49 343.31 246.78 -7 

ACC-XX-DG-CT -9.60 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 360.70 328.52 231.99 +25 

ACC-XX-DG-TT -9.40 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 360.90 328.72 232.19 +26 

ACC-XX-DG-MS -7.93 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 362.37 330.19 233.66 +27 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT +61.32 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 431.62 399.44 302.91 -21 

PCSW-XX-SG-TT +61.57 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 431.87 399.69 303.16 -22 

PCSW-XX-SG-MS +62.80 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 433.10 400.92 304.39 -23 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT +42.34 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 412.64 380.46 283.93 -15 
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Envelope Options 

GHG savings potential 

tonnes CO2 e- 
GHG emissions of a typical 

reference house after CPS 
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Roof top solar PV Roof top 

SWH 

Green 

concrete 1kWp 1.5kWp 3kWp 1kWp 1.5kWp 3kWp 

 

PCSW-XX-DG-TT +42.34 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 412.64 380.46 283.93 -16 

PCSW-XX-DG-MS +43.77 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 414.07 381.89 285.36 -17 

TMB-XX-SG-CT +13.63 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 383.93 351.75 255.22 -9 

TMB-XX-SG-TT +14.02 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 384.32 352.14 255.61 -10 

TMB-XX-SG-MS +16.19 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 386.49 354.31 257.78 -11 

TMB-XX-DG-CT -3.98 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 366.32 334.14 237.61 +28 

TMB-XX-DG-TT -3.00 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 367.30 335.12 238.59 +29 

TMB-XX-DG-MS -1.62 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -2.76 368.68 336.50 239.97 +30 

CSW-POL-SG-CT -28.84 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -5.11 339.11 306.93 210.40 +4 

CSW-POL-SG-TT -28.05 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -5.11 339.90 307.72 211.19 +5 

CSW-POL-SG-MS -27.16 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -5.11 340.79 308.61 212.08 +6 

CSW-POL-DG-CT -38.82 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -5.11 329.13 296.95 200.42 +1 

CSW-POL-DG-TT -38.82 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -5.11 329.13 296.95 200.42 +2 

CSW-POL-DG-MS -36.95 -71.43 -103.61 -200.14 -22.7 -5.11 331.00 298.82 202.29 +3 
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Table D.28 Summary of EE consumption after implementation of CPS 

Envelope options 

EE consumption savings potential 

TJ 
EE consumption of a typical 

reference house after CPS 
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Roof top solar PV 
Roof top 
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 Reference case - DB-XX-SG-CT (6.51TJ) 
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DB-XX-SG-CT N/A -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.95 4.52 3.21 0 

DB-XX-SG-TT +0.01 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.96 4.53 3.22 -1 

DB-XX-SG-MS +0.04 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.99 4.56 3.25 -2 

DB-XX-DG-CT -0.18 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.77 4.34 3.03 +26 

DB-XX-DG-TT -0.17 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.78 4.35 3.04 +28 

DB-XX-DG-MS -0.12 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.83 4.40 3.09 +30 

DB-INS-SG-CT -0.25 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.70 4.27 2.96 +17 

DB-INS-SG-TT -0.24 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.71 4.28 2.97 +18 

DB-INS-SG-MS -0.20 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.75 4.32 3.01 +23 

DB-INS-DG-CT -0.40 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.55 4.12 2.81 +9 

DB-INS-DG-TT -0.39 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.56 4.13 2.82 +10 

DB-INS-DG-MS -0.35 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.60 4.17 2.86 +12 

BV-XX-SG-CT -0.07 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.88 4.45 3.14 +31 

BV-XX-SG-TT -0.06 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.89 4.46 3.15 +32 

BV-XX-SG-MS -0.01 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.94 4.51 3.20 +35 

BV-XX-DG-CT -0.29 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.66 4.23 2.92 +13 

BV-XX-DG-TT -0.29 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.66 4.23 2.92 +14 

BV-XX-DG-MS -0.23 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.72 4.29 2.98 +20 
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Envelope options 

EE consumption savings potential 
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EE consumption of a typical 
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RBV-XX-SG-CT -0.26 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.69 4.26 2.95 +15 

RBV-XX-SG-TT -0.25 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.70 4.27 2.96 +16 

RBV-XX-SG-MS -0.21 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.74 4.31 3.00 +22 

RBV-XX-DG-CT -0.41 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.54 4.11 2.80 +6 

RBV-XX-DG-TT -0.41 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.54 4.11 2.80 +8 

RBV-XX-DG-MS -0.36 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.59 4.16 2.85 +11 

CB-XX-SG-CT +0.51 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 5.46 5.03 3.72 -12 

CB-XX-SG-TT +0.52 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 5.47 5.04 3.73 -13 

CB-XX-SG-MS +0.56 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 5.51 5.08 3.77 -14 

CB-XX-DG-CT +0.29 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 5.24 4.81 3.50 -6 

CB-XX-DG-TT +0.29 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 5.24 4.81 3.50 -7 

CB-XX-DG-MS +0.33 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 5.28 4.85 3.54 -8 

ACC-XX-SG-CT -0.05 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.90 4.47 3.16 +33 

ACC-XX-SG-TT -0.05 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.90 4.47 3.16 +34 

ACC-XX-SG-MS -0.01 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.94 4.51 3.20 +36 

ACC-XX-DG-CT -0.23 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.72 4.29 2.98 +19 

ACC-XX-DG-TT -0.23 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.72 4.29 2.98 +21 

ACC-XX-DG-MS -0.18 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.77 4.34 3.03 +25 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT +0.59 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 5.54 5.11 3.80 -15 

PCSW-XX-SG-TT +0.60 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 5.55 5.12 3.81 -16 
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Envelope options 

EE consumption savings potential 
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PCSW-XX-SG-MS +0.64 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 5.59 5.16 3.85 -17 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT +0.34 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 5.29 4.86 3.55 -9 

PCSW-XX-DG-TT +0.34 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 5.29 4.86 3.55 -10 

PCSW-XX-DG-MS +0.39 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 5.34 4.91 3.60 -11 

TMB-XX-SG-CT +0.05 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 5.00 4.57 3.26 -3 

TMB-XX-SG-TT +0.06 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 5.01 4.58 3.27 -4 

TMB-XX-SG-MS +0.11 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 5.06 4.63 3.32 -5 

TMB-XX-DG-CT -0.18 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.77 4.34 3.03 +24 

TMB-XX-DG-TT -0.17 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.78 4.35 3.04 +27 

TMB-XX-DG-MS -0.12 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.02 4.83 4.40 3.09 +29 

CSW-POL-SG-CT -0.44 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.04 4.49 4.06 2.75 +4 

CSW-POL-SG-TT -0.43 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.04 4.50 4.07 2.76 +5 

CSW-POL-SG-MS -0.39 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.04 4.54 4.11 2.80 +7 

CSW-POL-DG-CT -0.58 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.04 4.35 3.92 2.61 +1 

CSW-POL-DG-TT -0.57 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.04 4.36 3.93 2.62 +2 

CSW-POL-DG-MS -0.52 -0.94 -1.37 -2.68 -0.6 -0.04 4.41 3.98 2.67 +3 
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Appendix E  

Table E.1 Environmentally viable CPS options with their GHG emissions reduction 

and EE consumption saving potential for a typical reference house in Perth 

CPS options 

GHG emissions 

reduction 

potential 

EE saving potential 

% Ranking % Ranking 

Reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) - GHG emissions – 467.19 tonnes CO2 e-, 

EE consumption – 6.51TJ 

DB-XX SG CT SPV SWH GC -48.29% 0 -50.73% 0 

CSW-POL DG CT SPV SWH GC -57.10% 1 -59.87% 1 

CSW-POL DG TT SPV SWH GC -57.10% 2 -59.84% 2 

CSW-POL DG MS SPV SWH GC -56.70% 3 -59.05% 3 

CSW-POL SG CT SPV SWH GC -54.96% 4 -57.81% 4 

CSW-POL SG TT SPV SWH GC -54.80% 5 -57.62% 5 

CSW-POL SG MS SPV SWH GC -54.61% 6 -57.02% 7 

DB-INS DG CT SPV SWH GC -54.55% 7 -56.89% 9 

DB-INS DG TT SPV SWH GC -54.33% 8 -56.65% 10 

DB-INS DG MS SPV SWH GC -54.15% 9 -56.07% 12 

RBV-XX DG CT SPV SWH GC -53.24% 10 -57.10% 6 

RBV-XX DG TT SPV SWH GC -53.16% 11 -56.99% 8 

RBV-XX DG MS SPV SWH GC -52.88% 12 -56.31% 11 

DB-INS SG CT SPV SWH GC -52.05% 13 -54.50% 17 

DB-INS SG TT SPV SWH GC -51.96% 14 -54.38% 18 

DB-INS SG MS SPV SWH GC -51.73% 15 -53.75% 23 

DB-XX DG CT SPV SWH GC -51.15% 16 -53.46% 26 

BV-XX DG CT SPV SWH GC -51.07% 17 -55.25% 13 

BV-XX DG TT SPV SWH GC -51.02% 18 -55.18% 14 

DB-XX DG TT SPV SWH GC -50.98% 19 -53.27% 28 

DB-XX DG MS SPV SWH GC -50.72% 20 -52.60% 30 

RBV-XX SG CT SPV SWH GC -50.70% 21 -54.67% 15 

RBV-XX SG TT SPV SWH GC -50.70% 22 -54.64% 16 

BV-XX DG MS SPV SWH GC -50.52% 23 -54.29% 20 

RBV-XX SG MS SPV SWH GC -50.43% 24 -53.96% 22 

ACC-XX DG CT SPV SWH GC -50.34% 25 -54.29% 19 

ACC-XX DG TT SPV SWH GC -50.30% 26 -54.22% 21 

ACC-XX DG MS SPV SWH GC -49.99% 27 -53.50% 25 

TMB-XX DG CT SPV SWH GC -49.14% 28 -53.54% 24 

TMB-XX DG TT SPV SWH GC -48.93% 29 -53.31% 27 

TMB-XX DG MS SPV SWH GC -48.64% 30 -52.62% 29 

Note: SPV- roof top solar PV, SWH- roof top solar water heater, GC-green concrete 
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Table E.2 Breakdown of capital cost of construction of a typical reference (DB-XX-SG-CT) house in Perth 

  Items Qty. Unit 

Unit 

Rate 

(AUD) 

Amount 

(AUD) 

GST 

(10%) 

Total 

Amount 

(AUD) 

1 PRELIMINARIES           

  Site feature survey 1 item 425.00 425.00 42.50 467.50 

  Re-pegging of lot 1 item 200.00 200.00 20.00 220.00 

  Working drawings 243 m2 15.00 3,645.00 364.50 4,009.50 

  Geotechnical investigation report 1 item 200.00 200.00 20.00 220.00 

  Engineering drawings 1 item 3000.00 3,000.00 300.00 3,300.00 

  Energy efficiency report 1 item 350.00 350.00 35.00 385.00 

  Building Surveyor certification 1 item 800.00 800.00 80.00 880.00 

        8,620.00 862.00 9,482.00 

2 INSURANCES           

  Indemnity Insurance 1 item 1,350.00 1,350.00 135.00 1,485.00 

  Public liability & construction insurance 1 item 765.00 765.00 76.50 841.50 

  Workers compensation insurance 1 item 2,272.50 2,272.50 227.25 2,499.75 

        4,387.50 438.75 4,826.25 

3 COUNCIL FEE           

  Construction training levy 1 item 450.00 450.00 45.00 495.00 

  Building service levy 1 item 308.25 308.25 30.83 339.08 

  Building application fee 1 item 427.50 427.50 42.75 470.25 

  Development planning fee 1 item 720.00 720.00 72.00 792.00 

  footpath repair allowance 1 item 1,000.00 1,000.00 100.00 1,100.00 

        2,905.75 290.58 3,196.33 

4 WATER CORPORATION FEE           
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  Items Qty. Unit 

Unit 

Rate 

(AUD) 

Amount 

(AUD) 

GST 

(10%) 

Total 

Amount 

(AUD) 

  Service activation fee + sewer connection 1 item 151.29 151.29 15.13 166.42 

  Water mains connection 1 nos. 1168.00 1,168.00 116.80 1,284.80 

        1,319.29 131.93 1,451.22 

5 SITE FACILITIES           

  Site signboard 1.00 item 300.00 300.00 30.00 330.00 

  WC 30.00 weeks 55.00 1,650.00 165.00 1,815.00 

  Storage Shed 30.00 weeks 40.00 1,200.00 120.00 1,320.00 

        2,850.00 285.00 3,135.00 

6 EARTHWORKS           

  Clear site of vegetation and cart away 500 m2 0.44 220.00 22.00 242.00 

  Excavation over site to reduce level 8.13 m3 15.30 124.39 12.44 136.83 

  Excavate trench 7.65 m2 28.80 220.32 22.03 242.35 

  Additional cost for carting  excavated material 15.78 m3 28.50 449.73 44.97 494.70 

  Clean sand filling to make up levels 21.15 m3 15.70 332.06 33.21 365.26 

  Compaction - trench 25.5 m2 3.15 80.33 8.03 88.36 

  Compaction - ground under slab 211.5 m2 2.50 528.75 52.88 581.63 

        1,955.57 195.56 2,151.13 

7 STORMWATER DRAINS           

  Trench excavation 60 m 8.25 495.00 49.50 544.50 

        495.00 49.50 544.50 

8 MOISTURE BARRIER           

  Termite treatment - below ground slab & perimeter 211.5 m2 2.80 592.20 59.22 651.42 

  Perimeter barrier to edge of slab and turned into cavity walls 69.60 m2 17.00 1,183.20 118.32 1,301.52 
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  Items Qty. Unit 

Unit 

Rate 

(AUD) 

Amount 

(AUD) 

GST 

(10%) 

Total 

Amount 

(AUD) 

  Polythene film - black 272.25 m2 2.50 680.63 68.06 748.69 

        2,456.03 245.60 2,701.63 

9 CONCRETE SUPPLY AND POURING           

  Footings 7.65 m3 256.00 1,958.40 195.84 2,154.24 

  Ground slab + thickening 25.00 m3 274.00 6,849.32 684.93 7,534.25 

  Concrete Pumping 32.65 m3 15.00 489.71 48.97 538.68 

  Formwork around the ground slab 69.60 m 13.00 904.80 90.48 995.28 

  Fabric reinforcement 253.69 m2 8.10 2,054.89 205.49 2,260.38 

  Slab reinforcement - R12 re-entry bar 2 m long 11.04 kg 2.39 26.39 2.64 29.02 

    32.6475    12,283.50 1,228.35 13,511.85 

10 METAL DOOR FRAMES           

  Single 9 nos. 118.00 1,062.00 106.20 1,168.20 

  Double 1 nos. 141.00 141.00 14.10 155.10 

  Sliding single 1 nos. 118.00 118.00 11.80 129.80 

  Sliding double 2 nos. 141.00 282.00 28.20 310.20 

        1,603.00 160.30 1,763.30 

11 ALUMINIUM WINDOWS           

  Sliding windows (50% opening) 40.99 m2 307.00 12,583.93 1,258.39 13,842.32 

  Insect screens 10.25 m2 62.00 635.35 63.53 698.88 

        13,219.28 1,321.93 14,541.20 

12 GALVANIZED LINTELS, T-BARS, COLUMNS           

  Angles - 150x90x8 36.7 m 69.90 2,565.33 256.53 2,821.86 

  T-bars - 200x200x10 4.2 m 134.50 564.90 56.49 621.39 
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  Items Qty. Unit 

Unit 

Rate 

(AUD) 

Amount 

(AUD) 

GST 

(10%) 

Total 

Amount 

(AUD) 

  Columns - 150x50x3 post - 2 nos. 55.68 kg 6.55 364.70 36.47 401.17 

        3,494.93 349.49 3,844.43 

13 BRICK SUPPLY           

  Face brick 2c 290x110x162 3026.56 1000 2,145.00 6,491.96 649.20 7,141.16 

  Utility brick - vertical cored 305x90x162 6464.64 1000 1,320.00 8,533.32 853.33 9,386.66 

  Freight charges 9491.2 1000 185.00 1,755.87 175.59 1,931.46 

        16,781.16 1,678.12 18,459.27 

14 BRICK MORTAR AND LABOUR           

  Cement, sand and lime mortar 9491.2 1000 90.10 855.16 85.52 940.67 

  Face brick 2c 290x110x162 3026.56 1000 1,380.00 4,176.65 417.66 4,594.31 

  Utility brick - vertical cored 305x90x162 6464.64 1000 1,400.00 9,050.50 905.05 9,955.55 

        14,082.30 1,408.23 15,490.53 

15 WELDER           

  Lintel and Column welding work 4 hr 125.00 500.00 50.00 550.00 

        500.00 50.00 550.00 

16 CRANE HIRE           

  Allocation for lifting of roof beams 6 hours 140.00 840.00 84.00 924.00 

        840.00 84.00 924.00 

17 SCAFFOLDING           

  Brickies kit pack 6 week 190.00 1,140.00 114.00 1,254.00 

  Roof guardrail 6 m 25.00 150.00 15.00 165.00 

        1,290.00 129.00 1,419.00 

18 ROOF (TIMBER + CARPENTER + PLUMBER)           
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  Items Qty. Unit 

Unit 

Rate 

(AUD) 

Amount 

(AUD) 

GST 

(10%) 

Total 

Amount 

(AUD) 

  

Roof timber including Beam LVL, battens, ceiling joist, bolting 

plate, eave trim, hanger, hip, rafter, ridge, ridge plate, split 

hanger, strut, under purlin, valley, valley board, wall plate, 

hanger to ceiling joist, bolting plate to brick wall, fascia, 

hardieflex eave board, and insulation batts 

264 m2 112.00 29,568.00 2,956.80 32,524.80 

  Roof plumbing including gutters, downpipes and soak wells 264 m2 30.00 7,920.00 792.00 8,712.00 

        37,488.00 3,748.80 41,236.80 

19 ROOF COVER       

 Concrete roof tiles 264 m2 43.00 11,204.10 1,120.40 12,324.51 

     11,204.10 1,120.40 12,324.51 

20 CEILING           

  Gyprock ceiling including cornices and manhole 264 m2 41.95 11,074.80 1,107.48 12,182.28 

        11,074.80 1,107.48 12,182.28 

21 PLASTERING           

  Cement render including metal beads 531 m2 24.80 13,168.80 1,316.88 14,485.68 

  White set 531 m2 21.10 11,204.10 1,120.41 12,324.51 

        24,372.90 2,437.29 26,810.19 

22 DOORS INCLUDING LOCKS & LATCHES AND FIXING           

  External double shutter 1 nos. 1,199.00 1,199.00 119.90 1,318.90 

  External single shutter 1 nos. 372.00 372.00 37.20 409.20 

  Internal single shutter 8 nos. 321.50 2,572.00 257.20 2,829.20 

  Sliding single 1 nos. 232.00 232.00 23.20 255.20 

  Sliding double 2 nos. 414.00 828.00 82.80 910.80 
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  Items Qty. Unit 

Unit 

Rate 

(AUD) 

Amount 

(AUD) 

GST 

(10%) 

Total 

Amount 

(AUD) 

        5,203.00 520.30 5,723.30 

23 CERAMIC TILES INCLUDING FIXING           

  Floor tiles including adhesive and pointing 182.21 m2 108.50 19,769.79 1,976.98 21,746.76 

  Wall tiles including adhesive and pointing 26.4 m2 102.50 2,706.00 270.60 2,976.60 

  Waterproofing for wet area 10 m2 16.85 168.50 16.85 185.35 

        22,644.29 2,264.43 24,908.71 

              

  Total     201,218.29 20,121.83 221,340.12 

  Total in US$ (1 AUD = 0.7229 US$)  160,007.00 

  

Note: Painting, Electrical works, Sanitary and Plumbing works including accessories, cabinets, soft furniture, garage door, home 

appliances, external site development are excluded 

Cost data source:(Rawlinsons 2015) 
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Table E.3 Breakdown of operational cost for electricity and natural gas for a typical reference (DB-XX-SG-CT) house in Perth 

Activity Utility Unit 

Life cycle 

energy 

demand 

Utility Prices 
Amount 

(AUD) 

Present value 

(AUD) 

Heating Gas GJ 278.78 
Supply charges @20.58 cents per day 

First 12 units of gas used on average per day 

@14.20 cents per unit 

Over 12 units of gas used on average per day 

@12.81 cents per unit 

56,946.97 24,963.03 

Hot Water Gas GJ 1,130.50 

Cooling Electricity GJ 242.69 

Supply charges @47.1834 cents per day 

Electricity charges @25.7029 cents per unit 
100,002.06 43,836.48 Lighting Electricity GJ 320.35 

Home appliances Electricity GJ 717.00 

Total 156,949.02 68,799.51 

Total US$ (1AUD = 0.7229US$) 49,735.17 

Note: PV is based on 3% inflation rate and 7% discount factor (RBA 2015; DRDL 2012). 1 Unit of electricity = 1kWh, and 1 Unit of natural 

gas = 3.6MJ. Cost data source: (DOF 2015b; Alintaenergy 2015) 
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Table E.4 Breakdown of the end of life demolition and disposal cost for a typical reference (DB-XX-SG-CT) house in Perth 

Items Qty. Unit 

Unit 

Rate 

AUD 

Amount 

(AUD) 

GST 

(10%) 

Amount 

(AUD) 

Present value (PV) 

(AUD) 

End of life demolition and disposal 243 m2 40.20 9,768.60 976.86 10,745.46 1,599.18 

Inert landfill levy 65.36 tonnes 70.00 4,575.20 457.52 5,032.72 748.99 

Total 15,778.18 2,348.17 

Total US$ (1AUD = 0.7229US$) 1,697.49 

Note: PV is based on 3% inflation rate and 7% discount factor (RBA 2015; DRDL 2012). After the year 2020, only 25% 

of the C&D waste will be landfilled (WAWA 2015, 2016) 

Cost data source:(Rawlinsons 2015; DER 2015) 
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Table E.5 Breakdown of life cycle cost of a typical house due to environmentally viable CPS options 
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Reference house (DB-XX-SG-CT) - GHG emissions – 467.19 tonnes CO2 e-, EE consumption – 6.51TJ, LCC - US$211,439.43, (1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

4 
CSW-POL-SG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-256.79 -3.76 -11,703.36 -2,801.02 +39.70 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,626.26 -327.27 -33,169.85 

6 
CSW-POL-SG-MS-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-255.11 -3.71 -10,863.64 -2,774.93 +13.03 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,627.20 -327.27 -32,331.65 

5 
CSW-POL-SG-TT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-256.00 -3.75 -8,974.27 -2,818.39 +33.74 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,626.26 -327.27 -30,464.10 

17 
BV-XX-DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-238.57 -3.59 -9,219.00 -1,610.63 -206.00 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,630.95 -168.76 -29,586.99 

1 
CSW-POL-DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-266.77 -3.90 -6,194.83 -3,877.48 +40.78 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,654.45 -327.27 -28,764.90 

23 
BV-XX-DG-MS-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-236.02 -3.53 -8,379.28 -1,515.03 -232.76 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,631.89 -168.76 -28,679.37 

3 
CSW-POL-DG-MS-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-264.90 -3.84 -5,355.11 -3,834.02 +14.02 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,655.39 -327.27 -27,909.41 

28 
TMB-XX-DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-229.58 -3.48 -8,302.62 +203.67 -361.80 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,581.15 -168.76 -26,962.30 
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18 
BV-XX-DG-TT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-238.38 -3.59 -6,489.91 -1,680.13 -212.05 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,630.95 -168.76 -26,933.45 

2 
CSW-POL-DG-TT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-266.77 -3.89 -3,465.74 -3,964.36 +34.73 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,654.45 -327.27 -26,128.74 

30 
TMB-XX-DG-MS-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-227.22 -3.42 -7,462.90 +307.92 -388.47 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,581.15 -168.76 -26,045.00 

29 
TMB-XX-DG-TT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-228.60 -3.47 -5,573.52 +203.67 -367.85 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,581.15 -168.76 -24,239.26 

21 
RBV-XX-SG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-236.88 -3.56 +596.00 -2,211.47 -111.81 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,584.91 -168.76 -20,232.59 

24 
RBV-XX-SG-MS-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-235.60 -3.51 +1,435.72 -2,220.13 -138.49 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,585.85 -168.76 -19,429.15 

13 
DB-INS-SG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-243.17 -3.55 +2,125.26 -2,333.10 +0.41 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,584.91 -168.76 -18,712.75 

0 
DB-XX-SG-CT -

SPV-SWH-GC 
-225.60 -3.30 - - - +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,452.42 -168.76 -18,372.82 

15 
DB-INS-SG-MS-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-241.69 -3.50 +2,964.98 -2,324.39 -26.26 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,585.85 -168.76 -17,891.92 
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22 
RBV-XX-SG-TT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-236.88 -3.55 +3,325.09 -2,298.35 -117.86 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,584.91 -168.76 -17,596.43 

14 
DB-INS-SG-TT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-242.73 -3.54 +4,854.35 -2,376.57 -5.55 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,583.97 -168.76 -16,032.15 

10 
RBV-XX-DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-248.73 -3.71 +6,104.53 -3,444.38 -110.82 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,611.22 -168.76 -15,982.29 

12 
RBV-XX-DG-MS-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-247.06 -3.66 +6,944.25 -3,418.28 -137.49 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,612.16 -168.76 -15,144.09 

7 
DB-INS-DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-254.83 -3.70 +7,633.78 -3,548.63 +1.49 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,611.22 -168.76 -14,444.98 

16 
DB-XX-DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-238.98 -3.48 +5,508.53 -1,363.25 +1.08 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,477.79 -168.76 -14,251.84 

9 
DB-INS-DG-MS-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-252.96 -3.65 +8,473.50 -3,505.16 -25.27 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,612.16 -168.76 -13,589.49 

20 
DB-XX-DG-MS-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-236.95 -3.42 +6,348.25 -1,311.07 -25.68 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,479.67 -168.76 -13,388.57 

11 
RBV-XX-DG-TT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-248.34 -3.71 +8,833.62 -3,496.50 -116.78 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,611.22 -168.76 -13,311.29 
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8 
DB-INS-DG-TT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-253.80 -3.69 +10,362.88 -3,539.97 -4.56 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,610.28 -168.76 -11,712.34 

19 
DB-XX-DG-TT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-238.19 -3.47 +8,237.62 -1,380.63 -4.97 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,477.79 -168.76 -11,546.17 

25 
ACC-XX-DG-CT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-235.20 -3.53 +20,682.72 -3,061.49 -315.08 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,631.89 -168.76 -1,246.14 

27 
ACC-XX-DG-MS-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-233.53 -3.48 +21,522.44 -3,035.40 -341.83 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,632.83 -168.76 -408.03 

26 
ACC-XX-DG-TT-

SPV-SWH-GC 
-235.00 -3.53 +23,411.81 -3,130.99 -321.12 +3,806.76 -19,621.20 +6,062.80 -8,631.89 -168.76 +1,407.40 
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Table E.6 Breakdown of capital cost of a typical reference house in Perth for environmentally viable envelope options 

GHG emission 

reduction 

benefits 

ranking 

Envelope option 

 
(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

Capital cost (US$) Economic impact 

(US$) 

+increment 

-reduction 

Non envelope 

elements and 

preliminaries 

Wall 

elements 

Window 

element 

Roof 

element 
Total 

0 DB-XX-SG-CT 91,674.05 48,793.89 10,511.84 9,027.00 160,006.77 - 

1 CSW-POL-DG-CT 91,674.05 37,090.52 16,020.36 9,027.00 153,811.94 -6,194.83 

2 CSW-POL-DG-TT 91,674.05 37,090.52 16,020.36 11,756.09 156,541.03 -3,465.74 

3 CSW-POL-DG-MS 91,674.05 37,090.52 16,020.36 9,866.72 154,651.66 -5,355.11 

4 CSW-POL-SG-CT 91,674.05 37,090.52 10,511.84 9,027.00 148,303.41 -11,703.36 

5 CSW-POL-SG-TT 91,674.05 37,090.52 10,511.84 11,756.09 151,032.50 -8,974.27 

6 CSW-POL-SG-MS 91,674.05 37,090.52 10,511.84 9,866.72 149,143.13 -10,863.64 

7 DB-INS-DG-CT 91,674.05 50,919.14 16,020.36 9,027.00 167,640.56 +7,633.78 

8 DB-INS-DG-TT 91,674.05 50,919.14 16,020.36 11,756.09 170,369.65 +10,362.88 

9 DB-INS-DG-MS 91,674.05 50,919.14 16,020.36 9,866.72 168,480.28 +8,473.50 

10 RBV-XX-DG-CT 91,674.05 49,389.89 16,020.36 9,027.00 166,111.30 +6,104.53 

11 RBV-XX-DG-TT 91,674.05 49,389.89 16,020.36 11,756.09 168,840.39 +8,833.62 

12 RBV-XX-DG-MS 91,674.05 49,389.89 16,020.36 9,866.72 166,951.02 +6,944.25 

13 DB-INS-SG-CT 91,674.05 50,919.14 10,511.84 9,027.00 162,132.03 +2,125.26 

14 DB-INS-SG-TT 91,674.05 50,919.14 10,511.84 11,756.09 164,861.12 +4,854.35 

15 DB-INS-SG-MS 91,674.05 50,919.14 10,511.84 9,866.72 162,971.75 +2,964.98 

16 DB-XX-DG-CT 91,674.05 48,793.89 16,020.36 9,027.00 165,515.30 +5,508.53 

17 BV-XX-DG-CT 91,674.05 34,066.35 16,020.36 9,027.00 150,787.77 -9,219.00 

18 BV-XX-DG-TT 91,674.05 34,066.35 16,020.36 11,756.09 153,516.86 -6,489.91 

19 DB-XX-DG-TT 91,674.05 48,793.89 16,020.36 11,756.09 168,244.39 +8,237.62 
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GHG emission 

reduction 

benefits 

ranking 

Envelope option 

 
(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

Capital cost (US$) Economic impact 

(US$) 

+increment 

-reduction 

Non envelope 

elements and 

preliminaries 

Wall 

elements 

Window 

element 

Roof 

element 
Total 

20 DB-XX-DG-MS 91,674.05 48,793.89 16,020.36 9,866.72 166,355.02 +6,348.25 

21 RBV-XX-SG-CT 91,674.05 49,389.89 10,511.84 9,027.00 160,602.77 +596.00 

22 RBV-XX-SG-TT 91,674.05 49,389.89 10,511.84 11,756.09 163,331.87 +3,325.09 

23 BV-XX-DG-MS 91,674.05 34,066.35 16,020.36 9,866.72 151,627.49 -8,379.28 

24 RBV-XX-SG-MS 91,674.05 49,389.89 10,511.84 9,866.72 161,442.49 +1,435.72 

25 ACC-XX-DG-CT 91,674.05 63,968.08 16,020.36 9,027.00 180,689.49 +20,682.72 

26 ACC-XX-DG-TT 91,674.05 63,968.08 16,020.36 11,756.09 183,418.58 +23,411.81 

27 ACC-XX-DG-MS 91,674.05 63,968.08 16,020.36 9,866.72 181,529.21 +21,522.44 

28 TMB-XX-DG-CT 91,674.05 34,982.74 16,020.36 9,027.00 151,704.16 -8,302.62 

29 TMB-XX-DG-TT 91,674.05 34,982.74 16,020.36 11,756.09 154,433.25 -5,573.52 

30 TMB-XX-DG-MS 91,674.05 34,982.74 16,020.36 9,866.72 152,543.88 -7,462.90 
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Table E.7 Breakdown of operational cost of a typical the reference house in Perth for environmentally viable envelope options 

GHG emission 

reduction 

benefits ranking 

Envelope option 

 
(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

life cycle 

operational 

energy (GJ) 

Operational 

energy 

reduction (GJ) 

Operational cost 

(US$) 

Economic impact (US$) 

+increment 

-reduction 

 DB-XX-SG-CT 2,689.32 - 49,735.16 - 

1 CSW-POL-DG-CT 2,435.11 -254.21 45,857.68 -3,877.48 

2 CSW-POL-DG-TT 2,431.27 -258.05 45,770.80 -3,964.36 

3 CSW-POL-DG-MS 2,436.65 -252.67 45,901.15 -3,834.02 

4 CSW-POL-SG-CT 2,494.25 -195.07 46,934.14 -2,801.02 

5 CSW-POL-SG-TT 2,493.48 -195.84 46,916.77 -2,818.39 

6 CSW-POL-SG-MS 2,495.02 -194.30 46,960.24 -2,774.93 

7 DB-INS-DG-CT 2,467.37 -221.95 46,186.53 -3,548.63 

8 DB-INS-DG-TT 2,468.14 -221.18 46,195.19 -3,539.97 

9 DB-INS-DG-MS 2,468.91 -220.42 46,230.00 -3,505.16 

10 RBV-XX-DG-CT 2,471.98 -217.34 46,290.79 -3,444.38 

11 RBV-XX-DG-TT 2,469.67 -219.65 46,238.66 -3,496.50 

12 RBV-XX-DG-MS 2,472.75 -216.58 46,316.88 -3,418.28 

13 DB-INS-SG-CT 2,531.88 -157.44 47,402.06 -2,333.10 

14 DB-INS-SG-TT 2,530.35 -158.98 47,358.59 -2,376.57 

15 DB-INS-SG-MS 2,531.88 -157.44 47,410.78 -2,324.39 

16 DB-XX-DG-CT 2,618.67 -70.66 48,371.91 -1,363.25 

17 BV-XX-DG-CT 2,544.94 -144.38 48,124.53 -1,610.63 

18 BV-XX-DG-TT 2,541.87 -147.46 48,055.03 -1,680.13 

19 DB-XX-DG-TT 2,617.90 -71.42 48,354.54 -1,380.63 
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GHG emission 

reduction 

benefits ranking 

Envelope option 

 
(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

life cycle 

operational 

energy (GJ) 

Operational 

energy 

reduction (GJ) 

Operational cost 

(US$) 

Economic impact (US$) 

+increment 

-reduction 

20 DB-XX-DG-MS 2,620.20 -69.12 48,424.10 -1,311.07 

21 RBV-XX-SG-CT 2,537.26 -152.06 47,523.69 -2,211.47 

22 RBV-XX-SG-TT 2,533.42 -155.90 47,436.81 -2,298.35 

23 BV-XX-DG-MS 2,548.78 -140.54 48,220.13 -1,515.03 

24 RBV-XX-SG-MS 2,536.49 -152.83 47,515.03 -2,220.13 

25 ACC-XX-DG-CT 2,480.43 -208.90 46,673.67 -3,061.49 

26 ACC-XX-DG-TT 2,477.35 -211.97 46,604.17 -3,130.99 

27 ACC-XX-DG-MS 2,481.19 -208.13 46,699.77 -3,035.40 

28 TMB-XX-DG-CT 2,645.55 -43.78 49,938.83 +203.67 

29 TMB-XX-DG-TT 2,645.55 -43.78 49,938.83 +203.67 

30 TMB-XX-DG-MS 2,650.15 -39.17 50,043.09 +307.92 
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Table E.8 Breakdown of the end of life demolition and disposal cost of a typical 

reference house in Perth for environmentally viable envelope options 

GHG emission 

reduction 

benefits 

ranking 

Envelope option 

 
(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

End of life 

demolition and 

disposal cost 

(US$) 

Economic impact 

(US$) 

+increment 

-reduction 
 DB-XX-SG-CT 1,697.49 - 

1 CSW-POL-DG-CT 1,738.27 +40.78 

2 CSW-POL-DG-TT 1,732.22 +34.73 

3 CSW-POL-DG-MS 1,711.51 +14.02 

4 CSW-POL-SG-CT 1,737.20 +39.70 

5 CSW-POL-SG-TT 1,731.23 +33.74 

6 CSW-POL-SG-MS 1,710.52 +13.03 

7 DB-INS-DG-CT 1,698.98 +1.49 

8 DB-INS-DG-TT 1,692.93 -4.56 

9 DB-INS-DG-MS 1,672.22 -25.27 

10 RBV-XX-DG-CT 1,586.67 -110.82 

11 RBV-XX-DG-TT 1,580.71 -116.78 

12 RBV-XX-DG-MS 1,560.00 -137.49 

13 DB-INS-SG-CT 1,697.91 +0.41 

14 DB-INS-SG-TT 1,691.94 -5.55 

15 DB-INS-SG-MS 1,671.23 -26.26 

16 DB-XX-DG-CT 1,698.57 +1.08 

17 BV-XX-DG-CT 1,491.49 -206.00 

18 BV-XX-DG-TT 1,485.44 -212.05 

19 DB-XX-DG-TT 1,692.52 -4.97 

20 DB-XX-DG-MS 1,671.81 -25.68 

21 RBV-XX-SG-CT 1,585.68 -111.81 

22 RBV-XX-SG-TT 1,579.63 -117.86 

23 BV-XX-DG-MS 1,464.73 -232.76 

24 RBV-XX-SG-MS 1,559.01 -138.49 

25 ACC-XX-DG-CT 1,382.41 -315.08 

26 ACC-XX-DG-TT 1,376.37 -321.12 

27 ACC-XX-DG-MS 1,355.66 -341.83 

28 TMB-XX-DG-CT 1,335.69 -361.80 

29 TMB-XX-DG-TT 1,329.64 -367.85 

30 TMB-XX-DG-MS 1,309.02 -388.47 
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Table E.9 Breakdown of cost due to installation of 3kWp grid connected roof top solar PV for a typical reference house in Perth for environmentally 

viable envelope options 

GHG 

emission 

reduction 

benefits 

ranking 

Envelope option 

 
(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

Capital cost (US$) Operational cost (US$) 

Total saving 

(US$) Initial 

cost 

Replacement 

cost 
Total 

Without 

SPV 
With SPV Saving 

0 DB-XX-SG-CT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 49,735.16 30,113.96 19,621.20 15,814.44 

1 CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 45,857.68 26,236.48 19,621.20 15,814.44 

2 CSW-POL-DG-TT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 45,770.80 26,149.60 19,621.20 15,814.44 

3 CSW-POL-DG-MS-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 45,901.15 26,279.95 19,621.20 15,814.44 

4 CSW-POL-SG-CT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 46,934.14 27,312.95 19,621.20 15,814.44 

5 CSW-POL-SG-TT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 46,916.77 27,295.57 19,621.20 15,814.44 

6 CSW-POL-SG-MS-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 46,960.24 27,339.04 19,621.20 15,814.44 

7 DB-INS-DG-CT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 46,186.53 26,565.33 19,621.20 15,814.44 

8 DB-INS-DG-TT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 46,195.19 26,573.99 19,621.20 15,814.44 

9 DB-INS-DG-MS-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 46,230.00 26,608.80 19,621.20 15,814.44 

10 RBV-XX-DG-CT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 46,290.79 26,669.59 19,621.20 15,814.44 

11 RBV-XX-DG-TT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 46,238.66 26,617.46 19,621.20 15,814.44 

12 RBV-XX-DG-MS-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 46,316.88 26,695.68 19,621.20 15,814.44 

13 DB-INS-SG-CT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 47,402.06 27,780.86 19,621.20 15,814.44 

14 DB-INS-SG-TT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 47,358.59 27,737.39 19,621.20 15,814.44 

15 DB-INS-SG-MS-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 47,410.78 27,789.58 19,621.20 15,814.44 

16 DB-XX-DG-CT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 48,371.91 28,750.71 19,621.20 15,814.44 

17 BV-XX-DG-CT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 48,124.53 28,503.34 19,621.20 15,814.44 
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GHG 

emission 

reduction 

benefits 

ranking 

Envelope option 

 
(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

Capital cost (US$) Operational cost (US$) 

Total saving 

(US$) Initial 

cost 

Replacement 

cost 
Total 

Without 

SPV 
With SPV Saving 

18 BV-XX-DG-TT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 48,055.03 28,433.83 19,621.20 15,814.44 

19 DB-XX-DG-TT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 48,354.54 28,733.34 19,621.20 15,814.44 

20 DB-XX-DG-MS-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 48,424.10 28,802.90 19,621.20 15,814.44 

21 RBV-XX-SG-CT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 47,523.69 27,902.49 19,621.20 15,814.44 

22 RBV-XX-SG-TT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 47,436.81 27,815.61 19,621.20 15,814.44 

23 BV-XX-DG-MS-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 48,220.13 28,598.93 19,621.20 15,814.44 

24 RBV-XX-SG-MS-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 47,515.03 27,893.83 19,621.20 15,814.44 

25 ACC-XX-DG-CT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 46,673.67 27,052.47 19,621.20 15,814.44 

26 ACC-XX-DG-TT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 46,604.17 26,982.97 19,621.20 15,814.44 

27 ACC-XX-DG-MS-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 46,699.77 27,078.57 19,621.20 15,814.44 

28 TMB-XX-DG-CT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 49,938.83 30,317.63 19,621.20 15,814.44 

29 TMB-XX-DG-TT-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 49,938.83 30,317.63 19,621.20 15,814.44 

30 TMB-XX-DG-MS-SPV 2,747.02 1,059.74 3,806.76 50,043.09 30,421.89 19,621.20 15,814.44 

Data Source: (Solarchoice 2015, Solare, WA 2015; Advanced Solar Technology, WA 2015; Solaire Connect, WA 2015) 
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Table E.10 Breakdown of cost due to integration of gas hot water system with roof top solar water heater for a typical reference house in Perth for 

environmentally viable envelope options 

GHG 

emission 

reduction 

benefits 

ranking 

Envelope option 

 
(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

Capital cost (US$) Operational cost (US$) 
Total 

saving 

(US$) 
Initial 

cost 

Replacement 

cost 
Total 

Without 

SWH 
With SWH Saving 

0 DB-XX-SG-CT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 49,735.16 41,282.75 8,452.42 2,389.62 

1 CSW-POL-DG-CT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 45,857.68 37,203.23 8,452.42 2,389.62 

2 CSW-POL-DG-TT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 45,770.80 37,116.35 8,452.42 2,389.62 

3 CSW-POL-DG-MS-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 45,901.15 37,245.76 8,452.42 2,389.62 

4 CSW-POL-SG-CT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 46,934.14 38,307.89 8,452.42 2,389.62 

5 CSW-POL-SG-TT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 46,916.77 38,290.51 8,452.42 2,389.62 

6 CSW-POL-SG-MS-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 46,960.24 38,333.04 8,452.42 2,389.62 

7 DB-INS-DG-CT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 46,186.53 37,575.31 8,452.42 2,389.62 

8 DB-INS-DG-TT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 46,195.19 37,584.91 8,452.42 2,389.62 

9 DB-INS-DG-MS-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 46,230.00 37,617.84 8,452.42 2,389.62 

10 RBV-XX-DG-CT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 46,290.79 37,679.57 8,452.42 2,389.62 

11 RBV-XX-DG-TT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 46,238.66 37,627.44 8,452.42 2,389.62 

12 RBV-XX-DG-MS-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 46,316.88 37,704.72 8,452.42 2,389.62 

13 DB-INS-SG-CT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 47,402.06 38,817.15 8,452.42 2,389.62 

14 DB-INS-SG-TT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 47,358.59 38,774.62 8,452.42 2,389.62 

15 DB-INS-SG-MS-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 47,410.78 38,824.93 8,452.42 2,389.62 

16 DB-XX-DG-CT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 48,371.91 39,894.12 8,452.42 2,389.62 

17 BV-XX-DG-CT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 48,124.53 39,493.58 8,452.42 2,389.62 
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GHG 

emission 

reduction 

benefits 

ranking 

Envelope option 

 
(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

Capital cost (US$) Operational cost (US$) 
Total 

saving 

(US$) 
Initial 

cost 

Replacement 

cost 
Total 

Without 

SWH 
With SWH Saving 

18 BV-XX-DG-TT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 48,055.03 39,424.08 8,452.42 2,389.62 

19 DB-XX-DG-TT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 48,354.54 39,876.75 8,452.42 2,389.62 

20 DB-XX-DG-MS-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 48,424.10 39,944.43 8,452.42 2,389.62 

21 RBV-XX-SG-CT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 47,523.69 38,938.78 8,452.42 2,389.62 

22 RBV-XX-SG-TT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 47,436.81 38,851.90 8,452.42 2,389.62 

23 BV-XX-DG-MS-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 48,220.13 39,588.24 8,452.42 2,389.62 

24 RBV-XX-SG-MS-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 47,515.03 38,929.18 8,452.42 2,389.62 

25 ACC-XX-DG-CT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 46,673.67 38,041.78 8,452.42 2,389.62 

26 ACC-XX-DG-TT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 46,604.17 37,972.28 8,452.42 2,389.62 

27 ACC-XX-DG-MS-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 46,699.77 38,066.93 8,452.42 2,389.62 

28 TMB-XX-DG-CT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 49,938.83 41,357.68 8,452.42 2,389.62 

29 TMB-XX-DG-TT-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 49,938.83 41,357.68 8,452.42 2,389.62 

30 TMB-XX-DG-MS-SWH 2,747.02 3,315.78 6,062.80 50,043.09 41,461.93 8,452.42 2,389.62 

Data Source: (Rawlinsons 2015); (Solarchoice 2015, Solare, WA 2015; Advanced Solar Technology, WA 2015; Solaire Connect, WA 2015) 
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Table E.11 Economic implications of the replacement of conventional concrete with green concrete for a typical reference house in Perth for 

environmentally viable envelope options 

GHG emission 

reduction 

benefits ranking 

Envelope option 

 
(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

Capital cost of 

conventional 

concrete (US$) 

Capital cost of 

green concrete 

(US$) 

Saving (US$) 

 DB-XX-SG-CT-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

1 CSW-POL-DG-CT-GC 13,356.03 13,028.75 -327.27 

2 CSW-POL-DG-TT-GC 13,356.03 13,028.75 -327.27 

3 CSW-POL-DG-MS-GC 13,356.03 13,028.75 -327.27 

4 CSW-POL-SG-CT-GC 13,356.03 13,028.75 -327.27 

5 CSW-POL-SG-TT-GC 13,356.03 13,028.75 -327.27 

6 CSW-POL-SG-MS-GC 13,356.03 13,028.75 -327.27 

7 DB-INS-DG-CT-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

8 DB-INS-DG-TT-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

9 DB-INS-DG-MS-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

10 RBV-XX-DG-CT-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

11 RBV-XX-DG-TT-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

12 RBV-XX-DG-MS-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

13 DB-INS-SG-CT-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

14 DB-INS-SG-TT-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

15 DB-INS-SG-MS-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

16 DB-XX-DG-CT-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

17 BV-XX-DG-CT-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

18 BV-XX-DG-TT-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

19 DB-XX-DG-TT-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 
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GHG emission 

reduction 

benefits ranking 

Envelope option 

 
(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

Capital cost of 

conventional 

concrete (US$) 

Capital cost of 

green concrete 

(US$) 

Saving (US$) 

20 DB-XX-DG-MS-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

21 RBV-XX-SG-CT-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

22 RBV-XX-SG-TT-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

23 BV-XX-DG-MS-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

24 RBV-XX-SG-MS-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

25 ACC-XX-DG-CT-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

26 ACC-XX-DG-TT-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

27 ACC-XX-DG-MS-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

28 TMB-XX-DG-CT-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

29 TMB-XX-DG-TT-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

30 TMB-XX-DG-MS-GC 7,004.35 6,835.59 -168.76 

Note: The above capital cost is for material only (labour cost excluded, which will remain same for both options) 

Cost data source:(Rawlinsons 2015) and BGC Concrete; Boral Technical Services; Hanson Concrete 
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Table E.12 Summary of LCC, GHG emissions, and EE consumption results of a typical reference house in Perth for CPS options 

Envelope options including all CPS 
(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

Net life cycle cost Net GHG emissions  Net EE consumption 

US$ Ranking tonnes CO2 e- Ranking TJ Ranking 

DB-XX-SG-CT 211,439.43 Reference 467.19 Reference 6.51 Reference 

DB-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 193,066.61 0 241.59 0 3.21 0 

CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 182,674.52 5 161.60 1 2.04 1 

CSW-POL-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 185,310.69 10 161.60 2 2.04 2 

CSW-POL-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 183,530.02 7 165.34 3 2.14 3 

CSW-POL-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 178,269.57 1 181.56 4 2.30 4 

CSW-POL-SG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 180,975.33 3 183.14 5 2.33 5 

CSW-POL-SG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 179,107.77 2 184.91 6 2.41 7 

DB-INS-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 196,994.44 21 183.12 7 2.40 9 

DB-INS-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 199,727.09 26 185.18 8 2.43 10 

DB-INS-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 197,849.94 23 186.87 9 2.51 12 

RBV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 195,457.14 19 195.32 10 2.38 6 

RBV-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 198,128.14 25 196.11 11 2.39 8 

RBV-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 196,295.34 20 198.67 12 2.48 11 

DB-INS-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 192,726.68 15 206.44 13 2.71 17 

DB-INS-SG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 195,407.28 18 207.32 14 2.73 18 

DB-INS-SG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 193,547.50 16 209.40 15 2.81 23 

DB-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 197,187.59 22 214.83 16 2.85 26 

BV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 181,852.43 4 215.64 17 2.62 13 

BV-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 184,505.97 9 216.04 18 2.63 14 

DB-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 199,893.26 27 216.40 19 2.87 28 

DB-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 198,050.86 24 218.88 20 2.96 30 
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Envelope options including all CPS 
(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

Net life cycle cost Net GHG emissions  Net EE consumption 

US$ Ranking tonnes CO2 e- Ranking TJ Ranking 

RBV-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 191,206.83 13 219.03 21 2.69 15 

RBV-XX-SG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 193,843.00 17 219.03 22 2.70 16 

BV-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 182,760.05 6 220.75 23 2.74 20 

RBV-XX-SG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 192,010.28 14 221.60 24 2.78 22 

ACC-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 210,193.28 28 222.38 25 2.74 19 

ACC-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 212,846.82 30 222.78 26 2.75 21 

ACC-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 211,031.40 29 225.72 27 2.84 25 

TMB-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 184,477.12 8 233.62 28 2.84 24 

TMB-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 187,200.17 12 235.58 29 2.87 27 

TMB-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 185,394.42 11 238.35 30 2.96 29 
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Table E.13 LCC of a typical reference house in Perth for CPS options under different 

discount rates 

Environmentally viable CPS 

options 

Life cycle cost (US$)(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

Discount 

rate: 7% 

Discount 

rate: 4% 

Discount 

rate: 10% 

DB-XX-SG-CT 211,439.43 256,589.45 192,575.02 

DB-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 193,066.60 219,970.74 182,165.10 

CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 182,674.52 206,441.39 173,185.52 

CSW-POL-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 185,310.69 208,988.99 175,856.95 

CSW-POL-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 183,530.01 207,246.77 174,046.01 

CSW-POL-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 178,269.57 202,917.29 168,390.63 

CSW-POL-SG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 180,975.32 205,590.38 171,106.99 

CSW-POL-SG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 179,107.77 203,691.73 169,239.91 

DB-INS-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 196,994.44 220,935.58 187,403.25 

DB-INS-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 199,727.09 223,656.89 190,137.03 

DB-INS-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 197,849.93 221,740.96 188,263.75 

RBV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 195,457.13 219,128.52 185,913.20 

RBV-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 198,128.13 221,739.03 188,607.10 

RBV-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 196,295.33 219,902.96 186,762.48 

DB-INS-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 192,726.68 217,658.48 182,697.02 

DB-INS-SG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 195,407.27 220,286.28 185,397.13 

DB-INS-SG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 193,547.50 218,401.63 183,535.07 

DB-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 197,187.58 222,983.56 186,776.47 

BV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 181,852.43 206,676.53 171,738.12 

BV-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 184,505.97 209,255.41 174,420.77 

DB-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 199,893.25 225,656.30 189,492.82 

DB-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 198,050.85 223,802.94 187,641.99 

RBV-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 191,206.83 215,883.05 181,218.21 

RBV-XX-SG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 193,842.99 218,430.65 183,889.64 

BV-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 182,760.05 207,575.76 172,632.30 

RBV-XX-SG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 192,010.27 216,594.92 182,045.03 

ACC-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 210,193.28 233,512.21 200,674.22 

ACC-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 212,846.82 236,091.10 203,356.87 

ACC-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 211,031.39 234,286.31 201,523.48 

TMB-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 184,477.12 210,303.39 173,820.12 

TMB-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 187,200.16 213,007.41 176,547.70 

TMB-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 185,394.42 211,220.25 174,720.53 
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Table E.14 Summary of LCC, GHG emissions, and EE consumption results of a typical reference house in Perth for CPS options under different 

discount rates 

CPS options 

 
(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

Net life cycle cost 

Discount rate: 7% 

Net life cycle cost 

Discount rate: 4% 

Net life cycle cost 

Discount rate: 10% 

Net GHG 

emissions  

Net EE 

consumption 

US$ 

R
a
n

k
in

g
 

US$ 

R
a
n

k
in

g
 

US$ 

R
a
n

k
in

g
 

tonnes 

CO2 e- 

R
a
n

k
in

g
 

TJ 

R
a
n

k
in

g
 

DB-XX-SG-CT* 211,439.43 Ref. 256,589.45 Ref. 192,575.02 Ref. 467.19 Ref. 6.51 Ref. 

DB-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 193,066.61 0 219,970.74 0 182,165.10 0 241.59 0 3.21 0 

CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 182,674.52 5 206,441.39 4 173,185.52 6 161.60 1 2.04 1 

CSW-POL-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 185,310.69 10 208,988.99 8 175,856.95 11 161.60 2 2.04 2 

CSW-POL-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 183,530.02 7 207,246.77 6 174,046.01 8 165.34 3 2.14 3 

CSW-POL-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 178,269.57 1 202,917.29 1 168,390.63 1 181.56 4 2.30 4 

CSW-POL-SG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 180,975.33 3 205,590.38 3 171,106.99 3 183.14 5 2.33 5 

CSW-POL-SG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 179,107.77 2 203,691.73 2 169,239.91 2 184.91 6 2.41 7 

DB-INS-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 196,994.44 21 220,935.58 21 187,403.25 22 183.12 7 2.40 9 

DB-INS-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 199,727.09 26 223,656.89 25 190,137.03 27 185.18 8 2.43 10 

DB-INS-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 197,849.94 23 221,740.96 23 188,263.75 24 186.87 9 2.51 12 

RBV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 195,457.14 19 219,128.52 18 185,913.20 19 195.32 10 2.38 6 

RBV-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 198,128.14 25 221,739.03 22 188,607.10 25 196.11 11 2.39 8 

RBV-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 196,295.34 20 219,902.96 19 186,762.48 20 198.67 12 2.48 11 

DB-INS-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 192,726.68 15 217,658.48 15 182,697.02 15 206.44 13 2.71 17 

DB-INS-SG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 195,407.28 18 220,286.28 20 185,397.13 18 207.32 14 2.73 18 

DB-INS-SG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 193,547.50 16 218,401.63 16 183,535.07 16 209.40 15 2.81 23 
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CPS options 

 
(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

Net life cycle cost 

Discount rate: 7% 

Net life cycle cost 

Discount rate: 4% 

Net life cycle cost 

Discount rate: 10% 

Net GHG 

emissions  

Net EE 

consumption 

US$ 

R
a
n

k
in

g
 

US$ 

R
a
n

k
in

g
 

US$ 

R
a
n

k
in

g
 

tonnes 

CO2 e- 

R
a
n

k
in

g
 

TJ 

R
a
n

k
in

g
 

DB-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 197,187.59 22 222,983.56 24 186,776.47 21 214.83 16 2.85 26 

BV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 181,852.43 4 206,676.53 5 171,738.12 4 215.64 17 2.62 13 

BV-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 184,505.97 9 209,255.41 9 174,420.77 9 216.04 18 2.63 14 

DB-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 199,893.26 27 225,656.30 27 189,492.82 26 216.40 19 2.87 28 

DB-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 198,050.86 24 223,802.94 26 187,641.99 23 218.88 20 2.96 30 

RBV-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 191,206.83 13 215,883.05 13 181,218.21 13 219.03 21 2.69 15 

RBV-XX-SG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 193,843.00 17 218,430.65 17 183,889.64 17 219.03 22 2.70 16 

BV-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 182,760.05 6 207,575.76 7 172,632.30 5 220.75 23 2.74 20 

RBV-XX-SG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 192,010.28 14 216,594.92 14 182,045.03 14 221.60 24 2.78 22 

ACC-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 210,193.28 28 233,512.21 28 200,674.22 28 222.38 25 2.74 19 

ACC-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 212,846.82 30 236,091.10 30 203,356.87 30 222.78 26 2.75 21 

ACC-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 211,031.40 29 234,286.31 29 201,523.48 29 225.72 27 2.84 25 

TMB-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 184,477.12 8 210,303.39 10 173,820.12 7 233.62 28 2.84 24 

TMB-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 187,200.17 12 213,007.41 12 176,547.70 12 235.58 29 2.87 27 

TMB-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 185,394.42 11 211,220.25 11 174,720.53 10 238.35 30 2.96 29 
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Table E.15 Implications of probable carbon tax for a typical reference house in Perth 

for CPS options under different discount rates 

Cleaner production options 

Carbon Tax (US$)(1AUD = 0.7229US$) 

Discount 

rate: 7% 

Discount 

rate: 4% 

Discount 

rate: 10% 

DB-XX-SG-CT* 4,926.38 8,869.79 3183.77 

DB-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 2,243.00 4,038.46 1,449.58 

CSW-POL-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 1,854.66 3,339.25 1,198.61 

CSW-POL-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 1,842.85 3,317.99 1,190.97 

CSW-POL-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 1,861.20 3,351.04 1,202.84 

CSW-POL-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 1,981.85 3,568.26 1,280.81 

CSW-POL-SG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 1,979.49 3,564.01 1,279.28 

CSW-POL-SG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 1,986.04 3,575.80 1,283.51 

DB-INS-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 1,870.02 3,366.90 1,208.53 

DB-INS-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 1,870.55 3,367.88 1,208.88 

DB-INS-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 1,876.56 3,378.69 1,212.76 

RBV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 1,884.19 3,392.42 1,217.69 

RBV-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 1,877.10 3,379.66 1,213.11 

RBV-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 1,888.37 3,399.96 1,220.40 

DB-INS-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 2,017.39 3,632.25 1,303.78 

DB-INS-SG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 2,010.84 3,620.46 1,299.55 

DB-INS-SG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 2,019.21 3,635.53 1,304.95 

DB-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 2,076.51 3,738.69 1,341.98 

BV-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 2,146.86 3,865.35 1,387.45 

BV-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 2,137.41 3,848.34 1,381.34 

DB-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 2,074.14 3,734.43 1,340.46 

DB-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 2,084.88 3,753.76 1,347.39 

RBV-XX-SG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 2,033.92 3,662.02 1,314.46 

RBV-XX-SG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 2,022.11 3,640.75 1,306.83 

BV-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 2,160.49 3,889.90 1,396.26 

RBV-XX-SG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 2,033.38 3,661.05 1,314.11 

ACC-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 1,950.27 3,511.40 1,260.40 

ACC-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 1,940.82 3,494.39 1,254.29 

ACC-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 1,954.46 3,518.94 1,263.10 

TMB-XX-DG-CT-SPV-SWH-GC 2,359.68 4,248.53 1,524.99 

TMB-XX-DG-TT-SPV-SWH-GC 2,359.68 4,248.53 1,524.99 

TMB-XX-DG-MS-SPV-SWH-GC 2,373.85 4,274.05 1,534.15 
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Appendix F  

Table F.1 Location wise climate and NatHERS zones in WA 

Location Postal Code Climate Zone NatHERS Zone 

Perth 6000 5 13 

Albany 6330 6 58 

Armadale 6112 5 47 

Augusta 6290 5 58 

Broome 6725 1 33 

Bunbury 6230 5 54 

Busselton 6280 5 57 

Carnarvon 6701 3 4 

Esperance 6450 5 55 

Geraldton 6530 5 12 

Joondalup 6027 5 52 

Kalgoorlie 6430 4 44 

Kununurra 6743 1 30 

Laverton 6440 4 41 

Mandurah 6210 5 54 

Mount Magnet 6638 4 42 

Newman 6753 3 40 

Yanchep 6035 5 52 

    

Table F.2 Source of information on the use of bottled gas/electric water heaters in 

regional WA 

Location Builders/Contractors 

Augusta 
Capewest Builders – +61 438 581 471 

Kleenheat - +61 8 8641 2304 

Broome 
H&M Tracey Const. Pty Ltd – +61 8 9192 1437 

Broome Plumbing & Gas - +61 8 9192 2198 

Carnarvon 
Northern Aspect Construction – +61 407 776 361 

Carnarvon Plumbing Service - +61 8 9192 2198 

Esperance 
WA Country Builders – +61 8 9072 1001 

Dixon Const. WA - +61 8 9071 7734 

Kununurra 
McLean Enterprises Pty Ltd – +61 8 9169 1088 

Barclay Mowlem Construction - +61 8 9168 1675 

Laverton 
Powerchill Electrical & Refrigeration – +61 8 9031 1172 

PWT Electrical - +61 8 9031 1146 

Mount Magnet 
SR Plumbing and Gas – +61 428 442 209 

MTF Services - +61 8 9963 4371 

Newman 
Wide Glide Cons. – +61 8 9175 1885 

S&N Contracting Const. - +61 8 9175 7088 
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Table F.3 Life cycle operational energy demand for heating and cooling of a reference house for alternative envelope options for 17 locations in 

regional WA 

Location 
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 GJ 

Perth 521 451 364 300 326 267 466 377 369 304 637 540 866 781 385 313 569 478 

Albany 998 931 734 668 594 525 650 575 730 664 884 806 1,375 1,305 660 586 759 682 

Augusta 989 923 731 661 594 524 653 579 727 657 886 809 1,366 1,294 661 591 760 686 

Armadale 902 828 670 599 574 492 680 588 669 600 909 814 1,286 1,197 644 563 812 710 

Broome 3,393 3,192 3,103 2,906 2,948 2,756 2,928 2,715 3,104 2,906 3,266 3,057 3,875 3,656 2,993 2,796 3,027 2,823 

Bunbury 538 485 389 336 335 280 442 372 391 336 598 518 834 763 388 328 530 456 

Busselton 1,300 1,194 984 880 819 718 905 790 978 878 1,201 1,080 1,768 1,654 904 792 1,049 930 

Carnarvon 641 589 573 516 553 495 569 509 572 519 651 594 793 730 571 516 608 548 

Esperance 680 621 488 431 405 341 468 399 490 430 644 571 982 918 455 391 551 481 

Geraldton 422 346 316 247 303 237 425 340 319 252 541 449 670 592 356 276 498 410 

Joondalup 334 296 227 193 205 163 290 233 230 194 388 330 541 489 243 199 347 300 

Kalgoorlie 540 476 365 304 310 248 459 369 367 306 638 543 895 812 373 304 565 474 

Kununurra 5,175 4,848 4,559 4,246 4,232 3,922 4,382 4,064 4,570 4,251 5,076 4,734 6,269 5,926 4,370 4,063 4,610 4,285 

Laverton 922 783 706 574 628 506 854 703 711 577 1,063 900 1,367 1,204 727 584 964 808 

Mandurah 538 485 392 337 336 276 441 369 392 339 598 518 837 762 387 327 529 454 

Mount Magnet 584 492 434 352 385 304 561 458 442 356 710 597 907 809 450 366 650 544 

Newman 1,378 1,217 1,114 966 997 862 1,236 1,068 1,123 976 1,501 1,326 1,889 1,723 1,101 958 1,377 1,206 

Yanchep 335 296 228 194 205 163 287 233 230 195 388 331 542 490 245 199 348 298 

Note: For presentation purpose, all the values have been rounded up as whole numbers. However, all calculations are based on real values 
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Table F.4 Ranking of life cycle operational energy demand for heating and cooling of a reference house for alternative envelope options for 17 

locations in regional WA 

Locations 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 13 16 16 15 16 15 16 15 16 12 14 13 16 14 15 13 15 14 

DB-XX-DG-CT 10 15 15 14 14 12 14 12 14 9 11 12 14 10 12 10 11 11 

DB-INS-SG-CT 6 11 11 9 12 8 11 11 10 6 6 6 10 7 8 6 8 6 

DB-INS-DG-CT 2 8 8 5 5 4 6 3 6 2 2 2 5 2 4 2 3 2 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 5 4 4 3 8 3 4 7 4 5 5 5 4 5 3 5 5 5 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 11 5 5 10 7 10 8 8 8 13 10 10 9 12 10 12 12 10 

BV-XX-DG-CT 8 2 2 4 1 6 2 2 3 8 8 8 3 6 6 9 6 8 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 7 10 10 8 13 9 10 10 11 7 7 7 11 8 9 7 9 7 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 3 7 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 3 3 4 6 3 5 3 4 3 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 16 14 14 16 15 16 15 16 15 16 16 16 15 16 16 16 16 16 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 14 13 13 13 11 13 13 13 13 14 13 14 13 13 13 14 13 13 

CB-XX-SG-CT 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 9 6 7 7 9 7 7 9 7 10 9 9 8 9 7 8 7 9 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 4 3 3 2 3 2 3 4 2 4 4 3 2 4 2 4 2 4 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 15 12 12 12 10 14 12 14 12 15 15 15 12 15 14 15 14 15 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 12 9 9 11 4 11 9 6 9 11 12 11 7 11 11 11 10 12 
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Table F.5 Breakdown of life cycle operational energy demand for heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, and home appliances of a reference house 

for alternative envelope options for Albany and Augusta 

Envelope options 

Life cycle operational energy - GJ 

Albany Augusta 

Heating Cooling Hot water Lighting 
Home 

Appliances 
Total Heating Cooling Hot water Lighting 

Home 

Appliances 
Total 

DB-XX-SG-CT 951.55 46.85 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 3,250.25 938.50 50.69 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 3,241.03 

DB-XX-DG-CT 894.72 36.10 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 3,182.67 883.97 39.17 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 3,174.99 

DB-INS-SG-CT 693.50 40.70 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,986.06 685.82 45.31 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,982.99 

DB-INS-DG-CT 635.14 33.02 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,920.01 627.46 33.79 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,913.10 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 549.12 45.31 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,846.28 542.98 51.46 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,846.28 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 489.98 35.33 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,777.16 485.38 38.40 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,775.63 

BV-XX-SG-CT 576.77 73.73 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,902.35 574.46 78.34 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,904.65 

BV-XX-DG-CT 516.86 58.37 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,827.08 517.63 61.44 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,830.92 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 688.90 41.47 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,982.22 681.22 46.08 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,979.15 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 629.76 33.79 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,915.40 622.85 33.79 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,908.49 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 801.02 82.94 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 3,135.82 797.95 87.55 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 3,137.35 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 738.82 66.82 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 3,057.48 738.82 69.89 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 3,060.55 

CB-XX-SG-CT 1,296.38 79.10 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 3,627.34 1,279.49 86.78 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 3,618.12 

CB-XX-DG-CT 1,238.78 66.05 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 3,556.68 1,224.96 69.12 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 3,545.93 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 605.18 55.30 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,912.33 603.65 57.60 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,913.10 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 545.28 40.70 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,837.83 546.05 45.31 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,843.21 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 669.70 89.09 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 3,010.63 665.86 93.70 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 3,011.40 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 610.56 71.42 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,933.83 610.56 75.26 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,937.67 
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Table F.6 Breakdown of life cycle operational energy demand for heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, and home appliances of a reference house 

for alternative envelope options for Armadale and Broome 

Envelope options 

Life cycle operational energy - GJ 

Armadale Broome 

Heating Cooling Hot water Lighting 
Home 

Appliances 
Total Heating Cooling Hot water Lighting 

Home 

Appliances 
Total 

DB-XX-SG-CT 768.00 133.63 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,069.48 0.00 3,393.02 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 5,496.37 

DB-XX-DG-CT 719.62 108.29 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,995.75 0.00 3,191.81 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 5,295.16 

DB-INS-SG-CT 559.87 110.59 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,838.31 0.00 3,102.72 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 5,206.07 

DB-INS-DG-CT 510.72 88.32 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,766.89 0.00 2,906.11 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 5,009.46 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 452.35 121.34 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,741.55 0.00 2,948.35 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 5,051.70 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 400.13 92.16 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,660.14 0.00 2,755.58 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 4,858.93 

BV-XX-SG-CT 475.39 205.06 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,848.30 0.00 2,927.62 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 5,030.97 

BV-XX-DG-CT 427.01 161.28 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,756.14 0.00 2,714.88 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 4,818.23 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 557.57 111.36 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,836.78 0.00 3,104.26 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 5,207.61 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 508.42 91.39 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,767.66 0.00 2,906.11 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 5,009.46 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 671.23 237.31 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,076.39 0.00 3,266.30 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 5,369.65 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 618.24 195.84 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,981.93 0.00 3,056.64 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 5,159.99 

CB-XX-SG-CT 1,063.68 221.95 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,453.48 0.00 3,874.56 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 5,977.91 

CB-XX-DG-CT 1,013.76 183.55 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,365.16 0.00 3,656.45 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 5,759.80 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 499.20 145.15 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,812.20 0.00 2,992.90 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 5,096.25 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 450.05 112.90 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,730.79 0.00 2,795.52 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 4,898.87 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 553.73 258.05 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,979.63 0.00 3,027.46 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 5,130.81 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 504.58 205.82 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,878.25 0.00 2,823.17 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 4,926.52 
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Table F.7 Breakdown of life cycle operational energy demand for heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, and home appliances of a reference house 

for alternative envelope options for Bunbury and Busselton 

Envelope options 

Life cycle operational energy - GJ 

Bunbury Busselton 

Heating Cooling Hot water Lighting 
Home 

Appliances 
Total Heating Cooling Hot water Lighting 

Home 

Appliances 
Total 

DB-XX-SG-CT 312.58 225.79 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,706.22 1,179.65 120.58 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,468.07 

DB-XX-DG-CT 292.61 192.77 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,653.23 1,108.22 86.02 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,362.09 

DB-INS-SG-CT 198.14 190.46 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,556.46 881.66 102.14 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,151.66 

DB-INS-DG-CT 180.48 155.14 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,503.47 807.94 72.19 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,047.98 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 141.31 193.54 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,502.70 710.40 109.06 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,987.31 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 122.88 156.67 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,447.40 635.90 82.18 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,885.93 

BV-XX-SG-CT 168.96 272.64 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,609.45 720.38 184.32 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,072.55 

BV-XX-DG-CT 147.46 224.26 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,539.56 648.96 141.31 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,958.12 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 198.14 192.77 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,558.76 874.75 103.68 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,146.28 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 178.94 157.44 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,504.23 801.79 76.03 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,045.67 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 272.64 324.86 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,765.35 987.65 213.50 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,369.00 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 248.06 270.34 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,686.25 911.62 168.19 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,247.66 

CB-XX-SG-CT 486.14 347.90 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,001.90 1,569.79 198.14 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,935.79 

CB-XX-DG-CT 464.64 298.75 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,931.24 1,497.60 155.90 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,821.35 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 169.73 218.11 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,555.69 771.07 132.86 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,071.79 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 149.76 178.18 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,495.79 698.11 93.70 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,959.66 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 210.43 319.49 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,697.77 822.53 226.56 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,216.94 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 188.16 268.03 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,624.04 750.34 179.71 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,097.90 
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Table F.8 Breakdown of life cycle operational energy demand for heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, and home appliances of a reference house 

for alternative envelope options for Carnarvon and Esperance 

Envelope options 

Life cycle operational energy - GJ 

Carnarvon Esperance 

Heating Cooling Hot water Lighting 
Home 

Appliances 
Total Heating Cooling Hot water Lighting 

Home 

Appliances 
Total 

DB-XX-SG-CT 5.38 635.14 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,743.86 581.38 99.07 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,932.30 

DB-XX-DG-CT 4.61 584.45 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,692.41 541.44 79.87 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,873.16 

DB-INS-SG-CT 0.77 572.16 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,676.28 406.27 82.18 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,740.30 

DB-INS-DG-CT 0.00 516.10 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,619.45 366.34 64.51 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,682.70 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 0.00 552.96 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,656.31 314.88 89.86 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,656.59 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 0.00 494.59 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,597.94 274.18 66.82 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,592.84 

BV-XX-SG-CT 3.07 566.02 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,672.44 341.76 125.95 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,719.56 

BV-XX-DG-CT 2.30 506.88 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,612.53 298.75 100.61 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,651.21 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 0.77 571.39 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,675.51 404.74 85.25 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,741.83 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 0.00 519.17 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,622.52 364.03 66.05 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,681.93 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 13.82 637.44 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,754.61 496.13 148.22 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,896.20 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 12.29 581.38 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,697.01 450.82 120.58 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,823.24 

CB-XX-SG-CT 33.79 759.55 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,896.69 826.37 155.90 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 3,234.12 

CB-XX-DG-CT 32.26 697.34 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,832.95 785.66 132.10 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 3,169.61 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 0.77 569.86 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,673.97 354.05 101.38 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,707.27 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 0.77 515.33 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,619.45 312.58 78.34 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,642.76 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 6.91 601.34 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,711.61 404.74 146.69 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,803.27 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 5.38 542.98 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,651.70 360.96 119.81 1,214.50 320.35 717.00 2,732.62 
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Table F.9 Breakdown of life cycle operational energy demand for heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, and home appliances of a reference house 

for alternative envelope options for Geraldton and Joondalup 

Envelope options 

Life cycle operational energy - GJ 

Geraldton Joondalup 

Heating Cooling Hot water Lighting 
Home 

Appliances 
Total Heating Cooling Hot water Lighting 

Home 

Appliances 
Total 

DB-XX-SG-CT 96.00 326.40 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,590.25 168.96 165.12 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,501.93 

DB-XX-DG-CT 83.71 261.89 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,513.45 155.90 139.78 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,463.53 

DB-INS-SG-CT 48.38 268.03 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,484.27 91.39 135.94 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,395.18 

DB-INS-DG-CT 36.10 211.20 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,415.15 79.10 113.66 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,360.62 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 41.47 261.89 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,471.21 62.21 142.85 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,372.91 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 29.18 208.13 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,405.16 49.15 113.66 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,330.67 

BV-XX-SG-CT 59.90 365.57 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,593.32 96.77 192.77 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,457.39 

BV-XX-DG-CT 46.08 294.14 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,508.07 79.87 153.60 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,401.32 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 49.15 269.57 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,486.57 92.93 136.70 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,397.48 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 37.63 214.27 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,419.75 79.87 114.43 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,362.15 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 106.75 434.69 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,709.29 165.89 221.95 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,555.69 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 90.62 357.89 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,616.36 148.22 182.02 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,498.09 

CB-XX-SG-CT 199.68 470.02 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,837.55 302.59 238.85 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,709.29 

CB-XX-DG-CT 185.86 406.27 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,759.98 287.23 201.98 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,657.07 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 51.46 304.13 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,523.43 83.71 159.74 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,411.31 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 37.63 238.08 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,443.56 69.12 129.79 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,366.76 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 84.48 413.95 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,666.28 128.26 218.88 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,514.99 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 69.12 340.99 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,577.96 112.13 187.39 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,467.37 
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Table F.10 Breakdown of life cycle operational energy demand for heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, and home appliances of a reference house 

for alternative envelope options for Kalgoorlie and Kununurra 

Envelope options 

Life cycle operational energy - GJ 

Kalgoorlie Kununurra 

Heating Cooling Hot water Lighting 
Home 

Appliances 
Total Heating Cooling Hot water Lighting 

Home 

Appliances 
Total 

DB-XX-SG-CT 343.30 196.61 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,707.75 0.00 5,174.78 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 7,278.13 

DB-XX-DG-CT 319.49 156.67 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,644.01 0.00 4,847.62 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 6,950.97 

DB-INS-SG-CT 211.97 152.83 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,532.65 0.00 4,558.85 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 6,662.20 

DB-INS-DG-CT 188.93 115.20 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,471.98 0.00 4,246.27 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 6,349.62 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 161.28 148.99 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,478.12 0.00 4,232.45 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 6,335.80 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 138.24 109.82 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,415.91 0.00 3,922.18 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 6,025.53 

BV-XX-SG-CT 198.91 260.35 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,627.11 0.00 4,382.21 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 6,485.56 

BV-XX-DG-CT 172.03 197.38 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,537.26 0.00 4,064.26 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 6,167.61 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 212.74 154.37 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,534.95 0.00 4,569.60 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 6,672.95 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 188.16 118.27 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,474.28 0.00 4,250.88 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 6,354.23 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 318.72 319.49 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,806.06 0.00 5,075.71 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 7,179.06 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 291.07 251.90 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,710.83 0.00 4,733.95 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 6,837.30 

CB-XX-SG-CT 555.26 340.22 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,063.34 0.00 6,269.18 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 8,372.53 

CB-XX-DG-CT 525.31 286.46 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,979.63 0.00 5,925.89 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 8,029.24 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 194.30 178.94 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,541.10 0.00 4,369.92 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 6,473.27 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 169.73 134.40 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,471.98 0.00 4,063.49 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 6,166.84 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 248.06 317.18 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,733.10 0.00 4,609.54 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 6,712.89 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 221.95 251.90 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,641.71 0.00 4,284.67 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 6,388.02 
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Table F.11 Breakdown of life cycle operational energy demand for heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, and home appliances of a reference house 

for alternative envelope options for Laverton and Mandurah 

Envelope options 

Life cycle operational energy - GJ 

Laverton Mandurah 

Heating Cooling Hot water Lighting 
Home 

Appliances 
Total Heating Cooling Hot water Lighting 

Home 

Appliances 
Total 

DB-XX-SG-CT 90.62 830.98 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,024.95 314.11 223.49 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,705.45 

DB-XX-DG-CT 82.94 699.65 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,885.94 294.91 189.70 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,652.46 

DB-INS-SG-CT 43.78 662.02 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,809.14 200.45 191.23 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,559.53 

DB-INS-DG-CT 36.86 536.83 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,677.05 182.02 155.14 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,505.00 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 29.18 599.04 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,731.57 142.85 192.77 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,503.47 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 23.04 483.07 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,609.46 123.65 152.83 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,444.33 

BV-XX-SG-CT 45.31 808.70 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,957.37 170.50 270.34 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,608.68 

BV-XX-DG-CT 36.10 666.62 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,806.07 147.46 221.18 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,536.49 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 44.54 666.62 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,814.52 200.45 191.23 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,559.53 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 36.86 539.90 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,680.12 181.25 157.44 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,506.54 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 89.09 973.82 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,166.26 274.18 323.33 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,765.35 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 78.34 821.76 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,003.45 249.60 268.03 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,685.48 

CB-XX-SG-CT 180.48 1,186.56 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,470.39 489.22 347.90 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,004.97 

CB-XX-DG-CT 168.96 1,035.26 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,307.57 467.71 294.14 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,929.71 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 40.70 685.82 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,829.88 171.26 215.81 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,554.92 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 33.02 551.42 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,687.80 151.30 175.87 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,495.02 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 62.21 901.63 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,067.19 211.97 317.18 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,697.00 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 52.22 755.71 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,911.29 188.93 264.96 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,621.74 
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Table F.12 Breakdown of life cycle operational energy demand for heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, and home appliances of a reference house 

for alternative envelope options for Mount Magnet and Newman 

Envelope options 

Life cycle operational energy - GJ 

Mount Magnet Newman 

Heating Cooling Hot water Lighting 
Home 

Appliances 
Total Heating Cooling Hot water Lighting 

Home 

Appliances 
Total 

DB-XX-SG-CT 61.44 522.24 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,751.53 14.59 1,363.20 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,481.14 

DB-XX-DG-CT 55.30 436.22 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,659.37 13.82 1,203.46 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,320.63 

DB-INS-SG-CT 26.11 407.81 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,601.77 3.07 1,111.30 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,217.72 

DB-INS-DG-CT 22.27 329.47 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,519.59 2.30 963.84 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,069.49 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 15.36 369.41 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,552.62 0.77 996.10 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,100.21 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 12.29 291.84 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,471.98 0.77 861.70 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 2,965.81 

BV-XX-SG-CT 28.42 532.22 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,728.49 6.91 1,229.57 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,339.83 

BV-XX-DG-CT 23.04 435.46 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,626.35 5.38 1,062.91 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,171.64 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 26.11 415.49 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,609.45 3.07 1,119.74 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,226.17 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 22.27 334.08 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,524.20 3.07 973.06 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,079.48 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 66.05 643.58 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,877.48 25.34 1,476.10 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,604.79 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 58.37 538.37 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,764.59 22.27 1,304.06 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,429.69 

CB-XX-SG-CT 141.31 765.70 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 3,074.86 60.67 1,827.84 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,991.86 

CB-XX-DG-CT 133.63 675.07 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,976.55 58.37 1,664.26 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,825.97 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 23.81 426.24 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,617.90 3.07 1,097.47 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,203.89 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 19.97 346.37 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,534.19 3.07 955.39 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,061.81 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 41.47 608.26 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,817.58 14.59 1,362.43 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,480.37 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 35.33 508.42 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,711.59 12.29 1,193.47 1,066.00 320.35 717.00 3,309.11 
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Table F.13 Breakdown of life cycle operational energy demand for heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, and home appliances of a reference house 

for alternative envelope options for Yanchep 

Envelope options 

Life cycle operational energy - GJ 

Yanchep 

Heating Cooling Hot water Lighting 
Home 

Appliances 
Total 

DB-XX-SG-CT 169.73 165.12 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,502.70 

DB-XX-DG-CT 156.67 139.78 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,464.30 

DB-INS-SG-CT 92.16 135.94 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,395.95 

DB-INS-DG-CT 79.87 113.66 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,361.39 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 62.21 142.85 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,372.91 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 49.15 113.66 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,330.67 

BV-XX-SG-CT 96.00 191.23 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,455.08 

BV-XX-DG-CT 79.87 152.83 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,400.55 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 92.93 136.70 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,397.48 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 79.87 115.20 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,362.92 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 166.66 221.18 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,555.69 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 148.22 182.78 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,498.86 

CB-XX-SG-CT 303.36 238.85 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,710.06 

CB-XX-DG-CT 288.00 201.98 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,657.83 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 84.48 160.51 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,412.84 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 69.89 129.02 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,366.76 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 128.26 219.65 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,515.75 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 112.13 185.86 1,130.50 320.35 717.00 2,465.83 
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Table F.14 Breakdown of tkm (tonnes kilometre travelled) of a reference house for alternative envelope options in 17 locations in regional WA 

Envelope options 
Albany Augusta Armadale Broome Bunbury Busselton Carnarvon Esperance Geraldton 

T T T T S T T T S T T 

DB-XX-SG-CT 4,461 15,091 5,589 4,461 178,735 5,589 4,461 13,073 61,805 4,461 6,716 

DB-XX-DG-CT 4,469 15,112 5,599 4,469 178,735 5,599 4,469 13,098 61,805 4,469 6,729 

DB-INS-SG-CT 4,464 15,100 5,593 4,464 178,735 5,593 4,464 13,083 61,805 4,464 6,721 

DB-INS-DG-CT 4,472 15,121 5,603 4,472 178,735 5,603 4,472 13,108 61,805 4,472 6,734 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 3,749 8,556 4,639 3,749 0 4,639 3,749 10,699 12,008 3,749 5,529 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 3,757 8,577 4,649 3,757 0 4,649 3,757 10,724 12,008 3,757 5,542 

BV-XX-SG-CT 3,565 9,639 4,394 3,565 62,889 4,394 3,565 10,087 37,550 3,565 5,223 

BV-XX-DG-CT 3,573 9,660 4,404 3,573 62,889 4,404 3,573 10,112 37,550 3,573 5,236 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 4,255 13,229 5,314 4,255 128,152 5,314 4,255 12,386 54,772 4,255 6,373 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 4,263 13,250 5,324 4,263 128,152 5,324 4,263 12,411 54,772 4,263 6,385 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 3,256 7,175 3,982 3,256 0 3,982 3,256 9,056 26,892 3,256 4,708 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 3,264 7,196 3,992 3,264 0 3,992 3,264 9,081 26,892 3,264 4,720 

CB-XX-SG-CT 4,029 12,392 5,012 4,029 120,184 5,012 4,029 11,631 44,986 4,029 5,995 

CB-XX-DG-CT 4,036 12,413 5,022 4,036 120,184 5,022 4,036 11,656 44,986 4,036 6,008 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 3,379 8,792 4,146 3,379 50,047 4,146 3,379 9,467 24,838 3,379 4,913 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 3,387 8,813 4,156 3,387 50,047 4,156 3,387 9,492 24,838 3,387 4,926 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 3,041 6,574 3,695 3,041 0 3,695 3,041 8,339 19,095 3,041 4,349 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 3,049 6,595 3,705 3,049 0 3,705 3,049 8,364 19,095 3,049 4,362 

Note: T – Truck 16-28t fleet average, S – Shipping domestic freight 
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Table F.15 Breakdown of tkm (tonnes kilometre travelled) of a reference house for alternative envelope options in 17 locations in regional WA 

Envelope options 
Joondalup Kalgoorlie Kununurra Laverton Mandurah Mount Magnet Newman Yanchep 

T T T S T T T T S T 

DB-XX-SG-CT 6,308 6,308 16,174 61,670 76,154 7,435 47,724 62,648 210,142 8,933 

DB-XX-DG-CT 6,318 6,318 16,184 61,670 76,334 7,448 47,894 62,876 210,958 8,948 

DB-INS-SG-CT 6,312 6,312 16,194 61,770 76,226 7,440 47,793 62,739 210,469 8,939 

DB-INS-DG-CT 6,322 6,322 16,204 61,770 76,406 7,453 47,963 62,967 211,286 8,954 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 5,358 5,358 7,811 15,328 65,170 6,249 16,577 20,378 53,523 7,139 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 5,368 5,368 7,821 15,328 65,350 6,261 16,747 20,606 54,340 7,154 

BV-XX-SG-CT 5,113 5,113 11,653 40,874 59,739 5,942 32,196 41,978 137,757 6,833 

BV-XX-DG-CT 5,123 5,123 11,663 40,874 59,919 5,955 32,366 42,206 138,574 6,848 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 6,033 6,033 15,081 56,557 72,228 7,092 44,012 57,700 192,749 8,459 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 6,043 6,043 15,091 56,557 72,408 7,104 44,182 57,928 193,566 8,474 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 4,701 4,701 9,695 31,218 53,337 5,427 26,144 33,893 109,127 6,153 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 4,711 4,711 9,705 31,218 53,517 5,439 26,314 34,121 109,944 6,168 

CB-XX-SG-CT 5,731 5,731 13,173 46,518 65,667 6,714 37,820 49,361 162,514 8,074 

CB-XX-DG-CT 5,741 5,741 13,183 46,518 65,847 6,727 37,990 49,589 163,331 8,089 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 4,865 4,865 10,214 33,432 56,295 5,632 28,938 37,641 122,552 6,399 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 4,875 4,875 10,224 33,432 56,475 5,645 29,108 37,869 123,369 6,414 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 4,414 4,414 8,430 25,102 48,179 5,069 21,272 27,360 85,723 5,723 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 4,424 4,424 8,440 25,102 48,359 5,081 21,442 27,588 86,540 5,738 

Note: T – Truck 16-28t fleet average, S – Shipping domestic freight 
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Table F.16 Emission factors for location specific electricity generation mix, reticulated 

natural gas, and bottled gas in 17 locations in regional WA for operational energy 

Location 
Electricity Natural/Bottled Gas 

Source 
tonnes CO2 e-

/GJ of electricity 

GJ/GJ of 

electricity 
Source 

tonnes CO2 e-

/GJ of gas 

GJ/GJ 

of gas 

Albany SWIS 0.26 3.33 ATCO 0.058 1.02 

Armadale SWIS 0.26 3.33 ATCO 0.058 1.02 

Augusta SWIS 0.26 3.33 Bottled 0.061 1.10 

Broome Gas 0.19 3.23 Bottled 0.061 1.10 

Bunbury SWIS 0.26 3.33 ATCO 0.058 1.02 

Busselton SWIS 0.26 3.33 ATCO 0.058 1.02 

Carnarvon Gas 0.19 3.23 Bottled 0.061 1.10 

Esperance SWIS 0.26 3.33 Bottled 0.061 1.10 

Geraldton SWIS 0.26 3.33 ATCO 0.058 1.02 

Joondalup SWIS 0.26 3.33 ATCO 0.058 1.02 

Kalgoorlie SWIS 0.26 3.33 ATCO 0.058 1.02 

Kununurra Diesel 0.33 4.86 Bottled 0.061 1.10 

Laverton Diesel 0.33 4.86 Bottled 0.061 1.10 

Mandurah SWIS 0.26 3.33 ATCO 0.058 1.02 

Mount Magnet Gas 0.19 3.23 Bottled 0.061 1.10 

Newman Gas 0.19 3.23 Bottled 0.061 1.10 

Yanchep SWIS 0.26 3.33 ATCO 0.058 1.02 

Note: SWIS – South West Interconnected System i.e. the primary electricity grid, 

ATCO – ATCO Gas Australia.
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Table F.17 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Albany 

Albany GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

SPV – Solar PV 

SWH – Solar water heater 

GC – Green concrete 

Envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 57.13 9 403.34 15 163.90 20.17 2.76 273.63 14 0.80 9 5.8 16 2.20 0.54 0.02 3.9 14 

DB-XX-DG-CT 57.71 10 397.28 13 163.90 20.17 2.76 268.15 12 0.81 11 5.7 14 2.20 0.54 0.02 3.8 13 

DB-INS-SG-CT 58.42 11 386.72 9 163.90 20.17 2.76 258.31 8 0.83 13 5.5 10 2.20 0.54 0.02 3.6 11 

DB-INS-DG-CT 59.00 12 381.35 6 163.90 20.17 2.76 253.52 6 0.84 14 5.4 6 2.20 0.54 0.02 3.5 8 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 50.31 5 379.47 3 163.90 20.17 5.11 240.60 2 0.69 7 5.4 3 2.20 0.54 0.04 3.3 3 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 50.89 6 373.47 1 163.90 20.17 5.11 235.18 1 0.69 8 5.3 1 2.20 0.54 0.04 3.2 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 51.91 7 388.35 10 163.90 20.17 2.76 253.42 5 0.65 5 5.5 8 2.20 0.54 0.02 3.4 5 

BV-XX-DG-CT 52.49 8 380.93 4 163.90 20.17 2.76 246.59 3 0.65 6 5.4 4 2.20 0.54 0.02 3.3 2 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 63.39 13 386.65 8 163.90 20.17 2.76 263.21 10 0.80 10 5.5 9 2.20 0.54 0.02 3.6 10 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 63.97 14 381.23 5 163.90 20.17 2.76 258.37 9 0.81 12 5.4 5 2.20 0.54 0.02 3.5 7 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 83.85 17 403.78 16 163.90 20.17 2.76 300.80 18 0.95 17 5.8 15 2.20 0.54 0.02 4.0 16 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 84.43 18 396.03 12 163.90 20.17 2.76 293.63 17 0.96 18 5.7 12 2.20 0.54 0.02 3.9 15 

CB-XX-SG-CT 47.34 3 431.69 18 163.90 20.17 2.76 292.20 16 0.57 3 6.3 18 2.20 0.54 0.02 4.1 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 47.92 4 424.99 17 163.90 20.17 2.76 286.08 15 0.58 4 6.2 17 2.20 0.54 0.02 4.0 17 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 71.61 15 385.30 7 163.90 20.17 2.76 270.07 13 0.92 15 5.5 7 2.20 0.54 0.02 3.7 12 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 72.19 16 378.07 2 163.90 20.17 2.76 263.43 11 0.93 16 5.4 2 2.20 0.54 0.02 3.6 9 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 43.33 1 397.69 14 163.90 20.17 2.76 254.19 7 0.52 1 5.7 13 2.20 0.54 0.02 3.4 6 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 43.91 2 389.73 11 163.90 20.17 2.76 246.81 4 0.53 2 5.6 11 2.20 0.54 0.02 3.3 4 
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Table F.18 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Augusta (Scenario 

1 - use of bottled gas for heating and hot water) 

Augusta GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 

Construction Operational Savings due to CPS 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 59.08 9 409.44 15 163.90 21.96 2.76 279.89 14 0.83 10 6.0 16 2.20 0.59 0.02 4.0 15 

DB-XX-DG-CT 59.66 10 403.17 13 163.90 21.96 2.76 274.20 12 0.84 12 5.9 14 2.20 0.59 0.02 3.9 13 

DB-INS-SG-CT 60.37 11 392.64 9 163.90 21.96 2.76 264.39 9 0.86 13 5.7 10 2.20 0.59 0.02 3.7 11 

DB-INS-DG-CT 60.95 12 386.13 5 163.90 21.96 2.76 258.46 5 0.87 14 5.6 6 2.20 0.59 0.02 3.7 8 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 51.19 5 385.49 3 163.90 21.96 5.11 245.70 2 0.70 7 5.6 3 2.20 0.59 0.04 3.4 3 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 51.77 6 378.63 1 163.90 21.96 5.11 239.43 1 0.71 8 5.5 1 2.20 0.59 0.04 3.3 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 53.02 7 394.28 10 163.90 21.96 2.76 258.68 6 0.66 5 5.7 8 2.20 0.59 0.02 3.5 5 

BV-XX-DG-CT 53.61 8 386.49 6 163.90 21.96 2.76 251.47 3 0.67 6 5.6 4 2.20 0.59 0.02 3.4 2 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 65.04 13 392.55 8 163.90 21.96 2.76 268.97 11 0.83 9 5.7 9 2.20 0.59 0.02 3.7 10 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 65.62 14 385.85 4 163.90 21.96 2.76 262.85 8 0.83 11 5.6 5 2.20 0.59 0.02 3.6 7 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 84.57 17 410.28 16 163.90 21.96 2.76 306.22 18 0.96 17 6.0 15 2.20 0.59 0.02 4.1 16 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 85.15 18 402.15 12 163.90 21.96 2.76 298.68 16 0.97 18 5.8 13 2.20 0.59 0.02 4.0 14 

CB-XX-SG-CT 48.87 3 439.48 18 163.90 21.96 2.76 299.73 17 0.59 3 6.5 18 2.20 0.59 0.02 4.3 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 49.46 4 431.64 17 163.90 21.96 2.76 292.47 15 0.60 4 6.4 17 2.20 0.59 0.02 4.2 17 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 72.60 15 390.76 7 163.90 21.96 2.76 274.74 13 0.93 15 5.6 7 2.20 0.59 0.02 3.8 12 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 73.19 16 384.10 2 163.90 21.96 2.76 268.67 10 0.94 16 5.5 2 2.20 0.59 0.02 3.7 9 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 43.98 1 403.78 14 163.90 21.96 2.76 259.14 7 0.53 1 5.8 12 2.20 0.59 0.02 3.6 6 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 44.56 2 395.70 11 163.90 21.96 2.76 251.63 4 0.54 2 5.7 11 2.20 0.59 0.02 3.4 4 
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Table F.19 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Augusta (Scenario 

2 - use of electricity for heating and hot water) 

Augusta GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 59.08 9 828.08 16 163.90 99.19 2.76 621.31 16 0.83 10 10.8 16 2.20 1.36 0.02 8.0 16 

DB-XX-DG-CT 59.66 10 811.21 15 163.90 99.19 2.76 605.01 14 0.84 12 10.6 15 2.20 1.36 0.02 7.8 15 

DB-INS-SG-CT 60.37 11 762.15 11 163.90 99.19 2.76 556.67 11 0.86 13 9.9 11 2.20 1.36 0.02 7.2 12 

DB-INS-DG-CT 60.95 12 744.30 8 163.90 99.19 2.76 539.40 7 0.87 14 9.7 8 2.20 1.36 0.02 7.0 9 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 51.19 5 727.23 4 163.90 99.19 5.11 510.21 2 0.70 7 9.5 4 2.20 1.36 0.04 6.6 3 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 51.77 6 709.17 1 163.90 99.19 5.11 492.74 1 0.71 8 9.2 1 2.20 1.36 0.04 6.3 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 53.02 7 742.14 5 163.90 99.19 2.76 529.31 5 0.66 5 9.7 5 2.20 1.36 0.02 6.7 5 

BV-XX-DG-CT 53.61 8 723.30 2 163.90 99.19 2.76 511.05 3 0.67 6 9.4 2 2.20 1.36 0.02 6.5 2 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 65.04 13 761.17 10 163.90 99.19 2.76 560.36 12 0.83 9 9.9 10 2.20 1.36 0.02 7.2 11 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 65.62 14 743.12 6 163.90 99.19 2.76 542.89 8 0.83 11 9.7 6 2.20 1.36 0.02 6.9 7 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 84.57 17 801.59 14 163.90 99.19 2.76 620.31 15 0.96 17 10.4 14 2.20 1.36 0.02 7.8 14 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 85.15 18 781.97 13 163.90 99.19 2.76 601.27 13 0.97 18 10.2 13 2.20 1.36 0.02 7.6 13 

CB-XX-SG-CT 48.87 3 924.43 18 163.90 99.19 2.76 707.45 18 0.59 3 12.0 18 2.20 1.36 0.02 9.0 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 49.46 4 905.99 17 163.90 99.19 2.76 689.59 17 0.60 4 11.8 17 2.20 1.36 0.02 8.8 17 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 72.60 15 744.30 7 163.90 99.19 2.76 551.05 10 0.93 15 9.7 7 2.20 1.36 0.02 7.0 10 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 73.19 16 726.44 3 163.90 99.19 2.76 533.77 6 0.94 16 9.5 3 2.20 1.36 0.02 6.8 6 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 43.98 1 769.41 12 163.90 99.19 2.76 547.54 9 0.53 1 10.0 12 2.20 1.36 0.02 7.0 8 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 44.56 2 750.58 9 163.90 99.19 2.76 529.28 4 0.54 2 9.8 9 2.20 1.36 0.02 6.7 4 
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Table F.20 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Armadale 

Armadale GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 57.33 9 409.91 11 200.3 22.73 2.76 241.42 12 0.81 10 5.8 13 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.3 14 

DB-XX-DG-CT 57.91 10 400.61 10 200.3 22.73 2.76 232.70 10 0.81 12 5.7 10 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.2 11 

DB-INS-SG-CT 58.63 11 391.88 6 200.3 22.73 2.76 224.69 6 0.83 13 5.5 6 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 9 

DB-INS-DG-CT 59.21 12 383.32 2 200.3 22.73 2.76 216.71 3 0.84 14 5.4 2 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.9 5 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 50.47 5 388.36 5 200.3 22.73 5.11 210.66 2 0.69 7 5.5 5 2.7 0.61 0.04 2.8 2 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 51.05 6 377.86 1 200.3 22.73 5.11 200.74 1 0.70 8 5.3 1 2.7 0.61 0.04 2.7 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 52.06 7 411.09 12 200.3 22.73 2.76 237.33 11 0.65 5 5.8 11 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.1 10 

BV-XX-DG-CT 52.64 8 397.08 8 200.3 22.73 2.76 223.91 5 0.66 6 5.6 8 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.9 3 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 63.59 13 391.94 7 200.3 22.73 2.76 229.71 7 0.81 9 5.5 7 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 7 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 64.17 14 383.98 3 200.3 22.73 2.76 222.32 4 0.81 11 5.4 3 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.9 4 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 83.99 17 430.75 16 200.3 22.73 2.76 288.92 18 0.95 17 6.1 16 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.7 18 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 84.57 18 417.07 14 200.3 22.73 2.76 275.81 17 0.96 18 5.9 14 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.5 16 

CB-XX-SG-CT 47.52 3 449.72 18 200.3 22.73 2.76 271.42 16 0.57 3 6.4 18 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.7 17 

CB-XX-DG-CT 48.10 4 436.99 17 200.3 22.73 2.76 259.27 15 0.58 4 6.2 17 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.5 15 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 71.75 15 397.17 9 200.3 22.73 2.76 243.11 13 0.92 15 5.6 9 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.2 12 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 72.33 16 386.07 4 200.3 22.73 2.76 232.58 9 0.93 16 5.4 4 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 8 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 43.45 1 429.20 15 200.3 22.73 2.76 246.83 14 0.52 1 6.0 15 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.2 13 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 44.03 2 412.99 13 200.3 22.73 2.76 231.20 8 0.53 2 5.8 12 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 6 
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Table F.21 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Broome (Scenario 

1 - use of bottled gas for hot water) 

Broome GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 62.34 9 888.91 16 159.1 28.54 2.76 760.85 16 0.88 11 15.5 16 2.9 0.77 0.02 12.7 16 

DB-XX-DG-CT 62.92 10 851.49 14 159.1 28.54 2.76 724.01 14 0.89 12 14.8 14 2.9 0.77 0.02 12.0 14 

DB-INS-SG-CT 63.63 11 834.93 12 159.1 28.54 2.76 708.16 11 0.91 13 14.6 12 2.9 0.77 0.02 11.8 13 

DB-INS-DG-CT 64.21 12 798.37 5 159.1 28.54 2.76 672.18 7 0.92 14 13.9 5 2.9 0.77 0.02 11.2 9 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 50.31 3 806.22 8 159.1 28.54 5.11 663.78 5 0.69 7 14.1 8 2.9 0.77 0.04 11.0 6 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 50.89 5 770.38 2 159.1 28.54 5.11 628.51 2 0.69 8 13.4 2 2.9 0.77 0.04 10.4 2 

BV-XX-SG-CT 53.74 7 802.37 7 159.1 28.54 2.76 665.71 6 0.67 5 14.0 7 2.9 0.77 0.02 11.0 5 

BV-XX-DG-CT 54.32 8 762.81 1 159.1 28.54 2.76 626.73 1 0.68 6 13.3 1 2.9 0.77 0.02 10.3 1 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 67.13 13 835.21 13 159.1 28.54 2.76 711.94 12 0.86 9 14.6 13 2.9 0.77 0.02 11.7 12 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 67.71 14 798.37 6 159.1 28.54 2.76 675.68 9 0.87 10 13.9 6 2.9 0.77 0.02 11.1 7 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 83.85 17 865.35 15 159.1 28.54 2.76 758.80 15 0.95 16 15.1 15 2.9 0.77 0.02 12.3 15 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 84.43 18 826.36 11 159.1 28.54 2.76 720.39 13 0.96 18 14.4 11 2.9 0.77 0.02 11.7 11 

CB-XX-SG-CT 50.84 4 978.45 18 159.1 28.54 2.76 838.89 18 0.63 3 17.0 18 2.9 0.77 0.02 14.0 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 51.42 6 937.89 17 159.1 28.54 2.76 798.92 17 0.64 4 16.3 17 2.9 0.77 0.02 13.3 17 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 73.07 15 814.51 9 159.1 28.54 2.76 697.18 10 0.94 15 14.2 9 2.9 0.77 0.02 11.5 10 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 73.65 16 777.80 3 159.1 28.54 2.76 661.05 4 0.95 17 13.6 3 2.9 0.77 0.02 10.8 4 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 43.33 1 820.93 10 159.1 28.54 2.76 673.86 8 0.52 1 14.3 10 2.9 0.77 0.02 11.1 8 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 43.91 2 782.94 4 159.1 28.54 2.76 636.46 3 0.53 2 13.7 4 2.9 0.77 0.02 10.5 3 
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Table F.22 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Broome (Scenario 

2 - use of electricity for hot water) 

Broome GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 62.34 9 1,022.05 16 159.1 78.37 2.76 844.16 16 0.88 11 17.8 16 2.9 1.5 0.02 14.2 16 

DB-XX-DG-CT 62.92 10 984.63 14 159.1 78.37 2.76 807.32 14 0.89 12 17.1 14 2.9 1.5 0.02 13.6 14 

DB-INS-SG-CT 63.63 11 968.07 12 159.1 78.37 2.76 791.47 11 0.91 13 16.8 12 2.9 1.5 0.02 13.3 13 

DB-INS-DG-CT 64.21 12 931.51 5 159.1 78.37 2.76 755.49 7 0.92 14 16.2 5 2.9 1.5 0.02 12.7 9 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 50.31 3 939.36 8 159.1 78.37 5.11 747.09 5 0.69 7 16.3 8 2.9 1.5 0.04 12.6 6 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 50.89 5 903.52 2 159.1 78.37 5.11 711.83 2 0.69 8 15.7 2 2.9 1.5 0.04 12.0 2 

BV-XX-SG-CT 53.74 7 935.51 7 159.1 78.37 2.76 749.02 6 0.67 5 16.3 7 2.9 1.5 0.02 12.5 5 

BV-XX-DG-CT 54.32 8 895.95 1 159.1 78.37 2.76 710.04 1 0.68 6 15.6 1 2.9 1.5 0.02 11.8 1 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 67.13 13 968.35 13 159.1 78.37 2.76 795.25 12 0.86 9 16.8 13 2.9 1.5 0.02 13.3 12 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 67.71 14 931.51 6 159.1 78.37 2.76 758.99 9 0.87 10 16.2 6 2.9 1.5 0.02 12.6 7 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 83.85 17 998.49 15 159.1 78.37 2.76 842.11 15 0.95 16 17.4 15 2.9 1.5 0.02 13.9 15 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 84.43 18 959.50 11 159.1 78.37 2.76 803.70 13 0.96 18 16.7 11 2.9 1.5 0.02 13.2 11 

CB-XX-SG-CT 50.84 4 1,111.59 18 159.1 78.37 2.76 922.21 18 0.63 3 19.3 18 2.9 1.5 0.02 15.5 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 51.42 6 1,071.03 17 159.1 78.37 2.76 882.23 17 0.64 4 18.6 17 2.9 1.5 0.02 14.8 17 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 73.07 15 947.65 9 159.1 78.37 2.76 780.49 10 0.94 15 16.5 9 2.9 1.5 0.02 13.0 10 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 73.65 16 910.94 3 159.1 78.37 2.76 744.37 4 0.95 17 15.8 3 2.9 1.5 0.02 12.4 4 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 43.33 1 954.07 10 159.1 78.37 2.76 757.18 8 0.52 1 16.6 10 2.9 1.5 0.02 12.7 8 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 43.91 2 916.09 4 159.1 78.37 2.76 719.77 3 0.53 2 15.9 4 2.9 1.5 0.02 12.0 3 
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Table F.23 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Bunbury 

Bunbury GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 

Construction Operational Savings due to CPS 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 57.33 9 406.89 11 200.3 22.73 2.76 238.41 12 0.81 10 5.7 11 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.1 14 

DB-XX-DG-CT 57.91 10 397.29 10 200.3 22.73 2.76 229.38 8 0.81 12 5.5 10 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 11 

DB-INS-SG-CT 58.63 11 391.19 6 200.3 22.73 2.76 224.00 6 0.83 13 5.4 6 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.9 8 

DB-INS-DG-CT 59.21 12 381.14 2 200.3 22.73 2.76 214.52 3 0.84 14 5.3 2 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.8 4 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 50.47 5 388.66 5 200.3 22.73 5.11 210.96 2 0.69 7 5.4 5 2.7 0.61 0.04 2.7 2 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 51.05 6 378.17 1 200.3 22.73 5.11 201.05 1 0.70 8 5.3 1 2.7 0.61 0.04 2.6 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 52.06 7 410.49 13 200.3 22.73 2.76 236.73 11 0.65 5 5.7 12 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 10 

BV-XX-DG-CT 52.64 8 396.87 9 200.3 22.73 2.76 223.69 5 0.66 6 5.5 8 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.8 5 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 63.59 13 391.78 7 200.3 22.73 2.76 229.55 9 0.81 9 5.4 7 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.9 7 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 64.17 14 381.64 3 200.3 22.73 2.76 219.98 4 0.81 11 5.3 3 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.8 3 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 83.99 17 429.88 16 200.3 22.73 2.76 288.04 18 0.95 17 6.0 16 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.6 18 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 84.57 18 414.51 14 200.3 22.73 2.76 273.26 17 0.96 18 5.8 14 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.4 16 

CB-XX-SG-CT 47.52 3 448.22 18 200.3 22.73 2.76 269.92 16 0.57 3 6.3 18 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.5 17 

CB-XX-DG-CT 48.10 4 434.40 17 200.3 22.73 2.76 256.68 15 0.58 4 6.1 17 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.3 15 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 71.75 15 396.60 8 200.3 22.73 2.76 242.53 14 0.92 15 5.5 9 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.1 13 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 72.33 16 385.23 4 200.3 22.73 2.76 231.74 10 0.93 16 5.3 4 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 9 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 43.45 1 424.88 15 200.3 22.73 2.76 242.51 13 0.52 1 5.9 15 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.1 12 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 44.03 2 410.43 12 200.3 22.73 2.76 228.64 7 0.53 2 5.7 13 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.9 6 
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Table F.24 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Busselton 

Busselton GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 57.13 9 430.58 14 200.3 22.73 2.76 261.89 14 0.80 9 6.2 15 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.7 14 

DB-XX-DG-CT 57.71 10 417.58 10 200.3 22.73 2.76 249.47 11 0.81 11 6.0 12 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.5 13 

DB-INS-SG-CT 58.42 11 408.49 8 200.3 22.73 2.76 241.09 7 0.83 13 5.8 9 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.3 10 

DB-INS-DG-CT 59.00 12 396.54 3 200.3 22.73 2.76 229.72 3 0.84 14 5.7 3 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.2 6 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 50.31 5 400.27 5 200.3 22.73 5.11 222.41 2 0.69 7 5.7 5 2.7 0.61 0.04 3.0 2 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 50.89 6 389.06 1 200.3 22.73 5.11 211.77 1 0.69 8 5.5 1 2.7 0.61 0.04 2.9 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 51.91 7 420.08 11 200.3 22.73 2.76 246.17 10 0.65 5 6.0 10 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.3 8 

BV-XX-DG-CT 52.49 8 404.93 6 200.3 22.73 2.76 231.60 4 0.65 6 5.7 6 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.1 3 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 63.39 13 408.48 7 200.3 22.73 2.76 246.05 9 0.80 10 5.8 8 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.3 9 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 63.97 14 397.16 4 200.3 22.73 2.76 235.31 5 0.81 12 5.7 4 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.2 4 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 83.85 17 443.12 16 200.3 22.73 2.76 301.16 18 0.95 17 6.3 16 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.9 17 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 84.43 18 427.11 13 200.3 22.73 2.76 285.72 16 0.96 18 6.1 13 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.7 15 

CB-XX-SG-CT 47.34 3 473.15 18 200.3 22.73 2.76 294.67 17 0.57 3 6.9 18 2.7 0.61 0.02 4.1 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 47.92 4 458.15 17 200.3 22.73 2.76 280.25 15 0.58 4 6.7 17 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.9 16 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 71.61 15 409.89 9 200.3 22.73 2.76 255.68 13 0.92 15 5.8 7 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.4 12 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 72.19 16 395.63 2 200.3 22.73 2.76 242.00 8 0.93 16 5.6 2 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.2 7 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 43.33 1 436.83 15 200.3 22.73 2.76 254.34 12 0.52 1 6.2 14 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.4 11 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 43.91 2 420.65 12 200.3 22.73 2.76 238.74 6 0.53 2 6.0 11 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.2 5 
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Table F.25 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Carnarvon 

(Scenario 1 - use of bottled gas for heating and hot water) 

Carnarvon GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 

Construction Operational Savings due to CPS 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 60.51 9 376.41 15 159.1 28.54 2.76 246.52 13 0.85 10 6.6 15 2.9 0.77 0.02 3.8 16 

DB-XX-DG-CT 61.09 10 366.94 13 159.1 28.54 2.76 237.63 11 0.86 12 6.4 13 2.9 0.77 0.02 3.6 12 

DB-INS-SG-CT 61.80 11 364.42 11 159.1 28.54 2.76 235.82 9 0.88 13 6.4 11 2.9 0.77 0.02 3.6 11 

DB-INS-DG-CT 62.39 12 353.94 4 159.1 28.54 2.76 225.93 6 0.89 14 6.2 4 2.9 0.77 0.02 3.4 8 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 51.93 5 360.80 7 159.1 28.54 5.11 219.98 4 0.71 7 6.3 7 2.9 0.77 0.04 3.3 4 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 52.52 6 349.95 1 159.1 28.54 5.11 209.71 1 0.72 8 6.1 1 2.9 0.77 0.04 3.1 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 54.20 7 363.41 8 159.1 28.54 2.76 227.21 7 0.68 5 6.4 8 2.9 0.77 0.02 3.4 6 

BV-XX-DG-CT 54.78 8 352.37 2 159.1 28.54 2.76 216.75 3 0.69 6 6.2 2 2.9 0.77 0.02 3.2 3 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 66.48 13 364.27 10 159.1 28.54 2.76 240.35 12 0.85 9 6.4 10 2.9 0.77 0.02 3.5 10 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 67.06 14 354.52 5 159.1 28.54 2.76 231.18 8 0.86 11 6.2 5 2.9 0.77 0.02 3.4 7 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 85.70 17 377.35 16 159.1 28.54 2.76 272.65 18 0.98 17 6.6 16 2.9 0.77 0.02 3.9 17 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 86.28 18 366.83 12 159.1 28.54 2.76 262.72 17 0.99 18 6.4 12 2.9 0.77 0.02 3.7 14 

CB-XX-SG-CT 50.05 3 401.28 18 159.1 28.54 2.76 260.92 16 0.61 3 7.0 18 2.9 0.77 0.02 3.9 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 50.63 4 389.62 17 159.1 28.54 2.76 249.84 15 0.62 4 6.8 17 2.9 0.77 0.02 3.7 15 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 73.45 15 363.99 9 159.1 28.54 2.76 247.04 14 0.95 15 6.4 9 2.9 0.77 0.02 3.6 13 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 74.03 16 353.85 3 159.1 28.54 2.76 237.48 10 0.96 16 6.2 3 2.9 0.77 0.02 3.5 9 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 44.86 1 370.22 14 159.1 28.54 2.76 224.68 5 0.54 1 6.5 14 2.9 0.77 0.02 3.3 5 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 45.44 2 359.27 6 159.1 28.54 2.76 214.31 2 0.55 2 6.3 6 2.9 0.77 0.02 3.1 2 
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Table F.26 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Carnarvon 

(Scenario 2 - use of electricity for heating and hot water) 

Carnarvon GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 

Construction Operational Savings due to CPS 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 60.51 9 510.22 15 159.1 78.37 2.76 330.50 14 0.85 10 8.9 15 2.9 1.5 0.02 5.3 15 

DB-XX-DG-CT 61.09 10 500.65 12 159.1 78.37 2.76 321.51 11 0.86 12 8.7 12 2.9 1.5 0.02 5.1 12 

DB-INS-SG-CT 61.80 11 497.65 11 159.1 78.37 2.76 319.23 9 0.88 13 8.6 11 2.9 1.5 0.02 5.1 11 

DB-INS-DG-CT 62.39 12 487.09 3 159.1 78.37 2.76 309.24 6 0.89 14 8.5 3 2.9 1.5 0.02 4.9 8 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 51.93 5 493.94 7 159.1 78.37 5.11 303.29 4 0.71 7 8.6 7 2.9 1.5 0.04 4.9 4 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 52.52 6 483.09 1 159.1 78.37 5.11 293.02 1 0.72 8 8.4 1 2.9 1.5 0.04 4.7 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 54.20 7 496.94 8 159.1 78.37 2.76 310.91 7 0.68 5 8.6 8 2.9 1.5 0.02 4.9 6 

BV-XX-DG-CT 54.78 8 485.80 2 159.1 78.37 2.76 300.35 3 0.69 6 8.4 2 2.9 1.5 0.02 4.7 3 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 66.48 13 497.51 10 159.1 78.37 2.76 323.76 12 0.85 9 8.6 10 2.9 1.5 0.02 5.1 10 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 67.06 14 487.66 5 159.1 78.37 2.76 314.49 8 0.86 11 8.5 5 2.9 1.5 0.02 4.9 7 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 85.70 17 512.22 16 159.1 78.37 2.76 357.69 18 0.98 17 8.9 16 2.9 1.5 0.02 5.5 17 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 86.28 18 501.51 13 159.1 78.37 2.76 347.56 16 0.99 18 8.7 13 2.9 1.5 0.02 5.3 14 

CB-XX-SG-CT 50.05 3 538.64 18 159.1 78.37 2.76 348.46 17 0.61 3 9.4 18 2.9 1.5 0.02 5.6 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 50.63 4 526.79 17 159.1 78.37 2.76 337.19 15 0.62 4 9.2 17 2.9 1.5 0.02 5.4 16 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 73.45 15 497.23 9 159.1 78.37 2.76 330.45 13 0.95 15 8.6 9 2.9 1.5 0.02 5.2 13 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 74.03 16 487.09 4 159.1 78.37 2.76 320.89 10 0.96 16 8.5 4 2.9 1.5 0.02 5.0 9 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 44.86 1 504.22 14 159.1 78.37 2.76 308.85 5 0.54 1 8.8 14 2.9 1.5 0.02 4.9 5 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 45.44 2 493.08 6 159.1 78.37 2.76 298.30 2 0.55 2 8.6 6 2.9 1.5 0.02 4.7 2 
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Table F.27 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Esperance 

(Scenario 1 - use of bottled gas for heating and hot water) 

Esperance GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 57.13 9 400.00 14 163.9 21.96 2.76 268.50 13 0.80 9 5.8 15 2.2 0.59 0.02 3.8 14 

DB-XX-DG-CT 57.71 10 392.65 12 163.9 21.96 2.76 261.74 11 0.81 11 5.7 12 2.2 0.59 0.02 3.7 13 

DB-INS-SG-CT 58.42 11 384.99 7 163.9 21.96 2.76 254.79 7 0.83 13 5.5 7 2.2 0.59 0.02 3.5 11 

DB-INS-DG-CT 59.00 12 378.04 2 163.9 21.96 2.76 248.42 5 0.84 14 5.4 3 2.2 0.59 0.02 3.4 8 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 50.31 5 381.37 5 163.9 21.96 5.11 240.71 2 0.69 7 5.4 5 2.2 0.59 0.04 3.3 2 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 50.89 6 373.00 1 163.9 21.96 5.11 232.92 1 0.69 8 5.3 1 2.2 0.59 0.04 3.2 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 51.91 7 392.24 11 163.9 21.96 2.76 255.53 8 0.65 5 5.6 10 2.2 0.59 0.02 3.4 6 

BV-XX-DG-CT 52.49 8 383.13 6 163.9 21.96 2.76 247.00 3 0.65 6 5.5 6 2.2 0.59 0.02 3.3 3 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 63.39 13 385.68 8 163.9 21.96 2.76 260.45 10 0.80 10 5.5 9 2.2 0.59 0.02 3.5 9 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 63.97 14 378.29 4 163.9 21.96 2.76 253.64 6 0.81 12 5.4 4 2.2 0.59 0.02 3.4 5 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 83.85 17 407.35 16 163.9 21.96 2.76 302.58 18 0.95 17 5.8 16 2.2 0.59 0.02 4.0 17 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 84.43 18 397.52 13 163.9 21.96 2.76 293.33 17 0.96 18 5.7 13 2.2 0.59 0.02 3.8 15 

CB-XX-SG-CT 47.34 3 429.47 18 163.9 21.96 2.76 288.19 16 0.57 3 6.2 18 2.2 0.59 0.02 4.0 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 47.92 4 420.91 17 163.9 21.96 2.76 280.21 15 0.58 4 6.1 17 2.2 0.59 0.02 3.9 16 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 71.61 15 386.71 9 163.9 21.96 2.76 269.70 14 0.92 15 5.5 8 2.2 0.59 0.02 3.6 12 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 72.19 16 378.29 3 163.9 21.96 2.76 261.86 12 0.93 16 5.4 2 2.2 0.59 0.02 3.5 10 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 43.33 1 401.38 15 163.9 21.96 2.76 256.09 9 0.52 1 5.7 14 2.2 0.59 0.02 3.4 7 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 43.91 2 391.84 10 163.9 21.96 2.76 247.13 4 0.53 2 5.6 11 2.2 0.59 0.02 3.3 4 
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Table F.28 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Esperance 

(Scenario 2 - use of electricity for heating and hot water) 

Esperance GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 57.13 9 749.20 16 163.9 99.19 2.76 540.48 15 0.80 9 9.8 16 2.2 1.32 0.02 7.0 15 

DB-XX-DG-CT 57.71 10 734.09 14 163.9 99.19 2.76 525.95 13 0.81 11 9.6 14 2.2 1.32 0.02 6.8 14 

DB-INS-SG-CT 58.42 11 700.15 10 163.9 99.19 2.76 492.72 9 0.83 13 9.1 10 2.2 1.32 0.02 6.4 12 

DB-INS-DG-CT 59.00 12 685.43 6 163.9 99.19 2.76 478.58 5 0.84 14 8.9 6 2.2 1.32 0.02 6.2 8 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 50.31 5 678.76 4 163.9 99.19 5.11 460.87 2 0.69 7 8.8 4 2.2 1.32 0.04 6.0 3 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 50.89 6 662.47 1 163.9 99.19 5.11 445.16 1 0.69 8 8.6 1 2.2 1.32 0.04 5.8 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 51.91 7 694.85 8 163.9 99.19 2.76 480.91 6 0.65 5 9.0 8 2.2 1.32 0.02 6.1 5 

BV-XX-DG-CT 52.49 8 677.38 3 163.9 99.19 2.76 464.02 3 0.65 6 8.8 3 2.2 1.32 0.02 5.9 2 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 63.39 13 700.54 11 163.9 99.19 2.76 498.08 12 0.80 10 9.1 11 2.2 1.32 0.02 6.4 10 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 63.97 14 685.23 5 163.9 99.19 2.76 483.36 8 0.81 12 8.9 5 2.2 1.32 0.02 6.2 7 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 83.85 17 739.98 15 163.9 99.19 2.76 557.98 16 0.95 17 9.6 15 2.2 1.32 0.02 7.0 16 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 84.43 18 721.34 13 163.9 99.19 2.76 539.92 14 0.96 18 9.4 13 2.2 1.32 0.02 6.8 13 

CB-XX-SG-CT 47.34 3 826.32 18 163.9 99.19 2.76 607.81 18 0.57 3 10.8 18 2.2 1.32 0.02 7.8 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 47.92 4 809.84 17 163.9 99.19 2.76 591.90 17 0.58 4 10.5 17 2.2 1.32 0.02 7.6 17 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 71.61 15 691.71 7 163.9 99.19 2.76 497.47 11 0.92 15 9.0 7 2.2 1.32 0.02 6.4 11 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 72.19 16 675.23 2 163.9 99.19 2.76 481.57 7 0.93 16 8.8 2 2.2 1.32 0.02 6.2 6 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 43.33 1 716.24 12 163.9 99.19 2.76 493.72 10 0.52 1 9.3 12 2.2 1.32 0.02 6.3 9 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 43.91 2 698.18 9 163.9 99.19 2.76 476.25 4 0.53 2 9.1 9 2.2 1.32 0.02 6.1 4 
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Table F.29 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Geraldton 

Geraldton GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 57.54 9 419.97 11 200.3 22.73 2.76 251.69 11 0.81 10 5.8 11 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.3 14 

DB-XX-DG-CT 58.12 10 402.77 8 200.3 22.73 2.76 235.07 5 0.82 12 5.6 8 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 9 

DB-INS-SG-CT 58.83 11 402.28 6 200.3 22.73 2.76 235.29 6 0.84 13 5.5 6 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.1 10 

DB-INS-DG-CT 59.42 12 387.04 2 200.3 22.73 2.76 220.64 2 0.85 14 5.3 2 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.9 4 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 50.63 5 400.30 5 200.3 22.73 5.11 222.77 3 0.69 7 5.5 5 2.7 0.61 0.04 2.9 3 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 51.21 6 385.85 1 200.3 22.73 5.11 208.90 1 0.70 8 5.3 1 2.7 0.61 0.04 2.7 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 52.21 7 427.87 14 200.3 22.73 2.76 254.26 12 0.65 5 5.9 13 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.2 11 

BV-XX-DG-CT 52.79 8 408.81 9 200.3 22.73 2.76 235.79 7 0.66 6 5.6 9 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 5 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 63.78 13 402.71 7 200.3 22.73 2.76 240.68 10 0.81 9 5.6 7 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 7 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 64.36 14 387.91 3 200.3 22.73 2.76 226.46 4 0.82 11 5.4 3 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.8 2 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 84.12 17 448.26 17 200.3 22.73 2.76 306.56 18 0.96 17 6.2 17 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.8 18 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 84.70 18 427.70 13 200.3 22.73 2.76 286.58 17 0.96 18 5.9 14 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.5 16 

CB-XX-SG-CT 47.70 3 462.71 18 200.3 22.73 2.76 284.59 16 0.58 3 6.4 18 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.6 17 

CB-XX-DG-CT 48.28 4 445.62 16 200.3 22.73 2.76 268.08 15 0.59 4 6.1 16 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.4 15 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 71.89 15 411.68 10 200.3 22.73 2.76 257.75 13 0.92 15 5.7 10 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.3 13 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 72.47 16 394.00 4 200.3 22.73 2.76 240.65 9 0.93 16 5.4 4 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 8 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 43.57 1 441.67 15 200.3 22.73 2.76 259.42 14 0.52 1 6.1 15 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.3 12 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 44.15 2 422.13 12 200.3 22.73 2.76 240.46 8 0.53 2 5.8 12 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 6 
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Table F.30 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Joondalup 

Joondalup GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 57.47 9 383.02 11 200.3 22.73 2.76 214.66 12 0.81 10 5.3 11 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.8 13 

DB-XX-DG-CT 58.05 10 375.78 9 200.3 22.73 2.76 208.00 8 0.82 12 5.2 10 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.7 12 

DB-INS-SG-CT 58.76 11 371.04 5 200.3 22.73 2.76 203.97 7 0.84 13 5.1 6 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.7 9 

DB-INS-DG-CT 59.34 12 364.63 2 200.3 22.73 2.76 198.15 3 0.84 14 5.1 2 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.6 6 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 50.60 5 371.10 6 200.3 22.73 5.11 193.53 2 0.69 7 5.1 5 2.7 0.61 0.04 2.5 2 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 51.18 6 362.88 1 200.3 22.73 5.11 185.89 1 0.70 8 5.0 1 2.7 0.61 0.04 2.4 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 52.19 7 385.87 13 200.3 22.73 2.76 212.24 11 0.65 5 5.3 13 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.7 10 

BV-XX-DG-CT 52.77 8 374.88 8 200.3 22.73 2.76 201.83 4 0.66 6 5.2 8 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.5 3 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 63.72 13 371.32 7 200.3 22.73 2.76 209.22 9 0.81 9 5.2 7 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.6 7 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 64.30 14 364.87 3 200.3 22.73 2.76 203.35 5 0.82 11 5.1 3 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.6 5 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 84.12 17 397.36 16 200.3 22.73 2.76 255.65 18 0.96 17 5.5 16 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.1 18 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 84.70 18 386.12 14 200.3 22.73 2.76 245.00 17 0.96 18 5.4 14 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 17 

CB-XX-SG-CT 47.65 3 409.65 18 200.3 22.73 2.76 231.48 16 0.58 3 5.7 18 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 16 

CB-XX-DG-CT 48.23 4 399.33 17 200.3 22.73 2.76 221.74 14 0.58 4 5.6 17 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.8 15 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 71.88 15 376.67 10 200.3 22.73 2.76 222.73 15 0.92 15 5.2 9 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.8 14 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 72.46 16 368.17 4 200.3 22.73 2.76 214.81 13 0.93 16 5.1 4 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.7 11 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 43.58 1 394.38 15 200.3 22.73 2.76 212.14 10 0.52 1 5.5 15 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.7 8 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 44.16 2 385.39 12 200.3 22.73 2.76 203.74 6 0.53 2 5.3 12 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.5 4 
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Table F.31 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Kalgoorlie 

Kalgoorlie GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 57.47 9 401.23 11 200.3 22.73 2.76 232.87 11 0.81 10 5.6 11 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.1 13 

DB-XX-DG-CT 58.05 10 389.64 9 200.3 22.73 2.76 221.86 9 0.82 12 5.5 10 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.9 10 

DB-INS-SG-CT 58.76 11 382.38 6 200.3 22.73 2.76 215.32 5 0.84 13 5.3 6 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.8 8 

DB-INS-DG-CT 59.34 12 371.43 2 200.3 22.73 2.76 204.95 3 0.84 14 5.2 2 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.7 4 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 50.60 5 378.45 5 200.3 22.73 5.11 200.88 2 0.69 7 5.3 5 2.7 0.61 0.04 2.6 2 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 51.18 6 367.10 1 200.3 22.73 5.11 190.11 1 0.70 8 5.1 1 2.7 0.61 0.04 2.5 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 52.19 7 409.09 13 200.3 22.73 2.76 235.47 13 0.65 5 5.7 13 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 12 

BV-XX-DG-CT 52.77 8 391.44 10 200.3 22.73 2.76 218.39 6 0.66 6 5.4 9 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.8 5 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 63.72 13 382.82 7 200.3 22.73 2.76 220.72 7 0.81 9 5.3 7 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.8 6 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 64.30 14 372.17 3 200.3 22.73 2.76 210.64 4 0.82 11 5.2 3 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.7 3 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 84.12 17 431.19 16 200.3 22.73 2.76 289.49 18 0.96 17 6.0 16 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.6 18 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 84.70 18 412.31 14 200.3 22.73 2.76 271.19 16 0.96 18 5.7 14 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.4 16 

CB-XX-SG-CT 47.65 3 450.28 18 200.3 22.73 2.76 272.12 17 0.58 3 6.3 18 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.5 17 

CB-XX-DG-CT 48.23 4 434.80 17 200.3 22.73 2.76 257.21 15 0.58 4 6.1 17 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.3 15 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 71.88 15 388.03 8 200.3 22.73 2.76 234.09 12 0.92 15 5.4 8 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 11 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 72.46 16 375.21 4 200.3 22.73 2.76 221.86 8 0.93 16 5.2 4 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.8 7 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 43.58 1 426.48 15 200.3 22.73 2.76 244.25 14 0.52 1 5.9 15 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.1 14 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 44.16 2 408.28 12 200.3 22.73 2.76 226.62 10 0.53 2 5.7 12 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.9 9 
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Table F.32 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Kununurra 

(Scenario 1 - use of bottled gas for hot water) 

Kununurra GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 

Construction Operational Savings due to CPS 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 61.07 9 2,104.99 16 299.5 28.54 2.76 1835.31 16 0.86 10 31.3 16 4.5 0.77 0.02 26.9 16 

DB-XX-DG-CT 61.65 10 1,997.56 14 299.5 28.54 2.76 1728.45 14 0.87 12 29.8 14 4.5 0.77 0.02 25.3 14 

DB-INS-SG-CT 62.37 11 1,902.74 10 299.5 28.54 2.76 1634.35 11 0.89 13 28.4 10 4.5 0.77 0.02 23.9 11 

DB-INS-DG-CT 62.95 12 1,800.09 5 299.5 28.54 2.76 1532.29 6 0.90 14 26.8 5 4.5 0.77 0.02 22.4 7 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 51.50 5 1,795.55 4 299.5 28.54 5.11 1513.94 4 0.70 7 26.8 4 4.5 0.77 0.04 22.2 4 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 52.08 6 1,693.67 1 299.5 28.54 5.11 1412.64 1 0.71 8 25.3 1 4.5 0.77 0.04 20.7 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 54.58 7 1,844.73 9 299.5 28.54 2.76 1568.56 8 0.68 5 27.5 9 4.5 0.77 0.02 22.9 8 

BV-XX-DG-CT 55.16 8 1,740.32 3 299.5 28.54 2.76 1464.73 2 0.69 6 25.9 3 4.5 0.77 0.02 21.4 2 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 67.03 13 1,906.27 11 299.5 28.54 2.76 1642.53 12 0.86 9 28.4 11 4.5 0.77 0.02 24.0 12 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 67.61 14 1,801.61 6 299.5 28.54 2.76 1538.45 7 0.87 11 26.9 6 4.5 0.77 0.02 22.4 6 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 85.94 17 2,072.46 15 299.5 28.54 2.76 1827.64 15 0.98 17 30.9 15 4.5 0.77 0.02 26.6 15 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 86.52 18 1,960.24 13 299.5 28.54 2.76 1716.00 13 0.99 18 29.2 13 4.5 0.77 0.02 24.9 13 

CB-XX-SG-CT 50.37 3 2,464.37 18 299.5 28.54 2.76 2183.98 18 0.62 3 36.7 18 4.5 0.77 0.02 32.0 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 50.95 4 2,351.64 17 299.5 28.54 2.76 2071.83 17 0.63 4 35.0 17 4.5 0.77 0.02 30.3 17 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 73.84 15 1,840.70 8 299.5 28.54 2.76 1583.78 9 0.95 15 27.4 8 4.5 0.77 0.02 23.1 9 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 74.42 16 1,740.07 2 299.5 28.54 2.76 1483.73 3 0.96 16 25.9 2 4.5 0.77 0.02 21.6 3 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 45.05 1 1,919.38 12 299.5 28.54 2.76 1633.67 10 0.54 1 28.6 12 4.5 0.77 0.02 23.8 10 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 45.63 2 1,812.70 7 299.5 28.54 2.76 1527.58 5 0.55 2 27.0 7 4.5 0.77 0.02 22.3 5 
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Table F.33 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Kununurra 

(Scenario 2 - use of electricity for hot water) 

Kununurra GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 

Construction Operational Savings due to CPS 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 61.07 9 2,389.96 16 299.5 158.7 2.76 1990.17 16 0.86 10 35.3 16 4.5 2.45 0.02 29.2 16 

DB-XX-DG-CT 61.65 10 2,282.53 14 299.5 158.7 2.76 1883.31 14 0.87 12 33.8 14 4.5 2.45 0.02 27.7 14 

DB-INS-SG-CT 62.37 11 2,187.71 10 299.5 158.7 2.76 1789.21 11 0.89 13 32.3 10 4.5 2.45 0.02 26.3 11 

DB-INS-DG-CT 62.95 12 2,085.06 5 299.5 158.7 2.76 1687.15 6 0.90 14 30.8 5 4.5 2.45 0.02 24.8 7 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 51.50 5 2,080.52 4 299.5 158.7 5.11 1668.80 4 0.70 7 30.8 4 4.5 2.45 0.04 24.5 4 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 52.08 6 1,978.64 1 299.5 158.7 5.11 1567.50 1 0.71 8 29.3 1 4.5 2.45 0.04 23.0 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 54.58 7 2,129.70 9 299.5 158.7 2.76 1723.42 8 0.68 5 31.5 9 4.5 2.45 0.02 25.2 8 

BV-XX-DG-CT 55.16 8 2,025.29 3 299.5 158.7 2.76 1619.59 2 0.69 6 29.9 3 4.5 2.45 0.02 23.7 2 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 67.03 13 2,191.24 11 299.5 158.7 2.76 1797.39 12 0.86 9 32.4 11 4.5 2.45 0.02 26.3 12 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 67.61 14 2,086.58 6 299.5 158.7 2.76 1693.31 7 0.87 11 30.9 6 4.5 2.45 0.02 24.8 6 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 85.94 17 2,357.43 15 299.5 158.7 2.76 1982.50 15 0.98 17 34.9 15 4.5 2.45 0.02 28.9 15 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 86.52 18 2,245.21 13 299.5 158.7 2.76 1870.86 13 0.99 18 33.2 13 4.5 2.45 0.02 27.2 13 

CB-XX-SG-CT 50.37 3 2,749.34 18 299.5 158.7 2.76 2338.84 18 0.62 3 40.7 18 4.5 2.45 0.02 34.3 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 50.95 4 2,636.61 17 299.5 158.7 2.76 2226.69 17 0.63 4 39.0 17 4.5 2.45 0.02 32.6 17 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 73.84 15 2,125.67 8 299.5 158.7 2.76 1738.64 9 0.95 15 31.4 8 4.5 2.45 0.02 25.4 9 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 74.42 16 2,025.04 2 299.5 158.7 2.76 1638.59 3 0.96 16 29.9 2 4.5 2.45 0.02 23.9 3 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 45.05 1 2,204.35 12 299.5 158.7 2.76 1788.53 10 0.54 1 32.6 12 4.5 2.45 0.02 26.2 10 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 45.63 2 2,097.67 7 299.5 158.7 2.76 1682.43 5 0.55 2 31.0 7 4.5 2.45 0.02 24.6 5 
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Table F.34 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Laverton (Scenario 

1 - use of bottled gas for heating and hot water) 

Laverton GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 70.27 9 684.13 14 299.5 28.54 2.76 423.64 13 0.99 10 10.3 14 4.5 0.77 0.02 6.0 14 

DB-XX-DG-CT 70.88 10 640.53 10 299.5 28.54 2.76 380.66 10 1.00 12 9.7 10 4.5 0.77 0.02 5.4 11 

DB-INS-SG-CT 71.58 11 625.78 6 299.5 28.54 2.76 366.60 7 1.02 13 9.5 6 4.5 0.77 0.02 5.2 8 

DB-INS-DG-CT 72.19 12 584.25 2 299.5 28.54 2.76 325.68 2 1.03 14 8.9 2 4.5 0.77 0.02 4.6 3 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 61.57 5 604.21 5 299.5 28.54 5.11 332.67 4 0.84 7 9.2 5 4.5 0.77 0.04 4.7 4 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 62.18 6 565.76 1 299.5 28.54 5.11 294.83 1 0.85 8 8.6 1 4.5 0.77 0.04 4.1 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 62.21 7 674.05 12 299.5 28.54 2.76 405.50 12 0.79 5 10.2 12 4.5 0.77 0.02 5.7 12 

BV-XX-DG-CT 62.82 8 626.83 7 299.5 28.54 2.76 358.89 6 0.80 6 9.5 7 4.5 0.77 0.02 5.0 6 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 75.86 13 627.34 8 299.5 28.54 2.76 372.44 8 0.98 9 9.5 8 4.5 0.77 0.02 5.2 7 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 76.47 14 585.26 3 299.5 28.54 2.76 330.97 3 0.99 11 8.9 3 4.5 0.77 0.02 4.6 2 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 93.03 17 730.94 16 299.5 28.54 2.76 493.21 17 1.08 17 11.0 16 4.5 0.77 0.02 6.8 16 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 93.65 18 680.35 13 299.5 28.54 2.76 443.24 15 1.09 18 10.3 13 4.5 0.77 0.02 6.1 15 

CB-XX-SG-CT 58.64 3 806.38 18 299.5 28.54 2.76 534.26 18 0.73 3 12.2 18 4.5 0.77 0.02 7.6 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 59.25 4 755.99 17 299.5 28.54 2.76 484.48 16 0.74 4 11.4 17 4.5 0.77 0.02 6.9 17 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 81.31 15 633.41 9 299.5 28.54 2.76 383.97 11 1.06 15 9.6 9 4.5 0.77 0.02 5.4 10 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 81.93 16 588.81 4 299.5 28.54 2.76 339.98 5 1.07 16 8.9 4 4.5 0.77 0.02 4.7 5 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 51.61 1 705.59 15 299.5 28.54 2.76 426.44 14 0.63 1 10.7 15 4.5 0.77 0.02 6.0 13 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 52.22 2 657.07 11 299.5 28.54 2.76 378.53 9 0.64 2 9.9 11 4.5 0.77 0.02 5.3 9 
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Table F.35 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Laverton (Scenario 

2 - use of electricity for heating and hot water) 

Laverton GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 70.27 9 993.32 14 299.5 148.8 2.76 612.57 14 0.99 10 14.7 14 4.5 2.3 0.02 8.9 15 

DB-XX-DG-CT 70.88 10 947.67 10 299.5 148.8 2.76 567.54 11 1.00 12 14.0 10 4.5 2.3 0.02 8.2 11 

DB-INS-SG-CT 71.58 11 922.45 7 299.5 148.8 2.76 543.01 7 1.02 13 13.6 7 4.5 2.3 0.02 7.8 8 

DB-INS-DG-CT 72.19 12 879.08 2 299.5 148.8 2.76 500.25 2 1.03 14 13.0 2 4.5 2.3 0.02 7.2 3 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 61.57 5 896.98 5 299.5 148.8 5.11 505.18 3 0.84 7 13.3 5 4.5 2.3 0.04 7.3 4 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 62.18 6 856.88 1 299.5 148.8 5.11 465.70 1 0.85 8 12.7 1 4.5 2.3 0.04 6.7 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 62.21 7 971.13 12 299.5 148.8 2.76 582.32 12 0.79 5 14.4 12 4.5 2.3 0.02 8.3 12 

BV-XX-DG-CT 62.82 8 921.45 6 299.5 148.8 2.76 533.25 6 0.80 6 13.6 6 4.5 2.3 0.02 7.6 6 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 75.86 13 924.22 8 299.5 148.8 2.76 549.06 8 0.98 9 13.7 8 4.5 2.3 0.02 7.8 7 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 76.47 14 880.09 3 299.5 148.8 2.76 505.53 4 0.99 11 13.0 3 4.5 2.3 0.02 7.2 2 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 93.03 17 1,039.72 16 299.5 148.8 2.76 681.74 16 1.08 17 15.4 16 4.5 2.3 0.02 9.6 16 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 93.65 18 986.26 13 299.5 148.8 2.76 628.89 15 1.09 18 14.6 13 4.5 2.3 0.02 8.9 14 

CB-XX-SG-CT 58.64 3 1,139.59 18 299.5 148.8 2.76 747.21 18 0.73 3 16.9 18 4.5 2.3 0.02 10.8 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 59.25 4 1,086.13 17 299.5 148.8 2.76 694.36 17 0.74 4 16.1 17 4.5 2.3 0.02 10.0 17 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 81.31 15 929.26 9 299.5 148.8 2.76 559.56 10 1.06 15 13.7 9 4.5 2.3 0.02 8.0 10 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 81.93 16 882.61 4 299.5 148.8 2.76 513.51 5 1.07 16 13.1 4 4.5 2.3 0.02 7.3 5 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 51.61 1 1,007.19 15 299.5 148.8 2.76 607.78 13 0.63 1 14.9 15 4.5 2.3 0.02 8.7 13 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 52.22 2 956.00 11 299.5 148.8 2.76 557.20 9 0.64 2 14.1 11 4.5 2.3 0.02 8.0 9 
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Table F.36 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Mandurah 

Mandurah GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 

Construction Operational Savings due to CPS 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 57.67 9 406.39 11 200.3 22.73 2.76 238.25 12 0.81 10 5.7 11 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.1 14 

DB-XX-DG-CT 58.25 10 396.64 10 200.3 22.73 2.76 229.07 8 0.82 12 5.5 10 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 11 

DB-INS-SG-CT 58.97 11 391.52 6 200.3 22.73 2.76 224.67 6 0.84 13 5.4 6 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 9 

DB-INS-DG-CT 59.55 12 381.23 2 200.3 22.73 2.76 214.95 3 0.85 14 5.3 2 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.8 5 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 50.77 5 388.56 5 200.3 22.73 5.11 211.15 2 0.69 7 5.4 5 2.7 0.61 0.04 2.7 2 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 51.35 6 377.23 1 200.3 22.73 5.11 200.41 1 0.70 8 5.2 1 2.7 0.61 0.04 2.6 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 52.35 7 409.99 13 200.3 22.73 2.76 236.51 11 0.65 5 5.7 12 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 10 

BV-XX-DG-CT 52.93 8 396.09 8 200.3 22.73 2.76 223.19 5 0.66 6 5.5 8 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.8 4 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 63.91 13 391.52 7 200.3 22.73 2.76 229.62 9 0.81 9 5.4 7 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.9 7 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 64.49 14 381.77 3 200.3 22.73 2.76 220.44 4 0.82 11 5.3 3 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.8 3 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 84.25 17 429.57 16 200.3 22.73 2.76 288.00 18 0.96 17 6.0 16 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.6 18 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 84.83 18 414.01 14 200.3 22.73 2.76 273.02 17 0.97 18 5.7 14 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.4 16 

CB-XX-SG-CT 47.83 3 448.39 18 200.3 22.73 2.76 270.41 16 0.58 3 6.3 18 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.5 17 

CB-XX-DG-CT 48.41 4 433.40 17 200.3 22.73 2.76 256.00 15 0.59 4 6.1 17 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.3 15 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 72.03 15 396.10 9 200.3 22.73 2.76 242.31 14 0.93 15 5.5 9 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.1 13 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 72.61 16 384.73 4 200.3 22.73 2.76 231.52 10 0.94 16 5.3 4 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.9 8 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 43.70 1 424.38 15 200.3 22.73 2.76 242.26 13 0.52 1 5.9 15 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.1 12 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 44.28 2 409.69 12 200.3 22.73 2.76 228.15 7 0.53 2 5.7 13 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.9 6 
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Table F.37 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Mount Magnet 

(Scenario 1 - use of bottled gas for heating and hot water) 

Mount Magnet GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 

Construction Operational Savings due to CPS 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 65.06 9 362.78 13 140 24.75 2.76 260.32 14 0.91 10 6.4 13 2.6 0.67 0.02 4.0 14 

DB-XX-DG-CT 65.67 10 346.41 10 140 24.75 2.76 244.55 10 0.92 12 6.1 10 2.6 0.67 0.02 3.7 11 

DB-INS-SG-CT 66.37 11 339.34 6 140 24.75 2.76 238.19 7 0.94 13 5.9 6 2.6 0.67 0.02 3.6 9 

DB-INS-DG-CT 66.97 12 324.54 2 140 24.75 2.76 223.99 3 0.95 14 5.7 2 2.6 0.67 0.02 3.4 4 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 52.66 3 331.54 5 140 24.75 5.11 214.33 2 0.72 5 5.8 5 2.6 0.67 0.04 3.2 2 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 53.27 4 316.93 1 140 24.75 5.11 200.33 1 0.73 7 5.6 1 2.6 0.67 0.04 3.0 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 57.16 7 362.62 12 140 24.75 2.76 252.26 12 0.72 6 6.4 12 2.6 0.67 0.02 3.8 12 

BV-XX-DG-CT 57.77 8 344.29 9 140 24.75 2.76 234.54 5 0.73 8 6.0 9 2.6 0.67 0.02 3.5 6 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 70.68 13 340.77 7 140 24.75 2.76 243.93 9 0.90 9 6.0 7 2.6 0.67 0.02 3.6 8 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 71.29 14 325.40 3 140 24.75 2.76 229.17 4 0.91 11 5.7 3 2.6 0.67 0.02 3.3 3 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 88.05 17 385.62 16 140 24.75 2.76 306.15 18 1.01 17 6.8 16 2.6 0.67 0.02 4.5 17 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 88.66 18 365.59 14 140 24.75 2.76 286.72 16 1.02 18 6.4 14 2.6 0.67 0.02 4.1 15 

CB-XX-SG-CT 53.54 5 412.92 18 140 24.75 2.76 298.94 17 0.66 3 7.2 18 2.6 0.67 0.02 4.6 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 54.14 6 395.60 17 140 24.75 2.76 282.23 15 0.67 4 6.9 17 2.6 0.67 0.02 4.3 16 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 76.30 15 342.63 8 140 24.75 2.76 251.41 11 0.99 15 6.0 8 2.6 0.67 0.02 3.7 10 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 76.91 16 327.54 4 140 24.75 2.76 236.93 6 1.00 16 5.7 4 2.6 0.67 0.02 3.4 5 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 46.67 1 377.55 15 140 24.75 2.76 256.71 13 0.56 1 6.6 15 2.6 0.67 0.02 3.9 13 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 47.28 2 358.61 11 140 24.75 2.76 238.37 8 0.57 2 6.3 11 2.6 0.67 0.02 3.6 7 
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Table F.38 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Mount Magnet 

(Scenario 2 - use of electricity for heating and hot water) 

Mount Magnet GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 65.06 9 511.65 13 140 74.64 2.76 359.30 14 0.91 10 8.9 13 2.6 1.43 0.02 5.8 14 

DB-XX-DG-CT 65.67 10 494.51 10 140 74.64 2.76 342.77 10 0.92 12 8.6 10 2.6 1.43 0.02 5.5 11 

DB-INS-SG-CT 66.37 11 483.80 6 140 74.64 2.76 332.75 7 0.94 13 8.4 6 2.6 1.43 0.02 5.3 9 

DB-INS-DG-CT 66.97 12 468.52 2 140 74.64 2.76 318.08 3 0.95 14 8.1 2 2.6 1.43 0.02 5.0 4 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 52.66 3 474.66 5 140 74.64 5.11 307.56 2 0.72 5 8.2 5 2.6 1.43 0.04 4.9 2 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 53.27 4 459.66 1 140 74.64 5.11 293.17 1 0.73 7 8.0 1 2.6 1.43 0.04 4.6 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 57.16 7 507.36 12 140 74.64 2.76 347.11 12 0.72 6 8.8 12 2.6 1.43 0.02 5.5 12 

BV-XX-DG-CT 57.77 8 488.37 9 140 74.64 2.76 328.73 5 0.73 8 8.5 9 2.6 1.43 0.02 5.2 6 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 70.68 13 485.23 7 140 74.64 2.76 338.50 9 0.90 9 8.4 7 2.6 1.43 0.02 5.3 8 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 71.29 14 469.38 3 140 74.64 2.76 323.26 4 0.91 11 8.2 3 2.6 1.43 0.02 5.0 3 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 88.05 17 535.07 16 140 74.64 2.76 405.71 17 1.01 17 9.3 16 2.6 1.43 0.02 6.3 17 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 88.66 18 514.07 14 140 74.64 2.76 385.32 15 1.02 18 8.9 14 2.6 1.43 0.02 5.9 15 

CB-XX-SG-CT 53.54 5 571.77 18 140 74.64 2.76 407.90 18 0.66 3 9.9 18 2.6 1.43 0.02 6.5 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 54.14 6 553.49 17 140 74.64 2.76 390.23 16 0.67 4 9.6 17 2.6 1.43 0.02 6.2 16 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 76.30 15 486.80 8 140 74.64 2.76 345.69 11 0.99 15 8.5 8 2.6 1.43 0.02 5.4 10 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 76.91 16 471.23 4 140 74.64 2.76 330.73 6 1.00 16 8.2 4 2.6 1.43 0.02 5.1 5 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 46.67 1 523.93 15 140 74.64 2.76 353.19 13 0.56 1 9.1 15 2.6 1.43 0.02 5.6 13 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 47.28 2 504.22 11 140 74.64 2.76 334.09 8 0.57 2 8.8 11 2.6 1.43 0.02 5.3 7 
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Table F.39 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Newman (Scenario 

1 - use of bottled gas for heating and hot water) 

Newman GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 73.92 9 512.35 15 159.1 28.54 2.76 395.88 14 1.05 11 9.0 15 2.9 0.77 0.02 6.3 15 

DB-XX-DG-CT 74.57 10 482.60 11 159.1 28.54 2.76 366.77 12 1.06 12 8.4 11 2.9 0.77 0.02 5.8 12 

DB-INS-SG-CT 75.24 11 464.81 8 159.1 28.54 2.76 349.65 8 1.08 15 8.1 8 2.9 0.77 0.02 5.5 10 

DB-INS-DG-CT 75.89 12 437.34 3 159.1 28.54 2.76 322.83 3 1.09 17 7.6 3 2.9 0.77 0.02 5.0 5 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 54.92 3 443.25 5 159.1 28.54 5.11 305.41 2 0.75 3 7.7 5 2.9 0.77 0.04 4.8 2 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 55.56 4 418.26 1 159.1 28.54 5.11 281.07 1 0.76 5 7.3 1 2.9 0.77 0.04 4.4 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 62.97 7 487.04 12 159.1 28.54 2.76 359.61 11 0.81 7 8.5 12 2.9 0.77 0.02 5.6 11 

BV-XX-DG-CT 63.61 8 455.95 6 159.1 28.54 2.76 329.17 6 0.82 8 8.0 6 2.9 0.77 0.02 5.1 6 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 78.81 13 466.38 9 159.1 28.54 2.76 354.79 10 1.03 9 8.2 9 2.9 0.77 0.02 5.5 9 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 79.46 14 439.10 4 159.1 28.54 2.76 328.16 5 1.04 10 7.7 4 2.9 0.77 0.02 5.0 4 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 92.65 17 534.00 16 159.1 28.54 2.76 436.25 16 1.08 16 9.3 16 2.9 0.77 0.02 6.7 16 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 93.29 18 501.83 13 159.1 28.54 2.76 404.72 15 1.09 18 8.8 13 2.9 0.77 0.02 6.2 14 

CB-XX-SG-CT 60.39 5 601.57 18 159.1 28.54 2.76 471.56 18 0.76 4 10.5 18 2.9 0.77 0.02 7.6 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 61.03 6 571.01 17 159.1 28.54 2.76 441.64 17 0.77 6 10.0 17 2.9 0.77 0.02 7.1 17 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 81.47 15 462.24 7 159.1 28.54 2.76 353.31 9 1.07 13 8.1 7 2.9 0.77 0.02 5.5 8 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 82.11 16 435.82 2 159.1 28.54 2.76 327.53 4 1.08 14 7.6 2 2.9 0.77 0.02 5.0 3 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 50.29 1 512.21 14 159.1 28.54 2.76 372.10 13 0.62 1 8.9 14 2.9 0.77 0.02 5.9 13 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 50.93 2 480.65 10 159.1 28.54 2.76 341.19 7 0.63 2 8.4 10 2.9 0.77 0.02 5.3 7 
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Table F.40 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Newman (Scenario 

2 - use of electricity for heating and hot water) 

Newman GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 73.92 9 647.32 15 159.1 78.37 2.76 481.01 14 1.05 11 11.2 15 2.9 1.5 0.02 7.9 15 

DB-XX-DG-CT 74.57 10 617.47 11 159.1 78.37 2.76 451.81 12 1.06 12 10.7 11 2.9 1.5 0.02 7.4 12 

DB-INS-SG-CT 75.24 11 598.33 8 159.1 78.37 2.76 433.35 8 1.08 15 10.4 8 2.9 1.5 0.02 7.1 10 

DB-INS-DG-CT 75.89 12 570.77 3 159.1 78.37 2.76 406.43 3 1.09 17 9.9 3 2.9 1.5 0.02 6.6 5 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 54.92 3 576.48 5 159.1 78.37 5.11 388.82 2 0.75 3 10.0 5 2.9 1.5 0.04 6.3 2 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 55.56 4 551.49 1 159.1 78.37 5.11 364.47 1 0.76 5 9.6 1 2.9 1.5 0.04 5.9 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 62.97 7 621.04 12 159.1 78.37 2.76 443.78 11 0.81 7 10.8 12 2.9 1.5 0.02 7.2 11 

BV-XX-DG-CT 63.61 8 589.77 6 159.1 78.37 2.76 413.15 6 0.82 8 10.2 6 2.9 1.5 0.02 6.6 6 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 78.81 13 599.91 9 159.1 78.37 2.76 438.49 10 1.03 9 10.4 9 2.9 1.5 0.02 7.0 9 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 79.46 14 572.63 4 159.1 78.37 2.76 411.85 5 1.04 10 10.0 4 2.9 1.5 0.02 6.6 4 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 92.65 17 670.31 16 159.1 78.37 2.76 522.73 16 1.08 16 11.6 16 2.9 1.5 0.02 8.3 16 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 93.29 18 637.75 13 159.1 78.37 2.76 490.81 15 1.09 18 11.1 13 2.9 1.5 0.02 7.8 14 

CB-XX-SG-CT 60.39 5 742.29 18 159.1 78.37 2.76 562.45 18 0.76 4 12.9 18 2.9 1.5 0.02 9.2 18 

CB-XX-DG-CT 61.03 6 711.44 17 159.1 78.37 2.76 532.24 17 0.77 6 12.4 17 2.9 1.5 0.02 8.7 17 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 81.47 15 595.76 7 159.1 78.37 2.76 437.00 9 1.07 13 10.4 7 2.9 1.5 0.02 7.0 8 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 82.11 16 569.34 2 159.1 78.37 2.76 411.22 4 1.08 14 9.9 2 2.9 1.5 0.02 6.5 3 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 50.29 1 647.18 14 159.1 78.37 2.76 457.24 13 0.62 1 11.2 14 2.9 1.5 0.02 7.4 13 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 50.93 2 615.33 10 159.1 78.37 2.76 426.03 7 0.63 2 10.7 10 2.9 1.5 0.02 6.9 7 
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Table F.41 Breakdown of life cycle GHG emissions and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative envelope options in Yanchep 

Yanchep GHG emissions - tonnes CO2 e- Embodied energy - TJ 

Envelope options 
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DB-XX-SG-CT 57.95 9 383.06 11 200.3 22.73 2.76 215.19 13 0.81 10 5.3 11 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.8 13 

DB-XX-DG-CT 58.53 10 375.82 9 200.3 22.73 2.76 208.53 8 0.82 12 5.2 10 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.7 12 

DB-INS-SG-CT 59.24 11 371.08 5 200.3 22.73 2.76 204.50 7 0.84 13 5.1 6 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.7 10 

DB-INS-DG-CT 59.82 12 364.67 2 200.3 22.73 2.76 198.68 3 0.85 14 5.1 2 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.6 6 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 50.93 5 371.10 6 200.3 22.73 5.11 193.86 2 0.69 7 5.1 5 2.7 0.61 0.04 2.5 2 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 51.51 6 362.88 1 200.3 22.73 5.11 186.22 1 0.70 8 5.0 1 2.7 0.61 0.04 2.4 1 

BV-XX-SG-CT 52.51 7 385.43 13 200.3 22.73 2.76 212.12 10 0.65 5 5.3 13 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.7 9 

BV-XX-DG-CT 53.09 8 374.68 8 200.3 22.73 2.76 201.95 4 0.66 6 5.2 8 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.5 3 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 64.16 13 371.32 7 200.3 22.73 2.76 209.66 9 0.81 9 5.2 7 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.6 7 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 64.74 14 365.07 3 200.3 22.73 2.76 203.99 6 0.82 11 5.1 3 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.6 5 

PCSW-XX-SG-CT 84.38 17 397.21 16 200.3 22.73 2.76 255.77 18 0.96 17 5.5 16 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.1 18 

PCSW-XX-DG-CT 84.96 18 386.32 14 200.3 22.73 2.76 245.46 17 0.97 18 5.4 14 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 17 

CB-XX-SG-CT 48.08 3 409.69 18 200.3 22.73 2.76 231.95 16 0.58 3 5.7 18 2.7 0.61 0.02 3.0 16 

CB-XX-DG-CT 48.66 4 399.38 17 200.3 22.73 2.76 222.22 14 0.59 4 5.6 17 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.8 15 

ACC-XX-SG-CT 72.17 15 376.91 10 200.3 22.73 2.76 223.26 15 0.93 15 5.2 9 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.8 14 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 72.75 16 368.02 4 200.3 22.73 2.76 214.94 12 0.94 16 5.1 4 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.7 11 

TMB-XX-SG-CT 43.82 1 394.57 15 200.3 22.73 2.76 212.58 11 0.52 1 5.5 15 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.7 8 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 44.40 2 385.00 12 200.3 22.73 2.76 203.58 5 0.53 2 5.3 12 2.7 0.61 0.02 2.5 4 
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Table F.42 Summary of life cycle GHG emissions of a reference house for alternative CPS options in 17 locations in regional WA 

Location 
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 tonnes CO2 e- 

Albany 273.63 268.15 258.31 253.52 240.60 235.18 253.42 246.59 263.21 258.37 300.80 293.63 292.20 286.08 270.07 263.43 254.19 246.81 

Augusta (b) 279.89 274.20 264.39 258.46 245.70 239.43 258.68 251.47 268.97 262.85 306.22 298.68 299.73 292.47 274.74 268.67 259.14 251.63 

Augusta (e) 621.31 605.01 556.67 539.40 510.21 492.74 529.31 511.05 560.36 542.89 620.31 601.27 707.45 689.59 551.05 533.77 547.54 529.28 

Armadale 241.42 232.70 224.69 216.71 210.66 200.74 237.33 223.91 229.71 222.32 288.92 275.81 271.42 259.27 243.11 232.58 246.83 231.20 

Broome (b) 760.85 724.01 708.16 672.18 663.78 628.51 665.71 626.73 711.94 675.68 758.80 720.39 838.89 798.92 697.18 661.05 673.86 636.46 

Broome (e) 844.16 807.32 791.47 755.49 747.09 711.83 749.02 710.04 795.25 758.99 842.11 803.70 922.21 882.23 780.49 744.37 757.18 719.77 

Bunbury 238.41 229.38 224.00 214.52 210.96 201.05 236.73 223.69 229.55 219.98 288.04 273.26 269.92 256.68 242.53 231.74 242.51 228.64 

Busselton 261.89 249.47 241.09 229.72 222.41 211.77 246.17 231.60 246.05 235.31 301.16 285.72 294.67 280.25 255.68 242.00 254.34 238.74 

Carnarvon (b) 246.52 237.63 235.82 225.93 219.98 209.71 227.21 216.75 240.35 231.18 272.65 262.72 260.92 249.84 247.04 237.48 224.68 214.31 

Carnarvon (e) 330.50 321.51 319.23 309.24 303.29 293.02 310.91 300.35 323.76 314.49 357.69 347.56 348.46 337.19 330.45 320.89 308.85 298.30 

Esperance (b) 268.50 261.74 254.79 248.42 240.71 232.92 255.53 247.00 260.45 253.64 302.58 293.33 288.19 280.21 269.70 261.86 256.09 247.13 

Esperance (e) 540.48 525.95 492.72 478.58 460.87 445.16 480.91 464.02 498.08 483.36 557.98 539.92 607.81 591.90 497.47 481.57 493.72 476.25 

Geraldton 251.69 235.07 235.29 220.64 222.77 208.90 254.26 235.79 240.68 226.46 306.56 286.58 284.59 268.08 257.75 240.65 259.42 240.46 

Joondalup 214.66 208.00 203.97 198.15 193.53 185.89 212.24 201.83 209.22 203.35 255.65 245.00 231.48 221.74 222.73 214.81 212.14 203.74 

Kalgoorlie 232.87 221.86 215.32 204.95 200.88 190.11 235.47 218.39 220.72 210.64 289.49 271.19 272.12 257.21 234.09 221.86 244.25 226.62 

Kununurra (b) 1835 1728 1634 1532 1514 1413 1569 1465 1643 1538 1828 1716 2184 2072 1584 1484 1634 1528 
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 tonnes CO2 e- 

Kununurra (e) 1990 1883 1789 1687 1669 1568 1723 1620 1797 1693 1983 1871 2339 2227 1739 1639 1789 1682 

Laverton (b) 423.64 380.66 366.60 325.68 332.67 294.83 405.50 358.89 372.44 330.97 493.21 443.24 534.26 484.48 383.97 339.98 426.44 378.53 

Laverton (e) 612.57 567.54 543.01 500.25 505.18 465.70 582.32 533.25 549.06 505.53 681.74 628.89 747.21 694.36 559.56 513.51 607.78 557.20 

Mandurah 238.25 229.07 224.67 214.95 211.15 200.41 236.51 223.19 229.62 220.44 288.00 273.02 270.41 256.00 242.31 231.52 242.26 228.15 

Mount Magnet (b) 260.32 244.55 238.19 223.99 214.33 200.33 252.26 234.54 243.93 229.17 306.15 286.72 298.94 282.23 251.41 236.93 256.71 238.37 

Mount Magnet (e) 359.30 342.77 332.75 318.08 307.56 293.17 347.11 328.73 338.50 323.26 405.71 385.32 407.90 390.23 345.69 330.73 353.19 334.09 

Newman (b) 395.88 366.77 349.65 322.83 305.41 281.07 359.61 329.17 354.79 328.16 436.25 404.72 471.56 441.64 353.31 327.53 372.10 341.19 

Newman (e) 481.01 451.81 433.35 406.43 388.82 364.47 443.78 413.15 438.49 411.85 522.73 490.81 562.45 532.24 437.00 411.22 457.24 426.03 

Yanchep 215.19 208.53 204.50 198.68 193.86 186.22 212.12 201.95 209.66 203.99 255.77 245.46 231.95 222.22 223.26 214.94 212.58 203.58 

Note: (b) – if bottled gas is used for heating and hot water, (e) – if electricity is used for heating and hot water 
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Table F.43 Summary of life cycle EE consumption of a reference house for alternative CPS options in 17 locations in regional WA 

Location 
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 TJ 

Albany 3.9 3.8 3.6 3.5 3.3 3.2 3.4 3.3 3.6 3.5 4.0 3.9 4.1 4.0 3.7 3.6 3.4 3.3 

Augusta (b) 4.0 3.9 3.7 3.7 3.4 3.3 3.5 3.4 3.7 3.6 4.1 4.0 4.3 4.2 3.8 3.7 3.6 3.4 

Augusta (e) 8.0 7.8 7.2 7.0 6.6 6.3 6.7 6.5 7.2 6.9 7.8 7.6 9.0 8.8 7.0 6.8 7.0 6.7 

Armadale 3.3 3.2 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.7 3.1 2.9 3.0 2.9 3.7 3.5 3.7 3.5 3.2 3.0 3.2 3.0 

Broome (b) 12.7 12.0 11.8 11.2 11.0 10.4 11.0 10.3 11.7 11.1 12.3 11.7 14.0 13.3 11.5 10.8 11.1 10.5 

Broome (e) 14.2 13.6 13.3 12.7 12.6 12.0 12.5 11.8 13.3 12.6 13.9 13.2 15.5 14.8 13.0 12.4 12.7 12.0 

Bunbury 3.1 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.6 3.0 2.8 2.9 2.8 3.6 3.4 3.5 3.3 3.1 3.0 3.1 2.9 

Busselton 3.7 3.5 3.3 3.2 3.0 2.9 3.3 3.1 3.3 3.2 3.9 3.7 4.1 3.9 3.4 3.2 3.4 3.2 

Carnarvon (b) 3.8 3.6 3.6 3.4 3.3 3.1 3.4 3.2 3.5 3.4 3.9 3.7 3.9 3.7 3.6 3.5 3.3 3.1 

Carnarvon (e) 5.3 5.1 5.1 4.9 4.9 4.7 4.9 4.7 5.1 4.9 5.5 5.3 5.6 5.4 5.2 5.0 4.9 4.7 

Esperance (b) 3.8 3.7 3.5 3.4 3.3 3.2 3.4 3.3 3.5 3.4 4.0 3.8 4.0 3.9 3.6 3.5 3.4 3.3 

Esperance (e) 7.0 6.8 6.4 6.2 6.0 5.8 6.1 5.9 6.4 6.2 7.0 6.8 7.8 7.6 6.4 6.2 6.3 6.1 

Geraldton 3.3 3.0 3.1 2.9 2.9 2.7 3.2 3.0 3.0 2.8 3.8 3.5 3.6 3.4 3.3 3.0 3.3 3.0 

Joondalup 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.7 2.5 2.6 2.6 3.1 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.5 

Kalgoorlie 3.1 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.5 3.0 2.8 2.8 2.7 3.6 3.4 3.5 3.3 3.0 2.8 3.1 2.9 

Kununurra (b) 26.9 25.3 23.9 22.4 22.2 20.7 22.9 21.4 24.0 22.4 26.6 24.9 32.0 30.3 23.1 21.6 23.8 22.3 
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 TJ 

Kununurra (e) 29.2 27.7 26.3 24.8 24.5 23.0 25.2 23.7 26.3 24.8 28.9 27.2 34.3 32.6 25.4 23.9 26.2 24.6 

Laverton (b) 6.0 5.4 5.2 4.6 4.7 4.1 5.7 5.0 5.2 4.6 6.8 6.1 7.6 6.9 5.4 4.7 6.0 5.3 

Laverton (e) 8.9 8.2 7.8 7.2 7.3 6.7 8.3 7.6 7.8 7.2 9.6 8.9 10.8 10.0 8.0 7.3 8.7 8.0 

Mandurah 3.1 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.7 2.6 3.0 2.8 2.9 2.8 3.6 3.4 3.5 3.3 3.1 2.9 3.1 2.9 

Mount Magnet (b) 4.0 3.7 3.6 3.4 3.2 3.0 3.8 3.5 3.6 3.3 4.5 4.1 4.6 4.3 3.7 3.4 3.9 3.6 

Mount Magnet (e) 5.8 5.5 5.3 5.0 4.9 4.6 5.5 5.2 5.3 5.0 6.3 5.9 6.5 6.2 5.4 5.1 5.6 5.3 

Newman (b) 6.3 5.8 5.5 5.0 4.8 4.4 5.6 5.1 5.5 5.0 6.7 6.2 7.6 7.1 5.5 5.0 5.9 5.3 

Newman (e) 7.9 7.4 7.1 6.6 6.3 5.9 7.2 6.6 7.0 6.6 8.3 7.8 9.2 8.7 7.0 6.5 7.4 6.9 

Yanchep 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.7 2.5 2.6 2.6 3.1 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.5 

Note: (b) – if bottled gas is used for heating and hot water, (e) – if electricity is used for heating and hot water  
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Table F.44 Building price indices for construction of a house in regional WA 

Location Price indices 

Perth* 100 

Albany 115 

Armadale 100 

Augusta 125 

Broome 150 

Bunbury 105 

Busselton 110 

Carnarvon 150 

Esperance 130 

Geraldton 110 

Joondalup 100 

Kalgoorlie 135 

Kununurra 160 

Laverton 150 

Mandurah 100 

Mount Magnet 150 

Newman 165 

Yanchep 110 

Source:(Rawlinsons 2015) 

 

Table F.45 Natural gas tariff in regional WA 

Location 
Supply 

charges(Cents)/day 

Energy charges 

(Cents)/unit 

First 12 units 

Energy charges 

(Cents)/unit 

Next 24 units 

Albany 22.21 16.15 N.A 

Armadale 20.58 14.2 12.81 

Bunbury 20.58 14.2 12.81 

Busselton 20.58 14.2 12.81 

Geraldton 20.58 14.2 12.81 

Joondalup 20.58 14.2 12.81 

Kalgoorlie 46.26 13.19 N.A 

Mandurah 20.58 14.2 12.81 

Perth 20.58 14.2 12.81 

Yanchep 20.58 14.2 12.81 

Note: 1 unit = 3.6MJ, Cents – Australian Cents 

Source:(DOF 2015b, 2015c) 
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Table F.46 Price structure of bottled gas in regional WA 

Location 

Price per 45kg 

LPG bottle 

(AUD) 

Reference 

Augusta 129.00 Kleenheat Gas, Augusta - +61 8 6410 2304 

Broome 189.00 Kleenheat Gas House, Broome - +61 8 9192 3733 

Carnarvon 129.00 Mitre 10, Carnarvon - +61 8 9941 1009 

Esperance 102.60 Kleenheat Gas, Esperance - +61 8 9071 1300 

Kununurra 155.00 Mitre 10, Carnarvon - +61 8 9968 1340 

Laverton 111.00 Kleenheat Gas, Laverton - +61 8 9021 2066 

Mount 

Magnet 
110.50 

Kleenheat Gas House, Mount Magnet - +61 8 9021 

2066 

Newman 182.00 
Newman Hardware, Newman - +61 8 9175 1310, 

+61 8 9175 0481 

Note: Each 45kg liquid petroleum gas (LPG) bottle contains 2.268GJ energy  
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Table F.47 Breakdown of LCC of a reference house for alternative CPS options in 17 locations in regional WA 

CPS options 

 
1AUD = 0.7229US$ 

Present value - US$ 

Life cycle 

cost - US$ 

Present value of 

additional capital 

and replacement cost 

- US$ 

Present value of capital cost 

and life cycle operational cost 

saving - US$ Net life cycle 

cost - US$ Capital cost 

Life cycle 

operational 

cost 

End of life 

demolition 

and disposal 

cost SPV SWH GC SPV SWH 

(a) (b) (c) (d=a+b+c) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (d+e+f-g-h-i) 

Albany                     

DB-INS-SG-CT 186,451.83 55,528.00 1,952.59 243,932.43 4,377.77 6,972.21 194.07 16,053.71 9,297.21 229,737.42 

DB-INS-DG-CT 192,786.64 54,524.49 1,953.83 249,264.96 4,377.77 6,972.21 194.07 16,053.71 9,297.21 235,069.95 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 170,548.92 53,579.71 1,997.77 226,126.40 4,377.77 6,972.21 376.36 16,053.71 9,297.21 211,749.11 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 176,883.73 52,513.15 1,999.01 231,395.89 4,377.77 6,972.21 376.36 16,053.71 9,297.21 217,018.59 

BV-XX-DG-CT 173,405.93 53,416.55 1,715.21 228,537.70 4,377.77 6,972.21 194.07 16,053.71 9,297.21 214,342.69 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 184,693.19 55,479.87 1,823.53 241,996.60 4,377.77 6,972.21 194.07 16,053.71 9,297.21 227,801.59 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 191,028.00 54,465.44 1,824.68 247,318.11 4,377.77 6,972.21 194.07 16,053.71 9,297.21 233,123.10 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 207,792.91 53,420.86 1,589.78 262,803.55 4,377.77 6,972.21 194.07 16,053.71 9,297.21 248,608.55 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 174,459.78 55,043.91 1,536.05 231,039.74 4,377.77 6,972.21 194.07 16,053.71 9,297.21 216,844.73 

Armadale           

DB-INS-SG-CT 162,132.03 49,916.03 1,697.91 213,745.96 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,310.34 195,515.21 

DB-INS-DG-CT 167,640.56 48,857.89 1,698.98 218,197.43 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,310.34 199,966.68 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 148,303.41 48,946.91 1,737.20 198,987.51 3,806.76 6,062.80 327.27 19,621.20 8,310.34 180,598.25 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 153,811.94 47,697.75 1,738.27 203,247.96 3,806.76 6,062.80 327.27 19,621.20 8,310.34 184,858.70 

BV-XX-DG-CT 150,787.77 49,564.68 1,491.49 201,843.93 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,310.34 183,613.18 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 160,602.77 49,907.43 1,585.68 212,095.88 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,310.34 193,865.13 
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CPS options 

 
1AUD = 0.7229US$ 

Present value - US$ 

Life cycle 

cost - US$ 

Present value of 

additional capital 

and replacement cost 

- US$ 

Present value of capital cost 

and life cycle operational cost 

saving - US$ Net life cycle 

cost - US$ Capital cost 

Life cycle 

operational 

cost 

End of life 

demolition 

and disposal 

cost SPV SWH GC SPV SWH 

(a) (b) (c) (d=a+b+c) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (d+e+f-g-h-i) 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 166,111.30 48,901.42 1,586.67 216,599.39 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,310.34 198,368.64 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 180,689.49 48,729.79 1,382.41 230,801.70 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,310.34 212,570.95 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 151,704.16 51,447.13 1,335.69 204,486.98 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,310.34 186,256.23 

Augusta (e)           

DB-INS-SG-CT 202,665.03 70,218.38 2,122.38 275,005.80 4,758.45 7,578.49 210.95 8,310.34 9,841.82 268,979.62 

DB-INS-DG-CT 209,550.69 68,637.17 2,123.73 280,311.59 4,758.45 7,578.49 210.95 8,310.34 9,841.82 274,285.42 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 185,379.26 67,125.47 2,171.49 254,676.22 4,758.45 7,578.49 409.09 8,310.34 9,841.82 248,451.91 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 192,264.92 65,526.88 2,172.84 259,964.65 4,758.45 7,578.49 409.09 8,310.34 9,841.82 253,740.33 

BV-XX-DG-CT 188,484.71 66,777.95 1,864.36 257,127.02 4,758.45 7,578.49 210.95 8,310.34 9,841.82 251,100.85 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 200,753.47 70,131.50 1,982.10 272,867.07 4,758.45 7,578.49 210.95 8,310.34 9,841.82 266,840.89 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 207,639.13 68,532.92 1,983.34 278,155.39 4,758.45 7,578.49 210.95 8,310.34 9,841.82 272,129.21 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 225,861.86 67,055.96 1,728.02 294,645.85 4,758.45 7,578.49 210.95 8,310.34 9,841.82 288,619.67 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 189,630.19 69,193.20 1,669.62 260,493.01 4,758.45 7,578.49 210.95 8,310.34 9,841.82 254,466.83 

Augusta (b)           

DB-INS-SG-CT 202,665.03 61,475.25 2,122.38 266,262.67 4,758.45 7,578.49 210.95 16,053.71 11,787.71 250,547.24 

DB-INS-DG-CT 209,550.69 60,162.59 2,123.73 271,837.01 4,758.45 7,578.49 210.95 16,053.71 11,787.71 256,121.58 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 185,379.26 59,039.57 2,171.49 246,590.32 4,758.45 7,578.49 409.09 16,053.71 11,787.71 230,676.76 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 192,264.92 57,705.99 2,172.84 252,143.75 4,758.45 7,578.49 409.09 16,053.71 11,787.71 236,230.19 
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CPS options 

 
1AUD = 0.7229US$ 

Present value - US$ 

Life cycle 

cost - US$ 

Present value of 

additional capital 

and replacement cost 

- US$ 

Present value of capital cost 

and life cycle operational cost 

saving - US$ Net life cycle 

cost - US$ Capital cost 

Life cycle 

operational 

cost 

End of life 

demolition 

and disposal 

cost SPV SWH GC SPV SWH 

(a) (b) (c) (d=a+b+c) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (d+e+f-g-h-i) 

BV-XX-DG-CT 188,484.71 58,808.65 1,864.36 249,157.72 4,758.45 7,578.49 210.95 16,053.71 11,787.71 233,442.30 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 200,753.47 61,409.57 1,982.10 264,145.14 4,758.45 7,578.49 210.95 16,053.71 11,787.71 248,429.72 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 207,639.13 60,079.53 1,983.34 269,702.00 4,758.45 7,578.49 210.95 16,053.71 11,787.71 253,986.58 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 225,861.86 58,955.93 1,728.02 286,545.81 4,758.45 7,578.49 210.95 16,053.71 11,787.71 270,830.38 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 189,630.19 60,796.35 1,669.62 252,096.16 4,758.45 7,578.49 210.95 16,053.71 11,787.71 236,380.74 

Broome (e)           

DB-INS-SG-CT 243,198.04 120,515.38 2,546.86 366,260.28 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 347,326.65 

DB-INS-DG-CT 251,460.83 116,067.15 2,548.47 370,076.46 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 351,142.83 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 222,455.11 117,022.83 2,605.79 342,083.73 5,710.14 9,094.19 490.91 22,296.82 11,188.00 322,912.34 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 230,717.90 112,661.47 2,607.41 345,986.79 5,710.14 9,094.19 490.91 22,296.82 11,188.00 326,815.39 

BV-XX-DG-CT 226,181.65 111,740.55 2,237.24 340,159.44 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 321,225.81 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 240,904.16 120,550.14 2,378.52 363,832.82 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 344,899.19 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 249,166.95 116,067.15 2,380.01 367,614.12 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 348,680.48 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 271,034.24 113,565.02 2,073.62 386,672.88 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 367,739.25 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 227,556.23 114,190.55 2,003.54 343,750.32 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 324,816.69 

Broome (b)           

DB-INS-SG-CT 243,198.04 124,547.43 2,546.86 370,292.32 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 22,446.19 340,100.51 

DB-INS-DG-CT 251,460.83 120,099.19 2,548.47 374,108.50 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 22,446.19 343,916.68 
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CPS options 

 
1AUD = 0.7229US$ 

Present value - US$ 

Life cycle 

cost - US$ 

Present value of 

additional capital 

and replacement cost 

- US$ 

Present value of capital cost 

and life cycle operational cost 

saving - US$ Net life cycle 

cost - US$ Capital cost 

Life cycle 

operational 

cost 

End of life 

demolition 

and disposal 

cost SPV SWH GC SPV SWH 

(a) (b) (c) (d=a+b+c) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (d+e+f-g-h-i) 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 222,455.11 121,054.87 2,605.79 346,115.77 5,710.14 9,094.19 490.91 22,296.82 22,446.19 315,686.19 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 230,717.90 116,693.52 2,607.41 350,018.83 5,710.14 9,094.19 490.91 22,296.82 22,446.19 319,589.25 

BV-XX-DG-CT 226,181.65 115,772.59 2,237.24 344,191.48 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 22,446.19 313,999.66 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 240,904.16 124,582.18 2,378.52 367,864.86 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 22,446.19 337,673.04 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 249,166.95 120,099.19 2,380.01 371,646.16 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 22,446.19 341,454.34 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 271,034.24 117,597.06 2,073.62 390,704.92 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 22,446.19 360,513.10 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 227,556.23 118,222.60 2,003.54 347,782.37 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 22,446.19 317,590.55 

Bunbury           

DB-INS-SG-CT 170,238.63 47,644.31 1,782.80 219,665.74 3,997.09 6,365.94 177.20 19,621.20 8,551.08 201,679.29 

DB-INS-DG-CT 176,022.58 46,645.84 1,783.93 224,452.36 3,997.09 6,365.94 177.20 19,621.20 8,572.69 206,444.29 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 155,718.58 47,072.98 1,824.05 204,615.62 3,997.09 6,365.94 343.63 19,621.20 8,620.62 186,393.20 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 161,502.53 46,031.10 1,825.19 209,358.82 3,997.09 6,365.94 343.63 19,621.20 8,643.17 191,113.85 

BV-XX-DG-CT 158,327.15 47,837.30 1,566.07 207,730.52 3,997.09 6,365.94 177.20 19,621.20 8,613.10 189,682.05 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 168,632.91 47,696.44 1,664.96 217,994.32 3,997.09 6,365.94 177.20 19,621.20 8,551.08 200,007.87 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 174,416.87 46,680.65 1,666.01 222,763.53 3,997.09 6,365.94 177.20 19,621.20 8,574.57 204,753.58 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 189,723.97 46,820.72 1,451.53 237,996.22 3,997.09 6,365.94 177.20 19,621.20 8,610.28 219,950.57 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 159,289.36 49,286.70 1,402.48 209,978.54 3,997.09 6,365.94 177.20 19,621.20 8,563.30 191,979.87 

Busselton           
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CPS options 

 
1AUD = 0.7229US$ 

Present value - US$ 

Life cycle 

cost - US$ 

Present value of 

additional capital 

and replacement cost 

- US$ 

Present value of capital cost 

and life cycle operational cost 

saving - US$ Net life cycle 

cost - US$ Capital cost 

Life cycle 

operational 

cost 

End of life 

demolition 

and disposal 

cost SPV SWH GC SPV SWH 

(a) (b) (c) (d=a+b+c) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (d+e+f-g-h-i) 

DB-INS-SG-CT 178,345.23 53,353.39 1,867.70 233,566.32 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,310.34 216,305.65 

DB-INS-DG-CT 184,404.61 51,844.38 1,868.88 238,117.87 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,310.34 220,857.20 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 163,133.75 51,578.62 1,910.91 216,623.28 4,187.43 6,669.07 360.00 19,621.20 8,310.34 199,188.25 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 169,193.13 50,130.45 1,912.10 221,235.68 4,187.43 6,669.07 360.00 19,621.20 8,310.34 203,800.65 

BV-XX-DG-CT 165,866.54 51,615.61 1,640.64 219,122.80 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,310.34 201,862.12 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 176,663.05 53,310.20 1,744.25 231,717.50 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,310.34 214,456.83 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 182,722.43 51,861.98 1,745.34 236,329.75 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,310.34 219,069.08 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 198,758.44 51,092.54 1,520.66 251,371.64 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,310.34 234,110.96 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 166,874.57 53,627.52 1,469.26 221,971.35 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,310.34 204,710.68 

Carnarvon (e)           

DB-INS-SG-CT 243,198.04 63,279.15 2,546.86 309,024.05 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 290,090.42 

DB-INS-DG-CT 251,460.83 61,993.33 2,548.47 316,002.64 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 297,069.01 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 222,455.11 62,827.37 2,605.79 287,888.28 5,710.14 9,094.19 490.91 22,296.82 11,188.00 268,716.88 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 230,717.90 61,506.81 2,607.41 294,832.12 5,710.14 9,094.19 490.91 22,296.82 11,188.00 275,660.72 

BV-XX-DG-CT 226,181.65 61,836.95 2,237.24 290,255.83 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 271,322.20 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 240,904.16 63,261.77 2,378.52 306,544.45 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 287,610.82 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 249,166.95 62,062.83 2,380.01 313,609.80 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 294,676.17 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 271,034.24 61,993.33 2,073.62 335,101.19 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 316,167.56 
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CPS options 

 
1AUD = 0.7229US$ 

Present value - US$ 

Life cycle 

cost - US$ 

Present value of 

additional capital 

and replacement cost 

- US$ 

Present value of capital cost 

and life cycle operational cost 

saving - US$ Net life cycle 

cost - US$ Capital cost 

Life cycle 

operational 

cost 

End of life 

demolition 

and disposal 

cost SPV SWH GC SPV SWH 

(a) (b) (c) (d=a+b+c) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (d+e+f-g-h-i) 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 227,556.23 62,723.12 2,003.54 292,282.89 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 273,349.26 

Carnarvon (b)           

DB-INS-SG-CT 243,198.04 58,371.10 2,546.86 304,116.00 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 15,320.41 281,049.95 

DB-INS-DG-CT 251,460.83 57,088.81 2,548.47 311,098.12 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 15,320.41 288,032.08 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 222,455.11 57,922.86 2,605.79 282,983.76 5,710.14 9,094.19 490.91 22,296.82 15,320.41 259,679.95 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 230,717.90 56,602.29 2,607.41 289,927.60 5,710.14 9,094.19 490.91 22,296.82 15,320.41 266,623.79 

BV-XX-DG-CT 226,181.65 56,921.83 2,237.24 285,340.72 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 15,320.41 262,274.67 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 240,904.16 58,353.72 2,378.52 301,636.40 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 15,320.41 278,570.36 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 249,166.95 57,158.32 2,380.01 308,705.28 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 15,320.41 285,639.24 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 271,034.24 57,085.28 2,073.62 330,193.14 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 15,320.41 307,127.09 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 227,556.23 57,793.87 2,003.54 287,353.64 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 15,320.41 264,287.59 

Esperance (e)           

DB-INS-SG-CT 210,771.64 64,727.59 2,207.28 277,706.51 4,948.78 7,881.63 219.39 16,053.71 9,841.82 264,422.00 

DB-INS-DG-CT 217,932.72 63,424.40 2,208.68 283,565.80 4,948.78 7,881.63 219.39 16,053.71 9,841.82 270,281.30 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 192,794.43 62,833.62 2,258.35 257,886.40 4,948.78 7,881.63 425.45 16,053.71 9,841.82 244,395.84 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 199,955.52 61,391.42 2,259.75 263,606.69 4,948.78 7,881.63 425.45 16,053.71 9,841.82 250,116.13 

BV-XX-DG-CT 196,024.10 62,711.99 1,938.94 260,675.02 4,948.78 7,881.63 219.39 16,053.71 9,841.82 247,390.52 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 208,783.61 64,762.34 2,061.38 275,607.34 4,948.78 7,881.63 219.39 16,053.71 9,841.82 262,322.83 
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CPS options 

 
1AUD = 0.7229US$ 

Present value - US$ 

Life cycle 

cost - US$ 

Present value of 

additional capital 

and replacement cost 

- US$ 

Present value of capital cost 

and life cycle operational cost 

saving - US$ Net life cycle 

cost - US$ Capital cost 

Life cycle 

operational 

cost 

End of life 

demolition 

and disposal 

cost SPV SWH GC SPV SWH 

(a) (b) (c) (d=a+b+c) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (d+e+f-g-h-i) 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 215,944.69 63,407.02 2,062.68 281,414.39 4,948.78 7,881.63 219.39 16,053.71 9,841.82 268,129.89 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 234,896.34 62,520.85 1,797.14 299,214.33 4,948.78 7,881.63 219.39 16,053.71 9,841.82 285,929.83 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 197,215.40 64,553.83 1,736.40 263,505.64 4,948.78 7,881.63 219.39 16,053.71 9,841.82 250,221.13 

Esperance (b)           

DB-INS-SG-CT 210,771.64 51,292.21 2,207.28 264,271.12 4,948.78 7,881.63 219.39 16,053.71 9,375.34 251,453.10 

DB-INS-DG-CT 217,932.72 50,320.06 2,208.68 270,461.46 4,948.78 7,881.63 219.39 16,053.71 9,375.34 257,643.45 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 192,794.43 50,155.83 2,258.35 245,208.61 4,948.78 7,881.63 425.45 16,053.71 9,375.34 232,184.53 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 199,955.52 49,051.04 2,259.75 251,266.31 4,948.78 7,881.63 425.45 16,053.71 9,375.34 238,242.23 

BV-XX-DG-CT 196,024.10 50,167.89 1,938.94 248,130.92 4,948.78 7,881.63 219.39 16,053.71 9,375.34 235,312.91 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 208,783.61 51,339.69 2,061.38 262,184.68 4,948.78 7,881.63 219.39 16,053.71 9,375.34 249,366.67 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 215,944.69 50,321.79 2,062.68 268,329.16 4,948.78 7,881.63 219.39 16,053.71 9,375.34 255,511.14 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 234,896.34 49,862.16 1,797.14 286,555.64 4,948.78 7,881.63 219.39 16,053.71 9,375.34 273,737.62 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 197,215.40 51,494.06 1,736.40 250,445.86 4,948.78 7,881.63 219.39 16,053.71 9,375.34 237,627.85 

Geraldton           

DB-INS-SG-CT 178,345.23 47,710.60 1,867.70 227,923.52 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,734.32 210,238.88 

DB-INS-DG-CT 184,404.61 46,286.22 1,868.88 232,559.71 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,749.35 214,860.03 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 163,133.75 47,493.65 1,910.91 212,538.32 4,187.43 6,669.07 360.00 19,621.20 8,742.78 194,670.85 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 169,193.13 46,138.78 1,912.10 217,244.01 4,187.43 6,669.07 360.00 19,621.20 8,757.81 199,361.51 
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CPS options 

 
1AUD = 0.7229US$ 

Present value - US$ 

Life cycle 

cost - US$ 

Present value of 

additional capital 

and replacement cost 

- US$ 

Present value of capital cost 

and life cycle operational cost 

saving - US$ Net life cycle 

cost - US$ Capital cost 

Life cycle 

operational 

cost 

End of life 

demolition 

and disposal 

cost SPV SWH GC SPV SWH 

(a) (b) (c) (d=a+b+c) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (d+e+f-g-h-i) 

BV-XX-DG-CT 165,866.54 48,275.40 1,640.64 215,782.58 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,737.14 198,095.12 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 176,663.05 47,754.01 1,744.25 226,161.31 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,733.38 208,477.60 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 182,722.43 46,373.05 1,745.34 230,840.82 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,747.47 213,143.02 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 198,758.44 46,911.70 1,520.66 247,190.80 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,747.47 229,492.99 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 166,874.57 49,595.13 1,469.26 217,938.96 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,708.95 200,279.68 

Joondalup           

DB-INS-SG-CT 162,132.03 45,206.90 1,697.91 209,036.83 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,681.70 190,434.73 

DB-INS-DG-CT 167,640.56 44,564.44 1,698.98 213,903.97 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,696.73 195,286.84 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 148,303.41 45,034.20 1,737.20 195,074.81 3,806.76 6,062.80 327.27 19,621.20 8,717.41 176,278.49 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 153,811.94 44,226.70 1,738.27 199,776.91 3,806.76 6,062.80 327.27 19,621.20 8,733.38 180,964.61 

BV-XX-DG-CT 150,787.77 45,476.64 1,491.49 197,755.90 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,695.79 179,139.70 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 160,602.77 45,241.59 1,585.68 207,430.05 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,679.82 188,829.82 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 166,111.30 44,590.47 1,586.67 212,288.45 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,695.79 193,672.25 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 180,689.49 44,816.75 1,382.41 226,888.66 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,708.95 208,259.30 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 151,704.16 46,604.90 1,335.69 199,644.75 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,656.33 181,068.01 

Kalgoorlie           

DB-INS-SG-CT 218,878.24 47,918.31 2,292.17 269,088.71 5,139.12 8,184.77 227.83 19,621.20 8,556.87 254,006.72 

DB-INS-DG-CT 226,314.75 46,799.38 2,293.63 275,407.76 5,139.12 8,184.77 227.83 19,621.20 8,556.87 260,325.76 
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CPS options 

 
1AUD = 0.7229US$ 

Present value - US$ 

Life cycle 

cost - US$ 

Present value of 

additional capital 

and replacement cost 

- US$ 

Present value of capital cost 

and life cycle operational cost 

saving - US$ Net life cycle 

cost - US$ Capital cost 

Life cycle 

operational 

cost 

End of life 

demolition 

and disposal 

cost SPV SWH GC SPV SWH 

(a) (b) (c) (d=a+b+c) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (d+e+f-g-h-i) 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 200,209.60 47,242.92 2,345.21 249,797.73 5,139.12 8,184.77 441.81 19,621.20 8,556.87 234,501.75 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 207,646.11 46,089.24 2,346.67 256,082.02 5,139.12 8,184.77 441.81 19,621.20 8,556.87 240,786.04 

BV-XX-DG-CT 203,563.48 48,462.43 2,013.51 254,039.43 5,139.12 8,184.77 227.83 19,621.20 8,556.87 238,957.44 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 216,813.74 47,961.97 2,140.67 266,916.39 5,139.12 8,184.77 227.83 19,621.20 8,556.87 251,834.39 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 224,250.26 46,859.97 2,142.01 273,252.24 5,139.12 8,184.77 227.83 19,621.20 8,556.87 258,170.24 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 243,930.81 47,010.86 1,866.26 292,807.93 5,139.12 8,184.77 227.83 19,621.20 8,556.87 277,725.94 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 204,800.61 50,275.72 1,803.18 256,879.51 5,139.12 8,184.77 227.83 19,621.20 8,556.87 241,797.51 

Kununurra (e)           

DB-INS-SG-CT 259,411.24 153,460.10 2,716.65 415,587.99 6,090.81 9,700.47 270.02 22,296.82 11,188.00 397,624.44 

DB-INS-DG-CT 268,224.89 146,388.11 2,718.37 417,331.37 6,090.81 9,700.47 270.02 22,296.82 11,188.00 399,367.82 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 237,285.45 146,075.34 2,779.51 386,140.31 6,090.81 9,700.47 523.63 22,296.82 11,188.00 367,923.14 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 246,099.10 139,055.48 2,781.24 387,935.81 6,090.81 9,700.47 523.63 22,296.82 11,188.00 369,718.64 

BV-XX-DG-CT 241,260.43 142,270.02 2,386.39 385,916.83 6,090.81 9,700.47 270.02 22,296.82 11,188.00 367,953.28 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 256,964.44 153,703.36 2,537.09 413,204.89 6,090.81 9,700.47 270.02 22,296.82 11,188.00 395,241.34 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 265,778.08 146,492.36 2,538.68 414,809.13 6,090.81 9,700.47 270.02 22,296.82 11,188.00 396,845.57 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 289,103.19 142,252.64 2,211.86 433,567.69 6,090.81 9,700.47 270.02 22,296.82 11,188.00 415,604.14 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 242,726.65 147,256.90 2,137.11 392,120.66 6,090.81 9,700.47 270.02 22,296.82 11,188.00 374,157.11 

Kununurra (b)           
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CPS options 

 
1AUD = 0.7229US$ 

Present value - US$ 

Life cycle 

cost - US$ 

Present value of 

additional capital 

and replacement cost 

- US$ 

Present value of capital cost 

and life cycle operational cost 

saving - US$ Net life cycle 

cost - US$ Capital cost 

Life cycle 

operational 

cost 

End of life 

demolition 

and disposal 

cost SPV SWH GC SPV SWH 

(a) (b) (c) (d=a+b+c) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (d+e+f-g-h-i) 

DB-INS-SG-CT 259,411.24 152,428.09 2,716.65 414,555.99 6,090.81 9,700.47 270.02 22,296.82 18,408.25 389,372.19 

DB-INS-DG-CT 268,224.89 145,356.10 2,718.37 416,299.36 6,090.81 9,700.47 270.02 22,296.82 18,408.25 391,115.56 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 237,285.45 145,043.33 2,779.51 385,108.30 6,090.81 9,700.47 523.63 22,296.82 18,408.25 359,670.88 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 246,099.10 138,023.47 2,781.24 386,903.80 6,090.81 9,700.47 523.63 22,296.82 18,408.25 361,466.39 

BV-XX-DG-CT 241,260.43 141,238.01 2,386.39 384,884.82 6,090.81 9,700.47 270.02 22,296.82 18,408.25 359,701.02 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 256,964.44 152,671.36 2,537.09 412,172.88 6,090.81 9,700.47 270.02 22,296.82 18,408.25 386,989.08 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 265,778.08 145,460.35 2,538.68 413,777.12 6,090.81 9,700.47 270.02 22,296.82 18,408.25 388,593.32 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 289,103.19 141,220.63 2,211.86 432,535.68 6,090.81 9,700.47 270.02 22,296.82 18,408.25 407,351.88 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 242,726.65 146,224.89 2,137.11 391,088.65 6,090.81 9,700.47 270.02 22,296.82 18,408.25 365,904.85 

Laverton (e)           

DB-INS-SG-CT 243,198.04 66,285.18 2,546.86 312,030.08 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 293,096.45 

DB-INS-DG-CT 251,460.83 63,296.52 2,548.47 317,305.83 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 298,372.20 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 222,455.11 64,530.21 2,605.79 289,591.12 5,710.14 9,094.19 490.91 22,296.82 11,188.00 270,419.72 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 230,717.90 61,767.44 2,607.41 295,092.76 5,710.14 9,094.19 490.91 22,296.82 11,188.00 275,921.36 

BV-XX-DG-CT 226,181.65 66,215.68 2,237.24 294,634.56 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 275,700.93 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 240,904.16 66,406.81 2,378.52 309,689.49 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 290,755.86 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 249,166.95 63,366.03 2,380.01 314,912.99 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 295,979.36 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 271,034.24 63,539.79 2,073.62 336,647.64 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 317,714.01 
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CPS options 

 
1AUD = 0.7229US$ 

Present value - US$ 

Life cycle 

cost - US$ 

Present value of 

additional capital 

and replacement cost 

- US$ 

Present value of capital cost 

and life cycle operational cost 

saving - US$ Net life cycle 

cost - US$ Capital cost 

Life cycle 

operational 

cost 

End of life 

demolition 

and disposal 

cost SPV SWH GC SPV SWH 

(a) (b) (c) (d=a+b+c) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (d+e+f-g-h-i) 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 227,556.23 68,596.18 2,003.54 298,155.95 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 11,188.00 279,222.32 

Laverton (b)           

DB-INS-SG-CT 243,198.04 58,388.19 2,546.86 304,133.09 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 13,182.68 283,204.78 

DB-INS-DG-CT 251,460.83 55,448.72 2,548.47 309,458.03 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 13,182.68 288,529.72 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 222,455.11 56,737.06 2,605.79 281,797.97 5,710.14 9,094.19 490.91 22,296.82 13,182.68 260,631.89 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 230,717.90 54,018.01 2,607.41 287,343.32 5,710.14 9,094.19 490.91 22,296.82 13,182.68 266,177.25 

BV-XX-DG-CT 226,181.65 58,373.34 2,237.24 286,792.22 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 13,182.68 265,863.91 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 240,904.16 58,504.36 2,378.52 301,787.04 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 13,182.68 280,858.73 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 249,166.95 55,518.22 2,380.01 307,065.19 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 13,182.68 286,136.88 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 271,034.24 55,719.31 2,073.62 328,827.16 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 13,182.68 307,898.85 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 227,556.23 60,639.07 2,003.54 290,198.84 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 22,296.82 13,182.68 269,270.53 

Mandurah           

DB-INS-SG-CT 162,132.03 47,687.67 1,697.91 211,517.60 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,548.26 193,048.93 

DB-INS-DG-CT 167,640.56 46,663.16 1,698.98 216,002.70 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,570.82 197,511.48 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 148,303.41 47,072.93 1,737.20 197,113.53 3,806.76 6,062.80 327.27 19,621.20 8,618.74 178,415.88 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 153,811.94 45,952.88 1,738.27 201,503.09 3,806.76 6,062.80 327.27 19,621.20 8,642.23 182,781.94 

BV-XX-DG-CT 150,787.77 47,767.80 1,491.49 200,047.05 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,613.10 181,513.54 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 160,602.77 47,687.67 1,585.68 209,876.12 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,548.26 191,407.45 
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CPS options 

 
1AUD = 0.7229US$ 

Present value - US$ 

Life cycle 

cost - US$ 

Present value of 

additional capital 

and replacement cost 

- US$ 

Present value of capital cost 

and life cycle operational cost 

saving - US$ Net life cycle 

cost - US$ Capital cost 

Life cycle 

operational 

cost 

End of life 

demolition 

and disposal 

cost SPV SWH GC SPV SWH 

(a) (b) (c) (d=a+b+c) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (d+e+f-g-h-i) 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 166,111.30 46,706.63 1,586.67 214,404.61 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,571.76 195,912.44 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 180,689.49 46,785.92 1,382.41 228,857.82 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,608.40 210,329.01 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 151,704.16 49,225.86 1,335.69 202,265.70 3,806.76 6,062.80 168.76 19,621.20 8,562.36 183,782.94 

Mount Magnet (e)           

DB-INS-SG-CT 243,198.04 61,593.41 2,546.86 307,338.31 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 19,621.20 10,656.32 291,611.98 

DB-INS-DG-CT 251,460.83 59,734.19 2,548.47 313,743.50 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 19,621.20 10,656.32 298,017.17 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 222,455.11 60,481.36 2,605.79 285,542.26 5,710.14 9,094.19 490.91 19,621.20 10,656.32 269,578.17 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 230,717.90 58,656.89 2,607.41 291,982.20 5,710.14 9,094.19 490.91 19,621.20 10,656.32 276,018.11 

BV-XX-DG-CT 226,181.65 62,149.44 2,237.24 290,568.33 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 19,621.20 10,656.32 274,842.00 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 240,904.16 61,767.17 2,378.52 305,049.85 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 19,621.20 10,656.32 289,323.53 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 249,166.95 59,838.45 2,380.01 311,385.41 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 19,621.20 10,656.32 295,659.08 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 271,034.24 60,064.33 2,073.62 333,172.19 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 19,621.20 10,656.32 317,445.86 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 227,556.23 64,078.17 2,003.54 293,637.94 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 19,621.20 10,656.32 277,911.61 

Mount Magnet (b)           

DB-INS-SG-CT 243,198.04 53,282.35 2,546.86 299,027.25 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 19,621.20 11,378.67 282,578.56 

DB-INS-DG-CT 251,460.83 51,450.72 2,548.47 305,460.02 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 19,621.20 11,378.67 289,011.34 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 222,455.11 52,247.55 2,605.79 277,308.46 5,710.14 9,094.19 490.91 19,621.20 11,378.67 260,622.01 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 230,717.90 50,445.15 2,607.41 283,770.47 5,710.14 9,094.19 490.91 19,621.20 11,378.67 267,084.02 
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CPS options 

 
1AUD = 0.7229US$ 

Present value - US$ 

Life cycle 

cost - US$ 

Present value of 

additional capital 

and replacement cost 

- US$ 

Present value of capital cost 

and life cycle operational cost 

saving - US$ Net life cycle 

cost - US$ Capital cost 

Life cycle 

operational 

cost 

End of life 

demolition 

and disposal 

cost SPV SWH GC SPV SWH 

(a) (b) (c) (d=a+b+c) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (d+e+f-g-h-i) 

BV-XX-DG-CT 226,181.65 53,860.45 2,237.24 282,279.34 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 19,621.20 11,378.67 265,830.65 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 240,904.16 53,456.11 2,378.52 296,738.79 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 19,621.20 11,378.67 280,290.10 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 249,166.95 51,554.97 2,380.01 303,101.94 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 19,621.20 11,378.67 286,653.25 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 271,034.24 51,797.42 2,073.62 324,905.27 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 19,621.20 11,378.67 308,456.59 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 227,556.23 55,700.88 2,003.54 285,260.65 5,710.14 9,094.19 253.14 19,621.20 11,378.67 268,811.96 

Newman (e)           

DB-INS-SG-CT 267,517.85 75,529.16 2,801.54 345,848.55 6,281.15 10,003.61 278.45 22,296.82 11,188.00 328,370.04 

DB-INS-DG-CT 276,606.92 72,175.61 2,803.32 351,585.85 6,281.15 10,003.61 278.45 22,296.82 11,188.00 334,107.34 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 244,700.62 72,870.65 2,866.37 320,437.65 6,281.15 10,003.61 540.00 22,296.82 11,188.00 302,697.59 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 253,789.70 69,829.86 2,868.15 326,487.71 6,281.15 10,003.61 540.00 22,296.82 11,188.00 308,747.66 

BV-XX-DG-CT 248,799.81 74,486.61 2,460.96 325,747.38 6,281.15 10,003.61 278.45 22,296.82 11,188.00 308,268.87 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 264,994.58 75,720.30 2,616.37 343,331.25 6,281.15 10,003.61 278.45 22,296.82 11,188.00 325,852.73 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 274,083.65 72,401.50 2,618.01 349,103.16 6,281.15 10,003.61 278.45 22,296.82 11,188.00 331,624.65 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 298,137.66 72,001.85 2,280.98 372,420.50 6,281.15 10,003.61 278.45 22,296.82 11,188.00 354,941.98 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 250,311.86 77,596.89 2,203.89 330,112.64 6,281.15 10,003.61 278.45 22,296.82 11,188.00 312,634.13 

Newman (b)           

DB-INS-SG-CT 267,517.85 78,527.22 2,801.54 348,846.61 6,281.15 10,003.61 278.45 22,296.82 21,614.85 320,941.25 

DB-INS-DG-CT 276,606.92 75,171.52 2,803.32 354,581.75 6,281.15 10,003.61 278.45 22,296.82 21,614.85 326,676.39 
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CPS options 

 
1AUD = 0.7229US$ 

Present value - US$ 

Life cycle 

cost - US$ 

Present value of 

additional capital 

and replacement cost 

- US$ 

Present value of capital cost 

and life cycle operational cost 

saving - US$ Net life cycle 

cost - US$ Capital cost 

Life cycle 

operational 

cost 

End of life 

demolition 

and disposal 

cost SPV SWH GC SPV SWH 

(a) (b) (c) (d=a+b+c) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (d+e+f-g-h-i) 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 244,700.62 75,862.25 2,866.37 323,429.24 6,281.15 10,003.61 540.00 22,296.82 21,614.85 295,262.34 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 253,789.70 72,821.46 2,868.15 329,479.31 6,281.15 10,003.61 540.00 22,296.82 21,614.85 301,312.41 

BV-XX-DG-CT 248,799.81 77,491.13 2,460.96 328,751.90 6,281.15 10,003.61 278.45 22,296.82 21,614.85 300,846.54 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 264,994.58 78,718.35 2,616.37 346,329.30 6,281.15 10,003.61 278.45 22,296.82 21,614.85 318,423.95 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 274,083.65 75,399.56 2,618.01 352,101.22 6,281.15 10,003.61 278.45 22,296.82 21,614.85 324,195.86 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 298,137.66 74,999.91 2,280.98 375,418.55 6,281.15 10,003.61 278.45 22,296.82 21,614.85 347,513.20 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 250,311.86 80,620.80 2,203.89 333,136.55 6,281.15 10,003.61 278.45 22,296.82 21,614.85 305,231.19 

Yanchep           

DB-INS-SG-CT 178,345.23 45,215.56 1,867.70 225,428.48 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,680.76 207,797.40 

DB-INS-DG-CT 184,404.61 44,573.10 1,868.88 230,846.59 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,695.79 213,200.47 

CSW-POL-SG-CT 163,133.75 45,034.20 1,910.91 210,078.87 4,187.43 6,669.07 360.00 19,621.20 8,717.41 192,236.77 

CSW-POL-DG-CT 169,193.13 44,226.70 1,912.10 215,331.93 4,187.43 6,669.07 360.00 19,621.20 8,733.38 197,473.86 

BV-XX-DG-CT 165,866.54 45,459.27 1,640.64 212,966.45 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,695.79 195,320.33 

RBV-XX-SG-CT 176,663.05 45,241.59 1,744.25 223,648.89 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,679.82 206,018.75 

RBV-XX-DG-CT 182,722.43 44,607.85 1,745.34 229,075.62 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,695.79 211,429.50 

ACC-XX-DG-CT 198,758.44 44,808.04 1,520.66 245,087.13 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,708.01 227,428.80 

TMB-XX-DG-CT 166,874.57 46,570.15 1,469.26 214,913.98 4,187.43 6,669.07 185.64 19,621.20 8,656.33 197,307.33 

Note: (b) – use of bottled gas for heating and hot water, (e) – use of electricity for heating and hot water 
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Table F.48 Savings to investment ratios of SPV and SWH in 17 locations in regional 

WA 

 
Solar 

radiation 

zone 

Savings to investment ratio 

SPV SWH 
Combined 

SPV+SWH 

Broome (b) 2 3.9 2.5 3.0 

Broome (e) 2 3.9 1.2 2.3 

Carnarvon (b) 2 3.9 1.7 2.5 

Carnarvon (e) 2 3.9 1.2 2.3 

Kununurra (b) 2 3.7 1.9 2.6 

Kununurra (e) 2 3.7 1.2 2.1 

Laverton (b) 2 3.9 1.4 2.4 

Laverton (e) 2 3.9 1.2 2.3 

Newman (b) 2 3.5 2.2 2.7 

Newman (e) 2 3.5 1.1 2.1 

Armadale 3 5.2 1.4 2.8 

Bunbury 3 4.9 1.3 2.7 

Busselton 3 4.7 1.2 2.6 

Geraldton 3 4.7 1.3 2.6 

Joondalup 3 5.2 1.4 2.9 

Kalgoorlie 3 3.8 1.0 2.1 

Mandurah 3 5.2 1.4 2.9 

Mount Magnet (b) 3 3.4 1.3 2.1 

Mount Magnet (e) 3 3.4 1.2 2.0 

Yanchep 3 4.7 1.3 2.6 

Albany 4 3.7 1.3 2.2 

Augusta (b) 4 3.4 1.6 2.3 

Augusta (e) 4 3.4 1.3 2.1 

Esperance (b) 4 3.2 1.2 2.0 

Esperance (e) 4 3.2 1.2 2.0 

Note: (b) – use of bottled gas for heating and hot water, (e) – use of electricity for 

heating and hot water 
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Table F.49 Normalized values of LCC, GHG emissions, and EE consumption of a reference house for alternative CPS options in all locations in 

regional WA 

Locations 

DB-INS-SG DB-INS-DG 
CSW-POL-

SG 

CSW-POL-

DG 
BV-XX-DG 

RBV-XX-

SG 

RBV-XX-

DG 

ACC-XX-

DG 

TMB-XX-

DG 

CT-SPV-SWH-GC 
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Perth 1.08 1.12 1.13 1.11 1.06 1.07 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.14 1.11 1.07 1.15 1.13 1.10 1.09 1.07 1.18 1.16 1.14 1.03 1.19 1.16 

Joondalup 1.08 1.10 1.14 1.11 1.07 1.09 1.00 1.04 1.06 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.09 1.09 1.07 1.13 1.13 1.10 1.09 1.08 1.18 1.16 1.14 1.03 1.10 1.11 

Mandurah 1.08 1.12 1.14 1.11 1.07 1.10 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.11 1.09 1.07 1.15 1.13 1.10 1.10 1.09 1.18 1.16 1.14 1.03 1.14 1.13 

Armadale 1.08 1.12 1.13 1.11 1.08 1.08 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.12 1.09 1.07 1.14 1.13 1.10 1.11 1.08 1.18 1.16 1.14 1.03 1.15 1.11 

Bunbury 1.08 1.11 1.12 1.11 1.07 1.08 1.00 1.05 1.04 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.11 1.06 1.07 1.14 1.11 1.10 1.09 1.07 1.18 1.15 1.14 1.03 1.14 1.06 

Yanchep 1.08 1.10 1.14 1.11 1.07 1.07 1.00 1.04 1.07 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.08 1.11 1.07 1.13 1.13 1.10 1.10 1.06 1.18 1.15 1.14 1.03 1.09 1.12 

Geraldton 1.08 1.13 1.16 1.10 1.06 1.11 1.00 1.07 1.05 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.13 1.07 1.07 1.15 1.15 1.09 1.08 1.10 1.18 1.15 1.12 1.03 1.15 1.10 

Busselton 1.09 1.14 1.11 1.11 1.08 1.08 1.00 1.05 1.04 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.09 1.06 1.08 1.16 1.10 1.10 1.11 1.07 1.18 1.14 1.14 1.03 1.13 1.07 

Albany 1.08 1.10 1.12 1.11 1.08 1.09 1.00 1.02 1.03 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.05 1.03 1.08 1.12 1.11 1.10 1.10 1.09 1.17 1.12 1.10 1.02 1.05 1.03 

Augusta (b) 1.09 1.10 1.12 1.11 1.08 1.10 1.00 1.03 1.03 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.05 1.03 1.08 1.12 1.11 1.10 1.10 1.09 1.17 1.12 1.10 1.02 1.05 1.03 

Augusta (e) 1.09 1.13 1.14 1.11 1.09 1.10 1.00 1.04 1.04 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.04 1.03 1.08 1.14 1.13 1.10 1.10 1.09 1.17 1.08 1.08 1.02 1.07 1.06 

Esperance (b) 1.08 1.09 1.11 1.11 1.07 1.08 1.00 1.03 1.04 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.06 1.04 1.07 1.12 1.10 1.10 1.09 1.07 1.18 1.12 1.11 1.02 1.06 1.04 

Esperance (e) 1.08 1.11 1.11 1.11 1.08 1.08 1.00 1.04 1.04 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.04 1.03 1.07 1.12 1.11 1.10 1.09 1.08 1.17 1.08 1.07 1.02 1.07 1.06 

Kalgoorlie 1.08 1.13 1.15 1.11 1.08 1.10 1.00 1.06 1.06 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.15 1.12 1.07 1.16 1.14 1.10 1.11 1.09 1.18 1.17 1.15 1.03 1.19 1.17 

Carnarvon (b) 1.08 1.12 1.14 1.11 1.08 1.08 1.00 1.05 1.06 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.03 1.01 1.07 1.15 1.13 1.10 1.10 1.08 1.18 1.13 1.10 1.02 1.02 1.00 

Carnarvon (e) 1.08 1.09 1.09 1.11 1.06 1.06 1.00 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.03 1.01 1.07 1.10 1.09 1.10 1.07 1.05 1.18 1.10 1.07 1.02 1.02 1.01 

Laverton (b) 1.09 1.24 1.26 1.11 1.10 1.11 1.00 1.13 1.14 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.22 1.21 1.08 1.26 1.26 1.10 1.12 1.11 1.18 1.15 1.14 1.03 1.28 1.28 
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Locations 

DB-INS-SG DB-INS-DG 
CSW-POL-

SG 

CSW-POL-

DG 
BV-XX-DG 
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Laverton (e) 1.08 1.17 1.17 1.10 1.07 1.08 1.00 1.08 1.09 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.15 1.14 1.08 1.18 1.17 1.09 1.09 1.07 1.17 1.10 1.09 1.03 1.20 1.19 

Mount Magnet (b) 1.08 1.19 1.21 1.11 1.12 1.13 1.00 1.07 1.08 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.17 1.17 1.08 1.22 1.21 1.10 1.14 1.12 1.18 1.18 1.16 1.03 1.19 1.20 

Mount Magnet (e) 1.08 1.14 1.14 1.11 1.08 1.09 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.12 1.11 1.07 1.15 1.14 1.10 1.10 1.08 1.18 1.13 1.11 1.03 1.14 1.14 

Newman (b) 1.09 1.24 1.26 1.11 1.15 1.15 1.00 1.09 1.10 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.17 1.17 1.08 1.26 1.26 1.10 1.17 1.15 1.18 1.17 1.15 1.03 1.21 1.22 

Newman (e) 1.08 1.19 1.19 1.10 1.12 1.12 1.00 1.07 1.07 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.13 1.13 1.08 1.20 1.19 1.10 1.13 1.11 1.17 1.13 1.11 1.03 1.17 1.17 

Broome (b) 1.08 1.13 1.14 1.10 1.07 1.08 1.01 1.06 1.07 1.02 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.08 1.14 1.14 1.09 1.08 1.08 1.15 1.05 1.05 1.01 1.02 1.02 

Broome (e) 1.08 1.11 1.13 1.09 1.06 1.07 1.01 1.05 1.06 1.02 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.07 1.12 1.12 1.09 1.07 1.07 1.14 1.05 1.04 1.01 1.01 1.02 

Kununurra (b) 1.08 1.16 1.16 1.09 1.08 1.09 1.00 1.07 1.07 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.04 1.03 1.08 1.16 1.16 1.08 1.09 1.09 1.13 1.05 1.05 1.02 1.08 1.08 

Kununurra (e) 1.08 1.14 1.14 1.09 1.08 1.08 1.00 1.06 1.07 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.03 1.03 1.07 1.15 1.14 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.13 1.05 1.04 1.02 1.07 1.07 

Note: (b) – use of bottled gas for heating and hot water, (e) – use of electricity for heating and hot water 

 


